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Synopsis 
Although entitled The Marketing of Agricultural Pr~duce 
in Eighteenth Centu;x Oxfordshire, because of problems with 
source material, _this thesis is primarily an examination of 
the organization of the open market, the marketing of corn. 
and the period 17So-1800. Chapters t"I and III concentrate 
on public marketing institutions in Oxfordshire; II being· 
an account of where market• and fairs were held and the 
relative importance of the .different market towns, and ·III 
an investigation of who owned public markets; the type of 
facilities provided and the charges for using them. 
Chapter IV is on the corn trade; each section covering a 
different aspect. Section I is a discussion of sources; 
II and III an investigation of the role of the open market 
in the sale of corn; II concentrating on the local trade 
and III the long distance; IV is a summary of the alternative 
ways corn might be dispersed; v an investigation of the use 
of barley as a bread-corn and VI an examination of the assize 
of bread. Chapter V is on the marketing of products other 
than corn and VI is on the regulation of marketing and 
internal trade. Both chapters are very largely surveys of 
problems connected with the survival and interpretation of 
evidence, which is then displayed in tabular form. Finally, 
Chapter VII is an account of Oxfordshire food rioting, 
included both because material on riots is used throughout 
to illustrate many points and because the enforcement of 
marketing laws was often a product of crowd action. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
The marketing of agricultural produce and the organization 
of internal trade are subjects which, until recently, have 
attracted relatively little attention(!); a major problem in 
any investigation of this area of agricultural history being 
that very few obvious bodies of source material exist. 
Certainly there are blocks of material available, for example 
pamphlets and letters to parliamentary committees or news-
papers on such subjects as high prices, the operation of the 
Corn Laws, the activities of middlemen or the decline of the 
open market and the existence of this type of evidence does 
enable an accurate picture to be developed both of changing 
attitudes towards markets and trade during the eighteenth 
century and also of the 2 major schools of thought on the 
organization and control of marketing; the traditional, 
paternalist school, consumer orientated, favourable to the 
retention of the open market and the enforcement, at least 
in times of dearth, of Tudor regulations for controlling the 
activities of farmers and middlemen and the free market 
school, pro-farmer and particularly commercial sector, 
championing the freedom of owners of property , even property 
in food, to profit from what they owned and favourable to the 
ending of intervention by government and local authorities in 
(1) Thus, as late as 1971, E.P. Thompson could write, "There 
has been little detailed investigation of marketing." 
E.P. Thompson, "The Moral Economy of the English Crowd in 
the Eighteenth Century, .. in Past and Present No.SO (Feb. 
1971) P.~l. 
The principal secondary works on marketing and internal 
trade, including those not actually referred to in the 
text, are listed in the bibliography. 
s 
the operation of marketing and internal trade. However, 
while this material does therefore give a clear indication 
of what people thought about marketing, as it was produced 
frequently by interested parties and as propaganda for a 
particular theoretical stance, it is unclear the extent to 
which it can be used to establish what actually happened 
within marketing and trade - how the farmer did dispose of 
his produce, who the middlemen were and what their precise 
role in the dispersal of agricultural produce was and 
whether the ability of the consumer to purchase in the 
market place and directly from the farmer did, in fact, 
decline. Moreover, while an expanding internal trade 
certainly provided part of the background to the production 
of the pamphlet literature and several of the works, for 
example D. Defoe's A Tour through the Whole Island of Great 
Britain (1724-26))do include discussions of the major routes 
by which agricultural produce reached the consumption centres, 
particularly London, it is rare to find any detailed analysis 
of either the extensiveness or organization of internal trade. 
Given the nature of the sources known to be available, 
it was originally thought that there would be insufficient 
data to permit a detailed survey of the marketing of agri-
cultural produce in one county. However, as the study 
progressed it became clear both that for Oxfordshire at least, 
largely because of the role of the University in supervising 
Oxford market, there was a considerable body of material on 
the marketing of certain products, particularly corn, horses 
and meat and also that sources traditionally used for the 
examination of other subjects, for example popular movements, 
might, in fact, be employed to elucidate many aspects of 
marketing history. However, as a major difficulty in studying 
• 
marketing in Oxfordshire was, therefore, that of finding 
relevant source material, a considerable part of this study 
is, in fact, an examination of the data available, the 
reasons for its survival and the problems encountered with 
interpretation, both of the material which has survived and 
as a result of the fact t hat on certain subjects, for example 
market regulation, it can be demonstrated that major blocks 
of evidence are almost certainly missing. In addition 
Chapter VII, which is a descriptive account of the Oxfordshire 
food riots, is designed, at least in part to draw attention 
to the way in which material not specifically on marketing 
and trade, might be used to illustrate points on, for example, 
the development of new marketing techniques and changes in 
consumption patterns. 
Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that a large part of 
the work is therefore taken up with an assessment of the 
source material and doubt is cast upon the extent to which 
definitive s tatements can be made from it, it has still 
proved possible to produce moderately detailed analyses 
of certain subjects and to isolate a number of themes which 
seem to recur throughout marketing history. Thus, Chapters 
II and III are a fairly full exarnihi..' t ion of the general role, 
fortunes and organization of the open market in the eighteenth 
century and also contain evidence which suggests the principal 
general points which emerge from the study. These broad 
conclusions may be summarized largely as follows: Firstly, 
that it was very difficult for contemporaries, and hence 
is problematical for historians, to distinguish between public 
and private marketing facilities and actually establish 
meaningful definitions of such terms as "open market", "retail", 
"forestalling" or "toll"; secondly that public marketing 
facilities and the organization of marketing and internal 
trade were very much the concern of the urban public; 
thirdly that responsibility for the regulation of marketing 
began to devolve upon such informal groups as those involved 
in the marketing process and fourthly, and related to this, 
that the local authorities largely found it very difficult 
to influence marketing and trading practices, except by 
such relatively informal means as relinquishing their right 
to collect tolls or erecting new market ··L.uildings in order 
to make public marketing facilities attractive to the 
farming and commercial community. 
Turning to Chapter IV, evidence concerning the City of 
Oxford is used in an attempt to produce a detailed analysis 
of the marketing of and trade in corn and while conclusions 
are tentative it is hoped that a picture of at least the 
role of the open market in the dispersal of corn in Oxford-
shire does emerge. What does not emerge, however, is whether 
the situation which prevailed in Oxford was, in fact, typical 
of that to be found in other towns, and there fore wider 
generalizations on the eighteenth century corn market would 
need to await comparative studies . This chapter also 
includes an account of the alternative ways in which corn 
might be marketed outside the open market setting; an account 
which illustrates both the enormous complexity of marketing 
in the eighteenth century and also the very great difficulty 
involved in determining precisely what occurred within the 
private sector. A subject which is not considered in any 
depth in this chapter is the movement of corn prices within 
the County. However, the inclusion of the Oxfordshire price 
8 
data as an appendix to the thesis is felt to be justified 
both because assumptions on periods of harvest failure have 
been made from the tables and also because it is believed 
that the data constitutes an accurate price series, which 
should be more widely available in order to facilitate 
comparative studies, leading eventually to more precise 
generalizations on price trends and market autonomies. (2 ) 
It was originally intended that studies of the marketing 
of other agricultural products, similar in type to that 
undertaken for corn should also be included. However, 
this idea was discounted for three basic reasons. Firstly, 
there proved to be insufficient time and space to permit a 
full study; secondly no source material was available to 
allow detailed studies of the marketing of livestock or 
cheese and thirdly it became clear that while the relative 
importance of public and private marketing facilities and 
also of the varied private marketing techniques and outlets 
might differ for the different products, essentially the 
same picture would emerge as emerged in the study of the 
marketing of corn, that is that the open market continued 
to have a role to play in both the short and the long 
distance trade, while a great and growing .variety of private 
marketing options had become available. 
(2) 
However, as with the price material, the most important 
For 2 recent studies of market autonomies, putting forward 
rather different viewpoints, see A.H. John, "The Course of 
Agricultural Change, l66o-1760," in Ed. W.E. Minchinton 
Essays in Agrarian History Vol.I (1968) P.225 and C.W.J. 
Granger and C.M. Elliott, "A Fresh Look at Wheat Prices and 
Markets in the Eighteenth Century," in Economic History 
Review 2nd Ser. Vol.XX No.2 (1967). 
• 
data has been tabulated and included both because it would 
then be available to be used in conjunction with evidence 
from other areas in a full study of the marketing of products 
other than cereals and because the maps and tables do them-
selves form conclusive statements on certain aspects of the open 
market trade in commodities other than corn, most notably 
on the distances travelled to fairs and markets by persons 
engaged in the sale and purchase of horses and on the 
occupations and places of residence of permanent stall-
holders in Oxford provisions market. 
It was also originally intended that the thesis should 
include a detailed discussion of the regulations which 
governed the marketing of agricultural produce, internal 
trade and the sale of processed foods. However, it soon 
became clear that only the setting of the assize of bread 
could be investigated fully and even the operation of the 
assize could not be examined for any area other than Oxford . 
Insufficient evidence was available to allow detailed studies 
of the pattern in the enforcement of the various other 
regulations which continued to be enforced or enforceable 
during the eighteenth century. The narrative section of 
Chapter VI is therefore largely an assessment of the extent 
to which the evidence on market regulation in Oxfordshire 
which has survived provides a complete record of law 
enforcement or is actually simply a representative or even 
unrepresentative sample of a much greater body of material 
which has been lost. The details of the punishment of market 
offences and decisions to enforce marketing laws have been 
included because they provide at least a partial record of 
to 
the nature and extent of market regulation; further evidence 
to support general conclusions made in earlier chapters, for 
example on the growing involvement of informal groups in the 
organization of marketing; the basis for the development of 
other broad conclusions, principally on the existence of a 
connection between the enforcement of traditional pro-
consumer measures and consumer action and also, because, 
with data from other areas, the evidence might be used to 
answer some of the more difficult questions on the pattern 
in the regulation of marketing and internal trade in the 
eighteenth century. 
In conclusion, this thesis u s an attempt to answer not 
the question what did those involved in the marketing of 
agricultural produce and internal trade - producers, 
comnercial community, local authorities and consumers - think 
about the organization of marketing and trade, but how did 
they actually act and how did marketing, in fact, operate 
in the eighteenth century. It is, thus, an attempted 
analysis of what public marketing institutions remained 
ru1d what was their role; how the farmers in fact disposed 
of their produce; to what extent the authorities regulated 
or attempted to regulate marketing and what actions the 
consumers took to ensure that their interests were protected. 
Two final points should be made . Firstly, the area 
which is discussed in the thesis is the County of Oxford, 
?rior to the boundary changes of 1974. The outline of the 
County is taken from A. Mee's The King's England: Oxfordshire 
(Revised Edition by E.T. Long 1965); the only village not 
included by Mee as part of Oxfordshire but discussed as such 
11 
in the text being Shillingford, on the Oxfordshire-Berkshire 
border. While the agricultural structure of the County is 
obviously relevant in a study of marketing it is not 
discussed except in passing because adequate secondary 
studies, all of which are mentioned in the bibliography, 
are available. Secondly, the period covered in the work is 
largely 1690-1·800. However, as the balance of the evidence 
is very much in favour of the second half of the eighteenth 
century certain subjects, for example the consumption pf 
barley bread, will be found to have been examined for the 
period approximately 1750-1800 only. Moreover, on other 
subjects it will be indicated that conclusions .. c annot be 
proved to relate to the earlier years of the eighteenth 
century in addition to the later period. 
tl 
Chapter II Market Facilities in Oxfo~dahire 
Part I Markets 
The .. in ~ of this chapter are, to ahow where 
markeu ud fain existed in Oxfordahire' to describe their 
&tvelo~nt during the couxae of the eighteenth century 1 
and to indicate briefly acme of the factors determining 
whether a town'• market flourished or declined. 
By tbe start of the eighteenth century , of approxtaately 
30 Oxfordabire towns and village• gaanted market rights 
betwetm the late eleftnth and early fifteenth centuries (l), 
a core of 13 retained their market functions (2). 'fable I 
(1) 
(2) 
M. Jeaaup in A History of Oxfordahire (1975) P.5S includes 
a aap ahowing 25 towna and villages with the earlieat known 
date ot. the grant of a market. 'l'hia ahowa that the 13 
towns exercising •arket funcUona at the start of the 
eighteenth century were all hiatoric market centres. 
Buptcm and Oxford were grantad thei~ lllarkets in 1086 and 
Henley, the laat of the towns to be granted market rights, 
had thea by 1259. Of courae it ia likely that many of 
theae towns exerciaed market functions before the grants 
were made. 
A. Everitt SUCJqesta that moat of the towns and villages 
which lost their lllarket functions prior to the eighteenth 
century ha4 done so by the reign of oueen B11 aabeth. 
A. Everitt, •The Banbw:ya of :England,• in Urban Histoq 
Yearbook (1,74) P.3S. Bveritt indicate• that, o1 approxi-
aately 2,000 places which recei .. d qranta ot markets between 
the elev.nth and fourteenth centuries, fewer than 750 
rell&ined aa trading centres by the reign of Queen Elizabeth. 
The pattern in oxtordahire would appear to conform to tbia, 
although there 1a a suggestion that 3 villages may have loat 
their market functions at a later date. 
A. Bveritt himself names Book Norton aa an Oxfordahire 
aarket centre in the period lSOD-1640. A. Everitt, •ahe 
Marketing- of Agx-icultural Px-oduce, • 1n Bd. J. Thirak, 
The Afrarian His~;r of Bnqland and Walea Vol.IV 15oo-1640 (1967 P.i7J. · 
Again, there ia a auqgestion that Dorchester may still have 
been a market centre in the seventeenth century. see, for 
example, Ed. H. Lobel v.c.a. Oxfordahire Vol.VII Dorcheater 
and ,!hame Hundreds (1962} 1.48. Adiitteaiy, In R. iiome 1a-
Britannla or a Ge~ra2hical Description of the Kingdom of ~jland, soot1an4:ind Ireland (1613) P.l89, it is reported 
that Doraheatar doea not hold a market an4 statement• that 
Dorcheater ia no longer a market town occur not infre•uently 
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until the fo\lDdation, in 1845, of a pitched corn market, 
on Mcmdaya, at LOwer Bey ford ( 4) no other towns than the 
above-mentioned 13 appear to have functioned •• official 
market centres, ad, troa the reiteration of ~e 13 aa 
urltet towna in JUnY eighteenth century topCXJraphical works, 
the ilapnsaicm ga1De4 is one of stability. The stability is, 
howe..-, more appuut than real as the eiqhteenth century in 
fact wi tn .. aed auy chaaqe• in the fortunes ad relative 
ialportanca ot the cU.fferent aarket towns. 
Aa J. Chartres hu suggested, contezaporariee appear to 
have been •~at coafu.aect as to the nwaber of aarket towns 
1n •ighteenth century Enqland because ~Y ot the towns were 
110re 1\c.iDal than real aa tradi~i entities. (I) In OXfordahire 
(J) N. Spencer The C2!Pl!t• Bnqliah Traveller (1711) P.337. 
Bailey'• Western and Midland Directorx; or Merohant 's and ~r,!di-aan • • Useful ~29anlon, ~Of. flie , •ar 178:& P. 319. ' 
w. Green The Pictue o Enqland (lio4S vo!.II P.loo. 
( «) 
All other ev1aiiioe point• to Th'uraday as Henley • s sole 
mark•t day. It is not clear how the error arose. 
S. Lewis A 'l'OPOil'mioal Dict100fry of ~9!89,d 1 .!:O!!Priain~ 
the Severil Cquntu, Citleaj lor.ughs, Comorate and Mar et 
TOiiile (7tn Ed. iliaJ Vol.II .!o .• 
By 1887 this martet was no longer held regularly. 
Ed. M. Lobel 'l•9.•Ht Oxfoedahire vo~.yt ••• P.l9l. 
(5) J. Chartres, •The Marketing of Aqricultural Produce in 
Metropolitan Weatern Bnqland in the late Seventeenth and 
Bighteenth Centuries, • in Ed. M.A. Bavinden Husband!Y and 
M k•tin in the South West. Exet~:r Pa ra In Economic 
B!.ston: No!. .:... 19 3) 
15 
the evidence would certainly appear to suggest that trading 
facilities were non-existent in 2 so-called market towns 
for a large part of the eighteenth century. 
By the sixteenth century the Monday market established 
in Charlbury in 1256 had virtually ceased to exist<6>. In 
1678, Jaherefore, Charles II issued a new grant of the right 
to hold a market in the town to the Earl of LitchfieldJ 
the market to be on Fridays(7>. Although late seventeenth 
century topographies do not refer to this market(S), it 
certainly existed until at least approximately 1720{9), 
during which time it was the subject of constant dispute 
between Litchfield and the townspeople, and also the subject 
of mutual recrimination over who was responsible for its 
Aeapoilation. Although A. Everitt(lO) refers to Charlbury 
as possessing a thriving market in the eighteenth century and 
there are records of rent being paid for the markets and fairs 
(6) Ed. A. Crossley V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.X Banbury Hundred 
(1972) Pp.l44-5. From 1440 the 3ay on whiCh the market 
was held was Friday. 
(7) of 
(8) For example, it is not mentioned by R. Blome 
Index Villari• (1690) P.62 we find Charlbury 
not as a market town. 
and in J. Adams 
recorded but 
(9) 
(10) 
The following work which mentions Charlbury as a market 
town dates from approximately 1720. Transcriber F.N. Davis, 
"parochial collections Made by Anthony a Wood and Richard 
Rawlinson. Part I," in Oxfordshire Record Society Vol.II ' 
(1920) P.83. See also Chapter III Pp. 
A. Z..ritt, •The Banburys of England• ••• P.3S. 
11 
"Some of (these towns) of which Charlbury is an instructive 
example, took on a new lease of life 1n the seventeenth 
century, flourishing in a surprising manner in the eighteenth , 
and did not finally surrender their marketing functions till 
well into the nineteenth century or even later." 
until 177' <1U, it woul4 ... that the .uket in fact enjoyed 
only a al19ht exiatellca frca 1720, u4 by the 1770'a we 
fiAd it nfarra4 to oOilatantly by cont•porariaa •• 
diacoDUD.-4 or 90JMI t:o deC! a.¥. ( ~2 ) A notio. which appear a 
iJ1 Jaokaon'• Oxford Journal f.or 180Q would caruuly appear 
to Udicate tbat the -rk•t hM,. at bea_t, c1eol1De4 nrioualy 
4111:1DW the courM of ~ cent~' the notice IRI99••t1nv 
tbat u atqapt at rev1va1 .wa• baint -.dec 
•'l'be IJmho14ara, Publloana an4 Principal 
Inb•bita.nta of the ToWn o~ Charlbury, ba9 
leave to return their thuka to the 
Gentl-n, l'as-ra 1 Baker.s 1 Dealara and 
otben 1 wbo attendeeS the.t..r Market on Priclay 
1aat, &D4 hope for a COntinuation of their 
SUpport and Bncoura9~t., aa well •• t.bat 
of tba hblic 1n veraaral,. on ft'icSay next, 
uct on aYary auccee41nv Market Day, w1 ~ a 
full Aaauranca that they will render thea 
avery ~rir04at1on wbic:b 11•• Q _·their 
Power. .. 
Ul) D1tcblay1;-;u~;i ~ual~Jlth eaah. aoc;!• .for oxto6::1r &atatea 0 -1 - D L I a-q. .P.aaa • A caah or 
17741 vbich CQ be fO\Uld aon9 tbeae dOCJUMD1:8 &Jld VhJ.Oh 
reaor4a expancaa ucnand Vben peracma fr• Di tchley r-
attudecl aarket.a and fura, rec:ords viai u to Chipping' 
Morton and Woodatock marketa but not to a market at 
Cbulbuy. It would •- unlikely .that if a aizeable 
-.r~et w.re beld they wou14 .n.ver bave v1•1ted it. 
(12) See, for uaaplea A · oeao~ietton .of ~land •d tlalea, 
CODtaiQJ.nf a ParUoular .\(;~unt. .of Ia CO\lfttY (l77o) 
Vo1.7 P.2 2. , 
c. BarUn9ton The Modern Unive.raal Brit1ah Traveller 
(c 1?7Sl) P.238. Be..re •• !J.Ad, • (Charlbuy) had fonaerly 
a good weekly .. rkat, but that ha• .bean lon9 c.U.acontinued. • 
Bowevu, Cle fJ.B.D. Vol.XI P.600 •1lfieata that ttha aarket 
.. Y aot. have ceaaed entirely, the reference clailllin9 that 
t.be aarkat had been, •aom. year• on the decline,• and 
upreaainv the hope t.hat roac1 J.Japrov~t• in the area 
alght bring abo\lt a revival. 
(ll) J .o.J. Sept. 27 1800 Ho.24.14. _. 
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fbi& at~t cannot ha-n Mt with auch success for, by 1113, 
J.M. arewr could record that Cbarlbury had Uttle of the 
pr1Yil.et• of a aarket except the nme. (l4) However, the 
aarltet auat hne had SCIIe sort of existence throughout the 
first balf of tbe DiDateenth _cantury(lS) &D4 as late aa 
1152 it waa beint hoped that tbe aa.t:ltat could a9ain baccaae 
Yiable • {ll) 
fta other town whoae market enjoyed an exipoua existence 
wu aaptoa. 
aa.pton ia included in A. _Everitt's list of towns 
b0141n9 aarketa duriD9 tbe period 15oo-1640(l?) and occura 
frequently 1D lata aavant•enth and eithteenth century liata 
of aukat towns, often with the remark that the aarket waa 
particularly notable for the sale of fallaon9ers• 
<14) J.M. &rev.r The Baaut1ea of Boql&n4 and Wales (1813) 
Vol.Xll Part II P.532. 
18 
(15) We find., for uaaple, in~ Ouudian Oct. 8 1846 No. 172 
•'l'u.. still uiata a IIU'ket e, 1 (~t ia at Charlbw:y) , 
followed by a report on pita and oo~n aold th•ze. 
(16) 
(17) 
a. Gardaar gp.cit. P•6l7. . 
~he revival was hoped for because of Charlbury's poaition 
on a projecte4 ra.1lvay line. 
Por the later hiatory of Charlbury market ••• B4. A. Croaalay 
v.c.a. oxfordabire Vol.% F.l45. 
A. BVeritt, 11The Marketinq of Aqricultural Produce, • 1n 
Bel. J. 'fhJ.rak OJ!.cit. P.47S. . 
qQOda.(lS) However, in 1673, R. Blome had described the 
aartet as, •but aaall.(lt) and it seeas clear that from 
this t1ae it wu actually declining in illportance, so tbat 
by the aid elvhteentb century it had ceased altogether. 
In NoYU\ber 1766 it wu announcec1 that, 
•wbereaa the Market at B~ton ••• bath tor 
.ome Years been diacont~ued 'f'hia ia to 
inform the Publ1ak that ~· .said Market 1a 
now qolnq to be revived, and will be kept 
every Wednesday for Corn, Cheese, Butter, 
Bqgs, l'teh, Poultzj. .Qd all other Proviaiona.•(20) 
18 
(ll) Bupton ia recorded as faaou.a for u abundance of fell-
IIODCJera • varas in, for exuaple 1 Mpa Britannia et Bi..bernla 
ADtiqua et lioVa or a New Survey ,of Great BrJ.tain... (1727) 
Vol.IV P.il3. 
(lt) 
(20) 
B. Martin 'l'he Natural History of BnJland, or a DeecripU.on 
of Bach Particular county,_ .in -..,ar to the CUrious 
Productions o! Nature and .. Art _(1 5t) Vol.I P.l92. 
w. Green op.clt. P. 98. · . .. 
Thia illustrate• a problem confronted frequently when 
uaing eighteenth century tQPOVraphlcal· works aa a source. 
!here vas a tendency for writers to repeat material written 
in earlier yeara makin9 it .diffioutt to judge to which 
period the information actually applies. Thus it ia 
41fficult to be certain when Bulpton makket was notable 
for fellmon9era' 9'oocb. It could have been, in fact, 
durin9 the seventeenth, not the ei9hteentb, century. 
It ia anyway clear that by the Uae the latter 2 boolte 
were written Bamp~n market was moribund. 
a. 8lome op.cit. P.l88. 
J.O.J. NOY. 8 1766 Mo.706. 
In 17'7 aaapton was referred to as a considerable market 
toWD(21) bUt the market'• revival must bave been short-lived 
becaue 1D 1790 the U.B.D • . reported, ,,. ·. . . .. ... 
•the weekly market which was for.merly on 
a Wednesday bas been long 41acant1nue4.-<22) 
In 1800 another revival wa• attempted. On October 4 a notice 
appeared in J.O.J. decluJ.l\q t.Mt, . . - . 
•The Public are reepectfully informed, froa 
t.M IUCJ9eat1ona of aeYeral Gentl-n, Farmer• 
and Dealers, that a revi~al of the Market at 
the .HtOO)JtBD TOWN vonld be .of general 
COilV.nienee and Utility, but whic~ froa 
Netlect of late Years has not been well 
•ttendect, Notice 1• herel).ytgiven, that the (ll) 
Market vlll be continued every WEDNESDAY. • 
The followin9 week it waa announced tbat, 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
•-ru PU11can• etc expresa t.beJ.r Thank• to . 
the Gentlemen, Paxmera an!.! others who have 
attended their last two ~ket Days, and 
assure tbe1a they will do evuy Th1D9 in their 
Power for their futun Ac.~~tion. They 
be9 Leave further tc aol1~1t their Patronage 
as well as ~t: of the GeAtl.eiaen, Parmera and 
Dealers, who attend the nei9hbourin9 Markets, 
as it is intended to give .Peraanency to the 
Re-eat&bli~t of the Market •t Baaptoo, 
whose local .and con'U'fl a.i tuAtion proaiaea 
autul Ac!vanta9ea. 11 l2 J . 
J.O.J. Sept. 19 1767 No•75.1 .. . Bcwever, as this reference 
occurs in an advertia.-ent it may not be reliable. 
The U.B.O. Vol.II P.ZS2. . . 
J.O.J. Oct. 4 1800 No.247S •. 
J.o.J. oct. ll 1800 No.2476. 
10 ' 
aefore proceeding 2 pointa should be made about these 
newapaper advertisements tor .s.~ton and Charlbury markets. 
Firstly, it would appear that ~e r•vivals of the l markets 
in 1800 wre spearheaded by. those intending actually t.o u•• 
them and by innkeepers an4 publicans, wllo would clearly 
hav. benefited from an influx of trade into their townsT 
'l'hia prov14ea an illuatr-.tioJl of the importance of coaaunity 
1ntereat in marketing facilJ.Ue.ll,. a theme wh1ah will recur 
throughout tbia thesis. s.condly, all three &ttampta to 
reYi'l'e tbe ~~arketa occurre.d in periods when high pricaa, 
food ahortages and rioting .had ~ro~ght About an upaar9e of 
interest in the open market. It would seam probable tha~ 
this was not coincidental • . 
In spite of the favourable reports the second reviv•l 
of ~ton market can have been .no aore •uoceasful than 
the firat, for 13 year a later .w.e find, "llaapton has a 
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noainal weekly market, ~~ .very lit~le business 1~ tranaacte4 •• (2! 
iVan .o, like Charlbury aarket:.,. that .at Batapton would appear 
to have enjoyed aorae aort qf existence an4 even local importance 
in the firat half of the Qineteenth cen~ury. (26 ) By 1847, 
(25) 
(26) 
J.N. Brewer op.c1t. Vol.· XII Pt.II P.481. 
l'or exupk, J.o.J. Aug-. 28 184l .Ho.4609 contains a 
report on a aubatantial sale ot corn at Baap~on•a 
weekly market. However, the a1ae of the market on this 
occaaion waa undoubtedly dictated, in part., by the fact 
that it coincided w1th ~ town's major fair. 
however, J .A. Gilea could report that 1 t hardly deaerved 
to be called a aarket •• it aeldc:a preaented, 
•aore than a fev dealer• in eqqa and 
butter,• 
alth0\l9h larqe nuabera of piqa w.re alao •old. (:Z?) In 
1852 tbe aarket ••• once again reported aa almoat in diauae. (28> 
Having eatabliahecl that 2 of the 13 .arketa enjoyed an, 
At beat, apaaaodio exi•tence ,. when we turn to look at the 
remaining 11 w again f1n4 .no _ conaiatent pattern of 
4e-nlosaent. 
The fir•t point ia that the word aarket can, 1n fact, 
be used to cover aany types of tradinq institution. Thus 
an eighteenth century proviDci~l aaarket town mic;ht have a 
general p:roviaiona aar:ket, wh•~• fisb, 1\eat, butter, 
vegetables, and fruit would be aold; a corn market fulf1111nq 
either a retail or wholesale function or both, ana 2 typos of 
liveatoclt market, one for til$ sale of lean animal& to qra~ier 
and farmer and the other for fat atock where butchers could 
buy cattle ana abeep to alau9bter for immediate consumption. 
It v&s quite possible that within o.ne town one of these 
trading inatitutiona might develop wh~le another declined. 
An examination of tha varied fortunes of the different 
typaa of market in Oxford will illuatrate this. 
(27) 
(28) 
J.A. Gilea Biatorx of the Puiah and Town of Ba!pton, 
with the Diatrict and s .. leta BelC!!iinSI to ft. (2nd ed. 
1848) P.21. 
a. Gardner gp.cit. P.47&. 
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Probably the most consistently auecessful section of 
oxford mArket was tha ~eneral provisions aarket and hare 
the story 1• of considerable expana~on in thti latter half 
of the eighteenth century. 
ay the terms of 11° George .III cap .XIX (1770-1771), 
An Act for amendinSJ: cutain .o.f tho .l<!il~-vaxs laadJ.n«j to 
oxford ••• (and) for removing, .holdini and .regulatinQ MArkets 
within the said City (29>., .t.h~ rigl~t .wtul qr.nted to aonatru.ct 
a oovered market in Oxford for the sale of meat, fiah, 
poultry and vegetables; fruit, butter ~d agqs being brought 
in in 1781. (lO) Theae products had hitherto been sold in 
the street• by both freemen and country sellers on the 
general market days of Wedne.sclay and Saturday, and meat 
by fre .. en on other weekdays also. 
ay oae of the clauses of the 1771 Act permission waa 
given to hold the market, if .deaired, ev•ry day of the weak. 
The Market Committee at first established only one extra 
general market day each week, Monday(ll), but in October 1795 
every weekday was dscroed to be a ieneral market day tor all 
produce except meat<32>, Which was 1 however, allowed to be 
(lg) ~his act is printed in tull in Ed. L.L. Shadwell, •anact-
.. nta in Parliament, specially concerning the Universitiea 
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of Oxford And Cambridqe ••• Vol.II I George 1 - II George rv,• 
in Oxford historical Societl'Vol.LIX (1912) Pp.l02-ll4. 
(30) 21° Georqe III Cap.XLVll (1781) An Act to &JMnd and 
enlarge the Povua of an Act Passed in the Eleventh Year 
of Kia Present Majaaty•a Reiqn, for Performing aaveral 
WOrks, ond aakinq IJaproveaenta within the O'niver•ity and 
City of Oxford and the euburba thereof, and in the adjoining 
Pariah of St. Clements. 
Ibid. Pp.l78-79. 
(Jl) P&R!r• of the Market Co.aitt .. 1714-1823 D I 112 
(l2 ) The Book of tha OXford ~ket C~ttee 1771-1835 PF2.la 
P.lOO. 
sold every day from December 1797. (33} In fact, the market 
receipts show that most business was transacted on the 
taaditional market days of Wednesday and Saturday but trad1nq 
certainly took place on the other days . (l4) 
Both the construction of the covered market and the 
extension of the number of days on which non-freemen ware 
permitted to sell suggest a thriving, expanding M&r~et.(lS) 
conte~oraries certainly remarked on the vitality of the 
new JUrket, and G.A. Cooke, in .laos, went so tar as to obsene 
that oxford's provisions ~arket was, 
(33) 
•universally allow6d to exceed everything 
of the kind in the kingdom.•<36) 
Ibid. P.lll. 
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(34) o. Alexander noted that at the beqinn1n9 of the nineteenth 
century markets serving a larqe population m19ht often be 
held daily,. but, as ia the case with Oxfora, he obaerved 
that certain daya tended to be oharacteri2red by particularly 
heavy trading. ln his view these were often pay days. 
(35) 
D. Alexander Retailing in England during the Induatrial 
Revolution (1970) P.Jo. 
It should be noted, however, that one factor which oo~ld 
haYB contributed to the increase in the number of general 
market days in Oxford was the feeling by the authorities 
that they had failed to maintain the diatinction between 
tree and •country• sellers and t herefore tha t t..'ley :mi9ht 
be advised to aceept officially a situation which they 
baa little hope of alteriQ9. Th1a interpretation would 
not, howeve:r, invalidate the view that OXford :provision• 
market was a thriving institution. 
(I') G.A. Cooke Topographical and Statiati,cal Description of 
the county of oxford (c laos) P.2§ . 
The fortunes of Oxford's corn market were very mucl1 
more mixed. Until 1700 corn, which covers wheat, barley, 
oa·ts, beans, pease, malt and,_ ,during the seventeenth century 
and very exceptionallx during the eighteenth century, rye and 
maslin also, appears to have been sold on the 2 market daya 
(37) 
ot wednesday and Saturday, neither day dominating ti1e trade. 
Throughout the eighteenth .century exceptional circumstances 
(38) 
might still produce a sizeable trade on Wednesdays and 
"s late aa the 1830's Wednesdays mignt .still witness some 
aalaa of corn (lt) but, on .the .whole, ~rom the 1730's, at 
zs 
late:lt, the Wednesday market saw v~r.y little corn sola at all (40), 
(l7) 'J.'he evidence for t.hia can be found 
1692-1700 Ma Top oxon t 1~ . Paastm. 
alwaye recorded on bOtn Medne•days 
Saturday was the aore tmportant of 
a. ~lome gp.clt. P.l87. 
in The Aaaiae of Bread 
Here qrain sales are 
and SAturdays. However, 
the 2 market days. 
(JS) For example, during the grain crisis of 17 57, Oxford • s 
Wednesday market witnessed a.izeable wheat aetles. 
J.O.J. Jun. ll 1757 No.2l6. 
(39) 
(40) 
For example, in April 1839 buyers were recorded for both 
wheat and barley. 
Unive~~ity and City of Oxfg~d ~!aize of Bread 1835-7 
Ms Top oxon d 69 P.Sl. . 
In the second half of the nineteenth .century it was 
considered whether to e•tabliah W.dneaday as the only day 
of the week on which corn should l,)e sold. Tho idea was 
rejected. Cattle Market. Hiscellaneoua Papera c la78-83 c 3 5 
As no assize book appear• to have survived for the period 
1700 to 1733 we cannot aay. with exactitude ~hen between 1700 
~d l7ll corn sales ceased to take place on Wednesdays. In 
the asai£e book commencing 1n .l733 we find that ~none eold• 
is eecorded moat frequently a~ainst the Wednesday market. 
Oxford Onivesitty Archives .• Corn Book of the Clarka of the 
tlar.k.et l732-l753 Mit 3/5/l., . 
This would accord vith the view of w.P. Lloyd, who wrote in 
l&Jo, •wadneeaay ••• baa aea•ed to be a market day for corn, 
for twenty five years &t leaat and probably for nea%ly one 
hundred, exa.pt in a very trifling daqree. • 
w.r. Lloyd Pricea of Corn in OXford in the 8!9innin~ of the 
Fourteenth Cent:iJ• Alao !rca the Year isl3 to the Pre .. nt 
n.x ... Clilo) P. 2. 
possibly only that left unsold on the prev1oua Saturday. 
A .ore difficult problem is to eatablish whether the 
virtual uti.Dction of tbe Wednesday corn aarket, is indicative 
of a decrease in the total volu.e of corn going through 
oxford aarket, especially as, until 1795 an~ probably for 
•everal year• thereafter, there is no reliable statistical 
evidence on the volume of 9rain aold on either Wednesdays 
or Saturdays. (4l) However, the c011188nts of conteaporarift 
do enable ua to make a tentative aaaeaament of the state of 
oxford • • co:m aarket in the eighteenth century. 
A.M~ Everitt in hia study of the aarketinq of agri-
cultural produce in the period 1500 to 1640 includes oxtord 
in hia list of vreat com m.arketa ' 42) and c0111111enta made 1n 
the late seventeenth century augvest that the market 
contiDaed to be iaportant. Anthony a Wood, for example, 
vritibg 1ft the 1660's, recorded, 
•areat corn Markets we• . use to have. 
Sept. 17th 1t64 being then Saturday waa 
240 load of come, besides that brought 
on horae• and in boats. The 24th, also, 
there waa, as they say, as many; they 
atood from without North Gate beyond 
Ha9dalen Church •• (4l) 
.. ._. ~ ..... 
'
41) The atatisticAl evidence on the volume of qrain ~vinq 
throuqb the open market in Oxfordahire will be discussed 
later. 
(43) 
A.M. Bveritt, •The M&Xkei:in9 of Agricultural Produce, • in 
Bd. ~. Thirak gp.oit. P.~92. 
'
43
> 14. A. Clark, •survey of the Antiquities of the City of 
Oxford, coapoaed in 1661-6 by Anthony Wood. Vol. I 1'he City 
and the Suburbs,• in o.s.s. Vol.XV (1889) P.487. 
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Aqain, R. Blome in 1673 referred to the ~arket at Oxford as, 
"very eonaidereble ••• for all sorts of 
qrain, especially barley.•C44 ) 
However, if we aaaume that the ceasation of the 
wednesday corn ~ket was probably symptomatic of an overall 
decline 1D the aarket's importance we may date the beqinninq 
of it~ decay frOD. some ti.Jae in the early eighteenth century. 
certainly thero are indications that by the mid ei9htaenth 
oentury the market's very survival waa threatened. In 
J.O.J. on Septeaber fifteenth 1753 an announcement vas made 
•To the MALTSTERS, DARERS 1 INNBOLDSRS, 
A.'"'ID O'l'BERS 1 Dealers in Corn at Oxford 
Lltarket,• 
reque•ting th.xn to meet at the Mitre Inn, 
•to consider of proper Methods to aupport 
our Corn Market, for the Good ot the City 
in qeneral. H.B. That tbia Meeting may be 
unanimous, all such Persons that had rather 
see the City and Market ruined than 
aupported, are desired~ be absent.•(4S) 
Prom this date evidence on the state of OXford • s corn 
aarket tenda to be inconclusive, althouqh there is no doubt 
that the aarket did aurviv~ this mid-century crisis and, 
•• we shall see, had an iaportant local, althouqh not aa 
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earlier a national function, well into the nlnetunth century. <46 ) 
(44) 
(C5) 
(46) 
R. Blome op.cit. P •• 87. 
J.O.J. Sept. 15 1753 No.20. 
~hat th1a meeting was announced to both maltsters and bakers 
would appear to 211a9qeat that sales of both ba.r1ey and wheat 
had fallen off. 
'fbe queation of whether, dur1nq the e1qhteenth century, the 
corn aarket also ceased to have a retail purpose and began 
to offer faciliti•• for wholeaale trade only will be 
cona14erad later. 
AD iaportant feature of market towns with lu9e non-
agrari&D populations waa the weekly, fortnightly or monthly 
fatatook ~ket, at which loeal butchers could supply 
tbaaaelvea with fat oattle and abeep to alaughter, sell1nq 
the meat in the retail proviaions market. Oxfor• certainly 
had a lar9e enouqh population to warrant auoh a market but, 
~~ougaout the greatest part of the eighteenth century, the 
city was coapletely without official provision for the sale 
of all livestock, except pigs. <47> 
In 1501, in an attempt to re-establish a market which 
had existed for & number of years and then tallen into 
diauae, Kliaabeth I, by letters Patent, granted to the 
citisans of oxford a weakly cattle market to be held on 
Wednesdays in the area known as Broken nays Qr Gloucester 
Green.<48) This was apparently kapt but once or twice and 
it would aaem that no formal cattle market vas held in 
Oxford throughout the sevanteenth century. In February 1684, 
the c ity, having aurrendued their charter, petitioned for a 
•haire• market for all live cattle to bo held, as before, 
Z8 
(47) o. Ogle, "The Oxford Market," in .Sd. M. Burrows •collecteana 
II in o.s.s. Vol.XVI (1890) P.32 ref•rs to the hog market be~ng aovid-from its mediaeval site to Broken Hays or 
Glouceatar Green in 1684. 
(48) 
J.o.J. Mar. 4 1786 No.l714. 
Bii. o. Oc;rle, Ro.xal Letters Mcireased to Oxford, and now 
Bxiating in the City Arehivea (i892) Pp.224-228 . 
The market which the cattle •arket granted in 1601 waa 
intended to replace had been bald in the streets and 
because of their narrownesa had been found to be of 
nuisance value to the inhabitants. 
every t.'ednuday in Broken aays. It appears that this 
request waa turned down, partly on the ground• that, 
•there are already 8UCh marxeta and 
fairs very near aa at Thame and 
Ab1ngaon.•<49) 
reasoning which would appear to indicate that a cattle market 
waz not being h~ld at Oxford in the seventeenth century. 
It would seem, in fact, that from 1601 no cattle market 
wa• bel~ in Oxford until late 1755, when we find that a 
serious attempt waa made to give reality t o a Wednes~ay 
urket on Gloucester Green. (SO) This market apparently 
started vellc on December sixth J.O.J. announced ••• 
•0n Wedneaday last the 4Ulc1ent Market for 
Horses, Cows, Sheep, aoga lc was revived on 
Gloster GrQell, near thie city' And we have 
the Pleasure to acquaint our Readere, that 
the Market was opened so much to t be Satis-
faction of both Buyer and ~eller, that there 
is not the least Doubt of ita soon answering 
the laudable Purposes thereby intended •• (Sl) 
!he market would appear to have survived until at least 1765 
whee an adYertisement for the sale of a public house at 
Glouceater Green reported !t to be, 
•where ~he •~ket~ are beld Weekly, for the 
sale of Hoqs, Sheep and Live Cattle.•<52 ) 
(49) Bd. P.K. Dlaokburne-Oaniell and Prancia Bickley. Calendar 
of State Papera Domestic (1938) P.310. 
(SO) 
(51) 
(52) 
J.O.J. Hov. 22 1755 No.l34 contnina an advertisement 
informing dealers in cAttle that the ancient cattl~ market 
held upon Glouce•ter Green vaa to be revived and would 
be held weekly. 
J.O.J. Dec. 6 1755 No. l36. 
J.O.J. Apr. 6 1765 Mo.,2l. 
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uowever, it had certainly ceased to be held by 1774 when 
the only aarketa beaidea that for provisions, were said to 
be thOM for com, piqa and butter. (Sl) 
Tbe neat atteapt to revive the Gloucester Green cattle 
market occurred in 179,<54), when J.O.J. ~clu4•4 tibe 
following advertia...nt, 
•1n Parauance of an Order of the Council 
Chamber of this City • • • Notice ia hereby 
given that a Weekly Market for the sale 
of Live Cattle, of all aorta, will be 
holden on every Wednesday in Glocester 
Green ••• the aaJM to begin ••• upon the 
Firat Wednesday in the Month of February 
1797; and all Graaiers and other Persona 
concerned, are in vi ted to attend the said 
Market, vhioh from the great Number of 
Butchers resident in and near Oxford, and 
the great consumption of Meat by the 
University and City, is expected to become 
a Market of very Considerable Reaort.•CSS) 
Once again, however, the opt1mism of the advertiaUlent appears 
to have been ill-founded and, although it is unclear how lonq 
the market was held it had certainly failed by 1811, when we 
find the City Council •onaidering whether to apply for a 
clause to be inserted in an act of Parliaaent for regulating 
Oxford'• streets, 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
J.o.J. Nov. 26 1774 No.ll26. 
Althou9h the correlation i a not aa exact as that which we 
obHrved between the attempted revi val• of Bampton and 
Charlbury markets and periods of food crisis, nevertheless 
it 1• noticeable that the attempts to establish a cattle 
aarket in OXford occurred in 1796 after • vary serious 
food criais and a period which witnessed an upsurge of 
interest in the open JDarket anc1 in the mid 1750' s, also 
a period which saw a considerable debate on the role of 
the open aarkat. 
J.o.J. Dec. ll 1796 No.2279. 
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•authorizing the use of Gloucester Green 
as a market for the show and sale of 
live cattle.•<56 > 
It ahould be noted, however, that the reason given for 
needing the authorization was, 
•to obviate the inconveniences arising 
from the use of the public streets for 
that purpose, • 
which suggests that sales of cattle must have been taking 
place in Oxford, but probably in an unre~ulated setting. 
It would seem possible, indeed, that there could have been 
some buying and selling of cattle taking place informally 
in the streets throughout the eighteenth century, although 
it is most unlikely that this could have been on a large 
scale. (S 7) 
To complete the history of Oxford's cattle market: 
It would appear that a cattle market on Gloucester Green, 
in fact, had a continuous existence only from 1834<58 > 
and then firstly as a monthly and later as a fortnightly, 
not as a weekly meeting. (Sg) The market was apparently 
<
56
> Council Book 1788-1813 B.S.4 P.256. 
<
57
> Horses for sale were certainly paraded in the streets. 
See, for example, J.O.J. May 4 1799 No.240l. 
(5S) J.O. J. Nov. 29 1834 No.4257 records the establishment of 
a monthly cattle market on Glou~ - ~ar Green. 
(59) The market was· held monthly at least until the 1850's but 
by the 1880's sales were taking place every fortnight. 
In the latter decade there was a considerable campaign to 
bring about the establishment of the market on a weekly 
basis, but the market in fact continued fortnightly until 
1909 when it was finally held successfully once per week. 
Cattle Market Misce~aneous Papers c 1878-83 c 3 5 Ed. 
M.D. Lobel V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.V Bullln~don Hundred 
(1957) P.ll4. 
In the latter work it is recorded that a cattle market at 
the Crown, Wheatley, was discontinued in 1909 when Oxford 
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(60) for both lean and fatstock and was established at a time 
when facilities for the sale of cattle throughout the county 
were being extended and rationalised. Besides the new 
market at Oxford the 1830's and 1840's witnessed the 
foundation of monthly cattle markets or fairs at Chipping 
Norton(6l), Witney(62), Bampton(63), Oeddington(64 ) and 
Bicester. ' 65) 
While Oxford provides the best example of a town in 
which the different sections of the market developed on 
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different lines, a similar pattern can be discerned in other 
towns. We shall discuss here just one example2 that of Bicester. 
<59) market became weekly. As the Wheatley market seems to 
have been solely a nineteenth century institution it is 
not discussed in the text. 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
J.O.J. Mar. 12 1836 No.4324 reports an excellent supply 
of fat and store cattle, thus revealing both the market's 
success and that it functioned as a place for the sale of 
fat and lean stock. 
J.O.J. Feb. 28 1835 No.4270. 
J.O.J. Aug. 10 1839 No.45'02. 
J.o.J. Nov. 20 1841 No.4621. 
(641 Oxford Chronicle and Berks and Bucks Gazette &ct. 24 1846 ·No.S08, 
(65) R. Gardner op.cit. P.490. See also footnote6a. ·Both the 
foundation and functions of these monthly cattle markets 
are consistent with the situation found by D. Alexander 
when looking at this period. He records that nearly 
every provincial town of any importance held monthly 
cattle markets to supply local butchers, the surplus stock 
being drawn off by dealers for transfer to larger 
consumption centres. 
o. Alexander op.cit. P.34. 
-----· 
Bicester possessed a thrivin9 livestock market from 
the sixteanth century onwards. Thus, A.M. Everitt records 
that Bicester was a notable centre for cattle and sheep sales 
throughout the sixteenth and early seventeenth centur1es<66 ) 
and R. Blome, writing in 1673, reported that the tow~'s 
livestock market was then increasing in importance. He 
declared, 
•of late its Market, which is on 
Fridays, is grown pretty considerable 
for cattle and sheep.•<67 > 
Throughout the eighteenth century it seems to have successfully 
withstood a number of setbacks, including the mid century 
outbreak of cattle disease, and as late as 1790 the spring 
and autumn markets w&re notable for sheep sales, having a 
market area of over 1200 square miles. <68> 
Until the start of the eighteenth century the other 
departments of the town's market seem to have been equally 
successful, so that J. Dunkin could suggest Bicester to have 
been one of the chief marts in Oxfordshire. In 1704, however, 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
A.M. Everitt, "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce,• 
in Ed. J. Thirsk op.cit. Pp.S90-l. 
Ed. M.D. Lobel V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.VI ••• P.33 quotes 
an anonymous writer who described Bicester, in 1622, as 
•a very good market for all manner of cattle and well 
supplied with all kinds of trades.• 
R. Blome op.cit. P.l89. 
The O.B.D. Vol.II P.477. 
It would appear that in the early nineteenth century good 
livestock sales were being held fortnightly. 
Ed. M.D. Lobel v.c.H. Oxfordshire vol.VI •• P.33. 
By mid century, however, we have seen that monthly sales 
had been established, which may indicate a decline in 
Bicester's role as a livestock market. 
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the town was hit by a severe epidemic of smallpox, resulting 
in a complete stagnation of trade. Dunkin, recording the 
incident, concludes, 
"It was long before the neighbouring 
villagers ventured again with their 
commodities, and trade being once 
diverted into other channels, the 
market never recovered its former 
importance." <69 > 
The provisions and corn markets did remain adequate during 
the eighteenth ~entury<70) but by the early nineteenth 
century had much declined in importance. <71> 
The decline of markets subsequent to outbreaks of 
disease is a phenomenon noted by J. Chartres. <72 ) Certainly, 
in Oxfordshire it was a factor not simply in the decline of 
Biceater but also in that of Watlington, severely affected by 
<69> J. Dunkin The History and Antiquities of Bicester, A Market 
Town in Oxfordshlre ••• (1816) P.l2S. 
(70) 
(71) 
In 1784, for example, we find Bicester described as having 
"a good weekly market,• and in 1801 the market was reported 
to be large. 
G. Walpole The New British Traveller (1784) P.206. 
Rev. c. Cruttwell A Tour through the whole Island of 
Great Britain, Divided into Journeys ••• (l80l) Vol.III 
P.JBS. 
Ed. M.D. Lobel V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.VI ••• P.JJ. 
By mid century R. Gardner could write that it now 
.· consisted mainly "of an assemblage of farmers and others 
for the sale and purchase of corn, with the addition 
occasionally of a few stalls in the market-place." 
R. Gardner op.cit. P.490. 
(72) J. Chartres "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce,• in 
Ed. M.A. Havinden op.cit. P.66. 
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outbreaks of smallpox and fever at the end of the seventeenth 
century. However, the important point to note is that almost 
every town was visited at some time by epidemic diseases, 
and it was only in those already disadvantaged or near which 
easily accessible and equal or superior market facilities 
existed that outbreaks of disease proved disastrous. Thus 
the successful ~rket at Henley was available to attract 
much of Watlington's trade. <73 > 
Turning to the 9 market towns we have not hitherto 
discussed, it is clear that their development was also not 
characterized by steadiness, or uniformity. 
All 9 towns remained market centres throughout the 
eighteenth century, but 2 of them declined steadily in 
prominence and in terms of the variety of market facilities 
which they offered; a fact which would appear to lend support 
to the views of those who see the eighteenth century as 
characterized by the decay of the smaller market town<74>; 
the 2 towns being, after Charlbury and Bampton, the smallest 
in population in the county. 
Although H.M. Colvin suggests that Deddlngton market 
was iMportant from the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries<75> 
as early as the 1670's it was referred to as sma11<76 > and 
(7J) Ed. M.D. Lobel v.c.H. Oxfordsh1re Vol.VIII Lewknor and 
Pyrton Hundreds (1964) P.232. 
(74) For .example, M.A. Hav1nden, who refers to the destruction 
of many old markets especially in smaller towns. 
Ed. M.A. Havinden op.cit. P.7. 
(75) 
a.M. Colvin A History of Deddington, Oxfordsh1re (1963) 
P.S8. 
<76 > R. Blome op.cit. P.l89. 
- -
from the mid eighteenth century it is always described by 
such terms as •sma11•<77>, •poorly supplied•<78 > and, in 
1813, as •but thinly attended.•<79 ) The market must have 
failed altogether shortly afterwards. In 1846 an attempt 
was made to revive a weekly market at Oeddington to be 
held on Tuesdays(SO) but this attempt failed and it would 
seem likely that the monthly cattle market, whose foundation 
we have noted, also failed to become established. In 1852 
R. Gardner wrote, 
•The market is nominally held upon 
Saturday, but the custom is almost 
obsolete. A few years since, in order 
to infuse some life into it the day of 
meeting was changed to TuesdayJ for two 
or three weeks the attendance was good, 
but after that time it visibly declined 
and gradually dwindled away.p(Sl) 
Watlington's history is not dissimilar to that of 
<
77 > The London Magazine Vol.XVIII (1749) P.23. 
<
78 > B. t~rtin op.cit. Vol.I P.379. 
(79 ) J.N. Brewer o2.cit. Vol.XII Pt. II P.470. 
(80) 
(81) 
~Aug. 27 1846 No.l6S. 
A report that Oeddington's market was held on Tuesdays 
in 1780 would appear to be erroneous. 
w. OWen Owen's New Book of Fairs (1780) P.Sl. 
R. Gardner op.cit. P.S25. 
Gardner does not mention the monthly cattle markets. 
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oeddinqton, although Watlington would seem never to have 
been of significance as a market centre. (S2) In 1673 
Blome wrote that Watlington 
"hath a small market for 
provisions on Saturdays •<83 > 
and it is clear that throughout the eighteenth century the 
market was insignificant. For example, a typical mid century 
account refers to Watlington as 
•a small town, that has a mean 
market weekly.•<84 ) 
In 1813 we fin~ the market described as, 
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"thinly though respectably attended,"( 8S) 
and a fuller account of it written 13 years later gives an 
insight into what this meant: 
(82) 
• '(Watlington has) a small weekly corn 
market on Saturdays - and this without 
much additional show of business - the 
principal part of which is generally 
transacted in the evening, at two or 
three of the best Inns over a social 
glass and a pipe."(S6) 
Ed. M.D. Lobel V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.VIII ••• P.232. Here 
it is recorded that Watlington market was described as sma~l 
even in the sixteenth century. 
<
83> R. Blome op.cit. P.l89. 
(84 ) An Account of the Several Cities and Market Towns in 
England and Wale~ (undated and unpaginated). 
(85) 
(86) 
J.N. Brewer op.cit. P.311. Brewer continues, •and the 
business of the day is invariably conducted in the parlours 
of the principal ~.· 
J. Badcoek A Historical and Descriptive Account of Watlin~tot 
OXfordshire, Interspersed with occasional Remarks and concluc 
with a Few Reflections arisin from a Review of the sub ect 
6 Ms D.D. Par. \vatlington c 1 P.59. 
surprisingly, Watlington market was still functioning, 
(87) 
along these lines, as late as 1852 and it is unclear 
when it ceased finally to be held. 
However, although we are thus able to say that Watlington 
possessed a market into the nineteenth century, it should be 
noted that the facts that trade was conducted in the inns, 
business was unsupervised, and retail trading was not taking 
place, make it difficult to consider Watlington as offering 
the facilities traditionally associated with market towns. 
It is not always easy, in fact, when looking at the late 
eighteenth and "C.u~ nineteenth centuries to draw an exact 
distinction between public and private marketing facilities. 
The remaining 7 markets were described almost invariably 
throughout the eighteenth and ea~ly nineteenth centuries by 
such phrases as "good", "large", "profitable" 1 "well-attended" 1 
"well-frequented", or "well furnished." (8 S) As it provides' 
an informative contrast to the descriptions of the declining 
markets given above, the history of Banbury market is given in 
detail. Firstly, however, some general conclusions may be 
made on the 6 smaller market towns. 
(87) 
(88) 
R. Gardner op.cit. P.566. 
The only one of the 7 markets which is less frequently 
found described in terms indicative of success is that 
at Woodstock. The market was described as "indifferent 
good for provisions" in 1673 and as "indifferent" in 
1724 and 1749. 
R. Blome op.cit. P.l88. 
(D. Jones) A New Description of Enfland and Wales ••• with 
a set of Maps by Herman Moll (1724 P.94. 
The London Magazine Vol.XVIII (1749) P.23. 
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All 6 towns appear to have held successful provisions 
markets for the sale of such products as meat, poultry, fish, 
butter, vegetables and fruit. Bufford(Sg), Chipping 
Norton< 90>, Henley, Thame(9l) and Witney also appear to 
have possessed good corn markets and Burford, Chipping 
Norton< 92), Henley< 9l) and Thame good livestock markets. 
(89) 
(90) 
(91) 
Burford market mentioned as well frequented for corn 
in 1673 was apparently, by the early nineteenth century, 
even more prominent for corn. 
R. Blome OR.Cit. P.l88. 
Rev. c. Cruttwell op.cit. Vol.III P.l44. 
Chipping Norton was mentioned as having a good market 
for corn in 1673 and the spasmodic quoting, in the 
local newspapers, of the prices of wheat, beans and 
oats at Chipping Norton suggests that the market was 
of significance for grain sales. 
R. Blome op.cit. P.l88. 
For example, J.O.J. Sept . 22 1753 No.21. 
J.O.J. Aug. 15 1795 No.2207. 
Wheat prices at Witney were also mentioned in J.O.J. 
Apr. 9 1796 No.2241. 
Thame was significant for corn at least by the early 
nineteenth century. In 1813 it was said t hat considerable 
quantities of corn by sample were sold at Thame market and 
in 1848 the market was still said to be well s upplied with 
corn. 
J.N. Brewer ol.cit. Vol.XII Pt. II P.297. 
s. Lewis op.c t. Vol.IV P.321. 
(92 ) References exist to Chippinq Norton as a good but not a 
specialist cattle market. 
For example, R. Blome OR.cit. P.l88. 
(9l) In 1790 Henley market was described as well supplied with 
grain, cattle, poultry and fish. 
The U.B.D. Vol.III P.366. 
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An important point to note, however, is that while 
the towns appear largely to have offered facilities for 
the sale of all commodities, 3 - Henley, Thame and Burford -
were noted as specializing in the sale of one item in 
particular. 
Henley was noted as a centre for the sale of corn, 
pa.rticularly barley and malt, in the sixteenth century and 
in 1673 R. Blome wrote, 
"(Henley's market) ••• is very considerable 
for corn, especially barley, which is brought 
them for their great malt trade, there being 
oft times in one day sold about 300 cart-load 
of barley."<94 > 
The substance of this quotation tends to be repeated in 
almost all of the topographical works written in the eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries, making it difficult to be 
certain whether the writers were simply copying each other 
or whether Henley did indeed witness very sizeable markets 
throughout the eighteenth century. Nevertheless, even if 
the information in the topographical l'IOrks must be regarded 
as suspect there is much evidence to suggest that Henley still 
possessed a thriving corn market into the nineteenth century. 
In 1796, for ex~t~le, a petition for the removal of soldiers 
from Henley gave as the groun~s for the request that Henley 
was a large pitched corn market and the presence of soldiers 
tt 
at the inns was inconvenient to people frequenting the market(9S), 
<
94 ) R. Blome op.cit. P.l89. 
(95) Copy due to the Secretary at War about Removing soldiers 
18 Oct. 1796. Ms D.O. Henley A XXIII No.4. 
and a history of the town, written in 1861, recorded, 
"There are inhabitants still living who 
recollect the waggons and carts with corn 
on market days, qutte filling the High Street, 
and Hart Street and extending to the foot of 
the bridge.~<96 ) 
In the seventeenth century Burford was noted as a centre 
for the sale of leather and leather products, particularly 
saddles<97 > but by the eighteenth century much of its importance 
was derived from its role as a sheep and cattle market. There 
are several ind~cations that this was the case. For example, 
in 1768 an announcement was made to the gentlemen, dealers 
and farmers that the Eurford sheep markets would be held 
beyond the usual time< 98>, suggesting that markets at certain 
times of the year must have been specializing in the sale of 
sheep, and in 1782 an advertisement referred to Burford as 
one of the best cattle markets in the county of Oxford. <99 ) 
<96> J.S. Burn A History of Henley-on-Thames, in the county of 
Oxford (1861) Pp.83-4. 
(97) 
(98} 
(99} 
Burford was reported several times in the first half of 
the eighteenth century to have had a noted market for 
saddles. For example, ~ Vol.XVIII Jan. 1749 P.23. 
It would seem, however, that Burford market, like that at 
Bampton, had ceased to be important as a centre for the 
dispersal of industrial products, by the early eighteenth 
century, at latest. ~ 
J.o.J. Dec. 24 1768 No.817. 
J.O.J. Jun. 29 1782 No.l522. 
In Bailey's Western and Midland Directory, ••• 1783 P.210, 
Burford's market was described as for corn and sheep. 
t1 
If Burford was an important centre of the livostock trade, 
it would seem, however, that Thame was probably even more 
notable. A. Everitt includes Thame in a list of towns 
specializing in the sale of cattle in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries(lOO) and topographical works throughout 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries refer to Thame as 
well frequented by graziers and butchers buying cattle. (lOl) 
Further, reports in J. o. J. in the second half of the 
eighteenth century confirm the picture of a thriving 
livestock market. For example, in 1767 we find a reference 
to the vast she'.; of fat cattle at Tharne market (l02) and in 
1797 one to the great numbers of farmers, graziers and 
dealers attending the market. (l03) 
It is clearly noteworthy that the most successful markets 
sold not only a wide range of agricultural commoditie s but 
also tended to specialize and thus acquire a regional rather 
than a local importance in one particular product. Banbury, 
to which we shall turn now, is an excellent example of this. 
(lOO) A.M. Everitt, "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce,• 
in Ed. J. Thirsk op.cit. P.S90. 
(101) 
(102) 
(103) 
For example, (0. Jones) op.cit. P.99. 
~ Vol.~JIII (1749) P.24. 
~he U.B.D. Vol.V P.209 referred to Tharne's ~arket as 
'well furnished with live cattle, and all necessaries.• 
J.O.J. Dec. 12 1767 No.763. 
J.O.J. Mar. 11 1797 No.2289. 
It is particularly important to note the steady progress 
made in the development of market towns like Banbury in 
vie\-1 of the role they played in the decline of smaller 
market centres. As A. Everitt suggests, 
0 The rise of these regional markets - places 
like Banbury ••• and their ability to attract 
much of the expanding inland trade of England 
away from the smaller and more local centres, 
is one of the most striking urban develop-
ments of the period," 
from the sixteent.l;. to the n.ineteenth centuries. (l04) 
r.iarkets were held regularly in Banbury from the twelfth 
century at latest and as early as the mid sixteenth century 
wa find the market described as, "very celebrate."(l05) The 
period from 1570, which was one of expansion for many market 
towns<106 ) saw Banbury extending its facilities, with the 
establishment of weekly wool and horse markets by the charter 
of 1608. (l07) Furthermore, it was already by the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth century noted as a specialist 
cattle market. (lOS) 
(l04) A. Everitt, "The Banburys of Englandn ••• P.36. 
(lOS) Eg. L. Toulin Smith The Itinerary of John Leland in or 
(106) 
(107) 
(108) 
About the Years 1535-1543 (1964) Vol.II Part v Pp.38-9. 
~. Everitt, eurban Growth 157Q-l770," in The Local 
Historian Vol.8 No.4 (1969) P.ll8. Everitt records 
that many places acquired new rights such as the 
privilege of holding a wo~l market. 
R.K. Gilkes, "Banbury - The Pattern of Local Government 
1554-1835 Part I," in Cake and Cockhorse Vol.V No.1 
(Autumn 1971) P.6. 
A. Everitt, "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce," 
in Ed. J. Thirsk op.cit. Pp.59o-l. 
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rn 1673 R. Bloce, describing Banbury, wrote that it, 
•hath a very considerable market for living 
cattle, sheep and provisions (but little 
corn) on Thursdays.•<109) 
The latter defect in the market must have been rectified in 
the course of the eighteenth century for, by the 1790's, we 
find it described as, 
wvery large, particularly for farmers, graziers, 
corn, cattle, butter, eggs, cheese, butcher's 
meat and other things. It is generally allowed 
to be the best market in the county, or country 
adjacent within thirty miles of the town.•(llO) 
i'ie can see the importance the market had assumed by 1800 from 
an advertisement in \·lhich Banbury is described as, 
"one of the first Market To~rns in the Kingdom, 
of its size, for Trade and Con~erce, and probably 
the first for the largeness of its ~1arket." (lll) 
(109) R. Blome op.cit. Pp.l88-9. 
(110) The U.B.D. Vol.II P.254. 
Other reports show clearly that corn was an important 
article of sale at Banbury by the end of the eighteenth 
century. c. Cruttwell, for example, wrote in 1801 that 
Banbury market was large , particularly for corn and 
provisions. R.C. Cruttwell, op.cit. P.360. 
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In 1805 we find that Eanbury mar ket was "reckoned the best 
in the county for corn, ·cattle and all kinds of provisions.• 
G.A. Cooke op.cit. f.19. 
<1ll) J.O.J. Mar. 8 1800 No.2445. 
An illustration of the attraction of the market to persons 
living up to at least 10 miles from t he town in all directions 
i s provided by Tables and Haps II and III, which show the 
t owns and villages from whence carts went to Banbury on 
market days in 1798 and 1812. (ll2) In 1852 Banbury wa s 
still 
•noted for the extent of business trans-
acted in cattle, cor n , and all kinds of 
pr ovi s i ons at its weekly mar ket and 
numer ous fairs ... (113) 
Markets continue to be !1eld in Banbury . {ll4 ) In the 
other 6 towns discussed above, marke t s s urvived at l east 
into ~~e second hal f of the nine t eenth century . 
ilitherto we have been discussing mar kets hel d by a 
co~bination of prescrip t ive and/or charter rights. There is, 
however, evidence t o suggest that villages mi ght serve as 
market centres f or the surrounding countrys ide and a lthough 
these markets were doubtle s s unofficia l, we shall complete 
thi s account of market f acilities by di s cuss ing t hem. 
Both J. Patten(llS) and A. Everitt<116 ) r efer t o the 
(ll2 ) A note on the t ubl es i s incl uded as an appendi x to 
Chapter II Pt. I . 
(113) R. Gardner op.cit. P .425. 
<114> A description of the market in the nineteenth and 
t vrentieth centurie s can be foun.; in Ed . A. Crossley 
V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.X P.S9. 
(ll5) J. Patten "Village and Town: an occupational study," in 
Agricultural Hi s t ory Rev~ew Vol.20 (1972) P.l. 
(116) A. M. Everitt "The Marketing of Agricultural Pr oduce," in 
Ed. J. 'l'hirsk op.cit. P.476. 
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Table II 
Table to show the Towns and Villages from which and through 
which carts went to Banbury on Thursdays (Market Day) in 1798. (l) 
KEY: 
-
'A' indicates one cart in Banbury on a Thursday. 
•a• indicates more than one cart in Banbury on a Thursday. 
•c• indicates that carts from these villages are reported 
visiting Banbury on several days each week; the days 
unspecified. It seems likely that one of the days 
would have been Thursday. 
oxfordshire 
Adderbury B 
Barford (St. John A 
or St. Michael) 
Bloxham C 
Chipping Norton A 
cropredy A 
Drayton A 
Eynsham A 
Great Tew A 
Northampton shire 
Brackley B 
Byfield A 
Chacombe A 
Chipping Warden B 
Farthinghoe A 
warwickshire 
Avon Dassett A 
Parnborough A 
Penny Compton A 
Northend A 
Horn ton 
Ledwell 
North Aston 
North Newington 
Sandford st. Martin 
Shenington 
Shutford 
Sibford (Ferris 
or Gower) 
Tadmarton 
Wardington 
Wroxton 
King's Sutton 
Middleton Cheney 
Northampton 
Towcester 
Woodford Halse 
Radway 
Tysoe (Lower, 
Middle or Upper) 
Warmington 
(l) Rusher's Banbury List (1798) P~.S-8. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
c 
B 
A 
A 
A and C 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
Carts also went from several of these towns and villages to 
Banbury on other days each week. However, the fact that the 
great majority of carts went to Banbury only on Thursdays 
and that very few villages sent carts to Banbury solely on 
other week days would appear to suggest that there was a 
close connection between the presence of carts in Banbury 
and the holding of the market. 
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Table III 
Table to show the Towns and Villages from which and through 
which carts went to Banbu;Y on Thursdays (~~rket Day) in 1812. (l) 
KEY: 'A' indicates one cart in Banbury on a Thursday. 
- •a• indicates more than one cart in Banbury on a Thursday. 
•c• indicates that carts from these villages are reported 
visiting Banbury on several days each week1 the days 
unspecified. It seems likely that one of the days 
would have been Thursday. 
oxfordshire 
Adder bury 
Alkerton 
Balscote 
Barford (St. John 
or St. Michael) 
Bloxham 
Bodicote 
Charlbury 
Chipping Norton 
Claydon 
Cropredy 
oeddington 
Enstone 
Gagingwell 
Great Bourton 
Great Tew 
Hemp ton 
Bucking hamshire 
Band c 
A 
B 
A 
c 
A 
A 
B 
A 
A 
B 
A 
A 
B 
A 
A 
Tingewick A 
Northamptonshire 
Apple tree 
Aynho 
Brack ley 
Byfield 
Chacombe 
Charlton 
Chipping Warden 
Culworth 
Eydon 
Farthing hoe 
Greatworth 
Warwickshire 
Avon Dassett 
Bra ilea 
Fenny Compton 
Xineton 
Northend 
A 
D and c 
B 
B 
A 
A 
A 
B and c 
B 
A 
A 
A 
B 
B 
A 
B 
Hook Norton 
Horn ton 
Ledwell 
(Middle, North or 
Steeple) Aston 
Middle Barton 
Milcombe 
Mollington 
Sandford St. Martin 
Shenington 
Shutford 
Sibford (Ferris 
or Gower) 
Tadmarton 
Wigginton 
Wroxton 
· B!Dt~~~u,-the-Hedges 
··.~£~~ a sutton 
Marston "St... Lawrence 
~ddleton Cheney 
Newbottle 
Northampton 
Radstone 
Then ford 
Thorpe Mandeville 
Woodford Halse 
A and C 
B 
A 
B 
A 
A 
B 
B 
B 
A 
A 
c 
B 
A 
~ 
A 
A 
c 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A and C 
B 
Radway B 
Ratley A 
Tysoe (LOwer, Middle B 
or Upper) 
Warmington B 
(l) Rusher's Banbury List (1812) Pp.4-8. 
See Table II Note (1). 
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~ractice of often small villages offering unofficial facilities 
k; 
as service centres and markets in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries and evidence from Oxfordshire suggests that they may 
have continued to do so throughout the eighteenth century also. 
Here we shall examine the possibility that unofficial 
markets existed at Islip, Shillingford and Tetsworth. 
Islip was apparently granted the right to hold a market 
in 1245(ll?) and may have functioned as an official market 
centre in the Mediaeval period. However, Leland fails to 
mention it as a market town \vhen discussing the village in 
the sixteenth c~ntury(llB), and it is omitted from the 
seventeenth century lists of market towns which we have 
consulted. Eighteenth and early nineteenth century evidence 
on Islip is very much more esuivocal. From 1749 omvards a 
number of topographical "Y.Jorks do refer to Islip as a market 
town, mostly stressing that it posses~ed a good weekly market 
for sheep. (ll9) In the absence of information from other types 
(ll?) H. Jessup op.cit. P.55. 
(118) Ed. L. Toulin Smith op.cit. Vol.II Part V P.llO. Leland 
refers to Islip simply as "a praty thrwgh-fayre.a 
t8 
A. Everitt does not include Illip in his list of Oxfordshir4 
market towns in the period 1500-1640. A. Everitt, "The 
Harketing of Agricultural Produce," in Ed. J. Thirsk 
(119) 
op.cit. P.475. 
Islip is mentioned as a market town or in possession of 
a good market for sheep in the following works:-
T. Read A New Descri tion of Lancashire •• Oxfordshire. 
English Traveller Vol.III 174 P.460. 
The Universal Magazine of Knowledge and Pleasure Vol.l7 
(Jul. 1755 - Dec. 1755) P.55. 
England Illustrated or a Compendium of the Natural History, 
Geography, Topography and Antiquities ecclesiastical and 
civil of England and Hales (1764) Vol.II P.l59 and P.l68. 
England Displayed Being a New, ComRlete and Accurate Survey 
and Descri tion of the Kin dom of En land ••• B a Societ 
of Gentlemen 1769) Vol.I P.271. 
The U.B.D. Vol.V P.90. 
op.cit. P.lOl. 
count Histories. The Histor of 
of source it is difficult to evaluate this evidence and to 
determine whether Islip did possess an official market for 
the sale of sheep and if it did when this was founded. Here 
we may s~ply note that during and after the eighteenth 
century, Islip was regarded as a market centre for the otmoor 
villages. A history of the village suggests how this 
unofficial market functioned: 
•otmoor women displayed their wares on the 
curious brick and concrete structure round 
the elm in the church square and it was they, 
probably, who gave the tree the name 'Market 
Elm,. • (120) 
The above quotation suggests that the unofficial market 
at Islip was basically for the sale of small produce, such 
as eggs, butter and vegetables. The unofficial market at 
Shillingford, on the other hand, appears to have been a 
centre for the sale of grain. 
Shillingford is situated on the Thames between Dorchester 
and Wallingford and there are some indications that, in the 
eighteenth century, it was an important river port. An 
advertisement for the sale of a malthouse at Shillingford 
wharf stressed that Shillingford was a place of considerable 
and extensive trade in malt and coals<121> and a description 
of the course of the Thames written in 1794 includes, 
•Shillingford wharf, with its commercial 
circumstances, next presents itself, and 
before it the river widens into a considerable 
(120) E. Miller The Histo;Y of the Village of ~slip, Oxford-
shire (1930) P.l7. · 
(l2l) J.O.J. May 21 1785 No.l673. 
•• 
breadth.~<122 ) 
There are 2 pieces of evidence which suggest that 
Shillingford may have become a market centre by the mid 
eighteenth century. Firstly, an advertisement for the sale 
of an estate described the estate as situated 
"near Bensington and Shillingford 
Market" (sic - this is written in 
the singular). (l2J) 
secondly, we find that aullock, foreman and glebe manager 
to James Newton, Rector of Nuneham Courtenay<124> is 
reported to have attended "Shillingford Market•<125) on 
6 occasions between 1761 and 1762. On 3 occasions he sold 
nothing but, of the remaining 3, on one he sold 10 quarters 
of wheat and, on the other 2, unspecified amounts of wheat, 
barley and oats. Ascertaining the day of the week on which 
he visited Shillingford we find that, on each occasion, the 
day was Wednesday. From this we may deduce, firstly that 
Shillingford is not being confused with the adjacent market 
town of Wallingford; Wallingford's market days being Tuesday 
and Priday<126), and secondly that sales must have been 
<122) w. Co~ A History of the Principal Rivers of Great 
Britain Vol.I An Hist&Ya of the River Thames (printed 
for John and Josiah Boy ell 1794) P.219. 
<
123> J.O.J. Dec. 2 1780 No.l440. Bensington or Benson is an 
adjacent village, and very close to the Thames. 
58 
(124 ) a. Minn, "The Diary of an Oxfordshire Rector,• in Oxoniensia 
Vol.X (1945) P.79. 
(125) 
(126) 
On 4 of the occasions Bullock is reported to have attended 
Shilling6ord Market, on the remaining 2 the ward market is 
not actually used. The 6 occasions were on May 13 1761, 
Oct. 28 1761, Nov. 11 1761, Dec. 2 1761, Dec. 23 1761 and 
Feb. 3 1762. 
--
conducted on a regular and possibly a weekly basis. One 
may conclude that as Shillingford was a centre for the 
malting trade and also a point from which grain was sent 
to LOndon farmers probably found ready purchasers if they 
took their corn there for sale and in this way an info~lly 
regulated but possibly relatively open market developed. 
The evidence for the existence of an unofficial market 
at Tetsworth is very much more slight, consisting of a 
reference, in a tour of 1772, to the village as a •tr·ifling 
market town ... (127> As there is no suggestion that Tetsworth 
ever had an official market it is perhaps possible that it 
was acting as a small-scale unofficial marketing centre. 
In conclusion, it is clear that a com-lex situation 
existed in the eighteenth century, with some towns seeing 
a general expansion in their markets' importance; other 
towns witnessing the growth of certain sections of their 
markets but a decline in others; and another group of towns 
ceasing, on the whole, to offer marketing facilities or at 
best no longer providing public or open markets. 
In assessing the causes of this situation many factors 
have to be considered. Firstly, when attempting to explain 
why certain sections of a market developed or declined it 
is necessary to look at the way in which specific commodities 
were marketed in the eighteenth century; the alternative 
outlets available and the attempts made by the authorities 
in different towns to confine the selling of the various 
(126) 
(127) 
- - .·--... 
barley, besides other grain, sold by sample." 
Midland counties Performed in 
The Gentleman's Magazine Vol.44 
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types of product to the market place or to combat develop-
ments likely to undermine the public sale of commodities. 
secondly, when trying to explain the growth of certain market 
towns one has to examine the internal organization of their 
markets, looking at such questions as the expense involved 
in using the market and the variety of facilities offered, 
while, of course, bearing in mind that the construction of 
new facilities might be the product of a market's success, 
as well as enabling it to become even more well-attended. 
All these points will be considered in later chapters. 
Thirdly, however, one has to look at the more general 
factors, which enabled one market town to attract trade while 
another could not; factors, that is, such as the town's 
accessibility; the size and composition of its population 
and the character of its agricultural hinterland. Here we 
shall offer some brief comments on these points. 
Firstly, there is no question but that, with the exception 
of Deddington, the least successful market towns were those 
which were leagt accessible. Thus, Watlington, besides being 
6 miles from a navigable waterway was approached by notoriously 
poor roads, <128> which, it has been suggested, caused the loss 
to High Wycombe of much of the produce of the corn belt below 
the Chilterns. <129) The most successful market towns, on 
the other hand, were those on the major roads or at the 
junctions of several major roads and were also frequently 
positioned on navigable rivers or the canal. Moreover, their 
(128) 
(129) 
J.N. Brewer op.cit. Vol.XII Part II P.310. 
J.O.J. Apr. 22 1775 No.ll46. This reference suggests 
that the roads around Watlington had become almost 
impassable. 
Ed. M.D. Lobel V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.VIII P.232. 
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positions on the communications network were such that they 
were often enablad to specialize in particular commodities. 
Thus, Banbury was situated on a major cattle route from 
Wales to London, a factor \'lhich influenced its development 
as a specialist livestock market; and Henley and Oxford 
were both on a navigable river, an almost essential 
53 
prerequisite for development as an entrepot market for corn. (l30) 
Secondly, we have noted already that the size of the 
population was a significant factor in determining the 
success of a market town. Here we may note that the nature 
of that population may also have been relevant. Thus it 
would appear that markets were more resilient in towns 
where a large proportion of the population was engaged in 
trade or industry and theref~re needing to purchase provisions 
and also where such industries as brewing or tanning, which 
used agricultural products as their raw materials, took place. 
Thirdly, the nature of the agriculture in the surrounding 
area would appear to have been important. Thus it would seem 
that a town s~==ounded by fertile land and where the farms 
were orientated tOl'Tards commercial production and capable of 
producing a variety of agricultural commodities, \·ras more 
likely to possess a successful market. For example, in the 
early nineteenth century it was declared that Danbury market 
was much frequented because of the situation of the town in 
a fertile and populous agricultural district(lll) and that 
Burford owed its large market to its setting in a fine corn 
<130) A.M. Everitt, "The Harketin9 of Agricultural Produce," 
in Ed. J. Thirsk op.cit. P.491. 
(131) . 
s. Lewis op •. cit. Vol.I P.l38. 
AeP!ndix I 
A Note on Tables II and III 
The importance of road transport from the seventeenth 
century onwards and the role of the carr~er in transporting 
goods have begun to engage the attention of histor~ans only 
in the last six years. However, since 1973, J. Chartres 
has made a study of the carrier services OF~~:ating between 
London and provincial centres in the seventeenth century(!); 
G.L. Turnbull has extended Chartres' work ~nto the eighteenth 
century and investigated the ~evelopment of inter-provincial 
carrier services<2>; A. Everitt has made a study of the 
Victorian carrier(J) and M.J. Freeman has produced a paper 
on the carrier system of Hampshire. <4> 
On the subject of market carrier services, M.J. Freeman 
suggests that in Hampshire, at least, these began to develop 
particularly in the 1820's and 1830's<5 > and A. Everitt is 
also referring to the nineteenth century when he describes 
the three most important functions of the village carrier as 
those of carrying local people to town on market day, acting 
as shopping agents for those who could not visit the town 
themselves, and supplying farm produce to the local market 
(l) J. Chartres, "Road carrying in England in the Seventeenth 
century: Myth and Reality," in Economic History Review 
2nd ser. Vol.XXX No.1 (Feb. 1977). 
(2) G.L. Turnbull, •Provincial Road Carrying in England in the 
Eighteenth Century,• in The Journal of Transport History 
N.S. Vol.IV No.1 (Feb. 1977). 
(3) 
(4) 
A. Everitt, "Country Carriers in the Nineteenth Century," in 
J.T.H. N.S. Vol.III No.3 (1976). 
A. Everitt, "l'ovvn and count ry in Victorian Leicestershire: The 
Role of the Village Carrier,• in Ed. A. Everitt Perspectives 
in English Urban History (1973). 
M.J. Freeman, "The Carrier System of South Hampshire, 1775-185 
in J.T.H. N.S. Vo1.IV No.2 (Sept. 1977). 
(5) Ibid. P.66. 
ss 
centres. (6) Nevertheless, it would seem likely; primarily 
because of t he high proportion of carts going to Banbury on 
Thursdays only; that many of the carriers reported to have 
been visiting Banbury in 1798 and 1812 were performing this 
type of market function. 
The very large increase in the number of carrier services 
recorded in 1812 may suggest that there had been an increase 
in the services provided between 1798 and 1812 but as it has 
been suggested(?) that trade directories, from which the 
material is drawn, can be unreliable, it is possible that we 
are seeing not a substantial increase in services but more 
full and accurate reporting of already existing services. (8 ) 
The importance of this material is that it does show 
clearly the very large n~~er of t owns and villages in 
permanent contact by ~oad with a major market town. 
(6) A. Everitt, "Town and Country in Victorian Leicestershire ••• " 
Pp.218-9. 
(7) 
(8) 
For example, by G.L. Turnbull Loc.cit. P.24. 
Turnbull suggests that, "The most like ly dif ficulties seem 
to occur from random errors, or change s in the method of 
compilation." 
On this point one may note that M.J. Freeman did not find 
any increase in the carrier service s of Hampshire between 
1798 and 1812. 
M.J. Freeman Loc.cit. P.64. 
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I 
(l) 
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Chapter II Part II Fairs 
The other marketing institution, officially provided, 
was the periodic fair. Table r illustrates where fairs \'lere 
held in Oxfordshire, the numbers of fairs held in each town 
and village and t he commodities for which they were parti-
cularly notable, and also details the c hanges \v\-.ich took 
place during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
Date on which 
fair was held 
and~or title 
of air. 
(Miere possi-
ble the fairs 
are given as 
they occurred 
throughout 
the year.) 
BLOXHAM 
*Sept. 29 
Table I(l) 
Year in which 
the fair was 
founded or in 
which refer-
ence to the 
fair can 
first be 
found. (No 
attempt has 
been made to 
give an 
exact date of 
origin for 
fairs founded 
pre 18th 
century.) 
(A) Village Fairs 
1677 
CROWMARSH GIFFORD OR LONG CROWMARSH 
*Jul. 22 until 
1753. Aug. 2 
from 1753 
onwards. 
Probably Mediae-
va l. References 
throughout the 
18th century. 
In the early 
18th century it 
was referred to 
as the most 
consideaab le 
fair in the 
county. 
Year in which 
the fair was 
last held or 
in which ref-
erence to it 
is last found. 
{Some of these 
fairs could 
have been held 
beyond the date 
of the last 
reference.) 
c 1800. 
This is possibly 
inaccurate, all 
other references 
to this fair 
occurring before 
1730. 
Mentioned 1888. 
Commodities 
for which 
the fair was 
particularly 
notable and/ 
or t::t:pe of 
fair. 
-
Statute. 
Horses, pig~ 
cheese and 
toys. In 
1852 also 
mentioned a1 
for cattle. 
Tee information contained on this table is from a very wide range 
of sources, particularly topographical works, local histories and 
newspapers. All the sources are contained in the bibliography and 
are too numerous to detail here . 
- -· 
Date 
DORCHESTER 
*(1) Easter 
Tuesday. 
(2) Last 
Wednesday 
in July. 
The Oxford-
shire wool 
fair. 
*(3) Michaelmas 
(4) Oct. 1 
FINSTOCK 
* Thursday before 
Old Michaelmas 
(Oct. 10) 
GARSINGTON 
* Whit Tuesday 
HOOK NORTON 
* (1) June 29. 
Altered in 1793 
to the 2nd 
Tuesday after 
May 12 although 
it is not clear 
if the change 
was implemented. 
Known as the 
Cherry fair. 
* ~~' ~~- ~.,. 
Foundation 
Foundation 
probably pre 
18th century. 
Mentioned 
throughout 
the 18th 
century. 
Founded 1806. 
Founded 1757. 
Founded 1773. 
Founded 1790. 
Founded 1776. 
Mentioned 
throughout 
the 18th 
century. 
Changed c 1753 
to Nov. 28. 
throughout 
the 18th 
century. 
tOWER f!E1FORD 
6 fairs. Last Founded 1845. 
Mondays in Jan., 
March, April, 
May, July and 
September. 
I . 
I 
l 
i 
/ 
Termination 
Mentioned 
1888. 
Not mentioned 
by 1852. 
These are prob-
ably the same 
fair and the 
reference in 
1773 may 
suggest that 
the Michaelmas 
fair of 1757 
failed to be-
come established. 
Mentioned 1791 
but no further 
references. 
No further 
references. 
Recorded 1852 
but not 1888. 
~~~~~~ '~~'1 
but not 1888. 
Specializat~~ 
Pleasure 
and toys. 
~lool. 
Hiring, 
horses, COWS 
sheep and 
hogs. 
Cattle, 
merchandise 
and hiring. 
Cattle, 
merchandise 
and hiring. 
Cattle, wares 
and merchan· 
dise. 
Horses and 
cattle. 
~~~~ ~Y'i-1": 
cattle. 
All mentioned 1888 Cattle. 
except the fair on 
the last Monday in 
January. It would 
appear that the 
weekly markets had 
also become monthly 
fairs. 
Date Foundation 
MIDDLETON STONEY 
Eve and day of Pair of 
St. Thomas Mediaeval 
the Martyr. origin. 
NETTLEBED 
* (1) Tuesday week Founded 1773. 
after Whitsun. 
*(2} Founded Founded 1754. 
Monday before 
St. Luke old 
style. Usually 
given as Monday 
after St. Luke 
(Oct. 18). 
Termination 
Mentioned as 
probably dis-
continued in 
1727 but it is 
unlikely that 
it was held at 
all in the 18th 
century. 
Mentioned 1852 
but not 1888. 
Mentioned 1888. 
St 
Special1zati0t\ 
Founded for 
horses, cows, 
sheep and all 
merchanCise. 
Degenerated 
rapidly into 
a small 
pleasure/ 
toy fair. 
Hiring, 
cattle and 
sheep. 
Soon 
degenerated 
into a small 
toy/pleasure 
fair. 
NEWBRIDGE - SOMETIMES GIVEN AS 
(l) Probably Mentioned from 
OXFORDSHIRE , SOMETIMES BERKSHIRE 
Mentioned 1785. 
Mar. 20 and l/l8. 
from c 1753 
Mar. 31. 
(2) Sept. 17 
and from 
c 1753 
Sept. 28. 
STCiKENCHURCH 
*(l) Jun. 29 
(St. Peter's 
Day.) From 
c 1753 Jul. 10. 
*(2) Mentioned 
as Sept. 26J 
Sept. 29 and 
Oct. s. Hence 
a Michaelmas 
fair. 
WHEATLEY 
*Sept. 29. 
Probably a 
Mediaeval fair. 
Mentioned from 
the early 18th 
century. 
1st mentioned 
and probably 
founded in 1753. 
Founded 1768. 
Probably held 
later than this. 
Mentioned 1768. 
Probably held 
later than this. 
cattle, 
merbhandise, 
etc. 
Continued into Cattle and 
the 20th century. particularly 
horses. 
Last r e ference 
in 1779. 
Mentioned 1852 
but discontinued 
by 1888. 
Founded for 
horses, cows 
sheep and 
hogs. Pre-
dominantly 
a hiring fair 
Pounded for 
horses, cattl~ 
and hiring. 
Predominant! 
a cattle and 
hiring fair. 
L 
Date 
WQoDCOTE 
* ll) Aug. 2 
Foundation 
lst mentioned 
in 1792. 
* (2) Monday after Probably 
st. Leonard's Mediaeval. 
Day (Nov. 6). Hentioned from 
Probably changed the beginning 
in c 1753 to of the 18th 
Monday after century. 
Nov. 16. 
\\TYCHWOOD FOREST 
Wednesday In c 1800. 
mid September. 
. . -- - .. -· 
Termination Specializatio~ 
Hentioned 1852 Sheep, etc. 
but discontinued 
by 1888. 
Mentioned 1888. Cattle, 
sheep, etc. 
Discontinued 1855. Hosiery, 
flannels, 
cloth, 
pleasure. 
This fair 
had most 
probably 
little agri-
cultural 
significance. 
(B) Fairs in Market Towns 
BAMPTON 
(l) Mar. 26 
* ( 2 ) Aug. 15. 
l"rom 1756 
Auq. 26. 
* (3) Wednesday 
before Old 
Michaelmas 
(Oct. 10) 
Ox-roast. 
BANBURY 
* (1) lst Thurs-
day after 
'l'welfth Day 
(Jan. 6). From 
1753 let Thurs-
day after old 
Tlole1fth Day 
(Jan. 17). 
This was a 
4-•ay fair being 
also held on the 
3 days prior to 
the Thursday. 
Founded 1803. Mentioned 1852, Horses and 
although another cattle. 
source declares 
that no trace of 
the fair could be 
found by the mid 
19th century. 
Mediaeval Charter Continued into the 
fair. ~~ntioned 20th century as a 
from the beginning 2-day fair on 
Mentioned 
for toys 
and cattle 
but of 
particular 
importance 
for horses 
of the 18th Aug. 25 and 26. 
century. 
Mentioned in 1798 
but in terms 
which indicate 
an earlier 
foundation. 
Hentioned from 
the mid 16th 
century. 
Important 
throughout the 
lith century. 
Mentioned in 1804. 
It is unlikely 
that this fair 
survived long 
beyond 1804. 
Statute. 
Also cattle. 
from 1799 
and cheese 
from 1800. 
Still a 2-day 
fair in 1927. 
Predominan tl'{ 
a horse fait. 
Also for cows 
and sheep. 
In the 17th 
century it 
was also fo:r 
leather. 
Date 
-
*(2) 1st Thurs-
day in Lent. 
Foundation 
In 1836 this 
fair was trans-
ferred to the 
3rd Thursday 
Nentioned from 
the mid 16th 
century. 
Important 
throughout the 
18th century. 
in February. 
Fi 5h Fai r . 
* ( 3) r.ac:l· Dc.y . 
Annunciation 
of the Blessed 
Virgin !·1ary 
(Mar. 25). 
3-day fair. 
*(4) Thursday 
nearest old 
Lady Day. 
(5) 3rd Thurs-
day in 1·1arch. 
*(6) 1st Thurs-
day before 
Easter. From 
1792 Thursday 
before Palm 
Sunday. 
(7) Jrd Thurs-
day in April. 
* (8) Holy Thurs-
day or 
Ascension Day 
Fair. 
Gran~.ed in 
Charter of 1608. 
Confirmed in 
Charter of 1718. 
In the 1790's 
this was mention-
ed as a market 
day equal in 
importance to a 
fair. 
Mentioned 1836. 
Founded 1791. 
Mentioned 1836. 
Mediaeval in 
origin. Founded 
as a 2-day fair. 
Held throughout 
the 18th century. 
Termination 
fo1entioned 1852 
but discontinued 
by 1888. 
Mentioned 1749, 
although it had 
been reported as 
discontinued in 
1683. 
Most probably 
replaced by (5). 
Mentioned in 
1848. Dis-
continued by 
1850. 
Mentioned 1852 
but it may by 
this time have 
been replaced 
by {7). 
Either (6) or 
(7) was held in 
the mid 19th 
century. Dis-
continued by 
1888. 
Declined from 
c 1864. 
* (9) 1st Thurs- Held by 1674 and 
day after Trinity most probably 
Sunday (some- earlier. 
times given as Important 
Friday also); or throughout the 
Corpus Christi, 18th century. 
or probably fair 
Mentioned in 
1852, although 
probably replaced 
in 1836 by (10). 
mentioned in 
several lists as 
being held on 
c June 13. 
&1 
Specializattf>" 
Horses, cows. 
sheep and 
fish. 
Horses, 
eattle and 
corn. 
Cattle and 
hiring. 
Fat sheep anJ 
cattle. There 
is a reference. 
to this as 
Mr. Pratt's 
fair; a 
{general) 
market for 
cattle. 
Cattle. 
Horses , Cows 
sheep, fish 
and pleasure. 
Horses, cow.r 
and sheep. 
-·--·--- - ··----, z 
~ Foundation Termination Specializatio~ 
(10) 3rd Hentioned 1836. Hentioned 1848. Cattle. 
Discontinued by Thursday in 
June. 1888. 
(11) 1st Wed- Founded 1845. 
nesday in July. 
Mentioned 1852 Wool. 
but not 1888. 
Wool fair. 
(12) 2nd Thurs- Founead 1821. 
day in July. 
Probably held Horned 
until 1836 when cattle, sheep 
replaced by (13). and horses. 
(13) 3rd 
Thursday in 
July. 
* (14) Aug. 1. 
Lammas Day. 
St. Peter and 
Vincula. 
Sometimes 
given as 2-day 
fair Aug. 1 
and 2. From 
1753 Aug. 12. 
(15) Aug. 10. 
(16) Aug. 24. 
(17) 3rd 
Thursday in 
August. 
Mentioned 1836. Given in 1848. Cattle and 
Not mentioned in wool. 
1852 by which time 
the wool sale 
aspect had 
probably been 
taken over by (11). 
Granted by Mentioned 1852 
Charter of 1554. but probably 
Mentioned through-replaced in 
out the 18th 1836 by (17). 
century. 
Mentioned 1704. Mentioned 1727. 
There is no other evidence on this 
fair ~d it is possible that the 
2 references are incorrect. 
Mentioned 1704. 
There is no other evidence on this 
fair and it is possible that this 
reference is incorrect. 
z.lentione<l 1836. Hentioned 1848 
but not 1852. 
Horses, 
cm•IS and 
sheep. 
Cattle. 
(18) Sept. 20. Mentioned 1727. Mentioned 1149. 
It is possible these references 
are incorrect. 
(19) 2nd Founded 1805. Probably replaced Cattle. 
in 1836 by (20). Thursday in 
September 
"Large Market" 
(20) Jrd 
Thursday in 
September. 
* (21) Thursday 
after ~11chael­
mas Day (Sept. 
2 9) • Mentioned 
as Oct. 1. 
Mentioned 1836. Mentioned 1848 
but not 1852. 
Mentioned in 1677 Still mentioned 
and throughout in 1888. 
the 18th century. 
Cattle. 
Important for 
hogs! cheese 
and hiring. 
Also men tiol\e..l 
as Mr. Judd 's 
Date 
-
Became in 
1753 Thurs. 
after old 
Michaelmas 
(Oct. 10). 
Hop Fair. 
*(22) St. Luke's 
Fair (Oct. 18). 
Prom 1753 
Oct. 29. 
Foundation 
Granted 1554. 
Mentioned late 
17th century and 
throughout the 
18th century. 
(23) 3rd Thurs- Mentioned 1836. 
day after Old 
Michaelmas. 
(24) 3rd 'l'hurs- nentioned 1836. 
day in Nov. 
* (25} Thursday 
\'leek before 
Feast of st. 
Nicholas the 
Bishop (Dec. 6). 
Also given as 
•hursday before 
St. Andrew's 
Day (Nov.30). 
Granted 1608. 
Confirmed in 
Charter of 1718. 
Termination 
Mentioned 1852 
but probably 
replaced in 
1836 by (23) . 
... -....• 3 
Specializa tio" 
fair - a 
show for fat 
cattle. By 
the mid 19th 
century most 
notable for 
livestock 
and corn. 
Cheese, hops 
and cattle. 
Also given a 
a runaway mop 
(that is a 
hiring fair 
for servants 
unable to 
find a ma ster 
at the Michael-
mas fair). 
Mentioned 1848. Cat~le. 
Discontinued by 
1888. 
Mentioned 1848 Cattle. 
but discontinued 
by 1888. 
Mentioned 1728 
although another 
source mentions 
it as discontinued 
in 1683. 
* (26) 2nd 
Thursday before 
Christmas. 
This was origin- Mentioned 1888. 
ally an ordinary 
Fat cattle. 
BICESTER 
•\I) f'rlaay in 
Easter Week. 
market day which 
in the 1790's 
became so well-
attended t hat 
in the late 18th 
and 19th centuries 
it was regarde d 
a s a f air. 
Founded 1763. Mentioned 1888. Horses, cows 
sheep, pigs, 
wool, toys, 
etc. Became 
a noted 
cattle fair. 
Date 
-
•(2) Whit 
Monday 
* (3) Founded as 
3rd Friday in 
June but after 
2 years became 
the 1st Friday 
in June. 
(4) 1st Friday 
in July. 
*(5) Vigil of 
St. James 
(Jul. 24). 
Changed c 1753 
t o Aug . 5. 
Known as 
Kingsend Fair. 
Foundation 
Mentioned 1792. 
Probably existed 
before this date. 
Founded 1762. 
Founded 1845. 
A fair of 1:4th 
century origin. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century as 
one of t he most 
important Oxfor d-
shire fairs . 
Termination 
Mentioned 1852 
but not 1888. 
Mentioned 1888 
although reported 
as little 
attended i n 1816. 
Mentioned 1888. 
Reported to have 
decli ned in sig-
nificance in the 
1790 ' s but in 
1888 it was a 2-
day fair (Aug . 
5-6) and \'las 
still be ing held 
for sheep i n 
1927. 
3*(6) Michaelmas These fairs Mentioned 1888. 
Fairs. For the devel~ped from 
granter part of the contacts m~de 
the 18th century between farmers 
it is unclea r and labourers on 
hxactly how normal market days, 
many Michaelmas probably very early 
fairs were being in the 18th century 
held . Prom 1728 oc pos sibly during 
until 1749 2 the 17th century. 
fairs are r ecorded 
on t."lc Fridays 
before and af t e r 
Michaalmas. 
Severa l accounts 
after ~ 1753 refer 
to only one fair, 
the Friday after 
old Michaelmas. 
By the 1790's at 
latest 3 fairs 
were being held -
the 3 Fridays 
after New Michaelmas. 
&4 
Specializatio" , 
Horses, cows , 
sheep, pigs, 
wool, toys, 
etc. 
Founded as a 
statute fair , 
but predomin· 
antly for 
horses, sheep 
cattle and 
pigs. Also 
given as for 
wool and toys 
Founded as a 
\'tool and 
cattle fair. 
In 1756 it 
\'Tas described 
as for tanne" 
leather and 
horses. By 
t he end of 
the 18th 
century it wo.s 
no longer 
significant 
for leather. 
The commod-
ities sold at-
this fair 
included 
horses, cows 
pigs, sheep, 
wool, cheese 
manuiactured 
goods and to:-~s 
Hiring. 
Date 
-
* (7) Friday 
after St. 
Andrew' s Day 
(Nov. 30) old 
style. 
*(1) Last Sat-
urday in April. 
*(2) St. John 
the Baptist 
(Jun. 25). 
From c 1753 
Jul. s. 
(3) Aug. 1. 
*(4) Sept. 14. 
After c 1753 
Sept. 25 
Holyrood Fair 
(Holy Cross 
Fair). 
2*(5) Sa turday 
before and 
after Michael-
mas Day. Frtm 
c 1753 Saturday 
before and 
after Ol d 
Michaelmas. 
(6) lst Satur-
day in 
December. 
Foundation 
Founded 1764. 
Founded 1785. 
Mediaeval 
Charter fai:r. 
Recorded 
throughout 
the 18th 
century. 
Mentioned 1713. 
Termination 
Mentioned 1888 
although it was 
reported as 
little attended 
in 1816. 
Mentioned 1888. 
Recorded 1861. 
There is no other evidence on 
this fair and it is possible 
this reference is incorrect. 
Mediaeval 
Charter fair. 
Recorded 
throughout the 
18th century. 
J.lentioned 1728. 
Probably in 
existence before 
this date. 
Founded 1822. 
Hentioned 1888. 
Mentioned 1888. 
No further 
references 
found. 
65 
Specializatio" . 
Particularly 
for horses, 
sheep and 
fat and 
lean cattle. 
Founded as an 
Ox-roast and 
for cattle 
and corn. 
Notable for 
sheep and 
cattle. 
Notable for 
horses, 
sheep, cattle 
and pedlary. 
Also for 
collecting 
fees and 
hiring. 
In the early 
18th century 
this fair waE 
important for 
saddles. 
Thr('mghout the 
18th century 
it was noted 
for cheese, 
toys and hops 
In the 19th 
century it is 
also mentioneol 
to have been 
for horses, 
sheep & cattle. 
Hiring. 
Cattle, sheep 
horses and 
cheeso. 
------------------------------------------------------- --
Date 
CHARLBURY 
* (1} 2nd Friday 
in Lent. 
* (2) 2nd Friday 
in ~iay. From 
1753 2nd Friday 
after May 12. 
* (3} Last Friday 
in July. Known 
as the Ram 
Fair. From 
1778 known as 
the OX Roast. 
Foundation 
Granted 1678. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Granted 1178. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Founded 1753. It 
is possible that 
this fair failed 
to become esta-
blished and was 
refounded in 
1778. 
(4) Feast of 1256. 
the Assumption 
:Aug. 15). 
4-day fair 
14-17 Aug. 
* ( 5) Sept. 2 9 • 
From 1753 
Oct. 10. 
* (6) Feast of 
st. 'l'homas 
(Dec. 21). 
Changed in 
1753 to 
Jan. l. 
CHIPPING NORTON 
(I) Last t·ied-
nesday in 
January 
Great !-iarket. 
* (2) St. Matthias 
(Feb. 24). 
Changed c 1753 
to Mar. 7. 
{3) Last \'led-
nesday in March 
Great Cheese 
Market. 
Granted 1678. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Granted 1678. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Founded 1811. 
Mentioned in 
1713 and 
throughout 
the 18th 
century. 
Founded 1802. 
1st held 1803. 
(4) 2nd Wed- Founded 1820. 
nesday in April. 
Great r~arket. 
Termination 
Mentioned 1852 
but not 1888. 
Mentioned 1852 
although one 
source reports 
it to have 
ceased c 1823. 
r.tentioned 1790. 
It appears to 
have continued 
into the 20th 
century as a 
pleasure fair. 
It is claimed 
that this ceased 
during the Civil 
War. 
Mentioned 1852 
but discontinued 
by 1888. 
Mentioned 1888. 
See note (2}. 
1-ientioned 1852 
but not 1888. 
See note (2). 
See note (2). 
See note (2). 
•• 
Specializatio". 
Corn, 
cattle and 
horses. 
Corn, 
cattle and 
horses. 
Cattle, 
horses and 
merchandise. 
Corn, horses 
and most 
particularly 
cheese and 
cattle. 
Corn, 
horses and 
cattle. 
Agricultural 
produce. 
Horses, cot-Ts, 
sheep, pigs, 
cheese and 
leather. 
Sheep and 
cattle. 
Particularly 
noted for 
cheese. 
Cattle and 
sheep. 
~ 
* (5) St. Mark's 
Day (Apr. 25). 
Altered 
c 1753 to 
May 6. 
Foundation 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
* (6) Last 
in Hay. 
Fair. 
Friday Granted by Charles 
Lodge's II (1678). 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
(7) 2nd \'lednes- Founded 1820. 
day in June. 
Termination 
Mentioned 1852 
but not 1888. 
See note (2). 
Mentioned 1852 
but not 1888. 
See note (2). 
See note (2). 
&1 
Specialization 
Horses, cows, 
sheep, lambs, 
swine, 
leather, 
cheese. 
Horses, cows, 
sheep, lambs, 
swine, leather 
and cheese. 
Sheep and 
cattle. 
( 8) i'lednesday 
before and 
after Midsur.IIner 
Day. 
l-1entioned 1728. Mentioned c 1800. Statute. 
As both these sources are of dubious 
accuracy this reference may be 
* (9) Trans-
laJ;ion of St. 
Thomas of 
Canterbury. 
(Jul. 7). 
Altered in 
c 1753 to 
Jul. 18. 
(10) 2nd Wed-
nesday in 
August. 
* (11) St. Barth-
olomevl' s Day 
(Aug. 24). 
Changed c 1753 
to either Sept. 
4 or Sept. 5. 
(12) Last 
Wednesday in 
September. 
Great cheese 
market. 
incorrect. 
Mentioned in 
Charter of 1606 
as a 3-day fair 
held from time 
immemoria l. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th centur~·. 
l?ounded 1820. 
Granted as a 
3-day fair in 
the Charter of 
M606. Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Founded 1802. 
Hentioned 1852 
but not 1808. 
See note (2). 
See note (2). 
Mentioned 1852 
but not 1888. 
See note (2). 
See note (2). 
(13) Oct. 3. l.fentioned 1805 . Still held 1888. 
From 1848 Probably commenced See note (2). 
referred to as before this date. 
Wednesday before 
and after Oct.lO. 
* (14) St. Simon 
and St. Jude 
(Oct. 28). 
From c 1753 
Nov. 8. 
Granted as a 
3-day fair in 
Charter of 1606. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Hentioned 1852 
but not 1888. 
See note (2). 
Horses, cows, 
sheep, lambs, 
swine, leather 
and chee.se. 
Sheep and 
cattle. 
Horses, cows, 
sheep, lambs, 
swine, leather 
and ci1eese. 
Cattle and 
sheep and 
particularly 
cheese. 
Statute. 
Horses, cows, 
sheep, lambs, 
leather and 
cheese. 
Horses, cows, 
sheep, lambs, 
swine, leather 
and cheese. 
Date 
-
(15) Last 
Friday in 
November 
Lodge's 
Fair. 
Foundation Termination 
Granted by Mentioned 1852 
Charles II (1678) but not 1888. 
Mentiondd through-See note (2). 
out the 18th 
century. 
(16) Wednesday Founded 1825. 
after Dec. 11. 
Mentioned 1852 
but not 1888. 
See note (2). Great Market. 
bE5DINGTON 
*(1) Whit 
Monday. 
*(2) St. 
LaWrence's 
Day (Aug. 10). 
Changed in 
c 1753 to 
Aug. 21. 
Mentioned 1726, Mentioned 1804. 
1746 and 1749. 
These are the only references 
to this fair. 
Mentioned by 1591 Mentioned 1852 
and throughout but not 1888. 
the 18th century. 
68 
Specialization 
Horses, cows, 
sheep, lambs, 
swine, leather 
and cheese. 
Cows, sheep, 
horses, corn, 
goods and 
merchandise. 
Horses and 
cows. 
(3) Saturday 
after st. 
Matthew's Day 
(Sept. 21) old 
style. 
Founded 1760. It seems possibl e Statute. 
that this fair 
failed to become 
established and 
that a statute 
fair at Deddington 
did not en joy a 
continuous 
existence until 
c 1779. 
*(4) Saturday 
after Michael-
mas old style 
(Oct. 10). 
ox-roast. 
Mentioned 1775 
although another 
source appears 
to indicate it 
was founded in 
1779. 
Mentioned 1852 but Statute. 
discontinued by Cattle. 
1888. 
*(5) St. Mattin's Mentioned by Continued into the 
Day (Nov. 11). 1591 and through-20th century. 
Changed c 1753 out the 18th 
to Nov. 22. centur}·· 
Pudding Pie Fair. 
Horses, 
cows, sheep, 
hogs, wintet 
clothing. 
or fairs held on the last Wednesday of each month, except 
December, when the meeting continued to be held on the 
Wednesday after December 11. In 1852 it was also reported 
that the market day after January 1 was sufficiently well 
attended to be regarded as a fair. In 1888 monthly fairs, 
on the first Wednesday in each month, were still held in 
Chipping Norton, as were the two statute fairs. 
~ 
HENLEY 
* (1) St. 
Matthias 
(Feb. 24). 
From 1760 
Mar. 7. 
*(2) Holy 
Thursday. 
(3) 
Thu:rsday 
after Whit 
Sunday • 
•(4) Trinity 
Thursday 
(Thursday 
after Trinity 
'·;unday). 
Corpus Christi. 
(S) Thursday 
before Mid-
summer Day 
(Jun. 21}. 
•(6) l~t 
Thursday after 
St. Hatthew 
(Sept. 21). 
Also given as 
Thursday before 
Michaelmas and 
Thursday week 
before Oct. 10. 
OXFORD 
(!) Easter 
Tuesday. 
* (2) 1·1ay 3. 
Gloucester 
Green Fair. 
(3) Austin, 
Augustin or 
May Fair (Arch-
bishop Augustin 
May 26). 
Foundation 
Mediaeval Pair. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Mentioned 1728 
and thl.oughout 
the 18th century. 
Termination 
Continued into 
the 20th century. 
Mentioned 1888. 
Mentioned 1756. !-ientioned 1760. 
There are no other references to 
this fair which may suggest that 
it is actually t;hat he ld. 011 
Trinity ~hursday . 
Mediaeval 3-day 
fair. Hentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. . 
Mentioned 1888. 
Mentioned 1713. Mentioned 1728. 
There is no other evidence on this 
fair and it is possible the two 
references are incorrect. 
Probably the fair 
granted by Henry 
VIII to be held 
Mentioned 1861 
but discontinued 
hl'· 1888. 
on the eve of St. 
Mat the\·~. t·1entioned 
throughout the 18th 
century. 
Mentioned 1713. Mentioned 1728. 
The absence of any other evidence 
on this fair would appear to 
suggest these references to be 
erroneous. 
Granted by Abolished 1915. 
Letters Patent 
1601. Nentioned 
throughout the 
18th century, 
although 1 t is 
not certain that 
the fai~ was held 
continuously. 
Granted 1474. 
Insignificant by 
the mid 17th 
century. 
Not held by the 
18th century. 
II 
Specialization 
Chiefly horses 
Mentioned for 
cattle after 
1848. 
Sheep. 
Sheep and 
horses. 
Horses and 
black cattle. 
Sheep and 
horses. 
Cheese, 
horses, hiring 
and pleasure. 
Mentioned in 
1686 as for 
horses, cattle 
and baubies. 
Probably 
degenerated 
into a fair 
for small 
ware and toys. 
.. 
Date 
-
(4) July 2 
(5) Aug. 24. 
St. Bartho-
lomew's Day. 
Foundation 
Granted 1601. 
This probably 
Termination 
Not held by the 
18th century. 
never became 
properly esta-
blished, although 
there are refer-
ences in the 1680's 
to the profits of 
the Gloucester 
Green fairs. 
Mentioned 1704. Mentioned 1759. 
Although there are several refer-
ences to this fair in topographical 
works between these 2 da)es it is 
not certain that Oxford ever held a 
St. Bartholomew's Day fair. 
* (6) St. Giles • 
Feast or Wake 
(Monday after 
Sept. 1). 
Mentioned in 
1625 and 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Most notable 
from the late 
18th century 
onwards. 
Held in the 20th 
century. 
* (7) St. Mentioned in 1723 Held 1888. 
Clement's and throughout 
Fair. Thurs-the 18th century. 
day before 
Michaelmas. 
Became Thurs-
day before 
New Michaelmas. 
(8) St. 
Frideswide's 
Fair (Oct. 
19). 
Originally 
held for 
1 week. 
(9) Given 
variously as 
Oct. 23 and 
Oct. 28. 
Granted 1122. 
Declined in the 
17th century. 
Probably held 
in a slight 
degree Wltil 
approximately 
1730. 
Granted 1601. 
This probably 
Commemorated by 
a couple of stalls 
as late as the mid 
19th century. 
Not held by the 
18th century$31 
never became 
properly esta-
blished although 
there are refer-
ences in the 1680's 
to the profits of 
the Gloucester 
Green fairs. 
7U 
Specializatio,... 
Small ware 
and toys. 
The trade 
aspects of 
this fair 
were 
negligible. 
Toys and 
small ware. 
Also a 
statute fair 
Mentioned in 
1848 as for 
cattle. 
(l ) From the above it is clear 
Oxford held no significant 
apparently made to rectify 
a horse fair to be held on 
that throughout the eighteenth century 
agricultural fair. Attempts were 
this. In 1684 the city petitioned for 
the first Tuesday and Wednesday in Lent 
( 3) 
Date 
-THAME 
*(l) Easter 
Tuesday. 
Founded as 
a 2-day fair. 
*(2) Tuesday in 
Whit Week. 
*(3) 1st Tues-
day after Jul. 
31. From 1782 
last Tuesday 
in July. In 
1826 changed 
from 1st TUes-
day in Aug. to 
lst Tuesday· in 
July. 
* ( 4) Sept. 2 9 • 
From c 1727 
fairs were 
also said to 
have been held 
on the lst and 
sometimes the 
2nd Tuesdays 
after the 29th. 
From c 1753 
only one fair 
is mentioned 
on old Mit:hael-
mas (Oct. 10). 
Foundation 
lst mentioned 
and possibly 
founded in 1746. 
Founded 1774. 
This fair must 
have failed to 
become esta-
blished. It 
was re-founded 
in both 1782 
and 1821. 
Termination 
Mentioned 1860. 
Ceased by 1888. 
Mentioned 1848, 
but not 1852. 
Founded 1774. Mentioned 1848, 
This fair must but not 1852. 
have failed to 
become established. 
It was refounded 
in 1782. 
In existence by 
the 16th century. 
Recorded as 
important 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Existed in the 
20th century 
although of 
decreasing 
importance from 
the mid 19th 
century. 
(5) 1st Tues- Mentioned 1849. 
day after Dec. 
No further 
references. 
6. Christmas 
fatstock market. 
71 
Specializatjo" 
Founded for 
horses, cows 
pigs and 
sheep. Also 
for pleasure 
Founded in 
1774 and 1782 
for cattle 
and merchan-
dise. In 
1821 it was 
specifically 
for barren 
and milch cows 
Cattle and 
merchandise. 
In the 19th 
century it 
was referred 
to as a 
market for fo..t 
cattle. 
Statute fair 
Horses, fat 
hogs, cattle 
Fatstock. 
but the petition was rejected. Again, Sir J. Peshall records that 
attempts weee made to establish and later to restore a fair for live-
stock on Gloucester Green but that this was unsuccessful. 
Rev. Sir J. Peshall The Ancient and Present State of the City of oxfor (1773) P.338. 
It was not until the twentieth century that Oxford finally established 
an agricultural fa.ir - one for pedigree sheep on the second Wednesday 
in August. 
Date 
WATLINGTON 
*(1) Lady Day 
(Mar. 25). 
From c 1790 
Apr. s. 
Foundation 
Probably origi-
nated as a wake. 
Mentioned 1718 
and throughout 
the 18th century. 
Termination 
Reported as dis-
continued c 1816 
but given as a 
fair for horses 
and fat hogs in 
1852. 
7Z 
Specializatio" 
Pleasure an:J 
toys. In 
1805 given 
for cattle 
and hiri.ng 
servants. 
*(2) st. Bartho-Mediaeval 3-day Mentioned 1749 but 
lomew's Day fair. Mentioned not afterwards. 
(Aug. 24). regularly in the 
lst half of the 
18th century. 
*(3) In 1718 Existed in 1718 
given as Satur-and probably 
day before earlier. 
Michaelmas. 
From c 1759 
given as Old 
Michael.mas 
Day (Oct. 10). 
From c 1790 
given as 
Saturday before 
Old Miohaelmas 
Day. 
Mentioned 1852. 
Discontinued by 
1888. 
Horses, hoq.s 
cattle. 
Hiring 
servants. 
*(4) Saturday 
after Old 
Michaelmas 
Day (Oct. 10). 
Probably founded 
in 1767. 
Mentioned in 1848 Cattle and 
but not in 1852. hiring serv~>."+s 
Mentioned 
regularly in the 
early 19th century. 
wJ. ·x~~x 
•t!) Thursday Mentioned from 
in Easter c 1756. 
Week. Ox 
roast. 
*(2) Apr. s. Mentioned 1775 
Next reference 
1792. 
Mentioned 1888. 
Mentioned 1852. 
Discontinued by 
1888. 
Horses, cows 
pigs. 
All sorts 
of cattle. 
*(3) Holy 
Thursday. 
Ascension Day. 
Mentioned 1713 Mentioned 1848 but Horses, 
cows, pigs 
*(4) St. Peter's 
Day (Jun. 29). 
In the 1790's 
and again in 
1848 a fair is 
given on Jul. 
10. In 1852 
fairs are 
and spasmodically not in 1852. 
through the 18th 
century. 
Mentioned 1713 Mentioned 1852. 
and throughout Discontinued by 
the 18th century.l888. 
recorded to have 
been held on 
both June 29 
and Thursday 
after Jul. 9. 
It would seem 
likely that all these 
references are to the 
same fair. 
Horses, cows 
pigs. 
(4) 
~ 
*(5) Aug. 2. 
*(6) Given 
variously as 
Sept. 8, 1st 
Thursday in 
Sept., Thurs-
day after 
Sept. 8. 
* ( 7) Thursday 
before Oct. 
10. (In 
c 1800 the 
Thursday 
fallowing 
Michaelmas is 
also recorded 
as a fair.) 
*(8) St. 
Clement ' s 
Day (Nov. 
23). 
Foundation 
Mentioned 1775. 
Next reference 
1791 . 
Termination 
Mentioned 1852 
as Aug. 24. 
73 
Specializatic;,, 
Cattle of 
all sorts. 
Established 1726. Mentioned 1888. Established 
Mentioned 1727. By this time held for cattle, 
The next refer- on the Monday and cheese and 
ence to this fair,Tuesday after merchandise. 
not being until sept. 8. Also given a~ 
1790, it is for horses, 
possible that cows and pigs 
the fair founded 
in 1726 failed to 
become established 
and was therefore 
re-founded in the 
late 18th century. 
Mentioned 1790. 
z.~ntioned from 
the start of 
the 18th 
century. 
In 1888 given as 
Thursdays before 
and after 
Michaelmas Day. 
Mentioned 1852. 
Discontinued by 
1888. 
Horses, cows 
pigs. 
Statute. 
Cattle and 
cheese. 
(9) A wake the Mentioned 1718. 
fortniqht 
No further 
references . 
before 
Christmas. 
*(10) Dec. 4 Mentioned 1790. 
or Thursday 
after Dec. 1. 
1mc:msTocR 
*(1) 2nd Tues- Mentioned 1780. 
day after 
Candlemas 
(Feb. 2). 
Mentioned 1852. 
Discontinued by 
1888. 
Mentioned 1852. 
Discontinued by 
1888. 
Horse~4 )cows pigs. 
Very large 
market for 
cattle. 
Witney also witnessed the establishment of monthly great 
markets or fairs for cattle and sheep in 1839. These 
monthly markets are recorded in 1848, but, unlike at Chipping 
Norton they do not appear to have superseded the traditional 
fairs. 
*(2) Lady Day. 
(Mar. 25). 
From 1757 
Apr. 5. 
*(3) Tuesday 
in lihi t Week. 
(occasionally 
given as 
Monday in 
Whit Week.) 
Foundation 
Granted by 
Elizabeth I. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Tennination 
Mentioned 1852. 
Discontinued by 
1888. 
:r-1entioned 1713 Mentioned 1852. 
and throughout Discontinued by 
the 18th century. 1888. 
*(4) St. Mary Mediaeval charter Mentioned 1852. 
Magdalen fair. Hentioned Discontinued by 
(Jul. 22). throughout the 1888. 
Given variouslyl8th century. 
as Jul. 20, 
21 and 26. 
From 1757 
Aug. 2. 
*(5) St. 
Matthew's Day 
(Sept. 21). 
In 1728 given 
as Sept. 21 
Mediaeval charter Mentioned 1888 as 
fair. Hentioned the lst Tuesday 
throughout the in Oct. 
18th century. Continued into 
the 20th century. 
and the following 
Tuesday. Some-
times recorded as 
Sept. 20. From 
1757 Oct. 2. 
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Specializatio" 
Cheese, 
cattle and 
sheep. In 
1720 it was 
designated o.. 
leather fair 
All sorts of 
cattle. In 
1805 descrihc.J 
as for horses 
hardware and 
pleasure. 
Fruit, 
especially 
cherries. 
Designated e>.. 
leather fair 
in 1720. 
Statute. 
Major cheese. 
fair. 
*(6) Tuesday 
after All 
Hallows or All 
Saints or All 
Holland Day 
(Nov. l). 
Mentioned 1728 and 
throughout the 
18th century. 
Mentioned 1852. Cheese, 
Discontinued by cattle and 
Also given as 
Tuesday after 
All souls Day 
(Nov. 2). 
*(7) St. 
Nicholas's 
Day (Dec. 6). 
From 1757 
Dec. 17. 
Granted by 
Elizabeth I. 
Mentioned 
throughout the 
18th century. 
1888. sheep. 
Mentioned 1852. 
Discontinued by 
1888. 
Cheese, 
hogs, cattle.. 
Although Table I carries the history of Oxfordshire fairs 
into the first half of the nineteenth century, the following 
discussion is based largely upon the information on the 88 fairs 
which can be shown to have had a definite existence in the 
eighteenth century. (5) 
(5) 
These 88 fairs are marked with an asterisk on Table I. 
Initially ~e table would appear to suggest that, unlike 
the market, which, as we have seen, witnessed some decline 
in the eighteenth century, the fair aaw a major expansion. 
Of the 88 fairs, 33 were definitely founded during the course 
of the eighteenth century, most of them apparently after 1750. (6) 
Reinforcing the point, only 3 fairs which had a viable existence 
at the start of the eighteenth century declined in the course 
of the century. 
However, as with the markets, the initial impression 
requires modification. 
If we look firstly at Section A of Table I we find that 
fairs were held in a number of villages, ranging in size from 
the very small Crowmarsh Gifford with a population in 1801 of 
204 persons to the large parish of Bloxham with a population 
in 1801 of 1157. <7> Moreover, the impression ia that the 
number of vi1iages holding fairs increased significantly in 
the later eighteenth century. The expansion in the number 
of village fairs would seem, however, to have been more 
apparent than real as several of the fairs founded in the 
eighteenth century failed to become established and others 
lost much of tl1eir agricultural 1mport8nce, degenerating into 
(6) It is possible, however, that a large number of fairs were 
founded in the first half of the eighteenth century also but 
that their foundation was less heavily publicized than that 
of the later eighteenth century fairs because of the paucity 
of local newspapers. If these fairs failed to become 
established or existed for a short tLme only evidence on 
them may have been lost completely. 
(7) Census of Great Britain 1801. Abstract of the Answers and 
Returns Made Pursuant to an Act 41 Geo. III. Enumeration 
Part I England and Wales Pp.28Q-288. 
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small gatherings for pleasure. Furthermore, apar t from the 
fair at Crow.marsh Gifford in the early eighteenth century, the 
majority of the village fairs appear to have been like those 
held in neighbouring Berkshire, described by w. Mavor in the 
early nineteenth century as, 
"of little consequence except to their 
immediate vicinity."(S) 
Turning to Section B we find that the number of fairs 
held in the market towns was also apparently increasing, and 
that this was the case even in those towns whose markets were 
in decline. Again, however, closer examination reveals a 
more complex picture. 
Firstly it is clear that the market towns, like the 
villages, witnessed the foundation of several fairs which 
failed to become established. Secondly, it is evident that 
many of the county's great mediaeval charter fairs had declined 
almost to extinction by the seventeenth century and that the 
fairs which were being held in the eighteenth century were 
actually not fairs in origin. Thus, Volume X of the Victoria 
Historx of the County of Oxford suggests that of the 7 fairs 
held in Banbury in the early eighteenth century, 5, being on 
the usual market day of Thursday, had clearly originated as 
specialized market days<9>, and &n· examination of the evidence 
from other towns reveals that it was quite usual for a particular 
market day, which became noted for a certain commodity and thus 
attracted a larger trade than was usual at a market, to be 
(B) l'l. Mavor op. cit •. P. 471. 
(g) Ed. A. Crossley V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.X P.59. 
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regarded as a fair. For example, this phenomenon may be 
noted at Bicester, where the majority of fairs established 
in th6 seventeenth and eiqhteenth centuries were on the normal 
market day of Friday, or at Thame, where the 3 fairs founded 
in the eighteenth century were all on Tuesdays, that is market 
day. (10) 
The practice of regarding markets which were particularly 
well attended and which specialized in one commodity, as 
fairs continued into the nineteenth century. By the middle 
of that century, however, both the fair and often ~~e weekly 
market were beinq superseded by monthly livestock sales. 
Thus, Viscount Torrington was substantially correct when 
he claimed, in the late eighteenth century, that a fair was 
no more than a larger market. (ll) In fact, the major 
distinctions between markets and fairs, at this stage, were 
that fairs were held at longer intervals, were rather more 
seasonal in character and the larger ones, at least, attracted 
sellers and purchasers from outside the market area of a 
normal weekly market. 
(10) 
(11) 
N.F. Hulbert observed the same sort of situation in Somerset. 
Commenting on the 3 fairs at Crowcombe, he wrote, "Whatever 
be the origin of the mushroom-like growths of this (the 
eighteenth) century it is significant to note that here the 
first two days are the traditional market-days (that is 
Monday and Friday) recorded in the e arly granta, · while the 
third is of course simply the eve of All Saints (that is the 
traditional charter fair) and indicates that the original 
lair has shrunk from three days to one.u 
N.F. Hulbert, •A survey of Somerset Fiirs ," in Somersetshire 
Archaeological and Natural History Society Proceedinqs 
Vol.LXXXII (l931) P.l46. 
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Table II illustrates the seasonal nature of fairs. 
Table II(l2 ) 
Table to illustrate the Number of Fairs held in Oxfordshire in 
each Month of the Year in the Eighteenth Centur~. 
Month No. of Fairs Month No. of Fairs 
January 1 July 7 
February 1 August 7 
March 8 September 10 
April 7 October 16 
May 7 November 7 
June 12 December 5 
The table shows clearly that there were 2 major peaks in 
the number of fairs held - in the late spring and in the autumn1 
a finding also made by those looking at fairs in other counties 
and throughout the country. (lJ) 
Turning finally to the commodities which were bought and 
sold at fairs it is clear that they existed to disperse largely 
the same agricultural produce dispersed through the medium of 
markets. It is also clear, however, that it was in the trade 
in li~estock and cheese that their real significance lay. 
(12) 
(13) 
In the table Lent is assumed to have been in March; Easter in 
April and Whitsunday and Trinity Sunday in June. When the 
date of a fair was changed in the course of the eighteenth 
century the medium between the 2 dates has been allowed to 
determine the month in which the fair is said to have 
taken place. 
For example, o. Alexander op.cit. P.ll. Alexander records 
that fairs occurred primarily In the spring when stocks of 
consumer goods in country areas were at th•ir lowest level 
and in the period from July to October when the agricultural 
community was anxious to dispose of surplus products. 
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Most historians are in agreement that the main strength 
of the eighteenth century fair lay in its role in dispersing 
livestock. A.M. Everitt suggests that as early as the period 
lSOQ-1640 the staple commodity at the majority of fairs was 
cattle and that sheep were next in importance<14>, and 
J. Chartres, commenting on the period 1660-1750, indicates 
that the fair's essential function probably lay in the livestock 
trades. (lS) By the nineteenth century, the livestock fair was 
almost the only type of fair to exist in appreciable numbers. (l6) 
The Oxfordshire evidence provides confirmation of this pattern: 
of the 88 fairs held in the eighteenth century approximately 
80\ were for livestock and of the fairs founded durinq the 
course of the century approximately 85% were for livestock. 
There is general agreement that this provides mucn of the 
explanation for the spring and autumn peaks in t he number of 
fairs - the spring peak being accoQ~ted for by sales of lean 
cattle, sheep and lambs, and the autumn peak by fat cattle, 
(l4) A.M. Everitt, "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce,• in 
ed. J. Thirsk o2.cit. Pp.S34-5. 
(lS) J.A. Chartres Internal Trade in Enqland 1500-1700 (1977) 
P.48. 
(16) K.J. Bonser, for example, suggests that from the end of 
the eighteenth century fairs began to decline except for 
livestock. 
K.J. Bonser The Drovers (1970) P.l23. 
D. Alexander suggests that in spite of the decline of 
other types of fair, fairs for the sale of lean cattle 
and sheep to buyers from grazing districts remained of 
importance in the nineteenth century. 
D. Alexander op.cit. P.34. 
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sheep and pigs. (l7) On the whole the Oxfordshire data is 
insufficiently info~ative to enable one to show exactly 
which type of stock was dispersed at different times of the 
year but there is no evidence which runs contrary to the 
accepted pattern. 
Apart from livestock the most important agricultural 
commodity to be distributed through the medium of Oxfordshire 
fairs was cheese. 23% of fairs were designated as cheese fairs 
and the West Oxfordshire towns of Burford, Woodstock and 
Chipping Norton held fairs at ,..,hich cheese was the principal 
item of trade. However, there appears to have been little 
expansion in the number of cheese fairs in the course of the 
eighteenth century, only 2 of the new foundations specifying 
cheese as a major item of sale. 
Other agricultural produce appears to have been distributed 
largely by different institutions. Only 7% of fairs were 
designated as for corn, although in view of the fact that fairs 
occurred so frequently on normal market days it is probable 
that corn sales did take place and may indeed have been heavier 
than on most 1narket days because of the large number of persons 
present for the fair. Hops formed an important item of trade 
at 2 fairs only but as Oxfordshire was not a hop-producing 
county this cannot be used as evidence to suggest that hops 
(17) Among those who mention this pattern are:-
J.M. Martin Social and Economic Trends in the Rural West 
Midl~1ds 1785-1825. Unpublished M.Com.Thesis Birmingham. 
(1960) P.I39. 
J.A. Chartres Markets, Fairs and the Community in Seventeenth 
and Eighteenth Century England. university ot=Leeds. School 
of Economic Studeas. Discussion Paper No.6 (1974) P.6. 
Chartres suggests that stores and lambs would have met 
much of the springtime peak in fairs. 
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were not being distributed throuqh the medium of fairs. (lS) 
Small numbers of fairs witnessed sales of fruit, leather and 
wool, although the development of the specialist wool fair 
was a nineteenth not an eighteenth century phenomenon. No 
fairs are reported to have specialized in vegetables, butter, 
eggs, poultry or hay. Looking at the fairs with non-agricultural 
functions, 22% of the 88 were for hiring and hiring ~came an 
increasingly important aspect of eighteenth century fairs. 
19% were for pleasure and others were designated as for 
merchandise or wares, cloth and clothing. 
In conclusion, the picture, as with markets, is a 
complex one, with an apparent expansion in the number of 
fairs be coming less obvious on closer inspection and with 
clear evidence of the i mportance of the fair in the trade 
in livestock and cheese only. 
(18) Indeed, P. Mathias suggests the reverse to have been true. 
He records that selling at fairs r emained suitable for 
dealings in hops long after it had become anachronistic 
for most other commodities. 
P. Mathias The Brewing Industry in Enqland ,l?Oo-1830 (1959) P.496. • 
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Chapter III 
The Qpen Market: OWnership, Topography and Tolls 
In this chapter we shall look at the very closely inter-
related subjects of the ownership of markets and fairs' the 
provision of market places and buildings and the charges 
made for the use of the facilities provided. 
As late as 1886, by which time provision had been made 
for the acquisition by public bodies, of market rights still 
held by individuals(!), approximately 36t of all markets 
were owned by private persons and a fu~ther 6t were of 
uncertain ownership. <2> The majority of those in private 
ownership were in rural areas. It is net, therefore, 
surprising to find that, in the eighteenth century, in a 
rural county like OXfordshire, a very small proportion of 
the markets were owned by public bodies. 
In each of Oxfordshire•s 2 Parliamentary boroughs, even 
if the right to collect tolls might be leaaed, the ownership 
and control of the market were firmly in the hands of the 
Corporation. In Banbury the Charter of 1554 declared the 
profits of the fairs and markets to belonq to the Corporation; 
the Bailiff, and from 1608 the Mayor, being clerks of the 
market, (J) and in Woodstock the position was the same. C4) 
(l) First Re~ort of the Royal Commission on Market Rights and 
Tolls (1 88-9) Vol. I P.ld. 
(2) L. Bingham Gaches. The Law Relating to Markets and Fai~s 
(1898) P.41. 
(l) c.w. Hurst Collection of Notes etc. on Banbu~ (1940). 
Hurst Collection. Vol. I P.32. 
(41 H.A. Merewether and A.J. Stephens. 'l'he History of the 
Boroughs and Municipal Co;porat1ons of the United Kingdom 
(lS35) Vol.II, pp. 883-8D4; 1301-1304. 
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Chipping Norton was also a corporate town, and there too 
the market was owned and controlled by the local authorities, 
the Charter of 1606 asserting that the Bailiffs and Burqesses 
should continue to hold the weekly market, with the Bailiffs 
as clerks of the market. (S) Moreover, in all 3 towns, the 
fairs were also owned by the boroughs, with , that is, the 
possible exception of the 2 fairs at Chipping Norton granted 
~o Thomas Lodge and his heirs. <6 l 
In the remaining towns ownership of the markets was 
vested in a variety of institutions, qroups of people and 
1 ndi vi duals. 
The situation in Oxford waa unique. We shall consider 
firstly the corn and provisions m~kets. In 1355, following 
the massacre of St. Scolastica' s Day, much of the control of 
the market passed to the University; the Chancellor and the 
Vice-Chancellor each having the right to appoint one clerk 
of the market, from among the Masters of Arts or Bachelors 
of Divinity, Law and Medicine(?); the clerks to supervise 
the assizes of bread, ale and beer, and weiqhts and measures, 
and to detect and punish the offences of forestallinq and 
reqrating. (S) Arqu1nq from this qrant, later charters and 
(S) Charter of the Borou~h of Chipping Norton. 1606. Ms Book 
of By-Laws. Pp 33-3 • 
(6) In J.O. J. Feb. 13 1773 No. 1033 we find an advertisement 
announcing the a ale of "All the RIGHT, TITLE 1 and INTEREST, 
of a CHARTER for holdinq two FAIRS•, in Chippinq Norton. 
The advertisement, which was referring to Lodqe 's fairs, 
did not state who was responsible for the sale. 
(7) S. Lewis Qp.Cit. Vol.III P.S07. 
(S) B.A. Merewether and A.J. Stephans Qp.Cit. Vol.II Pp.S07-5ll. 
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their possession of the clerkship, per se, the University 
leaders claimed not only the privilege of appointing the 
Clerks of the Market, but also the absolute ownership of 
the market, including the rights to appoint the places 
where all market produce should be sold and to take tolls, 
stallage and piccage. (9) On the whole the City was prepared 
to accept that the University did indeed have the right to 
appoint the Clerk and to fix the assizes but an argument 
adduced in the mid seventeenth century shows that the 
city authorities felt that they had a claim to determine 
at least the location of the market and to collect tolls. 
"The Citty have ever had the Markett, the 
soil is theirs by the <]rant of the King, 
they have stallage, Pickage and other Toll, 
and all the profi tts thereof, and the 
ordering and Jurisdiction thereof, for which 
they pay a ffee ffar.me. The citizens have 
a hard ffreedom, the chief benefitt of 
which is the Markett."(lO) 
In view of the incompatible claims of University and 
City it is not surprising that disputes occurred regularly 
(9) 
(10) o. Ogle Loc.Cit. P.67. 
s• 
-tram the fourteenth century onwards. Certain of these 
disputes will be discussed later but here we may note that 
the situation was not in fact resolved until 1771 when the 
Act of Parliament which established the covered market 
stated the jurisdictions of the 2 parties - the Chancellor 
being permitted to continue to "govern, regulate and super-
intend" the market and appoint the clerks and the Mayor to 
collect the pitchinq pence and tolls - and made provision 
for the appointment of a committeer 6 members of which were 
to be selected by Convocation and 6 by the City Council; to 
supervise the construction and operation of the new market.Cll) 
The ownership of the Oxford cattle market was a less 
contentious issue. The privilege of holding a cattle market 
on Gloucester Green lay with the City, following their 
purchase, in 1591, of Northgate Hundred (la) and the subsequent 
grant of the right to hold a market in the Hundred. We have 
seen, however, that the original market failed to become 
established and in 1684 attempts to restore it were opposed 
by the . University, partly on the grounds that 
"under pretence of his haire market ••• 
(the city) would by degrees remove to 
this place the university market now kept 
within the oity •••• (l3) 
(ll) Ed. L.L. Shadwell ~Enactments in Parliament ••• Vol.II 
I George I- II George IV ••• " Pp. 123; 125. 
(12) H.E. Salter Notes on Oxford Parishes and Inns. Ms Top 
Oxon c 435 P.lO. 
(13) Ed. F.H. Blackburne - Daniel and F. Bickley-Op.Cit. P . 310. 
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-University opposition certainly contributed to the difficulties 
experienced by the City in trying to establish a successful 
cattle market on Gloucester Green. Nevertheless when a 
cattle market eventually cmne to be held there on a regular 
basis it was indisputably under the City's control. As 
owners of Northgate Hundred the City also owned the 3 fairs 
permitted to be held on Gloucester Green and enjoyed the 
privilege of collecting tolls arising from that part of 
St. Giles's fair held in the Hundred; St. John's College 
as Lord of the Manor having the right to collect payment 
for fair stalls in Walton Manor. (l4) 
Uncertainty over who had the most justifiable claim 
to own and control a market can be found in several other 
towns, although, in these other cases the issue was usually 
debated between the private individuals owning manorial 
righta and the actual or sometimes self-styled local 
authorities. 
In Henley the problem over the ownership and control of 
the Jllarket arose because the c·orporation there, unlike those 
at Banbury and Chipping Norton, was not the Lord of the 
Manor, or therefore owner of the market site; the manor 
of Benley-on-Thames being owned during the eighteenth century 
firstly by the Whitlock family ; then by Mr. Cooper, a London 
banker, who married into the Whitlocks(lS) and finally by 
the Freeman family of Fawley Court who purchased it from 
Mr. Cooper. (16 ) 
(l4) u.w. Taunt St. Giles's Pair. 
anq its Histo;Y (1908) P.2. 
The Popular Oxford Carnival 
(lS) Ed. Rev. H.A. Lloyd Jukes, "Articles of Enquiry Addressed 
to the Clergy of the Dioceee of Oxford at the Primary 
Visitation of Dr. Thomas Seeker. 1738" in o.R.S. Vol.38 (1957) P.78. 
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(16) P.717 
--··- ____ Henley Borough Assembly 1722-1799 Ms. o.o. Henley A v No. P 
At the start of the eighteenth century this situation 
appears to have presented few problems as the Corporation 
leased the "Royalty and toll0 from the Whitlocks<17} and 
thus enjoyed the rights not only to collect tolls but also 
apparently to hold the manorial courts, at which such 
offences as using defective weights and measures or selling 
short weight bread and butter were heard. This, in 
conjunction with the fact that the Mayor was permitted by 
the town's charters to be Clerk of the Market and to set 
the assizes of bread and ale(lS) would have given the town 
authorities an almost complete control of marketing in 
Henley. 
In the course of the eighteenth century, however, 
although the Corporation took leases of the Manor in several 
years, notably 1736, 1744 and 1765<19 > it would appear that 
the Lords of the Manor came to assume more control over 
markets and marketing. Thus, at least spasmodically from 
the mid eighteenth century and permanently from 1786 the 
c.ourt Leet was presided over by the manor steward. (20) 
(17) Borou~h AssemblX Minutes 1687-1722 Ms D.o. Henley A V 
No.7 Passim. The last lease agreement included here 
is dated 1715. It is unclear for how long it was 
intended to run. 
(lS) J.S. Burn Qe.Cit. Pp.52J 53J 551 82. 
(lg) Ibid. Pp.252-253. 
(20) 
It is not always clear who was holding the Court 
in the mid eighteenth century. However, as early as 
1733 we find a reference to the Court being held before 
Francis Blandy, gentleman, steward of the Manor. 
8? 
This meant that manor officials presided over the examination 
of weights and measures and the punishment of those selling 
foodstuffs deficient in weight< 21>, the town authorities 
meanwhile retaining responsibility for the setting of the 
assize of bread. <22 ) To complicate matters further, the 
offences of forestalling, engrossing and regrating 
apparently came within the jurisdiction of the Borough 
Qu~ter Sessions. (2l) 
A more disturbing development from the point of view 
of the town authorities was that, from 1786, and possibly 
earlier the Lord of the Manor made himself responsible for 
the collection of tolls. (24) In 1786 we find a declaration 
(21) The offences which were stated to have been within the jurisdiction of the Henley Court Leet were those 
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connected with weights and measures, the sale of unwhole-
some food and the keeping of alehouses without being licenced. 
<22 > For example, in 1800 we find the Mayor of Henley being 
threatened over the assize of bread. 
(23) 
(24) 
For example, J.s. Girdler records a conviction for 
regrating· at Henley Borough Quarter Sessions in 1796. 
J.S. Girdler Observations on the Pernicious Conse"ences 
of Forestalling, Regrating and Ingrosslng, with a 1st 
of Statutes (Iaoo) P.214. 
It is not certain precisely when the Lord of the Manor 
took over the collection of the Henley tolls. We find as 
late as 1768 that the Corporation was letting the tolls of 
the •stalls" and the "hair" market but it is unclear to 
what "stalls" refers and it is possible that the town's 
cattle market was held on land not owned by the Lord of 
the Manor and was therefore under the control of the 
town's authorities anyway. 
Borough Assembl~l722-1799 ••• P.333. 
A reference to e toll on corn in the same year is 
equally inconclusive. The reference which is to the 
damage which could be done to the revenue of the market 
it forestalling barley ~re to be permitted and to the 
willingness of the Mayor to defend the privileges appur-
taining to the town as a market town might suggest that 
the Corporation was still responsible for the collection 
of corn tolls but this is not stated. 
Mr. Hayes Qpin1on about Forestalling Ma. o.D. Henley A XXII 
No.3. All that can be stated with certainty is that the 
Corporation had lo.a its right to collect the tolls by 1786. 
-that the Corporation had the right to lay claims to the 
tolls of Henley being curtly dismissed by Strickland Freeman(2S) 
and in 1788 evidence that the collection of tolls had 
become the responsibility of the Lord of the Manor, can be 
found in the material arising out of a legal battle between 
the City of Oxford and Strickland Freeman and his bailiff 
over the tolling of corn sold by a freeman of Oxford in 
Henley. (26 ) 
Other events in the last two decades of the eighteenth 
century show clearly the very real problems involved in 
manorial o~Jnership of the market site in an important 
market town. In 1781 the Corporation obtained an Act of 
Parliament permitting the demolition of the old market 
house<27 ) and in 1793 Strickland Freeman agreed with the 
Corporation that the building should be taken down. In 
1794, following representations from the inhabitants, the 
Corporation signified their wish to reconstruct a market 
building on the old site, only to find that as Freeman's 
tenancy of the manor was only for life he could not give them 
<
25 > Borough Assembly 1722-1799 ••• Pp,581-582. 
(26 ) Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts 1752-1801 11 in O.H.S. 
(27) 
. . .. ..... - -·-··· 
N.S. Vol.XV (1962) Pp.l911 194. 
21 George III Cap.XXXIII 1781. An Act for Building a 
Bridge over the R.i ver Thames at the 'l'own of Henley ••• 
and Making Commodious Avenues thereto; for widening 
some part of the High Street and the Market Place. 
In The Statutes at Large Vol.XXXIII Part II Pp.260-261. 
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-title to the land, without permission from Parliament. (2S) 
After the requisite act was obtained, at a cost of at 
least £156(29 ), an agreement was reached with Freeman, 
reserving to him all his rights and the use of the market 
which was to be open and for the use of the public; the 
ground on which the buildings were to be erected being 
vested in the Corporation. The work on the new market house 
w~ finally completed in December 1796(Jo). There seems 
l~tle doubt that if the Corporation had owned and controlled 
Henley market necessary improvements in marketing arrangements 
could have been made more cheaply and more quickly. 
In Burford the Lord of the Manor was more completely 
the owner and controller of the market.· During the sixteenth 
century the Burgesses of Burford had taken upon themselves 
the supervision of the market and fairs held in the town 
and had collected and used the tolls. In 1621, however, 
following a claim by Sir Lawrence Tanfield, the then Lord of 
the Manor, that the burgesses had no legal right to exercise 
these privileges, t he control of the market and of the town's 
two fairs: including the Holyrood fair, which had, in fact, 
been granted to the Bailiffs, Aldermen and Burgesses, (Jl) 
(2S) Borou~h Assembly 17~2-1799 ••• P.689; 723-724. 
(29) 
oration Treasurer's Account 1794-1875 
Heney A XII 1). 
(JO) Borough Assembly 1722-1799 ••• Pp.735-6; 792. 
(31) It is possible, however, that the town regained control 
of the Holyrood fair. 
M. Sturge Gretton Burford Past and Present (2nd Ed. 1944) 
P.l33. 
•• 
passed to the Lords of the Manor. In 1728, the town's leaders 
~ considered briefly, making an attempt to regain control of 
the market, but their clatms were not pursued seriously(32 ) 
and throughout the century the Lenthall f&~ly as Lords of 
the Manor remained firmly in possession of t he market, even 
if they did not always involve t hemselve s in the co llection 
of the tolls. Thus, in 1799, we find that, "All the Tolls 
arising within the Manor of Burford, due and payable to the 
Lord of the said Manor", were to be sold by auction. <33 ) 
At Witney, although as at Burford, the market was 
privately owned, the local community had a grea ter degree 
of control over it. 
The Lords of the Manor of Witney were the Bishops of 
Winchester, but, throughout the eighteenth century, they 
leased out the manor to local landowners, the lessees from 
1751 onwards being the Dukes of Marlborough. <34> Records 
from the first half of the eighteenth century show the 
decisions on the market to have been made by the "Borough 
Court"(J5), which was presided over by the town Bailiffs, 
(32) 
(33) 
The dispute between the burgesaes and Tanfield and the 
events of 1728 are covered in considorable detail in 
R.B. Gretton The Burford Records. A Study in Minor Town 
Government (1920) Pp.l-2; 37; Sl-59; 73-75; 390-391; 400. 
In spite of the total defeat of the burgesses at least two 
eighteenth century sources suggest that the Lords of the 
Manor had usurped powers which rightfully belonged to the 
town leaders. 
The Un1v~rsal Maga zine ••• Vo1.18 (1756) P.54. 
w. Combe ~.cit. P.62. 
J.O. J. Ju~ 13 1799 No.24ll. 
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(J4) J.A. Giles History of Witney with Notices on the Neighbouring 
Parishes and Hamlets, Cogges, Crawley, curbridge, ,Ducklington, 
Hailey, Minster Lovel and Stanton Harcourt (1852} P.22. 
(35> Also called the Court Moot. It was, in fact, a court Leet. 
The position at Thame was not dissimilar. In Thame 
the Lords· of the Manor and market owners were the Earls of 
AbingdonC4l) and in the accounts of the Earls there are 
several references to the rent they received for the tolls 
and the market house. ( 42 ) HO'tlever, as at vii tney, it would 
seem that the actual involvement of the Lords of the Manor 
in the running of tbe market was limited and that the manorial 
courts were probably responsible for decisions on its 
organiz ation. <43> 
The disagreements which arose in the privately owned 
markets at ~7h1ch we have hitherto been looking occurred 
between the Lords of the Manor and the leaders of local 
aommunities4 Charlbury presents a somewhat different case, 
as here there was disagreement bet~een two private owners of 
market rights; a situation which the town's people exploited. 
The Lords of the Manor of Charlbury were the President 
and Scholars of St. John's College, Oxford, who farmed the 
manor to the Earls of Litchfield. ' 44) Problems arose because, 
although St. John's College had enjoyed the right to hold a 
market in Charlbury from the sixteenth century, the Earl of 
Litchfield was independently granted a market and 4 fairs with, 
'
41
> B. Lupton Histo;Y of ~arne and its Hamlets (1860) P.lo. 
(42j, Paf!rs of the Earl of Abingdon. Earl's Estate Accounts 
1771-1780 Hss Top Oxon c 388 1?.165. 
This book also gives the name of the lessee of the shambles, 
1?.164. 
Accounts of the Estates of the Earl of Abingdon 1803-1804 
Ms Top Oxon c 383 1?.12. 
( 4J) For example, Ibid. P.42. The reference here is to an order 
made by the Court Leet for the replacement of a pump in 
the market place. 
(44) 
the Manor of 
sc Watney II 
II 
"all Libtys, and f r ee Customes, Toll 
advantage, stallage, Pickage, fine and 
amerciamt and all other Pfitts, advantages 
and Emoluments whatsoever to the same 
Markett and ffaires respective ly in any 
wise belonging,"(4S) 
in 1678. In the early eighteenth century the right to collect 
tolls was leased by Litchfield to the Bailiff of the manor, 
and when a dispute arose between the Bailiff and local people 
over the toll$ the t~smen backed up their claim that the 
market should be toll free by suggesting that the market 
charter held by St. John's was still valid and that by it, 
they were exempted from the payment of toll. ' 46 > It is unclear 
peecisely how this dispute was resolved but it is certain that 
it helped irreperably to damage Charlbury's market. 
The issue of ownership ~as reopened in the 1770's. In 
1772 the lease of the Manor of Charlbury granted by St. John's 
to the Earls of Litchfield expired and between 1772 and 1774 
the College apparently took the manor and the fairs and 
(defunct) market into their own control. In 1774 Robert, 
Earl of Litchfield, negotiated a new lease and it would seem 
that he may have claimed that the College did not own 
Charlbury's marketing facilities and that they should not 
therefore be included in the lease. The College's solicitor 
(45) Copy of a Grant t~ the Rt Honoble Edward Henry Earle of 
Litchfield for the Y.~rkett and Ffaires att Charlbur~ 
18 Apr. 1678. 
(46) Notes on Refusal of Tenants of Charlbury to eay Market 
~~lls and Dues. c 1717 DiL IV/6/l3(iii). 
-replied that "upon looking into the Conveyances thereof 
to the College in the rei gn of Queen Eliz. 
we find the Fairs, t-iarkets and Tolls 
expressly conveyed to them. "C 47 > 
Robert died in 1776 and after his death •t7e f ind no evidence 
of rent being pai d to t he Li tchfields for the mC1.r kets and 
fai rs , which they had always sublet. It would seem likely 
that St. John 's retained ownership possibly until the early 
ninet eenth c entury by which ti~e the t rustees of the town 
l ands had become the n1arket authority . <48 > 
While Oxfordshire 's r emaining markets were not the 
subject of di spute, an examination of who owned and controlled 
them r eveal s yet another form which ownershi p could take . 
I n 1596 the manor ~f Bicester Market End i ncluding the 
ownership of the market was leased by the Earl of Derby to 
his 31 tenants. <49 > The manor , which became kno~m as the 
Bailiwick of Bicester was thenceforth owned not by an individual 
but by a significant number of the townsDolk and t he market was 
controlled by a bailiff or steward whom they appointed;(SO) 
( 47) Letter from James I•iorrell to Earl of Litchfield about Fairs 
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and 11arkets belonging to St. J ohn ' s College 1774 DiL IV/6/13 (iv) 
DitChley. Rentals, usually with cash Books, for Oxon Estates. 
1771-1778 OiL I/L/33 P-Q. 
( 4S) Ed. A. Crossley V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol . X P.145 . 
(49) 
(50) 
The details of this transaction are given in full in 3 works:-
J. Dunkin Op.Cit. Pp.l69-172. 
G.li. Dannatt, "Bicester in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth 
Centuries", in Oxoniensia Vol.27 (1962) P.245. 
Ed. H . D. Lobel V. C. H. Oxfordshire Vol.VI P . 37 . 
Here the date is given as 1597. 
Ibid P.33. 
the profits of the market and fairs being shared between the 
owners~ (Sl) Although ~~e owners of the largest part of the 
old manor enjoyed the greatest local influence<52 ) the fact 
that control of the manor was dividec meant t hat t he success 
of the market was of very real concern t o a lar ge part of 
~~e population, including ti1e poor of t he parish . (SJ) 
A final point to note on P.iceste r i s that t he manor of 
King's End was separate and the ownership of this, which was 
in possession of the Coker f amily, carried with it the control 
of the important St. James's Day fair. (S 4) This may account 
for the fact that, when, in the nineteenth century, t h e owners 
of the Bailiwick gave up their right to collect tolls from 
( 51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
The U.B.D. Vol.II P.477. 
"The property of this manor and baili\·Tick including 
therein the right of the tolls of markets and fairs 
belong in different shares to Sir Gregory Page Turner, 
Bart, John Coker Esq., Mrs. t-iary Metcalfe, Mr. Henry 
Churchill, and others ••• " 
In 1846 when the market and fairs became free it was 
announced that the owners of the Bailiwick of Bicester 
had agreed to forego their cla~ to toll. 
O.C. B.B.G. Apr. 25 1846 No.482. 
J. Dunkin shows that, in fact, firstly 1'homas Coker and, 
in the mid eighteenth century, Sir Edward Turner came to 
be regarded, incorrectly, as the sole Lords of the Manor. 
J. Dunkin Op.Cit. P.l72. That Sir Edward Turner regarded 
himself as an iinportant local influen ce can be seen from 
the defence he offered when explaining ~is conduct in 
trying to prevent markets and !:airs at Banbury d.u:cing the 
cattle plague in 1752. "So far have I avoided partiality 
that the Town of Bister ('~-11th which :t. ha'7~ ::.every near 
connection) hath suffered more than any other in the County 
by the 1-'rohibi tion of l<larkets. " 
Ed. L. Dickins and 1'1. Stanton An Eighteenth Centuq_ 
corre:,s12ondence.... (1910} P. 211. · 
J. Dunkin Op.Cit. P.l72. 
Ibid. 1?.124. 
•• 
those using Bicester Market End fairs, tolls continued to be 
de~anded from those attending King's End fair. This was 
the subject of violent dispute. (SS) 
A somewhat similar situation to that found in Bicester 
t:larket End appears to have prevailed in rvatlington. There, 
in the early seventeenth century, the lease of the manor, 
amongst the properties of which were the tolls of the market 
and fairs, was bought by a nur11ber of the local gentry. In 
1669 54 of the inhabitants of Watlington, purchased from the 
lessees Che manorial rights, which by this stage probably 
~eant simply the privilege of holding manorial courts. (SG) 
This may have given the 54 a measure of control over marketing 
practices in the town. However, unlike in Bicester, the tolls 
of the market and fairs appear to have belonged to one family 
only; it being suggested that the Stoners who purchased 
Watlington Park of the original purchasers of the lease, 
probably also bought the tolls. <57 > Certainly in 1747 we 
find a later Thomas Stoner acting apparently independently in 
the sale of the toll of Watlington for about ElOO to one 
Thomas Johnston. (SS) 
(55) O.C.B.B.G. Aug. 1 1846 No.496; Aug. 8 184fi No.497 ~ 
Aug. 18 1849 No .654 . 
(56) 
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J. Badcock O~.Cit. Pp. 52-54. 
H.E. SalterA Popular Lecture on the History 
in North Oxfordshire Archaeological Society. 
Years l921 and l922. P.312. 
of Watlington", 
Report for the 
(57) 
(58) 
Ibid. P.312. 
It was a rn~fiber of the Stoner family, who with the consent 
ot the freeholders, undertook the construction of a new 
market house in Watlington in 1664. 
J. Badcock _oo.Cit. P.57. 
Manuscri£t of Places in Oxfordshire collected about 1750 by 
LRev. Thomas Delafield/ owned by H.W. Taunt. Ms Top Oxon 
d 88 P.51. 
Two points should have emerged from this examination 
of the formal structure of market ownership and control in 
oxfordshire's market towns; Firstly that there was often 
sufficient doubt as to the validity of an "owner's 11 market 
title to permit ownership disputes to occur and secondly, 
that even where a market was in the undisputed possession 
of one individual the local corr.n~uni ty might have a significant 
role to play in its control. 
On the first point we may note siluply that the owner-
ship of a market :rarely became a matter of dispute for 
itself alone. OWnership of a market was usually contested, 
ei t.b.er for financial reasons, as part of a campaign to gain 
control of the tolls or have tolls abolished ; or in an attempt 
to establish a particular interpretation of how a market 
shoucJ.d. be organized ; or because it involved the right to 
control land-use in a town or, finally, as part of an all-
ermracing power struggle inside a community, in which a 
successful bid for o~mership of the market would also permit 
the victor to gain control of local courts or achieve total 
dominance over the town's trading community. 
We shall now turn to the second point. 
We have seen that, particularly in ~~e early eighteenth 
century, communities could help to control their local markets 
and to combat market offences through their p a r:ticipation in 
manorial courts. we have also suggested that frequently the 
right to collect tolls might be farmed out by market owners 
and that local tradesmen could thus acquire an opportunity to 
supervise the financial arrangements of a market. Furthermore, 
the right to collect payment from market users was a privilege 
enjoyed not simply by the lessees of tolls but could also be 
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possessed by owners and tenants of properties around a 
Sold. (59) ~arket place or in streets where livestock was 
Numerous examples exist of townsmen having the right to 
place pens for livestock outside their properties and 
charge for their use, or to erect stalls for t he display 
of the products of local craftsmen. Thus, several late 
seventeenth century leases shovl th'3ir holders being permitted 
to set up sheep pens in Chipping Norton. (60) Again, an 
eighteenth century advertisel\1ent for the Dlue Boar public 
house in Bicester declared it to possess sheep pens able to 
hold upv.rards of 100 sheep every market day. <61 ) Finally, 
(Sg) A.M. Everitt makes this point when discussing the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. A.!vl. Everitt, "The Marketing of 
Agricultural Produce", in Ed. J. Thirsk Oo.Cit. P.485. 
( 60) Lease for Penning Sheep in Chipping No·rton Market Place 
1686/7 Misc. LM I/1. 
Counte!Earts of une~ired Lease~. Ms Book of By-Laws. 
Similarly, in seventeenth century Banbury the householders 
in Sheep Street set out sheep pens in front of their houses 
on market days and in other parts of the town householders 
were known to erect stalls for the use of pedlars, butchers 
and shoemakers on fair days. It would appear, however, 
that in Banbury the householders of lheep Street lost their 
rights in the middle of the century. ·· 
J.s.w. Gibson, "Trouble over Sheep Pens", in c. and c. 
(Spring 1977) Vol.7 No.2 Pp. 35; 40; 44. 
{6l) J.O.J. May 9 1789 No.l860. 
•• 
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another advertisement announced that the innkeeper of the Oxford 
~~~s, Thame, would be putting out pens for the pig ~arket 
at his door. (62 ) 
In t he la.t e.r eigh.teenth century, ho~,rever , when as we 
shall see market revenue was possibly dro~Jpi.n(.r , market abuses 
ivere increasing and their puntshment becoming less acceptsable, 
and the advantages of o~mership were thus becor.1ing les s 
obvious , it is clear that the role of the local communities 
in the regulation and control of t~eir markets both altered 
and became 1rtore signi ficant. Indeed, evidence from Oxford-
sh1.re supp()rts the vie,·7 of J. Chartres "rho suqgests that, 
in the course of the e i ghteenth century, ne"T groups, inch1ding 
those actually involved in the process of buying and selling 
began to regulate mar kets on an informal basis Rnd to take 
over from the O\me.rs much of the control o f their markets. (GJ) 
'I'he increased influence of local residents and tradesmen 
reveals itself i n a n1~~~er of ways . Firstly tradesmen, 
farmers and food dealers can be found as ru1 info~lal pressure-
group , urging, for example, that local authorities and market 
o~mers, establish new fairs or alter the dates of existing 
ones. Thus, we find that at Bicester in the 1760's two 
cattle fairs were founded by the desire ,.of the principal 
graziers, Dairymen, and Dealers in Cattle", <64 > and that the 
date of one of Henley• s fairs was altered bi ...... _ ~··dyor because 
the new date was thought to be more convenient for dealers 
and farmers. <65 ) 
(62 ) J.O.J. May 12 1781 No.l463. 
(6l) J.A. Chartres Markets; Fairs and the Community in seventeenth 
and Eighteenth Century England ••• P.25. 
(64) J.o.J. Mar. 26 1763 No.517. 
(65) J.o.J. Feb. 9 1760 No.354. 
Secondly one can find evidence of these same groups 
acting, apparently i:Ti thout consul tin<J ~;la_rket o'llmers , to 
re-establish or support markets and f a irs or to examine the 
organization of a nar1<:et to see if it were functl.oning in 
the ~'lay best calculated to satisfy their r..eeds. We have 
already noted, for ~xample, how innholders and publicans 
played. ....... l..:.j;)Ortant part in the attempte d re- establisl'l.:ment 
o f C!:lQ.r lbury and Ba.rnpton markets and how malts ters, bakers 
and innholders met to consider ho'\'J to promote Oxford's corn 
market. Other examples may be given. Thus , in Dece~ber 
1756, a large nurrber of corn dealers, including two from 
Relmscot in Oxfordshire, publicly declared their intention 
of attending Lechlade market on a regular basis. <66 > Again, 
in 1793 farmers from Cowley, Horspath, Aston and Toot or 
~1arsh Baldon put their name3 to the follm,ing resolutions 
uin order to establish a YEARLY FAIR in 
Abingdon for LAMBS and other CATTLE, on 
the Feast of St. JA1mS Old Style which is 
a chartered Fair Day, T!1e. hereby give Notice 
that we shall attend Fairs on Old St. 
James's Day, for the Purpose of buying and 
selling Lambs and other Cattle.,(67 > 
Finally, in 1766 those "highly interested in the Corn •rrade" 
agra~d,apparently independently of the market authorities, 
(66) J.O.J. Dec. 18 1756 No. 190. 
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It is possib le, however, that this announcement was intended 
more to inoicate their attitude to the grain crisis of 
1756-57 than to signify that they wished to promote 
Lechlade market. 
(67) J.O.J. Jul. 20 1793 No. 2099. 
. () f ~ hi ' k t' ( 68) to prohibit sar.-.ple-se llir. s_r 1n .. ;.: .orcs __ r f.; s rtar e '=' . 
ar:. ::gre c:::ent l:.y tn~d2s1r.en to attenc?. ~n~ support it the 
to rE:>gulate ~c control. 
Re- establishing rr.a.r k ct£; or c::.greeins to support those 
wh ich alrea~.:.:y s:;dstec"l tenc~ed to be , w.~Gt to s m::e extent had 
part of ti.eir .1::,-!lcine:ss . Eov:ever, ir. th~ late r ei g~1teenth 
c E::n tury a consickrable part of the corr:munity coulc b8cor,~e 
i nvolved in tl1eir r::arkets l a r gely through help ing to finance 
i mproven!ents, t h e cost of which; market owners or local 
l andowners or l·lcmbers of Parlicunent r.1igh t be n o longer 
prepared to :,~eet . ( 69 ) 
Developments at flenl0y in the 1790 ' s 1""'rovid e a useful 
illustration of this. :r:11cn the ~arket house at Henley was 
demolished and the market o~~er and the Corp oration signified 
t hat the Guildhall which would be erected to replace it would 
n ot include a shelte:'r for H?.rket users, the 11 inhabitants 11 of 
Henley were s~~oneC b y circular lette r to a meeting , at 
which it \·las declt.red that the decision to ha.ve:~ an op en 
market place was unacceptable. The corporation and the Lord 
(68) 
( 69) 
J . O. J . Oct. 18 1766 No. 703. 
In the late sevent eenth and early eighteenth century it 
appeas;;:> t.o :.ave l>ee::n usual ior b -..e: lead.ars of local 
society to b"" expected to contribute towards the cost of 
local L lfi l'OVC:_;_;;(;nts . Tl·ms , wr1en it itltiS C.:ecicle d to ~nla~ge 
the market r le.ce in Oxford in 1709, Lord Abingdon , the 
City's ~·~entbers of farlialttent anc1 certain gentlemen were 
asked to make contributions to help ~eet the cost of 
the work. 
M.G. Hob9on , "Oxford Council Acts 1701-1752", in O.H.S. 
~.S . Vol. X (1954) P . 59 . 
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of the Manor being informed of this were prepared to agree 
t o the construction of a new market house if the Committee 
of the Inhabitant s would \.Uldertake to raise 11 a handsome 
subscription" tm..,ards building the same . The Conmitt~e of 
the Inhabitants then met again and resolved that the best 
posi tion for the new market house \'leuld be on the sit e o f 
t J1e old. This was found acceptable if the Committee could 
raise £700 towards the cost of the work. ;•ie thus fin.d many 
of the wealth ier inhabitants of the tmm gE~.ining the right 
to determine the type of market faciliti es tj,'1e t mm possessed 
t hrough t heir prepareoness to finance irnpr ovanents . The 
reasoning behind their actions t'las that they felt t hat the 
town's trade "'Toul d have diminished if the market traders 
were not 9rovi ded vrith the protect ion of .!'! market hom:;e and ..... 
"v;e apprehend it is of real conseq,_,_8nce 
to t he inhabitants at l arge that the 9eop le 
shoulo. bn e-ncouraged to su~::f:'li our rV'lX}:et 
1tT1 th th~ natura.l pronuce of t he a d jacent 
country and. to take back ln re.ti.1rn thcj.r 
necessi t .ies from. the establiE1r.en shof."S i n 
this to1•J!' . ... 
Moreove r, it \'1RS knot>rn t hat tre !:"11. t.ch.ect cor~ r1ar~ct ':lf.!.s 
threaten~d if the fanr!ers t1'1f!E::> Aenie0 ~~ r:1.ry p lF.l.CE' to show 
their corn, severc-.1 farmers hRViT'~ declare(! t:-tat they ~-tould 
to preserve t~c ;: i tcho<' co:-::-n 7:<-J.rkr~t ,. u J'\l_Fnb er offerin•:; .f:- o 
n!ake contributions to h<~l;::> !":'-?.y fo!' the nev7 bui.lc:lT' <j . <70) 
- ---·-------·-----
---·--- ---
(70) 
Henle' 20:t'OUG11 As>3er:\blv 1722-,179v C) r ~ag 7 0 71" 
. ~ "" - _, ·'p . b .. i u ,.,- ..:, i 722-725. 
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The constru.cticn of o~cfore ' s ne'~~T provisions P-arket was 
fi n.anced in part by lo.:u~s from the City and Uni VE':rsi ty , and 
t;;e inhabitants of Oxford, unlike those of He.n l ey, were not 
E'·XpectE:d to contribute fi n a n cially hefo r 9 t he markP.t cou ld 
h !"' b uilt . NewerthE:: lcsn loca.l ::;.c::c;:le (l. i d hav e t he oppor tunity 
t o use thei.r money to f u rth<:· r t h e tr.Rrk8t' s dAve lop:n.ent - by 
l''-1rcha.sin~; annuities or loani nr; <::.'.or~ey to t ht=: :•.·arJ ·e t. 
Cc•\,·;dttee . <71> Thus by the late eighte enth century the 
rc-,r ket could occupy the r;a.me role as the canal or turnpike 
r o ad in that it could provide an outlet for local cap ital <72 >; 
a.r~ ~,, v7hile those iJ:.vestln.c; :i.n n arket dewelopr:lP.nt in this way 
C.id not, on the whole, accluj_re any c::ppreciah le control over 
t he market, it is likely th(~y 't<lOuld have taken an a ctive 
i :r.terest in t h e market ' s success , if only to enr:urc .::m 
c:c1e quate return of their capital. <73> On this p oint v; e 
( 71) 
(7 2) 
'l'he means by Y.Thich the nevi market Has to be :financed are 
set out in the Act of Parliament which e stablished i t. 
'.l.'his P~ct also allowecl for: the granting o~ b uilcing leases . 
Ed. L. L. Shad.,.;ell , "Ena ctments i.n Parliru;-;.ent . •• " vol.II 
I . George I-II George IV ••• Pp.l3l-132 . 
1~ good. discussion o f t hose investing- in turnpike road 
sc.1en;e .; occurs in. ·tV • .A1.h ert ·I'r:.e ·l 'ur\1.,:-i x !:! hOad ,jx s cern in 
Enqland 1663- l GiQ (1972) P :; • . 93-13l.~· 
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( 7 3) 
'l'h e irtb~rest wi'dch ·aas p aid to investors ~loes a > >ear, i n fact , 
t.o hc-vt:.: ._.c ,: n ,:; E',-.:-,~mc; .:~nt i..~ . on t h E .5 :.:~cce;:; 3 of t:~:te ~ ·-~Ltet . In 
1736 , l or e xa; .. ;:.le , ·v.:e fin..:.. , "Ord~r.eu that the severa l security 
:i: or :or •. :.:: ., l t:n i::. ·;;,~x·n l ca.n t ._) thi.> . .::o r .. . i~ ·· , u ttin·;; the 
o.ct o'E ::>~rlia: .: ~:"l.t into execution d o carr i:-:t~ rcst after the 
rate o f f our .~.:..oun.ds an0. t en s ..:'tillings fii? r cent fro·n t his Jnne 
instec;..d of fcnr ; .. ounds for vl·:.-,ich t h e .securities are li ~ade out 
i> ut. t h ia or ::i.2r ::i~lall cont inue i n :Loree no longer t .lan the 
····rofi t::. of t Le rr;arket are camilile of ;. . a~:ina· ~:;.uch increase 
of i 1~ter~ . t ." · · - · 
!Jte E->c:: o:L t he Clx ford .:·larket Com;-r..i ttee 1771- 1835 i.:' 90 
• .t.,. - • - --- - - -------------- -·- · - - -- -- ... - - • • • • • • • 
v L ~.. ."!e ~, ·c.1 sr .l lanO. , · ;·~ts iL1J i:n l/ 0 7 "ca a ·t t l1c arrears of 
roar}::et rent z; ~tad b.::cor:ie s o cons i <lerab le t hat t :ie Co:.niiDi ttee 
..,as U.."lable to p a y the interest and the annuities Jue . 
Pa r;e;:_~_of the ~1arh:et Corr.rnittee 1774-1823 D.3.11(9) 16 (··lar . 179 7. 
·--------- ~ .. -
-~ -·~culC: , f:.o. ever , r.c t~ t!·~.;:;. -1:: ,.:.:; t '1:;.: turn :- .;.}:~~ t n .. sts o ften :t·a i s ed 
t_ _:;..--. ·. · . ::r·::.r , .::: . 
c - l vcc..l co· :. ·..:r.i tic. s it .:: c, n £. vc r.t:.c b ss tru.s ".::~~.::t. t l:..; ;,J:.·ovi s i on 
r, ·.:· :.vi C:. ::: :: v c. r i.= ...:: oz r e:atl.:.· £ror. t o 1r. to t < .... m . 
( 7 k.} 
'l 'J,. "'''~e -.lc;;_.. , 
c~~tury i n C~arl~ ~r; . <76 > 
( 7 4) 0 t::·w.t·z; ~w l11v~sted i n (;;.:for :.:! ' s :ne;·J .nar k c t · .. e r e :;te~r!.bers of 
t )le U!li ve r :::;i t ::.r , i nclu ding 2 Coll ege butL~ r-~ ; t :1c ri~ cretary 
o f the !.1ac1c1 l f fe Inf i r mar_ ; a lad/ fro.~ Fa r ingdon and a 
~:-.a::1 from ~ a::1;· t o:1. 
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Qx f or d ·,;a r !<:et. i?c:r:(,_;rs of t !<e Co;r~i ·tt-2e 1771-·177 2 D. 3 . 9 (v i i i) 
9 J~ll. 1 771. :; . 3 . ~ ( ?.i~:) 28 I'tJh . 1 77 ?. . 
( 75) 
(76) 
(7 7) 
O~dc:-.:: :1ilr ket . f'a::Jers o f the CorrG.itte~ 1 77 '}._ '1 . 3 . 10 (11) 
rr a · 1 7 7 3 !) • 3 • 1 ~; ( 1 r, ) • 
'ih e _: )-.;,o il.. of t n c Ox f o r d .~arket Committ es _;t7 71-1835 ••• Passim. 
A. M. . BVet"itt , " 'rhe .!:·!ar!:e tir.'j of !'~g ricu lttn·;.~ l. '"' roduc~ ," i n 
::-~ ~t.J . 'I'-~ l i r.sk On . c.ii: . ;? • 3l'j0\ 
Tl! c :~J.::- !-:,.~t -;;.:;.-, ? r obably hcl ·l i n C!turc~: Str c ... :t 1t t'1e 
co:rrur,encer!·,-:m t of the eighte enth c e n t u r y . 
!~ :.:r . .... f""' ...... .,.c·"' , · - "' "' '"' t '!' ·", r: r~ ........ · i .-~~ . .,."""1 ,,. - , 4" 
· .. . ·- .. ' .'.J! t .. ., .t .. ~· ~(.~..;......_"~~~...:.!.:".:· ... ~-~;:. \t\J • '~ · •• ;.: • J. ';t . 
A . ~~ . ::vc=:.i·tt , 11 T:•c :·:ar:~ctL1~ o f .'\Jricultur.l l :?ro~u(;e , " i n 
l:.d . J. :.fnirs k 21~· cit~ P . 4 80 . Eve ritt r ecords t hat e v en quite 
r..o.1 c: ,t to-;,,!t.:; li::t~ ~1~mbury ;,a J u ;1o.r.s c i:"air c.m.l v. Cnrnhill. 
In addit ion , \·le kn ov.J t h at i n the s eve nteent h centurv t he 
.:;hcer- :-.1ark~~t ~~·as ll~~lt't i n :~hE:~e -) 2 t ree t . -
J. s . ~; . Gib:::;uu Loc. (.!it . P . 35 . -
should, ho\•:ever, note t.."lat as the turnpike trusts often raised 
capital from their trustees, so the investors in market 
i rr.provement:s might be the same peop le as t hose supervising 
the develo~~ents. Thus, mnongst t hose· investing in the new 
market, we find the Principals of Hertford College and Alban 
Hall, both rerunbers of the Market Committee, and also the 
t M , . , ~1- (74) reasurer, .• r. :; l.Crulatn . 
~·ihile these major construction programmes in the later 
eighteenth century might have been demanded and paid for by 
t he local corrmunities it is nevertheless true that the provision 
of the basic market site and its maintenance were and r~~ained 
primarily the most important duties of the market owners. 
The positioning of a market and the level of facilities 
provided varied greatl~{ from tov·m to town. In some towns the 
market was held in one central street. This v1as the case at 
Thame< 75> 1 for example, and also· in the early eighteenth 
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century in Charlbury. <76 > In the larger to~~s, notably Banbury<77> 
<
74
> Others V'lho invested in Oxford's new market were members of 
the University, including 2 College butlers; the secretary 
of the Radcliffe Infirmary; a lady from Faringdon and a 
man from l3a'1lpton. 
Oxford ~arket. Pa~rs of the Committee 1771-1772 D.3.9(viii) 
9 Jul. 1771. D.3.9(xix) 28 Feb. 1772. 
Oxford Market. Papers of the Committee 1773 n.3.10(11) 
May 1773 D.3.l0(26). 
The Book of the Oxford Market Committee 1771-1835 ••• Passim. 
(7S) A.M. Everitt, "The Marketing of AgriculturaL Produce," in 
Ed.J. Thirsk Op.ci~. P.380t 
( 76 ) The market was probably held in Church Street at the 
commencement of the eighteenth century. 
(77) 
Ed. A. Crossley v.c.u .. Oxfordshire Vol.X ••• P.l44. 
A.M. Everitt, "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce," in 
Ed. J. Thirsk Qe.cit. P.480. Everitt records that even quite 
modest towns like Banbury had a Horse Fair and a Cornhill. 
In addition, we know that in . the seventeenth century the 
sheep market was held in Sheep Street. 
J.s.w. Gibson Loo.cit. P.35. 
and prior to the building of the new market, OXford, trading 
took place in a number of streets. In Oxford the lack of a 
good market place was generally thought to detract from the 
city's appearance and the inconvenience occasioned by the 
selling of foodstuffs · in the central streets was much remarked 
upon by contemporaries. T. Salmon, for example, writing in 
1743 observed, 
"Another thing which takes off much from 
(the city's) beauty is the Butcher-Market, 
held here every Wednesday and Saturday, 
when the stalls extend half the length of 
this fine street (that is High Street), 
and indeed there are no other Market-Places 
in Oxford than the great streets: As the 
Butchers take up this, the Farmers incumber 
the other principal streets with their 
waggons and CornL and Fish and Poultry are 
sold in both."(7~) 
The P' .oblems created by markets, especially those for 
livestock, being held in the centres of towns, did lead, in 
fact, to attempts to resite certain markets on waste land. 
In Oxford, for example, the pig market, held in the seventeenth 
century in High Street was moved in 1684 to Gloucester Green, 
which, as we have seen, was also regarded as the most suitable 
site for markets for sheep, cattle and horses. Again, in 
Charlbury in 1696, it was decided, most probably because the 
street was becoming overcrowded on market days, to erect some 
s talls for markets and fairs on the Lord's waste. This move 
led, however , to a major quarrel between the Bailiff of the 
( 78) T. Salmon 9e.cit. P.28 
Again, T. Baskerville, writing in the late seventeenth 
century, declared, "as to Carfix, had there been a fair 
circling markett place about this Aquaduct, it would have 
added to Oxford. This and a sumptuous Cathedral! ••• beeing 
her greatest absent beautyes." 
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Ed. H. Baskerville, "Thomas Baskerville's Account of Oxford ., ., 
in Ed . Committee of the Society I 11 Collec teana Vol. IV'' in 
O.H.S . Vol.XLVII (1905) P .l80 . 
-manor and the townsmen, who denied that the land be longed to 
the Lord and therefore refused to pay stallage. <79 > 
Within the spaces and streets set aside for the holding 
of markets and fairs a variety of facilities might be available 
to allow the display of commodities and stock and to provide 
shelter for market users. We have already discussed the 
provision of pens for livestock and here we shall look at 
the other types of facilit~ provided. 
Most Oxfordshire towns had a building described variously 
as the town hall, guildhall, market house or tolsey . It was 
not always the case that such a building was used for marketing. 
In Watlington, for example, the seventeenth century market 
house,, was used by the early nineteenth century, for the holding 
l 
of manorial courts, for public meetings and for a school, 
while the market was held -in the parlours of local inns. (SO) 
Nevertheless in most cases the market house or town hall was 
constructed in such a way that it provided both a room or 
rooms for the holding of meetings and courts and a shelter 
underneath still being used by farmers and food dealers on 
market days. For example, we find references to the town halls 
(79) Letter John Car about settin stalls on 
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waste sround 1696 OiL IV b 13 i). 
Notes on Refusal of Tenants of CharlbHfY to Pay Market Tolls 
and DUes c 1717. 
A. Crossley V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.X ••• P.l45. 
(SO) J. Badcock qp.cit. P.S7. 
at i'iitney (Sl) and Henle:t' (S2) having "piazzas" beneAth where 
market transactions could take place. Again, in Oxford a 
lean-to along the front of the Guildhall s erved throughout 
the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries as protection 
for the City 1 s 5 senior fi sh chandlers(SJ) and when the 
Guildhall 't•Tas reconstructed in 1751-52 an arcade wa s i ncor-
porated underneath the building specifically for the 
protection of market users <84>. A reference in 1774 to a 
dealer in bacon and hog-meat, "keeping market under our To~~ 
Hall"(SS), and a request i n 1608 that the corn market might 
be t;ansferred there<86 ) suggests t hat this arcade was 
{ 81) 
(82) 
A description of Witney in 1852 includes the following: 
"In the broad part of the High Street immediately below 
the green is the Market Cross, and lower still the Town 
Hall, a large modern building of stone with a piazza 
beneath intended for a market place.• 
J.A. Giles History of Witney ••• P.l2. 
It seems probable that this Town Hall would have replaced 
the Tolsey or Market House under which stalls were men-
tioned to have been erected in 1742. 
Collections Made in the Nineteenth Centur~ by w. Lang;or~ 
Pp.l29-l30. 
In 1820 J.N. Brewer described the appearance of the market 
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place as follows: "The Town-Hall stands on an elevated spot 
(83) 
in the High-Street and is a neat building, completed in 1790. 
Beneath the hall is a conunodious piazza, used as a market-place ... 
J.N. Brewer The Picture of England, or Historical anq 
Descriptive Delineations of the Most CUrious Works of Natur~ 
and Art in Each County (1820) P.l65. 
O. Ogle Loc.cit. Pp.37-38. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, aOxford Council Acts 1665-1701", in O.H.s. 
N.S. Vol.II (1939) Pp.XI; 284-285; 311. 
In 1712 the lean-to was removed and 5 new fish-boards were 
erected. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, aOxford Council Acts 1701-1752,• in O.H.S. 
N.s. Vol.X (1954) Pp.xxviii-xxix. 
(84) The Universal M i ~7 1 17 17 --------a...r:g~a_z_n_e. • • vO • Aug • 55 P • 52. 
(85) 
(86) 
J.O.J. Dec. 3 1774 No.ll27. 
Council Book 1788-1813 B.S.4. P.227. 
This request !la not, however, lead to the market being moved. 
J. Ingram Memorials of Oxford (1837) Vol.III P.lS. 
A shelter specifically for corn sellers had been constructed 
in 1536 but this was apparently demolished in the mid seven-
teenth century. o. Ogle Loc.cit. Pp.20-21. 
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definitely used by farmers and food salesmen. 
Apart from town halls and market houses other structures 
provided for market users included the Butter Cross at Witney<87>, 
the Butter Bench in Oxford, used by butter women in wet 
weather<88>, a market shed in Chipping Norton< 89) and
1
most 
tmportant , shambles for the sale of fish and meat. It was, in 
fact, the usual pattern from the sixteenth century onwards 
for market authorities to erect small premises for the sale 
of fish and flesh( 90) and this was certainly the case in 
Oxfordshire's market towns. In Witney, for example, the 
early eighteenth century saw the erection of 3 rows of 
butchers• shambles, with 10 stalls in each row<9l) and in 
Woodstock the old market house and market cross which were 
pulled down in 1766 were replaced by a Town Hall and butchers' 
shambles.<92) Again, in Oxford there were 2 sets of butchers' 
<87> This was b~lt by William Blake of Cogges in 1683 and 
repaired by the people of Witney in 1811. 
s. Tymms The Family To2ograeher (1834) Vol.4 P.l43. 
(88) Ed. M.G. Hobson "Oxford Council Acts 1752-1801" ••• P.xxvi. 
o. Ogle Loc.cit. P.42. 
(89) It is unclear what this building was like. It replaced 
the town's former market house in 1723. 
Cammon Council Minute Book. Chip!ing Norton Borough 
1720-late Eighteenth Centuty. Re erence under 21 Aug. 1723. 
(90) A.M. Everitt, •The Marketing of Agricultural Produce,• in 
Ed. J. Thirsk, Op.cit. P.483. 
(91) 
(92) 
Collections Made in the Nineteenth Century by w. Langford 
Pp.l21; 123. 
A. Ballard records that this work was uneertaken by the 
Corporation and certainly the Corporation records do show 
that the shambles were built - at a cost of £150 - and kept 
in repair by the Corporation. Viscount Torrington suggests, 
however, that the old market cross in Woodstock was replaced 
by a new town hall, by the Duke of Marlborough. 
A. Ballard Chronicles of the Royal Borough of Woodstock. 
Coffieiled from the Borough Records and otPer original Documents (1896) Pp.ll9; 121. 
Acts of th! Council 1747-1787 Box 88/l(a) Pp. 224-231; 406. 
Acts ol the Common Council 1787-1844 Box 89/1 P.l8. 
Ed. c. Bruyn Andrews Qp.cit. Vol.I P.l92. 
shambles, one in Queen Street, used by freemen butchers on 
all days of the week except market days and the other in High 
Street used by free and country butchers on Wednesdays and 
saturdays. (gJ) The provision of different facilities for 
freemen and country traders shown here was not uncommon. 
The market buildings we have been discussing hitherto 
were constructed largely in the late ~eventeen~~ and early 
eighteenth centuries and the improvements which we have noted 
being made in B1e later eighteenth century involved s~ply 
the replacement or repair of the old buildings. 
However, although undertaken in the 1770's1 the construc-
tion of the covered market in Oxford illustrates a development 
in the provision of marketing facilities more usually 
associated with the nineteenth century. It provi.es, ~ in fact, 
an early example of the expansion in fixed retail provisions 
markets which one can find taking place in many large industrial 
towns and cities in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries(94>, in response both to the demand of growing numbers 
(93> o. Ogle Loc.cit. Pp.36-37. 
(94) 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford council Acts 1701-1752" ••• P.lSl. 
D. Alexander Op. cit. Pp. 7-8. Alexander discusses how 
between 1785 and 1850 approximately 400 town and market 
improvement acts were passed for towns outside London and 
how these resulted in the transformation of the centres of 
large towns and cities and major changes in their marketing 
arrangements. 
An impGrtant dis cussion of the transformation of one market, 
under an act of 1784, is by J. Blackman. 
J. Blackman, •The Food Suppl y of an Indus trial Town. A 
Study of Sheffield's Public Markets 178o-1900." in Business 
Histo;x Vol.V No.2 (1963). Particularly P.86. 
Many parallels may be drawn between developments in 
Sheffield and Oxford. 
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-of middle and working class consumers for a continuous supply 
of fresh and cheap vegetables, fruit and meat, and to the 
problems of congestion and pollution in town centres. 
In many ways, indeed, the market's planning, construction 
and organization seem strikingly modern. The site chosen for 
the market, being in the City centre, had to be cleared and 
this involved the compulsory purchase of houses and gardens 
and the demolition of several buildings.<95 > An architect, 
John Gwynn, was employed to design the market, estimates on · 
(95) 
'.• 
Rev. H.E. Salter, •oxford City Properties," in o.n.s. 
Vol.LXXXIII (1926) P.374. This lists the properties 
bought for the market site and the prices paid for them. 
Many documents have survived showing the process by which 
property was purchased to permit the opening up of the 
site so that the market could be built. They ar~ 
particularly detailed on the disputes which arose both 
among the property owners and between certain of the 
owners and the Market Committee. 
uarter Sessions Bundles. Trinit 
These concern the assessment o compensat on or those 
who would not relinquish their property voluntarily. 
Oxford Market. Papers of the Committee 1771-1772 ••• Passim. 
These papers are mostly on the Committee's attempts to 
discover the owners of property they needed to purchase; 
agreemants on purchase-prices and notices to tenants to 
vacate the houses which were to be demolished. 
Oxford Market. Pa!irs of the Committee 1773 ••• Passim. 
These pa~ra are ~rgely on the disputes which arose with 
those unprepared to sell their properties. 
Oxford Cit~ Notices G.A. axon b.l5(4). 
Papers Relative to the Market and the Market Committee 
1771-1889 c.J.4(a). · 
These 2 documents concern a dispute over gardens needed 
by the Committee. 
The Book of the OXford Market Committee 1771-1835 ••• Passim. 
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the cost of construction were requested from local firms 
and the main contract was divided between 2 local builders 
and a carpenter from Waterstock. <96) A description which 
illustrates how much more advanced the new market ~as than 
any previous market facility in the county occurs in 
The U.B.O.: 
(96) 
"At the south entrance from the Hf~i~treet 
it contains forty commodious shops for 
butchers. North of these are eight others 
equally commodious occupied by gardeners, 
etc, between which are two spacious colonades 
for poultry ., eggs, bacon, cheese etc etc 
divided into forty stalls; and beyond these, 
extending quite to Jesus College Lane, is a 
large area for country gardeners, fruit, and 
divers other commodities. There are likewise 
three avenues running through in direct lines, 
intersected by another in the middle, affording 
a free currency of air; and in the front four 
elegant and commodious houses have been erected, 
which give an additional ornament to one of 
the finest streets in Europe. The open part 
of this market, fronting Jesus College, is 
enclosed by an iron pallisade1 and the avenues 
.r~~ Aug .1 1772 No.lOOS contains an advertisement 
requesting tenders to be sent to the Clerk of the 
Committee, by those willing to build 40 butchers• 
shops in the new market. Later editions of the news-
paper contain requests for estimates from those willing 
to undertake additional construction and repair work. 
For example J.O.J. Sept.ll 1773 No.l063. 
See also, Ox£ora !4arket. Paeers of the Committee 1771-1772 
D.3.9(xxxi) Aug. 21 1772. 
Oxford Market. Papers of the Committee 1773 o.J.lO(I) 
!! Mar.l773. • · 
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opening upon the New Parade in the High-Street 
are secured by iron gates. The whole extent 
of the ground appropriated to the purpose of 
erecting this market, is from north to south 
three hundred and forty seven feet, and from 
east to west one hundred and twelve.•<97> 
The clearing of the site and the construction cf the 
building cost approximately £7ooo< 98) and after its completion 
the expenses did not cease as additions and improvements were 
continually made. <99 ) Moreover, the Market Committee had to 
meet numerous small bills from painters, plumbers, carpenters 
and masons for running repairs to the buildings, as well as 
being confronted with demands for Land Tax, Property Tax, 
Window Tax, Poor and Gaol Rates and fire insurance. (lOO) 
It is evident that the new market was regarded in the light 
of a modern amenity in that it was seen as a great success in 
spit~ of the fact that it was thus both very expensive to 
construct and maintain, and was largely non profit making. 
(9?) The U.B.D. Vol.IV P.llS. 
~98) The Book ot the Oxford Market Committee 1771-1835 ••• Pp.l51 
5 • 
This shows that the £5000 which the Committee had been 
permitted to borrow for the construction of the market 
had proved inadequate and an additional £2000 was required. 
A mont~ later, in September 1773, it was agreed that the 
original plan for the market would prove too costly to 
complete. 
(99 ) For ex~le, in 1797 a shed was erected for the use of the 
"fishermen•. J.o.~. May 27 1797 No.2300. 
(100) Market Committee Receiets !ook 1772•1808 D.3.12 Passim. 
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-Hav~ng described the facilit~es which were available to 
market users in the eighteenth century certain conclusions 
may be drawn. 
Firstly, we shall summarize the guiding principles behind 
the provision of new facilities. 
There is no doubt that an important reason both for the 
removal of markets to waste ground and for the oonatruction 
of market buildings was a growing concern with the problems 
of traffic congestion in town centres and with the heal~l 
hazards involved when particularly livestock and meat were 
sold in crowded streets. J. Chartres suggests, in fact, 
that the problems of pollution and congestion were taken more 
seriously in the eighteenth century because open markets and 
fairs were becoming less profitable and therefore their 
disadvantages drew more attention. (lOl) It was, however, in 
the more successful market towns that such problems were 
greatest and the fact that remedial measures were taken would 
appear to indicate. that the value of their markets was still 
appreciated. In Oxford, market developments were definitely 
a response to worries over hygiene and overcrowded streets. 
Thus, in 1684 it was stated that regard to •sweetness, quiet 
and cleanliness" had led to a prohibition on slaughtering in 
the city and to the removal of butchers' stalls from High 
Street except on general market days< 102> and the construction 
of the new market undoubtedly owed much to the view that Butcher 
Row was •nauseous and inconvenient"(lOJ) and to worries about 
(101) 
(102) 
(103) 
J.A. Chartres Markets, Fairs and the Community ••• P.l3. 
Ed. F.H. Blackburne-Daniel and F. Bickley gp.cit. P.Jlo. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, •oxford Council Acts 1752-1801" ••• P.xxi. 
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the inconvenience which arose from the large amount of 
traffic passing through the streets in which the market was 
held. (l04) 
A second incentive to improve market facilities was that 
in the larger and more successful market towns existing market 
places and buildings were being rendered inadequate by an 
increase in the volume of trade. This was important in 2 
ways. Firstly, overcrowding was, in itself, inconvenient 
but secondly, it was well known that if existing facilities 
failed to accommodate increased trade many traders would use 
the resulting congestion as an excuse for adopting sale by 
sample or, worse still, rejecting the open market altogether 
and conducting their business in the privacy of inn parlours 
or at the farm gate. (lOS) In Oxfordshire there was much 
(104) Ed. L.L. Shadwell "Enactments in Parliament ••• Vol.II 
I George I- II George IV" ••• Pp.l21-122. 
This reason is stated in the preamble to the Act under 
which the new market was established. The construction 
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of the new market did not, however, solve the problem of 
traffic congestion. In 1786, for example, informations 
were instructed to be laid against persons blocking Lincoln 
and Jesus College Lanes on market days. 
(105) 
J.O.J. Feb. 4 1786 No.l710. 
Several ·historians have shown that overcrowding in public 
.markets was indeed leading to an increased proportion of 
market transactions taking place in private. A. Everitt, 
for example, after stating that private marketing, parti-
cularly in inns was increasing rapidly, gives as one of the 
main reasons the physical incapacity of market places to 
accommodate growing trade. 
A. Everitt, •urban Growth 1570-1770" ••• Pp.l21-122. 
Again, A.B. Robertson shows that overcrowding in the markets 
of the City of London became the excuse for such practices 
as sample sale and inn-marketing. 
A.B. Robertson, "The Open Market in the City of London in 
the Eighteenth Century," in East London Papers Vol.I No.2 (Oct. 1958) Pp.20-21. 
support for retaining the open character of marketing - the 
arguments adduced to support the building of a new market 
house in Henley illustrate this - and thus the development of 
new market facilities may be seen aa, in part, an attempt to 
forestall the growth of private dealing and enaure the continued 
existence of the open market. 
The second major conclusion is that the authorities in 
a number of towns, motivated at least in part by concern over 
congestion, pollution and the wish to preserve the open nature 
of marketing, made determined efforts to compel traders to 
use the facilities available. Thus, after the erection of the 
new shambles in Woodstock in 1766, legal opinion was sought 
as to whather free and country butchers could be obliged to 
make use of the shambles. On October 4 the Council declared 
that the butchers attending Woodstock market would be prosecuted 
by the Corporation if they refused to use the shambles and 
this regulation was backed up by one made in November 1767 to 
the effect that any butcher selling meat in his own house or 
in any other place than the public shambles on any fair or 
market day would be prosecuted. (l06 ) Again, in Oxford the 
attempts by those selling meat, fish and garden produce to 
evade regulations on where they should sell their products 
and the attempts by the authorities to ensure that tradesmen 
did use the facilities available to them are themes running 
through the history of the provisions market from the 
seventeenth century onwards. 
Before the construction of the new market the major 
problem appears to have been with the butchers. Thus the 
Council Acts for 1685, 1688, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1696, 1702 and 
1703 all include regulations concerning the sale of meat in 
(lOG) Acts of the Council 1747-1787 Pp.226; 229; 261. 
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the shambles in High Street and Queen Street and/or complaints 
about butchers selling meat in the suburbs or at their own 
houses. (l07) The Company of Butchers and Poulterers appears 
to have supported the Council's efforts to regulate the sale 
of meat(lOS) and in November 1742 it was the Company which 
spearheaded an attack on selling outside the market, when 
they complained to the Council about the acti vi ti•s of 
"foreigners • hawking meat around the City. ( 109 ) In the 
1750's and 1760's the earlier problems with freemen butchers 
appear to have recurred with orders being made in March i756; 
April 1757 and February 1761 to prevent the use of High Street 
for the sale of meat on non-market days and with prosecutions 
of offenders ordered in October 1756 and May 1761. {llO) 
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(107) Ed. M.G. Hobson, •axford Council Acts 1665-1701• ••• Pp.l78; 
195; 219; 226, 231-232; 261. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts 1701-1752" ••• Pp.l9; 
211 23. 
(lOS) The Company of Butchers and Poulterers ••• Ms Morrell 19 P.4. 
(109) Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts 1701-1752" ••• P.239. 
Although later regulations do not indicate the commodities 
which were being sold by hawkers and chapmen we may note 
that in March 1743 the Common Council ordered that 
hawkers were damaging to the City's traders and should be 
prosecuted, and that in March 1748 the traders of Oxford 
petitioned Parliament for the repeal of the Acts licensing 
bawkers and pedlars. 
Ibid. Pp.2401 263; 267. 
In December 1772 the Common Council also agreed to support 
a petition calling for the suppression of hawkers and pedlars. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts 1752-1801• ••• P.lOl. 
(1lO) Ibid. Pp.l57 20; 22; 41. 
Before looking at the attempts which ~e made to 
ensure that the new market was used 2 points should be made 
on the problems with the butchers. Firstly it is likely 
that the difficulties which the City experienced in ensuring 
that the butchers sell where they were required may have 
been compounded by the fact that the University was issuing 
them with contradictory instructions(lll)1 an illustration 
of the problems which could arise when ownership was disputed. 
Secondly, it tends to be assumed that attempts to channel trade 
through public markets were in the best interest of the 
consumer. Here, however, the attempts to prevent the hawking 
of meat in the City were designed primarily to protect the 
privileged position of Oxford's "free" tradesmen. In fact, 
~• suppression of hawkers may have been actually disadvan-
tageous to the small suburban consumer. 
Although certain tradesmen were permitted, by the terms 
of the Acts of Parliament on Oxford market, to continue trading 
fr~~ shops and houses, on the whole the Acts required that all 
meat, from November 1 1773; all fish, poultry, herbs, roots 
and garden stuff, from December 21 1774; and all butter and eggs, 
~rom 1781, should be sold in the new market. (ll2) Fruit 
presented an exceptional case. The authorities had believed 
that the term "garden stuff• encompassed fruit. However, in 
1776 the sellers of cherries ceased to attend the new market 
alleging that fruit was not comprehended within the Act. As 
118 
(lll) Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts 1701-1752" ••• P.tt~ll~ 
<
112
> Ed. L.L. Shadwell "Enactments in Parliament ••• Vol.II 
I George I-II George IV11 ••• Pp.l23; 178. 
J.o.J. Oct. 16 1773 No.l068. 
J.o.J. Nov. 26 1774 No.ll26. 
a result of this fruit was not, in fact, legally required to 
be sold in the ne1;11 market until 1781. (ll3) This incident 
may afford a possible explanation for the fact that the 
authorities in Oxford were able to preserve their open 
provisions market when authorities in other towns failed to 
do so; it appearing that, without powerful legal backing, it 
was not easy to insist that tradesmen must sell only through 
the medium of the market. 
There is no doubt that the Market Committee had 
considerable difficulties in enforcing the terms of the Acts. 
Thus, Table I illustrates how the Committee was forced on 
several ~ccasions to warn traders against selling out of 
the market. 
Table I. Orders on the Enforcement of the Oxford Market· Acts 
Date Nature of the Order 
-
Mar. 28 1778 Order that all persons hawking or selling 
garden-stuff in Oxford, or its suburbs 
would be prosecuted. 
May 5 1779 Order that all persons selling commodities 
out of the market which should be sold there 
would be prosecuted. This followed complaints 
that several persons, in particular gardeners 
were selling in other parts of the city. 
Mar. l 1782 Order that all persons selling butter out of 
the new market would be prosecuted. 
Jan. 11 1783 Order that all persons selling butter, eggs, 
fruit, garden-stuff or other commodities in 
Oxford or its suburbs, out of the market 
(113) 
would be prosecuted. This followed complaints 
that many persons were hawking and selling, in 
particutar, butter, eggs, fruit and garden-
stuff out of the market. 
Pa2era of the Market Committee 1774-1823 0.3.11(6) 
. . 
No one could be prosecuted for buyin~ fruit out of the 
market because,"such victual only as is necessary for the 
food of man, is within the ••• statute of 5 & 6 Ed.6 and 
therefore apples and oherries ••• are not." R. Burn The 
~~~,~p~fgf." Peace and Ru:;Lsh Qff;J:QG&' (12th Ed. 1772') 
111 
pate 
Feb. 29 1788 
~Ia:y 7 179 5 
Nov. 8 1797 
Hi> y 2 4 1808 
Feb. 19 1824 
Nature of th~ Order 
Order ~~at all persons hawking or selling 
meat, fowls, butter, eggs, fruit or garden-
stuff in Oxford or the suburbs, out of the 
market, would be prosecuted. 
Order that everJ butcher, poulterer, fish-
monger or dealer found selling meat or 
other commodities out of the market \•Jould 
be prosecuted. This followed complaints 
that persons were selling meat on Sundays 
at their own houses and \>'ere also selling 
poultry, herbs, roots and garden stuff out 
of the market. 
Order that the Clerk of the new market 
inform against all tradesmen selling meat, 
and particularly pork at private houses and 
shops out of the market. 
Order that any butcher, poulterer, fish-
monger or dealer selling meat, herbs, roots, 
and garden produce out of the market would 
be prosecuted. This followed complaints 
that persons uere selling meat, herbs, 
roots and garden-stuff out of the market. 
Order that every butcher, fishmonger, 
poulterer, higgler or dealer selling out 
of the market would be prosecuted and that 
holders of stalls guilty of the same offence 
would be, in addition, deprived of the right 
to hold a stall. This followed complaints 
that the practice of selling meat, fish, 
poultry, eggs, butter, herbs and garden- (l 4 stuff out of the market had much increased. 1 ) 
If., however, the picture is one of dispute and the 
e~asion of regulations, it is nevertheless true firstly that 
the insistence that sellers wse the market facilities provided· 
(114) J.O.J. Mar. 28 1778 No.l300. 
J.O.J. May 8 1779 No.l358. 
J.O.J. Mar. 2 1782 No.lSOS. 
J.O.J. Jap. 11 1783 No.1550. 
J.O.J. Mar. 15 1788 No.l820. 
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97; 108-109. 
J.o.J. May 28 1808 No.2874. 
PaRers of the Market Committee 1774-1823. 0.3.11(26) • 
• 
for them was more effective as a method of corifinlnf.:,...trade to 
the open market than attempts to restrict the activities of 
£,~yers, by, for example, invoking anti--forestalling legis-
lation, and secondly that in the towns in which the authorities 
did try to confine trade by regulating sellers markets remained 
much more viable entities. For example, if we compare Oxford 
with Bic.ester and Witney, in both of which the author! ties 
were apparently lax in their attitudes to foodsellers, we 
find that the City's provisions market was much more success-
ful than those in the .2 towns. Thus, as late as 1889 Ox:tord 
did not possess a butcher's shop, meat still being sold only 
in the new market. (llS) On the other hand J. Dunkin, writing 
in 1816, could record that at Bicester, "The shambles ••• erected 
for the express accommodation of the butchers ••• are now little 
used; that class of the town's people preferring shops attached 
to their own dwellings"(ll6), while at Witney, the 3 rows of 
butchers' shambles erected at the start of the eighteenth 
century had become by the close of the century one row and 
that not:~::~lly occupied. (ll?) 
One explanation for the rejection of established markets 
by traders was that market owners usually required that the 
traders should make some payment for the privilege of using 
the facilities which the~ provided. 
Table II illustrates the data which has survived on 
the payments required. 
(115) 
(116) 
w. Addison English Fairs and Markets (1953) P.71. 
Aa late as 1923 H. Paintin could write that attempts to 
confine the sale of meat to the market had been made, if 
unsuccessfully 1 in "recent years''. 
H. Paintin The Oxford Mercat (1923) P.l86. 
J. Dunkin Qp.c.it. P.l8. 
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Table II - OXfordshire Toll Data 
Place 
BANBURY 
(118) 
BICESTBR 
Date 
1729 
1738 
1747 
1747 
l75Q-52 
'I;~-· .. 't ... 53 
. .. 4'=~' ' 
1757-59 
1764 
1772-83 
1752 
CHARLBURY Beginning 
of the 18th 
century 
c 1717(119) 
c 1717 
c 1717 
c 1717 
c 1717 
c 1717 
c 1717 
c 1717 
Type of Tolls; Nature of 
Receipts or Rents charged 
for Leases of the Tolls 
Rent for Piccage & Stallage 
Rent for Piccage & Stallage 
Rent for ~'loo1 Hall 
Rent for sheep ground 
Rent for sheep ground 
Rent for sheep ground 
Rent for sheep ground 
Rent for sheep ground 
Rent for Horse Tolls at St. 
Luke ' s Fair and Mop Fair 
Rent for Horse Tolls at 
Twelfth Fair 
Rent for Horse Tolls at 
Fish Fair 
Rent for Horse Tolls at Holy 
Thursday, Corpos Christi 
and Lammas Fairs 
The profits arising from toll, 
piccage and stallage taken 
at markets and fairs 
Profits made by the Bailiff 
Sum (per 
annwn unless 
otherwise stateo 
10 gns. 
8 gns. 
7/6 
£4 -
£4 -
£4/4/0 
£4/3/0 
£4 -
1 gn. 
per fair 
2 gns. 
3 gns. 
No 
charge 
£35 
of the Manor from renting ES - £6 
out stalls at markets and 
fairs. 
Price at which ground for 
stalls was let to townsmen. £5/7/6 
Sum for which ground was 
sublet by townsmen. 14 qns. 
Rent for cattle toll. £2 -
Rent paid by glovers for 
stalls at the 4 fairs. £1 -
Rent paid by shoemakers 
for stalls at the 4 fairs. 12/-
Rent paid by barkers for stalls. 4/-
"Pitch and shew" paid at 4 fairs. 8/-
Tol1s on barley. Probably 15 
bushels of 
barley valued 
at £1/10/-. 
(118) Details on the profits arising from Banbury market in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are given in Eds. J.s.w. 
Gibson and E.R.C. Brinkworth, •Banbury Corporation Records: 
Tudor and Stuert", in The Banbury Historical Society Vo1.15 (1977). 
(l19 ) In Ed. A. Crossley V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.X P.l45 the date 
ia given as 1709 not c. 1717. 
Place Date 
c 1717 
e 1717 
c 1717 
c 1717 
c 1717-17721 
1774-1776 
-;-:,,'!,'<::>"~ J..? 17 
'\.:; . ... ;;~ .. .. • :.J~ 
c 1717 
CHIPPING Oct.l725-
NORTON Oct.l726 
Oet.l727-
0ct.l728 
oct.l729-
0ct.l7l0 
Oct.l74o-
oot.l741 
Oct.l743-· · 
oct.l744 
oct.l7t6-·.: .. 
Oct.l747 
June 17S2-
June 1753 
1759-1762 
1773 
1789 
1793 
1794 
1795 
1798 
1799 
1800 
1801 
1802 
1803-1804 
1804-1805 
1824 
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Type of TollsJ Nature of 
Receipts or Renta charged 
for Leases of the Tolls 
Sum (per annum 
unless otherwise 
stated) 
Tolls on '"heat. 
Profits from weighinq 
cheese. 
Profits from stalls let 
on market da~'S. 
Total receipts. 
Probably 4~1 
l.ba valued at 
3/-. 
4/6 
2/ll 
£12/8/3 
Rent paid for tolls. £6 
Expenses involved in 
erecting stalls, collecting 
tolls etc. £4/4/0 
Net Profit £2/4/3 
"Anti~nt rent• for toll of 
cattle at fairs and markets £17/10/0 
Rent for· cattle toll at 
fairs and markets. £15 -
Ren~ for toll of the market 
(probably cattle toll) £15 -
Rent for toll of the market 
and fairs (probably cattle 
toll). 215-
Rent for the toll. £15 -
Rebate on rent because of 
losses due to cattle plague. 1 gn. 
Rent for toll of the market 
and fairs (for all manner 
of cattle) £15 ·-
Rent for stall ground. £1/10/0 
Toll free for grain and corn. 
Es t1mated annual value of the 
tolls collected at Lodge's 
Fairs (~be tolls of these £13 
fairs may always have been let 
separately. They are mentioned 
to have been separate in 1752). 
Zstimated annual value of the 
tolls collected at Lodge's 
Fairs. 
Rent for toll of corn sold 
in the market. 
Rent for toll of corn. 
Rent for toll of corn. 
Rent for toll of corn. 
Rent for toll of corn. 
Rent for toll of corn. 
.Rent for toll of corn. 
Rent for toll of corn. 
Rent for cattle toll. 
Rent for toll of corn and 
cattle. 
Rent for toll of cattle. 
El4 
8 gns. 
£10 -
£10 -
£10 but allowed 
rebate of 1 gn. 
£10 -
£10 -
£10 -
£15 -
10 gns. 
20 gns. 
£20 
Place Date 
Type of Tolls7 Nature of 
Receipts or Rents charged 
f or Leas 3s of the Tolls 
12t 
sum (per annum 
unless otherwise 
sta ted) 
HBNLEY -l•ta .. 
1700-01 
Toll of corn £90/12/9\ 
1712-13 
1715-16 
1717-18 
1721 
1724 
1767-6 8 
1768-70 
Rent f or toll of corn 
Receipts for toll of corn 
Rece i pts for toll of corn 
Rent for toll of corn and 
roya lty of manor. 
Receip ts for toll of corn 
Receipts for toll of corn 
Quit ren t . fo:.c hair market 
.Re nt of tolls of stalls and 
ha i r raarket 
.Rent of tolls of stalls 
and hai r r;1.a rket 
£85 
£96/10/3 
£132/14/7 
approx. £90 -
£134/16/6\ 
probab ly 
£136/15/10~ 
£1 
£4 -
£4 
OXFORD 1666-82 Prof i ts of St. Fride swide's Annual receipts 
Fair r ange d be~~een 
£1/3/10 and 
£2/2/10 
, Estimat es on the cost of construct i ng the neH marke ·t ; the 
n~~r of shops and sta lls t o be e rected and the r ents t o be 
ch-ar ged f or t h em we r e const ant l y a ltering in t he early -:; t ages 
of the deve l opment of the ne-v1 rr~arket. Furthermore, mi nor changes 
in rents liere made bet ween 1774 and 1800 . Neverthel ess , the 
figures below are a reliabl e estimat e o f the t ot al sum which rents 
f ror1 t he :market could have been expe cted t o p r oduce , i l t he shops 
and stalls had been f ully let and t here ha d bee n r egu l ar payment 
o f rent. 
c 1774 8 f ront butchers' s hops £ 80 
let at £10 e a ch • 
. 32 r emaining butchers • shops £22 4 
let at £7 each. 
8 corne r gar deners' shops 
at £7 e ach . 
(or if 9 shops ) 
40 stalls a t E2/lO/O each 
'l'otal 
£ 56 
( £63 ) 
£100 
£460 
'l'he following f igures are included f or the pur;;A:S(:~ of c omparison. 
(120) 
c 1773 
a ay 1773 
Cost of bui l ding 40 £1767 
butchers' shops 
Estimate on annual expenses £311/6/0 
of the Market Committee 
Daily r eceipts of the new 
marketl20} 
These receipts were obtaine d from person.s who attended the 
market to sell but did not rent fixed shops. Gardeners 
bringing hampers to the market had to pay 2d per hamper per 
day; those bringing small baskets paid ld and those bringing 
goods weighing less than 1 peck paid ~d. Gardeners who rented 
shops and also placed goods in the market avenues had to pay 2d 
per intrusion. Fishermen were charged 3d per day for their 
standings and china-ware men setting up beaches to display t~eir 
·-Place Date 
Type of Tolls; Nature of 
Receipts or Rents charged 
for Leases of the Tolls 
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Sum (per annum 
unless otherwise 
stated) 
OXFORD c 1773 Estimate on the daily receipts £103 
from the new market 
(120) 
1775 
1776 
1777 
1778 
1779 
1780 
1781 
1782 
1783 
1784 
1785 
1786 
17'87 
1788 
1789 
1790 
1790 
1791 
1791 
1792 
1793 
1793 
1794 
1795 
Daily receipts £108/13/2(probably) 
" " £114/4/6~ 
" " £101/4/4 
11 II £102/1/9 
" " £110/14/3 
It II £111/15/4 
II Jt £116/4/7 
1\ It £112/6/2 
n n £132/13/7 
" " £132/13)6 
" 
11 £123/8/4 
" " £113/18/11 
" " £112/13/11 
!l :; £126/14/1 
tl II £129/14/0 
" " £121/9/1 
Balance in hand after annual £64/0/4 
audit (account prepared 1791) 
'J9.il:;: Receipts £129/1/11 
Balance in hand after annual £76/18/3 
audit (account prepared 1792) 
Dai1j receipts £119/7/6 
n " £123/0/7 
Balance in hand after £57/6/l!..i 
annual audit 
Daily receipts 
II II 
I'-'la.i 1795 
(possibly 
to 1794) 
1796 
1797 
Deficit at annual audit 
re1atinq 
£124/6/2 
£131/1/1 
£12/7/4!.z 
Daily receipts 
It " 
£140/10/2 
£128/7/9 
1780 Daily receipts collected in SQm per week 
Jan.J-8 
Jan.l0-15 
Jan.l7-22 
Jan.24-29 
Jan. 31-Feb. 5 
Feb.7-12 
Feb.14-19 
Feb.21-26 
Feb.28-Mar.4 
the new market 
goods were required to pay 6d per week. 
£1/9/0 
£1/8/7 
£1/9/8 
£1/8/1 
£1/12/0 
El/12/1 
£1/13/0 
£1/12/6 
£1/15/5 
The Book of the Oxford ~mrket Committee 1771-1835 ••• Pp.69; 72; 73; 83; §4. 
Place 
OXFORD 
Date 
Type of Tolls; Nature of 
Receipts of Rents charged 
for Leases of the Tolls 
.· Mar. 6-11 1780 
'i Mar.l3-18 
' Mar.2o-25 
Mar.27-Apr.l 
Apr.3-8 
Apr.l0-15 
Apr.l7-22 
Apr.24-29 
May 1-6 
May 8-13 
Nay 15-20 
May 22-27 
Hay 29-Jun.3 
Ju.n.S-10 
Ju.n.l2-17 
Jun.l9-24 
Jun.26-Jul.l 
Jul.3-8 
Jul.lD-15 
Jul.l7-22 
Jul. 24-29 
Jul. 31-Aug. 5 
Aug.7-12 
Aug.l4-19 
Aug.21-26 
Aug.28-Sept.2 
Sept.4-9 
Sept.ll··l6 
Sept.lS-23 
Sept. 2 5-· 30 
Oct.2-7 
Oct.9-14 
Oct.l6-21 
Oct.23-28 
Oct.30-Nov.4 
Nov.6-ll 
Nov.l3-18 
Nov.20-25 
Nov.27-Dec •. 2 
Dec.4-9 
Dec.ll-16 
Dec.l8-23 
Dec.25-30 
sum 
£1/17/6 
El/16/6 
£1/17/6 
£1/16/0 
El/15/0 
£1/14/2 
£1/14/6 
£1/15/6 
£1/16/0 
£1/17/0 
£1/17/0 
£1/19/0 
£2/2/0 
£2/3/6 
£2/8/6 
£2/16/0 
£3/7/0 
£4/0/5 
£3'1,_4/6 
£3/12/0 
£3/16/6 
£2/19/3 
£2/0/1 
£1/17/2 
£1/17/6 
£1/18/0 
£2 -
£1/16/6 
£2/3/0 
£2/6/6 
£2/3/0 
£2/4/0 
£2/7/1 
£2/7/0 
£2/7/3 
£2/6/6 
£2/5/6 
£2/0/3 
£2/2/0 
£1/19/3 
£2/2/0 
£1/12/6 
£1/15/0 
THAME Mar.l771- Rack rent for the tolls £26/16/0 
Mar.l772 
Sept.l799-
Sept.l800 
Sept.l799-
Sept.l800 
WOODSTOCK 1731 
Rent for the tolls of £23 -
Thame market 
Rent for the market house £3 -
Rent for the tolls. £26/5/0 
Shortly after this the tolls 
were divided, the cattle 
tolls being let separately. 
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Place 
~'100D­
STOCK 
Date 
~ar.l732-
Mar.l735 
Mar.l732 (date 
of order) 
Dec.1732 (date 
of order) 
Sept.l735 (date 
of order) 
Dec.1735 (date 
of order) 
Nov.l737 (date 
of order) 
JY.tar. 17 3 7-
Ha.c.l738 
lo1ar.1738-
Mar.l739 
Nov.l744 (date 
of order) 
Sept .1745-
Se pt.1746 
Sept.1746-
Sept.1747 
Sept.l747-
Sept.l74 8 
Sept.l747-
Sept.l748 
Nov.l750-
.No·v.l751 
1751 (probably 
Nov.l750-
Nov.l751) 
Probabl y Nov. 
l751-Nov.l752 
Probably Nov. 
1751-Nov.l752 
Nov.l752-
Nov.l757 
1766-1768 
1769-Feb.1772 
Feb.l969-
Feb.l772 
Feb.1772-
Feb.l775 
1775-Feb.l776 
Feb.1776 
Type of Tolls; Nature of 
Recei? ts of Rents charged 
for Leases of the Tolls 
Sum 
Rent for t o ll of cattle £8/5/0 
(except horses) 
Rent for tolls of Woodstock £20 -
(except cattle) 
Sum allowed to Mayor instead 12 gns. 
of profits of cheese fairs 
Rent for toll, pitch and shew£16/5/0 
(except cattle tolls) 
Rent for toll, pitch a nd £16/15/0 
shew and piece of ground by 
pillory (except cattle tolls 
and chee se fair) 
Rent for t he tolls , p itch and£15 -
.show and the piece of stall 
ground b y the p illory 
Smn allowed to Mayor inste ad 12 gns. 
of profits of cheese fairs 
Rent f or cattle toll £8/10/0 
Rent f or toll, pitch a nd 
show , ane pr ofits of 
cheese fairs 
Rent for cattle toll 
Rebate made beca us e of 
cattle p lague . 
Rent f or cattle toll 
Rent for t oll , p itch and 
sho-v1 and nr of i ts of 
cheese fairs 
Rent for cattle toll 
;{en t. fOJ~ toll, p itch and 
show and profits of 
cheese fairs 
Rent for cattle toll 
Rent for t o l l , pit ch a nd 
s how and pr ofits of 
cheese f a irs 
Rent for cattle t o ll 
£21/5/0 
1: 7/ 10/0 
£3/15/0 
£7/10/0 
£21/5/0 
£7/10/0 
£21/5/0 
£7/10/0 
£21/5/0 
£6/17/6 
Rent for toll, pitch and £21/5/0 
show and prof its of 
cheese fairs 
Rent for the toll £31 -
Rent for the toll (except £24 -
horses and corn) 
Woodstock market toll 
free for corn 
Rent fer tolls of markets £22/15/0 
and fairs including tolls 
of horses (rated at 5/-) 
Rent for tolls of markets £22/10/0 
and fairs 
Woodstock market to be "for 
the future• toll free for 
corn 
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Place 
HOOD-
STOCK 
Date 
~~ay 1776-
Dec.l779 and 
probably 
other years 
1781 
1784-1785 
Mar.l791 (date 
of order) 
Mar.1792 (date 
of order) 
Mar .• l795 (date 
f• :wh~h .. ,___ -~ . 
order was 
to run) 
Mar.l796 (date 
of order) 
Repeated 1797 
1802 
1825 
Nov.8 1737 
Dec.13 1737 
Mar.25 1738 
May 23 1738 
Ju1.22 1738 
Sept.21 1738 
Nov.7 1738 
Dec.7 1738 
Mar.26 1739 
Jul.23 1739 
Sept.21 1739 
Nllv.6 1739 
Dec.6 1739 
Mar.25 1740 
Sept.22 1740 
Nov.4 1740 
Dec.6 1740 
Mar.25 1741 
Jul.22 1741 
Sept.21 1741 
Nov.l 1741 
Type of Tolls; Nature of 
Receipts or Rents charged 
for Leases of the Tolls 
Rent for toll of markets 
and fairs 
No toll to be charged from 
Michaelmas 1781 on sheep 
sum 
El6 -
and cattie brought to Wood-
stock market. Toll continued 
to be paid at fairs. 
Rent for toll of markets £16 -
and fairs 
Rent for toll and profit El8 -
of markets and fairs 
Rent for toll and profits El4 -
of markets and fairs 
Rent for toll and profits El7 -
of markets and fairs and 
rent of "bye stalls in the 
sharn.ble " 
Rent for tolls and profits £12 -
of markets and fairs an<l 
rent of bye stalls in the 
shambles 
Ren·c for tolls and profit.s £8/10/0 
o i marke t s and fairs c:md 
rent of bye stalls in the 
~:ham.bles 
Tolls ~·:ere as follows: 
Horses 4d per head ; cattle 
2d per head; sheep 8d per 
v~; pi ccage, stalls and 
stands ld each. 
sums received for weighing 
cheese at the cheese fairs 
18/10 
8/3 
£1/2/7 
2/11 
4/6 
E6/lli6~ 
19/-
4/8~ 
El/10/5 
5/2~ 
£9/19/111.; 
14/6 
3/10 
£1/0/6 
£4/10/10~ 
5/6 
4/3 
11/5 
3/3 
£3/17/0 
12/-
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Place 
WOO!J-
STOCK 
Date 
Dec.7 1741 
.f.1ar.25 1742 
Jul.22 1742 
Sept.21 1742 
Nov. 1742 
Dec. 1742 
~!ar. 1743 
Jul. 1743 
Sept. 1743 
i~ov. 8 1743 
Dec. 6 1743 
Mar.26 1744 
~·1ay 15 17 44 
Jul.23 1744 
Sept.21 1744 
Nov.6 1744 
Type of Tolls: Nature of 
Receipts or Rents charged 
for Leases of the Tolls 
------··. - ·· . ···-------- ----------
Sum 
5/8 
17/-
3/9 
ES/16/4 
7/4 
5/-
17/6 
4/2 
£4/17/2 
10/7 
9/1 
El/1/1 
3/2 
2/-
£4/11/0 
11/2 
The terms used t o describe J.Ja2'Inents demanded by mar ket 
author! ties varied l>o t i1 f rom rnarke t to market and ins i de 
L .. '-~i vidual markets and it is d i ff icult to give p recise 
definitions of the varlous phrases employ.;d. 
The tert!\ used most f r equently 1.s "toll", defined by J.A.H. 
Murray's A New English Dictiona!Y. (1909)_ a s , "a charge for the 
privilege of bringing goods for sale to a market or fair, or of 
eetting up a stall," and by Nuttall's Concise Standard 
Dicti_gn~ (1973) as "a tax for some liberty or privilege, 
particularly that of ••• vending goods in a fair or market ~" 
These 2 defini-tions would appear to be, to some extent , contra-
dietary in that the one suggests that tolls were paid by persons 
simply bringing goods into a market place and the other that 
they were paid only when commodities were actually sold. There 
is evidan=e that in Oxfordshire tolls were sometimes demanded 
only when sales took place. Thus a report drawn up in the 
sixteenth century asserted that toll \'TaB not to be taken on 
cattle as it was brought to Oxford market but only when sales 
took place. <121) 
(121) 
Oxford Miscellanies Ms Top Oxon b 116 Document 30. 
121 
Later evidence is less explicit. However, in the l a t e 
seventeenth cent~J we find that at Chipping Norton, when an . 
individual was permitted to erect sheep pens at fairs and 
markets and charge for their usa, the Bailiffs and Burgesses 
reserved to themselves all tolls and dues for the sale of 
-
sheep and lambs. <122) However, we can also adduce evidence 
of toll being demanded as goods were brought into towns on 
market days, although one should note that these tolls may 
have been in addition to, rather than in place of, those 
charged when sales occurred. An example of tolls being taken 
on entry into a town is from Burford. There, ·the Bailiffs 
were pe~tted to take toll from the owners of c.arts and 
cattle crossing the town's bridge during the Michaelmaa 
fairs.' 123) Again, at least in the seventeenth century, it 
would appear that non-freemen bringing corn to sell in Oxford 
may have been charged wheelage, that is a tax on the passage 
of the cart in which they carried their corn<124>, probably 
in addition to a toll, in proportion to the amount of corn 
they actually sold. <125> 
In addition to demanding toll, market authorities might 
also request payment for the rights to occupy space ~n a 
. 
(122) Lf.!ae for PenniBq sheep in Chipping Norton Market. Place ••• 
(123) J.o.J. Jan. 15 1791 No.l968. 
(124) Ed. M.G. Hobson "Oxford Council Acts 170l-1752• ••• P.308. 
Notes concerning •wheela9e". 
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(125) Ed. A. Crossley v.c.u. Oxfordshire Vol.IV The City of Oxford 
(1979) P,.308. 
market place, to erect a stall, or to occupy any structure 
which they or the lessee of the tolls might provide. Evidence 
that vendors were charged simply for the privilege of using 
ground-space comes fran Oxford. There, when an area of the 
new market began to be occupied by persons selling garden 
produce it was ~cided that ·~y reasonable sum-of money• could 
be demanded •as compensation for the space of ground they 
occupy•.<126 ) It is possible, moreover, that the terms 
"pitching pence•, •pitch and share", and "pitch and shew", 
which were employed in several .towns, refer to payments for 
the right simply to place goods on the marke~ ,square. (l21) 
However, the term piccage, which was also employed, has a 
more specific meaning, being generally defined as a toll paid 
for breaking the g~ound in setting up booths, stalls and tents 
at fairs and markets and, as it was apparently consid•red that 
pitching pence could not be demanded of the persons selling 
garden produce<128), one may suggest that, on the whole, the 
(126) Ed. L.L. Shadwell, •Enactments in Parliament ••• Vol.II 
I Geo~ge I - II George zv• ••• P.l79. 
(127) 
(128) 
This is suggested by, for example, a decree that the Town 
Cierk of Chipping Norton was to demand from ·persons from 
Charlbury, who exposed to s•le any goods, wares or 
merohandiae in Chipping Norton market, the usual dues and 
fees kna.m aa the pi i;ch and share penny. 
J:r!on Council. Minute Book. Chipping Norton Bo!'ough 1;720 -
a ! ~iqQ$eenth Centu;x. 
A clause 1n the Act of Parliament under which the new 
market was established, had reserved the right to collect 
pitching pence to the Mayor. 
Ed. L.L. Shadwell, ~Enactments in Parliament ••• Vol.II I 
George I - II George rv ••• P.l23. 
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HoweveJ:, it was apparently considered that special provision 
had to be made before money could be collected from those 
selling qarden produce in this one area of the new market. 
use of these terms carries with it the implication that the 
payer would be erecting some sort of structure upon which to 
display his wares. 
Another ter.m in common use was "stallage•~ _defined as 
•a tax or toll levied for the liberty of erecting a stall 1n 
a fair or market.•< 129) Given this definition it is not easy 
to ascertain the exact distinction between piccage and stallage. 
certainly stallage or stall-ground payments, like piccage, 
might he demanded for the privileqe of setting up a stall for 
one's own use. This is illustrated by an advertisement placed 
in J.O.J.: "Whereas there are two Butchers stalls left at 
the King's Arms in the High-Street, Oxford• Notice is hereby 
given that if the owners thereof do not immediately fetch them 
away and pay the Stall GroWl.d, they will be forthwith sold to 
defray the same."(lJO) However, stalls or standings(lll) might 
also be provided by market _ owners or those dwelling in the 
streets where markets were held, and it is possible that 
stallage could somet~ea have been employed to cover the 
paymenta requested from -those renting these stalls. 
(129) Ed. J.A.H. Murray A New Eng;l,isb Dictionatt (1909). 
(l30) J.Q.J. Jul. 18 1767 No.742. 
(131} The word •standing" appears t.o mean both a boft!l or a 
stall or the position for or occupied by a booth or stall. 
~d. J.A.H. Hurray Op.Cit. 
In Oxfordshire the term seems to have been employed most 
usually to indicate a stall. 
J.s.w. Gibson Lo2.cit. P.4o. 
Rev.. H. E. Salter, 16Xlord City Properties, • ... . in o. H. s. 
Vol. LXXXIII (1926) P.33. 
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Finally, one should note that market authorities might 
also raise money from those visiting their towns on market 
or fair days by providing a common beam at which goods to be 
sold would be required to be weighed. <132> For example, at 
Woodstock the profits from "weighing cheese" were a useful 
source of income for the MB.yor. ' 133) A,O$in 1 at Charlbury, 
the profits whioh .could be gained from .providing scales must 
have been significant for there, in the early eighteenth 
centu%}·, a maltster acting in defiance of the Lord • s Bailiff 
set ~P scales ·and weiqhed cheese, charging 2d per hundred for 
the service. <134> Finally, at Chipping Norton many local 
people could share in the profits to be gained from weighing 
cheese: "It has been usuall for any shopkeeper 
and inhabitant in Chipping Norton to way 
cheese on the ffaire days in his own shtp 
without paying any duty or fee. Butt all 
oehers that keep scales in the publick 
street pay or contract with the ·Lords of 
the manor or their Agnt.•<135> 
From the above it will be evident that payments were 
mostly demanded of vendors on the day of the market or fair 
and were for facilities provided for the duration of that 
mark at or fair. As we have seen, however, there wer :~ also 
(132) 
(133) 
(134) 
(135) 
A.M. Everitt, "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce,• in 
Ed. J. Thirsk Oe,c.it. P. 482. 
We>~f!,!;gck Chamberlain's Acc.ount§ 1738•1834 Box 93/1. 
For example Pp. 11 3. 
Note• oa ,Refusal of Tenants of Charlbq!'Y to Pax Market 
TgAls and.RS!• c 1717. 
2 PAR!rs giving Tistoms of Markets and Fairs at Woodstock 1221 D1L IV~l3 . I). 
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fixed shops and stalls in market places, and for these it was 
more usual for rent to be charged and paid either annually, 
half-yearly or quarterly. Thus, in the seventeenth oentuey, 
leases were qranted of the shops in Butcher Row in Henley and 
rents paid twice per year <136), and i _n Oxford fixed butchers' 
shops and fis~ chandlers' stalls were leased to the City's 
free tradesmen in return for annual rents.(ll?) 
The eighteenth century probably witne_ssed sane expansion 
in the practice of granting leases for fixed shops. Thus, 
~ith the construction of the new market in Oxford many more 
permanent shops and stalls became available and were let for 
134 
annual rents to both free and country butchers and to gardeners(lJS) 
and when the butchers' shambles in Woodstock were completed in 
1766 the majority of the shops were let, for quarterly rents. <139·) 
A~B. Robertson, examining how this practice developed in 
London, suggests that there at least there was considerable 
opposition to it because it was felt that .temporary accommodation 
for which all could apply would permit country sellers to enjoy 
equal aoeess to the City's markets with local tradesmen, thereby 
helping to promote competition and preserve the ideal of the 
open market. (l40) In OXfordshire, local freemen do seem, 
(136) 
(137) 
(138) 
BorC?SSQ Ass.embl;y Minutes-,.1687-1722 ... P.6. 
h~ile the butchers' shops in Queen Street were leased out 
and rents paid, the stalls set up in High Street and used 
on market days seem to have been let by the day for ~e 
payment of pitching pence a:f1.d stallaqe. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, "OXford Council Acts 1665-17011• ••• Pp.216-217. 
Book or the Relie of the Poor .••• st. Peter le Bailex 
1 6 - Ma T~p Ox~n b 126 P.23. This lists the taies for 
e re ief of the poor paid by the occupiers of the butchers' 
shops in Queen Street. 
Rev. H.E. Salter, "Oxford City Properties" ••• Pp.38; lSo-151. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~th=·~e~C~ommi~~t~t~e~•· o.3.10(21). This 
e terms under which the butchers' 
'
139) Ac~~ tbt ·~gunei1 1747-1287. P.230. 
__ _!_~~~~~~~'- Rob~tson if:2c;,Si~ • . Pp.l8-20. 
in fact, to have experienced advantages when pe~ent 
accommodation was provided. Thus, as we have seen, the 20 
butchers' shops in Queen Street, Oxford, were leased to free 
butchers only and even though the permanent stalls in the new 
market were made available to country traders, these were 
initially pe~tted access to their shops on general market 
days only. <141> Moreover, when in an attempt to circumvent 
this regulation the country butchers began to take orders 
on general market days and deliver the meat to the City on 
other days, it was decided that the practice constituted 
vending out of the market and that the butchers would be 
liable to a fine of £5 for each offence. <142> In Woodstock 
too, while both free and country butchers could take shops 
in the shambles, the countrymen appear to have been charged 
higher renta.<143> 
However, it was not necessarily the case that the provision 
of fixed facilities brought any more disadvantage to the visiting 
tradeamen than the system of temporary accommodation. Thus, in 
Oxford the rule that •foreigners• should not sell garden produce 
and cheese on any other days than general market days applied 
(l4l) The Book of the Oxford Market Committee ••• P.59. 
<
142) Papers of the Market Committee 1774-1823 0.3.11.(2). 
(143) Acts of the Council 1747-1787 ••• Pp.2291 261. 
According to this each stall was to be let to the "out 
town• butcher• at £1/16/0 per year or lOd per day, "they 
paying the toll,• but that 2 butchers who w .. e freemen 
were to pay only 10/- per year. It is not clear what 
is meant by •they paying the toll•. The rent of the 2 
freemen butchers was raised to 20/- per year in 1767. 
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when these products were still sold from temporary stalls set 
up in the streets. <144) Moreover, it is important to note 
that when and where commodity tolls were the most usual payments 
demanded, certain sections of the community might also enjoy a 
privileged position. 
Many different groups, in fact, enjoyed or claimed a 
total or partial exemption from the payment of both tolls and 
the fees demanded for the use of scales<145>, even if they 
usually expected to pay piccage and stallage. 
The most usual groups to be exempt from the payment of 
tolls were the members of Corporations, freemen and often all 
the inhabitants of the town in which the aarket was held. For 
example, in Banbury the town's freemen did not pay sheep 
tolls<146) and in 1672 when a Holton grazier became a freeman 
of Oxford he was given a charter to go toll-free.<147) Again, 
the inhabitants of Chipping Norton and over Norton; which a4d 
been formerly part of the same manor and continued to be in 
the same parish, had the right to trade freely in Chipping 
Norton market. <148> 
It was less usual for the freemen of a town to be able to 
claim the right to be exempt from paying toll not only in their 
(144) 
(145) 
(146) 
(147) 
o. Ogle Loc.cit. P.87. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, •axford Council Acts 1665-1701• ••• P.296. 
A common balance with. common weights was expected to be 
provided in every market town. 8 At which balance all the 
inhabitants may freely weigh without anything paying.• 
&. Burn The Justice of the Peace and Yarish Officer (12th 
Ed. 1772) Vol.IV P.341. 
J.s.w. Gibson Loc.cit. PlS. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, •axford Council Acts 1665-1701• ••• P.S7. 
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(148) 2 Papers giving customs of Markets and Fairs at Woodstock 1709 • . 
own market town, but throughout the country~ This privilege 
~~as, however, claimed by the Citizens of Oxford, whose rights 
were enshrined in the City's Charters, . for example that of 
1228, in which we find, 
•the burgesses (of Oxford) should be 
free of toll, passage etc.; with all 
liberties which they had been used to 
have with the citizens of London •• •<149) 
Oxford's claims did not go unchallenged and sometimes legal 
137 
action was required before they were respected. Thus, in the 
1580's Oxford apparently attempted to have its right to sell 
merchandise free of toll accepted by the authorities in London, 
M.L. Prior suggesting that, •This may well have been a preliminary 
step to opening the navigation and expanding trade."(lSO) A 
century later, when according to Dr .• Prior the river traffic was 
booming(lSl), the dispute was reopened when the authorities in 
London demanded toll on malt sent from Oxford. (lS2) The l~yor 
of OXford vigorously asserted that the City's freemen were 
exempt from the payment of toll. 
Moreover, it was not simply in London that Oxford's claims 
were pursued. Thus, in 1697 the Council promised to defend 
seve~al butchers who had complained that they had been 
distrained for toll in ~ number of markets, one of which was 
(149) 
(150) 
(151) 
(152) 
H.A. Merewether and A.J. Stephens gp.cit. Vol.I P.447. 
The right of the freemen of Oxford to trade without 
paying tolls must have been generally known. It is 
mentioned, for example, in T. Read Op.cit. P.423. 
M.L. Prior Fisher Row - The Oxford Community of Fishermen 
and Bargemen, lSQ0-1800. D.Phil. Thesis Oxford (1976) 
Pp.l47-l48. 
Ibid~ P.148 • 
........... 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, •oxford Council Aots 1665-1701• ••• Pp.l33-
1341 192, 195. 
probably Thame(lSJ) and in 1790 Oxford Copporation commenced 
an action again•t the Lord's Bailiff of Henley for attempting 
to toll corn sold by an Oxford freeman. On the latter 
occasion the Lord of the Manor was forced to acknowledge that 
his Bailiff had been at fault, and J.O.J. summarizing the 
case concluded, 
•we cannot find from the City Records 
that this Claim of ~xamption was ever 
before a subject of contention, and it's 
Issue is an additional Proof that the 
Charters of this Corporation retain 
their original Force and Effect in 
their full Extent.•<154) 
Besides the freemen of Oxford there weee others in the 
County who asserted that they should enjoy the privilege of 
trading toll-free in markets and fairs throughout the country. 
These included the Lords and tenants of particular manors and 
the occupiers of certain lands. For example, the occupants 
of demesne tenements of the former royal manor of Woodstock 
claimed total freedom from the payment of toll. An exemption 
certificate dated 1710 runs as followsa 
(153) 
(154) 
"Appears from a survey taken in the 4th 
year of King Edward VI that the ancient 
demesne tenements of the manor of Wood-
stock among divers other liberties should 
be free from the payment of toll and 
tribute in all fairs and markets within 
Ed. M.G. Hobaon, "Oxford Council Acts 1665-1701" ••• P.272. 
J.O.J. Mar. 13 1790 No.l924. 
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the realm. The bearer hereof (Thomas 
Boughton) is an inhabitant of Stonesfield 
within the manor of Woodstock and a tenant 
of the said manor and has the right to use 
the ancient liberties.•(lSS) 
It is significant that this states that the tenement was freed 
from the payment of toll. It seems, in fact, that there was a 
distinction made between the person who enjoyed an overall 
exemption fran· ·:pay,i'W,l·Jt;-;~l and the one who enjoyed that 
exemption by virtue of his occupation of certain lands. Thus, 
in Chipping Norton the claims of a number of persons that they 
should be per.mitted to sell cattle toll free in the market 
there were rejected by the Corporation on the grounds that the 
livestock they were b•inging to sell had not originated on 
the lands to which the exemption belonged but had been brought 
from other areas or purchased at fairs or markets. (lS6) 
In addition to tenants ot the manor of Woodstock, the 
inhabitants of South Leigh and Stanton Harcourt also claimed 
to be exempt from paying toll, as the villages were close to 
the royal manor and the villagers had formerly been obliged 
to perform certain services for the King, for which, 
(155) 
(156) 
"they have ever heretofore been freed 
from the payment of all Toll and Trib6te 
in all Fairs and Markets whatsoever within 
his Highnesses Realms and Dominions.•(lS7) 
Pa);r Concerning Exemption from Toll 1710 Misc. LIDDLE 
II vili/1. 
Common Council Minute Book. Chiepin~ Norton Borough 1720 -
late Eiqhteenth Centgrx. RQference under 20 Dec. 1725. 
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(157) Ed. B.w. Harcourt The Harcourt Paeers (N.D.) Vol.I Pp.22-23. 
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Finally, the inhabitants of the manors of Bicester King's End 
and Kirtlington, which w$%-e part of the estates of the Duchy 
of Lancaster claimed to be freed from paying toll in all 
markets and .fairs, except those held within the Duc~y .ltself. (lSS) 
However, one should note that even where groups of people 
might cla~ a total exemption from paying toll they appear, on 
the whole, to have pursued their claims mQat forcibly in the 
adjacent market towns and possibly also in the regional market 
centres. Thus, the inhabitants of Bicester King's End 
successfully established their right to trade freely in 
Bicester Market End(lS9) and apparently tried to assert it in 
Oxford< 160>; and the inhabitants of Kirtlington also refused 
(158) 
(159) 
(160) 
J. Dunkin Qp.cit. P.l36. 
It would appear that at Kirtlinqton a ceremony known as the 
Lady of the Lamb was performed by the inhabitants and Thomas 
Hearne suggests that this was to celebrate their freedom 
from paying toll. The same ceremony is also believed to 
have taken place at Wytham in Berkshire and at Bynsham. In 
this context one should note that the inhabitants of Eynsham 
refused to pay tolls at Woodstock market. 
Ed. by the Committee, aRemarks and Collections of Thomas 
Hearne Vol.VIII (Sept. 23 1722 - Auq. 9 1725)• in O.H.S. 
Vol.L (1907) P.66. 
Mrs. B. Stapleton suggests that the ceremony took place at 
Xidlington not Kirtlington. This would appear to be erroneous. 
Mrs. B. Stapleton, •Three Oxfordshire Parishes, A History of 
Kidlington, Yarnton and Begbroke,• in o.a.s. Vol.XXIV (1893) 
P.l60. 
J. Dunkin Qp.cit~. P.l36. 
The inhabitants of the estates of the Duchy of Lancaster 
were, of courae, expected to pay toll at Bicester King's 
End fair. 
h'hen, in the early eighteenth century, the problem of 
wheelage was considered by Oxford Corporation, the question 
of whether the inhabitants of Kirtlington and Bicester 
King's End should pay toll, stallage and piccage appea.rs 
to have been raised. 
Bd. M.G. Hobson, •oxford Council Acts 1701-sl• ••• Pp.310-311. 
to pay toll in Woodstock, their closest market town. <161) 
Again, there is evidence that tenants of the royal manor of 
Woodstock had their exemption claims accepted in Woodstock 
itself<162), OXford<163) and probably also in Chipping Norton. 
It aeems, in fact, that there it was the activities of 
inhabitants of the former royal manor, particularly men from 
Finstock, Deddington and Stonesfield (probably Thomas Boughton), 
which led the authorities to make a distinction between 
exemptions applying to individuals and to lands. <164> 
In conclusion, one may note that while the documentation 
and traditions upon which exemption claims were based often 
stretched back to the thirteenth century, the claims were far 
from being pursued out of antiquarian interest. Indeed, it 
may be argued that the decisions of farmers and dealers to 
attend one market and not another were most probably influenced 
significantly by whether or not they could attend one of the 
markets without having to pay the authorities for the privilege 
of so doing. Moreover, in Oxford decisions on long-term trading 
and marketing policies appear to have depended, to some extent, 
on the acceptance by London of the City's exemption claims. 
1t1 
(161) Paf!rs Relatini to Woodstock l602-cl825 Ms Top Oxon c351 No.l62. 
The validity o their claim to exemption was not, however, 
acknowledged. by the authorities in Woodstock. The exemption 
claims of the inhabitants of Stanton Harcourt, who did 
(162) 
(163) 
(164) 
possess a charter right to go toll free throughout the 
country, were also rejected. The inhabitants of North 
Leigh and Ramsden also refused to pay toll in Woodstock. 
The authorities in Woodstock acknowledged the exemption 
claims of the inhabitants of Old Woodstock, Wootton, Bladon, 
lLordley Farm, Long and/or Church tianborough, Freeland, 
Combe, Stones field, Finatock, Pawler, Charlbury, Deddington 
and. Bloxham. 
Ibid. 
-
Ed. A. Crossley v.c.H. OXford shire Vol.IV ••• P.310. 
COIIIIlOn Council Minute Book. Chi,in~ Norton Borough 1720 ••• 
References under 2o Dee. 1725 an 2 Jan. 1725/26. 
Exemption claims, being often difficult to substantiate 
or unacceptable to m.ar!~et author! ties, were, as we have seen, 
the cause of several disputes. Toll disputes also arose for 
other reasons. For example, there was often disaqreement, 
arising from uncertainties about the ownership of markets, as 
to who, in fact, should enjoy the privilege of receiving toll 
payments. Thus, in OXford, where both city emd university 
laid claim to the revenue derived from the markets, on many 
occasions, particularl7 in the seventeenth century, one party 
might hamper the collection of tolls , stallage and piccage 
by the other or encourage tradesmen to refuse to submit to 
toll demands. <165) 
A more specifically eighteenth century problem was that 
of whether toll could be taken on produce purchased outside 
the market precincts and/or by sample. An e xamination of this 
issue is revealing in that it helps to s how both how market 
1tZ 
(165) In 1620, for example, the Vice-Chancellor ordered the bakers 
and butchers to set up their stalls in the market without 
paying toll to the City. 
Ed. A. Clark, •Register of the university of Oxford. Vol.II 
1571-1622," in o.a.s. Vol.x (1887) P.339. 
In 1639 and 1661, on the other hand, it was the turn of 
the City to deny the University's clAXms. 
Thus, in 1639 it waa affirmed by Tobias Payne of Oddinqton, 
"that Mr. Weeks of Maqdalen parish in axon persuaded him 
and other cuntry men not to paye toll, and a.ouched if any 
was due, it was due to the Cittie of Oxon, not to the 
Oniversitie,• and in 1661 it was declared in a petition 
from the University to the King that "(the) Citty incroach 
upon (the) Markett, and disturb those who come to sell 
cloath victualls and other oomoditys, and disturb (the) 
Clerke of (the) Markett to take toll." 
o. Ogle Loc.cit. Pp.85; 68. 
authorities in different towns tried t o protect their revenue 
when faced b~' new developments in marketing and also how in 
the less successful market to~ms a failure to come to ter.ms 
wi~~ such problems might both be symptomatic of, ~ld hasten, 
the decline of the open market. 
Thus, in Charlbury when the Lord's Bailiff was faced 
with the fact that the town's maltsters \'Tere buying barley 
by sample in Chipping Uorton and then having 1 t delivered 
to Charlbury an non-1~-:a:cket days to avoid toll payments, he 
failed both to prevent the practice and to secure the market 
revenue< 166), and this failure was undoubtedly a factor in 
the market's decline. The authorities in other towns, however, 
while failing to prevent altogether such practices, often 
found ways of protecting revenue, thereby reducing the 
advantages of by-passing their open markets. Thus, when the 
authorities in Chipping Norton, \ioodstock and ~'lallingford in 
Berkshire were faced with a similar situation to t hat which 
had arisen in Charlbury, they decided to take toll on the corn 
brought into their towns to the maltsters, not only on market 
days but every day of the ~leek. <167> This was also seen as 
the solution when the same issue arose at Henley in 1768. 
There, however, when legal opinion was sought, the view given 
was that, as the corn had not been brought to market, no toll 
could be demanded. (168) Nevertheless, in spite of this 
unfavourable decision, in 1793 a committee was set up to 
discover if tolls were payable on grain no part of which had 
been pitched<169), and, as late as 1808, the Court Leet Jury 
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(lG6 ) Notes on Refusal of Tenants of Charlbury to Pa,I Market Tolls 
and Dues c 1717. 
(167) Ibid 
.. , .. ~R&rs 91 vinq Cu.stoms of Markets and Fairs 
(.ltii) Mf· ••Y!• Opinion about Forestalling 1768. 
_ .__,;(....:1..:..6 9-.:):_...,;;;J..,., •...,o,.;;,;. Jo;...;•;._Jan. 2 6 179 3 No. 2013. 
at \'loodstock 1709 
asserted, "that the Lord of t he Manor, or his 
Tenant, the Lessee of the Tolls is 
intitled to take Toll from all Corn 
sold within this Manor, whether in the 
open Market or elsewhere, and as often 
as the same shall be sold."<170> 
Finally, one may note that in Abingdon in Berkshire, not 
only was it ensured that there was no financial advantage in 
selling privat ely but selling in the market was accorded active 
encouragement. Thus, w. Mavor, writing in the early nineteenth 
century, recorded ti1at on the 2 official market days, Monday 
and Friday , corn could be sold and de·livered toll-free, 
whereas on non-market days payment was demanded from those 
bringing corn into the town.< 171> 
l'lhi.le the disputes discussed above arose because, in 
these cases, there weee genuine doubts as to \'fhether the 
authorities had the right to collect tolls, it was also the 
case that tradesmen might reject indisputably legitimate 
requests for payment. In Oxford, for example, throughout 
the second half of the seventeenth and first half of the 
eighteenth centuries the butchers constantly refused to pay 
pitching pence< 172), and the situation did not improve after 
the construction of the new market, fishermen rejecting claims 
(170) Courtleet Book 1786-1881 Pp.SS-56. 
(171) W. Mavor Qp.cit. P.450. 
( 172) . 
. ExemJlification of a Judgment as to Pica~e and Stallage. 
May !t87 I.41. 
o. Ogle Loc.cit. Pp.89-91. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, •oxford council Acta 1665-1701• PP.l85; 
194; 206; 216-217. 
1t4 
Ed. M.G. Robson, •oxford Council Acts 1101-1752• Pp.lviiiJ 239. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, •oxford Council Acts 1752-lSOln Pp. S-6, 
llJ 2Q-21. 
that they should pay for standinqs <173> and reqular stall ... 
holders falling as much as 3 years behind with their rents. <174> 
In other towns the authorities were faced with s~lar 
problema. Thus we find that in 1710 the authorities in 
Henley were having to order, 
•that such persona as shall refuse to 
pay to Thomas Barrett such moneys as 
are usually paid for pitching or 
setting, anythinq for sale on markett 
dayes in or about the markett cross 
bee proceeded against for the same 
att the charge of this Corporation 1 •<175> 
and that in 1785 the Corporation of Banbury was contemplating 
taking action again•t several persons makinq default in the 
payment of toll. <176> 
Finally 1 it is clear that even when tradesmen might make 
the requisite payments to the authoriti-.~ they could still 
find ways of defrauding market owners. Por example, a tradesman 
t•s 
<
173> The Book of the Oxford Market Committee 1771-1835 ••• Pp.75-77. 
(174) 
(175) 
(176) 
Ibid P.76 and Passim. 
P!eirs of the Market Committee 1774-1823 0.3.11(8); (9); (10) 
J.O.J. May 16 1795 No.21§4. 
The problem of arrears among the tradesmen in the new market 
was particularly acute in the period 1794-1797; and it does 
appear that the butchers were having real difficulties in 
meeting their financial commitments, one being actually 
imprisoned for debt and others urging that they were unable 1 
not simply unwilling, to raise the money required to pay off 
their arrears. It is possible to suggest, therefore, that 
butchers and gardeners, at least, may have failed to profit 
from the high prices and food shortages of these years. 
Boroush Assembly Minutes !687-1722 ••• 
Minute Boo! of Banbu;y Corporation 1764-1812 P.88. 
might pay stallage, erect a stall, apparently for his own use 
and then, perhaps in defiance of the market authorities, let 
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the stall at a considerable profit. This occurred at Charlbury. Cl77> 
Again, a stall-holder might per,mit another vendor to stand at 
his stall with him. This happened in the new market at 
Oxford. (178> These 2 point• are important in that they may 
suggest both that markets were capable of generating greater 
profits than were ever seen by market owners or toll-farmers 
and that more tradesmen may have been involved in the marketing 
prooeaa than would appear from stallage accounts. 
It will have become clear already that many factors 
influenced the revenue which a market-owner could derive from 
a market. 'l'his makes any attempt to interpret apparent trends 
in toll receipts, or to use toll data to asses• the volume of 
trade moving through a particular market, very difficult. 
Other factors also render toll material of the type 
contained on Table II of questionable value as an indicator 
of developments in marketing. 
A seriea of problems stem from the way in which toll was 
collected. Thus, although market toll was sometimes collected 
by an officer appointed by the market owner or granted as an 
ex-officio payment to a borough official, who was then 
responsible for its collection, a town's tolls were frequently 
faxmed to a private individual, or a series of private 
individuals, that is the right to collect stallage, piccage, 
fees for weighing produce and tolls upon cattle and corn 
(177) Accounts of Michael Gaadner of Profits of Markets and 
Fairs g 1217 DiE IV/b/ll(Ivf. 
Ed. A. croasley v.c.a. Oxfordshire Vol.x •• P.l45. 
<
178) The Book of the Oxford Market Committee 1771-1835 •• P.So. 
might be let separately. Under these circumstances the only 
toll records to have survived in many towns are the details 
of the rents paid by the farmers, and particular cautiou 
has to be exercised in usinq this material. 
Here we shall discuss 2 major problema. Firstly, in 
order to interpret trends in rents correctly, it ia necessary 
to know precisely which payments a farmer was entitled to 
collect at any given time. The need for this can be illus-
trated fran the Woodstock data; an examination of which 
reveals that the increase in the rent paid by the lessee in 
the 1740's was almost certainly due solely to the fact that 
he had acquired responsibility for weighing cheese and that 
tl1e decreases in rent in 1769 and 1776 were the result, in 
part at least<179>, ~£ the abolition of tolls on corn. 
Secondly, and more problematical, there is usually no 
way of assessing the relationship which rents bore to the 
sums actually collected from market users. There is, indeed, 
evidence to suggest that the rent paid by a farmer might not 
have related realistically to the profits to be derived from 
the market. 'l'hus P. V. McGrath sugge$its that the author! tiaa 
of the City of London often failed to increase rents when the 
value of a market to the farmer was greatly inoreasing(lSO), 
(179) 
(180) 
It would seem likely that the construction in 1766 of fixed 
butchers' shops for which rents were charged and paid 
directly to the Corporation, would have diminished the 
returns which could have been expected from pitch and show 
and may have also contributed to the decrease in rent 
charged in 1769. 
P.v. McGrath The Marketin2 of Food, Fodder and Livestock 
in the London Area In the Seventeenth Centup: with some 
RefeJ;"enpe to the Sources of SUPJ21~. Univ. o London M.A. 
Thesis (1948) P.l09. 
1t7 
while at 'iioodstock, where the leesees of the tolls appear to 
have experienced difficulties in paying their rents(lSl), it 
may have been the case that the rents were fixed at a higher 
level than the market profits really warranted. Moreover, 
evidence from the 2 towns from which both rents and receipts 
have survived - Henley and Charlbury - shows that the relation-
ship between rents and receipts might vary widely from town to 
town. Thus 1 at the start of the eighteenth century, in Henley 
the receipts from the corn market were worth only l3i more 
than the rent of the corn tolls, while at Charlbury the market 
receipts were more than double the rent paid by the lessee of 
the tolls. A further point is that the Charlbury data shows 
b~at there might be a not inconsiderable difference between 
receipts and profit~, the lessee of the tolls being sometimes 
obliged to meet the expenses involved in holding the market. (lS2) 
Rec6ipt material might appear initially to be a more 
reliable source. A£tain, however, problems arise with the 
interpretation of the data. Firstly, like rents, market 
receipts might rise and fall simply in response to changes in 
the commodities on which toll was being collected. Thus, the 
rise in Oxford new market receipts after 1781 may be accounted 
for, in part, by the fact that from that year fruit, butter and 
(l8l) Chamberlain's Accounts 1738-1834 Box 93/1 Passim. 
(182) Another example of the lessee of the tolls being obliged 
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to meet market expenses comes from Witney. There, in 1705, 
the Jury of the Borough Court presented that the watercourse 
through the market place was out of repair and that the 
person receiving the piccage and stallage of the market 
should repair the same. 
Collections Made in the Nineteenth Century by w. Lan9ford ••• P.l23. 
eggs were required to be sold in the new market. Secondly, 
when trying to usa receipt material to assess the volume of 
trade passing through a market, or to compare the relative 
success of 2 markets one is faced with the problem that 
tables showing the rates at which tolls were charged have 
frequently failed to survive. Por example, no data on the 
rates at which toll on corn was taken has been found. (lSl) 
Moreover, one does not usually know whether changes were made 
in the rates, during the course of the eighteenth century. 
Given both the inadequacy and problematical natura of 
toll data it is not easy to test the most wi dely held view 
on market receipts, that is that they were generally declining 
during the eighteenth century. (lS 4) Nevertheless, having, as 
fa.r as possible, taken into account the difficulties discussed 
above, one may suggest that the trend in rents at Woodstock 
was definitely a downward one, with a noticeable fall in the 
1790's and early nineteenth century, an~ that this was most 
probably a reflection of falling receipts. The limited evidence 
on Thame woul~ also appear to support the view of a downward 
trend in receipts. 
A downward trend is not, however, noticeable in all markets. 
At Chipping Norton, for example, rents, and therefore possibly 
receipts, appear to have remained stable from the mid 1720's 
onward, and, at Oxford, while the new market receipts fluctuated 
widely from year to year, over the period as a whole they appear 
{183) 
(184) 
One may note, however, that in 2 towns 1n the adjacent 
country of Berkshire - Newbury and Reading - toll was 
taken in the early nineteenth century at the rate of a 
quart of grain for every quarter sold. 
w. Mavor Qp.cit. Pp.459; 464. 
ttl 
J . Chartres, for example, suggests that the overall trend 
in market revenue from the late seventeenth century was 
downward, but he adds that superimposed on the downward trend 
wera marked periodic or even cyclical fluctuations in receipts. 
J. Chartres Markets, Fairs gad the CQmmgnity ••• Pp.lOI 12. 
to have moved upward. 
Although inconclusive, the ~ve evidence may suggest 
that the view that market receipts fell during the eighteenth 
century may require modification, in that trends in receipts 
appear to have varied from market to market, and also accordinq 
to the type of product from which the receipts were drawn. 
An explanation of the apparent trends involves many 
factors. For exampte, the shorter-term falls in rents and 
receipts can often be accounted for by such problems as out-
breaks of cattle disease or ~allpox epidemics, which resulted 
in market closures. Thus, at both woodstock and Chipping Norton 
falls in the value of the rents paid by the lessees of the 
cattle tolls in the 1740's oan be accounted for by the 
restrictions on the mvv~~ent and sale of cattle enforced at 
a time of disease. Again, falling receipts might be the 
product of nationwide harvest failures and food shortages. 
Thus, the drop in the fees receive d for we ighing cheese at 
Woodstock in 174o-1741 may be seen simply as the product of 
a general fall in the volume of trade i n a pe riod of severe 
weather and supply failures. FiriJ'illy ,, the dramatic fall in 
the E,rofitabilit!{ of the !'lew market in Oxford between 1793 and 
1795 can be seen most probably as the result of the failure of 
the butchers and qardeners to meet rent demands. 
ifhen we turn to rising rents or receipts a similar variety 
of explanations offer themselves. Firstly, we may suggest that 
particularly where the farmer collected his tolls in kind and 
then sold what he had collected, a rise in rent may simply 
reflect the effects of inflation. Thus, it is possible that 
the higher rents demanded by Chipping Norton corporation in 
1794 and 1802 reflect the higher corn prices in these years 
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and the fact that the lessee of the tolls would have been 
able to realize a greater profit. from the same or a lesser 
quantity of corn. (lSS) Secondly, it would appear that rises 
in the receipts from Oxford new market in 1795 and 1796 may 
perhaps have been related to 2 specific policy decisions 
taken by the market authorities; the first to permit every 
day of the week to be a general market day and ~~e second 
to conduct a campaign to reduce the incidence of offences 
which were considex.(!d injurious to the market revenue. (lS&) 
In conclusion, although one might expect there to be a 
correlation between falling receipts and declining markets and 
rising receipts and expanding ones, it is only on rare 
occasions that one can suggest 'Hith confidence that this 
was the case. Thus, it is probably true that the fall in 
rents at Woodstock is indicative of a decline in its market 
and that the upswing in receipts from Oxford's provis ions 
~arket is evidence o f an expansion in i t s trade. Finally, 
however, one should note "tl"lat even ~There improved market 
receipts probably indicate successful markets there is no 
reason to suppose that the open ~arkct was taking a greater 
g_rgportion of total trade. Thus, \'Jhi le Oxford ne\'1 market's 
trade Waf! apparently growing in the 1790's, the Market Committee, 
in 1799, drew attention to the extent to which bu~·ing and selling 
(185) Although the correlation between corn prices and ren·t 
increases is inexact it is nevertheless taue Whan when 
rants were raised in 1794 prices were moving up and that 
1798, the only year when the rent was reduced, was one of 
falling prices. The rent increase of 1802 may have been 
a belated attempt to take account of the price rises of 
1800-1801. 
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(186) The Book of the Oxford Market Committee 1771-1835 Pp.96-lOO. 
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were taking place outside the market, suggesting that private 
trading may also have been expanding at this time. 
If, however, it is difficult to draw conclusions on the 
importance of the open market in the eighteenth century, from 
toll_data the material can certainly be employed to elucidate 
other aspects of marketing, in particular market specialization 
and seasonality in sales. 
Thus, the OXfordshire material reveals clearly the very 
great importance of Henley as a centre of the corn trade in 
the early eighteenth century (lS?): provides evidence of 
Banbury's important role in the Midlands livestock trade and 
suggests that Woodstock's fairs had a significant part to 
play in the dispersal of cheese. The data is, hm>tever, 
insufficiently informat ive for deductions to be made an the 
relative value of corn and cattle sales in any one market 
town. 
Again, on the question of the seasonal nature of sales 
of agricultural produce, the tables can be used to illustaate 
the way in which sales of different commodities peaked at 
different times in the year. Thu~ the Woodstock cheese fairs 
data suggests that the Autumn was the high point for cheese 
sales, with a lesser peak in the Spring, while the Banbury 
material shows that dealings in horses were concentrated at 
the beginning of the year, with a smaller number of sales 
(187) 
As a guide to the significance of the Henley figures one 
may note that at Newbury in Berkshire, one of the largest 
grain markets in the Thames Valley area, in 1809, when 
wheat was selling at the advanced price of approximately 
12/- per bushel, the corn tolls were let for £365 per 
annum and estimated to produce double that sum for their 
lessee. 
w. Mavor Qp.cit~ P.459. 
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taking place in the Autumn. The Oxford general market 
receipts for 1780<188>, which relate in particular to meat 
and vegetables, reveal a more complex pattern. From a low 
point in January sales appear to have climbed throughout the 
Spring, peaking in the early summer, then falling away sharply 
in August, before reaching another, lesser peak in October -
November. No eighteenth eentury<189) toll data has survived 
to illustrate the seasonal pattern in corn sales. 
The pattern described above can, of course, be ascribed 
large ly to the seasonal nature of agricultural production. 
Other factors were, however, influential. At Oxford, for 
example, the pattern of reoeipts in the new market probably 
reflects the increase in the City's popu l a·'::.ion during university 
terms<190) 1 and adverse weather conditions may help to account 
for reduced sales over the winte r months. 
The final problsm tc consider in this discussion of tolls 
i s their abolition. 
Although certain markets had always been toll free< 191), 
(lSS) Lists of daily receipts are available for all years from 
1775 onwards. 1780 was chosen at random. 
(189) 
(190) 
Oxford V~rket Dail~ Recei~ts 1~74.:,1(!34 vl.4.13. 
An account of the tolls collecte d on corn in Henley market 
between October 1641 and August 1642 shows the receipts to 
have been greatest between October and December and in 
February and March, much reduced in January and falling 
steadily from April! .. ~to August. 
J.S. Burn Qp.cit. P.85. 
Aa late as the early twentieth century the fluctuations in 
Oxford's population caused by the presence of the Un iversity 
were still affecting the trade in market garden produce. 
A.W. Ashby shows that during university ter.ms local supplies 
of vegetables and fruit were failing to meet demand but that 
there was no incentive to increase supplies because of the 
fall in demand during vacations. 
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A.W. Ashby Allotments and Small Holdings in Oxfordshire (1917) 
p .121 • - . I -
(191) L.F. Salaman •The Legal Status of Markets•, in The Cambridge 
Historical Journal (1928) Vol.II No.3 P.206. 
the eiqhteenth century and particularly the early nineteenth 
century witnessed an upsurge in the creation of toll-free fairs 
and markets and also the widespread abandonment of commodity 
tolls in market towns, in which it had been customary to 
collect them. 
J. Chartres suggests that this may have been a symptom 
of the failure of open market institutions to compete with 
free and private markets<192) and there is evidence to 
suggest that tolls were abandoned in certain towns as the 
outcome of an absolute decline in their markets and in an 
attempt to win back custom. Thus, at Stow-on-the-Wold in 
Gloucestershire it was definitely the decline in trade in the 
sheep market which led in 1791 to a 3 year ban on the collection 
of tolla< 193), and it is possibie that the temporary abandonment 
of corn tolls at Chipping Norton in 1759(194> and Woodstock 
in 1769(195) and the permanent abandonment of corn tolls at 
Woodstock in 1776(196) and sheep and cattle tolls in 1781(197) 
may also have been the product of concern by the authori~es 
that the open market trade in these commodities was declining. 
On the other hand, it ia also possible that the abolition of 
<
192) J. Chartres, •The Marketing of Agricultural Produce •••• • 
in Ed. M.A. Bavinden Qp.cit. P.72. 
(193) J.O.J. F~. 26 1791 No.l974. 
(194) J.O.J. Jul. 21 1759 No.325. 
(195) J.O.J. Feb. 18 1769 No.825. 
(196) J.O.J. F~. 17 1776 No.ll90. 
(197) J.O.J. sept. 1 1781 No.l479. 
1St 
tolls in these eases may have been in part the product of 
the many toll disputes discussed above which made the 
collection of tolls an arduous task. Thus, it would seem 
probable that it was not coincidental that corn tolls were 
abandoned in Woodstock in 1776, a year in which the collection 
of tolls had develved upon the Corporation, no one being found 
to take a lease of them. <198) It is likely, ho.ever, that 
even if this were the case the disputes themselves may have 
been, 1n part, a reflection of impatience with the tightly 
regulated open market, at a time when alternative marketing 
facilities were becoming increasingly available. 
other evidence of an association between declining 
markets and the abandonment of tolls canes from Oxford, 
Charlbury and Bampton, where attempts to revive markets which 
had decayed or ceased to exist were accompanied b.Y promises 
that for the first year at least, while the markets were 
becoming established, no tolls would be taken. One should 
note, however, that a factor, which may have influenced the 
decisions to revive Charlbury and Bampton markets toll free 
was that the groups who spearheaded the revivals would not 
have benefited from the taking of tolls. <199) 
(lgS) Acts of the Council 1747-1787 P.377. 
(199) We have seen, however, that these attempted revivals were 
unsuccessful. This m~t suggest that freedom of trade did 
not offer a sufficient incentive to tradesmen to persuade 
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them to attend a market, which in other ways did not answer 
their needs as well as alternative marketing institutions. 
However, if freedom from toll did not necessarily determine 
the actions of market users a high level of toll appears to 
have had the effect of deterring them from attending certain 
markets and fairs. Thus, at Charlbury in the early eighteenth 
century the town • s tradesmen wed the high level of tolls as justification for turning to alternative market facilities 
and abandoning the principles of the open market, and then 
used their rejection of the market as an argument to 
pressurize the authorities into declaring Charlbury toll free. 
N~-r• on Refusal of Tenants of Charlb!!!Y to Pay Market Tolls 
an Dues o 1717. · 
Nevertheless, tolls were not abandoned simply to attract 
trade back to declining markets. It was not, in fact, unusual 
for new market institutions to be founded toll free. For 
example, in the second half of the eighteenth century the 
announcements of the foundation of new fairs at Bampton (lOO), 
Charlbur}l (20l) , Deddington (202) and Burford (203 > were 
accompanied by declarationa ~Aat no tolls would be taken on 
cattle and sometimes on all produce sold. 
In the early nineteenth century the abandonment of tolls 
became more widespread. Thus it was decided at Banbury in 1835 
that the abolition of tolls at existing fairs and markets was 
an essential prerequisite to the auccesaful ~plementation of 
plans for expanding the market faciliti•s<204> and this 
resulted in the announcement in April 1836 that the collection 
of tolls from those selling cattle, horses, sheep and pigs in 
the markets and fairs would be discontinued i mmediately. <205> 
~he reasoning behind the cessation in toll demands at Bicester•s 
markets and fairs 10 years later<20S) is unclear but it would 
seem possible that cattle dealers may have influenced the 
decision by suggesting that they would be more likely to 
attend Bicester•s fairs and markets if 'no chat~ were made . <207> 
C2oo> 
(201) 
(202) 
(203) 
(204) 
(205) 
(206) 
(207) 
J.O.J. Oct. 5 1799 No.2423 . 
J.o.J. Jul. 21 1753 No.l2. 
J.O.J. Jun. 27 1773 No.l313. This announcement declared 
the fair to be toll free for cattle for 3 years only. 
J.O.J. Sept. 18 1779 No. l377. 
J.O.J. Apr. 8 1786 No.l719. 
J.O.J. Feb. 21 1835 No.4269. 
J.O.J. Apr. 16 1836 No. 4328. 
O.C.B. B.G. Apr. 25 1846 No.482. 
B.G . . Oct . ? 184? No . 223 . It is ?tated that an important 
co~s~derat1on w1th dealers attending Bicester ' s Michaelmas 
fa1r was that it was toll free . 
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It is also likely that these later decisions to abolish tolls 
may have been influenced by the fact that the authorities had 
developed alternative sources of revenue which were easier to 
collect. 
In conclusion one may suggest that while the knowledge 
that alternative marketing facilities were available probably 
provided the background to ~~cisiona to abandon tolls, the 
abolition of tolls in a particular town should not be taken 
as indicative of the decline of that town's market. Further-
more, the abolition of tolls is one more indication that 
revenue was not the ultimate r ~ilson d'etre of markets and 
market improvement. In many towns, markets and fairs were 
seen, particularly in the later eighteenth century, .as public 
servioes, designed to provide local ·farmers and dealers with 
centres for the disposal of their produce, local consumers 
with a ready and cheap supply of food and local tradesmen 
with a constant inflow of potential purchasers of their goods 
and services. Boreover, this view of markets was, at least 
in part, a response to the hiqh degree of local involvement 
in markets and fairs, which we have emphasized throughout 
this chapter. Under these circumstances a market's success 
would have been measured not in terms of how much income it 
generated for its owner but in terms of how good a service 
it provided for the local community. 
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CHAPTER IV 
The Eighteenth Century Corn Market 
Part I: Introduction 
The following discussion of the sources from which 
information on Oxford corn marke t ha s been drawn, is intended 
as an introduction both to Chapter IV and also to the tables 
of prices which appear as an appendix to the thesis. 
The operation of Oxford's corn market can be examined 
from an extensive range of material, the collection and 
preservation of which stem largely from the University's 
control of the market. Firstly, as we have seen, University 
officials were responsible for the setting of the assize of 
bread and this required them to keep an accurate record of 
the market price of wheat. (l) Secondly, by 18 Elizabeth c VI 
(1575-6) it was enacted that l essees of properties owned by 
Eton, Winchester, and Oxford and Cambridge Colleges, should 
discharge one third of their rents in wheat and malt or in 
money calculated according to the prices of wheat and malt 
sold on the market day preceding the day upon which the rent 
was due. (2) This led to the recording of the highest price 
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(1) The University was also responsible for the setting of the 
assize of ale and this may account for the extensive series 
of barley prices recorded between 1692 and 1700. However, 
we should note that when the assize of ale was set during 
this period it was calculated according to the price of malt. 
(2) This act is given in full in Ed. L.L. Shadwell, "Enactments 
in Parliament specially concerning the Universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge ••• Vo1.I 37 Edward III- 13 Anne," in 
O.H.S. Vol.LVIII (1911} Pp.l90-191. 
o. Ogle Loc.cit. P.6. 
The data which was collected by the University for the 
assessment of corn rents was published as early as 1830 by 
W.F. Lloyd in a short book entitled Prices of Corn in Oxford 
in the Beginning of the Fourteenth Century. Also from the 
Year 1583 to the Present Day - and since then corn rents data 
has been printed and used by several scholars. <7> However, 
this material is not fully reliable, a fact of which Lloyd 
was aware. (8) If Lady Day or Michaelmas fell upon Thursday, 
Friday or Saturday, the prices on which the rents were set 
were those of the previous Wednesday. If, as frequently 
happened, no corn were sold on the Wednesday, then the rents 
were set according to the prices recorded on the previous 
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price day, six months earlier, irrespective of any subsequent 
change in price levels. This seems to have been the practice 
for the greater part of the eighteenth century, although we 
have evidence that a College might make a private agreement 
with a tenant if a genuine price for corn could not be obtained. 
For example, in February 1800, on Exeter College price day, no 
malt being sold, an arrangement was made between the Rector 
of Exeter College and Mr. Knapp, tenant of a college estate 
at Kidlington, that both would accept that had malt been sold 
it would have reached a price ot 8/- pe~ bushel. <9> Onder 
<
7
> For example, J.E.T. Rogers in A History of Agriculture and 
Prices in England (1259-1793) 8 vols. (1866-1902). 
(8) W.F. Lloyd Op.cit. P.l2. 
Lloyd also quotes malt prices. The prices which we have 
recorded for malt appear on occasion to diverge somewhat 
from those given by Lloyd. The reason for this is not clear. 
(9) Corn Book of the Clerks of the Market 1779-1805 ••• 
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these circumstances the prices which Lloyd quotes for wheat 
during the period 1700-1733, and which form the only 
continuous series for these years(lO), and the prices for 
coarse grains after 1733, listed on Table H, must be 
regarded as of questionable value. 
The prices which were collected to enable the assize 
of bread to be set are of more value. Bet\veen 1692 and 
1700 as many as 7 prices for a bushel of wheat were recorded 
each market day and represent the 7 highest prices obtained 
for wheat. (ll) Every market day a price was also recorded 
for a quarter of barley, although it is unclear whether 
this represents the highest price for which barley was 
sold, or an average. The highest and second highest prices 
of wheat are recorded on Table A and the prices of barley on 
Table G. From 1733 only the highest and second highest prices 
(10) A short series of Oxford grain prices from the mid 1720's 
is, in fact, included in The Northampton Mercury. Moreover, 
from mid century, Henley and Oxford prices can be found 
quoted regularly in The Reading Mercury (continued as ~ 
Oxford Gazette and Reading Mercury) and J.O.J., which also 
includes occasional accounts of prices prevailing in other 
Oxfordshire towns, particularly Chipp~ng Norton and Banbury. 
However, for 2 reasons, no attempt has been made to tabulate 
this information. Firstly, a series of prices fails often 
to cover a sufficiently long period of time for useful 
conclusions to be drawn from it. Secondly, and more 
important, it is rarely stated what the prices in the news-
papers actually represent. Thus, the measure by which the 
corn was sold is not always stated and it is not clear how 
and how accurately the material was collected or which types 
of transactions took place at these prices. 
The difficulties involved in interpreting price data in the 
newspapers are discussed by : -
Ed. A.G.L. Rogers: J.E.T. Rogers A History of Agriculture 
and Prices in England ••• Vol.VII 1703-1793 (Part I 1902) 
Pp.vi-vii. 
w.J. Shelton English Hunger and Industrial Disorders: A Study 
of Social Conflict During the First Decade of George III 1s 
Reign (1973) Pp.l3; 72-73; 140. 
(ll) While it is certain that the 7 prices were the highest paid 
it is not certain how many more transactions took place at 
lower prices. The material cannot, therefore, be used to 
for a bushel of wheat were recorded and these are shown on 
Table B. From approx~ately 1771, although prices were 
still recorded frequently, they were no longer preserved 
each week and from 1779 price data appears to have been 
collected much more spasmodically. The decline in the 
quality of the records may have been a result of the passi~g 
of 10 George III c 39, which perhaps rendered i t less 
important that the University should be as scrupulous as it 
had been in registering corn prices. This Act required 
county Justices to transmit to the Treasury the average 
price of a Winchester bushel of wheat, rye, barley, oats 
and beans, recorded each week in between 2 and 6 towns in 
each county. An abstract of the returns was then published 
in The London Gazette. (l2 ) The Oxfordshire Justices required 
price data to be collected in Banbury, Henley and Oxford and 
records of the weekly averages in the 3 towns for long periods 
between 1770 and 1782 have survived. Table C has been 
1&2 
produced to display this data both to supplement the University 
material and to allow comparison between price movements in 
the 3 towns. 
There are 2 important advantages possessed by the assize 
of bread material. Firstly, the price series are continuous, 
(ll) 
(12) 
discover average prices. Moreover, it should be noted 
that the difference between the highest and seventh 
highest price might be as much as 1/-. This problem is 
discussed by W.F. Lloyd, who examined s~ilar material 
for the first half of the seventeenth century. 
W.F. Lloyd Op.cit. Pp.20-21. 
R. Burn Op.cit. Vol.I Pp.400-401. 
T. Tooke and w. New.march A History of Prices and of 
the State of Circulation (1857. Reproduced 1928) Vol.V 
Pp.356-357. 
and, as we always have a record of the highest and second 
highest prices for a bushel of wheat, enable an accurate 
assessment of price trends to be made. Secondly, the type 
of transactions which were taking place at these prices is 
known. Thus, the prices are those which were paid in the 
open market by food processors purchasing from local farmers. 
What we cannot determine with any degree of exactitude is 
how these prices related to those paid by large-scale 
purchasers buying privately or by small purchasers buying 
wheat for their own consumption. (lJ) 
During the 1790's it appears to have been rare for the 
Cle.rks of the Market to have noted more than the price of 
wheat upon which the assize of bread was set and, although 
this should have been the second highest price of a bushel 
of wheat, it is clear that the assize was, in fact, set 
sometimes on prices higher but more often on ones considerably 
lower than this, rendering the material unreliable as an 
indicator of price trends. 
From 1795, however, the price material collected under 
31 George III c XXXI becomes available. The books of ~ 
Returns contain a supposedly full account of the quantity of 
corn sold in Oxford market; the prices paid and the measures 
employed in each transaction. Table D which shows the highest 
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and lowest prices paid for wheat, barley, oats, beans and pease 
between September 1795 and November 1800 has been produced 
from this material. 
(13) There is no doubt, however, that small-scale transactions 
probably took place at higher prices. Thus, the implication 
of a decision by the farmers of Norfolk and suffolk in 1765 
to retail their barley and wheat to the poor at the same 
price they sold it for per quarter, is obvious. 
J.O.J. Jun. 15 1765 No.633. 
Under the terms of the Act the Inspectors had to use 
the data they collected in order to ascertain the average 
price of each type of corn sold, using the Winchester 
measure, and return the same to the Receiver of Corn Returns 
in London, whose duty it then was to deduce the average 
prices for each county and the country as a whole. The 
returns which the Inspector received are in the Public 
Record Office under Quantities and Average Prices of Corn 
tcorn Returns) Weekly Returns by District M.A.F. 10. No 
table has been produced to show the Oxford averages, except 
those for 1800, but Tables E and F show the average prices 
recorded for Burford in 1795 and for Burford, Henley, and 
for the sake of comparison, Oxford , in 1800. 
Unfortunately the averages are of doubtful value for a 
number of reasons. Firstly, there is little doubt that the 
books of Corn Returns from which the Oxford averages were 
drawn, list only a proportion of the sales which took place 
in Oxford market. This is clear from the fact that in 
December 1796 (l4) and again in May 1800 (15) notices appea.red 
in J.O.J. detailing the terms of 31 George III c XXXI and 
asserting that the magistrates were determined to enforce 
1 ts performance: the implication of "thieh must be that corn 
buyers were failing to report all their dealings. Secondly, 
on certain market days only one transaction might be recorded 
with the result that the average is sometimes no more than 
the price for which one lot of corn wa~ sold. Moreover, as 
<
14
> J.O.J. Dec. 10 1796 No.2276. 
(lS) J.O.J. May 17 1800 No.2455. 
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Table D shows, a very wide range of prices could be recorded 
on one day, and thus an average may have been taken from a 
totally unrepresentative price. We cannot know if the 
Henley and Burford averages were based upon equally unreliable 
statistics but the fact that often prices were recorded as 
the same over many weeks may indicate that some of the 
material is of questionable reliability. Obviously if the 
averages for particular towns are unreliable, even more 
caution has to be exercised in using county averages. 
Further-more, the county averages for 1795 are particularly 
unreliable in that no inspector was appointed for Henley, or 
for Oxford before September, and the averages given for 
Oxfordshire between January and October 1795 are therefore 
nothing more than those for Burford. 
A further problem to arise from the apparent failure of 
corn purchasers to inform the inspector of their transactions 
is that doubt is then cast on the value of almost the only 
figures available for an assessment of the volume of trade 
passing through Oxford's corn market. 
As we have seen<16>, Anthony Wood reported that on 
September 17 1664 240 loads of corn were offered for sale in 
Oxford market. Wood did not specify what he meant by the 
term "corn" but figure~ which purport to detail the total 
number of bushels of wheat sold between september 1663 and 
March 1669 suggest that he must have been referring to barley 
and malt. These figures indicate that a mere 25 bushels of 
wheat were sold on September 17 1664 and that between 1663 
and 1669 the greatest number of bushels sold on one market day 
(l6) See Chapter II P.26 . 
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at which larger-scale transactions took place; these being 
the ones to which the bakers would have been parties. As 
for the apparent absence of larger-scale transactions one 
may suggest that while they probably did sometimes take 
place, 3 bushels could have been frequently the largest 
quantity bought, as, before the permanent establishment of 
sale by sample, it may have been, on the whole, as large an 
amount as it was practicable to buy on one market day. 
Certainly the scale of transactions to be observed after 
1795, by which t~e sample-selling was standard practice, is 
very much greater. Thus, few purchasers were reported to 
have bought less than 1 load or 45 bushels of wheat and 
several buyers purchased as many as between 6 and 8 loads, 
on one market day. Barley may always have been bought in 
larger quantities than wheat, but the scale of transactions 
after 1795 is VerY large. For example, in February 1800 
one purchaser bought almost 100 loads on one market day. 
The figures provide support for the view that the eighteenth 
century witnessed a gene~al increase in the scale of 
agricultural transactions. <20) 
It is difficult to know if small quantities of corn were 
ever sold in the late eighteenth century. One should note, 
however, that in October 1800 one purchaser was recorded to 
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have bought one peck of barley and another, one peck of wheat. 
This may suggest that small quantities of corn were occasionally 
sold, although it would be unwise to generalize from such 
inadequate data, especially as it comes from a month in which 
food rioting may have been affecting market practices. 
(20) This view is suggested by, for example, A. Everitt. 
A. Everitt, "The Food Market of the English Town 1660-1760," 
in Third International Conference of Economic History 
Munich (1965) Vol.I P.68. 
Table I shows the total number of quarters of corn 
reported to have been sold in Oxford market between 
September 1795 and November 1800. Allowing for the fact 
that these figures underestimate the volume sold it would 
still appear likely that Oxford was not of major importance 
as a wheat market; the largest number of quarters of wheat 
sold on any one market day being 219 or approximately 44 
loads. This figure compares unfavourably with, for example, 
that which w. Mavor gave in 1609, for the volume of trade 
passing through the successful wheat market of Reading. 
Mavor suggested, in fact, that not less than 500 quarters 
118 
or 100 loads of wheat were sold in Reading market each week. (2l) 
Nevertheless, Oxford would appear to have retained somethinq 
of its early importance as a barley market with as many as 
661 quarters or 132 loa,ds recorded as sold and with not 
infrequent references to sales of 300 or more quarters. As 
many as 219 quarters of oats and 118 quarters of beans were 
reported to have been sold but sales of these, and of pease, 
if regular, were largely not large-scale. The figures would 
appear in fact to lend support to the view, which we shall 
discuss later, that fodder crops tended not to be sold 
through the medium of the open market. The highest number 
of quarters of all corn sold on any one market day was 1163 
or 232 loads or 10,467 bushels. 
Apart from the information on the prices and amounts 
of corn sold, the Assize Books and books of Corn Returns 
also include details of the clientele of the market. Firstly, 
the Assize Book for 1692-1700 lists the names of the purchasers 
(2l) w. Mavor Qp.cit. P.464. 
of the several highest priced bushels of wheat sold on each 
market day and those for 1733 until 1768 contain a record 
of the purchasers of the highest and second highest priced 
bushels of wheat. Secondly, books for 1739 onwards li.st 
the names of those expected to offer malt for sale in the 
market and those for 1756 until 1822 contain occasional 
accounts of the names, places of residence and less usually 
the occupations, of the purchasers and sellers of the highest 
priced bushels of wheat, malt and barley, sold at Lady oa:y 
and tUchaelmas. <22 ) Thirdly, the Corn Returns list the 
names of all the buyers of wheat, barley, oats, beans and 
pease. (23) 
Obviously the list of names of those who bought and sold 
corn in the market, derived from these sources, is an 
incomplete record of all those using the market. The names 
of sellers were very seldom recorded and, until 1795, the 
buyers whose names were noted were those who purchased the 
most expensive and best quality wheat only. Furthermore, 
almost all the purchasers were buying large quantities of 
corn and we have already suggested that we cannot be certain 
that small-scale transactions were not taking place and 
simply passing unrecorded. Finally, we should note that, 
before commencing an analysis of buyers and sellers, the 
already incomplete list of persons had to be reduced further 
(22) 
(23} 
From 1822 the Clerks of the Market, while still noting 
the names of the buyers and sellers at Lady Day and 
Michaelmas, recorded the place of residence of these 
persons less frequently. Tables VI and XIII detail the 
information which was stated but no attempt has been 
made to t .race persons for whom no place of residence 
was recorded. 
For the purposes of this study names have been drawn 
from the first 2 books of Corn Returns and for the 
period until January 1800 only. 
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by the omission of those with nationally or locally common 
s urnames, whose identities clearly could not be established 
with certainty. (24 ) 
A wide range of sources was consulted in an attempt to 
establish the places of residence and occupations of the 
remaining persons. Amongst the classes of material which 
proved most useful were poll books; trade directories; 
city and county legal records particularly recognizances 
and lists of alehouse-keepers and higglers ; canal company 
records; papers of the companies of Mercers and Grocers, 
and Butchers and Poultere~s, and of the Oxford Loyal 
Volunteers; apprenticeship records and lists of freemen; 
Oxford market papers kept by University and City and the 
writings of Thomas Hearne and Arthur Young. Material 
edited by M.G. Hobson; H.E. Salter; W.O. Hassall and t1rs. 
B. Stapleton was also used extensively. In addition a less 
thorough check was made through farm accounts and estate 
papers; lists of wills; records of the towns of Banbury, 
Henley, Woodstock and Chipping Norton; a small number of 
parish records and letters to the Home Office and Privy 
Council. (2S) 
Although the sources used were theref ore numerous, 
problems exist with many of them. For example, the lists of 
freemen of Oxford fail to make clear, firstly that a freeman 
<
24) The period 1733-1768 was particularly difficult to 
investigate in that during these years it was customary 
to record surnames only. 
<
25) The details of all these sources are included in the 
bibliography. 
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of Oxford was not necessarily a resident of Oxford, and 
secondly that a free tradesman who was resident in Oxford 
might also possess and use land in surrounding villages and 
practise more occupations than the one he was reported to 
have exercised at the time the freedom was granted. If we 
take into account the considerable versatility of the 
eighteenth century tradesman, illustrated by the following 
quotation -
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"As late as 1792 a baker called Gabriel 
Maynard also had a hemp-shop in Bicester, 
cultivated part of the garden-ground near 
Crockwell, farmed two copyholds in Launton 
and owned the mills at Weston-on-the-Green 
which his son occupied,"<26 > 
- it will be evident that the limited nature of the information 
to be drawn from the lists of freemen might mean that the 
particular occupation which required a tradesman to attend 
the market might not emerge. 
A more basic problem is that the great bulk of the 
material consulted contains data o~. the inhabitants of towns 
in general and Oxford in particular. This has meant that 
the proportion of buyers attending Oxford market from the 
City itself has almost inevitably been exaggerated. Certainly 
it would seem likely that if more evidence were available to 
enable the inhabitants of villages to be identified one would 
find that the role of the City in providing the market's 
(Z6) G.H. Dannatt Loc.cit. Pp.263-264. 
---
' --~ --
clientele would diminish. This is suggested very clearly 
by the fact that when the places of residence of buyers 
and sellers were actually given, both were shown to have 
travelled frequently from villages up to 20 miles from Oxford. 
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Finally, it should be noted that the problem of identifying 
occupations has been compounded by my o~m assumptions as to 
the type of person who would have been using the corn market. 
Thus, it has been easier to accept that a buyer has been 
identified correctly if his name occurs in a directory as 
a baker than if it appears in the same directory as a tailor 
or schoolmaster. 
In spite of problems with identification, it is, however, 
believed that Tables II-XIII still provide a valuable indication 
of the occupations of and distance travelled by, the whole-
sale corn-buyers attending Oxford market on a regular basis. 
--
p. 
Table I 
Table to show the Volume of Corn Sold in Oxford Market 
Between September 1795 and November 1800. 
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The volume sold is given in quarters corrected to the nearest 
half quarter. The Oxford quarter contained 9 Winchester bushels. 
~ Wheat Barle:£ 2m Beans Pease Total 
19 Sept 1795 15 11\ 26\ 
26 85 6 6\ 97\ 
3 Oct 70 17 2 89 
10 55 10 27 1 3 sacks 93 
17 120 39~ 1 160~ 
24 114 67 26 1 208 
31 131\ 193\ 30 2\ 357; 
7 Nov 51; 97 12\ 9; 170\ 
14 148 159 7; 9 323; 
21 89\ 145\ 21\ 12 268; 
28 96 123 20 1 sack 239 
5 Dec 102\ 159 12 22 1 296; 
12 60 107 16 183 
19 31 160 6 10 207 
26 69 107 22 198 
2 J an 1796 46 148 26 2\ 222; 
9 36 299 18 35 2 390 
16 19 116 135 
23 64 438\ so 552\ 
30 65 147; 7 10 229; 
6 Feb 56 216 16 18; 306\ 
13 29 95 27 19\ 170; 
20 47 243 16 7\ 5 318\ 
27 56\ 130 10 7 2\ 206 
5 Mar 26 58 13 97 
12 93\ 173 13 279\ 
19 40 228 32 2\ 302\ 
26 85 257 15 357 
2 Apr 34 104 24 7 2 171 
9 20 77 97 
16 46 125 22 193 
23 91 37 1 4 133 
30 74 179 5 258 
7 May 106\ 84\ 17 208 
14 11o; 36 10 216; 
21 113 20 133 
28 40\ 64 1 105\ 
4Jun 75 38 113 
11 81 5 86 
18 75; 18 93\ 
25 39 10 49 
2 Jul 26 26 
9 39\ 12 51\ 
16 66\ 7\ 74 
23 69 15 84 
30 59 59 6 A·ug 91; 12 103\ 
13 12\ 12; 
20 7\ 7\ 27 5 5 10 
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Date Wheat Bar lei: Oats Beans Pease Total 
3 Sept 1796 76 5 10 : 91 
10 119 25 19 163 
17 66~ 6 15 87\ 
24 95 52 8 3 158 
1 Oct 168\ 51 6 4 229\ 
8 147\ 119 26 8\ 301 
15 186\ 76\ 24 13 300 
22 111\ 245 21 13 390\ 
29 119 92 20 231 
5 NOV 100 212 35 \ 247\ 
12 101 240 20 30 ; 391\ 
19 53 175 29 10 2\ 269\ 
26 97~ 229~ 26 9 362 
3 Dec 53 317 34; 17 1 422\ 
10 73\ 267 25 10 8 383\ 
17 37\ 193 51 18~ 300 
24 71\ 176 43 10 300\ 
31 79\ 201 10 2 292\ 
7 Jan 1797 68\ 255 47 3 6 379\ 
14 137\ 230 32~ 12 412 
21 62 278 53\ 12\ 406 
28 41 219\ 20 7~ 15 303 
4 Feb 67\ 364 95\ 14 3 544 
11 47 132 79 31~ 7\ 297 
18 27\ 108 40 9 184\ 
25 42 97 62 13 214 
4 Mar 42~ 6 44 92~ 
11 106\ 122 13\ 19 261 
18 60 180\ 73 2\ 1 317 
25 100 213\ 48 361\ 
1 Apr 128 258 36 8 430 
8 94\ 114\ 99\ 308\ 
15 42 119 8 5 174 
22 120~ 274 82 9\ 1\ 487\ 
29 138\ 183 17 338~ 
6 May 67\ 129 56 14~ 267 
13 163 203 115 17\ 498 
20 179\ 99~ 41~ 5 325~ 
27 159 53 94 18 324 
3Jun 101 40 30 171 
10 144 63 82 17\ 306\ 
17 78 22 54\ 15 169\ 
24 108 10 80 1 198\ 
1 Ju1 138 17 35 190 
8 114\ 31 17\ 163 
15 5 42\ 9\ 57 
24 12\ 45\ 3\ 61\ 
29 69\ 6 77 16 168\ 
5 Aug 122J.,; 28 10 160\ 
12 159 5 48 37 249 
19 108 32 11 151 
26 64 32 4 100 
2 Sept 176 55 24 255 
9 62\ 5 90 5 162 
16 47\ 33 5 85\ 
23 45 5 15 11 12 88 
30 106 19 137 25 287 
-- 175 
Qill Wheat Barley Oats 
-
Beans Pease Total 
7 Oct 1797 137~ 52 50 27\ 5 272 
14 79~ 57 32 15\ 184 
21 166 63 45 19\ 293\ 
28 75 150 146~ 25 7\ 404 
4 Nov 195~ 112 20 4ls 1\ 333\ 
11 169 154 83~ 7 413; 
18 129 92 139 5\ 365~ 
25 194\ 154 51\ 11\ 411\ 
2 Dec 118\ 143 20 7\ 288\ 
9 85\ 97 38 5 225\ 
16 119 166\ 3 17\ 306 
23 60\ 213 33 5\ 2\ 314\ 
30 88 87 37 ~ 5 217\ 
6Jan 1798 74~ 293~ 76~ 19 463 
13 85 122 69\ 17\ 15 309 
20 46 262 79 41 7~ 435\ 
27 55 165 103 12 5 340 
3 Feb 114\ 160 54 ; 328\ 
10 122\ 277~ 63 118\ 2\ 584 
17 109 74 20 31 2 236 
24 711s 115 97 21\ , 304\ 
3 Mar 109\ 165 100 14~ 389 
10 111~ 71 123\ 3\ 309\ 
17 134\ 100 76 19 1 bushel 329\ 
24 37\ 56 149 10 1 253\ 
31 61\ 163 37 17\ 1\ 280\ 
7 Apr 90 75 95\ 7\ 268 
14 99 84 23's 7\ 214 
21 94 52 45 3 194 
28 82 45 35\ 10 172\ 
5 May 91 21 64 176 
12 65 95 5 165 
19 110 59\ 15 10 194\ 
26 55\ 26 39 7 127's 
2Jun 110\ 37 58 22's 228 
9 93 40 3 136 
16 73\ 25 5 103 
23 87 10 53's 2's 153 
30 101 13 50 164 
7 Jul 102 10 63\ 10 195\ 
14 68\ 1 123 42 234 
21 99 2 79~ 22\ 203 
28 192\ 72 13\ 278 
4 Aug 66\ 2 15 10 93\ 
11 10 26 36 
18 32 20 5\ 57\ 
25 39\ 74~ 15 129 
1 Sept 40\ 10 13 63\ 
8 91\ 38 120 38\ 10 298 
15 141 89\ 61 7\ , 299\ 
22 137~ 117 39 11 304\ 
29 135\ 253 '86\ 44\ 1 519\ 
6 Oct 219 168 121 24\ 4 536\ 
13 74 135 94 29 2 334 
20 142\ 199 50 40 431 
27 131 158 50\ 10 6\ 356 
171 
Date Wheat Barley Oats Beans Pease Total 
- -
3 Nov 1798 90 961j 44 391j 270 
10 75; 282; 84 28 470 
17 139; 206 132 44 17 53 a; 
24 101 303 65 53 522 
1 Dec 301j 209 20 7 266 
8 25 38 70 19 152 
15 94; 97 41 271s 260 
22 37; 65 56 10 5 1731j 
29 46 75 71j l281j 
5Jan 1799 52 154 45 12; 2631j 
12 71; 196 771j 27 372 
19 95 76 71 30 10 282 
26 83; 249 56 49 19 456 
2 Feb 16 97 15 5 133 
9 84 152 118 23; 1 3781j 
16 138; 208 86\ 42; 1 475; 
23 511j 91 127 24; 5 299 
2 Mar 68 74 140 20; ; 303 
9 as; 75 103 ; 264 
16 75 94 39\ 4 4 216; 
23 95 65 111 4; 4 279; 
30 57; 122 57\ 15 252 
6 Apr 114; 117 90 171j 339 
13 133 93 58 23 307 
20 1381j 6 117 71j 269 
27 101 4 99 40 244 
4 May 121\ 36 72 231j 253 
11 146\ 6 45 197; 
18 62; 30 12a 24; 245 
25 124 5 13 11 153 
1Jun sa; 61 27 16 192 
a 64 37 53; 1541j 
15 102 80 27; 2091j 
22 92 26 10 128 
29 116; 71 10 197; 
6 Ju1 1151j 5 631j 21 205 
13 42 91\ 18 151; 
20 28 87 20 135 
27 61; 3 20 84; 
3 Aug 107 60 15; 1821s 
lO 89 4 36 12; 141; 
17 123\ 3 41 20 1a7 
24 149; 60 22; 5 237 
31 106 60 27 193 
7 Sept 20 51; 10 7\ a9 
14 68; 23 131\ 5 6 236 
21 61 2 51 11 5 130 
28 74 39 10 7 130 
5 Oct lOS 94 231s 1 .223 
12 107 5 72 10 194 
19 14a a 7a 231j 5 262\ 
26 121; 40 47 28\ 14\ 251; 
2 Nov 121; 5 91 27; 245 
9 94 3a 79 18 ; 229; 
16 147\ 117 63 a 4\ 340 
23 136; 88 47 20\ 1 bushel 292 
30 119\ 32 78 13\ 3\ 246; 
17? 
~ vlheat Barlel Oats Beans Pease Total 
7 Dec 1799 72 99~ 164 12 ~ 348 
14 118 91~ 17 22 7~ 256 
21 151 84\ 20 9~ 265 
28 121 91 71 41 , 324~ 
4Jan 1800 161 169 54; 13~ 398 
11 104~ 181 87 61~ 3\ 437~ 
18 lOS~ 182, 54 37 7~ 386\ 
25 109 163 47 40\ 1 360, 
1 Feb 122\ 348 141 29 5 645\ 
8 101; 312 114 33 7~ 568 
15 179 661~ 219 103\ 15 1163 
22 112, 39 58 109\ 15 334 
1 Mar 65\ 40 28 21 154\ 
8 111\ 155\ 40 89\ 17\ 414 
15 103 93 33 20~ 249\ 
22 64, 167 10 113 1 355\ 
29 73 349 21 41 6 490 
5 Apr 62, 55 33 12\ 163 
12 91 345 84 21 541 
19 129 114 33 5 18 281 
26 107 305~ 48 17 477\ 
3 May 132 43 32 7~ 214~ 
10 67; 61 39 60~ 228 
17 136 102 30 20 288 
24 163 681.i 17\ 6 255 
31 203 80 18 20 321 
7 Jun 153 64~ 55 35 307, 
14 159 10 12 18 199 
21 157 50 '66\ 44~ 318 
28 89 23 38 39 189 
5 Ju1 67~ 129 12\ 33\ 242J..i 
12 110l.j 9 21 5 141 
19 104\ 33 so 58\ 246 
26 107 107 
2 Aug 78l.j 4 10 92\ 
9 97 11 108 
16 85 26 20\ 2\ 134 
23 119, 26J..i 19\ 165~ 
30 143 12 95 15 2\ 267\ 
6 Sept 12 23 10 45 
13 41 2 68 19\ 130\ 
20 55\ 3 35\ 5 99 
27 as; 27 46 14 1\ 174 
4 Oct 54 60 33 27 174 
11 71\ 42 39; 28; 5 186\ 
18 70\ 89; 87 59J.,z 5 311~ 
2 5 180~ 175\ 32 30 7\ 4251j 
1 Nov 123\ 220 NOT GIVEN 
-Table II 
Table to show the Villages in Oxfordshire and Berkshire from 
which a Total of approximately 80 persons were required to 
bring corn (of unspecified type) to Oxford Market each week 
by an Order of the Vice-Chancellor and Clerks of the Market 
.!§ll· (1) 
Oxfordshire 
Cassington 
Elsfield 
Eynsham 
Forest Hill 
Garsington 
Headington 
Horsepath 
Iff ley 
Islip 
Kidlington 
Berkshire 
Bessels Leigh 
Bot ley 
cumnor 
Littlemore 
Marston 
Nuneham Courtenay 
Sandford-on-Thames 
Stanton Harcourt 
Stanton St. John 
Temple Cowley 
Wheatley 
Wolvercote 
North Hinksey 
Radley 
Wytham 
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Dry Sandford 
Eaton 
Kennington 
(Also 3 places not definitely 
identified but apparently in Berk-
shire, 2 being near Cumnor). 
(1) Reproduced in Rev. W.F. Lloyd Op.cit. Pp.21-22. 
There are 2 possible reasons for this order. Firstly, the 
University did enjoy the privilege of being able to require 
the inhabitants of the countryside within 5 miles of Oxford 
to bring inpprovisions for its supply and this privilege 
was certainly invoked in the mediaeval period. 
Ed. A. Clark, wsurvey of the Antiquities of the City of 
Oxford ••• " Vol.I ••• P.S3. 
However, it is more likely that in 1623 the University 
officials were acting in response to the dearth of 1621-1623 
and to the reissue of The Book of Orders in 1622. 
N.S.B. Gras Op.cit. P.236. 
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Table III 
Table to show the Villages noted as important suppliers of 
Grain for Oxford Market c 1660. (15 
Oxfordshire 
Cassington 
Cowley 
Ga.rsington 
Marston 
Temple Cowley 
Berkshire 
Cumnor 
North Hinksey 
South Hinksey 
(l) Ed. A. Clark •survey of the Antiquities of the City of 
Oxford ••• • Vol.I P.SJ. 
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Table IV 
Table to show Occupations of Persons attending Oxford Market 
to sell Wheat, Barley, Malt and Beans between 1733 and 1822. (l) 
Brewers 11 
Brewer and Barber 1 
Brewer and Maltster 1 
Dairyman 1 
Farmers 7 
Farmer and Bailiff 1 
Innkeeper 1 
Maltsters 7 
Victuallers 2 (F.N. 2) 
Yeomen 3 (F.N. 3) 
(l) The information is derived from O.U.A. Corn Books of the 
Clerks of the Market 1733-1822. 
(2) 
(3) 
The brewers, • innkeepers, maltster:s and victuallers were sellincJ 
malt. 
The occupations of 35 out of a to·tal of 80 recorded sellers 
have been ascertained. Of the 80 sellers, 40% were selling 
malt and 60% were selling corn. 
--· . ... 
Table V 
Table to show Towns and Villages from which Persons came to 
Oxford Market to sell \'Jheat, Barley, Malt and Beans between 
1733 and 1822. (l) 
KEY: B a Barley Be = Beans M = Malt w • Wheat 
The number indicates the number of individuals from each 
village selling grain. 
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Oxfords hire 
Combe 
Crowmarsh Gifford 
Deddington 
Dorchester 
lB 
lM 
lW 
lB 
lWB 
lBe 
2W 
lB 
lW 
lW 
1M 
lB 
Berkshire 
Appleton 
East and/or West Hanney 
Gar ford 
lBW lW 
7W lB 
lW 
Forest Hill 
Garsington 
Hampton Poyle 
Headington 
Holton 
Horton cum Studley 
Iff ley 
Islip 
I<idlington 
Littlemore 
Marston 
Oxford 
St. Clement's 
Shillingford 
Shotover 
. . 'on ~ap included 
.. un~r Oxford) 
Stanton Harcourt 
Wolvercote 
Yam ton 
1M lW 
3M 
lB lW 
22M 2W 
1M 
lM 
lW 
lB lW 
lW 
lB 
Kennington 
Marcham (Chalworth Farm 
near Marcham) 
North or South Hinksey 
Sutton 
Wytham 
Buckinghamshire 
Brill 
Unknown 
l place(2 ) 
lW 
lW 
lW 
1M 
lW 
lW 
1MB 
(l) The information is derived from O.U.A. Corn Books of the 
Clerks of the Market 1733-1822. 
Other sources reveal the existence of a barley seller from 
Nuneham Courtenay; a seller of 'corn' from Bicester and a 
seller of meal from Abingdon. These references date from 
1761-62; 1710 and 1800 respectively. 
(2) The places of origin of 69 out of a total of 80 sellers 
have been ascertained. 
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Table VI 
Table to show Places of Origin of known sellers of Barley, 
vfueat and Malt in Oxford Market 1822-1870. (1 ) 
~: B D Barley M • ~1alt W • Wheat 
The number indicates the number of individuals from each 
town or village selling grain. 
Oxfordshire 
Chislehampton lB 
Headington lB 
Horton cum Studley 1B 
Iffley lB 
Islip 2W 
Kidlington lB 
Little Milton lW 
Littlemore lW 
Oddington lB 
Tackley lB 
Wheatley lW 
Wood Eaton lW 
Berkshire 
Abingdon 
Dean Court 
Milton 
(North or South) 
Hinksey 
lW 
lW 
lW 
lW 
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(l) Information derived from University and City of Oxford 
Assize of Bread Books 1822-1870. Ms Top Oxon d 68 and d 69. 
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Table VII 
Table to show Occupations o f Persons attending Oxf ord Market 
to Buy Wheat Aug. 1692 - Aug. 1700. (l) 
Apothecary 1 
Apothecary • s servant 1 
Bakers 18 
Bakers and Corn Badgers 4 
Bakers and Widows 2 
Blacksmith 1 
Brewer 1 
Brewer and Corn Badger 1 
Butchers 2 
Chandlers 2 
Ch andler and Woman 1 
Corn Badger 1 
Country Baker 1 
(Country Man 1) 
Dr. Beeston's servant 1 
Dr. Hammon • s servant 1 
Dr. Broston 1 
Innholder and Woman 1 
Maltster and Corn Badger 1 
Mealmen 3 
Mealmen and Corn Badgers 5 
Mi.llers 7 
Milliner 1 
OWner of a Malthouse and Wharf 1 
(A Stranger 1) 
Vi.ctuallers 2 
Whitebakers 5 
Whitebaker and Corn Badger 1 
Women (4 described as Widows) 8 
Yeoman 1 
(l) A total of 143 persons are named in The Assize of Bread 
1692-1700 Ms Top Oxon f 18. The occupations of approxi-
mately 54i of these have been ascertained. Of these 
approximately 40% were bakers. 
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Table VIII 
Table to show Towns and Villages from which Persons came to 
Oxford to Bux Whea~ Auq. ~692 - Au9. 1700. (1 > 
Oxford•shire 
Cuddesdon 1 
aeadington 1 
Horspath 1 
Kid1ington 1 
Oxford 52 
St. Clements 1 
Sandford-on-Thames 1 
Weston-on-the-Green 1 
Wo1vercote 1 
Berkshire 
&~ingdon 2 
Upton 1 
Buckinghamshire 
High Wycombe 1 
(1) A total of 143 persons are named in The Assize of Bread 
1692-1700 Ms Top Oxon f 18. The places of origin of 
approximately 46t of these have been ascertained; of 
these approximately 82% came from Oxford itself. 
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Tilble IX 
Table to sho\·: Occupcticns of Per::.cns attending Oxford !iarket 
to Buy vfueat<1 > 1733-1778.<2 > 
Bakers 33 
Brewer 1 
Dr. Frampton's ser vant 1 
Farmer 1 
Grocer 1 
Innkeepers 2 
Maltsters 2 
Mealman l 
Mealman and woman l 
Millers 3 Sausage and pie maker and woman 1 
Victualler 1 
Whitebaker 1 
Women 2 
Yeoman 1 
(l) The brewer was buying barley and the two innkeepers, malt. 
(2) 
All other purchasers bought wheat. 
A total of 138 persons are named in o.o.A. Corn Books of 
The Clerks of the Market 1733-1778. 
The occupations of approximately 38% of these have been 
ascertained; of these approximately 63% were bakers. 
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Table X 
~E-~ to show Towns and Villages from which Persons came 
to Oxford to Buy Wheat 1733-1778. (l) 
Oxfords hire 
Cowley 1 
Deddington 1 
Eynsham 1 
Headington 2 
Kidlington 1 
Kirtlington 1 
Osney 1 
. Oxford 44 
Berkshire 
Abingdon 1 
Cumnor 1 
Sunningwell 1 
(1) A total of 138 persons are named in o.u.A. Corn Books of 
the Clerks of the Market 1733-1778. 
The places of origin of approximately 40% of these have 
been ascertained; of these approximately 80% c~~e from 
Oxford itself. 
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Table XI 
Table to show Occupations of Persons attending Oxford Market to 
Buy Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, Pease and Malt 1789-1822. (l) 
The numbers indicate the number of persons of each occupation 
attending t he market. 
W = Wheat B • Barley 0 • Oats Be a Beans P = Pease M ~ Malt 
sw c:: s~ed Wheat 
The presence of one of these letters against an occupation 
indicates that at least one person of that occupation purchased 
t hat particular type of corn. 
Bakers 
Baker and Miller 
Baker, farmer and Publican 
Bishop of Durham's servant 
Boat owners 
Brewers 
Butchers 
Carriers 
Colonel 
Corn Chandler, Dealer and Chapman 
Corn Dealers 
Corn Dealers and Millers 
Corn Factor 
Dr. Talham 
Dr. Wills's servant 
Farmers 
Gardener and Seedsman 
Grocer 
Innkeepers 
Livery Stables• Keepers 
Maltman to Edward Tawney, Brewer 
Maltsters 
Maltster and Miller 
Mealman 
Millers 
Poulterer 
Publican 
Timber Merchant 
Victuallers 
Women 
Yeomen 
27 
1 
1 
1 
2 
7 
4 
4 
l 
1 
3 
2 
1 
l 
l 
14 
1 
l 
8 
3 
1 
6 
l 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
7 
4 
6 
W B 
w 
W B 
0 
B M 
B M 
w p 
B 0 
0 
B 0 
o Be 
W B 
W B 
sw 
0 
W B 
Be P 
0 
B 0 
0 
B 
W B 
w 
w 
w p 
B Be 
0 
B 
W B 
W B 
W B 
Be M 
Be 
M SW 
Be 
Be 
p 
M SW 
0 
0 Be 
Be 
0 M 
sw 
0 Be 
0 
o Be 
sw 
p sw 
p 
(1) A total of 375 persons are named in o.u.A. Corn Books of 
the Clerks of the Market 1789-1822 and Corn Returns 1795-1800, 
the latter two works purporting to list all purchasers of 
grain in Oxford market between September 1795 and January 
1800. The occupations of approximately llt of the 375 
purchasers have been ascertained; of these approximately 
231 were bakers • 
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Table XII 
Table to show Towns and Villages from which Persons came to 
Oxford to Buy vfueat, Barley, Oats, Beans1 Pease and Malt 
1789-1822. (l) 
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W ~ Wheat B • Barley 0 = Oats Be a Beans P • Pease M • Malt 
sw = Seed Wheat 
The presence of one of these letters against a town or village 
indicates that at lea~t one person from that town or village 
purchased that particular type of corn. 
Oxfords hire 
Beckley 
Binsey 
Caulcott 
Chipping Norton 
Cowley 
Cuddesdon 
Elsfield 
Enstone 
Eynsharn 
Garsinqton 
Hampton Poyle 
Headington 
Iff ley 
Kirtlington 
Littlemore 
r1arston 
Mongewell 
Oxford 
Sandford-on-Thames 
Shillingford 
Stadhampton 
Stanton Harcourt 
Water Eaton 
Wheatley 
Yarn ton 
Berkshire 
Abingdon 
Wallingford 
Wytham 
Warwickshire 
Birmingham 
2 w B p 
1 w B Be 
l w 
1 w B 
2 w M 
1 w 
1 sw Be 
1 B 
3 w 0 p 
1 B p 
1 w 
3 0 Be p 
1 M 
l B 
l B 0 S'V' 
3 w B Be p 
l 0 
74 w B 0 Be p M sw 
3 w M sw 
l B 
1 B 
2 w 
1 ·B Be 
.1 w 
3 w B Be p 
7 w B 0 Be p M 
1 w 
4 vl B 0 Be p SVI 
1 B 
(l) A total of 375 persons are named in o.u.A. corn Books of 
the Clerks of the Market 1 '189-1822 and Corn Returns 1795-1800. 
The places of origin of approximately 33% of these purchasers 
have been ascertained; of these approximately 60% came from 
Oxford itself. 
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.~e>.:.~~~.-'!;:~-~?.2~1:...~~~-<2..~ Origin _o_f I<nown Duyers of Barley, 
~;iheat and Malt in Oxford Market 1822-1870. (l) 
---------___ .. __ ------....-...---"'-
lS!!: E = Barley M = Malt W c: Wheat 
The number indicates the number of individuals from each 
town or village buying grain. 
Oxfordshire 
Chis lehampton (or Stadhampton) 
Dean 
Dorchester 
Eynsham 
(Lower or Upper) Heyford 
Northmoor 
Oxford 
War borough 
Berkshire 
~'iytham 
Warwickshire 
Birmingham 
1M 
1M 
lBW lW 
lB 
lW 
lB 
4M 2W 
lW 
1M 
lW 
(1) Information derived from University and City of oxford 
Assize of Bread Books 1822-1870. Ms Top Oxen d 58 and 
d 69. 
Another source reveals the existence of a buyer of 
'grain' from Chadlington. 
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Appendix I A Note on Measures 
Although it had been suggested as early as the late 
seventeenth century that selling by weight would have been 
the f airest method of dealing in corn; weight giving an 
indication of quality(l), throughout the eighteenth century 
corn and corn products continued to be sold by measure. 
As early as the reign of Charles II it was enacted that 
a standard measure, the Winchester of 8 gallons to the bushel, 
should be adopted throughout the country. However, as R. Burn 
suggests, for the greater part of the eighteenth century a 
wide variety of measures were employed and whe~e their use 
was sanc.t.ified by custom, they were apparently not regarded 
as illegal. (2) 
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Throughout Oxfordshire, from Henley in the South(J) to 
Banbury in the North<4> the measure employed in the sale of 
corn, until at least the 1790's, was the larger 9 gallon bushel. 
(1) 
(2) R. Burn Op.cit. Vol.I Pp.398-399. 
(J) Henley upon Thames. A Return of the Price of Corn from 
this Market Thursday April 11 1771. Q.S. Bundles. Michael-
mas 1771. 
(4) The Town Clerk of Warwick, recorded, in the 1760's, that 
millers attending Warwick market sometimes agreed to buy 
by Banbury or Shipston measures, which, he believed, were 
about 3 quarts in a bushel more than Winchester. 
Papers and Letters laid before the Committee of the House 
of Lords Appointed to Enguire into the Scarcity of 
Provisions Sessions 1765. 
The only exception to this was to be found in Oxford where 
an 8~ gallon bushel was employed in the sale of malt. 
w.F. Lloyd, in trying to explain this exception wrote, 
"Possibly before the imposition o f a 
tax upon malt, the old bushel of nine 
gallons may have been used for malt as 
well as other things; and the oper ation 
of the excise laws, by forcing on the 
maltsters the use of the Winchester 
bushel at an early period, may have 
effected a compromise between the two 
measures." 
He added, however, that he had no evidence to support this 
suggestion. (S) 
The first serious attempt to enforce the use of the 
Winchester measure in oxfordshire appears to have been made 
in 1793. Thus, in January it was announced that t he farmers 
and dealers in corn frequent~ng Henley market had agreed 
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that they would buy and sell by the Winchester measure alone,,<6> 
and in May farmers throughout the County announced their 
commitment to the smaller measure. <7> Added weight was 
given to these voluntary agreements in May 1194, when the 
county Quarter Sessions declared that the Winchester was the 
only legal measure and that persons using other measures 
(S) W.F. Lloyd Op.cit. P.32. 
(6} J.O.J. Jan. 26 1793 No.2074. 
(7) J.o.J. May 4 1793 No.2oaa. 
laid themselves open to prosecution. (S) This order must 
have been ignored for the Trinity Sessions of 1797 could 
be found again calling for the adoption of the Winchester 
measure, and, although it was hoped that it would prove 
unnecessary for the authorities to resort to prosecutions<9>, 
it was declared by the Clerk of the Peace on August 8 that 
unless buyers and sellers commenced using the Winchester 
measure immediately they would face prosecution. (lO) 
It is difficult to be certain how quickly the Winchester 
bushel did in fact become established in Oxfordshire. We do 
know, however, that in Oxford itself, while there was 
certainly a small number of sales involving the 8 gallon 
bushel in the 1790's, it was not until 1813 that the 
Winchester finally displaced the traditional measures. (ll) 
Moreover, although this was probably an isolated survival, 
as late as 1829 it was found that Magdalen College brewed 
by the 8~ gallon measure. (l2) In addition, although we 
have no clear evidence from other Oxfordshire towns, it is 
evident that it was not in Oxford alone that the traditional 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(ll) 
(12) 
J.O.J. May 3 1794 No.2139. This declaration followed 
upon discussions between magistrates from Oxfordshire, 
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Northamptonshire, Warwickshire 
and Worcestershire on the whole problem of non-standard 
measures. 
J.O.J. Jul. 15 1797 No.2307. 
J.O.J. Aug. 12 1797 No.2311. 
o.u.A. Corn Book of the Clerk of the Market 1805-1816. 
Paeers Relating to the Clerks of the Market and their work 
!821-1851 Mas Top oxon e 98 P.j2. 
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measures survived into the nineteenth century. Thus, in 
1809, w. Mavor criticized the way in which non-standard 
measures still tended to be used in the towns of the Vale 
of the White Horse in Berkshire. (13) 
The way in which the standard measure was only gradually 
adopted by farme~s and dealers in spite of Acts of Parliament 
and decisions taken to enforce its use, illustrates the 
difficulties which the authorities often faced when trying 
to enforce market regulations. If common practice ran 
contrary to a particular regulation and if its enforcement 
was not generally desired by those involved in the actual 
marketing process the authorities appear to have been quite 
powerless to ensure that the law was obeyed. 
(13) w. Mavor Op.cit. Pp.504-506. 
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Part II The Open Market and the Local Trade in Corn 
According to A. Everitt the traditional methods of 
marketing corn, with the farmers taking their own corn in 
bulk to their nearest market town and selling it to retail 
customers, did not die out entirely in the eighteenth century: 
"They were still important in some towns 
as late as 1740, and in a few they probably 
lingered on till the widespread building of 
provincial com-exchanges in the middle of 
the nineteenth century. "(l) 
Moreover, in certain areas of the country, for example 
Cornwall(2) and the less populous districts of Devon(J), 
commercial dealings in corn were almos t entirely of the 
traditional type throughout the eighteenth century. 
However, while traditional methods might persist, many 
alternative ways of marketing corn existed in the eighteenth 
century. A particularly influential factor in the develop-
ment of alternatives was that the corn requirements of 
London, from the sixteenth century, and major provincial 
towns and expanding industrial areas from, a t l ·atest, the 
early eighteenth century, were growing to such an extent 
(l) A. Everitt, "Urban Growth 1570-1770" ••• P.125. 
(2) N.J.G. Pounds, "Barton Farming in Eighteenth Century 
Cornwall," in The Journal of the Royal Institution of 
Cornwall N.S. Vol.VII Pt.I (1973) P.75. 
(3) J.H. Bohstedt Riots in England 1790-1810 with special 
Reference to Devonshire. Unpublished ~h.D. Thesis 
HarvBc. ~ [l972) Pp.29l-292. 
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that these regions were forced to look far beyond their 
tmmediate localities for supplies. Indeed, as the century 
progressed most parts of the country came to contain at 
least one area, the grain requirements of which could not 
be met by local farms. (4) This situation both extended the 
marketing options available to the farmer and created a 
growing need for the middleman, who could buy up corn in 
the producing areas and then transport it to and market 
it in, the consumption centres. 
Obviously, however, whatever role the middleman or 
dealer might have been called upon tQ play in the corn trade, 
the initial vendor of corn had to be the farmer who had 
grown it. 
Charles Smith, writing in 1758, suggested that the 
nation ' s corn supplies were dispersed each year by a 
succession of farmers, starting with the poorest and ending 
with the richest . (S) Thus, the period until Christmas saw 
the heaviest sales and corn at its cheapest because of the 
large numbers of small farmers forced to sell as soon as 
their crops were harvested in order to pay Michae lmas and 
Christmas rents, supply themselves with necessities and 
(4) For example, Plymouth and Devenport in Devon. 
R. Wells, "The Revolt of the South-West, 1800-1801: A Study 
in English Popular Protest,• in Social History No.6 (1977) 
Pp.714-715; 741. 
(S} c. Smith Three Tracts on the Corn Trade and Corn-Laws 
(2nd Ed. 1766) Pp.11-l3. 
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finance the farming year. (6 ) From Christmas until the 
following harvest supplies remained adequate, because, 
until Spring, the moderate farmers, facing the same expenses 
and obligations as the smaller but better equipped to meet 
them, marketed their produce and from Spring until the next 
harvest the farmers in good circumstances, who had held onto 
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some corn in the hope of rising prices, sold it off. According 
to Smith, only the wealthiest farme r s and the farming gentry 
were able to store corn throughout the year and choose 
precisely when they would sell. <7> 
As E.P. Thompson has suggested, however, this free market 
model did not correspond to reality. (S) By mid century, 
indeed, many contemporaries were indicating that supplies 
were not reaching the open market at least, in this sequential 
way and that, in fact, only the poorest farmers were still 
under the necessity of taking their corn to sell in the 
market place. Thus, a report from Chester in 1764 declared 
that it was only a few petty farmers who condescended to 
visit the market with a few sacks of corn. (g) It wa s felt 
(6) These points are made by several other writers including:-
Ed. R.- Bradley Op.cit. Vol.I P.217. 
G.E. and K.R. Fussell The English countrxroan. His Life 
and Work A.D. lSOQ-1900 (l955) P.S2. 
~ Dec. 9 !728 voi.IX No.XXXIII contains a report of 
an attack on a poor farmer who was attending the local 
market town to sel1 some wheat, in order to raise money 
to complete the sum required for his Christmas rent. 
(7) C. Smith 2Q.cit. P.l2. 
(S) E.P. Thompson, •The Moral Economy of the English Crowd in 
the Eighteenth Century,• in Past and Present No.SO 
(Feb. 1971) Pp. 9D-94. -
(9) 
••• committee of the House of LOrds ••• scarcity of Provisions 
1765. 
-
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that the combined effect of rising prices and the foundation 
of country banks; established in large numbers in the closing 
years of the eighteenth century(lO); was such that even quite 
small farmers were enabled to hold onto their grain for 
speculative purposes, and that the wealthier farmers were 
not only avoiding the open market themselves but were also 
buying up the corn produced by their less affluent neighbours(ll) 
and when prices we re high selling all their wheat and barley 
to middlemen at the farm gate or in inns, or sending supplies 
direct to dealers and food-proces sors in the growing population 
centres. 
{10) 
(11) 
Ed. E.L. Jones Agriculture and Economic Growth in England 
1650-1815 (1967) P.32. 
2 remarks made in 1800 show the way in which country banks 
were regarded. 
The first was to the effect that country banks had enabled 
selfish individuals to monopolize corn which they would 
otherwise have sent to market. 
G.M. Vol.LXX Pt.2 (1800) P.764. 
~second, which occurs in papers on the effects on 
Oxfordshire of the crisis of 1800 is that, "The Farmers 
are become speculators 1 are assisted therein by the 
private Banks." 
H.O. 42:52 Replies to the Queries Sent to the Bishop of 
Oxford. 
For example, a writer living in Gloucester, suggested, in 
1765, that the opulent farmers were engrossing supplies 
and keeping corn from the open market by buying up the 
crops of their poor neighbours. 
~ ••• committee of the House of Lords ••• Scarcity of Provisions 
1765 ••• 
Again, in 1766 J.O.J. carried a report on the existence of 
similar practices in Kent and a suggestion that they were 
common in other parts of the country. 
J.O.J. Nov. 22 1766 No.708. 
We now intend to look at the situation which existed in 
Oxfordshire's market towns and to examine firstly the extent 
to which the pattern of sellinq in the County's open markets 
fits in with the picture described above. 
The first point is that there is no eviden·ce to suggest 
that, except in years of dearth(l2), Oxfordshire's corn 
markets were ever supplied by dealers. Thus, when those 
who supplied the markets were s:poken of in general terms 
they were always described as the farmers. For example, in 
November 1767, when the statute dictating wheel size was 
suspended for waggons carrying corn to market, the order 
was addressed to Oxfordshire•s farmers< 13) and in 1800, 
when riotous populations were frequently exhorted not to 
attack the vendors of foodstuffs, the notices invariably 
contained such expressions as 
(12) 
"let me desire that you will not interrupt 
the Farmer in bringing his Wheat to market, 
nor in his disposal of it there."(l4) 
Even in years of dearth it was rarely suggested that the 
dealers may have been selling in the open market. Thus, 
even the following quotation, which is the only one we 
have found which would appear to suggest that dealers 
might have attended open markets is not conclusive. 
"The lower class of people now say that since soldiers 
were sent into this country and the Duke of Portland's 
letter to the Duke of Marlborough the farmers and jobbers 
~ demand double the price they wo'd gladly have taken 
3 weeks ago and last Tuesday £40 a load was actually asked 
and £36 was really given for wheat at the last Woodstock 
market." 
H.O. 42:35 Document 367 Sir Christopher Willoughby to Duke 
of Portland 7 Aug. 1795. 
(l3 ) J.O.J. Nov. 7 1767 No.758. 
(14) W.E. Taunton A Short Address to the People of Oxford, 
occasioned by the late Riot (2nd Ed. 1795) P.7. 
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Further, although there is very little data available on 
individual sellers of corn in Oxford market, that which 
there is suggests that wheat, barley and beans were being 
sold solely by the local farming community. 
Table I illustrates the way in which it was very much 
the surrounding countryside which supplied Oxford market; 
the great majority of vendors coming from within 10 miles 
of the City; and, as Table II suggests, it would seem likely 
that most of the County's successful market towns would have 
had catchment areas of approximately 300 square miles. 
Henley alone may have attracted corn from a wider area, 
it being suggested that the whole County contributed towards 
its supply. (l5 ) 
Table I 
Table to Illustrate the Distances which Persons Travelled 
to Oxford Market to Sell Wheat, Barley, Beans and Malt 
1733-1822. 
Distance 
(.)O;e~ ·· Miles 
6-10 Miles 
ll-15 Miles 
Percentage of :Sellers Travelling each Distance 
69.1% 
26.5% 
4.4% 
It is more difficult to attempt to ascertain the type of 
farmer supplying the open market and whether there was a 
perceptible difference in those supplying the market at 
different times in the year. The sample of Oxford sellers is 
a small one; is drawn from a very long period and, as it 
includes only those selling the highest priced grain, is 
(15) N. Spencer Qp.cit. P.337. 
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Table II Table to illustrate Distances Travelled b~ Persons Visitin2 Markets and Fairs in Oxfordshire and 
by Oxfordshire Persons Visiti:1q Markets and Fc.irs in Adjacent Counties to Buy and Sell Corn 
Type of Place of Market or Approximate Date Fair Distance Purpose of Visit/Comments Person Residence Visited Apart 
Mar 1798 Farmer Sibford 
Ferris 
Banbury c 7 miles Exchanging and selling oats. 
Mar 1798 Milcomt.e Banbury c 5 miles Buying oats. 
Market 
Aug 1798 Farmer Sibford Banbury c 7 miles Selling 14 bags of wheat. 
Ferris Market 
1709 Miller & Stratton Bicester c 3 miles Buying corn regularly. 
Corn Badger Aud1ey Market 
1710 Tailor Launton Bicester c 2 miles Buying corn on behalf of the above. 
Market 
Sept 1766 Gentleman Ambrosden Bicester c 2 miles Selling wheat to the Poor. 
Market 
Sept 1798 Farmer Sibford 
Ferris 
Chipping 
Norton Fair 
c 8 miles 8e1ling 1 load of wheat. 
Sept 1798 Probably Chipping Chipping 0 Buying wheat. Banker Norton Norton Fair 
and 
Mealman 
Jun 1761 Farmer's Stoke Henley c 12 miles Selling 6 quarters of wheat. 
servant Talmage Market 
N 
= 
= 
Date Type of Place of ~arket or Approximate t 'air Distance Purpose of Visit/Comments Person R-.:sidence Visited Apart 
1793 Brewer Henley} Henley] {suying anator selling corn on a regular basis. Maltster Henley Market 0 
Corn Henley 
Chandler 
May 1796 Gentleman Hare Henley c 4 miles Buying oats. 
Hatch Market 
between 
Twyford 
and 
Maidenhead 
Oct., Foreman Nuneham Shillingford c 5 miles Selling wheat, barley and oats. 
Nov., and Glebe Courtenay Market 
Dec. Manager 
1761 
Oct 1766 Farmer Burwell Witney c 1 mile Selling wheat. 
Farm, near Market 
Witney 
Jun 1795 Baker Woodstock Witney c 8 miles Buying 14 sacks of flour. 
Market 
Jun 1795 Standlake Witney c 5 miles Selling 14 sacks of flc.ur. 
Market 
Oct 1782 Ditchley Woodstock c 4 miles Possibly selling oats. 
Farm Fair 
1756 2 corn Kelmscott Lechlade, c 3 miles Agreeing to attend market on regular basis to 
Dealers Gloucester- buy corn. 
shire Market 
May 1757 Bampton Lechlade , t'! A miles Sellinq corn. N 
= Gloucester-
..... 
s .hire Market 
unlikely to be representative. With a larger sample it 
might be worthwhile to attempt to discover the acreages 
the open market suppliers wer e farming, whether they were 
tenants or owner-occupiers and if they were from areas of 
open fields or enclosures. This has not been attempted and 
all we shall do here is offer a few general points, with 
suggestions of where the work might usefully be expanded 
if a larger sample were available. 
Although the data is obviously insufficiently informative 
to permit a detailed critique of Charles Smith's analysis, 
there is some evidence to support his views. Thus, it is 
clear from an examination of the quantities of corn sold in 
Oxford market between 1795 and 18oo<16 > that, while grain 
sales fluctuated widely throughout the year, there was 
always a peak in sales in October-November, which may suggest 
that even at the close of the century many small farmers 
might still be under the necessity of selling their crops 
as soon as harvest was over. Secondly, turning to individual 
sellers, it is perhaps noteworthy that the 2 farmers who were 
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reported to have sold wheat in Oxford market in the post-
Christmas period were both mentioned in A. Young's Genera.! 
View of the Agriculture of Oxfordshire<17> and were therefore, 
one assumes, important members of the farming community. Both 
were, in fact, from the same enclosed village and on this 
point one may note that of the remaining 9 Oxfordshire villages 
from which farmers went to Oxford market to sell wheat, barley 
(l6) See Graph I. 
(l7) (Reprint 1969) Pp.l78; 275. 
~ 
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and beans and whose enclosure dates were recorded by 
H.L. Gray<18) only 2 were largely enclosed at the time 
they were supplying Oxford. This may suggest that an 
investigation of whether, in the producing counties, the 
open market was supplied predominantly from the open fields 
might be of interest. 
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If there is a little evidence to support Smith's views 
there is probably more to support the alternative hypothesis. 
Thus, it is not even necessarily true that the October-November 
peak can be adduced as evidence that small farmers were 
constrained to sell their crops immediately after the harvest; 
it being possible that some of the wheat sold in the Autumn 
was left over from the previous harvest. For example, on 
October 17 1795 "new" is written against one load of wheat 
only, possibly suggesting that the rest of the wheat sold 
that day may have been part of the 1794 crop. Again, in 1757 
"old" wheat, presumably therefore part of the 1755 crop, was 
reported to have been sold as late as February, indicating 
that grain might be stored for up to 18 month&. 1756-57 and 
1794-95 were, admittedly, abnormal years and i n years of 
good or average harvests and steady prices it -:.muld presumably 
have been less usual to find that crops had been kept back 
in this way. Nevertheless, we can produce specific examples 
from normal years which show small farmers holding onto their 
crops. Thus, Bullock, who managed the 54-acre<19 ) t lebe for 
(18) H.L. Gray English Field Systems (1915) PI;•. 536-542. 
Gray lists those places enclosed by Act of Parliament 
between 1758 and 1864. 5 of the "townships" had more 
than three quarters of their area still to be enclosed 
and 2 had between half and three quarters. 
(lg) Ed. M.D. Lobel V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.V ••• P.244. 
the Reverend James Newton of Nuneham Courtenay sold much 
of the wheat, barley and oats harvested on the g.l. M~~~ in 
September 1761, between October 1761 and February 1762, at 
3 local markets. In the harvest year 1760-1761, however, 
he had been able to keep 10 quarters of wheat to sell as 
late as May. (20) Again, John Lamb, a small farmer of 
Sibford Ferris was able to sell a load of wheat in Banbury 
in September 1798 a full year after it was harvested. <21 ) 
The remaining evidence to support the view that farmers 
were enabled to hold onto their crops comes again from crisis 
periods. Thus, we find that in October 1766 the Oxfordshire 
Justices promised to encourage their tenants to tP~esh out 
and sell t heir corn as soon as it was harvested(22 ), and 
that in May 1767 the Earl of Guilford apparently required 
the Steward of his estate at Wroxton to discover whether his 
tenants were 
"keeping their Corn in order to raise 
the Price of it;"<23 ) 
(20) Diary of Reverend James Newton, ••• Passim. 
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(21) Farm Diary and Farm Accounts of John Lamb of Sibford Ferris, 
Oxfordshire 1774-1798 OXF 14.3.1 ~43 . 
{22) 
{23) 
The wheat was referred to as "old". Lamb appears to have 
sold corn throughout the year. 
J.O.J. Oct. 11 1766 No.702. 
As E.P. Thompson shows similar resolutions were made by 
landowners in other counties during the late eighteenth 
century food shortages. E.P . Thompson Loc.cit. P.l23. 
Letters from Stewards of Estates 2. 1765-1800 Ms North d 3 
P.88. 
The steward apparently found no evidence that Guilford 's 
tenants were hoarding. 
both of which references suggest that the County's land-
owners believed that the majority of tenant farmers were 
not compelled to sell their crops immediately after harvest. 
Finally we shou; d note that, by mid century at latest, 
it was probably unusual for the wealthiest farmers and the 
gentry to send their crops to the local open markets at all. 
Thus, we find that it was always regarded as noteworthy if 
"respectable" farmers or members of the gentry agreed, in 
crisis periods, to take their wheat to the nearest market 
town. For example, when, in September 1766, Sir Edward 
Turner gave orders that all his wheat should be sold in 
Bicester market the decision was reported in J.O.J. <24 > 
Evidence from other parts of the country suggests that such 
decisions were, in fact, exemplary; the magistrates suspending 
self-interest and their normal marketing practices in order 
to encourage others to supply the local community, in the 
hope that if supplies reached the markets public order 
would be preserved. <25 > 
Obwiously, with such scanty evidence conclusions must 
be very tentative. However, 2 broad conclusions would seem 
possible. Firstly, it would seem that throughout the 
eighteenth century the open market was supplied by the 
local farming community. Secondly, one may suggest that, 
(24) J.O.J. Sept. 20 1766 No.699. 
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It was also reported in the newspaper when, the following 
month, Mr. Staley of Burwell Farm took his wheat to Witney 
market. 
J.O.J. Oct. 4 1766 No.70l. 
(2S) This point is discussed by J. Bohstedt in an unpublished 
paper, "Devon Food Riots and the P&litics of Community 
Conflict ca 1800." P.Sl. 
from mid century, rising prices probably did begin to 
enable even small farmers to hold onto their crops and 
choose the best moment to sell their grain. An important 
question which is raised, however, is whether it was 
principally in the actual high price years that the smaller 
farmers held onto corn for speculative purposes or whether 
the overall increa~e in prices from mid century caused a 
more general breakdown in traditional patterns of supply. 
Before commencing an examination of the buyers of corn 
one further group of vendors should be noted - those selling 
malt. Information exists for Oxford alone, where the great 
majority of sellers were independent maltsters; brewers, 
most of wham in Oxford did their own malting and probably 
inhabitants of local villages, who combined the occupations 
of farmer and rnaltster. Probably the main reason why the 
Oxford brewers and maltsters were selling malt in the market 
was that the grant of a rnaltster's licence was conditional 
upon the holder agreeing to 
"bring or cause to be brought into ye 
Market for ye University and City of 
Oxford, half a Quarter of good sweet 
clean Merchandizable mault," 
each Lady Day and Michaelmas; (26 > another example of the way 
in which, in Oxford, it was very much the policy of the market 
authorities to require the vendors of foodstuffs to use the 
open market. It should be noted, however, that there appears 
to have been widespread evasion of the regulation - throughout 
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(26) O.U.A. Miscellaneous Market Regulations c 1664-1732 N.E.P. Supra 14 
Pp.l4-15. 
Turning to the identified buyers of wheat, the first 
point is that there is very little evidence of consumers 
buying directly from producers in Oxford market. Bet\-reen 
1692 and 1800 as few as 8 persons can be definitely identified 
as consumers, the majority of them buying in the period 1692 
to 1700 and probably from the more affluent section of t he 
population. The b .ltchers, farmers, chandlers, grocers and 
"'omen may also have been buying wheat to make bread for 
their ovm consumption. However, it is equally possible 
that the butchers and farmers were purchasing wheat to feed 
to hogs and poultry; (29} that, and there is evidence to 
suggest that this was the case, the women \rTere the \rlidows 
of, for example, bakers and were carrying on their husbands ' 
businesses; and that the chandlers and grocers were buying 
wheat to re-sell in their shops either as wheat, meal, 
flour or bread . <30> 
\"lhat is not possi ble, however, is to go on from this to 
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suggest that consumers \-lere actually unable to buy wheat in 
Oxford and other market tovms. Thus, we have already suggested 
<29 ) Wheat was certainly used for this purpriae. 
(30) 
Ed. R. Bradley Op.cit. Vol.I P.236. 
Several writers discuss the way in which chandlers, grocers 
and petty shopkeepers retailed corn, flour and meal or 
baked bread for sale. 
See, for example, R.B. Westerfield Middlemen in English 
Business. Particularly between 1660 and 1760 (1915) P.l67. 
D. Alexander Op.cit. P.l25 . 
E.P . Thompson Loc.cit. P.lOl. 
J.L. and B. Hammond The Village Labourer 1760-1832 (1911) 
P.llO. 
Oxfordshire grocers and chandlers certainly sold bread, 
although it is not clear whether they baked it themselves. 
See Chapter VI Pp.421; 439-441. 
that small-scale transactions, to which consumers would have 
been most likely to have been parties, may have passed 
unrecorded, at least before 1795. Here, therefore, we 
shall examine the small amount of evidence on this subject 
to be drawn from other sources and attempt to ascertain 
whether conclusions are possible. 
We shall look initially at the evidence which suggests 
that the urban consumer was able to purchase corn in the 
market. Firstly, according to the record of prices in 
The As size of Bread 1692-1700 the highest price paid for 
a bushel of wheat in Oxford market on April 29 1693 was 8/-. 
However, Anthony Wood, reporting on a riot which took place 
that day declared that by their action the crowd had caused 
the price of corn to be reduced from 9/- to 6/2. (3l) If 
Wood's report is accurate then this would seem to suggest 
that in the late seventeenth century the small purchaser 
was probably able to buy wheat, as long as he was prepared 
to pay for it at a higher rate. Secondly, again in the 
late seventeenth century, along with bake~:s and mealmen, 
Oxford freemen and the tenants of City properties were 
required to have their corn ground at the Castle Mills(32 ) 
and tenants of Merton College properties w& .:~e required to 
have their corn ground at the College-owned Holywell Mill. <33 ) 
( 31 ) Ed. A. Clark, "The LJ.fe and Times of Anthony Wood 1 
Antiquary of Oxford, 1632-1695 ••• 11 Vol. III 1682-1695 in 
O.H.S. Vol.XXVI (1894) P.421. 
<
32 ) Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts 1665-1701," ••• 
Pp.l7; 108. 
(33 ) Ed. A. Clark, "Survey of the Antiquities •••. 11 Vol. I P. 401. 
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Clearly unless such persons were purchasing wheat they 
would not have required the services of a miller. 
Thirdly, as Table III illustrates, in all the years of 
food riots between 1693 and 1766 crowds in Oxford and the 
County's other towns appropriated wheat or fixed the price 
at which it was to be sold to the poor, suggesting that 
they may have been used to obtaining corn in the unground 
state in years of normal or good harvests. Fourthly, and 
suggesting the same point, during the years of harvest 
failures and high prices up to and including 1766-67 
charitable schemes run for the benefit of the urban poor 
not infrequently involved the provision of free or subsidized 
corn. For example, when the death of Thomas Rowney, a 
Member of Parliament for Oxford, was recorded in 1727 it 
was stated that he had 
"some years agoe(done) some service 
to the Poor, when Corn being at ten 
shillings or more a Bushell, he sold 
great Quantities to them for 4 or 5 
shillings a Bushell."< 34 > 
Again, in January 1767, Jackson's Oxford Journal reported, 
"We hear from Charlbury ••• ths. l: in order 
{34) 
to alleviate the Distresses so severely felt 
by the industrious Poor, the Honourable Mr. 
Lee of Lee-Place, one of the Members for 
this City ••• supplied the Poor of that Town 
with Wheat at Five Shillings a Bushel ••• "<35 > 
Ed. Rev. H.E. Salter, "Remarks and Collections of Thomas 
Hearne" Vol.IX (Aug. 10 1725 - Mar. 26 1728) in O.H.S. 
Vol.LXV (1914) P.344. 
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(35) J.O.J. Jan. 17 1767 No.716. The report did, however, continue 
that Lee had also given, 11 a Quantity of Bread Weekly to be 
distributed among the most necessitous Families." 
We shall now turn to the evidence which suggests that 
consumers did not or could not purchase wheat. Firstly, 
as Table III indicates, in all food riot years f .torn 1766 
m1wards, rioting crowds fixed the prices at which bread, 
flour and meal were to be sold or seized these products, 
in addition to or instead of corn. Secondly, several 
disturbance periods from 1710 onwards witnessed attempts 
to ensure that bakers, as well as or instead of consumers, 
were provided with corn. Thus, as early as 1710 we find a 
revealing report on the activities of a badger at Bicester 
market: 
"Joseph Ffletcher hath since her Maties 
Proclarnacon agt Badgers instantly bought 
upp considerable Quantities of Corne 
himselfe att Bister Markett till about 
three weeks since that the poore began 
to cry out on him & then he irnployed 
one FFreeman a Taylor of Launton to 
buy for him as this Inforrnt. hath hearcl 
And that it has been a Complt of the 
Bakers that by reason of the sd 
Ffletchers such dealings they cannot 
gett come for their rn~~~)to furnish 
the poore with bread." 
Furthermore, in both 1766 and 1800 rioters in Oxford inter-
vened in the market on behalf of their bakers. <37> Thirdly, 
from 1767 onwards shortage years witnessed attempts by the 
poor to influence the setting of the assize of bread, which, 
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as we shall see, was fixed with regularity in Oxfordshire 's 
major towns. Two illustrations from 1800 reveal the importance 
(36 ) The Information of Jo~~ph Heritage of Bist~r ••• Labourer 
taken upon Oath. o.s. Bundles Easter 1710. 
(J7) See Chapter IV P . 349 and Chapter VII Pp.478; 498-499. 
of the assize of bread to the late eighteenth century crowd. 
In that year threats were made against the Mayor of Banbury 
should he raise the price of bread<38), and, in Cctober an 
attack on Dr. Cooke in Oxford was almost certainly because 
of his role as Pro Vice-Chancellor, in supervising the 
setting of the assize. Dunn, a leader of the Oxford rioters, 
"expressed great dissatisfaction at the 
conduct of those who set the assize of 
bread and contended that according to 
the price of corn Bread ought to fall 
in price. n {J9 l 
Fourthly, in all years of high prices and food shortages 
from at latest 1756-57 charitable schemes in urban centres 
involved p~incipally the provision of bread. Thus, in the 
Winter of 1756, Lord ~lenman, 
"ordered a great Quantity of Bread to 
be delivered to the Poor (of Thame) 
Weekly in Half Peck and Quartern 
Loaves."< 40> 
Again, in the 1790's, several very large-scale relief schemes 
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were operated - in Henley, where, during the l'linter of 1793-94 
725 persons were supplied with subsidized bread for 13 weeks; <41 > 
in Oxford, where, during the following Winter more than 4000 
persons were regularly supplied with bread at little more 
(J 8 ) H.O. 42:49 Richard Williams to Portland 28 Apr. 1800. 
In fact, however, when the Mayor did raise the price of 
the peck loaf from 4/10 to 5/4 no disturbance ensued. 
(J9 ) H.o. 42:52 Document 84-5 The Examination of Thomas Robinson. 
Inclosure in Dr. Marlow to Portland. 17 Oct. 1800. 
(40) J.o.J. Dec. 4 1756 No.l88. 
(41) J.O.J. Jan. 10 1795 No.2176. 
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Table III 
Table to show the Commodities which drew the Attention of 
the Crowd during Food Riots 
If a town is named in one of the date columns dlis indicates 
that the commodity named in the left-hand column directly 
opposite was either seized; regulated in price or the subject 
of an anonymous letter in that town in the particular riot year. 
A price underneath the name of a town means that price-
regulation took place. The bracketed price indicates the 
market price; the second or a price on its own means the 
price fixed by the crowd. 
Commodity 
Corn 
(unspeci-
fied) 
Wheat 
Flour 
Bread 
Barle~ 
~ 
Oxford 
(9/-) 
-6/2 
Banbury 
Charlbury 
Chipping 
Norton 
Burford 
Date 1121 --1766 ~ 1800 
Bicester 
Oxford 
Tharne 
4/- per 
bushel 
Oxford 
5/- per 
bushel 
Oxford 
5/-
per 
bushel 
Oxford 
12 lbs 
Banbury 
Bloxham 
Long 
Hanbo-
rough 
20/-
per sack 
Oxford 
£20 per 
load 
Witney 
Oxford 
12/6 per 
bushel 
Witney 
Oxford (Oxford) 
Burford 
81_ per Witney 
bushel. 
Long 
Hanho-
rough 
40/- per 
sack 
(Witney) 
Deddington 
of house-
hold bread 
for 1/-
Bicester 
Henley 
Banbury 
Oxford 
Thame 
t"litney 
(1767) 
than half price, twice weekly, for 11 weeks at a total cost 
of £635/14/5( 42 > and in Thame, where, over the Summer of 
1795 more than 1000 persons were supplied with bread below 
the market price. <43 ) 
All thet;:·i:: points can be used as indicators that a 
substantial part of the urban community was probably 
accustomed to purchasing wheat derivatives rather than 
wheat in non-crisis periods also; a sugg-estion which is 
given additional support by a report on the Henley bread 
scheme: 
"The Inhabitants of Henley upon Thames 
have again set on Foot a subscription 
for supplying the Poor with Bread 
during the Winter at lOd per Gallon. 
Last Winter upwards of 100 Persons 
were relieved from Christmas to the 
latter end of April, every poor 
Person in each Family being allowed 
three Quarts of Bread per week at 
the above Price, which they purchas1i4> 
at the Shop they usually dealt at." 
The last phrase would certainly indicate that the consumer 
was a regular bread-purchaser. 
This brings us to the final point which would seem to 
suggest that wheat-purchasing may not have been very usual 
among urban consumers, that is that the baker appears to 
have had a very significant role to play in Oxfordshire's 
towns. Evidence from Oxford reveals much on the influence, 
wealth and extensive trade of the bakers. Thus, their 
(42) 
(43) 
( 44) 
J.O.J. Mar. 28 1795 No.2187. 
J.O.J. Sept. 5 1795 No.2210. 
Cheap bread was also supplied to the poor of Oxford 
over the Summer of 1795 J.O.J. Sept. 12 1795 No.2211. 
J.o.J. Jan. 25 1794 No.2126. 
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influence is indicated by the case of James Appletree, who 
was a freeman of the City; a member of the Common Council 
and, in 1795, on the Committee appointed by the Council to 
investigate the causes of the high price of corn< 4S) and 
their possible wealth is suggested by that of John Blackford, 
whose bakery buoiness was reported to have been very 
extensive and whose fortune, at the time of his death in 
1768 was £15,000. <46 > Further, the following advertisement 
of a baker's shop illustrates well the sizeable trade a late 
eighteenth century baker could expect: 
"To be SOLD by AUCTION ••• All that 
MESSUAGE OR TENEMENT, with a Bake-
house, •• situate near the Bottom 
of George Lane, held by Lease under 
the City of Oxford ••• and now in the 
Occupation of Mr. Bayliss, Baker as 
Tenant at Will. The above Premisses 
are very roomy and convenient for a 
great Extent of Trade, the Neighbour-
hood being very populous from its 
Nearness to the Canal, and no Oi~'r 
Bakehouse in the same street."\ 
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<45 > Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts 1752-1801" ••• P.238. 
(46) J.O.J. Nov. 5 1768 No.810. 
By the late eighteenth century, however, bakers certainly 
felt that their profits were not considerable. For example, 
in 1795-96 William Morris, an Oxford baker and purchaser of 
wheat in Oxford market issued 2 denials of accusations that 
bakers could make great profits. 
J.o.J. Nov. 7 1795 No.2219. 
J.O.J. Feb. 27 1796 No.2235. 
This point is elaborated by c.R. Fay, "The Miller and the 
Baker. A Note on Commercial Transition," in The Cambridge 
Historical Journal Vol.I No.1 (1923). 
An analysis of wills and probate inventories would give a 
clearer picture of the profits a baker might normally have 
expected to make. Such an analysis has, in fact, been made 
for Bicester by G.H. Dannatt. For references to bakers see 
G.H. Dannatt Loc.cit. Pp.259-260; 266; 274-77. 
<
47 ) J.O.J. May 24 1794 No.2143. 
we kno\'1, moreover, that supplies baked by City bakers were 
supplemented by bread produced in the countryside; - in the 
late seventeenth century, bread produced by country bakers 
being sold regularly in Oxford market<48 ) and in the early 
nineteenth ce~tury village bakers sending bread to be sold 
in Oxford shops. <49 > This practice must in fact have been 
quite general for in 1796 the Mayor of Brackley in adjacent 
Northamptonshire reported that many of the common people in 
that town received their bread supplies from bakers in the 
surrounding villages. (SO) Finally, it is clear from lists 
of the freemen and tradesmen in other Oxfordshire towns 
that bakers we t.e a sizeable group in these centres also. 
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Although such evidence is clearly circumstantial tentative 
conclusions on the pattern in wheat-purchasing would appear 
to be possible. Thus, it would seem firstly that from the 
mid eighteenth century at latest there was probably a decline 
in the ability or desire of consumers in general to purchase 
corn and secondly, that the poorer sections of the community 
were probably predominantly purchasers of bread throughout 
the period at which we are looking. 
The first conclusion can be supported by statements 
made by contemporaries. Thus, in 1765, Sir John Fielding 
made the general point that the engrossing of corn was 
preventing labourers from following traditional practices 
and purchasing small quantities of wheat from the farmer, 
(4S) Ed. A. Clark, "Survey of the Antiquities ••• " Vol.I P.479. 
(49) Papers Relating to the Clerks of the Market and their Work 
1821-51. •• P.3. 
(SO) P.c. 1:33:A88 Part II Mayor of Brackley to Portland 
11 Apr. 1796. 
having it ground and making their own bread and was forcing 
them to purchase bread from the baker. (Sl) Moreover, 
several writers made the suggestion that alterations in 
marketing practices, most notably the growth of sample-
selling acco\.· .• 1ted for the situation. For example, a letter 
\Y'ri tten from Wells in 1765 declared that the farmers were 
taking samples of wheat to market and on the strength of 
them agreeing to supply the bakers with as much as 100 
bushels of wheat, thereby preventing the poor from 
purchasing any< 52 ) and s. Rudder, writing of Cirencester 
at the close of the century, complained that the farmer 
no longer brought all his corn to be pitched in the market 
but attended with nothing more than a purse-full of wheat 
as a sample and having sold perhaps a load on the strength 
of the sample, deprived private families of the opportunity 
of buying a small quantity at first hand. <53> The Common 
Council of Oxford would certainly have agreed that it was 
the loss of the pitched market which was responsible for 
the decline of wheat-purchasing by the consumer. In 1795, 
(51) 
••• Committee of the House of Lords ••• Scarcity of 
Provisions 1765 ••• 
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A similar point was made by the Earl of Warrington 
~ Vol.XXVII (1757) P.S74. 
in 1757. 
(S 2) ••• Committee of the House of Lords ••• scarcity of 
Provisions 1765 ••• 
(53) s. Rudder The History of the Antient Town of Cirencester ••• 
(2nd Ed. 1800) Pp.l51-152. 
Among later writers to have taken up this point are 
w.J. Shelton Op.cit. P.72. 
W.M. Stern, "The Bread Crisis in Britain 1795-96," in 
Economics Vol.XXXI (1964) P.l75. 
after a lengthy condemnation of sample sales the Council 
declared, 
11 The good effect of bringing the corn 
to market was that a poor man might 
buy a sack, or a small quantity fitted 
to his wants and his purse, at the 
first and cheapest hand."(S 4) 
It should be emphasized, however, that by the close of the 
eighteenth century the mere fact that pitched sales continued 
in a particular market would not have guaranteed that the 
consumer would have been permitted to purchase in that 
market. (SS) 
Support for the second point can also be found in the 
statements of other contemporaries who frequently stressed 
that wheat-buying was not of importance to the poor both 
because it was more convenient for them to purchase bread 
and also because it was often impractical for them to bake 
at home. Thus, as early as 1748 P. Kalm suggested that 
English women found it easier to purchase from the baker 
than bake their own supplies(So) and it is certainly true 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
J.O.J. Nov. 7 1795 No.2219. 
This point is made by w. Mavor in a discussion of Newbury 
market: "Though a pitched market, small quantities of 
corn are not easily procured." 
W. Mavor Qp.cit. P.459. 
~·le have found no evidence on \'lhether the poor consumer 
could purchase in the pitched market at Henley. 
Kalm's Account of His Visit to England on his Way to 
America in 1748 (Translated Joseph Lucas 1892) P.327. 
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that in Oxfordshire the opportunities for the poor to bake 
their own bread must always have been limited by the very 
severe fuel shortage which existed in the County from the 
mid seventeenth century<57 > until the construction of the 
oxford Canal. Thus, an Oxfordshire farmer writing in 1795 
pointed out the difficulties faced by L~ose contemplating 
baking at home: 
(57) 
(58) 
"The miller's toll dish and the trouble 
of procuring fuel and yeast are 
frequently enemies to the practice and 
make numbers rather choose to buy bread 
of the baker; indeed it frequently 
happened when the cottage was built, 
the oven was omitted."(5B) 
This is mentioned by a number of writers, among them:-
R. Plot The Natural Histor of Oxfordshire, Bein an Essay 
towards the Natural History of England. 2nd Ed. 1705. 
Published in facsimile 1972) P.52. 
T. Salmon Op.cit. P.32 referred to fuel as "excessively 
dear" in Oxford. 
An Oxfordshire Farmer A Reply to the Instructions given by 
the Common Council of Oxford to F. Burton and A. Annesley, 
Esqrs their Representatives in Parliament, on the Present 
Scarcity of Provisions (1795) P.l6. 
F.M. Eden took up the same theme when he suggested that 
because of the extreme dearness of fuel in Oxfordshire the 
labourer bought not just his bread but his entire dinner 
ready prepared from the baker. 
F.M. Eden The State of the Poor: or An History of the 
Labouring Classes in England. Vol.II Parochial Reports -
England (1797) P.587. 
A discussion of the effects upon the nation's diet of the 
~~ount of fuel available for cooking is included by 
T.S. Ashton in "Changes in Standards of Comfort in 
Eighteenth Century England," in Proceedings of the British 
Academ~ Vol.41 (1955) Pp.l77-178. 
In conclusion, we should point out that generalizations 
on the question of the relationship between wheat-buying 
and home-baking are not yet possible and that an examination 
of the subject reveals a situation of very great complexity. 
Thus, although the existence of large numbers of bakers 
would appear to testify to a decline in home-baking and 
hence presumably in wheat-purchasing, we know that in rural 
areas at least bakers might be prepared to bake on 
commission for persons who brought wheat or flour to them. (S 9) 
For example, a farmer from Sibford Ferris recorded in his 
diary a payment to the baker for baking his bread. (60) 
Further, evidence for the existence of home-baking, if such 
could be found( 6l), could not be taken to indicate that 
consumers were purchasing wheat in the market because firstly 
they might have been using purchased meal or flour or 
secondly they might have been obtaining wheat from other 
sources than the open market. 
(S9) This point is made by T.S. Ashton Loc.cit. P.l ) 7. 
(60) Farm Diary ••• of John Lamb of Sibford Ferris ••• P.7. 
(61) One type of material ·.llhich might be used when attempting 
to assess the extent of home-baking is the inventory. 
For example, G.H. Dannatt by looking at Bicester 
inventories of the seventeenth and early eighteenth 
centuries was enabled to make the revealing point that, 
"boulting-mills kept in the kitchen or another room were 
often part of the household gear." 
G.H. Dannatt Loc.cit. Pp.280-281. 
Inventories, however, can only be of value in relation to 
wealthier householders. 
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Having suggested that the consumers were probably not 
very signif icant as purchasers of wheat in the open market 
it should perhaps not surprise us to find t hat the buyers 
who dominated Oxford market from 1692 until 1800 and 
probably the markets of other towns, except Henley< 62 ) 
until at lates t the mid eighteenth century appear to have 
been the bakers. Millers and mealrnen, although the second 
largest group of wheat buyers, seem never to have been as 
significant a force as the bakers. 
We shall now assess the extent to which these findings 
fit in with the picture derived from other sources. 
The first point is that it would appear initially to 
seem reasonable that the miller should have been playing a 
lesser role than the baker in the corn trade. Thus, the 
traditional and, until 1772, l egally defined role of the 
miller was a s the processor of corn purchased by consumer 
and t.aker. As R. Burn recorded, 
(62) 
uMillers are not to be common buyers of 
any corn, to sell the same again, either 
in corn or meal; but ought only to serve 
for the grinding of corn that shall be 
brought to their mills.w<63 > 
In Henley the market was probably dominated by mealmen 
and corn dealers. Thus, c. Burlington Op.cit. P.240 
suggested that the wheat and flour sold in Henley were 
bought by dealers. Again, a meeting to discuss the use 
of the Winchester bushel in Henley market was held by 
farmers, maltsters, mealmen and dealers in corn. 
J.O.J. Jan. 5 1793 No.2071. 
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Finally, a report on the setting of the assize of bread 
in Henley stressed that the mealmen supplied the bakers 
with flour, rather than the bakers being purchQ@ers of wheat. 
Mr. Coles Junrs ro osals to re ulate the Price of Bread 
(63) 
Aug. 00 Ms D.o. Henley C IV 7 10. 
R. Burn Qp.cit, Vol.III P.208. 
The legal position of millers is also discussed by R.B. 
Westerfield O~.cit. Pp.l67-169. 
Moreover, as late as 1795 it was still being claimed that 
millers should be permitted only to grind the corn brought 
to them by others and should not buy grain in their own 
right. <64 > Furthermore, legislation passed in 1796 suggests 
that for many millers the grinding of corn which belonged to 
others must still have been an important part of their 
business in the late eighteenth century; an Act for the 
regulation of millers passed in that year establishing 
rules for the weighing of corn taken to be ground and for 
the payment of fees for grinding. In January 1797 the 
Oxfordshire Quarter Sessions ordered the enforcement of 
this legislation in the County<65 > and in April 1797 it 
was reported that several millers in the Hundreds of 
Bullington, Dorchester, Thame and Wootton had been convicted 
and fined for possessing defe~tive weights and failing to 
display tables of fees for grinding. <66 ) 
(G4) H.O. 48:5 Papers on ~llers and the Corn Riots at Newton 
Abbot Apr. 1795. 
(65) 
(66) 
J.O.J. Jan. 21 1797 No.2282. 
J.O.J. Apr. 22 1797 No.2295. 
J.O.J. May 6 1797 No.2297. 
The disputes which could arise when corn was left at a 
mill to be ground are well illustrated by 2 cases. 
See J.O.J. Sept. 3 1757 No.227 for details of a dispute 
over wheat, barley and oats taken by the owner to be 
ground at a Woodstock mill. 
Assi 5:120 Oxfordshire Lent Assizes 1800 for a case of 
fraud over the grinding of barley. 
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However, from the mid eighteenth century at latest 
it was being suggested that the millers had often forsaken 
their traditional role and had become 1nstea1 the principal 
purchasers of the farmers' wheat; dealers in corn and meal 
and the suppliers of flour to the bakers, who had themselves 
ceds~j to be purchasers of corn. For example, in 1765 the 
Town Clerk of Warwick reported that the millers we~e the 
most important purchasers of wheat in the town and that the 
bakers mostly bought flour from the millers(67 > and the 
Earl of Warwick, writing of the same town in 1800, declared, 
"The millers in general in this part of 
the country are very opulent men and great 
dealers in corn the price of which depends 
in our markets much on their pleasure ••• "<68) 
A work written in 1795 suggest.~ that the situation found in 
warwick was very general by that date: 
"It is in vain to ,think of tying the 
bakers to sell bread according to the 
assize from the market price of wheat, 
and at the same time to leave the 
mille~s at liberty to buy up the 
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(6 7) 
••• Committee of the House of Lords ••• scarcity of Provisions 
~··· 
(68) H.O. 42:49 Earl of Warwick to Portland 1 Jan. 1800. 
wheat and make the bakers pay 
what price they please for the 
flour."( 69 ) 
Initially the Oxford evidence would appear impos3ible 
to reconcile with this viewpoint; the lists of those 
attending Oxford market showing that in terms of numbers 
the bakers were definitely the dominant purchasers. A 
closer inspection of the data, however, suggests that the 
figures are somewhat misleading. 
The first, and a very simple, point is that there were 
far fewer millers than bakers in Oxford, making it almost 
inevitable that a smaller number of millers would have 
been recorded using the market. In fact, what does emerge 
is that millers from !!! the major mills in and around 
Oxford were active buyers of wheat; selling flour locally 
and/or taking part in the long-distance trade. For example, 
(69) Considerations on the Scarcity and Hilh Prices of Bread-
Corn and Bread at the Market; sugaest ng the Remedies in 
a Series of Letters; First printe in the Cambridge 
Chronicle, and supposed to be written by Governor Pownall 
(1795) P.27. 
The importance of the miller as corn buyer from the 
seventeenth century onwards has be~n stressed by several 
later writers. 
For example, s. and B. Webb, "The Assize of Bread," in 
The Economic Journal Vol.XIV (Jun. 1904) P.20l. 
C.R. Fay also suggested that by 1774 millers were no 
longer simply grinders of wheat but purchasers of it, 
and that by 1813 few bakers bought wheat at all, as 
the miller was buying from the farmer, and the baker 
from the miller. 
C.R. Fay Loc.cit. Pp.86; 90. 
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in the 1790's we find John Martin of the Weirs Mill, 
sandford-on-Thames both purchasing wheat in Oxford market 
and supplying flour to the City workhouse( ?o ) and in Part 
III we shall discuss several cases of Oxford millers who 
purchased wheat in the open market and supplied distant 
consumption centres with corn and flour. Furthermore, 
even the tenants of the Castle Mills, who until 1763 appear 
to have been expected to derive their principal income 
from grinding the corn belonging to others, can be found 
amongst the purchasers ·of corn; their activities in fact 
providing evidence for a point made by Charles Smith viz 
that those hiring mills might be forced by economic 
necessity to try to enter the meal and flour trades<7l ) -
the financial difficulties faced by the tenants of these 
mills in the first half of the eighteenth century being 
notorious. (7 2 ) 
(70 ) 
(7 1} 
(72 ) 
J.O.J. Jul. 27 1793 No.2100. 
C. Smith Op.cit. P.l7. 
There is much evidence that the tenants of the Castle 
Mills did experience financial hardship. For example, 
in December 1735 it was reported that the tenant had 
complained that unless the mills were rep~li.red it 
woulcl ·.prove impossible to go on grinding corn; in June 
1742 William Finch, miller, and an identified corn-buyer, 
had £30 deducted from his rent of the previous year 
because of a shortage of water to his mills and in July 
of the same year he declared that the seasons of late 
had been so bad and business "so low" that he was unable 
to pay his rent at all. Moreover, the rent, which in 
1715 had been £80 per annum, had, by 1753, been reduced 
to £63. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts, 1701-1752," ••• 
Pp.204; 236. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts, 1752-1801," ••• P.6. 
Rev. H.E. Salter, "Oxford City Properties," ••• P.40. 
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The second point is that, on the whole, we cannot 
assess the actual quantities of corn purchased respectively 
by miller and baker and therefore cannot be certain that 
the miller was not responsible for handling a larger 
proportion of the supplies coming onto the open market. 
A fact which is suggestive, however, is that in 1796 
William Brookes, miller, was recorded to have purchased 
320 quarters of wheat, that is almost 2~ t~es the quantity 
purchased by our representative baker, James Appletree. 
Moreover, evidence from other sources tends to suggest 
that millers probably had a greater influence within Oxford 
market than is indicated by their numbers. Thus, as early 
as the crisis of 1693 Anthony Wood recorded that millers 
and mealrnen were culpable over the enhanced price of corn 
and his report that women in Oxford market place, angered 
at high prices, attacked millers and mealmen, in addition 
to bakers< 73 >, suggests that the crowd held similar beliefs. 
Again, when, in 1773, the mill at Sandford was advertised 
as to let, it was reported that the miller would be allowed 
a boat capable of carrying as much as 20 tons for the purpose 
of fetching corn from Oxford and Abingdon markets< 74 >, 
indicating that he was expected to make very extensive corn 
purchases. Finally, and also suggestive of the miller as 
notable dealer, when, in 1792, the owner of Osney Mill was 
attacked, it was recorded that he had had only one guinea 
to give the thieves and that he had considered that a large 
sum for a Saturday night after he had paid the farmers. (?S ) 
{7 3 ) Ed. A. Clark, "The Life and Times of Anthony Wood" ••• 
Vol. III P. 422. 
{7 4) J.o.J. Aug. 28 1773 No.l061. 
(7 5 ) J.O.J. Nov. 3 1792 No.2062. 
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Having suggested that the miller was probably a more 
influential figure than would at first appear, we shall 
now turn to examine the role of the bakers and suggest 
that they were perhaps a less significant group in the 
corn trade than their numerical strength would seem to 
indicate. Thus, from 1692 onwards we have evidence of 
Oxford bakers who apparently never purchased wheat in the 
City's market and who were presumably buyers of flour 
from miller or rnealman. Moreover, although there is no 
evidence for the suggestion, it would seem possible that, 
certainly by the last decade of the eighteenth century, it 
was only the wealthier and more influential bakers who 
were purchasing corn. 
Two other points are more suggestive. F~rstly it 
would seem that, at least after 1700 (}xford· bakers were 
very seldom engaged in dealing in corn, and we may assume 
therefore that their purch~ses of wheat would have been 
limited to the quantities which would have satisfied their 
own requirements. Secondly, it is clear that the urban 
baker was an influential figure only within the confines 
of the open market and while supplies to that market 
remained steady. The first point is suggested by the fact 
that very few bakers were recorded in occupational l :tsts 
as dealers, as well as bakers; and both this and the second 
point can be illustrated by events during the food riots of 
the second half of the eighteenth century. Thus, in 1795 
and 1800 when supplies in the local open markets "'''!: ~e 
inadequate the bakers appear to have been completely unable 
to obtain corn for themselves from other sources and seem 
to have become reliant for supplies: on local crowds who 
pressured farmers and millers into bringing wheat, meal and 
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flour to market; on farmers who made commitments to sell 
specifically to local baker s and mealmen rather than to 
dealers and most particularly on local millers who provided 
them with flour from wheat purchased largely in London. 
Many examples exist to show this. Here we ~hall note three. 
Firstly, in 1800 it was stated that a crowd had visited 
Fawler Mill and tried to persuade the miller, who was in 
possession of foreign corn, to supply their bakers: 
They said, 
"that their bakers had no meal to bake 
for the food of the Inhabitants to which 
he made answer that their Bakers knew 
him well enough and he should be glad 
of their custom ..... <76 > 
Secondly, in 1795 it was reported that farmers around Burford 
had declared that they would sell corn only to mealm.en and 
bakers, who were engaged in supplying the local community 
and would not trade with jobbers. <77 > Finally - and a very 
clear revelation of the extent to which Oxford bakers had 
become flour-purchasers during the crisis of 1800 - twice, 
in early 1801, the assize of bread was recorded to h~tve been 
set on the price, not of wheat, but of flour. (78 ) 
Having stressed the dominance of the baker and the 
crucial, if less conspicuous, role of the miller as buyer 
(76) H.O. 42:51 Document 469 Information of Jonathan Paine 
of Fawler Mill. Inclosure in John Cobb to Portland 
26 Sept. 1800. 
( 77) J.O.J. Jul. 4 1795 No.220l. 
( 78) Corn Book of the Clerk of the Market 1779-1805. 
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of corn, we must now look at the problem of why in certain 
years, most notably 1757, 1766- 67, 1795 and 1800, a picture 
of the market was painted quite at variance with the one 
presented above. The best exposition of the alternative 
view can be found in a letter written by Oxf ord's Common 
Council in 1795, 
" ••• all over this part of the Country, 
the Miller and the Baker find it 
extremely difficult to buy at the 
first hand, and are absolutely 
compelled to receive their supplies 
through the intervention of a third 
person ••• for these Jobbers having 
purchased among themselves the 
whole, or the greatest part of the 
corn brought to ma~ket, deal<f~>out 
again upon their own terms." 
Moreover, while this is the most unequivocal reference to 
the market being dominated by the jobber, badger or dealer 
many similar reports could be given. One example will 
suffice. In December 1767 it was stated that a fall in 
prices in London had prevented the dealers<8o ) in Oxford 
market from doing business with their usual alacrity. (8l ) 
We shall now consider the extent to which the view 
that the dealer dominated the market is tenable. Firstly, 
(79 } 
(80 } 
(81) 
J.O.J. Nov. 7 1795 No.2219. 
Here the word dealer clearly carries the implication 
speculator. Other references, for example one in 1755 
to the several dealers in corn not intending to buy by 
sample in Oxford market, are more equivocal because the 
word dealer might be being used as a blanket-term 
covering all corn purchasers. 
J.O.J. Oct. 18 1755 No.l29. 
J.O.J. Dec. 19 1767 No.764. 
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however, it is necessary to define the way in which the 
term is being used. By dealer, we are assuming that the 
authorities were signifying someone who bought corn to 
resell in a raw state. Obviously many persons were 
buying corn in the market to resell later in a processed 
form; for example Thomas Jones, an Abingdon mealman, who, 
in the 1790's, bought wheat in Oxford market and returned 
to the same market to sell meal. As R. Burn suggests, 
however, such persons could not be regarded as badgers 
or dealers: 
" ••• the statute of Ed. 6 only requires 
persons to be licensed, who buy corn 
and sell the same again, that is, 
sell the corn (as it seemeth) and 
not the corn manufactured."(82 ) 
If we look firstly at the data presented on t he tables 
of buyers' occupations we find little evidence to suggest 
the view of a dealer-dominated market. Few dealers appear 
among the identified corn buyers, especially after 1733, 
and those dealers, whose presence in Oxford market was 
recorded, appear seldom to have bought wheat. Furthermore, 
of the dealers who were present in the market many appe~r 
to have possessed a second occupation, the exercise of 
which would have required them to purchase corn anyway. 
It is, however, possible to reconcile, at least in 
part, the apparently contradictory evidence. 
Firstly, it is probable that more persons were acting 
as dealers than were defined as such. Thus we know that 
( 82 ) R. Burn Op.cit. Vol.I Pp.l37-l38. 
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the group of bakers and mealmen, the maltster and brewer 
licensed as dealers in the 1690's were almost certainly 
buying corn for speculative purposes - 4 of them being 
presented for engrossing, presumably corn, in 1699. At 
the same time a mealman, who was apparently not a licensed 
badger, was also prosecuted as an engrosser, suggesting 
that part of the explanation for the apparent absence of 
dealers from the market may be that such persons might 
have became purchasers of corn for resale without seeking 
official recognition for this part of their activities. 
Other cases exist to show that persons were acting as 
dealers without declaring this as their occupation through-
out the eighteenth century also. <83 ) 
Secondly, while those buying as dealers may have been 
few in number the proportion of supplies which passed 
through their hands was possibly very large. Thus, we have 
already seen how at Bicester in 1710 large-scale purchasing 
by a badger endangered local supplies, and, at Burford in 
1713, rioting actually occurred after a maltster, thought 
to be an unlicensed badger, bought up a vast quantity; 
viz 5 loads; of wheat. <84 > 
Thirdly, it is possible that, as the claims tL~~t the 
dealers were predominant were made in 1757, 1766, 1795 and 
1800; that is years of high prices and food shortages; the 
<
83 ) see Chapter VI Pp.433-434. 
(84) See Chapter VII Pp.469-471. 
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authorities were not generalizing but were making reference 
to the situation in the specific crisis periods. There is 
certainly evidence to suggest that Oxfordshire witnessed 
an influx of dealers from other areas and involved in the 
supply of distant markets, during years of nationwide 
shortages . <85 ) Furthermore, the n~~er of local bakers , 
mealmen and millers applying for licences as badgers also 
increased in years of high prices, for example 1694. It 
is not possible, however, to conclude from this that there 
were more persons operating as dealers in high price periods 
because, as we shall go on to suggest<86 >, the likelihood 
of prosecution for unlicensed dealing seems to have increased 
in these years, which may have led persons, who did actually 
engage in dealing at other times, to attempt suddenly to 
legitimatize their activities. 
Fourthly , although we have produced 2 examples which 
suggest that the dealers were actually dominant within ·the 
open market it is, in fact, much more usual to find that 
the authorities ~ither did not specify the market place as 
the centre for the dealers' operations or implied clearly 
that their purchasing took place in private. Illustrative 
of the first point is a notice placed in Jackson's Oxford 
Journal in 1757 that many persons \'Tere buying corn 11 in Oxford" 
to resell(87 ) and of the second is a report on a Worcester 
( 8 5 ) See Chapter IV Pp.274-5; 281. 
<
86 ) See Chapter VI Pp.391-394. 
<
87} J.o.J. Jun. 18 1757 No.216. 
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food riot in the same year, wherein it was stated that the 
crowd was to be condemned because it had seized wheat 
~elonging to persons who constantly supplied the public 
markets instead of selling by sru~ple or at their own houses 
to badgers and millers. <88 ) Moreover, we r.ave evidence 
which would seem to suggest that dealers operating in 
Oxford frequently did not make their purchases in the 
open market. Thus, in 1757, "Y7heat belonging to Thomas 
'iiillats and 2 other "mealmen 11 was seized during rioting 
at a City wharf. There is no evidence that any of the 3 
had bought wheat in Oxford market. Furthermore, it is clear 
that Willats, at least, did purchase privately - he was 
indicted at the County Quarter Sessions for being an 
unlicensed badger, and buying corn outside Witney market, 
with the intention of reselling it. <89 > 
In conclusion, therefore, it would seem that the dealer 
was probably a not unimportant figure in the corn trade in 
Oxford, especially in crisis periods, but that in the 
eighteenth century (go), -v1hile his activities undoubtedly 
influenced prices and supplies, he, in fact, conducted t~e 
great bulk of his business in private. 
(S8) J.O.J. May 14 1757 No.211. 
(Sg ) The indictment described Willats as a labourer but he 
referred to himself as a mealman. 
(go) It would seem likely that in the 1690's the dealers may 
have made more of thei~ purchases within the open market. 
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i"inally 1 in this analysis of vrheat buyers 1 -.,;e should 
note that there is no evidence to suggest that those using 
~fueat for industrial purposes - distillers, starch-makers 
and paste-makers( 9l) -were purchasing in the market. 
THo factors may, how9ver, acco"..mt for theLc absence from 
lists of wheat buyers. Firstly, until 1795, we have records 
of the purchasers of the most expensive ..,,heat only and 
distillers and starch-makers tended to use poorer quality 
corn. Thus, we find a starch-maker in the late eighteenth 
century attempting to obtain smutty or stale '\'Theat for use 
in his business. <92 ) Secondly, during periods of high 
prices and food shortages it was not unusual for the use 
of wheat for industrial purposes to be prohibited and this 
factor may account, in part, for the absence of industrial 
users from the purchasers of wheat during the late 1790's. 
Under these circlmstances it is difficult to be certain that 
wheat for use in indtlstry -v1as not sold vdthin the open :'llarket. 
'i1hen 'l:le turn to barley t.·Te find that a similar picture 
emerges to that ·~hich we have described for wheat, with 
( 91 ) The industrial uses of wheat are mentioned in the 
f.oU.o;...,;J..~.g works:-
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Considerations on the Scarcity and High PriceG ••• Pp.22-24. 
Sir w. Ashley The Bread ,of our Forefathe~s. An Inquiry 
in Economic History (1928) P.24. 
(92 ) J,O,J. Aug. 30 1788 No.l844. 
In order to obtain the wheat he did not, in fact, attend 
the market but placed an advertisement in the newspaper. 
Moreover, in the late seventeenth century R. Plot record&i ,. 
that starch might be ma~e not from wheat but from the worst 
bran produced by the meal-shops, both of which statements 
would perhaps indicate that starch-makers, at least, did 
not use the market. 
R. Plot 02.cit. P.285. 
food-processors, in this case brevrers and maltsters, 
jo1ninant altlong the purchasers and very little evidence 
of :tJUrchasing by private individuals. 
The apparent dominance of maltsters and brewers in the 
barley ruarket raises, however, similar questions to the 
apparent dominance of the bakers in the whe a t market; the 
first being whether the absence of private individuals 
from ~1e list of barley buyers is indicative of their 
veing unable to buy barley and hence of a decline or 
cessation in home-brewing. The same problems apply to 
this, however, as to an exar.1if,.,ition of home-baking. 
Firstly, \'Tithout knm1ing whether small quantities of barley 
were being sold and the sale s were simply not being recorded 
one cannot be certain that householders >vere not buying 
barley for brewing. Secondly, without knowing whether house-
holders v1ere buying malt one cannot state that, because they 
were apparently not buying barley, they were not brewi ng at 
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home. All one can say is that, as yet, there is little evidence 
that private individuals were buying either barley or malt in 
Oxford market, or that Oxford householders \~·ere brewing 
their mm beer. ( 9 3 ) 
( 93 ) No investigation of home-brewing in other towns or in 
rural areas has been attempted. G.H. Dannatt has used 
data from inventories to show that individual householders 
in Bicester were still sometimes brewing beer for their own 
conswaption in the seventeentl1 century and there is certainly 
evidence that brewing ~oak place in the households of the 
nobility, gentry and professional persons living in the 
countryside in the eighteenth century but more research 
would be required before deductions could be drawn on 
the extent to which home-brewing took place in urban areas 
and lesser households in the eighteenth century. 
G.H. Dannatt Loc.cit. P.257. 
Letters from Stewards of Estates 2 1765-1800 Ms North d 3 P.39 
Diary of Rev. James Newton ••• Pp.34; 52; 88. 
Turning to the identified barley buyers we find much 
evidence for P. Mathias's statement that in the eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries, 
"local brewers and local maltsters 
flourished upon their local barleys ... <94 > 
Between 1795 and 1800 all the notable brewers in Oxford 
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appear to have purchased barley in the market either personally 
or through the agency of maltmen, whom they employed directly. 
Thus John Hiscock, who was maltman to Edward Tawney was a very 
regular and large-scale purchaser, as also were the brewers 
John Archer, John Evetts and William Drought. The remaining 
important brewers; William Hall, who bought the Swan's Nest 
Brewery from John Treacher in 1795(95 >, and the Morrell brothers, 
appear to have bought less regularly. These persons could, 
however, have been using their partners or employees to purchase 
for them. For example, the fact that the Morrells were partners 
of Edward Tawney until December 1798 might mean that Hiscock 
would have been buying for them. Moreover, there appears to 
have been a connection between John Evetts and the Swan's Nest 
Brewery. Thus, John Evetts had been an apprentice of Treacher 
.. md in 1825 we find a John Evetts described by Hall as his 
confidential clerk and kinsman< 96>, suggesting that it is 
certainly a possibility that Evetts may have purchased on 
behalf of Hall. 
Independent maltsters were also of major importance as 
buyers of barley and may have been, in the late seventeenth 
and earlier eighteenth centuries, the largest barley purchasers. 
We have little evidence on the persons to whom they then 
sold their malt but from the fact that a number of the 
<
94
> P. Mathias Op.cit. P.392. 
(9S) Ed. W. Page V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.II P.263. 
<
96 ) I am indebted to Dr. M. Prior for this reference. 
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maltsters were from Shillingford, Abingdon or the wharf area 
of Oxford, from whence malt was dispatched to London one may 
suppose that they may have been involved in the London trade. 
They would also appear to have been supplying malt to the 
local brewers, most of whom probably did purchase malt in 
addition to barley. <97 > Thus, we know that Hall, certainly 
bought malt as well as barley; an account book of the brewery 
containing many payments for malt including ones to Shilling-
ford maltsters, whom we know to have purchased barley in 
Oxford market<98) and in April 1801 it was recorded that 
~illiam Drought had bought 40 quarters<99 > of malt in the 
City market from one of these same Shillingford maltsters. 
There is also little doubt that Oxford Colleges were 
purchasers of malt(lOO) but it is ~possible to assess the 
extent to which either they or the brewers bought in the 
open market or privately. 
(97) The behaviour of the brewer, Robert Brakspear of Henley is 
perhaps not unusual. He apparently normally made all his 
own malt but became a malt-purchaser when he \>tas short of 
space. F. Sheppard Brakspear's Brewery Henley on Tharne~ 
1779-1979 (1979) P.l5. 
<
98 ) Notebook containin; the Brewe~'s Account with Sir John 
Treacher, 1789-180 and Mrs. G. Treacher 1807-1825 
Ms o.o. Halls Brewery E l P.56. ----
(99) 
(100) 
Little data has survived on the scale of transactions in 
malt. 40 quarters appears, however, to have been an 
unusually large amount to have been sold and it was, in 
fact, noted both that the sale was by sample and that the 
seller had brought in the malt without having been warned 
to do so. In the few other cases where the volume of malt 
sold is mentioned, we find that, except on 3 occasions the 
amount sold was al\'rays 2 bushels or less. 
All Colleges had their own brew-houses and some definitely 
bought malt. Ed. W.N. Hargraves-Hawdsley, "Woodford at 
Oxford 1759-1776," in O.H.S. Vol.XXI (1969) P.93. However, 
there is evidence that they were also purchasers of beer. 
Sir w. Blackstone Dissertation on the Accounts of All Souls 
College, Oxford (175~, Reprinted 1898), Pp.S; 8-9. 
J.O.J. Nov. 16 1793 No.2116. This shows a group of College 
bursars requesting that country brewers send in proposals for 
supplying the Colleges in view of an increase in the prices 
charged for beer by the brewers from the City . 
Finally in this examination of the use of barley as a 
drink-corn we should note that there is a little evidence 
that malt was being sold to City innkeepers in the market. 
The number of inn and a l ehousekeepers and victuallers 
recorded buying either malt or barley is, however, very 
small and it would appear likely that, in Oxford at least, 
it was usual for such persons not to do their own brewing 
but to be supplied with beer by the brewers. For example, 
as early as 1639 of 300 alehouses in Oxford, more than 100 
were licensed by one alderman who bound the keepers to take 
their beer of him. (101 ) Again, between 1682 and 1711 we find 
several references to brewers being warned not to supply 
beer to unlicensed or suppressed alehouses in the City. (l 0 2 ) 
Moreover, by the late eighteenth century, it is clear that 
many innkeepers were actually becoming the tenants or 
employees of the big breweries bound to take their beer. (103 ) 
(101) 
(102) 
(103) 
o. Ogle Loc.cit. P.82. 
Oxford City. Sessions Rolls 1679-1712 0.5.12 Pp.40; 101; 
154; 162; 172. 
D. Davis, in fact, suggests that beer was the first 
consumer commodity to be mass-produced under factory 
conditions and sold to the public for cash at fixed 
prices by "pure" retailers. 
D. Davis A Histo;y of Shopping (1966) P.213. 
The growth in the system of tied houses has been commented 
upon by several writers. For example, R.B. Westerfield 
Qp.cit. P.l79. 
P. Mathias "Agriculture and the Brewing and Distilling 
Industries in the Eighteenth Century," in Ed. E.L. Jones 
Op.cit. P.93. .. 
s. and B. Webb The History of ~iquor Licensing in England 
Principally from 1700 to 1830 (1903) P.43. 
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Thus, when Hall took over the Swan's Nest Brewery in 1795 
he also gained control of many public houses tied to the 
brewery. (104 ) Nevertheless, even in the late eighteenth 
century one could probably still find a small number of 
persons buying barley in Oxford who conformed to Peter 
Mathias's idea of the 'handicraft' producer; 
"corn buyer, maltster, brewer and 
innkeeper personified in the 
single entrepreneur."(lOS ) 
Thus, the publican, farmer and baker from Marston who bought 
barley would presumably have been malting the barley and 
brewing ale to sell in his public house, and it would seem 
likely that if we had data from earlier periods and more 
rural market towns we should find more of this type of person. 
(104 ) Ed. W. Page Op.cit. P.263. 
Tied pubs existed in other parts of the cou.ntry. Thus, 
in Watlington at the close of the eighteenth century, 
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~ inns came into the hands of the town's principal brewers. 
ed. M.D. Lobel V.C.H. Oxfordshire Vol.VIII •• • P.233. 
Again, many newspaper advertisements of inns and alehouses 
to let in the second half of the eighteenth century 
indicate that enquiries should be addressed to brewers. 
J.O.J. Jan. 15 1785 No .l655. 
The growth of the system in Southern Oxfordshire is 
discussed at length by F. Sheppard . 
F. Sheppard Qp.cit. Pp.22-26. 
(lOS) P. Mathias Op.cit. P.465. 
The remaining purchasers of barley fall into 2 cate-
gories. Firstly, we find a poulterer and a number of 
farmers and yeomen, who may have been buying barley to feed 
to hogs and poultry< 106) , although the farmers might 
e .::,: .. t.l ly have been purchasing barley because they were 
pursuing malting as a second occupation or were still 
brewing their own beer. Secondly, we have a group of corn-
dealers and persons in the carrying trade. 
Barley appears, in fact, to have been purchased by 
dealers in the open market to a greater extent than wheat. 
Not only were corn-dealers recorded buying it more often 
t han wheat but it is possible that those in the carrying 
trade were also purchasing barley as dealers. 
Several writers have, in fact, made a connection not 
only between carrying and corn dealing but also between 
these and brewing and malting. ~. Prior, for example, has 
suggested that, 
"A trade in malt and corn which could 
be lucrative, often arose out of the 
barging business, or was run in 
conjunction with it," ( 107) 
and P. Mathias has shown that, in Hertfordshire there were 
many who combined the occupation of barge-owner with that 
of maltster or malt-factor. ( 108) It is difficult to 
establish, with certainty, whether any of the persons buying 
( 106) The use of barley for feeding hogs and poultry is 
suggested in J.O.J. Jan. 10 1795 No.2176. 
( 107 ) M.L. Prior Op.cit. P.l74. 3=e &l so ~ . 1U . 
(lOB ) P. Mathias Op.cit. P.457. 
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barley in Oxford did exercise any of these combinations of 
occupations . However, it is possible that one of the two 
Oxford boat-owners may have been a maltster; that the two 
together may have been malt-factors or dealers; that 1 of 
the Shillingford maltsters may have been a bargemaster and 
that another barley buyer may have combined the occupations 
of maltster and wharfinger. 
Finally, it is necessary to examine the question of 
whether there is any evidence that barley was purchased in 
Oxford for use as a bread-corn. The most serious problem 
in attempting to assess this is that we have data on 
barley-purchasers only for the period 1795-1800. In this 
period, however, there is very little evidence that bakers 
ever bought barley in the market and in the few cases where 
they were reported to have done so it is highly possible 
that they were buying it as a drink not a bread-corn. Thus, 
the only baker to have bought barley on a regular basis 
appears, in fact, to have exercised the occupation of 
maltster in addition to that of baker. (l09) 
Evidence from other sources is scarce. Certainly in 
1623 the University published a decree to lessen the number 
of maltsters in Oxford so that the barley could be used by 
2t2 
the poor for bread during a shortage of wheat. (llO) However, 
when we turn to the 1690's, another period when high wheat 
prices might lead one to expect that there would have been a 
return to the baking of barley bread, it is clearly suggestive 
that in no year were barley prices recorded over the summer 
(l09 ) The only other important baker to have bought barley also 
purchased malt, which may suggest he was actually doing 
his own brewing. 
(llO) W.F. Lloyd Op.cit. P.22. 
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. . (1 1 1) 
months, when brew1ng and malting were not taking plac~ , 
and it is not, in fact, until the crisis of 1795-96 that we 
find an unequivocal( ll2) statement that barley was being 
used for bread in the C:-.ty. In .r-tarch 1796 it was stated, 
(111) 
(112 ) 
"Mixed bread in the proportion of 2/3 
wheat and 1/3 barley has t ill lately 
been used in this city by the inhabitants 
in general, saving the poor, who have 
from the beginning almost universally 
refused to consume in their families 
any but the wheaten.'' (l l 3 ) 
P. Mathias records that brewing usually stopped in June, 
got under way again in September and often reached full 
activity only by the best brewing month of the year, October. 
P. Mathias Qp.cit. P.497. 
Again, we find Thomas Baskerville reporting that when he 
visited Norwich market in the summer of 1681 there was 
little barley in the market because the malting season 
was over. 
"Thomas Baskerville's Journeys in England, Temp.Car.II" in 
13th Report of the Royal Commission on Historical Manu-
scripts. Appendix 1-2 (1891-93) P.269. 
There is one other piece of evidence which may suggest 
that barley was used in bread in the late eighteenth 
century. We find that in 1785 and 1792 John Byng 
recorded that in Oxford he was given to eat, "brown 
Georges, a bad doughy cake." The editor of Byng's 
diaries suggests that broWn Georges were loaves made 
with mixed flour to conserve wheat in times of shortage. 
Nevertheless, 1785 and 1792 were not, in fact, years of 
excessively high wheat prices and it is therefore possible 
that the Editor~s interpretation is incorrect, making 
the reference of uncertain value. 
Ed. c. Bruyn Andrews qp.cit. Vol.! P.234; Vol.III Pp.l72; 183. 
(llJ ) P.C. 1:33 A 87 Part 1 W.E. Taunton to Portland 30 Mar. 1796. 
The important point to note here is that with little or no 
evidence that the bakers were buying in the market we must 
suggest that they were either purchasing privately or that 
t he early Corn Returns are even more inaccurate than we 
hi. : .:. suggested. 
In conclusion it would seem that barley bread was 
probably consumed in Oxford only in periods of very severe 
wheat shortages. (ll4 ) 
Oats, beans and pease were grown primarily as fodder 
crops. Oats were used to feed horses(llS } and, to a 
lesser extent, geese and poultry<116 >; beans were fed to 
horses, hogs, sheep and deer and grey pease were used to 
feed hogs. <117 ) The use of these grains for fodder would 
appear to account for the pattern of purchasing found in 
Oxford market; t he dominant purchasers being persons feeding 
stock, particularly horses; that is those in the carrying 
trade, innkeepers and the keepers of livery stables, and 
members of the farming community. 
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(114 ) For a discussion of the use of barley bread in other parts 
(115 ) 
(116 ) 
(117 ) 
of the ~ounty see Chapter IV Pp.321-339 . 
Estimates on the quantity of oats consumed by a plough 
horse in one year vary between 25 and 52 bushels. Coach 
or saddle horses ~o~ere estimated to have required greater 
quantities, that is approximately 90 bushels per annum. 
w. Pearce General View of the Agriculture in Berkshire, with 
Observations on the Means of its Improvement (1794) P.47. 
A. Young Op.cit. P.l04. 
G.M. Vol.70 Part 2 (1800 ) P.l261. 
Ed. R. Bradley Op.cit. Vol.Il P.293. 
A. Murray Op.cit. Pp.l02; lOS. 
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Oats and beans also appear to have been purchas£-d by 
corn dealers more frequently than were either barley or 
wheat ; partly perhaps because fodder crops were easily 
resold on the great estates. l•loreover it is possible 
t h<-1:.. the innkeepers and carriers may have been buying 
oats and beans to resell in addition to purchasing them 
to feed to their stock. <118 ) It is likely, in fact, that 
the situation was similar to that which existed in North 
East Kent, where, when fodder crops were taken to the open 
market, the buying and selling of them was apparently 
characterized by numerous local, small-scale transactions, 
with innkeepers handling much of the business. <119 ) 
(118 ) We certainly have evidence of both carriers and innkeepers 
dealing in oats. For example, William Judd, \>lhO ran an 
extensive carrying business, conveying goods by both 
road and canal to and from Banbury, can be found, in 
the 1780's selling oats and seed wheat to the Wroxton 
estate steward. 
Accounts etc 1776-1800 Mss North b. 16 Pp.212; 219; 255; 
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Rusher's Banbury List 1812 Pp.9-lO. 
Again, Richard Williams, an Oxford com-dealer, seedsman 
and innkeeper sold oats privately to the Earl of hbingdon. 
Thomas Collier 's Bailiffs Accounts From Dec 28 1770 to 
Dec 28 1785 Ms Top Oxon d 379 P.36. 
( 119) D. Baker, "The ~larketing of Corn in the First Half of the 
Eighteenth Century: North East Kent ," in A.H.R. Vol.l8 
(1970) Pp.148-149. 
Finally we may note that t here is little evidence t o suggest 
t hat oats were bought for conversion into oatmeal for human 
CO!lSUl'ilption • 
Tables I V - VI ilL..1strat e the distances trave lled to 
0~<.:-:- ::d market by the buyers of corn. 
Table IV 
Table to illustrate the Distances which Persons Travelled 
to Oxford Market to Purchase Wheat 1692-1700 
Distance 
o-s miles 
6-10 miles 
11-15 miles 
16-20 miles 
21-25 miles 
Percentage of Buyers 
Trave lling each Distance 
Table V 
90 .6% 
6.25% 
1. 5% 
0 
1. 5% 
Table to illustrate the Distances which Persons Travelled 
to Oxf ord Market to Purchase Wheat 1733-1778 
Distance 
o-s miles 
6-10 miles 
11-15 miles 
Percentage of Buyers 
Travelling each Distance 
92.7% 
5.4% 
1.8% 
Table VI 
Table to illustrate the Distances l-~hich Persons Travelled 
~o Oxford Market to Purchase Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, 
Pease, Malt and Seed wneat 1789-1822 
Distance 
o-5 miles 
6-10 miles 
ll-15 miles 
16-20 miles 
c60 miles 
Percentage of Buyers 
Travelling each Distance 
79.2% 
16% 
3.2% 
0.8% 
0.8% 
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The main observation is clearly that the great najority 
of buyers travelled less than 10 miles, reinforcing the 
\rie'ftT that the open market was designed primarily to satisfy 
the needs of the local ,;ommuni ty. Only one other i mportant 
po~ ~~ emerges and that is that the number of persons travelling 
more than 5 miles in the period 1692-1700 is slightly larger 
than in the period 1733-1778. However, it vTould seem from 
the application of the description "stranger" or "countryman., 
to a small number of buyers in the 1690's that it was 
regarded as more unusual for non-local persons to attend 
the market in the late seventeenth century. Under these 
circumstances one may suggest that it is possible that the 
large proportion of crop failures in the 1690's may have 
forced persons to travel farther in search of wheat than 
they v.1ould normally have done in this period. (120 ) 
In conclusion, therefore, it would seem that in the 
eightee nth century the corn market in Oxford was primarily 
a wholesale market, providing principally for the needs of 
local farmers and local food processors. 
( 1 20 ) For a fuller discussion of this see Chapter IV Pp.274-8; 281. 
Appendix I A Note on Sale by Sample 
The term sample-selling is used to describe a practice 
adopted by many farmers, whereby they took only a small part 
of their corn to market; sold all their produce on the 
strength of the sample and then delivered the bulk of their 
corn not to the market place but directly to the purchaser. 
Although, as A.B. Robertson has suggested, 
"Mediaeval practice and custom decreed 
that a seller should expose his wares 
for sale keeping none back,"(l) 
it is generally agreed that corn was being sold by sample 
from at latest the early eighteenth century. R.B. Wester-
field, for example, records that by 1718 the practice had 
begun around London and in the Thames Valley and by 1750 
was to be found even in the smaller market towns< 2 > and, 
although E.P. Thompson believes that the adoption of sample-
selling was a more gradual process, he paints a not 
dissimilar picture. Thompson suggests, in fact, that while 
it is often !S':'.J?';?d~::.i;,.J. that the sale of corn by sample was 
general by the mid seventeenth century and certainly by 1725, 
pitching markets were still common in the first half of the 
eighteenth century; attempts were being made to oppose 
sample-selling up to mid century and, if pitching markets 
performed very little role in the South and Midlands by the 
1760's(J), they may still have had some importance in the 
(l) A.B. Robertson Loc.oit. P.21. 
{2) R.B. Westerfield QE.cit. Pp.l44-145. 
{3) 
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Evidence on the very extensive adoption of sale by sample by 
the mid eighteenth century can be found in •• • committee of the 
House of Lords ••• Scarcity of Provisions 1765. This contains 
reports on the growth of sample-selling from Brentford, Chester, 
Derby, Hertford, Salisbury, Southampton, warwick and Wells . 
North in the late eighteenth century. (4) 
The development of sample-selling in Oxfordshire in the 
first seven decades of the eighteenth century appears 
largely to have followed the pattern described by Thompson. 
Thus, there are clear indications of the gradual, but 
not unopposed erosion of the pitched market up to the 1760's. 
For example, as early as 1717, complaints were being voiced 
that Charlbury's maJtsters were attending Chipping Norton 
market and buying 
"barley there for maulting of the 
farmers by sample." 
This report continued that similar "tricks" had been played 
by maltsters at Wallingford in Berkshire(S) and at Woodstock(G) 
and evidence that the authorities in Woodstock were indeed 
facing the same problems can be found in an order issued by 
the Borough Council in January 1735, to the effect that 
maltsters and others dealing in corn ~1ho bC;.lght or sold by 
sample would be prosecuted. <7 > By the 1750's Oxford, which 
had certainly been a pitched market in the forties< 8 > must 
<
4> E.P. Thompson Loc.cit. Pp.84-87. 
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(5) A good account of the adoption of sale by sample in Wallingford 
occurs in J.K. Hedges The History of Wallingford, in the County 
of Berks (1881) P.l76. Hedges shows that the practice was 
introduced in 1684, and in spite of opposition from the town's 
authorities had become standard by 1758. 
(6) Notes on Refusal of Tenants of Charlbury to Pay Market Toll~ 
gnd Dues. c 1717. 
(?) Acts of the Council 1717-1746 Box 87/1. 
(8) 
In February this order was backed up by an offer of rewards 
to informers. 
T. Salmon OE.cit. P.28. 
also have been witnessing the introduction of sample salesi 
the dealers in corn using the City's market declaring, in 
october 17 55, that they we~:e unprepared to purchase by 
sample(9); and an announcement made in the 1760's would 
appear to suggest that, by this decade, bulk sales had 
a l most ceased throughout the area. The statement declared 
that persons interested in the corn trade were determined 
"not .;o suffer Wheat or other Grain to 
be sold as formerly, by Sample, in the 
several Markets of this and the adjacent 
Counties 1· nor to permit Badgers, or 
others, to buy up the Corn in the Manner 
too often practised, and contrary to Law."(lO) 
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Turning to the close of the century we can find many pieces 
of evidence which tend to suggest that, by then, sample-selling 
had become so co~mon as no longer to arouse critical comment. 
For example, one can find simple stater;:enb> of the type that 
oxfordshire farmers were 
"pressing to market ••• with their samples,"(ll) 
or that the fall in prices at Chipping Norton market was to 
be attributed to there being more samples offered than were 
ld (12) so • Again, we may note the comments made on Bicester 
(9) J.O.J. Oct. 18 1755 No.129. 
(10) J.O.J. Oct. 18 1766, No.703. 
(ll) H.o. 42:52 Replies to the Queries sent to the Bishop of Oxford. 
(12) J.o.J. Aug. 15 1795 No.2207. 
In 1813 J.N. Brewer wrote of Chipping Norton, "corn is sold 
by sample in this market." 
J.N. Brewer The Beauties of England ••• Vol.XII Part I P.449. 
:-:arket by John Dunkin in 1816. Dunkin wrote, 
and, 
"the practice of selling corn by 
sample has tended to lessen the 
appearance of business," 
"I have heard many of the aged 
inhabitants say that they have 
forme :-ly seen the \>thole market-hill 
covered with sacks of corn ••• , .. (lJ) 
remarks which may suggest that by the early nineteenth century 
b~e pitched market was becoming the subject of nostalgia 
rather than that samp~e-selling was still arousing criticism. 
Finally an entry recorded in his diary by a farmer of Sibford 
Ferris suggests not only th~t sample-selling was standard by 
t he 1790's but also illustrates the logic behi nd the develop-
ment. In March 1798 John Lamb wrote that he had attended 
Banbury market and sold to a Milcombe ~~n t~er.e 4 quarters 
of oats, which he delivered to Milcombe 6 days later<14 > -
(lJ) J. Dunkin Op.cit. P.l28. 
(14) Farm Diary ••• of John Lamb of Sibford Ferris •• Pp.l7-19. 
There is also evidence to suggest that Watlington, 
Witney and Thame were sample markets by at latest the 
early nineteenth century. 
See Chapter P. 
R. Gardner Op.cit. Pp.553; 575. 
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Sibford and Milcombe being closer to each other than either 
is to Banbury it was obviously more convenient that 1 
journey of 4 miles with the oats should have replaced 2 
journeys of approximately 5 miles each. 
Nevertheless, there is evidence to indicate that the 
extinction of the pitched market was probably a lengthier 
process than even Thompson suggests. 
Thus, while we have seen that sale by sample was being 
adopted in Oxford by the middle of the eighteenth century 
it is apparent that some vendors were continuing to engage 
in bulk selling certainly into the 1780's. For example, 
a newspaper report written in 1767 shows that pitched sales 
and sample sales were occurring together in the sixties: 
"We had only one Load of Barley pitched 
in our Market last Saturday, which sold 
at 24s a Quarter; but we are told, that 
a few odd sacks were agreed for, by 
sample, at a somewhat higher Rate."(lS) 
Further, a declaration made in 1795 indicates that pitthe-J: 
sales must have been continuing until 1780: 
"Within the last ten years this practice 
of buying by sample has become almost 
universal, and a l oad of Corn is now 
rarely seen at Oxford market; whereas 
fifteen years ago, it was difficult to 
find convenient room in the City, on 
market days for the corn waggons to be 
lodged upon."(l6 ) 
(15 ) J.o.J. Oct. 3 1767 No.753. 
(16) J.o.J. Nov. 7 1795 No.2219. 
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This statement suggests that it was definitely the 1780 ' s 
wnich witnessed the extinction of pitched sales and other 
evidence can be produced to show that sample selling had 
become the normal me thod of conducting business by the late 
e i ghteenth century. For e~arnple, during the 1800 riots a 
con~ent was made that, 
"Our Farmers were afraid of producing 
their samples yesterday,"(l7) 
and in 1813 we find the following unequivocal statement: 
" ••• it seems surprising that the farme r s , 
who repair to so noble a city, should 
asserrble on market-days in the open 
highway. Although the portico beneath 
the town-hall appears well-calculated to 
receive them, they congregate in the 
neighbourhood of Pennyless Bench, at 
Quatrevois, in derision of all incl~nency 
of weather. After making this observation, 
it is almost superfluous to add that(l~fn 
is sold by sample in Oxford Market." 
Even so 2 nineteenth century writers(lg) suggest that bulk 
sales could still be found in Oxford after 1800 , making it 
difficult to date exactly the extinction of the pitched market. 
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(17) H.O. 42:51 Document 141 Hughes to Portland 14 Sept. 1800. 
(18) J.N. Brewer The Beauties of England ••• Vol.XII Part II P.255. 
(l9) W.F. Lloyd, wrote in 1830, "It is said that till the practice 
of selling by sample was begun about 25 years ago, there was 
generally some corn pitched on a Wednesday ••• " 
W.F. Lloyd Op.cit. P.l2. 
Again, A. Clark wrote in 1889, "In the present century the 
carts and com-sacks were no longer brought to t he market, 
and bargains began to be made by s~nples." 
Ed. A. Clark, "s urvey of the Antiquities ••• " Vol.I P.486. 
In Henley the triumph of sample-selling was delayed 
e ven longer than in Oxford. Thus, although there is evidence 
to suggest that the authorities were Tt7orried by the develop-
ment as early as the 1760's, the fear being expressed in 
1768, for example, that, 
"if persons are allowed to buy at 
Barn-Doors and by sample, Henley 
will only have the name of a market 
Town without the Use or Profit of 
it ••• "(20) 
as we have seen(2l) there is equally clear evidence that the 
town continued to possess a large pitched corn market at 
least into the early nineteenth century. Moreover, we should 
note that bulk selling was held up as an ideal by the County 
authorities as late as 18oo<22 ) and that pitched corn markets 
were actually established at Deddington and Lower Heyford in 
the course of the nl .neteenth century. 
(20) t-A..r. Hayes Opinion about Forestalling .••• 
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There is no doubt that the loss of revenue which could r fo:::.;l;,lt 
from the growth of sample-selling was as much a consideration 
with market authorities, not only in Henley but in Woodstock, 
Charlbury and Oxford also, as the wider problem of the 
erosion of the open market principle which the loss of the 
pitched market implied. This is clearly suggested by an 
Oxfordshire farmer who declared that the loss of tolls had 
helped to determine the opposition of Oxford City Council 
to sample-selling. 
An Oxfordshire Farmer Op.cit. P.l8. 
(2l) See Chapter I I Pp.40 -41. 
{22) J.O.J. Oct. 18 1800 No . 2477. 
several points emerge from this study of sample-selling. 
Firstly the fact that in the early eighteenth century it 
\-?as the urban authorities \-rho opposed sample-selling, while 
in the fifties and sixties it was largely the vendors of 
corn provides support for the view of J. Chartres that 
informal groups including those involved in the marketing 
process were coming to regulate marketing. <23 > Secondly, 
that it was the purchasers rather than the sellers would seem 
to suggest firstly that sample-selling was introduced largely 
to suit the convenience of the farming community or, and 
probably more likely, that in mid century, when the activities 
of corn dealer s \'lere arousing considerable antagonism those 
involved in the corn trade may have been attempting to 
ingratiate themselves with the public. The latter v.ie\'lpoint 
is suggested clearly by the fact that j_t t'1as in the riot year 
1766 that corn dealers in Oxfordshire declared their support 
for the pitched marl~et. They 'l.vould have been aware that in a 
previous disturbance year, 17 57 , the crm-1d in Oxford had 
displayed violent antagonism towards sample-selling. <24 ) 
(23) See Chapter I I I r\' .. 1 00-102 • 
A fact which may account for the decline in opposition to 
sample-selling by the market authorities is that it 'l.-7as 
not clear that the practice was actually illegal. Thus, 
Charles Smith, writing in the fifties declared that, 
although there was confusion over this, as sample-selling 
was not forestalling it was not, in fact, illegal. 
C. Smith Op.cit. P.38. 
(24 ) See Chapter VII P. 474 . 
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Thirdly, it is possible that in Oxford the decline in bulk 
selling may actually have been delayed by the opposition of 
t ::e City 1 s authorities and by the crowd' s acti vi tles . However, 
if this were the case it was probably very exceptional in 
u1at, on the whole, and a point to which we shall return, 
once a change in marketing practice had proved to be of 
convenience to both buyers and sellers the authorities had 
very little hope of preventing it. Thus, in the one case 
\'/here the pitched market continued to be held \11i.thout 
interruption there were sound practical reasons for it to do 
so <25 > - i n Henley not only did facilities exist for the 
pitching of corn<26 ) but, and most important, t he greater part 
of the corn sold there was being purchased by grain processors 
resident in the town or by corn-dealers intending to dispatch 
it from the town 1 s wharves to London. Under t hese circum-
stances if a farmer had sold by sample he would have had to 
make a second journe y to the to'qn to deliver the corn. <27 > 
(25) Charles Smith made the point that it was pract:tcal issues 
which determined whether the pitching markets survived. 
C. Smith O~.cit. Pp.38-39. 
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Further, an Oxfordshire farmer, writing in 1795 described how 
if it was convenient for them to do so, p itched marke~~ had 
survived and gave the example of Warminster Market, Wiltshire 
which was still a pitched market as late as 1830. 
An Oxfordshire Farmer Op.cit. Pp.l8-19. 
W. Cobbett Rural Rides (Penguin Ed. 1967) P.342. 
(2G) This con1;s.asts with Oxford where there ,.,t·· e no facilities 
for keeping corn dry. 
(2?) Similar factors no doubt account for the survival of pitched 
markets at Newbury and Reading. 
W. Mavor Op.cit. Pp.458-459; 464. 
Part III The LOng. Distance Grain Trade 
If the primary function of the open corn market appears 
to have been largely that of supplying local needs it is 
never~~eless true that much corn produced in Oxfordshire 
was destined for non-local consumption. Here we shall show 
the routes along which Oxfordshire corn was sent and examine 
the extent to which corn for exportation to other areas 
passed through the open market. 
We shall commence with an examination of the trade with 
London. 
Oxfordshire had become orientated towards the London 
market by at latest the late sixteenth century; the principal 
area producing corn for the Capital being a belt of land, 
south of Oxford, stretching from the Vale of the White Horse 
in the West, through the clay plains of the Middle Thames to 
the edge of the Chilterns in the East. (l) From this region 
corn destined for London was sent largely to the Thames Valley 
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(1) The importance of this area in producing corn for the London 
market is stressed by seveaal writers. 
For example, B.A. Holderness shows how, as early as 1600, wheat 
and barley for London were being produced on the clay plains of 
the Middle Thames. 
B.A. Holderness Pre-Industrial England. Economy and Society. 
lSOD-1700 (1976) P.69. 
Again, G.E. Fussell shows how in the seventeenth century the 
Thames Valley towns, trading with London drew grain supplies 
from the Vale of the White Horse and adjacent parts of Oxford-
shire and Berkshire. 
G.E. Fussell, nThe Traffic in Farm Produce in Seventeenth-
Century England,• in Agricultural History Vol.20 No.2 (Apr. 
1946) P.SO. 
M.E. Havinden and J. Thirsk both show the villages in the fertilE 
region between the Thames and Chilterns producing corn for 
London. 
M.E. Havinden, "Review of Ed. M.D. Lobel v.c.H. Oxfordshire 
Vol.VIII ••• " in A.H.R. Vol.XII (1964) P.62. 
J. Thirsk, "Seventeenth Century Agriculture and social Change," 
in A.H.R. Vol.l8 (1970) P.lS4. 
t owns to be processed and then dispatched by river to the 
:·!.etropolis. The Berkshire towns of Abingdon, Wallingford, 
Reading and Newbury(2) and the Duckinghamshife town of 
n igh ;~ycombe (3 ) were all involved in the preparation and 
embarkation of Oxfordshire corn but the bulk of the County's 
? reduce was probably dispatched from Henley and Oxford. 
As early as the sixteenth century Henley had become an 
L~portant collecting and processing centre for much of South 
Oxferdshire's wheat and barley and the point of embarkat ion 
for la.rge quantities of .malt, meal, flour and grain destined 
fo r London. Thus, between October 1573 and March 1574 London 
received almost twice as much corn from Henley as from the 
whole Q.f Norfolk and Kent together. <4> Moreover, it would 
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(2) w. Pearce records that Newbury and Reading dispatched great 
quantities of flour to London, and Abingdon, Wallingford and 
\'lindsor, barley and malt. 
(3) 
(4) 
W. Pearce Oe.cit~ P.38. 
A part of the wheat and barley processed in these towns would 
undoubtedly have come from Oxfordshire. Thus, J. Higgs, 
discussing Oxfordshire stresses that Reading and Newbury 
dispatched grain from the counties around them. 
J. Higgs, "Farming in the Oxfordshire Region from the 
Napoleonic Wars to the World 'wiars," in Journal of the Royal 
Agricu~tural Society Vol.CXIX (1958) P.8. 
Annals of Agriculture and other Useful Arts Collected and 
Published by Arthu~ Youn~ Vol, XIII (1790) P .445 . 
w. Combe Op.cit. Pp.272-273 refers to the very large numbers 
of mills around High Wycombe. 
N.S.B. Gras OE.cit. P.l06. 
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u??ear that Henley largely(S) retained its importance as a 
supplier of London until the nineteenth century. Thus, a 
t;?ical eighteenth century reference to the town runs as 
follow3: 
"The river Thames being navigable to it 
(Henley); trade flourishes, it being the 
principal to,.m in the County 1 where a 
correspondr!.'!nce in a mercantile way is 
kept up with London. Vast quantities of 
malt, are sent from this town every week 
to London, almost all the inhabi tant;s 
being either dealers in corn, malt or 
such as ca~~y on trade upon the Thru~es,"( 6 ) 
and even at the close of the centU~J we can find it declared: 
(6) 
{6) 
{7) 
"A considerable trade is carried on £rom 
(Henley) to London by means of the l'hames, 
in malt, grain, flour, and beech-wood; 
almost thirty thousand quarters of the 
former being annually made here ... <7 > 
·---------------------
One piece of evidence which may suggest that Henley's trade 
did have a less successful period - in the mid eighteenth 
century - is that when, in December 1770, it was decided to 
UJprove the navigation, the reason given was that the river, 
west of London was silting up and becoming impassable and that 
the costs involved in moving a barge down the river were 
becoming prohibitive. J.o.J. Dec. 29 1770 No.992. 
---
N. Spencer 2£.!.Cit. P.337. 
.!h.,e U.B.D. Vol. I!! P. 36~. 
: inally we may note that J.s. Burn , the town's historian, 
~'.lggests that it was only in the n ineteenth century that the 
~rade entered into declinei by de~rees shifting, 
Mto Ware in Hertfordshire, to Essex 
and other counties, l eaving but little 
at Henl~y , 'flhich t'ias further lessened 
by t he facilities of transport 
introduced by railways."(S) 
Oxford was neve r as i mport ant in the London trade as 
Henley but, as we have seen (g), as early as the 1580 's the 
City ' s Common Council could be found try ing to ~~ngrt the 
=i~ht of Oxford's freemen to trade i n London toll- f r ee , 
Hhich may suggest that the Council was already considering 
schemes to make the Thames navigable from Oxfcrd to London 
and commence a trade, probably in raalt, be t ween the 2 cities. 
At t he close of the s ixteenth centur:r· , ho;vev<3r , t he Tha:ne5 
\las, in fact, navigable only a s far as Eurcot between 
Hallingford and Abingdon, and, according to Dr. Prior, it 
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was not until 1635 that the river becaree navigable into Oxford. (lO) 
From that tL~e the history of the City's river trade is somewhat 
~hequered . Thus, in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 
(8) 
( 9) 
- - ---
J.s. Burn Op.cit. P.84 . 
! t is also probable that it was not until t he nineteenth 
century that ruJingdon's trade with the Capital declined; 
it being suggested that there was a big expansion in the 
to\m' s malt trade i n the first half of b'le eighteenth 
century and that it was still thriving between 1750 and 
1800. 
L.G.R. Naylor The Malthouse of Joseeh Toldins (1965) Pp.ll; 14. 
See Chapter III . , 13 7 • 
(lO) H.L. Prior Op.cit. P.l54. 
csnturies it ,.,ould appear that riv-er traffic was booming , 
·,.;j_th several tvriters remarking on the ttade in barley and 
;.;.alt £rom Oxford; D. Jones, for example, \Tho declared in 
1724 that, 
navigable for Barges to London, b~1 the 
helo of TurnPikes, Locks etc bec~~e a 
.. -
Place of con~;idarable trade for Malt 
and other things. " (ll) 
i~owever, according to Dr. :Prior ::rom approximately 1720 t he 
navigation was in decline, and although cha.nges in t h e methods 
of financing river irr.prove:rr;ents - in particular those embodied 
in an Act of 1771 - helpec to bring <iliout another Loot!'., it 
came too l a t e to prevent the growth of alternative anu s uperior 
transport facilities, which brought about the :f inal collapc.;e 
of ~~e City's river-borne trade. <12> 
(ll) (D. Jones) Op.cit. P.98. 
See also Ed. R. Bradley Ov.cit. Vol.!! Pp.284-285. 
---(12) M. Prior Op.ci~. Pp.v; lOL.; 147; 156-158; 168. 
T .s. \Hllan also discusses the navigat1ol1al problems of 
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the first half of the eighteenth century and w. Haver gives 
a useful account of the increase in trade and i mprovemei.its 
in the seventies. 
T.s. ~Hllan River i.;avigaticm in England 1600-17Sq (1936) 
Pp.llS-119. 
til. Havor Op.cit:. Pp.429-433. 
'i'le certainly have evidence that corn went from t he Oxford 
area to London in the late eighteenth century. For example, 
in July 1789, it was reported that barges had been detained 
above Reading, ~·lalllngford and oxford after the river had 
become dangerous through continuous rain; the report 
continuing that this was one cause of the markets at Bear 
i{ey and 1-iark Lane being thinly supplied. 
A Volume of Newspaper Cuttings on Oxford and Oxfordshire 
c 1750-1820 G.A-: oxon 4° 49. 
By the mid nineteenth century it could be declared, 
"whatever importance (Oxford) derived 
from its position on the T~i,wes has 
been done away with by the almti ·~t 
total cessation of river navigation."(lJ) 
Finally, we should note that while Oxford and Henley 
appear to have been the only 2 Oxfordshire towns extensively 
engaged in the grain trade with London in the eighteenth 
century, in the seventeenth, Burford also supplied the capital 
with malt via the Thames. (l4) 
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While London was almost certainly the major recipient of 
Oxfordshire grain for the greater part of the eighteenth century, 
demand for the County's produce did exist and begin to increase 
in other areas also. 
As F.J. Fisher has shown, as early as the seventeenth 
century, the embryonic Black Country, the Tyneside mining 
area and the textile districts of Yorkshire, East Anglia and 
the West Wtl$;t;..e all beginning to require food supplies from 
other regions<15 ) and, as manufacturing populations in these 
areas expanded in the eighteenth century, local supplies of 
corn began to prove quite insufficient. (l6 ) 
(lJ) Ed. C.L. Stainer, "Studies in Oxford Hi,Y~ftory Chiefly in the 
Eighteenth Century," in O.H.S. Vol.XLI (1901) P.3. 
(14) J.N. Brewer The Beauties of England ••• Vol.XII Pt II P.472. 
(15) F .J. Fisher, "The Development of the London Food I-tarket 
l54Q-1640, 11 in E.H.R. Vol.V No.II (1935) P.46. 
(l6) D.J.V. Jones, "The Corn Riots in \'iales, 1793-1801, 11 in 
Welsh Histo;x Review Vol.2 (1964-5) P.327. 
I . 
Two of these regions were well-placed to look to Oxford-
shire for supplies - the West and the Black Country. 
\fuile T.S. Willan has suggested that the trade of the 
Thames was dominated by the London market (17) a:i'ld Peter 
l~thias that the capital dominated the barley and malt trades 
up the Thames to Oxford and Newbury(lS) it was not simply 
London which was in a position to receive Oxfordshire 
agricultural produce via the river. For the greater part of 
ti1e seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Thames was, in 
fact, navigable for barges carrying between 40 and 70 tons<19 > 
up the river to Lechlade(20), and, after 1789 could even be 
(l7) T.S. Willan, "The Navigation of the Th;.:mtes and Kennet, 
160~1750," in The Berkshire Archaeological Journal Vol.XL 
(1936) P.lSO. 
(lS) P. Mathias Op.cit. P.436. 
{19) This point is discussed by w. Mavor, c. Cruttwell and 
M. Prior, who give estimates of between 40 and 70 tons 
for boats travelling up river from Oxford, as opposed 
to lOo-150 tons for boats travelling down river. 
\~. Mavor Op. cit. P. 431. 
c. Cruttwelf Q2.cit. Vol.III P.ll4. 
M. Prior OE.cit. P.l59. 
(20) T.S. Willan provides a list of dates when the Thames was 
reported to have been navigable as far West as Lechlade. 
T.S. Willan Op.cit. Pp.l47-149. 
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-used as a route to Bristol; goods continuing via the Thames 
and severn Canal to Stroud and from thence via the Stroud-
v:ater Canal to the Severn; and the existence of water 
transport enabled both Bristol itself and the t Bxtile 
districts of Gloucestershire to obtain corn from Oxfordshire. 
We cannot date ti1e commencement of this trade or 
ascartain the extent of it but G.E. Fussell has indicated 
t hat, in the eighteenth century, at least a part of the corn 
requirement of the manufacturing population of Gloucestershire 
'lla~ supplied from Oxfordshire (2l) and an advertisement in 
J . O.J. shows clearly that the route outlined above was being 
used for the transport of corn. The advertisement declared 
that Francis Grain had retaken the Thames Navigation \iharf 
in St. Aldates, Oxford, where there were large granaries for 
tee purpose of storing corn and grain and that he \'tould 
fontard all goods consigned to his care to London, and to 
Lechlade, Brimscombe and the Severn. <22 ) 
It is a:Lso possible that other routes may have been used 
to send corn and corn products into Gloucestershire. Thus 
W.E. Hinchinton has suggested that there \-7as a considerable 
movement of produce to Bristol blr road, including the Oxford 
road(2l) and this produce may have included grain and in the 
early nineteenth century Oxfordshire corn could have passed 
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(21} G.E. Fussell and c. Goodman, "Traffic in Farm Produce in 
Eighteenth Century England. Except Livestock and Livestock 
Products," in A.H. Vol.l2 No.4 (Oct. 1~38) P.363. 
G.E. Fussell, "crop Husbandry in the 18th Century: Oxford, 
Bucks and Berks," in The Journal of the Ministr~ of Agri-
culture Vol.XLV No.6 (Sept. 1938) P.563. 
(22) 
(23) 
J.O.J. Dec. 20 1794 No.2173. 
W.E. Minchinton, "Bristol-Metropolis of the West in the 
Eighteenth Century," in Transactions of the Royal Historical 
Societ~ 5th Ser. Vol.IV (1954) P.72. 
ao·,:n the Tha.Ir.es and along the Kennet and Avon or ~·altshire 
~~1 Berkshire Cana ls. (24 ) 
Huch more evidence exists on t..~e trade with Birmingham, 
CcYentry and the rr.anufacturincr c er..tres of Staffc,rdshire and 
\':orcastershire. 
It i s pr obable t hat the influence of the Bl ack Country 
\\'c.,-; b~ing f e lt i.n Oxfordshire from a pproximately t he mid 
oi~hteanth century. Thus, as early as 1754 it could be 
d~c lared that l3irmingham \'las r e ceiving corn fran, G:.s f z.r as 
30 mi les away <25 >; by 1795 it was beinq stated t hat the Dudley 
and B1.rrningham regions were chie;fly dependent U?On Oxfor dshire 
for t heir corn anc! flour supplies<26 ) and by the close o= 
t~e century, R.A. Pelhar:1 suggests, that the supply ~one of 
S!rmingharr, encompassed Oxfordshire, Northanptonshire and 
ot~er ne i ghbouring counties. <27> 
(24 ) These canals and the Thames anu Severn a re discussed by 
w. Mavor O,E• c.!_t~~ Pp. 440-448. 
There ir:; no evidence on whether these routes were used. 
(/. 5) 
( 26 ) 
J .O.J. Jan. 30 1768 No. 778. 
RAIL 855:4 The Committee Book of the Oxford Canal Company 
1787-1797 Pp.429-430. 
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Although this statement was ruase during the crisis of 1795 
it is not thought that it relates specifically to the crisis 
period. 
(27) R.A. Pelham, "Corn !·tilling and the Inuus~rial Revolution in 
England in the Eighteenth Century," in University of Birming-
ham Historical Journal Vol.VI (1958) P . l71. 
See also J .H. f·1attin Op . cit. P .115. 
on the whole it would appear to have been Northern 
and western Oxfordshire, which were affected by demand 
from the Midlands. This is illustrated by the troop 
requirements suggested by a Birmingham magistrate who was 
trying to protect the town's corn supplies during the 1795 
crisis. He wrote, 
and, 
"I take the l .iberty of suggesting the 
peculiar propriety of stationing the 
Warwickshire Regimt of Fencible 
Cavalry at Abingdon · i ~;;:;:v;dstock etc •••• , " 
•there can be no doubt it will be 
necessary for strong Parties of light 
Horse to patrol occasionally as far as 
Burford West of Oxford and as far as 
Banbury 1 Towcester North of Oxford."(28 ) 
~IDreover, in the same year we find it claimed that while wheat 
and barley were sent north by the canal from Oxford the 
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towns of Reading, Newbury, Aylesbury, Buckingham and Henley 
were unaffected by the existence of the waterway. <29 > However, 
there is some evidence that in crisis periods at least 
Warwickshire was beginning to be supplied from the former 
London supply zone. Thus, in 1795 Mr. Curzon reported, 
(28) 
"That extensive tract of inland country 
between the Thames and the Chiltern Hills 
of Buckinghamshire ••• has not sufficient 
grain to supply the demand untill the 
ensuing harvest; should it prove a late one. 
P.C.l:27 A 56 Samuel Garbett to Heneage Legge 23 July 1795. 
(29) "A Calm Address to the People of Oxford. Apr. 23 1795" in 
Oxford Miscellanies Ms Top Oxon b. 116 P.ll8. 
And small as the quantity in hand is, 
the price being rather lower here than 
in most parts of the kingdom Dealers 
are buying up eve ry load they can 
procure from the farmers and sending 
it out of the district, either to the 
mills on the Thames, for the London 
Market, or by m~~f of the Oxford Canal 
to Birmingham. " 
~ 
11oreover, we roay note that, by the early nineteenth century, 
southern Oxfordshire as far south as Henley, and Berkshire 
had become regular suppliers of malt to the Black Country. <31 > 
A part of the trade with the West Hidlands would appear 
to have been carried on by road. For example, in 1800 
an anonymous writer from Bicester declared, 
"that Birmingham waggon has carried a 
deal a \iheat away, 11 <32 ) 
and in the early nineteenth century Arthur Young wrote that, 
in spite of the existence of the canal at Banbury, barley 
was carried overland from Chipping Norton to Birmingham. <33) 
However, the bulk of the grain destined for Warwickshire and 
Staffordshire was undoubtedly carried along the Oxford Canal, 
(30) H.O. 42:35 Document 95 Curzon to Portland. 5 Jul.l795. 
~ti7 
(31) J.S. Burn, for example, asserts that in the late eighteenth 
century malt was sent from Henley to Birmingham as well as 
to London. 
(32) 
J.S. Burn Op.cit. P.84. 
In the early nineteenth century Abingdon also dispatched 
a part of its malt to the "northern counties". 
W. Mavor O~.cit. Pp.45o-451. 
Eds D. Hay, P. Linebaugh, E.P. Thompson Albion's Fatal Tree 
(1975) P.332. 
(3l) A. Young Op.cit. Pp.l4-15. 
which was opened to Banbury in 1778 (l4) and to Oxford in 
1790. (35) Many references to this trade can be found; a 
typical example being the folloitring declaration by an 
Oxfordshire farmer: 
•some corn has certainly been purchased 
l 
within these few years for the use of 
Birmingh~n, and the various manufacturing 
places in Staffordshire and its neighbour-
hood, more particularly since a communication 
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has been opened by a canal to those countries. <36 > 
In addition to permitting an increase in trade with the 
Midlands, the construction of the Oxford Canal, which 
connected with the Grand Junction, the Coventry and through 
that with the Trent and Mersey Cana1<37>, also opGned up 
t he possibility of trade with the Industrial North and with 
the Port of Liverpool. 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
J.O.J. Apr. 4 1778 No.l30l. 
J.O.J. Jan . 2 1790 No.l914. 
An Oxfordshire Farmer Op.cit. P.l2. 
A comment by o.E.c. Eversley on grain price movements 
emphasizes t.'le i mportance of the canal to Birmingham. 
He wrote, "A comparison of Windsor and Birmingham prices 
shows a 'tlider range of oscillations in the provincial 
market, far from water transport, until the canal 
connexion was made." 
D.E.C. Eversley, "The Home !>1.arket and Economic Growth 
in England, l?SD-1780," in Eds E.L. Jones and G.E. Mingay 
Land, Labour and Population in the Industrial Revolution 
(1967) P.245. 
J. Priestley Priestley's Navigable Rivers and Canals 
(New Ed. 1969) P.S09. 
In fact, little evidence exists on whether 0:-tfordshire 
in non-crisis periods , did send con1 to the North. However, 
p. Hathias does suggest that in t.he late eighteenth century 
the requirements of Lancashire bre~11ers for "sprinl~led" malt 
were satisfied from as far away as Oxfordshir e and his 
.. 
comment that a Warrington innkeeper, brewer and maltster 
regularly received information on t.."le Oxfordsnire barley 
crop(JS) might also indicate that barley and malt at leGtst 
were sent north. Horeover, a statement made in 1795 might 
possibly suggest that some Oxfordshire corn was exported 
tilrough Liverpool: 
"It is a fact, beyond a pos sibility of 
contradiction that since the completion 
of the canal, scarcely a waggonload of 
corn has been brought into Oxford Market 
for sale in the course of. any week 
throughout the year, and that immense 
quantities of ti\e several s pecies of grain 
are every week deposited in the granary at 
the canal wharf, \..,hich are purchased by a 
combination of opulent contract~9f' who 
export more than nine tenths." 
However, it is possible that the word "export" was being 
used to indicate the sending of corn out of Oxfordsh!re 
not out of England, rendering the evidence of questionable 
------·---------------------------------------------------------
(JS) P. Mathias Op.cit. Pp.436; 451. 
(J9) The Birch ~ay 1 1795 Ro.l P.4. 
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(40) 
value. 
Defore commencing an examination of the organizaticm: 
of this trade, 2 further points should be discussed; 
firstly that Oxfordshire, in addition to exporting corn 
also imported it and secondly that during periods of food 
shortages and high prices the County witnessed both an 
overall increase in the demand for its produce and a 
grO'ilth in the number of areas which it supplied. 
On the first point there is evidence to suggest that, 
in the early eigh tcenth century, thare was a regular trade 
in barley from London to Henley. Thus in 1715 and 1716 we 
find the Henley Borough Assc:mbl.z• debating the ques-tion of 
the toll to be paid on barley brought into the to-vm from 
:London. (4l) As it ¥Tould seem probable that this barley 
was useti, : to make malt. for London this reference may suggest 
that a part of tha corn processed in Oxfordshirc for distant 
markets \'las not actually the produce of the County. No 
conclusi Ye evidence has, ho\·rcver, .bGen found to show t:hether 
Oxfordshire continued to import corn in non-crisis periodst 
(40) The: •..word "exportation" appears, in fact, to have been 
~70 
used loosely in the eighteenth century, causing confusion 
for contex.1poraries as \'Jell as for historians. For example, 
the Dw'e of Richmond felt obliged to write to Portland to 
clarify .::~ letter sent to him from Lewes during the 1795 
grain crisis. Richmond explained, "The reason of my 
troubling your Grace with this letter is to observe to 
(41) 
~ou that by the word ~xror~t~2~ is meant, as I conceive 
the carrying of lfueat out of the County for the supply of 
other parts of Great Britain, a very great Trade in that 
Article being c~ried on between the Port of Newhaven, 
and the different Ports along the western coast of this 
Kingdom." 
P.c. 1:26 A 51 Richmond to Portland 22 Jun. 1795. 
Borough Assembly Minutes 1687-1722 ••• 
References under 20 Jun. 1715 and 14 Mar. 1716. 
either for use within the County or for processing and 
re-export, although 2 references might possibly SWJgcst 
that the practice did survive. Firstly in 1756, ~ve find 
The Gentleman's Hagazine reporting, 
"That London is supplied \·Tith such plenty 
of corn that large quantities of wheat 1 
barley, oats etc are ofte!'l sent from 
th~nce to the countries up the Tham.es." <42 > 
Although this was ,.,.,ritten in a high ;?rice ;:_)eriod the USt~ of 
the term "often" is :.;uggestive. Secondly~ in the 179rJ'.3 '!.·te 
find records of t~e consignment of wheat, ~7e and barley 
1!71 
from London to various corn d~~alers ·:l!l.<l miller s .in 1\Thitch.urch, 
Sandford and Oxford. <43 > Although the 1790's v1as n high-price 
decade, one of the months to Hhi ch these records relate was 
JLtly 1797 when pr i.ce:3 vJere not at ~xce~)tio:n~l leV'els. 
Turning to the food crisis years of tho second half of 
the eighteenth century the evidence to shoH tha.t Oxfordshire 
i-:1~:1orted corn at these times is very much greater. 
The corn used in the Co~~ty after harvest fai lures 
would appear, ho\.:ever, not to have been t..~e produce of 
other parts of England but to have been brought in from 
abroad. A p roportion of it w·as probably imported through 
Bristol; a petition from the citizens of Bristol to Parliament 
in 1791 declaring that, ~nong other areas, a part of Oxfordshire 
·------------------------------------·-----------------------
<
42 ) ~ Vol. XXVI 1756 P.534. 
(43) London Wharf Account. Josh. Sills A ent for Frei ht of Goods 
sent rom London by the Cos. Boats to dif erent places on 
the River Thames which do not come into the Thames and 
severn Canal. Gloucs. R.O. T. an~ 102 Pp.127; 149. 
I am indebted to or. ?·I . Prior for this reference. 
was dependent upon the town for supplies of foreign corn 
in times of scarcity. (44 > However, much the greatest 
part was imported through London; the crises of 1766-67, 
1795(45) and 1800-01 all producing cases of f o reign wheat 
being purchased on the London market by Oxfordshire millers, 
benevolent individuals and consorti.ums, and of large 
quantities of corn being sent up the Thames. For example, 
in May 1767 J.O.J. recorded that dealers who normally 
supplied London were purchasing foreign corn on the City's 
markets; that wheat was being sent up the Thames into 
(44) 
(45) 
J.O.J. Jun. 11 1791 No.l989. 
In 1795 the government, in fact, stressed to an Oxford-
shire Justice that it was not easy to send supplies to 
inland counties. •It is difficult to know in what 
manner to convey any quantity of wheat for the use of 
the more interior parts of the kingdom - the expence of 
the carriage and the time which it will require to 
convey it to distant places by land, or by canals 
would render this relief both uncertain and difficult." 
a.o. 43:6 P.507 J. King to Willoushb~ 3 July 1795. 
Nevertheless, attempts were certainly made to obtain 
foreign wheat for Oxfordsh.ire. In June, for example, 
an appeal for wheat had been sent from the County to 
the Privy Council. Moreover, it was reported that 
country millers were corning to London from up to 60 
miles away for foreign wheat. 
W.M. Stern Loc.cit. P.l71. 
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oxfordshire and that John Newman Esquire was supplying 
Banbury with flour made from imported wheat< 46), and 
between September 1800 and January 1801 we can find reports 
of Oxford magistrates purchasing 50 sacks of foreign wheat 
from Mr. Brookes, miller<47 >; of 300 quarters of imported 
corn being brought to Oxford Town Hall(4S) and of the 
inhabitants of Banbury purchasing £1000 worth of foreign 
wheat. <49 ) 
However, while Oxfordshire might become an importer 
of corn in times of crisis, grain shortages, particularly 
in their early stages, seem to have witnessed an increase 
in demand for wheat and wheat derivatives and to a lesser 
extent barley produced in the County. We shall go on 
shortly to discuss this upsurge in demand. Ho~rever, 
before doing so we should point out that it is possible 
that the growth in demand may to some extent have been 
more apparent than real in that as high prices and food 
shortages aroused fears of local hardship what He may be 
witnessing is an increase in the attention paid to the 
normal trade with London or the Black Country in addition 
to an actual expansion in that trade. Thus, it is possible 
that the crisis of 1795 brought about an awareness of the 
development of the canal-trade with the West Midlands, 
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although the: trade had, in fact, commenced prior to the crisis. 
(46 ) J.O.J. May 9 1767 No.732. 
J.O.J. May 23 1767 No.734. 
'
47
> Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts 1752-1801" ••• P.277. 
(48) Reading Mercury and Oxford Gazette Dec. 1 1800 Vol.XXXVIII 
No. 2021·. 
(49 ) ~Jan. 17 1801 Vo1.LXXX No.46. 
Turning to the evidence of an expansion in trade 
it would appear that it was largely demand from London 
which accounted for the outflow of !rain during the mid 
century crises. Certainly during the crisis of 1766-67, 
and particularly in the Autumn of 1766 when exportation 
abroad was permitted, there was a considerable movement 
of corn down river to London. Thus, D.E. Williams records 
that by 3 September 1766 all the old wheat in Oxford had 
been sent down to London(SO) ~,din October it was reported 
from Queenhitbe that 3 barges had arrived from Oxfordshire 
and Berkshire laden with barley said to have bean bought 
l.lP for export. (Sl) l·1oreover, in December 1767, while 
wheat was still retailing at around 8/- per bushel in 
Oxford market, Oxfordshire was once more J eing drawn upon 
for grain; wheat and flour from the County being reported 
arriving at Queenhithe. (S2 ) 
If London was the most important recipient of Oxford-
shire corn in these early crises it was not the only centre 
to look to Oxfordshire for grain even in this period. Thus, 
E. c. Davey in a discust:. ~on of the contents of a Dorchester 
farm account book is probably illustrating the effects of 
the crises of 1756-57 and 1766-67, when he writes that 
between 1750 and 1770 most corn transactions were with 
local villages but that in, 
(SO) D.E. Williams En~l1sh Hunger Riots 1n 1766 Ph.d. Thesis 
University of Wales (1978) P.231. 
(Sl) N.M. Oct. 27 1766 Vo1.XLVII No.32. 
-(52) J.o.J. Dec. 19 1767 No.764. 
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"certain years dealers were attracted 
from both neighbouring and quite distant 
towns, ~~allingiord, Abingdon, Oxford, 
Reading, Woodstock, Cirencester and 
Hereford."(SJ) 
In 1795 we find little suggestion of a growth in the 
trade \-tith London but there is evidence not only of a 
greatly increased demand for corn from Birmingham, \'larwick-
shire and Staffordshire, with which, of course, trade took 
place at other times, but also of the acquisition of 
Oxfordshire corn for Derbyshire w1d Lancashire. Thus 
Joseph Bullock reported on the 
"great trading towns of Coventry, Birmingham, 
Sheffield, Manchester etc, wherever canals 
reach, sending their agents to contract for 
all the corn they could at all the Market 
towns;"< 54 > 
and Christopher ~villoughby referred to t:J"le 
11vast export of grain from this County, 
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by means of the Canal to Lancashire, Derby-
shire, Staffordshire, warwickshire etc etc."(SS) 
(Sl) E.C. Davey Memoirs of an Oxfordshire old Catholic FamilX 
and Its Connections from 1566 to 1897 (1897) P.33. 
(S4) H.O. 42:36 Document 5 J. Bullock to Marlborough 4 Nov. 1795. 
(55) P.C. 1:26 A 51 Willoughby to Portland 29 Jun. 1795. 
See also P.c. 1:27 A 56 Garbett to Legge 23 Jul. 1795. 
P.C. 1:27 A 56 Garbett to Legge 28 Jul. 1795. 
P.C. 1:29 A 64 Letter from Samuel Garbett 4 Aug. 1795. 
P.C. 1:29 A 64 Garbett to Legge 29 Jul. 1795. 
All of these show how Warwickshire magistrates regarded 
Oxfordshire as ~~e most likely source of additional grain 
supplies to combat the shortages produced by the 1795 crisis. 
:·toreover, it was widely rumoured that corn was being 
~urchased for exportation from Liverpool. Thus, in July 
. 
'riilloughby wrote, 
•A great deal of g~ wheat has lately 
been purchased for Liverpool and it is 
very much the cry of the inhabitants 
.~~at a great deal is clandestinely sent 
out of the kingdom from that Eort ••• "<56) 
and Dr. Durrell, Chairman of the Co~~ittec of the Oxford 
canal Proprietors, wrote to Jor~ KinJ that he had been 
applied to, 
"to prevent the transportation of grain 
and flour from ti1e wharf at Oxford to the 
counties of Harwick and Stafford because 
a prejudice has taken place among the 
lower class of people that ~~e greater 
Part is exporteu frotn Liverpool." (S7) 
The rumours were contradicted in the stronge$t terms, it 
being declared in reply to Durrell's letter ·that, 
(56) 
(57) 
"It is absur d to suppose that the Exportation 
should be from Liverpool vThere they are 
~~emselves in the greatest Want of Corn,"(SS) 
H.O. 42:35 Willoughby to Portland 5 Jul. 1795. 
RAIL 855:4 The Co~ittee Book of ~~e Oxford canal Company 
!187-1797 Pp.417-431. 
F.M. Eden also recorded that, ~The general opinion, (at 
beddington), is, that canals are a great injury to the 
Poor, by enabling farraers to send their corn abroad ••• " 
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F.:.t. Eden Op. cit. Vol .. II - Pnrochial .Reports - England P. 591. 
(SS) l?.C. 1:27 7\ 55 Note in Reply to Letter of Dr. Durrell 
17 July 1795. 
I I 
but these rumours are certa inly additional p r oof of the 
expansion of demand in the Nor t h . (S9 ) 
Finally, ho-vrever, \lie should point out that vlhila 
there is, therefore, much evidence of an increase in 
demand during dearth periods it -v1as not always the c a se 
t hat Oxfordshire respondeu by per mi t ting the out~lovl of 
s up}..!lies for other areils. Th u s , although it n1ay not have 
1aade a very significant impact on the flo\'/ of trade 1 
attempts we re made in crisis perioJs to co:-.-iba t t he upsurge 
in deli\and by the p lacL1.g o~ volml t a rl' o r co1apuls or y 
r estrictions on the moveuent or s ale of gra in. For 
example, in June 1795 r.1illers a r ound Burford refused to 
supply a Birmingham baker \·lith ~ lour on the (,;r o unds t hat, 
"they f eard t her e \·la s not a s uff icient 
r;1unntity of ~-iheat to s upyl y this Neigh-
bourhood until the ne \l ~·rneat \'tas rea90d • ., (GO) 
l·loreover, outbreaks of rioting s e e m also to .have had a n impact 
upon the remova l of wheat from Ox i:orJ.shire c1ur ing high vrice 
periods. For e xample, ~;. H . St e rn r e cords that i n 17? 5 Bristol 
(59) In 1800 rumours of the movement of grain up the canal 
were much less prevalent. Indeed, upon the one occasion 
when the suggestion was made that exportation via the 
canal was taking place the idea \·tas rapidly squashed ••• 
"The !o1ayor finding that the rnob were chiefly instig.:J.tecl 
against .Hr. Brooks by the belief that he had a great 
stock of flour at the Canal wharf, to be sent away by 
the canal, proceeded thithe r and personally convinced 
them that the report was false. 11 
H.o. 48;9 P.264 H.E. Taunton to J. King 23 Sept. 1800. 
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(GO) P.c. 1:2 9 A 56 Hemorandur.t in Garbett to Legge 28 July 1795. 
and Birmingham often complained of their inability to 
cbtain delivery cf ":heat and f lour they had purchased (Gl) 
and David Durrell wrote, during the rioting of tha·t year, 
that. a disturbance in Oxford h.:ld had t lw effect of 
intimidating the dealers \'Jho normally SU,i?plied i3irn"Lingham 
and Dudley. (62 ) 
J: .... rom the above it \li ll be clear that the long-distanc-a 
corn -c.radc is 3. very complc;x su·;.; ject. \·loreover, in the 
~bzenco of :3tatistical data it: i3 Lapossible to dravl au:I-· 
i"i:::..:.t ccmclusions on either tl1e s.;{tant o.t, or tile trends in, 
t.ha t.raffic in corn from Oxfordshire. Ho~1ever, we can 
~ug~est certain very bro~d conclusions . Firstly, it is 
clour thi.\t there ,.;as a constant trade w~. th London in 
processed corn, particularly malt, and thut t i>e cauital, 
e:;;pecially in periods of deartr1, also received c~uant.ities 
of unprocessed ""heat cmd barley from the County. Secondly , 
by the 1790 's, there is evidence of a growing trade with 
the i';'est ~Hdlands 1 probaol~· most part.icularlf .in unprocessed 
corn. Thil:dl~·, it is clear th.at there was also sor:-.e 
exportation of corn, e£pecially in dearth, to Gloucestershire 
and the Northern Counties. Finally 1 it Hould seem that 
(61) 
·------------· --,~---· 
W.ivi. Stenl Loc.cit. P.l71. 
This is illus trated by a passage in a lt.emorandum on the 
problems of obtaining supplies for Birmingham. "\ve have 
unquestionable information that large quantities of eorn 
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& Flour are ready in diffGrent parts of Oxfordshire to be 
brought to Dir:min9hD.rt & \o7hich hath been delaxed in 
consequence of Tw;.ults at i\bingdon Oxford & near Burford , 
<md t hnt the. Farr.<ers and Cornfactors dar e not risk their 
Erope;r:~ by attempting to bring Corn tm-1ards Birmingh~7" 
P.C. !:29 A 56 Hemorandum in Gar be:tt to Le_gge 28 July 1795. 
(62 ) fu1IL 855:4 The Con~ittee Book of the Oxford Canal Company 
17 8 7 -l 7 9 7 p". 4 2 9 • 
Jxfordshirc was uffected in t 't;o way~ by the increasing 
;nlwi.:·er oi harvest failure:; in th~ second half of the 
eighteenth century and by the £act ~hat l;ngland became, 
.:ro1.1 the 177."j 's, a net i!:r~::ortcl.· of corn. (G;l) l?irstly, 
v1~1ile the Count;.{ remained a net exporter it did l>egin, 
i 1; tL;;~s of dearth, to requi1:e supA;lies of foreign corn 
.:.::,out a si1ift in tho Count:t·' s "t.l'D.~c av.;u.y £r01~• the: Londo_., 
~lle questi011 ·~vhich we r;.ust nov; exa."nine i s the extent 
to ·.:hich corn destined fvr d i s tant consumption centres 
passed thr-ough the open marke·t:. 
Looking firstly ;,:;,t the problem of ·~;hethe:r ox::or<l::.hire 
~;:arkets were bein':i' at t ended b y purchasr-;;rs from majo1~ tm·ms 
or industrial areas , ~-:e. find that, although several viriters 
have suggested th.:.t. dE.lalers, victuallers and corn chanlllers 
i'J."C!!l Loncion ana l ar ge pcpuluticn centres v:e:rc <.4t tending 
provincial corn r::,arkets in t be seventeenth anC. ei9hteenth 
centuries <64 ) there is little evidence o f their purchasing-
wheat, barley or coars~ grain in Oxfordshire. 
In the late seventeenth a..1.c1 early eighteenth centuries 
there is no question but that Oxford ann Henley markets 
-------·--------·--------
(63) H.J. Shelton On.cit. P .86. 
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(64) P. V. !v!cGrath, for exan<ple., records that some grair1 reached 
r London b;,t· being bought in loca.l r-.arket s by London dealers, 
victuallers and corn chandlers. 
P.V. McGrath O~.cit. Pp.l22; 129. 
Again, o. Alexarider.-records that, by the eighteenth century, 
tradesmen from London and the larger provincial towns \-lere 
trav~lling extensively into the countryside to buy livestock, 
cheese, butter and corn at fairs and markets. 
o. Alexander gp.cit. P.36. 
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;.;i t nessed very l a rge sales of uarlc:£ de~::;tined ul-t:i::Hl~ely 
.Cor the London • .1arket and it ¥10t~lCl see•n FOSsibl e t:.:.at a 
. 1 . . . 1 Li~UviCJ.ua ;?Urcnaser s o::: r;ar cy :.:mtil 1795 an~ d:e hii•Othesis 
· · - l- 9s · s-o By t ne rJcrl.OC / .,. j_ u ! 
l:~urdldsers in Oxford 1~1c.rket i s t.t\Tai.la.blc, t ht: r ..:. is 'lf'::: y 
,.., . 
... nus, 
\.'C have be~n .:1bl e to identify on l::· l !?Urchaser fro1.~ a 
:;.<lrgc popul.-:1tion ce ntre , Thor.:.:i. s 'l'~:...erner , '-l vict.u~ller 
:1:0~ Steclhouse Lllne I Dirmir.ghn!.:. 'l'a::.ern~r rurcl'.asc:!U 
barley on several occ asi ons, lar:.;e:l y bct.,.,·em~ ·w1c i.'.ltur;:n 
of 1795 and the Spring of 17 ~ 7 ar.c: m.:l.}' 'tlier efcrG L:.:.ve 
actually attendeJ 0~-:ford r:tarket a s :::. normal part o:: h in 
business , IioweV(;:C, even lJ.e rr..::.y have vi~ited t he Cit~· 
initially in respOJ!SC: tc the t.1e<lrt}·. ccmd it.iont~ l~reVi:!.iling 
i li. the Su.":'\.rner of 17S5, as \-le l:not,7 t hat, in July , he \-;aS in 
contact with Warwi cksh ire magi strates over the pos Gibil ity 
T , ... , 
---
(65) 
(6S) 'l'Wo revealing references t o Taberner hav~ be8n found. 
Firstly, ·t~ssrs Cottrell, Twru~tley 1 Taberner & East g ive us 
good rsa:;;on to believe t hat we mj.SJht obtain a sufficient 
quantity of Wheat & Flour from the Counties of Oxford & 
Northampton - but that ~ithout mil i t a ry prot~tion it is 
~~terly irn_practicn~le •••• 11 ·-
p,c. 1:27 A 56 .Gar b§!tt to Legg~ 23 J ul. 1795. 
Sec ol".dly, 11 \'ihilst I C\m vJri ting t1r. 'l'abernor comes to me and 
says the Mayor of Oxford a few days since was applied to by 
Hr.. \·lard a Cornfactor for protection o f some Corn he was 
desirous to move towards this Place - but the Mayor would 
not give him any assurance of aid - Hr . Tabernor has 
purchased large quantities which he will attempt to bring 
hera if our committee wil l enqage to indemnifY him. 11 
P.c. 1:27 A 56 Garbett to Legge 28 Jul. 1795. 
Having no data on the purchasers of corn in Oxford market 
in June and July 1795 we cannot be certain whether Taberner 
had purchased the corn mentioned here in the open market. We 
Turning to wheat, there seems even less to suggest 
that this was being purchased by persons fronl the conswnption 
centres. Thus, the analysis of persons buying wheat in 
oxford market between 1692 and 1800 has revealed no one 
attending the market from London or any other industrial 
or population centre. Moreover, the only occasions upon 
which general statements on the clientele of the market 
would appear to indicate that non-local dealers were in 
attendance occur in dearth, and thus abnormal years. For 
example, the comment by Christopher Willoughby in June 1795 
that, 
"Wheat is 10/6 the bushel and Dealers 
from Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Warwick-
shire etc etc ~ attend our Markets and 
will give the Farmers their own price,,(66 ) 
is suggestive of an exceptional situation. 
If, however, the open market was largely not attended 
by purchasers from the major consumption centres, except 
in dearth years, it was nevertheless able to play an 
important role in the long-distance trade, by being a place 
where locally based dealers, carriers, factors< 67 > and food 
processors could purchase grain which they would later 
consign to distant markets. 
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(65) 
also do not know if "Mr. Ward" might be the same as either 
Thomas Ward, mal tster; and/or \iard of ward and Holland, 
boat-owners, or Ephraim Ward, a carrier, all of whom 
purchased in the open market in the 1790's. 
(66) H.O. 42;35 Document 54 Willou2hby to John King 28 Jun. 1795. 
A reference in 1757 to the "locusts" buying corn in Oxford 
market and preventing local bakers from purchasing may 
suggest that dealers from distant consumption centres were 
in the market in that year also. 
J.O.J. Jun. 18 1757 No.216. 
(G7) The role of the factor in the markets of provincial towns 
is discussed by several writers. R.B. Westerfield, for 
There is, in fact, little evidence of persons 
designated solely as dealers or factors purchasing corn 
in Oxford market, and it is, of course, possible that 
these may have been engaged in local not long-distance 
trading. (GS) However, 2 out of the 3 dealers and the 
1 factor purchasing in Oxford market between 1795 and 
1800 were from Abingdon and would therefore have been 
likely to have been engaged in the London trade and it 
is possible that others, millers or mealmen for example, 
were buying unprocessed corn as dealers or for others on 
a commission basis and then dispatching it to distant 
centres. 
However, as F.J. Fisher suggests, in discussing London, 
the organization of the overland trade in corn was dictated 
to a considerable degree by the fact that it was rnorP. 
convenient to process corn before dispatching it<69 ) and 
much the most important function of the open market in 
the long distance trade appears to have been that of a 
(67) 
example, refers to the employment by wholesale merchants 
of resident factors, who purchased grain, partly in the 
open market, and forwarded it to their principals in 
LOndon. 
R.B. Westerfield Op.cit. P.lSl. 
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A similar reference occurs in P.V. McGrath Qp.cit. Pp.l22-123. 
(68) 
(69) 
For example, Joseph Fletcher, a miller of Stratton Audley, 
who claimed to have been licensed as a corn badger by 
Buckinghamshire Justices appears to have concentrated on 
buying and selling corn in the markets of Oxfor~~.shire, 
auckinghamshire and Northamptonshire. 
Q.S. Bundles Easter 1710. 
F.J. Fisher Loc.cit. P.60. 
Fisher adds that a number of country towns, including 
Henley, found their m~jor occupation in the processing 
of London's corn. 
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centre where local food processors could purchase wheat 
and barley to convert into meal, flour and malt, wh~ch 
was then forwarded to London and the Midlands. Thus, 
it 1s probable that much of the barley sold in Oxford 
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, 
and at Henley throughout the eighteenth century was being 
purchased by local maltsters who were producing malt for 
the London market and a part of the wheat sold in 
oxfordshire's markets was almost certainly being bought 
by millers and mealmen, who were producing meal and flour 
with distant markets in mind. 
several pieces of evidence can be adduced to support 
this suggestion. Firstly, general statements on the 
clientele of Henley market usually indicate that it was 
attended by local mealmen, maltsters and also dealers, 
engaged in the London trade. <70> Secondly, Oxford market 
has been shown to have been attended by millers and mealmen 
from such towns and villages as High Wycombe, Wallingford, 
Abingdon, Sandford-on-Thames and Shillingford, where much 
meal and flour for London were produced. <7l) Finally, we 
(70) 
(71) 
Thus F. Sheppard records that much of the corn sold in 
Henley was for malting or for grinding flour and meal 
and that nearly all of it was sent on to London, and 
he adds that in the late eighteenth century there were 
14 maltsters in the town. 
P. Sheppard Op.cit. P.4. 
Many historians refer to the large quantities of grain 
processed by millers fr~~ these Upper Thames towns for 
the London market. 
For example, P.v. McGrath Op.cit. P.l27. 
Moreover, in 1795 it was declared from Mongewell that, 
"The millers in this neighbourhood and considerably 
lower on the Thames usually send their flour to the 
London market •••• ~ 
RAiL 855:4 The Committee Book of the Oxford canal company 
1787-1797 P.ilo. 
have evidence to show that certain individual food 
processors who were purchasers of corn in Oxfordshire's 
open markets were engaged in supplying malt and flour 
to distant consumption centres. 
Thus, Thomas nowell of Holywell Mill, miller and 
licensed corn badger<72), who purchased wheat in Oxford 
market in the mid eighteenth century seems to have been 
involved in the dispatch of flour to London. - In 1766 
flour produced at Holywell t-iill was seized by a rioting 
crowd as it was being sent out of Oxford at night and the 
fact that Howell and his partner Joseph Hill felt compelled 
to deny that the flour was for exportation<7l) would 
almost certainly indicate that it was destined for London. 
Again, a sintilar accusation of exportation had to be refuted 
by Thomas Burrows, probably a mealman, baker and maltster<74> 
and another purchaser of wheat in Oxford market. <75> On 
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<72 > Thomas Howell of St. Giles's Parish, Oxford, was licensed 
to be a common badger of corn at the Epiphany Sessions in 
1765. 
<
73) They declared, uThat we never had the least Concern, directly 
or indirectly, in buying Corn for Exportation; or of grinding 
Flour for that Purpose; nor were we ever concerned in any 
such Trade, either as Agents or Principals.• 
(74) 
(75) 
J.O.J. Nov. 8 1766 No.70l. 
This passage would seem to indicate that it was not, in fact, 
unusual for millers and dealers like Howell to purchase as 
factors. 
J.O.J. Jul. 23 1791 No.l995. 
He was also licensed to be a common badger of corn at the 
Epiphany Sessions in 1769. 
Although it would seem certain that Howell and Burrows and 
probably Joseph Hill as well were purchasers of wheat in 
Oxford market, neither Howell nor lUll have been included 
on the lists on Table lX because of identification problems. 
Moreover, Burrows has been included solely as a baker because 
in the mid eighteenth century there were 2 Thomas Burrows, 
the second of whom apparently exercised only the occupation 
of baker. 
september 2 1774 he and Edward Tawney< 76 ) declared, 
•WHEREAS a malicious Report, ridiculous 
as it is false, has been industriously 
propagated in and about this City, 'That 
a considerable Quantity of Flour, the 
Property of Mr. Edward Tawney and Mr. 
Thomas Burrows, of Oxford, had been 
seized in attempting to send it abroad.' -
The ~probability of such a Story, at a 
Time when every Sea Port of this Kingdom 
is open for Importation, and great 
Quantities of Grain actually landed every 
'Beek, would be a sufficient Refutation with 
wll candid and sensible Men; but as something 
more may be adviseable in order to justify 
Ourselves We have judged it requisite to 
make the following Affidavit: . 
WE ••• declare, That we never were, by 
OUrselves or Agents, either at this or any 
other Time whatsoever, directly or indirectly, 
concerned in the Exportation of Grain or Flour, 
nor were we ever 19~yerned in any Contract 
with such Design~ 
This too would seem to suggest involvement in the London 
trade. 
Yet again, we have a clear statement that William Atkins 
of Chipping Norton, mealman(78>, who probably purchased 
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wheat and beans in Oxford market in the 1790's and definitely 
bought wheat at Chipping Norton fair in 1798<79 > was supplying 
(76) 
(77) 
Edward Tawney was, as we have seen, a brewer, and in this 
capacity bought barley in Oxford market. However, he also 
took a lease on the Castle Mills in 1763 and was described 
in 1783 as a miller and mealman. We have no evidence that 
he bought wheat in Oxford market. 
H.E. Salter, "Oxford City Properties• ••• P.200. 
Baile~•s Western and Midland Director~··· 1783 P.299. 
J.O.J. Sept. 3 1774 No.lll4. 
<78) William Atkins is described in The U.B.D. as a banker 
and mealman. 
The O.B.O. Vol.!I P.557. 
(79) Farm ~ia;x ••• of John Lamb of Sibford Ferris ••• P.42. 
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flour to bakers in and around Birmingham and Coventry: 
"Whereas divers Reports have lately been 
propoqated by some evil disposed Persons, 
much to the prejudice of myself, and 
evidently to disturb the Peace of Civil 
Society, and i mpose on the Credulous, 
that I have sent Corn and Flour into 
Foreign parts, and also that sacks with 
my Name have been seen in France; For 
the Information of all such Persons \'lho 
may have heard such Reports I do solemnly 
affirm, That I never did, either directly 
or indirectly at any time, send Flour or 
Grain out of the Kingdol1'1 , nor deal with , 
or aell to any Person or Persons whomsoever 
that I believed or even suspected to send 
the same Abroad; but that my Dealings are 
and were with t hose in this Part of the 
country and with Bakers with1ftorhe Distance 
of Birmingham and Coventry." 
Finally, we may note that a maltster and barqemaster, who 
was a regular purchaser of corn in Henley market(Sl) was 
also very much involved in the London trade; the loss of 
465 quarters of his malt being recorded after his barge 
had sunk on its way to London. <82 > 
If, as would seem likely, it was largely processed corn 
which was dispatched to distant markets, a major question 
which obviously arises is whether the malt, meal and flour 
(80) 
(81) 
(82) 
J.O.J. Aug. 1 1795 No.2205. 
Atkins was also acquainted with the London market, although 
we, in fact, have evidence only that he received corn from 
London. 
London t1:harf Account ••• Gloucs. R.O. T. and s. 102 P.l27. 
J.O.J. Jan. 26 1793 No.2074. 
Evidence Relating to Drowned Malt Ms D.D. Henley A XVI 36. 
Court of uarter Sessions !773-1779 Ms n.o. Henley A XV 
No.5. Re erence under Apr. 6. 
We may also note one more example, that of William Brookes 
of Sandford-on-Thaines and Oxford, miller, mealman and 
considerable corn dealer, who both purchased "rheat in 
Oxford market in the 1790's, and, from the fact that in 
1800 he was suspected of being involved in exporting corn 
from Oxfordshire via the canal, was almost certainly 
engaged in the trade with the West Midlands. 
for the consumption centres was ever offered for sale in 
the open market. Unfortunately, very little data on the 
sale of malt, meal and flour in any of Oxfordshire•s markets 
has survived and all we can do is suggest that a proportion 
of the processed corn destined for non-local consumption may 
have been offered for sale in the open markets and purchased 
there by dealers from London and the population centres or 
by local dealers or locally based factors employed by 
brewers or bakers from other areas. 
However, it is probable that it was largely other 
methods which were employed to forward the malt, meal 
and flour to the consumption centres. Thus, we have 
already suggested that maltsters might combine this 
occupation with that of bargemaster and dispatch their 
own malt to London and there is evidence that mealmen and 
millets may have behaved similarly. R.B. Westerfield, for 
example, records that the mealmen of the Upper Thames Valley 
exercised the occupations of wholesale shipper and dealer 
in addition to that of mealman(SJ) and several writers 
have referred to the fact that the millers of this region 
were also mealrnen, flour dealers and corn merchants<84 >, 
sending flour, sometL~s in boats they themselves owned(SS) 
to the London market. The principal destination for this 
(83) R.B. Westerfield 02.cit. P.l71. 
(S4) P.V. McGrath Op.cit. Pp.l32-133. 
(85) 
E.P. Thompson Loc.cit. Pp.87; 104. 
Advertisements of oxfordshire mills for sale frequently 
stress the availability of transportation from the mill 
directly to the London market. 
For example, J.o.J. Sept. 6 1800 No.247 contains an 
advertisement of this type for a mill at Rotherfield 
Peppard. 
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processed corn, certainly in the first half of the 
eighteenth century, was the malt and meal market at 
(86) QUeenhithe, where it was sold largely by factors. 
However, mille~s, rnealmen and maltsters might also supply 
produce directly to the urban bakers and brewers . Thus, 
in 1757, during rioting at Abingdon, a part of a quantity 
of flour taken from a barge was declared to have been 
already sold to a baker from Kingston, surrey<87 > and 
we have noted cases of Oxfordshire rnealmen consigning 
produce directly to Birmingham bakers. What ia unclear 
in these latter cases is the way in which the transactions 
had taken place; that is, we do not know if the food 
processor had been commissioned directly by the baker or 
brewer: whether factors or agents had been employed to 
seek out supplies (BB) or whether the food processor himself 
(86) The role of the factor at Queenhit he , as well as at the 
2 important corn markets of Bear Key and Mark Lane is 
discussed by R.B. Westerfield 02.cit. Pp.l52-l56 and 
P.v. McGrath Op.cit. Pp.43J 122. 
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(B7) Assi 5:77 Berkshire Summer Assize~ 17~7. The Information 
of Isaac Fletcher. 
(88) We have, in fact, found one case which does illustrate 
the role of the agent. In June 1795 a Birmingham baker 
r equested a Burford surgeon, with whom he was acquainted, 
to enquire of the local millers whether any of them 
could supply hL~ with 45 sacks of flour per week. 
P.C. 1:27 A 56 Jas. Hewitt to ~x. Hunt c 18 Jul. 1795. 
had taken the initiative in finding purchasers for his 
produce. 
In conclusion, it ,., ould see.~, therefore, that the 
open market 'tTas basically of significance in the long 
distance trade by !?roviding a centre at "'hich food 
processors could buy wheat and barley to convert into 
meal, flour and malt for distant markets. Little wheat 
and barloy l'tould seem to have been purchased in the open 
market to be dispatched unprocessed to London a~d the 
population centres except in food crisis ye ars , ,.,~en 
there was an overall increase in demand for Oxfordshire 
corn. 
Having suggested, hov.~ever, that the open marl~et 
retained an important role in t~c local corn trade in 
Oxfordshire and had a not insignificant part to play in 
the long distance trade, it is nevertheless true that 
most historians consider the open market to have lost 
much of its significance in the corn trade by the 
eighteenth century, Thus, D. Baker suggests that corn 
was largely handled in the private sector by the early 
seventeenth century(Sg) and A. Everitt both that commercial 
dealings i n corn were largely undertaken privately by 1750 
and that r.1any of t he old "open" corn markets had decayed. (90) 
Again, ~l.J. Shelton records that by ruid century barley and 
rye were not normally offered for sale in the open market(91) 
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and D. Daker and G. E. Fussell both indicate that fodder crops; 
beans, pease, oats, ha1· and vetches; rarely entered the market. (92) 
(89) D. Baker Loc.cit. P.l39. 
(90) A. Everitt, "Urban Growth 157o-177o• ••• P,l24. 
C9l) w.J. Shelton Op.cit. P.l40. 
(92) 
D. Baker Loc.cit. P.l47. G.E. Fussell, •The Traffic in 
Farm Produce In Seventeenth Century Enqland•.1 P.8J. 
Obviou..; l y, Hithout statis tical data it is not possible 
to assess t he pr oportion of corn suppl ies whi ch passed 
thr ough the open mar ket. i'le can, ho\·Tever, offer one very 
rough but possibly inforl!lative cal culati on on the role of 
OAford market i n the \'lheat t r ade in the l ate eight eenth 
century . It i s gcneral l:l accept ed that t he average per 
capita consumpt ion of ".'lheat per annum -v.1as one quarter. <93) 
rn l797 <94 > t he t otal number of cr.lartcrs of wheat sold 
~1as 4 937. As t he popul ation of Oxford in 1801 ':las 11 , 694, 
i f the market \'7as suppl ying t he needs of oxford alone , 
".lilich we know was not t he c ase, then , even al l o\·Ting for 
the fact that the volUu~ f igur es do under~ostimatc the 
total sold , probabl y only o ne hal f o f the \·1heat needs 
ol ·the Ci ty of Oxford could have been satisfied by corn 
sol d in the open mar ket. 
\·lc shnll now p r ovide a brief account of the various 
types of transact ion \·1hi ch coul d t ake plac e out side t h e 
open market. 
(93) 
(94) 
The cons umption estimate o f l quar t e r is qiven by 
seve r a l write:a:s i ncluding c. Smith Op. c it. P.l8. 
1797 was chosen because it was not a year of serious 
shortaqes and because we do not find, in this year, 
complaints that the corn returns were not beinq properly 
kept. 
" I 
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Part IV The Alternatives to the Open Market 
In this section we shall summarize the principal ways 
in which corn supplies could be dispersed outside the 
formal open market setting. 
On the simplest level corn could be grown to be 
consumed by the individual or group growing it. No attempt 
has been made to ascertain the degree to which farming was 
actual!~ for subsistence(!) but one may suggest that most 
farmers would probably have grown sufficient wheat for the 
consumption of themselves and their families<2 > and many 
would have grown barley and produced malt themselves. More-
over, fodder crops were grown, on the whole, to be fed to 
the grower's stock(J) and particularly on the demesnes, 
much land was devoted to oats to be fed to horses. An 
example of the way in which corn grown on a great estate 
might have been employed occurs in the records of the 
Ditchley Estate. Here we find that in the month of April, 
1762, 16 bushels of wheat were sent to the miller, presumably 
to be ground for the use of the frunily, and 1 bushel was 
supplied to the poultry. Turning to barley, we find that 
25 bushels were supplied to the hounds; 3 to the dogs; 7 to 
the hogs: 5 to the poultry and 14 quarters were used to make 
(1) An important discussion of this neglected subject is by 
N.J.G. Pounds. Loc.cit. Passtm. 
(2) 
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R.B. Weseerfield makes the point that every farmer sought 
to produce enough corn at least for his household consumption, 
turning surpluses over to the middlemen. 
R.B. Westerfield Op.cit. P.lJO. 
(3) D. Baker Loc.cit. P.l47. 
malt. Finally oats were employed as follows: 19 bushels 
were used by the groom; 30 bushels supplied to the coach 
stable; 12 to the hunting stable; 56 to the cart stable 
and 2 fed to the poultry. <4> 
Farming for subsistence would, one assumes, have taken 
place in all types of farming country but in open field 
areas many more persons would have been enabled to subsist 
upon what they themselves had grown and, although Oxfordshire 
is noted as a county in which the effects of the parliamentary 
enclosure movement of the second half of the eighteenth 
century were very marked, even by the end of the century, 
there were approximately one hundred parishes still 
unenclosed. To give an example of the number of people able 
to grow crops in an open field area we may note that in the 
parish of Wiggington, until 1796, all but 38 of the parish's 
1124 acres were open field, waste or common pasture and 
nearly all the inhabitants had a stake in the land. (S) 
Moreover, before enclosure, even those who did not 
own or rent land could satisfy their corn requirements from 
the local fields; as, under the less intensive system of 
open field cultivation, the privilege of gleaning was less 
likely to come under .attack from improving farmers( 6) , · 
(4) The Account of Corn from Lady Day 1762 to Lady Day 1763 
DiL I/j/32d. 
Similar data can be found in the following: 
The Account of Corn 1727 DiL I/j/32a. 
The Account of Corn 1730 OiL I/j/32b. 
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(5) Ed. F.o. Price, "The Wiggington Constables' Book 1691-1836," 
in The B.H.S. Vol.II (1969-1971) P.xxv. 
(6) This was t h 1 th no , owever, a ways e case. Mrs. B. Stapleton 
Loc.cit. P.l67 records an attack on wleazing" at Kidlington 
in 1ao2. Kidlington's enclosure award is dated 1818. 
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and was, in addition, likely to be of greater value; the 
Hammonds suggesting that gleaning in the open fields may 
have provided a family with sufficient grain to supply 
their bread needs for one whole year.(?} 
Gleaning was a traditional right in rural communities 
but there were also less acceptable ways in which parti-
cularly the agricultural labourer could obtain supplies of 
corn without paying for them; that is most notably by 
theft(S) or by riot. 
Food rioting will be discussed ln detail later. Here 
we may note that, as regards theft, at all times and parti-
cularly in years of high prices and food shortages(9) it 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
J.L. and B. Hammond Op.cit. P.l07. 
See also E.P. Thompson Loc.cit. P.84. 
G.E. and K.R. Fussell The English Count;ywoman, A Farm-
house Social History lSOo-1900 (1953) Pp.126; 154. 
Fussell suggests that gleaning enabled each woman to 
obtain 5 or 6 bushels of free grain. 
No moral judgment is involved in the use of the term theft. 
It is recognized that the labourer may have regarded, for 
example, supplementing his food supply by removing corn 
owned by his employer, as simply the taking of a legitimate 
perquisite. 
J.M. Beattie, for example, has suggested that theft of all 
types increased in times of high prices: "The correlation 
between prices and the number of indictments suggests that 
in the countryside crimes against property were to a 
considerable extent a matter of poverty and necessity. Both 
the short-te~ sensitivity of indictments to prices and 
their general long-term relationship argue that a large 
number of people were close enough to the subsistence line 
for changes in price to register immediately in their 
fortunes and for them to turn to theft to fill the gap." 
J.M. Beattie, "The Pattern of Crime in England 1660-1800," 
in P. and P. Vol.LXII (Feb. 1974) P.92. 
No attempt kas been made to examine the relationship between 
prices and indictments for theft in Oxf;.>rdshire. 
was not uncommon for rural labourers to supply themselves 
with corn from the fields and the barns. For example, in 
1757, Samuel Knibb was committed to the County Gaol in 
oxford on suspicion of stealing a quantity of wheat in the 
sheaf from the land of William Cole in the common field of 
wardington(lO) and in 1765 a labourer was accused of stealing 
corn from a farmer who had employed him in threshing; the 
threshed wheat being found among unthreshed wheat which the 
labourer had gained by gleaning. (ll) The problem was 
evidently so severe that, at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century Arthur Young actually advocated a rise in wages for 
agricultural labourers on the grounds that, 
"it would very materially alleviate the 
distresses of many families who are now 
under the necessity of procuring a 
considerable part of their necessities 
by theft and plunder: the laws for petty 
offences might then be more strictly 
enforced and the farmer released from 
those depredations which are so frequently 
committed upon his hedges, turnips, corn at 
harvest, and many other things in the 
farming business ..... <12> 
(lO) J.O.J. Aug. 20 1757 No.225. 
(11) 
(12) 
Information of Theft at Chalgrove. q.s. Bundles Michaelmas 
1765. For a similar case see Ass! - 5: 121 Oxfordshire 
summer ASsizes 1801. The Voluntary Confession of William 
carter of Watlington; The Examination of William carter of 
Watlington, Labourer, Apr. 10 1801; The Examination of 
William Hayward of Watlington, Brewer, Apr. 10. 
A. Young Op.cit. P.336. 
We may also note that in the 1780's large numbers of societJes 
~ere formed by farmers and tradesmen to encourage prosecuticns 
for the theft of corn and a whole range of other commoditief 
regularly stolen- poultry, hay, seeds, wood, turnips, carrcts , 
potatoes and cabbages. J.O.J. Oct. 14 1786 No.l746. 
Turning to the disposal of grain surplus to the farmer's 
own requirements and not appropriated by the local community 
it is clear, as J.M. Martin has shown(lJ), that, for many 
farmers the nearest great house could he, as late as the 
close of the eighteenth century, still the most important 
market for agricultural commodities. 
For the tenant farmer, particularly dUring the first 
half of the eighteenth century, and most notably between 
1730 and 1750, the supply of crops to the landlord could 
often provide a way of overcoming the problems of low 
commodity prices and arrears of rent. (l4) For example, 
in 1719, we find the rent due from the tenant of a farm 
at Elsfield, •abated for a crop of corn" by order of Baron 
Guilford, her landlord(lS} and, as late as 1767, we find a 
tenant of the Earl of Guilford paying his rent in malt, 
which may have been produced from his own barley. (l6} 
(lJ) J.M. Martin Op.cit. Pp.ll8; 222. 
(l4) This point is made by several writers including:-
w.J. Shelton Qp.cit. Pp.54-55. 
(15) 
(16) 
B.A. Holderness Qp.cit. P.79 makes the more general point 
that payment of rents in kind was very widespread until 
after 1750. 
Estate and Household Accounts for Wroxton, Elsfield ••• 
1715-23 Mss North c 52 P.3. 
See also Adderbu~ 1712-18 5 Rent Books and 2 Accounts 
DiL IX/b/2 which shows how the Adderbury tenants of the 
Ditchley Estate had their rents reduced because they 
supplied the estate with oats, barley, hay and vetches. 
Letters from Stewards of Estates 2 1765-1800 ••• P.39. 
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This tenant is possibly the same p&mson who can be found 
selling beans valued at £7, to the Wroxton estate in 1747. 
House and General Estate Accounts in the hand of Robert 
CheyneL Steward Michaelmas 1742-1748. Ms North c 59 P.l57. 
In the above cases we are seeing the operation of an 
unofficial system of corn rents. The official corn rents 
which were, by Act of Parliament, established as payable 
to Oxford Colleges in a combination of money, wheat and 
malt appear also to have been still paid partly in kind 
in the eighteenth century(!?) and, as it has been estimated 
that, at the close of the century the University of Oxford 
possessed, 
"the property in whole or in part, 
o~ one-sixth of the county(lS) ," 
it is possible that many farmers may have been having to 
discharge their rents partly in corn as late as 1800. 
Moreover, other expenses which the farmer had to meet, 
(17) A detailed account of the amounts of money, wheat and 
malt payable by tenants of lands be longing to Corpus 
Christi College has survived. 
See, for example, A Bundle of Corn Books, the Annual 
Record keEt of the Corn Rents Eaid by tenants on Iand 
belon in to Cor us Christi Colle e for the followin 
ears: 1701 1 OJ· 1 05-7; 1 o -13· 1715-20. 
Corpus Christi College Archives F 10 6. 
See also, Sir w. Blackstone Op.cit. P.23, for an account 
of how corn rents payable by tenants of lands belonging 
to All Souls College were paid. 
Corn rents were, however, sometimes paid entirely in 
money. Thus, the Earls of Guilford appear to have paid 
the corn rents which they owed to Trinity College solely 
in money. 
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Letters from Stewards of Estates 2 1765-1800 ••• Pp.JS; 203. 
(18) A. Young OR.cit. P.39. 
tithe demands<19 ) for example, could be met by the provision 
of commodit-ies, including grain, rather than by the payment 
of money. 
Even if the farmers were not havinq to, or choosing to, 
provide corn to meet rent dem~nds it was still usual for 
them to sell a large proportion of their crops, particularly 
fodder crops, directly to the nearest large estate. This, 
one may suggest, applied particularly if the estate owner 
were their landlord but was probably also the case if they 
were tenants of other landlords or were yeomen farmers. 
Much evidence can be adduced to support this point. For 
example, in November-December 1720, 61 quarters, 5 bushels 
of barley were purchased to make malt for Baron Guilford, 
47 quarters, 6 bushels of this being purchased from 9 
tenants of Wroxton Abbey and/or Demesne lands. (20) Again, 
much of the 136 quarters of oats; 26 quarters, 7 bushels 
of harley; 49 bags of wheat and 27 bags of pease bought 
for the use of the Wroxton Estate between September 12 1750 
and August 3 1751 was the property of Guilford's tenants 
and other local farmers. <21 ) Finally, we may note the case 
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of Henry Cross who was the tenant of Withycombe Farm between 
Wroxton and Banbury and who, between January 1777 and July 1780 
sold to the Wroxton steward at least 10 quarters of oats for £7; 
(19) 
(20} 
For an account of tithe payments in Oxfordshire at the end 
of the eighteenth century see !E!2 Pp.39-43. 
An account of a dispute over paymenT of the tithe due on a 
crop of wheat occurs in J.O.J. Sept. 20 1777 No.l273. 
Estate and Household Accounts for Wroxton, Elsfield ••• 
1715-23 Mss North c 52 Pp.32; 9o. 
(2l) AccoUnts etc 1737-1755 Mss North 6 14 P.339. 
6 quarters of barley for ES/14/0; 11 quarters of wheat for 
£17 and approximately 7 quarters of pease for El0/12/0. <22 > 
Although these examples have all been drawn from the records 
of the estates of the Earls of Guilford a similar pattern 
of selling could be shown to have prevailed among the 
tenants of the Earls of Jersey of Middleton Stoney<23) and 
the Earls of Lichfield o£ Ditchley. <24 > 
While it was clearly usual for small farmers to supply 
the nearest great estate, it was, if less usual, not unknown, 
for the reverse situation to apply and for crops grown on 
the home farms of the great estates to be sold to estate 
tenants and to other local farmers. (2S) For example, we 
may suggest that corn grown on the home farm at Ditchley 
was sold occasionally to the estate's tenants. <26 > The most 
<22 > Accounts etc 1776-1800 Mss North b.l6 Passim. 
(23) See, for example, Estate Account Book 15 Nov. 1742 -
5 Jan. 1744/5 J VI a/3. 
(24) 
(25) 
Receipt Book 11 Nov. 1754 - 14 Jan. 1772 J VI p/1. 
see, for example, An Account of Corn Bought in from 
1749 to 1751 DiL I/j/32c. 
A similar picture also emerges from Account Book of Denys 
and John Rolle Esqs 1788-1792 Lo VI/3. 
N.J.G. Pounds, discussing barton farming in Cornwall, 
makes the point that as surpluses began to be produced 
by the home farms the earliest methods adopted for 
disposing of surplus grain were offering it for sale 
in the local market town or selling it directly to the 
tenants of neighbouring small-holdings. 
N.J.G. Pounds Loc.cit. P.66. 
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(26) Ditchley Farm Account Book June 1781 - Dec. 1786 D~L I/c/22a. 
We also have a record of barley and oats being sold to 2 
tenants of land belonging to Baron Guilford, at Elsfield. 
It is likely, however, that this corn had been the property 
of another tenant who had fallen into arrears with his rent. 
Estate and Household Accounts for Wroxton, Elsfield ••• 
1715-23 P.26. -
likely crops to have been sold by these estates were probably 
not, however, wheat or barley but fodder crops like hay and 
grass. For example, sainfoin growing on the lands of Thomas 
Weld was sold regularly to one of Weld 's tenants. <27> 
As usual an occurrence as the exchange of goods between 
landlord and tenant farmer was the allowance of foodstuffs 
by both farmers and landowners to persons whom they employed 
in exchange for those persons• labour. The most comprehensive 
form which payment in kind could take was when the labourer 
actually lived in with the farmer and his family and received 
the bulk of his wages in board. We do not know the extent 
to which living-in occurred in eighteenth century Oxfordshire 
but it would seem likely that it was still widespread in at 
least the early years of the century and would obviously have 
been a limiting factor on the amount of produce, including 
cern, which the farmer would have been able to sell . Further-
more, even if the farmers were not providing full board for 
their employees it was possible that they were accommodating 
and feeding them during certain periods of the agricultural 
year, for example over harvest< 28>, or at least providing 
them with some of their meals. 
Probably more usual than for the farmer to provide 
board or meals for his labourers was, however, for him to 
allow them to buy from him small quantities of wheat and/or 
barley, sometimes at reduced prices. The sale of unsubsidized 
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(2?) Accounts between James Howse and Thomas Weld. Receipts 
and Disbursements. 1773-1782 Ms o.o. Weld c 17/l/12-13; 15-16. 
(2B) A.Young Op.cit. Pp.3l7-322. 
grain by farmers and estate owners to their labourers 
appears to have been taking place throughout the eighteenth 
century. We find, for example, that in the 1780's, wheat 
and barley grown on the Ditchley estate home farm were sold 
regularly to the estate's labourers. <29 > The provision of 
subsidized grain appears, however, to have been more a 
feature of the years of shortages and high prices of the 
second half of the eighteenth century, when the practice 
was very widely followed by the wealthier farmers, the gentry 
and the aristocracy. (30) For example, in 1795 Sir Christopher 
Willoughby informed the Home Office that, 
"with respect to my own labourers 
I have determined to sell them the 
wheat at 7/- the bushell and some 
few farmers have agreed to do the 
same' n (31) 
and 5 years later, when prices had again risen, he reported 
to the Mayor of Henley that, 
(29) 
"I certainly shall furnish all my 
Labourers with wheat at a lower 
price than it can be purchased 
in market. n ( 32> 
Ditchle y Farm Account Book June 1781- Dec . 1786 ••• 
R. Wells, making the same point in relation to the South 
West of England suggests that the provisions were offered 
to the agricultural workers at constant and low prices. 
R. Wells Loc.cit. P.717. 
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(30) This point is made by several writers. For example, D.J.V. 
Jones Loc . cit. P.342. Jones records that, in years of 
scarcity, labourers in Wales received barley from their 
employees at a much reduced price. 
Moreover, in the same year Thomas Stonor Esquire called 
together his 80 day labourers, farm servants and woodmen 
and promised that all who would serve him for the coming 
year should have their bread, presumably made from corn 
grown on the estate, for a price not exceeding 1/8 per 
gallon loaf. <33 ) 
In the above cases we are seeing the farmers and the 
gentry supplying wheat and barley to their own employees 
but, while this was perhaps the most usual practice<34 >, 
it might also happen, even at t he close of the century, 
that farmers would be prepared to supply corn to labourers 
working on other farms in their area as well. 
Permission to sell corn directly to poor craftsmen and 
labourers living in one's own neighbourhood, if they were 
unable to go to market, had been granted, in the Book of 
Orders as early as 1587{35) and throughout the eighteenth 
{33) J.O.J. Sept. 27 1800 No.2474. 
Such measures were not, however, regarded uncritically 
in the late eighteenth century. In 1800 it was declared, 
"There seems also to be an objection to a measure, which 
has been taken, with the very best of intentions by 
gentlemen in different parts of the country - that of 
entering into agreements to sell wheat at a cheap rate, 
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or of dealing it out at a reduced rate to their labourers: 
this practice, as far as it goes, is aggravating the evil 
it is meant to cure, it is risking a famine to avoid a 
scare! ty. " 
An Address to the Plain Sense of the People, on the Present 
High Price of Bread (1800) P.l3. 
(34 > E.P. Thompson t th t f h 11 d sugges s a armers may ave a owe corn 
by the bushel to their own labourers only. 
E.P. Thompson Loc.cit. P.lOl. 
(3S) Ibid P.l09. 
N:S:B. Gras Op.cit. P.238. 
century it was accepted that farmers would be selling small 
quantities of corn to the local labouring community. Even 
1n crisis periods the practice was defended. In 1756, for 
example, when it was being advocated that corn should be 
sold only in the open pitched markets, a writer to ~ 
Gentleman's Magazine argued that it would be oppressive for 
the poor village dweller to have to go to market for 
"a bushel or two of corn, which 
he might have as cheap of a 
neighbouring farmer."(JG) 
In Oxfordshire . direct selling to labourers was probably 
widespread. For example, in 1800 we find 2 agricultural 
labourers from Hornton, purchasing barley for their own use 
from a village farmer, who was not their employer. <37 ) 
In periods of high prices the farming community appears 
sometimes to have been prepared to extend further the practice 
of supplying corn directly to the local poor, being noted, 
in several years, offering corn to labourers not simply 
from neighbouring villages but also from the nearby small 
towns. Thus, we have noted how, in 1767, Mr. Lee supplied 
the poor of Charlbury with wheat. <38) Moreover, in crisis 
periods the wealthy farmers and the farming gentry might also 
be found agreeing to sell their produce directly to committees 
set up in the larger towns by local authorities or respectable 
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(36) 
..9...:1:h Vol.XXVI 1756 ?.623 contained in a Letter on the Means 
for Lessening the High Price of Corn. 
<
37> Ass1 5;120 Oxfordshire Lent Assizes 1800. Indictment of 
Joseph Cleaver and Deposition of ~Hlliam Gilkes. 
(3S) See Chapter IV P. ~ lO. 
inhabitants to obtain corn for and supervise the retailing 
of it to, the urban poor. (39 ) For example, in 1800, it 
was reported that certain of the gentry and farmers around 
Henley had agreed that, each week, they would supply stated 
quantities of corn at a fixed rate, to a Committee established 
to obtain provisions for the town's poor. <40> 
Hitherto we have been showing how the farmer could 
dispose of his produce to the labouring classes in his 
locality. It should be noted, however, that it was also 
usual for farmers to sell directly to relatives, friends 
and persons of all occupational and social qroupings in the 
area in which they lived. In 1795, for example, Sir 
Christopher Willoughby reported that the County Quarter 
Sessions had recommended, 
"to all farmers and occupiers of land 
within the County to bring into and 
sell in open market all such wheat as 
can be spared from the necessary con-
sumption of their families and 
neighbourhood,"C 4l) 
indicating that family and neighbourhood were expected to 
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(39) The practice of purchasing corn to retail to the poor was 
very widespread in periods of high prices and is mentioned 
by several writers, including:-
(40) 
(41) 
R.B. Rose, "18th Century Price Riots and Public Policy in 
England," in International Review of Social History Vol. VI 
(1961) P.289. 
A.W. Coats, "The Relief of Poverty, Attitudes to Labour 
and Economic Chan4e in En41and. 1660-17821" ip International Review of Social History Vol. XXI Pa,:t;'t I (_ 9761 p-;-!!1. 
~reement as to Supply of Corn for the Poor at Reduced Rate 
MS o.o. Henley CIV 7/13. 
H.O. 42;35 Document 366 Willoughby to Carter 7 Aug. 1795. 
See also J.o.J. Aug. 8 1~§5 No.22o6. 
have the first claim on the far.mer's supplies. <42 ) Direct 
evidence of deGlinqs of this type can be found in the account 
books of William Davey who farmed at Dorchester, 
"In these two account books • • • we come 
across constant transactions with 
relatives, the Scoles, Haskeys , Days, 
Cherrills and Gosfords, with the 
Reverend George Bruning, Chaplain of 
Britwell House, and with members of 
families still or lately flourishing 
in the neighbouring villages - Beesley 
of Warborough, King of Chalgrove, Ashby 
of Shillingford, Shrubb of Benson, 
Toovey of Brightwell, Moulden of 
Wittenham, Allnatt of W~llingford and 
Sir George oxenden.M(43) 
Moreover, the seventeenth century accounts of a farm at 
Garsington reveal a similar pattern of selling. Under barley, 
we find it reported that 5 bushels had been 
"sould at home amongst neibors ... <44 > 
Finally, we may note that there was possibly also a 
certain amount of direct selling to casual visitors to an 
area. For example, the Ditchley farm accounts record 
quantities of oats and beans delivered to "strangera.•<4S) 
TUrning away from those purchasing corn for their own 
use, it is clear that the farmer might also dispose of his 
produce, in his own or surrounding villages, to those 
processing corn for the use of others, particularly to 
bakers and maltsters. 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
R.B. Westerfield shows, in fact, that from the sixteenth 
century onwards it was usual for farmers to add to their 
sales at the weekly market ·by selling at home to their 
neighbours the rest of the week. 
R.B. Westerfield gp.cit. P.l42. 
B.c. Davey gp.cit. Pp.32-33. 
Garsington Account Book 1625-1701 SL I/V/2. 
<
45) The Account of Corn 1730 DiL I/j/32b. 
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~ oxfordshire farmer, writing in 1795 to condemn the 
idea of all corn sales being confined to the open market, 
gave as a principal reason for his attitude, that it would 
be very curious, 
"for a farmer, a baker and a maltster, 
who reside in the same village, to be 
obligated to go to market, 5 or 10 
miles, to make a bargain for a commodity, 
which must be carried to such market, 
before the baker or maltster can take 
possession of it.n(46 ) 
There is much evidence that farmers in Oxfordshire were 
supplying local tradesmen outside the formal market setting. 
For example, the accounts of John Lamb of Sibford Ferris 
record sales of wheat to bakers from Sibford itself, Bloxham 
and swerford. <47> Again, the accounts of a farm at Thame 
reveal the farmer selling wheat and oats to persons, amongst 
whom we find a baker< 48 >, a maltster< 49 > and a miller from 
( 46) An Oxfordshire Farmer Op.cit. P.l7. 
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A similar point was made in a letter written during the 
crisis of 1756-57. The author declared, "And the forcing 
all corn to come to market would be a great Inconvenience, 
not to say an Oppression, both on buyer and seller; for 
instance, if a baker who wants corn for his trade be forced 
to hire a team (for m~st have none) to fetch corn 6 or 8 
miles through almost impassable roads, which perhaps his 
next neighbour carried the very same Road to sell." 
~ Vol.XXVI 1756 P.623. 
<
47
> Farm Diary ••• of John Lamb of Sibford Ferris Pp.2; 47; 51. 
<
48
> This is suggested by the fact that the farmer, in addition 
to supplying the per son with wheat settled an account with 
him for bread. 
(49 ) This is suggested by the fact that the farmer, in addition 
to supplying the person with oats made regular payments 
to him for malt. 
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Thame and from the surrounding villages of North Weston, 
Ickford, Long Crendon, Worminghall, Wheatley and Shabbington. (SO) 
Again, in the farm accounts of the Ditchley demesne we find 
entries recording sales of wheat and barley to "Baker Evans."(Sl) 
Finally, we may note that one year William Davey sold to 
Ashby of Shillingford, maltster, his entire barley crop of 
251 quarters<52 > and it is probable that others of those to 
whom he sold corn were food processors. In none of these 
cases is there any suggestion that the transactions had 
taken place away from the farm. 
It is also possible that, in addition to supplying food 
processors, the farmer might also have been selling to local 
shopkeepers and publicans, who were then retailing corn in 
its various forms to the poor. It is certainly clear that 
village shopkeepers and publicans were retailing corn and 
corn products. Thus, in 1795 William Brooke recorded that 
he had observed a poor man visit an Oxfordshire inn, 
"under pretext of buying a peck of wheat 
(50) 
the landlord being the only person in the 
neighbourhood who had any to dispose of."(SJ) 
Farm Account Book of a Farm near Thame, Oxfordshire 1742-
~ OXF 11.1.1. Passim. 
(5l) Ditchley Farm Account Book Jun. 1781- Dec. 1786 ••• 
(52) E.c. Davey Op.cit. P.33. 
(53) w. Brooke The True Causes of our Present Distress for 
Provisions with a Natural Eas and Effectual Plan for 
the Future Prevention of so great a Calamity ••• (1800 Pp.29-3C 
Again, the Account Book of Thomas Taylor of ShiEton-under-
ijychwood, Publican, Dealer and ChaEman l809-I4. Ms Top Oxon 
c 390, although unclear, would appear to show that Taylor 
sold malt, barley, beans and oats. 
However, there is no evidence on whether these retailers 
had purchased the corn from local farmers and it has, in 
fact, been suggested that publicans, at least, may have 
been combining this occupation with that of farmer< 54 > and 
thus selling their own produce. 
The transactions which we have described above would 
probably have been taking place largely on a regular basis 
and between persons who were acquainted with each other. It 
is clear, however, that farmers might also sell to urban 
tradesmen and dealers, with whom they presumably had no 
relationship but, who, rather than always waiting for the 
producers to attend their markets, might go to the farms 
in search of grain. Evidence on these transactions is 
difficult to find but there is no doubt that contemporaries 
felt they took place regularly. Thus, a typical comment 
was that made by a tradesman and mechanic of Thame in 1800: 
"What are markets appointed for, but to 
have the produce of the Earth brought there 
and exposed for sale that every one might 
have an opportunity of buying, instead of 
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which they are sold at their Barns or House.u(SS) 
Moreover, a statement made in 1768 provides a useful illus-
tration of the practice: 
<
54
> J.M. Martin gp.cit. P.84. 
(55) H.o. 42:52 Docwnent 92 Anon:anous Letter sent from Thame to 
His Grace the Duke of Portland 5 Nov. 1800. 
"One Pitman<56 ) 1 a Maltster in Henley 
went to a Farmer's House at Shiplake 
and at his Barn Door purchased sixteen 
quarters of Barley" (S?) 
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and we may note that the Chipping Norton meatman, William Atkins , 
and the Oxford corn dealer John Borl ase(SS) both appear to have 
visited the Ditchley Estate; . Atkins to purchase wheat and 
Borlase, oats, produced on t he home farm. <59> 
(56) Pitman was probably Peter Pittman of Henley whom we know 
to have been involved in the malt trade with London. 
Court of ~uarter Sessions 1773-1779 ••• Reference under 
19 Apr. 1 76. 
(57> Mr. Hayes Opinion About Forestalling 1768 ••• 
(58) Working on the assumption that all the following references 
relate to the same person, an informative picture can, in 
fact, be built up of the activities of John Borlase. In 
1786 John Borlase was recorded to have lost his bakery, by 
fire, within days of insuring it and, in 1791, to have 
receive d his freedom as a baker by Act of Council. By the 
179o•s, when more details become available, he would appear 
to have diversified his activities, being described by 
The U.B.D. as a corn chandler and being accused in 1795 of 
exporting grain to France. He denied the charge, claiming 
that, "my Dealings in Corn, Grain, or Flour, were and have 
been with Persons who resided within the Distance of 
Coventry, Birmingham and Dudley." His career ended in 1796, 
when John Borlase, corn-chandler, dealer and chapman, was 
declared bankrupt. Apart from making private purchases, 
Borlase ·a:lso made purchases of oats, beans, pease and barley, 
but not wheat, on an irregular basis, in Oxford market. 
Finally, we may note that he was also an agent for a London 
firm producing boulting cloths. 
J.O.J. Oct. 28 1786 No.l748. 
Ed. M.G. Hobson "Oxford Council Acts, 1752-1801," • • • P.209. 
W.E. Taunton O~.cit. P.4. 
J.O.J. Jul . 11 1795 No.2202 . 
J.O.J. Oct. 8 1796 No.22 67. 
J.O.J. Nov. 5 1796 No.227l. 
(S9) Ditchle~ Farm Account Book Jun. 1781- Dec. 1786 ••• 
In the dearth years of the second half of the eighteenth 
century farm-gate sales are mentioned more frequently and it 
is evident that, at thes e times, the farmer was able to sell 
on the farm to non-resident tradesmen, dealers and factors, 
as well as to those from the County. Thus, in 1795, Sir 
Christopher Willoughby reported that it was a "Egsitive ~· 
that dealers from the Midlands and North ••• 
"buy up all our wheat from the Farmers 
at their own price and without taking 
it to Market, " <"60) 
and, again, that, 
"Jobbers of every description go round 
to the farmers houses to contract for 
all the \rTheat without its being sent 
to market."(Gl) 
Moreover, corn factors, both non-resident and local were also 
active in the County in the late eighteenth century dearths -
"It has been proposed that whenever the 
(60) 
(61} 
Farmer or Cor.nfactors intend to move Corn 
or Flour towards Navigation for this Place 
(Birmingham) that application should be 
made to a Magistrate in order to obtain 
assurance that their Property should be 
protected But the Farmers & Cornfactors 
who reside in Oxfordshire, apprehend that 
if they were to make such application 
it would expose their Buildings & Persons 
to danger ••• Under the impressions here 
stated, it hath occurred, to the Committee, 
that respectable Cornfactors who do not 
reside in Oxfordshire, might apply to 
magistrates near the several places where 
Corn or Flour is ready to be moved, & 
acquaint them with the Day & Hour it is 
P.c. 1:26 A 51 tUlloug;hby to Portland 29 Jun. 1795. 
H.O. 42:35 Document 367 Willoughby to Carter 7 Aug. 1795. 
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proposed to be moved provided that 
the magistrates will assure them it(62 ) 
may be done with perfect safety ••• " 
- and, as there is little evidence that factors bought in 
the open market, it is probable that they too would have 
been visiting the farms. 
In conclusion, the evidence adduced above might seem to 
suggest that dearth periods saw an upsurge in farm-gate sales. 
However, it is difficult to know, firstly, whether such sales 
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were actually increasing in these periods or whether it was 
simply that normal marketing practices were attracting 
publicity because high prices had aroused fears of speculation; 
secondly, whether farm-gate sales increased only in the same 
proportions as other types of sales - dearth periods seeing 
an overall increase in demand - or whether such times acted 
as a spur to a relative increase in private sellingi or, 
finally, whether dearth years precipitated longer-term 
changes in marketing techniques. Nevertheless, it would 
seem that the option of selling to non-local dealers at the 
farm-gate was one which became available very largely because 
of the dearth conditions. 
Hitherto we have been discussing the disposal of crops 
which had been harvested. It was the case, however, that 
the farmer might also dispose of his corn while it was still 
growing. Regular sales of growing crops appear to have 
commenced as early as the seventeenth century, in which 
period it apparently became usual for food processors, and 
(62) P.c. 1:29 A56 Garbett to Legge 28 Jul. 1795. 
most particularly brewers and maltsters, to visit farms 
before the harvest and contract with the farmer for the 
delivery of his most promising corn crops. A. Everitt, for 
example, makes this point and gives as an instance of it 
the purchase by Richard Ward and Michael Webb of Henley, 
"usually men that deal upon such 
advantageous bargains for great 
quantities of corn," 
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of the crop of barley growing on 2 enclosed fields at Idstone. <63 > 
Eighteenth century evidence to show the existence of this 
type of transaction has, in fact, proved difficult to 
discover but it would seem likely that Oxfordshire farmers 
probably did continue to enter into pre-harvest contracts 
to supply corn to local and distant food processors or 
factors operating on their behalf throughout the period. (64 ) 
As well as entering into long-term business arrangements 
with food processors, it was also the case that the farmer 
might sell his growing crops, probably on a rather more 
casual basis, to persons who were seeking corn supplies not 
for employment in their own businesses but for speculative 
(6l) A.M. Everitt, "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce," 
in Ed. J. Thirsk Qe.cit. P.SS6. 
(64) 
D. Alexander Op.cit. Pp.33; 232. 
It would seem likely that evidence of such sales would 
tend to be found in the account books of farmers and food 
processors. However, where these have survived for 
Oxfordshire they are not sufficiently informative to 
enable us to establish with certainty the existence of 
either contracts for regular supplies between farmers and 
food processors or of the more casual type of pre-harvest 
selling. However, it is certainly possible, for example, 
that when Davey recorded the purchase by Ashby of his 
entire barley crop he was recording a sale which had taken 
place pre-harvest. 
purposes. Evidence on this tends to come from dearth years. 
Thus, M.J. Kingman has produced an account of the speculative 
purchase of field crops in Warwickshire and Oxfordshire during 
the crisis of 1586-87(GS) and during the dearth years of the 
1790's one can find many complaints of a great expansion in 
pre-harvest purchasing by dealers. Thus, J.S. Girdler 
referred, in 1800, to the considerable upsurge in this 
"iniquitous mode of doing business," and gave as an example 
of it the purchase, in 1795, by a maltster and farmer of 
Benson of 11 acres of wheat growing on a farm at Roke. <66 > 
Similar questions are, however, raised by this as by 
the fact that much of the evidence on farm-gate sales comes 
from periods of harvest failure, in particular do dearth 
years witness a genuine expansion in the sale of growing 
crops or merely a growth in the attention paid to a common, 
and in the farming and business community at least, widely 
accepted practice? Without further evidence it is not 
possible to draw conclusions on this but it would seem 
likely that, while there may not have been an increase in 
pre-harvest selling to local food processors, fears over 
supplies engendered by shortages and high prices may have 
led, as W.M. Stern suggests<67>, to an upsurge in the 
purchase of growing crops by dealers, and especially by 
those who were engaged in the supply of distant markets. 
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(65) M.J. Kingman, "Markets and Marketing in Tudor Warwickshire: 
(66) 
(67) 
The Evidence of John Fisher of Warwick and the Crisis of 
1586-87," in Warwickshire History Vol.IV No.1 (Summer 1978). 
J,s. Girdler Op.cit. P.289. 
See also, Considerations on the Scarcity and High Price ••• 
P.52. 
W.M. Stern Loc.cit. P.l75. 
While the private selling of growing crops, described 
above, undoubtedly aroused public hostility, in times of 
dearth at least, there were circumstances under which the 
sale of standing crops was apparently seen as quite 
acceptable, that is when the farmer who owned them had 
either died, retired, become bankrupt or was moving to 
another farm. Thus J.O.J. contains many notices, of which 
the following is an example, announcing the sale, often by 
auction, of the crops of such persons: 
"To be SOLD by AUCTION ••• at the Grey-
hound at Exell-Street, near Woodcut, -
The Crop on the Ground, late William 
Lawrence's, in the Parish of Woodcut, 
containing between Sixty and Seventy 
Acres of Oats, and one Acre of vfueat, 
a very fine Crop, which will be sold in 
different Lots, according to the Grounds 
they are on."<68} 
The important problem which this raises is, however, 
whether either the auction sale or the newspaper advertise-
ment were ever used for the disposal of crops which were 
available for sale simply as the excess produce of a 
particular farm, or, whether crops offered for sale in this 
way, were purchased solely by other farmers or by food 
processors and dealers as well. These questions are not 
yet possible to answer, but we may note 2 points. Firstly, 
one can find advertisements of auctions where the reason for 
the sale is not given. Thus, we do not know the reasons for 
(68) J.O.J. Aug. 1 1772 No.lOOS. 
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the sale by auction at the White Lion Inn, Banbury, in 
July 1798, of crops of wheat, barley, oats, beans and pease 
growing in the parish of Horley<69> or again, the sale by 
auction in August 1795 of 28 acres of oats; 10 of wheat; 
10 of barley and 8 of clover, standing near the first 
milestone from Oxford on the Woodstock and Banbury Roads. <70 > 
secondly, while it is therefore conceivable that the auction 
sale may have been used by the farmer for the disposal of 
his own crops, there is no evidence that he employed the 
newspaper advertisement for this purpose. Thus, while in 
1777, we do find an announcement in J.O.J. of the sale by 
private contract of a crop of approximately 3 acres of oats, 
as the land upon which the oats were growing was reported to 
be to let,<7l) this would seem to suggest that the farmer's 
crops were being sold in this way because he was giving up 
the land. 
Although we have seen that auction sales of crops 
might be conducted in inns the above discussion has been 
concerned largely with how the farmer could dispose of his 
produce without leaving the farm. We shall now examine 
the types of private transaction which might take place 
away from that setting. 
The first point is that the farmer might attand the 
local market town on market day but sell in such a way that 
(69) J.O.J. Jul. 28 1798 No.2361. 
(70) J.O.J. Aug. 22 1795 No.2208. 
(71) J.O.J. Jul. 19 1777 No.l264. 
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the open market institution was largely bypassed. Thus, 
sale by sample might be said to have involved a rejection 
of the open market principle in that once it had become 
established the farmer might visit the market place simply 
to seek out one large-scale purchaser to whom he would later 
deliver perhaps his entire crop. Again, the farmer, while 
setting out to attend a market might sell before the market 
had been officially opened or on his way to the market town. 
Finally, in 1757 we find the following report: 
"No sooner was the Corn brought in 
(to Oxford market) than the Farmers 
had an order to tie it up and it is 
justly suspected that base Artifices 
are carried on under this Cloak."<72 ) 
This may suggest that the market place had become an actual 
centre for private trading, although it is possible that, 
as 1757 was a year of food rioting, the farmers were 
attending the market stmply to persuade riotous crowds that 
they were conducting their business openly, while they had 
actually already sold their crops privately on the farm or 
in inns. 
The inn was, in fact, a much more usual setting than 
the market place for the private sale of corn and it has 
been suggested that much of the eighteenth century corn 
trade was conducted in inn parlours. A. Everitt, for example, 
maintains that much of the seventeenth and eighteenth century 
(72) J.o.J. Jun. 18 1757 No.216. 
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W.J. Shelton 9P:cit. P.72 discusses the way in which sales 
in the open market might be open market sales in appearance 
only. 
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trade in agricultural seeds, corn and malt was centred in 
inns. (73) The reasons for the shift from selling in the 
market place to selling in the inn are not difficult to 
understand. Thus, the inn possessed a great advantage 
over the open market- it provided a dry, comfortable setting 
in which farmers and dealers could meet and corn be stored. 
Announcements of an inn's facilities often stress these 
points; f or example when John Fry took over the Mitre in 
Oxford he reported: 
"N.B. There will be an Ordinary on 
Market Days, and there is exceeding 
good Room for stocking Corn."<74 > 
Moreover, we do know that corn brought into market towns for 
sale was definitely stored in inns. Thus, in 1757, the 
principal inhabitants of Witney announced their preparedness 
to permit corn unsold on one market day to be lodged in any 
inn or public house until a subsequent market day. <75> 
(73) 
(74) 
{75) 
A.M. Everitt, "The English Urban Inn l560-1760,n in Ed. 
A. Everitt Perspectives in English Urban History (1973) P.lOS. 
See also, D. Baker Loc.cit. P.l43. 
J.A. Chartres, "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce in 
r-1etropolita••1 Western England," in Ed. M.A. Havinden Op. cit. 
P.69. 
A.B. Robertson, "The Fonndation of the Mark Lane Corn 
Exchange, " in The Guildhall Miscellan~ Vol.I No.2 (Feb. 1953) 
P.35. 
A.M. Everitt, •urban Growth, 1570-1770 ••• " Pp.l21-124. 
Here Everitt records, "Commercial dealings in corn were 
undertaken privately ••• either by travelling merchants who 
took corn samples with them and showed them to maltsters 
and other big customers in the provincial inns on their 
circuit, or by corn factors who visited a number of farms 
and purchased in advance the owners' most promising looking 
crops.n 
J,O.J. Feb. 27 1762 No.461. 
J.O.J. Jul. 2 1757 No.218. 
With traders meeting there and storage space available it 
is not surprising that the inn should have become the centre 
for the actual conduct of business. 
There is certainly no doubt that in Oxfordshire, inns 
did come in the course of the eighteenth century, to play 
an important role in the grain trade. This may be illus-
trated by examining the data relating to 2 particular inns, 
the King's Head in the Corn Market in Oxford and the Red 
Lion in Banbury. 
Several pieces of evidence indicate the importance of 
the King's Head as a centre of corn dealing. Firstly, during 
the 1757 riots the inn v1as visited by rioters and 2 loads of 
corn stored there were seized, <76 ) indicating that the inn 
possessed both a reputation with the crowd as a place where 
dealings in corn occurred and also storage space for corn. 
Secondly, Richard Williams who took the King's Head in 1772, 
was variously described between 1766 and 1781 as a licensed 
badger, a corn factor, a corn chandler and seedsman, and a 
very considerable dealer in corn. C77 > Thirdly, in 1791 
rent for the King's Head was being paid to Hall's Brewery 
by Mr. Brookes<78 >, who was, one assumes, the notable corn 
dealer. 
Turning to the Red Lion in Banbury we find that, like 
the Ring's Head, this too was occupied in the late eighteenth 
century by a very notable corn dealer, William Pratt; a man 
whose varied private dealings are illustrated by the fact 
that he can be found supplying oats, seed oats and beans to 
<
76) See Chapter VII P.474. 
one may note that the crowd also visited the Mitre during 
the l757 riots. 
(77> J.o.J. Mar. 28 1772 No.987. Sessions Records Easter 1761-
Michaelmas 1781 QSM II/1 Reference under Epiphany 1766. 
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the Wroxton Estate steward in the 1780's, (79) and providing 
information on local barley crops and prices to a Warrington 
innkeeper, brewer and maltster in the 1790's. (80) Again, and 
a probabl~ indication of both Pratt's and the inn's 
association with private corn dealing; during food rioting 
in Banbury in 1800 the Red Lion came under violent attack 
from the crowd. (8l) Fir1ally, we may note that in the early 
nineteenth century the inn would appear to have became the 
actual centre of Banbury's corn trade; it being suggested 
that corn exchanges built in the to~m in the mid nineteenth 
century failed to attract custom, 
•presumably because dealing in practice 
continued, as before, in the yard of 
the Red Lion Inn in High Street ••• "<82> 
The inn would appear to have played an important role in 
both the local and long-distance trade. With the long-distance 
trade, h0\'7ever, there may have been an equally important 
location for dealings and that is the centres from which 
grain was transported, notably the river and canal wharves. 
P.V. McGrath shows that in seventeenth century London sales 
3i8 
of grain were certainly taking place at docks and warehouses<83) 
(??) Recognizances 1770-1791 0.5.16. 
J.o.J. May 5 17Sl No.l462. 
(7S) Notebook c t 1 1 h B ' t P 32 on an ng t e rewery s Accoun ••• • • 
(79 ) Accounts etc 1776-1800 ••• Pp.213t 290. 
(80) P. Mathias Op.cit. P.451. 
(8l) See Chapter VII Pp.495-496. 
(82) Ed. A. Crossley v.c.H. Oxfordshire Vol.X ••• P.60. 
(83) P.V. McGrath Oe.cit. Pp.39; 55. 
and it would seem likely that in eighteenth century Oxford-
shire also the wharves were of importance for dealings in 
corn. Thus, we have already noted that a market appears to 
have developed around the wharves at Shillingford. (S4) 
This does, however, lead us back to a point we noted 
earlier, and that is that it is actually very difficult to 
distinguish between public and private marketing by the 
mid eight<;enth century. Thus the official market place, 
the inn and the wharf all offered largely the same faciliti~s, 
being places where farmers could meet large-scale purchasers; ) 
/ 
food processors and dealers and factors engaged in the local 
and long distance trades and sell to them their corn often 
by sample and in a largely ansupervised fashion. 
Finally there was one way in which the farmer might 
dispose of his corn without selling on the farm or attending 
a local market tovm, that is he might take or send his corn 
directly to a distant consa~ption centre. Thus, farmers 
were certainly able to disT?atch 't•T:heat and barley to be sold 
by factors at Bear Key, Mark Lane and Queenhithe(SS), and it 
is also possible that sometimes, instead of v1ai ting for the 
brewer, maltster, baker, factor or dealer from the large 
<84 ) See Chapter II ~p.S0-51. 
(85) 
For other evidence on this point see Chapters IV; VII 
J:~J • 2691 475-476 • 
It is thought that very few fanners were responsible for 
the selling of their own produce in distant markets but 
several vlriters declare t hat farmers did consign grain 
to factors who sold for them on a commission basis. 
C.R. Fay The Corn Laws and Social England (1932) P.58. 
R.B. Westerfield Op.cit. P.154. 
P.V. L1CGrath Op.cit. Pp.42-43. 
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population centres to visit the farm, they may have taken 
the initiative in contacting such persons to offer them 
their s urpluses. We have, in fact, no Oxfordshire evidence 
on this point but it is, at least, possible that t he 
wealthier farmers may have acted independently in this way; 
farmers, that i s , like Mr. Lowndes of Brightwellgr ove , who, 
"for the benefit of his neighbours , 
procures his seed- vrheat from Taunton -
the Hhite Lammas , v7hich being sovm on 
his fresh land, is much improved and 
well suited for the London market ."<86> 
In conclusion, in this section '"e hope to have provided a 
summary of the various ways in which the farmer could dispose 
of his corn if he did not choose to attend the local open 
market. Wi thout statistical data it is, of course , impossible 
to give an indication of the p r oportion of pr oduce which was 
dispersed by each method. We also hope to have raised the 
question of whether dearth poriods l ed to changes in marketing 
techniques or at least brought about an accel e r ati on in changes 
which had already taken place or , whether s uch periods simply 
caused an awareness of long- established private marketing 
practices . 
(86) A. ~oung Op. cit. P .l46. 
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This quotation raises an important additional point and that 
is that it was not uncommon for farmers to order their seed 
wheat directly from very distant suppliers. For example, 
we know of barley seed being ordered from Patney, Wiltshire; 
wheat seed from Kent and barley seed from the Isle of Thanet. 
We also have an example of sainfoin seed being ordered from 
Oxfordshire for use on Anglesea. 
R. Plot Op.cit. P.lSS. 
A. Young o~.cit. P.l45. 
W. Mavor,A Tour through Wales in the Summer of 1805," in 
Ed. W. Mavor British Tourists ••• Vol.V (3rd Ed. 1807 ) P.290. 
Part v The Consumption of Barley Bread 
The question which it is intended to examine in this 
section is whether bread made from a mixture of wheat and 
other cereals, or from barley alone, was consumed in 
Oxfordshire during the late eighteenth century. 
Since 1928, when w.J. Ashley wrote that, 
"by the end of the eighteenth century, 
wheat had become the almost universal 
bread corn of the whole people," 
and that any attempts to persuade working people to use 
other bread corn were wholly unsuccessful(l), many writers 
have accepted that, by the last decade of the eighteenth 
century, the poor in at least Southern, Eastern and 
Central England(2 ) were unwilling to substitute barley 
for wheaten bread. ~ .s. Ashton, for example, both asserts 
that the use of loaves made from coarse grains was fiercely 
resisted in the seventeen nineties and argues from this 
that an improvement in the standard of living must have 
taken place, for, 
"If there had been serious Malthusian 
pressure, if conditions had been growing 
worse for the labourers, we should surely 
have had to record a return to the inferior 
and cheaper grains.Q(J) 
(l) W.J. Ashley Op.cit. Pp.l-2. 
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(2) It is generally accepted that in No~thern and Western England, 
Scotland and Wales other grains were still important. w.J. 
Ashley himself, for example, accepts the importance of barley 
in the West and oats in the North. Ibid. P.3. 
For a full discussion of consumption:Patterns in these areas 
see E.J.T. Collins, "Dietary Change and Cereal Consumption in 
Britain in the Nineteenth Century," in A.H.R. Vol.23 Part II (1975) Pp.l00-103. 
(3) T.S. Ashton Loc.cit. Pp.l74-175. 
Other historians, including s. and B. Webb(4) and E.P. 
Thompson(S) have gone further, suggesting that not only 
was bread made from coarse grains rejected, but that the 
poor, even during the crises of 1794-96 and 1800, when the 
gentry and nobility were said to be eating wheat bread 
made from the whole grain with only the bran removed, 
insisted upon the best white bread. Moreover, many 
statements by contemporaries lend support to the view 
that the labouring classes were committed to the white 
1oaf1 a typical remark being that made by Edmund Burke 
in 1795 that the 
"known diffi.culty of contenting (the 
poor) with anything but bread of the 
finest flour and meat of the first 
quality, is proof sufficient" 
of their improved diet. (G) 
This view of consumption patterns has not, however, 
passed entirely uncontradicted. Thus, G.E. Fussell has 
indicated that in the later eighteenth century, the diet 
of the farm worker deteriorated in the Midlands and South, 
their bread corn being often barley or rye(?) and 
E.J.T. Collins has suggested that, 
(4) s. and B. Webb Loc.cit. P.204. 
(S) E.P. Thompson Loc.cit. P.81. 
(6) E. Burke, "~houghts and Details on Scarcity Originally 
presented to the Right Hon. William Pitt in the month 
of November 1795," in The Works of the Rt. Ron. Edmund 
Burke Vol.VI (The World 1s Classics CXIV 1907) P.S. 
(?) G.E. and K.R. Fussell The English Countrywoman ••• P.l48. 
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''in 1800 a significant proportion of 
people in England and Wales, and a 
large minority in Great Britain, 
subsisted on the coarser grains, rye, 
barley, oats, and pulse, and that a 
century or more was to elapse before 
wheat could properly be called the 
'staff of life'."(S) 
Nevertheless, even Collins considers that there was a 
positive aversion to the use of wheat substitutes in certain 
counties, 
"in particular, London and Middlesex, 
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Essex, 
Hampshire, Hertfordshire, Kent, 
Oxfordshire, Surrey, sussex and 
Wiltshire,"(9) 
and one would therefore expect that on turning to examine 
Oxfordshire one would find evidence to suggest that by the 
late eighteenth century wheat was very largely the only 
bread corn employed in the County. 
There is, in fact, little literary evidence to show 
Which bread grain was employed before the 1790's, although 
we may note that Charles Smith, writing in the mid century, 
placed Oxfordshire ;·,a with a group of counties in which he 
estimated over three quarters of the population to have been 
(8) E.J.T. Collins Loc.cit. P.ll5. 
(g) _!lli. P.l04. 
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consumers of wheat bread. (lO) The dearth conditions of 
the 1790's, however, led to the production of considerable 
documentation on this subject, much of it suggesting that 
the Oxfordshire poor were totally committed to the white 
or at least the wheaten loaf. Thus, in the Replies from 
Towns As to Bread in Use returned~o the Privy Council in 
1796, we find several reports on the refusal o£ the 
labourers to eat "inferior" bread; including ones from 
Oxford, where the poor were, as we have seen, eating 
wheaten bread alone, and Abingdon and Wallingford, over 
the border in Berkshire, where the poor were apparently 
refusing to eat mixed bread. (ll) Moreover, several 
members of the gentry and magistracy commented to the 
Home Office on their inability to persuade the poor to 
accept substitutes for white bread. Sir Christopher 
Willoughby, for example, recorded in 1795, 
"Individually I have for some time 
adopted the method recommended by the 
gentlemen of Sussex and I have sold to 
my labourers wheat at 2/6 the bushel 
under the market price on condition 
that they made good brown bread and 
only had the ver~ coarse bran taken 
out; and in which case I have succeeded 
by the bribe, but no labourer will 
purchase for their own use any bread 
but finest and best and I am sorry to 
(lO} C. Smith Op.cit. P.l83. The other counties in the group 
were Monmouth, Gloucester, Hereford, Worcester, Warwick, 
Northampton, Shropshire, Stafford, Leicester and Rutland. 
(11) 
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P. C. 1: 3 3 A 8 7 Part I Mayor of Abingdon to Port~;::ind 
26 Mar. 1796. Mayor of Wallingford to Portland ~SMar. 1796. 
Additional evidence on bread consumption patterns in 
Wallingford can be found J.n Ed. c. Bruyn-Andre\'15 Op.cit. 
Vol.I P.l94, where we find, "No brown bread here 
(Wallingford}, for the poor won't eat it." The year 
was 1784. 
add that no substitute for wheaten 
bread can be found with us as our 
labourers will not be satisfied 
without it - At a former time when 
bread was very dear, I offered my 
labourers & parishioners wheat at 
5/- and barley at 2/6 the bushel 
on condition that they wo'd mix it 
and make it into bread but my term~12 ) were then universally rejected ••• " 
and Henry Curzon of Waterperry House wrote, 
"'rb.e dj.fficulty of persuading the 
poor to use brown bread is greater 
than your Grace can imagine, nothing 
short of absolute distress will ever 
compel them even to try it."(l3) 
Nevertheless, there is evidence that as late as the 
nineteenth century barley bread was used on a regular basis 
in certain rural areas, particularly in the North and West 
of the eounty and that barley, or at very least, wholemeal 
bread were used in a number of towns in years of high wheat 
prices. 
The most direct reference to the use of barley as a 
bread-corn in the north of the County can be found in the 
papers relating to a case which was tried at the Oxfordshire 
Lent Assizes in 1800. The indictment records that Joseph 
Cleaver of Hornton, near Banbury, kept a public mill 
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(12) H.O. 42:35 Document 91-93 Willoughby to Portland 5 Sept. 1795. 
(13) 
Willoughby lived in a village to the south of Oxford. 
H.O. 42:35 Docwnent 96 Curzon to Portland 5 Sep~ . 1795. 
Curzon added, "I have ordered (brown bread) to be used 
in my own family as example has the best influence on 
the lower class." 
"for the purpose of grinding barley 
and other corn ••• in consideration 
of certain tolls." 
William Gilkes of Hornton, labourer, bought 2 bushels of 
barley from a loca l farmer and had them ground at Cleaver.' s 
mill. This case would certainly appear to suggest that in 
Hornton, barley was the main if not the only bread-com in 
use.<14 ) Less decisive in its implications but at least 
suggestive that barley bread may have been used regularly 
in t he West of the County is the fact that the accounts 
of the home farm of the Ditchley Estate for the 1780's 
record numerous sales of barley to the estate's l abourers. (lS) 
That this barley may have been intended for use in bread-
making is suggested by the fact that E. Corbett indicates 
that barley was ce rtainly being used for this purpose .by 
the poor of the villages around Ditchley in the early 
nineteenth century. She records, 
(14) Assi 5:120 Oxfordshire Lent Assizes 1800. Indictment of 
Joseph Cleaver and Deposition of William Gilkes. 
In this case it is not thought to be significant that 
the year was 1800. 
(lS) Oitchley Farm Account Book Jun. 1781- Dec. 1786 ••• 
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"People were very poor then and used 
to bring htm (the miller of Dean) 
barley grists to be ground to make 
bread."(l6) 
we may also note that the use of other bread grains 
can be found in the North West of the County in the late 
eighteenth century. Thus, in 1767 we find that the poor 
of Wroxton were being provided with loaves made from a 
mixture of wheat and rye<17 > and, while this was probably 
in response to the dearth of 1766-67, it would seem that 
maslin, wheat and rye grown as one crop, which was certainly 
sown on poorer lands in the eighteenth century(l8), may have 
been in more regular use. Thus John Lamb, a Sibford farmer, 
recorded that he sold 4 bags of ntaslin to a Swerford baker 
in 1777. (l9) 
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(16) E. Corbett A History of Spelsbury, including Dean, Taston, 
Fulwell and Ditchley (2nd Ed. 1962) P.26l. 
Confirmation that the consumption of barley bread was not 
uncommon in rural Oxfordshire in the nineteenth century 
can be found in G.E. Fussell The English Rural Labourer. 
His Home, Furniture, Clothing and Food. From Tudor to 
Victorian Times (1949) P.9o. "an Oxford labourer born 
in 1815 remembered that in the days of his youth the 
cottager lived on barley bread and potatoes and seldom 
tasted meat." 
We should, however, note the comment of E.J.T. Collins, 
that is that folk memory is notoriously unreliable on 
matters of diet. 
E.J.T. Collins Loc.cit. P.ll2. 
(l7) Letters from Stewards of Estates 2 . 1765-1800 • •• P.l04. 
(lS) G.E. Fussell, "Crop Husbandry ••• • " P.563. 
(l9) Farm Diary ••• of John Lamb of Sibford Ferris •• P.Sl. 
TUrning to the South of t .he County we again find 
evidence of the consumption of barley-bread in rural areas. 
However, it is not evidence from which general conclusions 
on the region can be drawn. Thus, we may note that at 
Mongewell, the Bishop of Durham operated a scheme whereby 
every workman employed by h~ was permitted, 
"to lodge after harvest, in the 
bailiff's hands £1/11/6 and in 
consequence of his readiness to 
make this reserve fromaa time of 
plenty (was) allowed through the 
following winter to purchase barley 
at 2/- a bushel under the market price."(20) 
It would seem reasonable to assume that the barley would have 
been intended to be used to make bread(2l) but we cannot 
deduce from this that barley bread was in use in the 
adjacent villages; Mongewell, the centre of an experiment, 
by the Bishop, in paternalist estate management, being 
untypical of even closed villages. Again, in 1795, when 
F.M. Eden, researching the consumption habits of an agri-
cultural labourer and his family at Elsfield found that, 
"Their bread is 3-fourths barley, 
1-fourth wheat," 
he also recorded that they were considered very frugal<22 > 
(20) A. Young Op.cit. P.24. 
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(2l) The shop, founded at Mongewell apparently also sold bread, 
but it is unclear of which grain this was made. 
G.M. Vol.LXV Part II (1795) Pp.567-569. 
(22) F.M. Eden Qp.cit. Vol.II P.cccxlviii. 
which would perhaps have made their diet untypical. 
l-!oreover, Eden's research being undertaken in 1795 might 
mean that he found the family eating barley bread simply 
in response to the shortage of wheat. A report from the 
Mayor of Abingdon that, 
"barley bread or a mixture of barley 
is very much eaten in the neighbouring 
villages among the lower orders of the 
people,"<23) 
is also rendered s·..t.sper.:t as an indicator of regular barley 
consumption by being dated 1795. 
There is, in fact, more evidence to show that there 
was a return to the consumption of barley bread during 
the late eighteenth century dearths than that grains, other 
than wheat, were used regularly in baking. The Second Report 
by the Lords' Committee on the Present Scarcity of Corn (1800) 
suggests that in many parts of the country, the use, in bread, 
of barley alone or barley mixed with wheat, saw a considerable 
revival at the close of the eighteenth century. Although 
Oxfordshire is not mentioned specifically in the report, 
several of the counties adjacent to Oxfordshire provided 
the Committee with information. We find, in fact, that, 
"On the hills in Gloucestershire, (barley) 
has been used wi th wheat, in the proportion 
of one-half," •••• "in many parts of 
Northamptonsh~ue and Huntingdonshire, and 
other of the midland counties, they use 
(2J) P.C. 1:33 A 87 Part I Mayor of Abingdon to Portland 
26 Mar. 1795. 
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and that, 
bread made entirely of barley," 
"the use of mixed bread has 
become general in parts of Bed-
fordshire and Buckinghamshire. 11 <24 > 
Thus, with the area to the east and west of the County 
witnessing a revival in the use of barley as a bread grain 
it should not surprise us to find that Oxfordshire too 
should have shown a change in the pattern of its grain 
consumption. 
Evidence on the revived use of barley bread in the 
crises of 1795 and 1800 comes from a number of sources. 
For example, in a pamphlet written by an Oxfordshire farmer 
to refute the view of the Common Coancil of Oxford that 
the failure of oats and barley to fall in price after an 
indisputably good harvest(2S) was because the crisis was 
the creation of avaricious farmers and middlemen, we find, 
<
24) The Annual Register ••• for the year 1800 Vol.42 (1801) 
Appendix to the Chronicle Pp.l32-133. 
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(25) In 1795 it was generally agreed that crops of coarse grains 
were good. H.O. 42:36 Document 5 Joseph Bullock to Marl-
borough 4 Nov. 1795. "The wheat crop is better by a fifth 
than the crop of the same grain in the year 1794 and •••• a 
fair crop •••• the barley and oats nearly double the crop of 
the same grain in the year 1794 •••• an, "')_xceeding good crop." 
The reference is to the ar~a around Caversfield, near 
Bicester. H.O. 42:36 Document 54 Ge9r2e Cooke to W.E. 
Taunton 21 Nov. 1795. Cooke, referring to the Hundreds 
of Ewelme, Lewknor and Pyrton, shows the crop of wheat 
in 1795 to have been lar~~ly inferior to that of 1794, 
but the crops of oats and barley considerably superior. 
Essentially the same point is made in the following:-
a.o. 42:36 John Sibthorpe to Marlborough 22 Nov. 1795. 
H.O. 42:36 Document 70 John Cobb and Francis Penyston to 
Marlborough 24 Nov. 1795. 
"They admit a failure in the crop of 
wheat, and are surprised the prices 
of barley, oats and peas do not 
diminish; not considering when wheat 
is plenty there is no occasion to 
substitute a mixture of barley, which 
is at present the case, not only with 
labourers, but in most farmers' 
families; this makes an amazing 
increase in the consumption of barley 
of course keeps wheat lower and makes 
barley of more value; oats are also 
introduced as a mi~z~fe with wheat, but 
not so generally." 
Two towns also reported to the Privy Council that barley 
bread was in use. From Henley the Mayor wrote, that, in 
December 1795, several people had started to use bread 
made from a mixture of barley and wheat, and also whole-
meal bread<27 >, and from Banbury it was reported, 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
"Bread made of the whole wheat taking out 
a very small quantity of bran, and bread 
made from the same flour with an addition 
of one third barley flour have been and 
now are in general consumption in (the 
town) for as to any finer sort of bread so 
little of it has been made I scarce know 
how to make any comparison but I shoul~28 ) think not more than an hundreth part." 
An Oxfordshire Farmer Op.cit. P.6. 
P.C. 1:33 A 87 Mayor of Henley to Portland 31 Mar. 1796. 
However, as the use of these substitutes was voluntary 
the Mayor did not know the extent to which alternatives 
to white bread were being employed. 
P.C. 1:33 A 87 Part I Mayor of Banbur1 to Portland 
29 Mar. 1796. 
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In 1800 evidence on the use of barley bread comes 
from Witney. Thus, David Hughes informed Portland that 
the Witney poor who rioted on September 11 claimed that 
they could not obtain wheat or barley for their money<29 ) 
and confirmation that this means that barley bread was 
being consumed in Nitney can be found in a Victorian 
history of the town. The author, W.J. Monk, having 
described the difficulties experienced by the poor in 1800, 
added, 
"few, very few, in Witney, were able to 
purchase the 'staff of life' at all, and 
the poor people lived on barley bread 
called 'clangers'."()O) 
Moreover, a lthough it is unclear to which part of Oxford-
shire it related, we may note the following report sent 
to the Bishop of Oxford: 
"The barley loaf now used by the poor 
and the bakers say that they are 
constrained to use a mixture for 
{sic) barley for want of wheat."(Jl) 
Hitherto, we have concentrated on the question of the 
consumption of barley and mixed bread. However, it will 
have been observed that several of the quotations also refer 
to the use of wholemeal bread. To complete the picture it 
should be noted, that in 1795, at Woodstock, where the use 
of barley bread was found unacceptable, wholemeal loaves, 
(29) H.O. 42:51 Document 140-141 Hughes to Portland 14 Sept. 
1800. 
(30) W.J. Monk Histo~ of Witne~ {1894) P.S2. 
(31) H.O. 42:52 
of Oxford. 
ReElies to the Queries sent to the BishoE 
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reduced in price by subscription, were apparer,tly used 
to such an extent as to lead to a saving of one third 
in the usual consumption of wheat. <32> 
The evidence so far adduced to suggest that barley 
bread was used in Oxfordshire has all been literary. 
However, as we have seen , in 1795, it was suggested that 
the use of barley as a bread-corn was the cause of a 
perceptible rise in its price and similar opinions can be 
found to have been expressed in other dearth years. Thus, 
in 1694 John Hought0n e~clared, 
"I hear from divers places that one 
reason for the dearness of barley 
and malt is, because very great 
quantities of barley have this dear 
season been ground for bread, .. <33> 
and in 1800 The Second Report by the Lords' Committee on the 
Present Scarcity of C~r~ included the statement, 
"the increased demand (for barley for 
bread) appears •••• to afford a sufficient 
reason for the high price of this article, 
notwithstanding the crop has been propor-
tionably much more productive than that 
of wheat."<34> 
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(32) P.c. 1:33 A 87 Part I John Churchill to Portland 6 Apr. 1796. 
The fact that the use of barley bread was found unacceptable 
in Woodstock but was app~-ently readily accepted in Witney 
and Banbury may suggest that in these northern and western 
towns barley had been a normal part of the diet until a 
later period. 
(JJ) Ed. R. Bradley Op.cit. Vol.I P.242. 
(34) ~ ••• for the year 1800 Vol.42 (1801) Appendix to the 
Chronicle :t>.l33. 
we shall, therefore, now consider whether the behaviour 
of barley prices can be used as evidence to show a 
revival in the use of barley bread. 
In certain years of wheat crop failures there is no 
doubt that the barley crop failed also. However, it has 
been shown that years in -:.-vhich \'lheat was in short supply 
might nevertheless witness good barley harvests. <35) 
This seems to have been the case in, for example, the 
crises of 1692-93; 1739-40(JG); and, as we have seen, 
1795 and 1800. In thes.3 years, therefore, if there was 
a rise in barley prices it could not be accounted for 
in terms of an absolute shortage of the grain. 
(35) This is demonstrated very clearly by C.J. Harrison who, 
looking at the period 1465-1634, showed that an assess-
ment of the quality of the harvest in a given year would 
vary considerably, depending on whether one looked at 
wheat alone or other grains in addition to wheat. 
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C.J. Harrison, "Grain Price Analysis and Harvest Qualities, 
1465-1634," in A.H.R. Vol.l9 (1971) P.l46. 
(36) 
see A.H. John, "The Course of Agricultural Change, 
1660-1760," in Ed. W.E. Minchinton Essays in Agrarian 
Histo;x Vol.I (1968) Pp.232-3. 
Here John indicates that in 1740 \'rheat prices would have 
been higher had it not been for very heavy crops of barley 
and that in the early 1690's the problem was a shortage 
of wheat rather than general crop failures. One should 
note, however, that he is, in fact, using price trends 
themselves in making his assessment of the harvests in 
the 1690's. 
The Oxford data is not sufficiently informative to 
permit an investigation of the trend in barley prices 
during the crises of 1740, 1757, 1766<37) and 1795. We 
do, however, have sufficient material to show the movement 
of barley prices in Oxford during the crises of 1692-93 
and 18001 in Burford during those of 1795 and 1800 and in 
Henley during that of 1800. Between January 7 1693 and 
April 29 1693 a rise in wheat prices in Oxford of 
approximately 22% was accompanied by a rise in barley - , 
prices of approxi~ately 26%. In 1795 there is no 
evidence of a post-harvest rise in barley prices in Burford 
in spite of an increase of 24% in the price of wheat, 
between 5 September and 26 December. Finally, in 1800 
yet another picture emerges. In that year bet~:men 6 September 
and 27 December, in Burford wheat rose in price by 14.4% and 
barley by 54.3%; in Henley wheat rose by 23.8% and barley by 
56.8% and in Oxford wheat rose by 19.1% and barley by 39.8%. 
(37) The evidence '\fThich there is does suggest, however, that 
barley prices rose in all the eighteenth century grain 
crises with the possible exception of that of 1766. 
W.J. Shelton, in fact, concluded that in the 1766 crisis 
coarse grain prices throughout t he country remained 
steady and well below the price of wheat. Part of 
his explanation for this is that there was no additional 
demand for these grains for bread. 
W.J. Shelton O~.cit. Pp.l3-14; 140. 
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A contrary picture is, however, presented by D.E. Williams, 
who, looking at the Northa~pton price material, suggests a 
close correlation between the price of wheat and that of 
maslin, rye and even barley in 1766. 
D.E. Williams, ''Midland Hunger Riots in 1766," in Midland 
History Vol.IV No.2 (Au-~ 1976) Pp.287-288. 
Without further evidence it is not possible to show 
precisely how barley prices behaved in 1766 or to state 
categorically that that year did not see a growth in 
the use of barley bread. 
Therefore, although the 1795 Burford dat~ is not 
consistent with this, we do find that, on the whole, 
barley did rise in price in "'Theat shortage periods, even 
if crops were good. Moreover, a rise in prices at these 
times is particularly significant in view of the 
restrictions which "t-rere placed on distilling and malting 
during grain crises; restrictions which one would expect 
would have helped at least to keep any increase in barley 
prices very moderate. Thus, the beneficial influence on 
prices of the stopp:tqe of the distillery in 1800 is 
revealed by what occurred when Parliament contemplated 
permitting distilling to recommence: 
"Mr. Burton said he had that day 
received authentic advice from Oxford 
of Barley having risen there the day 
but one preceding from 3/- to 4/- a 
quarter, although other Grain had 
been nearly stationary."()S) 
Nevertheless, the employment of barley i n baking is 
not the only possible explanation for the rise in prices. 
Other possibilities do suggest themselves. For example, 
in 1800, it was suggested in the First Report of the 
Committee of the House of Commons on the Present Scarcity 
of Corn that the unusual demand for "rheat had caused a 
(38) The Heads of Mr. Burton'v Sgeeches in the House of 
Commons on Friday the llth and Monday the l4th of 
December, 1801, on the Petition Presented by the City 
of Oxford, the Object of which was to reduce the Price 
of Grain by Preventing the Distillation thereof for 
Spirits, Addressed to the Freemen of Oxford ••• G.A. Oxon 
ao Io!2 (9) Pp.ll-12. 
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delay in the threzhing of oats and barley, \"lh:i.ch might 
easily have led to a rise in their prices. (Jg) Again, 
all years of dearth sa1·1 complaints that speculation had 
brought about rising prices. '.rhus , in 1795 W.E. Taunton 
declared, 
''The price of barley and of peas 
{of which the crop was very abundant) 
also confirms my suspicions that the 
farmer has kept back his stores, and 
availed himself of the alarm ~:rhich 
has been propagated but too success-
fully to his interest; for granting 
that barley has been used out of its 
ordi.n~r:r course in the making of 
bread, still the quantity consumed 
by that means is nore ·than compensated (40) for by the stoppage of the Distillery." 
Moreover, this statement is also important in that it suggests 
that the use of barley in baking should not alone have brought 
about an increase in prices and furthermore may indicate 
that when the distillery had been stopped, even if barley 
prices remained stationary rather than falling, as at 
Burford, the grain was being employed to make bread. On 
the whole, therefore, it is probably unwise to make 
deductions on the employment of barley bread frorn price 
data alone. 
Before concluding, we may note b~at dearth periods, 
as E.J.T. Collins suggests, probably also saw, 
"a marked decline in per cap ... ta 
cereal consumption ... <41 > 
(J9) ~ ··~·for the year l82Q Vol.42 (l80l) Appendix to 
the Chronicle Pp.l03-lo4. 
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(40) P.C. 1:33 A 87 Part I 'Y1.E. 'Taunton to Poj:tland 30 Mar. 1796. 
(41) E.J.T. Collins Loc.cit. P.104. 
Thus, in many dearth periods \·Je find accounts from Oxford-
shire that the poor were consuming a diet in which British 
cereals played no part. For example, in the 1690's Anthony 
ci Wood recorded that the Oxford l)Oor, 
11eat turnips instead of bread,n( 42 >; 
in 1799-1800 it v-1as found that in one group of Oxfordshire 
parishes 
"the poor were principally feu 
on Rice, 11 <43) 
m1d in 1800 one Oxford ~uthor declared, 
"some mothers I sa>¥, surrounded with 
children, who had not tasted bread 
or meat for three days , and in that 
time had eaten nothing more solid 
than a scanty meal or t\'10 of potatoes ." <44> 
In conclusion, r:1e Inay there.fore suggest that the 
consumption of non-~1heat bread v1as probably still not 
unknovm in rural areas of Oxfordshire in the late eighteenth 
century and that in the grain crises of 1795 and 1800 there 
<42) Ed. A. Clark, "The Life and Times of Anthony Wood ••• " 
Vol.III P.437 . 
(4l) H.O. 42:52 ReElies to the Queries Sent to the Bisho£ 
of Oxford. 
(44) Reflections on the Justice, Advantage and Necessit~ of 
Limiting, within a Certain Compass, the Price of Wheat( 
by Legislative Authority ••• By the author of Dearness of 
Provisions (1800 or 1801~ P.S. 
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was some return<4S) to the use of barley bread particularly 
in northern and \vestern tmms. Moreover, these conclusions 
onable one to suggest, if tenta tively, that the poor were 
probably more flexible in b.'1ei;· c~oice of foodstuffs than 
is often supposed and that, as E.J.T. Collins indicates, 
"choice of cer~al wa s price and 
in-orne ola~~~c·"<46 > 
.l \,.. ..... - ;.;,"'-..,.,. ' 
~hat the effects of the c~iscs of 1795 and 1800 on diet 
may have been more severe than is always supposed and 
that there may haVE"" bec. ·1 a decline in the expectations 
of the poor over the standard of living in t he last 
decade of the century. 
(45) 
(46) 
Although the word .. return'' has been used throughout 
this section, no attempt has been made to discover 
tr1hen and in vlhich areas coarse grains were regularly 
employed. 
E.J.T. Collins Loc.cit. P.l04. 
Probably the most revealing quotation on this comes 
from Lincolnshire, where "the poorer classes (who 
within the memory of the person from \'lhom this testimony 
was received} had exchanqed the use of barley bread for 
wheaten, returned last yc.;"'r to barley bread." 
lh,!h •••• f.or the year 1~00 Vol.42 {1801) Appendix to 
the Chronicle Pp.l32-133. 
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Part VI The Assize of Bread in Oxford 
The assize of bread, dating back to the Assisa Panis et 
cervisiae of 1266 is a regulation of considerable complexity, 
and it is not felt that a full understanding of its operation 
in the eighteenth century has been achieved. (l) Here, 
therefore, we shall confine ourselves to detailing the way 
in which the assize was set in the City of Oxford(2) and 
raising the problem of the extent to which its continued 
enforcement was meaningful. 
In Oxford the setting of the assize of bread took place 
upon a regular basis throughout the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, ceasing only in October 1836 after 
the passage of 6 and 7 Will. IV c37; An Act to repeal the 
several Acts now in force relating to Bread to be sold out 
of the Citx of London •••• Detailed records have survived 
fQr.·tJ·u:! whole period, except for the years 1700-1733 <3> and 
these records enable us to build up a picture of the way in 
which the University authorities responded to the several 
alterations which were made in the laws governing the assize 
and to the need to economize on wheat flour in years of food 
shortages. 
The assize of bread was a mechanism not for reducing 
bread prices but for ensuring that they bore a relationship 
to the prevailing price of wheat. Between 1692 and 1700 the 
(1) The major account of the assize of bread is by s. and B. 
Webb Loc.cit. Their article has been used to provide the 
national background for this study of the assize in Oxford. 
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(2) The fragmentary data on the setting of the assize in other 
parts of the county is detailed and discussed in Chapter VI. 
(3) For a description of this material see Chapter IV Pp.l58-165. 
assize in Oxford was fixed in accordance with the second 
highest price paid for a bushel of wheat( 4) and when 
records again become available in 1733 this was apparently 
still the case. However, from 1733 until 1753 details of 
a second assize are given, for "New College" and set upon 
the highest recorded wheat price. The reason for this has 
not been established, although it is possible that the 
College had a special arrangement with its bakers, as, for 
example, had All Souls, where the baker employed by the 
College was expected to supply 14 penny loaves for 1/-. (S) 
From 1753 and for the rest of the century only 1 assize is 
recorded, which was, on the whole, claimed to have been still 
set on the second highest price of a bushel of wheat. However, 
as Table B of the appendix demonstrates, from the 1770's the 
price on which the assize was set was very occasionally 
higher but much more frequently considerably lower than this. 
It is possible that these lower prices represent an approximate 
average; a suggestion which is given added weight by the fact 
that there appears sometimes to have been a correlation between 
the price upon which the assize was set and the averarye price 
of wheat sold in Oxford; detailed on Table c. The reason 
for this change is unclear but it is possible that 
(4) s. and B. Webb record that normally, "the middle price of 
good ordinary wheat (was) taken as the basis on which to 
fix the weight of the finest (bread)." 
s. and B. Webb Loc.cit. P.l98. 
(S} Sir w. Blackstone Qp.cit. Pp.9-lo. 
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it occurred in part in response to the long periods of 
dearth and high prices in the second half of the eighteenth 
century, which may have led the authorities to see the assize 
as a deflationary mechanism. From 1813, following the passing 
of 53 Geo. III c 116, An Act to alter and amend Two Acts of 
the Thirty first Year of King George the Second, and the 
Thirteenth Year of His Present Majesty, so far as relates 
to the Price and Assize of Bread to be sold out of the City 
of London •••• the assize was definitely fixed in relation to 
the average price of wheat. 
One further point should be made on the price on which 
the assize was set, and that is, that although by 8 Anne c 18 
An Act to regulate the price and Assize of Bread those 
responsible for setting the assize had been permitted to 
asswne that the baker was purchasing flour rather than wheat 
and take account of flour prices when fixing the assize, 
there were only 2 occasions, both in the dearth year 1801, 
when the authorities in Oxford availed themselves of the right. 
When the price of wheat had been ascertained a sum was 
added to help the baker to meet his expenses; the co$t of 
purchasing wood, yeast, salt and candles and paying his 
servants and a miller. In the seventeenth century the urban 
bakers were apparently allowed a larger sum to cover their 
expe,; ~~s than were bakers from rural areas (6) and this meant 
that 2 assizes had to be issued, one for the country bakers 
and one for those from the City. (7) During the course 
(6) 
(7) 
A. Annesley in Strictures on the True Cause of the Present 
Alarming Scarcity of Grain and other Provisions; and A Plan 
for Permanent Relief ••• (1800) P.45 offers an explanation of 
this in terms of the extra tax paid by urban bakers. 
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Thus, in an account of the assize of bread when wheat cost 
from 2/10 to 9/-, dtfferent weights are given for the loaves to 
be baked by the City and country bakers • 
••• Miscellaneous Market Regulations ••• 
of the eighteenth century the sum granted to the bakers as 
an allowance was increased; in December 1776 from l/3 on each 
bushel of wheat baked into bread to 1/6, and in January 1805 
to l/9. Allowance was also made for unusual increases in 
the baker's costs, as in August 1798, when 5d was added to 
the price of a quarter of wheat to cover an additional duty 
on salt. 
Having ascertained the price of wheat and added the 
allowance the authorities were then able to refer to the 
Tables of Assize to discover how the weight or price of 
loaves should relate to this sum. 
During the course of the eighteenth century, however, 
several alterations were made in these tables. 
Firstly, while until 1758 it was always the weight of 
the loaf which was altered; the price remaining fixed; after 
the passage of 31 Geo. II c 29 An Act for the due making of 
bread; and to regulate the grice and assize thereof; and to 
punish eersons who shall adulterate meal, flour or bread 
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loaves of fixed weight and adjustable price were permitted. 
Secondly, the amount of bread which it was assumec ~hould be 
produced from a quarter of wheat was gradually reduced as the 
century progressed. Thus, until 1710 the tables were calculated 
on the assumption that 418 pounds of bread should be made from 
each r· ~arter of wheat; in 1710 this was reduced to 417 and in 
1758 to 365. Thirdly, until 1758 it had been assumed that 
3 sorts of loaves would be produced, white, wheaten and 
household. After the passage of 31 Geo. II c 29, and an 
amending Act 3 Geo. III c 11, it was assumed that flour would 
be divided into 2 sorts which would permit a 
"wheaten bread and an household bread 
only (to) be made for common sale."(S) 
Turning to Oxford we find that, until 1774, the author-
ities always altered the weight of loaves; the prices remaining 
fixed. However, there were changes in the range of prices 
for wh.ic:h br ead ·might be sold. Thus, in January 1696 the 
vice-Chancellor and Clerks of the Market ordered that no 
white loaf should be sold for more than 2d; wheaten loaves 
should cost only 3d and 6d and household loaves only 6d and 
1/-. Although this order was repeated in January 1699 it 
apparently proved so unpopular that in June it was declared 
that bakers would be allowed to produce larger loaves costing 
up to 18d. (g) By the mid eighteenth century 18d loaves were 
apparently no longer made and the prices were ld; 2d; 6d and 
12d; 4d loaves being omitted from 1754. The first time that 
loaves of standard weight; peck, half peck and quartern were 
permitted in the City was February 1774; 16 years after the 
Act which had allowed for the prizing of loaves. On the 
whole, from this time an assize was set for ld and 2d loaves 
and a price for peck, half peck and quartern. 
At the start of the eighteenth century 3 type~ 0f loaves 
were assized; white, wheaten and household. From 1769, 
however, the white loaf is no longer mentioned in the records; 
the assize beginning to be set in accordance with the tables 
conte:'.~.-2d in 31 Gee. II c 29. It has not proved possible to 
establish why the authorities should have waited 11 years 
before implementing the terms of this Act and why they should 
(8) 
"Report from the Committee appointed to Consider of the 
Methods practised in Making Flour from Wheat; and the prices 
thereof ••• Reported by Thomas Pownall Esq. 14 Jun. 1774," 
in Reeorts from Committees of the House of Commons Vol. 9 
Provisions, Poor, 1774-1802 (1803) P.4. 
(g) ••• Miscellaneous Market Regulations ••• 
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apparently have continued between 1758 and 1769 to set the 
assize in conformity with the terms of 8 Anne c 18(lO), 
which the Act of 1758 had in fact repealed. (11) 
In 1773, by 13 Gee. III c 62 An Act for better regulating 
the assize and making of bread the baking of a third type of 
bread, standard wheaten was permitted and magistrates were 
also given the right to prohibit for fixed periods the baking 
of any other sort than standard wheaten. The authorities in 
Oxford were very much quicker to respond to the passing of 
this Act. Thus on January 19 1774 the Vice-Chancellor 
ordered that for 3 months from February 21 bakers in Oxford 
were to be prohibited from making any prized loaves superior 
in quality to standard wheaten<12 ) add on February 26 we find 
that a price was set for peck, half peck and quartern standard 
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wheaten and household loaves. ld and 2d wheaten loaves continued 
to be permitted. This pattern prevailed for the rest of the 
eighteenth century, except, that is, during the dearths of 
1795-96 and 1800-01 when various attempts were made to bring 
about a reduction in wheat consumption by prohibiting the use 
of loa.ves made from high quality flour. 
The pattern in the setting of the assize in the late 
eighteenth century dearths was, in fact, a very complex one. 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
.• .-t is unclear how quickly the authorities had begun to use 
the assize tables contained in 8 Anne c 18. However, they 
were certainly doing so by 1733, the loaf weights being 
given in ounces and drams, as required by the Act of 1710. 
In the late seventeenth century they had given in ounces 
and penny weights. The problems which arose from the fact 
that prior to 1710 bread had to be sold by Troy weights 
when avoirdupois weights were in common use is discussed 
in Ed. R. Bradley Op.cit. Vol.I Pp.lll-114. 
The Act of 1758 did contain a clause reserving to the 
University its right to set an assize but it would seem 
that all this meant was that the University was still to 
be the authority responsible for setting the assize in 
Oxford not that it could ignore changes in national law. 
J.o.J. Jan. 22 1774 No.1082. 
Thus, the first major change occurred on July 11 1795 
when assized loaves were omitted and prices were established 
for loaves termed household and inferior. This tttas followed 
by a period between July 18 and September 19 when only one 
type c:f bread \'las permitted; termed "usua l Oxford household". 
on October 17 the assize was set normally but this situation 
only lasted until December 26 when we again find the bread 
referred to as household and inferior. This pattern prevailed 
until December 24 1796; on February 25 1797 the price of 
household bread alone was recorded and it was not until 
May 1797 that the assize was again set normally. The return 
to normality was, however, shortlived, for on December 12 1799 
the Vice-Chancellor and Heads of Houses ordered that no finer 
bread than standard wheaten should be made and throughout 
1800 and January 1801, while both assized and priced loaves 
were permitted, all bread had to be e ither standard wheaten 
or household. On January 31 and February 7 1801, when the 
assize was set on the price of flour only one type of bread 
was mentioned terr.ted "wheaten" and on February 28 prices and 
weights for household bread alone "1ere recor:led. r~f::.;: :::- this , 
and for the remaining months of 1801, there was a return to 
the pattern established in December 1799. 
Finally, we should note that the authorities did not 
mere /·. · set the assize but made checks to ensure that it was 
being obeyed and punished those who were selling short weight 
bread. (l3) 
Several historians have, however, questioned the extent 
to which the assize of bread was an enforceable regulation 
in the eighteenth century and the question therefore ar :~~:;,es, 
how meaningful was the setting of the assize in Oxford? 
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(lJ) The evidence on this is discussed in chapter VI Pp.386-7,417-26. 
3t? 
The first criticism of the assize is that the price on .which 
it was set was often artificially high; being the product of a 
contract staged in the market place for the benefit of the 
authorities and unrelated to the prices being paid at the 
inns where the majority of transactions were taking place. (l4) 
We have already discussed the Oxford price material(lS) and 
all we can say here is that throughout the period Oxford 
bakers do appear to have been purchasing in the market and 
paying the prices on which the assize was set and no evidence 
has been found to suggest that the authorities felt they 
were being deceived over price levels. (l6) Moreover, a 
f ur ther criticism of the assize, that it was being set on 
wheat prices when bakers were buying flour< 17> is also not 
valid for Oxford where, as we have seen(lS), the bakers appear 
largely to have been purchasers of wheat. 
(l4) See, for example, W.J. Shelton Op.cit. P.72. 
(lS) See Chapter IV Pp.lSB-165. 
(16) 
(17) 
It is possible that the lowering of the price on which the 
assize was set in the late eighteenth century may provide 
evidence to suggest that the authorities believed that, 
especially with the growth of sale by sample, the bakers were 
often negotiating lower prices than they were stated to have 
been paying. However, other explanations of the lowering of 
the price are possible. Thus, it may also have represented, 
as we have seen, a response to the higher price levels of 
the second half of the eighteenth century or again to the 
higher profits which might be made by bakers after 1758. 
See, for example, C.R. Fay Op.cit. Pp.90-91. 
(lB) See Chapter IV Pp.222; 225. 
However, as, for the greater part of the eighteenth 
century, the assize was set on the second highest price of 
a bushel of wheat, the majority of bakers would have been 
paying less for their wheat than the price on which the 
assize was set and this, taken in conjunction with the fact 
that the Assize Tables contained in the Act of 1758 were 
based upon the assumption that the baker was able to make 
much less br~ad from a quarter of wheat than was actually 
possible(l9), would have me~t that, except in the late 
eighteenth century dearths, most Oxford bakers were probably 
capable of selling at prices lower than those established 
under the assize. An indication that the prices set under 
the assize might have been maximums below which the bakers 
could sell easily, comes from the fact that, when, in November 
1772, a meeting was held in Oxford to discuss the best means 
of relieving the poor of the City at a time of high prices 
it was suggested that the Oxford bakers should be requested 
to report the lowest terms on which they would supply 
household bread for the purpose. <20> However, an Oxford 
baker writing in 1867 declared that when he had begun business, 
while he had discovered that it was possible to sell below 
the assize price and still make a profit, most bakers were 
tending to obey the assize. (2l) This would seem to indicate 
(19) This point is made by, for example, L. Heslop Observations 
3t8 
on the Statute of the thirty-first George II ch 29 concerning 
the assize of bread. With occasional references to the 3rd 
George III chap. II tee l3th George III chap. 62, and to the 
late Statute for re ulatin the assize of bread in the Cit 
o London 1 99 Pp.S-7. 
(20) J.O.J. Nov. 28 1772 No.1022. 
(21) A Sera~ Book on Oxford "Bread Riots" in 1867 G.A. Oxen 4° 784. 
that, although underselling was possible it was probably 
not widely practised in Oxford(22 ) and that, therefore, by 
the early nineteenth century at least, the maintenance of 
the assize may have been causing bread prices to be 
artificially high. 
However, while the continued setting of the assize in 
normal years probably favoured the baker, the way in which 
it was set during the dearth years of 1795-96 and 1800-0l 
caused them considerable hard~hip. Thus, at these times 
the bakers were sometimes faced with seeing an assize set 
on prices lower than they had paid. This was particularly 
problematical in September 1800. 
On September 13 the assize was set on a wheat price of 
13/6 per bushel, when the second highest price had, in fact, 
been 18/-. On September 20, following excursions by the 
Oxford crowd into the countryside to obtain agreements 
from farmers to bring corn to Oxford market and sell it at 
£20 per load; all wheat was sold at £20 and the price on 
which the assize was set was therefore 9/6 per bushel. The 
following week much of the wheat was still sold at low prices 
and the sum on which the assize was set was consequently 
raised a mere shilling to 10/6. Although, at least 9 bakers 
did apparently manage to obtain wheat at £20 per load the 
majority were therefore faced, for 3 weeks, with baking 
bread the price of which had been fixed on prices much lower 
than they had paid. Moreover, as Sir Chit :tstopher Willoughby 
pointed out, the bakers of the neighbourhood were also 
regulated under the Oxford assize and as they too had failed 
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(22) For an account of the growth in underselling in other areas 
see J. Burnett, "The Baking Industry in the Nineteenth 
Century," in Business History Vol.V (1962-63) Pp.99-10l. 
to obtain cheap wheat, 
"they must either lose a great 
deal of money, in case they lessen 
the price of bread; or there will 
be tumult in every village in the 
county." <23 > 
The solution which was adopted was the granting of subsidies 
to the bakers. Thus, on September 18, in response to the 
way in which the assize had been set on the thirteenth, 
the City Council resolved that , 
"this House will indemnify the bakers 
against the loss at a sum not exceeding 
7s 6d on every sack of flour baked into 
bread on or before next Tuesday."<24 > 
It would appear that the University and City magistrates 
then agreed to extend the offer of indemnities to cover the 
losses which had resulted from the way in which the assize 
was set on September 20 and 27; for on October 8 it was 
agreed that the indemnities which had been offered without 
the consent of the Council, should be honoured. (25 > On 
January 22 1801 it was reported that the City had had to pay 
to the bakers £157/3/ll; and the university £80. (26 > 
The alternative method by which the authorities might 
deal with advancing bread prices in dearth was to set thP. 
(23) R.o. 42:51 Document 338-339 Willough~y to Portland 
21 Sept. 1800. 
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(24) 
Ed. M.G. Hobson, ''Oxford Council Acts 1752-1801, " ••• P.277. 
(25) 
(26) 
Ibid. P.28l. 
-
Ibid. P.283. 
s:-ind B. Webb Loc.cit. P.214 record that at Exeter also the 
assize was only maintained at the cost of raising a fund with 
which to induce the bakers to continue their trade. 
assize on the high ~rheat prices but then to open subscriptions 
to enable bread to be sold with a subsidy so that the poor 
did not feel the full impact of the increases. We have 
already noted several examples of the charitable provision 
of bread<27 > and here we may simply add that with either the 
poor or the bakers or both being subsidized the only purposes 
in maintaining the assize in severe dearth periods were 
perhaps to pravent rampant profiteering and to reassure the 
crowd that the authorities \'1el::e discharging their duty to 
supervise marketing. 
The second major criticism of the assize is that the 
types of bread, which it required to be made were not, in 
fact, being made at all. Thus, several writers suggested 
at the time that the bakers, being allowed , by the assize, 
greater profits on white bread, often omitted to make any 
brown loaves, and that anyway millers, especially in regions 
which supplied London with flour, were not producing flour 
from which an acceptable household bread could be made. 
l-1oreover, it was \>Tidely claimed that 13 Geo. III c 62 was 
totally unenforceable because millers never produced f lour 
from which standard wheaten bread might be made. <28 > 
For Oxford little evidence on the subject of bread 
consumption patterns is available. However, certain points 
can be made. Firstly, it is clear that household bread was 
in use in the City. Thus, it is noticeable that, as late as 
1768, the term whitebaker was still in m ;e. (29>, suggesting that 
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I 
.-. 
,. 
(27 > See Chapter IV Pp • . -~ 12-215. 
(28) Considerations on the Scarcity and High Prices ••• Pp.25-26; 
35-36; 38. ~ ••• for the year 1800 Vol.42 (1801) Appendix 
to the Chronicle Pp.94; 99; 113-llS. 
~ Vol.LXX Part II (1800) Pp.ll75-1176. 
See also, E.P. Thompson Loc.cit. Pp.&o-81. 
(29 ) An Alphabetical list of persons made free of the City of 
most bakers made both white(30) and brown bread. Moreover, 
in 1772 the bread to be provided for the poor was household 
and in 1824, when the only unequivocal statement on bread 
consumption in Oxford in a non-dearth period was made it was 
suggested that household bread w.a.s t_!'l_ .~f!maral ··use ~ng the 
inhabitants; wheaten bread tending to be used in the 
University. (3l) Secondly, no evidence has been found to show 
whether standard wheaten bread was ever employed in Oxford. 
However, it should be pointed . out that if household bread, 
which was made from coarser flour were in general use then 
it would have been pointless to attempt to reduce the 
consumption of wheat by introducing standard wheaten bread. 
On this we may note that the Mayor of Abingdon, in January 
1800 , rejected the call to enforce 13 Geo. III on the grounds 
that the b read which was commonly used in Berkshire was 
produced from flour , containing a higher proportion of bran 
than the flour from which standard wheaten bread was to be 
made . (J2) Thirdly, it is possible that the "infe rior bread" 
mentioned in 1795-96 \'las actually produced, in that, as this 
bread was apparently inferior in quality to household, it \-Tas 
most probably intended to be made from a mixture of wheat and 
barley and we know that mixed loaves \'Tere employed during this 
crisis . <33 ) Finally, we may note that the suggestion that 
bread was being adulterated with improper additives was made 
(29 ) Oxford 1740-1801 Ms Top Oxon c 283 ~ .25. 
(30) It is unclear whether white, as opposed to wheaten loaves, 
continued to be made after they had ceased to be assized 
in 1769. However, one may note that white loaves w~r.e 
mentioned in the Order of January 19 1774. 
J.O.J. Jan. 22 1774 No.l082. 
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(31) Allowances Granted to Bakers 
(32) 
(33) 
. (34) 
on one occas~on. Bowever, as that was in September 1800 
when, as we have seen, the bakers were facing exceptional 
difficulties, it would seem to indicate that adulteration 
was not a common problem in Oxford. 
One final point should be made on the extent to which 
the assize was enforceable and that is that it may have been 
a difficult regulation to obey with exactitude. Thus, when 
in 1768 a High Street paker was dismissed from serving New 
College for selling short wei~ht bread he reported that the 
probla~ had arisen because the College required outside loaves 
because these were crusty and outside loaves were automatically 
deficient in weight. He recorded that the inner loaves were 
of correct weight. (35 ) 
In conclusion, only on one occasion, in the 1690's< 36 ) 
was it suggested that the bakers supplying Oxford with bread 
were ignoring the assize. On the whole it would seem that 
the assize was set, enforced and very largely obeyed. 
t1oreov~r., the assize would seem, at least in non-dearth 
periods, to liave been set upon a price for wheat "lhich the 
bakers were paying and to have demanded the making of bread, 
a reasonable approximation to which the bakers were able to 
make. However, it is not possible to generalize on other areas 
from Oxford, in that the same questions - on how the price on 
v-lhich the assize was set was discovered and 't'lhat types of flour 
were available - need to be asked for each region. 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
J.O.J. Sept. 13 1800 No.2472. 
J.O.J. Dec. 24 1768 No.817. 
••• Miscellaneous t.iarket Regulations ••• 
It is possible that the passage of 8 Anne c 18 acted as 
an incentive to the authorities to enforce the assize and 
also made it easier to set. 
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Chapter v 
The Marketing of Agricultural Products other than Corn 
It was originally hoped that it would prove possible 
to produce an analysis of the marketing of agricultural 
products other than corn, of a similar type to that which 
we have produced for corn. However, on the whole, little 
evidence has been found on the role of the open market 
and fair in the marketing of other products in the 
eighteenth century and it is therefore felt that, without 
further research on other areas, useful conclusions could 
not be drawn. 
Nevertheless, we have been able to produce a series 
of tables and maps which not only illustrate the way in 
which the areas from which market towns drew their supplies 
varied greatly in both extent and location for different 
products but which, used in conjunction with evidence from 
other areas might usefully form the starting point for a 
future examination of the marketing of other agricultural 
products. 
A Note on Tables I-III 
35t 
The information on which Tables I-III are based was 
collected in conformity with the terms of 2 Acts of Parliament, 
An Acte Agaynst the Byeng of Stolen Horses 2 and 3 Philip and 
Mary c VII 1555 and An Acte to Avoyde Horse Stealinge 31 
Elizabeth c XII 1588-9. (l) These acts specified that horses 
(1) The Statutes of the Realm (1819) Vol.IV Part I Pp.283-284; 
Vol.IV Part II Pp.Sl0-811. 
A condensed version of these acts is given in R. Burn 
oE.cit. Vol.II Pp.433-435. 
should oe sold at one particular place in any fair or market 
and that the person appointed to collect the toll should 
make a record of the name, occupation and place of residence 
of the buyer and the seller, and, if the seller were 
unknown to him, of a third person who could vouch for the 
seller's honesty. They also required the toll keeper to 
note the price paid for the horse and record a description 
of its appearance. In Oxford all the requirements of the 
acts were observed but the Banbury records are less full; 
almost all records of sales omitting the occupations of 
the parties involved. (2) No attempt has been made to 
discover the occupations of those mentioned in the Banbury 
records because of the widely dispersed nature of their 
places of residence. 
Records of horse sales at Oxford have survived for the 
period 1673 to 1745, although only those relating to the 
years after 1700 have been used in this study. It is 
unclear why no records exist for the period after 1745. 
J. Chartres suggests that toll ceased to be collected in 
that year()) but this would appear to be incorrect for in 
1755 it was declared that horses sold at Gloucester Green 
should be tolled for at the Town Clerk's office. <4> As 
very few sales are recorded after the mid 1720's it is 
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(2) The occupations of only 4 sellers, 2 buyers and 3 witnesses 
are given. The sellers were a postmaster; a dealer and 2 
specified as dealers and chapmen. The buyers were a yeoman 
and a dealer in earthenware and the witnesses were a yeoman, 
a victualler and a labourer. 
( 3) J. Chartres Markets, Fairs and the Community1 ••• P.l2. 
(4) Ed. M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts 1752-1801" ••• P.lS. 
possible that the details of sales were recorded very 
perfunctorily in the later years and that after 1745 
records were s~ply not kept. The period covered by the 
Banbu;y Toll Book is 1753-1767. In 1768 the right to 
collect tolls at the fairs was leased and although the 
lessee was expected to keep a toll book, if he did keep 
a record o£ the sales which took place, such material has 
failed to survive. (S) 
TWo major difficulties are experienced when attempting 
to use the horse toll data to assess market areas. Firstly, 
there is a problem of accuracy, stemming from the way in 
which place-names were recorded. It would appear that the 
names of towns and villages were recorded as they were 
pronounced(6) and while most places could be identified 
without difficulty the identity of certain towns and 
villages proved impossible to ascertain and it is possible 
that a small number of others may have been identified 
incorrectly. Secondly, there is evidence to suggest that 
not all transactions which took place in Banbury were 
recorded. Thus, the greatest number of sales recorded at 
Banbury was 24, at the Corpus Christi fair in 1754, and 
(S) A full report of 2 sales in the 1820's, contained at the 
end of the toll book, may suggest that the recording of 
horse sales did continue throughout the period. 
(6) For example, we find Moreton-in-Marsh written as Morten 
Inmus. J.H. Hamer noted the same problem when using the 
toll records of Saint White Down Fair. J.H. Hamer, 
•Trading at Saint White Down Pair, 1637-1649,- in 
Somerset Archaeolo~ical and Natural History Society 
Vol.CXII (1968) P.62. The way in which the Banbury horse 
toll material is presented was suggested by this article. 
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frequently fewer than 10 sales were recorded at fairs 
known to see a substantial trade in horses and at which 
in the early nineteenth century several 100 horses might 
be sold. <7> Two possible explanations for this suggest 
themselves; firstly that the authorities were failing to 
keep a record of all the sales taking place at the fairs 
or secondly that many of those involved in horse dealing 
were conducting their business transactions privately; 
not under the supervision of the authorities. (S) If the 
first suggestion is correct then it would seem possible 
that it would frequently have been the details of trans-
actions involving sellers of whom the toll collectors had 
personal knowledge which were not recorded. As such sellers 
would probably have been from the town and its immediate 
neighbourhood it is possible that we have an incomplete 
record of the sales which involved persons from the locality. 
Under these circumstances an attempt to assess the proportion 
of sellers and buyers travelling less and more than 5 miles to 
the fairs would be of questionable value. 
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(7) For example J.O.J. Jan. 25 1834 No.4213 records that perhaps 
4 to 500 horses had been put up for sale at Banbury Twelfth 
fair and that this number was smaller than had been known 
on former occasions. 
(8) There is certainly evidence of a growth in the number of 
deals conducted privately at fairs, in the second half of 
the eighteenth century. Thus, in July 1788 James Bevan of 
the White Lion Inn, Banbury, was reported to have opened a 
Repository where he donducted horse sales both on fair days 
and at other t~es. It would seem unlikely that details of 
the deals which were made at the Repository were ever 
brought to the attention of the authorities. 
J.O.J. Jul. 19 1788 No.l838. 
Before detailing the conclusions to be drawn on 
Banbury's market area one final point should be made and 
that is that a comparison between the market areas of 
Oxford and Banbury would be unlikely to be meaningful in 
that sales in Oxford took place in the market and probably 
involved persons who were in the City for other purposes 
than dealing in horses< 9>, while sales at Banbury took 
place at the town's livestock fairs and presumably 
involved persons who had come to the town specifically to 
attend the fairs. (lO) 
We shall now note the major conclusions to be drawn. 
Firstly, it is clear that almost all places within a 10 
mile radius of Banbury sent at least one person to the 
town's fairs and that a majority of towns and villages 
within 15 miles of Banbury were also represented. Secondly, 
it is noticeable that many of those travelling further than 
15 miles to the fairs were from towns and villages either 
on or adjacent to major roads. Thirdly, it is evident that 
the fairs possessed a national impo~tance, their influence 
extending throughout Central and Southern England and up to 
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(9) Thus, ,J. Chartres, using material in the Oxford horse toll 
records to support his argument, has suggested that carriers 
from the north may have sold off horses which were not 
required for the journey home. It would seem likely that 
it was fortuitous that such sales were taking place in 
Oxford. 
J. Chartres Loc.cit. P.79. 
(lO) Sales f h d d h lf i o orses were recor e at t e Twe th Fair, F sh 
Fair, Holy Thursday Fair, Corpus Christi Fair, Lammas 
Fair, Hop Fair and St. Luke's Fair. 
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a distance of 120 miles from the town. (ll) Furthermore, 
it is possible that, although we have direct evidence on 
those attending the fairs for the purpose of dealing in 
horses, we may, in addition, be gaining an indication of 
the areas from which persons were coming to trade in the 
other commodities for which the fairs were noted, cattle 
and sheep for example; it appearing likely that witnesses 
to sales at least may have been attending the fairs 
primarily to sell or purchase other products. 
Finally, we may note that further research in 2 areas 
might yield valuable results. Firstly, a closer examination 
of the areas from which buyers and sellers were coming might 
enable us to identify concentrations of sellers from regions 
notable for horse-breeding and buyers from centres which 
had an important role in the horse trade. (l2 ) Secondly , a 
possible line of research is suggested by the inclusion in 
the records of the names and places of residence of the 
witnesses. In many cases it is possible to establish the 
connection which existed between the seller and the witness. 
Thus, witnesses appear often to have been related to the 
(11) 
(12) 
A. Everitt suggests that a fair was of national importance 
if it attracted persons living more than 75 miles from the 
town in which it was hel d. Everitt also includes Banbury 
among a group of towns whose fairs were of central 
importance for the dispersal of riding abd blood horses, 
and cart horses. 
A. Everitt , "The Marketing of Agricultural Produce," in 
Ed. J. Thirsk Op.cit. Pp.535-540. 
Thus, R. Forder Dennington, looking at material on 
Bo~ghton Green Fair was able to show that the fair was 
attended by buyers from Newgate, which was the scene 
of a horse market. 
R. Forder Dennington, "A Midlands Horse Fair at Boughton 
Green, 1627," in Northamptonshire Past and Present Vol.IV 
(1969/70) P.236. 
sellers or to have exercised the same occupation as them, 
or, particularly in the case of the witnesses at Banbury 
fairs to have come from the same towns or villages as the 
sellers, or from towns or villages nearby. In several 
cases, however, the connection between seller and witness 
is not obvious and it is possible that an investigation 
of these sellers and witnesses might reveal the existence 
of business relationships and thus help to show the type 
of business networks which existed in the eighteenth century. 
Table I 
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Table to show occupations of Persons attending Oxford Market to 
buy and sell Horses and witness sales 1700-1745(!) 
B • Buyer S = Seller W = Witness 
E = Party to an Exchange of horses. 
The number indicates the total number from each occupational 
group visiting the market. 
Baker 
Barber 
Bargeman 
Bargemaster 
Boatbuilder 
Boatman 
Brass Founder 
Brazier 
Brewer 
Brewer/victualler 
Butcher 
B 
w 
B 
B 
B 
w 
s 
lB lS 
B 
B/W 
3B 4S 3W 
lB/S lS/W 
Butler 
carpenter 
Chandler 
Chapman 
Collar-maker 
cook 
Currier 
Dealer 
Farrier 
Fellmonger 
Fishmonger 
w 
s 
lE 
2S 
s 
B 
2B 
lB 
3B 
B 
s 
lW 
lS 
(l) From Toll Book for Sale of Horses 1673-1745 F.4.4. 
In the majority of cases the occupations of buyers, 
sellers and witnesses are stated in the text. No 
attempt has been made to discover occupations where 
these are not given or to check the accuracy of the 
occupations listed. In ten cases the occupations 
listed above may be incorrect. 
lW 
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Gardener s Printer w 
Gentleman 2S Saddler lS lW 
Hair Buyer (i.e. lB lW lB/S Schoolmaster w 
Livestock Dealer) Soldier lS lW 
Husbandman B Stockinger B 
Innholder lB lS lW Student s 
Jockey s Surgeon B 
Labourer 3B 3S 2W lE Tailor 3B 2S lW 
Maltster 2B 2W Tanner lB lS lW 
Merchant E Tapster lW 
Miller w Victualler lB lS 2W 
Musician B Water Carrier B 
organist B Wine Cooper s 
Ostler lB lW Yeoman 7B 3S lW lE 
Table II 
Table to show Towns and Villages from which persons came to 
Oxford Market to buy and sell Horses and witness sales 1700-1745(: 
B = Buyer S = Seller W = Witness 
E = Party to an Exchange of horses. 
Oxfordshire 
Banbury 
Beckley 
Broughton 
Culham 
s 
E 
s 
s 
w 
B 
E 
s 
Nethercott, 
Dean 
Horspath 
Ipsden 
Moreton, 
near Thame 
Counties adjacent to Oxfordshire 
Berkshire 
Abingdon w 
Ardington S 
Newbury B 
2 unidentified 
places Both B 
Buckinghamshire 
Aylesbury B S 
Long Crendon B 
near Tackley 
Oxford 
Water Eaton 
Witney 
Wolvercote 
Yarn ton 
{1) 
From Toll Book for Sale of Horses 1673-1745. 
s 
B S W E 
B 
w 
B 
s 
3&2 
Gloucestershire 
Bristol s w 
Minchinhampton s 
Tewkesbury w 
1 unidentified 
place s 
NortharnEtonshire 
Badby s 
warwickshire 
Brailes w 
worcester shire 
Bretforton s 
Per shore s 
Other Counties 
Cambridg;eshire 
Great Shelford s 
Cardiganshire 
Tregaron s 
l Wlidentified 
place w 
Cumberland 
Bewcastle s 
Derblshire 
Blackwell s (Either Blackwell East of Buxton 
or BlackWell North East of Alfreton) 
Devon 
Plymouth s 
Hertfordahire 
Puckeridge s 
Huntingdon shire 
St. Ives s 
Middlesex 
Lincoln's Inn 
Fields s 
London s 
St. Giles's in 
The Fields s w 
Shoreditch s 
Twickenham s 
Morunouthshire 
Mitchel 7roy B 
Norfolk 
Great Yarmouth E 
NorWich s 
ShrOJ2Shire 
Bagley s 
Cardington s 
Somerset 
Frome s 
l unidentified 
place s 
Surrey 
Putney s 
Southwark s 
A Total of 89% of places have therefore been identified. 
62.5% of all buyers, sellers and witnesses came from Oxford. 
32.7% of all sellers came from Oxford. 
82.5' of all buyers came from Oxford. 
'!'able III 
'!'able to show 
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Towns and Villa~es from which Eersons came to 
Banbury Fairs to buy and sell Horses and Witness Sales 1753-1767(1 
B • Buyer s • Seller W • Witness/Voucher 
E • Party to an Exchange of Horses. 
Oxfordshire 
Adder bury s B w Bicester s B 
Ardley B Blackthorn B 
Aston s Bletchington B 
Balscote s B Bloxham s B w 
Banbury s B w Bodicote s B w 
Barford Bucknell B 
St. John w Chadlington B 
Barford Charlbury B 
St. Michael s Chipping Norton B w 
Berry Fields, Churchill B 
near Great Claydon B w 
Rollright B Combe B 
(l) Toll Book for sale of Horses 1753-1826. 
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cowley B Neithrop B w 
Cropredy s w North Leigh s w 
Culham B North Newington s w 
oeddington s B w Nuneham 
Drayton B Courtenay B 
ounthrop s oxford s B 
Duns Tew s w St. Clements B 
Enstone s w Shenington s w E 
Epwell s w Shipton under 
Fawler s Wychwood w 
Fin stock B Shorthampton s B 
Fulwell s Shutford B w 
Great Bourton s Sibford Ferris s 
Great Rollright B w Sibford Gower s 
Great Tew s w Somerton B w 
Hampton Gay s Souldern B 
Hampton Poyle B South 
Han well s B w E Newington s B w 
Hernpton B Steeple Aston s 
Henley-on- Stones field s B w 
Thames B Stratton Audley s B 
Hook Norton s B w Swalcliffe Mill B 
Hop Croft's Swerford s 
Holt w Tadmarton s B 
Horley s B w Tiddington B 
Hom ton s Upper Heyford s B w 
Kidlington s Wardington s B 
Kirtlington B Water Eaton B 
Launton B Williamscot s 
Lidstone s Withycombe Farm s 
Little Tew w Wroxton B w 
Merry Court, 3 unidentified 
near Sarsden B places lB 2W 
Milcombe s B w 
Mol ling ton s w 
Counties adjacent to Oxfordshire 
Berkshire 
Appleton w Steven ton B 
Basildon B Sunningwell B 
Bot ley B l unidentified 
East Ilsley B place E 
Sonning B 
Bucking:hamshire 
Bletchley B Long Crendon B 
Brill s w North Marston B 
Chetwode s Quain ton B 
Chilton B Stowe B 
Gerrard's Westbury s B w 
cross B Whaddon B Han slope B l unidentified 
place B 
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Gloucester shire 
Adlestrop s 
Cheltenham B 
Chipping 
Campden s 
Clapton s 
Condicote E 
Eastington w (Either Eastington S.E. of Northleach 
or Eastington w. of Stroud) 
Iron Acton B (On England map) 
Lower Slaughter w 
Marshfield B (On England map) 
Maugersbury s 
Moreton-in-
the-Marsh w 
Naunton s w 
Newent s (On England map) 
eddington s 
Saintbury s 
Southam w 
Stow on the 
Wold w 
'l'ewkesbury s w 
'l'odenham B 
'l'Wyning s 
Westcote s 
Winchcombe s 
3 unidentified 
places All s 
Northametonshire 
Ads tone w 
Althorp w 
Apple tree s (in the parish of Aston le Walls) 
Aynho s B 
Badby s w 
Blakesley s B w 
Boughton w 
Brackley s B 
Brafield on 
the Green s w 
Brauns ton s w 
Brockhall s w 
Byfield B w 
cates by w 
Chacombe E 
Chipping Warden s w 
Clapton s 
Cold Ashby s 
Croughton s B w 
Culworth s B w E 
Daventry B E 
Even ley B 
Eydon B w 
Parthinghoe w 
Flore s 
Greatworth s B 
Gritnsbury s w 
Grimscote s 
Hellidon . B 
Heming ton B 
36& 
Hinton s (near Woodford Halse) 
Hinton-in-
the-Hedges B 
Kilsby s 
I<ing's Sutton s B 
Kislingbury B 
Marston St. 
Lawrence B w 
Moreton 
Pinkney w 
Moulton s 
Nethercote B 
Newbottle B 
Newnham s w 
Norton s w 
Old Stratford B 
OVerthorpe s 
Staverton s B w 
Stowe Nine 
Churches B 
Sulgrave s B 
Syres ham s B w 
Then ford s 
Thorpe 
Mandeville s 
Towcester B 
Upper 
Boddington s w 
West Farndon w (in the parish of Woodford Halse) 
West Haddon w 
Weston near 
Weedon Lois s 
Whitfield w 
Whittlebury B 
Wood Burcote B 
Woodford Halse s B 
4 unidentified 
places 2B lE lS W 
warwickshire 
Alderminster B 
Atherstone on 
Stour s 
Avon Dassett s B w 
Bedworth s 
Bishop's 
Itchington B 
Brailes s w 
Burton Dassett w 
Cherington s 
Chesterton 
Green s 
Coventry s w 
Darlingscott s 
Farnborough s 
Fenny Compton s 
Foleshill s w E 
Harbury w 
Hunningham B 
Ic:Uicote B 
Kine ton s B 
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Knightcote w 
Ladbroke w 
Little Wolford B 
Long Compton s 
Long Itchington s B 
Lower 
Chellnscote s 
LOwer Tysoe B 
Loxley B 
Napton on the 
Hill s w 
Newbold on 
Stour B 
Northend s B E 
Off church w 
Old Milverton s w 
Oxhill B 
Pillerton 
Hersey s 
Pillerton 
Priors w 
Preston on 
Stour B 
Priors Marston s B 
Ratley B 
Rowington B 
Shipston on 
Stour s B w 
Shottery s 
Shotteswell s w 
Stivichall s 
sutton Under 
Brailes s 
Tysoe s B 
Ufton s 
Upper 
Shuckburgh w 
Warmington s w 
Warwick s 
Wellesbourne 
Hastings w (or Wellesbourne Mountford) 
Whatcote s 
Winderton w 
8 unidentified 
places 2S lB 3W lSW lSBW 
Wiltshire 
Chippenham B 
Cricklade B 
Devizes B 
Marlborough s w 
Worcestershire 
Bengeworth s w 
Blackwell B 
Eckington w 
Feckenham B 
Fladbury s 
North Littleton s 
Pershore s w 
5 unidentified 
places 3S lB lW 
3&8 
Other Counties 
Bedfordshire 
Heath and Reach w 
Leighton 
Buzzard s 
Caernarvonshire 
1 person given B 
Cambrids:eshire 
So ham B 
carmarthenshire 
Llandovery s w 
Dorset 
Batcombe B 
Shaftesbury B 
HamEshire 
South Stoneham B 
Iiickham B 
1 unidentified 
place B 
Herefordshire 
Eastnor w 
Ledbury s B w 
Hertfordshire 
Rickmansworth w 
1 unidentified 
plaee B 
~ 
Hayes B 
Leicestershire 
Hinckley s 
Middlesex 
Twickenham B 
Radnor 
Llandrindod 
Wells s 
Rutland 
Oakham B 
Shro.2shire 
Newport s B 
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Somerset 
Castle Cary B 
Shepton Mallet B 
Wells w 
Staffordshire 
Coseley w 
Surrey 
Abinger B 
Camberwell s 
Sussex 
Boxgrove B 
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Tabl e IV 
Table to show Places of Origin of Persons Attending Oxford 
Z.1arket to sell Meat and Garden Produce(!) c 1773-1808(2) 
oxfor ds hire 
Beckl ey 2 Kidlington 4 
Bl etchingdon 1 Kirtlington 2 
cassingt on 2 Litt1emore 1 
Charlton-on- Long 
Otmoor 1 Hanborough 1 
Chipping Nor ton 1 Marsh or Toot 
Combe 1 Bald on 1 
Cm·lley 2 Northmoor 2 
Eynsham 2 Oxford 47 (c 52%) 
Garsington 2 St. Clement's 1 
Headington 1 Standlake 3 
Horton cum Wo1vercote 1 
Studley 1 Woodstock 3 
Isl ip 1 Yarn ton 3 
Berkshire 
Abingdon 1 Foxcombe Hill 1 
Bot ley 1 North or South 
Hinksey 1 
(1) 62 of the 90 persons on whom thi s study is based were 
butchers, 2 baconmen and 2 poulterers; 7 were market 
gardeners and 1 a fruiterer. In addition 2 appear to 
have been fis hmongers, 2 bakers, 1 a butter dealer and 
1 a yeoman. These have been included as they were 
sta1lholders in the new market. 
(2 ) The majority of the persons identified for this study 
were stallholders in the new market during the period 
1773-1808. Their names occur in:-
Papers of the Market Committee 1774-1823 0.3.11 (8) - (11) 
The Book of the Oxford Market Committee 1771-1835 
Pas sim. 
Perambulations of the Clerks of the Market 1808-1828 
Ms Top Oxon f 2 Pp.l-2. 
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In addition a small number of suppliers have been identified 
from other sources. These include a butcher who supplied 
the market in 1726; 4 butchers who supplied it in 1746 and 
l ater, and 1 in 1764; and a woman who brought cheese to 
Oxford Market until 1756. 
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Tabl e V 
Table t o s how Towns and Villages from which One or More 
Persons (1 ) either came to Oxford Covered Market to sell 
Meat, Butter and Garden Produce or From which Supplies 
wer e sent to Dealers in the Market<2) 1809-1851 
oxfordshire 
Arncott 
Aston , near Bampton 
Bampton X 
Barford St. Michael 
Barton , near He adington 
Beckl ey X 
Beg broke 
Binsey 
Black Bourton 
Bl adon X 
Bl etchington 
Brighthampton 
Cassington X 
Charl ton-on-Otmoor X 
Chislehampt on 
Cl anf i eld 
e ote 
Cowl ey X 
Cul ham 
Dorchester 
El sfield X 
Eynsham X 
Fencott X 
Forest Hill 
Frit well 
Gar sing ton X 
Hampton Poy1e 
Headington X 
Horspath X 
Horton cum Studley 
Islip 
Kidding ton 
Kidlington X 
Kirtlington 
Launton 
Lewknor 
Littlemore X 
Marsh and/or Toot Bal don X 
Marston X 
Murcott X 
Noke X 
Oddington 
Oxford X 
Standlake X 
Stanton Harcourt X 
Stanton St. John x 
Sutton, near Stanton Harcourt 
Weston-on-the-Green 
Wheatley 
Wolvercote x 
Woodstock 
Worton, near Cassington 
Yarnton X 
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(l) An X next to a town or village indicates that several persons 
attended the market from that town or village. 
(2 ) The names have been collected from the following works:-
Perambulations of the Clerks of the Market 1808-1828 ••• 
Bliss Papers. Oxford Market 1828-1848 Ms Top Oxon d 71. 
Papers Relating to the Clerks of the Market and their works 
1848-1851 ••• 
These three works contain lists of persons whose weights 
and measures were tested at various dates or whose butter 
was short in weight. 
It has not prvved possible to determine the e xact location 
of 8 of the places from which persons are reported to have 
come. 
Berkshire 
Abingdon 
Appleton 
Bot ley 
Bur cot 
cumnor 
Drayton 
Bucking hamshire 
Boars tall 
Ickford 
Oakley (J) 
Worminghall 
Gloucestershire 
Brockhampton, 
near Cheltenham 
Wiltshire 
Highworth 
Pur ton 
X 
X 
Kennington 
Radley 
South Hinksey 
Sunningwell 
Uffington 
Wytham 
X 
(3) Black Bourton, Bletchington, Chislehampton, Fencott, 
Uffington, Boarstall, Ickford, Oakley and Wor.minghall 
contained dairies which produced butter to be sold in 
Oxford market. It would seem that the butter from 
372 
t hese villages was sold through the agency of market dealers. 
An explanation of the process of testing and sei z ing butter 
is given by o. Ogle Loc.cit. Pp.S-6. 
A record was kept of the dairies from which s hort- weight 
butter had come because the far.me rs, not t he dealers, 
were held responsible for the deficiency. 
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Table VI 
Table to show the Villages from which Butchers came 
to Banbury Market in 1798(l) 
oxfords hire 
Adder bury 
Bloxham 
cropredy 
Great Bourton 
Hom ton 
Northampton shire 
Byfield 
Chacombe 
Chipping Warden 
(2) 
(2) 
Eydon (2) 
Warwickshire 
Farnbor ough 
Knightcote 
Northend 
Priors Hardwick 
Radway 
North Newington 
South Newington 
Tadmarton 
Warding ton 
Wroxton 
King's Sutton 
Moreton Pinkney 
Upper Boddington 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) indicates that 2 butchers came from this village. 
(l) From Rusher's Banbury List for 1798. 
whether the butchers attended Banbury 
meat or buy livestock or whether they 
for both purposes. 
It is not stated 
market to sell 
visited the ma.rket 
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Table VII 
Table to Illustrate Places from which Persons visited 
oxford Market for unstated reasons 1746-1799(l) 
Oxfordshire 
Adder bury 
sarford St. Michael 
Beckley 
Horspath 
Horton cum Studley 
Noke 
Osney 
sandford-on-Thames 
Standlake 
stanton Harcourt 
Wheatley 
Wolvercote 
woodstock 
Berkshire 
Abingdon 
Batley 
Stanford-in-the-Vale 
(1} The occupations of 12 of the persons are known: 5 were 
higglers, 4 were farmers, 2 millers and 1 a horse breaker. 
These references are from a wide range of sources, all of 
which are contained in the bibliography. 
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Table VIII - Table to Illustrate Distances Travelled b~ 
Persons Visitin~ Markets and Fairs in Oxfordshire and b~ 
oxfordshire Persons Visitin~ Markets and Fairs in 
counties(!) 
Adjacent 
Market Approx. Purpose of 
Date Type of Place of or Fair Distance Visit/ 
Person Origin Visited Apart Comments 
BAMPTON 
Aug. 1761 Rev. Nuneham Fair c 16 miles 
James Courtenay 
Newton 
Aug. 1762 Yeoman Clanfield Fair c 2 miles 
Aug. 1800 Yeoman Shilton, Fair c 5 miles 
nr. Burford 
BANBURY 
1650's Gentle- Tidmington, Market c 13 miles Selling sheep. 
man Wnrks. 
1650's Shepherd Deddington Market c 6 miles Buying and/or 
selling sheep. 
1650's Shepherd Adderbury Market c 3 miles Buying and/or 
selling sheep. 
Feb. 1717 Wroxton Fair c 3 miles Selling militil 
horses. 
Feb. 1718 Wroxton Fair c 3 miles Selling a horsE 
Apr. 1719 Wroxton Fair c 3 miles Selling a mare. 
1739 Farrier Helmdon, Fair c 10 miles Helping to choc 
Northants. a horse. 
1739 Farrier Ships ton- Fair c 12 miles Selling a horsE 
on-Stour, 
Warks. 
1739 Gentle- Shalstone, Fair c 13 miles Buying a horse. 
man Bucks. 
1740 Grazier Farthing- Fair c 6 miles 
hoe, 
Northants. 
c 1742 Wroxton Fair c 3 miles Buying a horse. 
Apr. 1751 Coachman Shalstone, Market c 13 miles Buying cattle. 
to Bucks. 
Purefoy 
Family 
(l) These references are taken from a wide range of sources, 
all of which are included in the bibliography. 
Date 
1753 
sept. 
1773 
Jan. 1783 
Jan. 1789 
Feb. 1793 
Jun. 1798 
Type of Place of 
Person Origin 
Market 
or Fair 
Visited 
Cookmaid Shalstone, Fair 
to Bucks. 
Elizabeth 
Purefoy 
Yeoman Clifton, Market 
near 
Horse-
dealer 
Farmer 
Farmer 
Deddington 
Ditchley 
Farm 
Fair 
Shoreditch, Fair 
London 
Kirtling- Fair 
ton 
Sibford Market 
Ferris 
BICESTER 
Jul. 1630 Gentle- Garsington Fair 
man 
1650's Shepherd 
Oct. 1746 Gentle-
woman 
Oct. 1749 Yeoman 
Oct. 1763 Farm 
servant/ 
Labourer 
Oct. 1763 Possibly 
Inn-
keeper 
Deddington 
Shalstone, 
Bucks. 
County of 
Brecon 
Rousham 
Oxford 
Market 
Statute 
Fair 
Market 
Statute 
Fair 
Statute 
Fair 
Feb. 1767 Butcher Bletching- Market 
ton 
Aug.- Agent of Middleton Market 
Sept.l779;Lord Stoney 
Jan., Jersey 
Apr.-1\.ug. 
1780;Dec. 
1780;Aug.-
Sept.l783; 
Apr. ,Jul., 
Sept.,Dec. 
l784;0ct. 
1785;Aug. 
1786;Sept. 
1787. 
Oct. 1786 
May 1787 
Farmer 
1788 Horse 
h'r'C.:I~Ar 
water Market 
Eaton 
Buckingham Market 
Beckley Market 
Approx. 
Distance 
Apart 
c 13 miles 
c 6 miles 
Purpose of 
Visit/ 
CoDDnents 
37& 
c 14 miles Selling 2 cart 
geldings. 
c 80 miles 
c 15 miles 
c 7 miles Buying 20 tegs. 
c 13 miles Buying a horse. 
c 11 miles Buying and/or 
selling sheep. 
c 10 miles 
c 100 miles Selling 3 lean 
oxen and 1 
lean cow. 
c 7 miles To be hired. 
c 13 miles Hired the above 
c 6 miles 
c 3 miles Various purpose 
including to 
receive rents. 
c 8 miles 
c 12 miles 
c 8 miles 
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Market Approx. Purpose of 
oate Type of Place of Or Fair Distance Visit/ Person Origin Visited Apart Comments 
BURFORD 
1650's Shepherd Adderbury Market c 23 miles Buying and/or 
selling sheep. 
sept.l766 Oxford Fair c 21 miles Buying cheese. 
sept.l781 Childrey, 
Berks. 
Fair c 17 miles 
Sept.1783 Farmer Saintbury, Fair c 21 miles 
Gloucs. 
CHARLBURY 
Mar. 1735 Rev. Steeple Fair c 9 miles Selling a horse 
Richard Aston for Henry 
Dalby Purefoy. 
Feb. 1782 Ditchley Fair c 2 miles Selling a cart 
Farm gelding. 
May 1784 Ditch1ey Fair c 2 miles Selling 3 
Farm barren cows. 
May 1784 Wick Fair c 12 miles Buying and/ or 
Rissington, selling heifers 
Gloucs. 
May 1785 Ditchley Fair c 2 miles Selling a 
Farm heifer, in-calf 
Mar . 1786 Ditchley Fair c 2 miles Selling a 
Farm heifer and calf 
May 1786 Ditchley Fair c 2 miles Selling a 
Farm cart horse. 
Oct. 1790 Churchill Fair c 6 miles 
CHIPPING NORTON 
1650 ' s Shepherd Deddington Market c 10 miles Buying and/ or 
selling sheep. 
Apr. 1719 Wroxton Fair c 12 miles selling a mare. 
1725 Probably Finstock Market c 8 miles Selling cattle. 
pig dealer 
1726 Stones- Market c 8 miles Buying and 
field selling cattle. 
1726 Deddington Market c 10 miles Buying and 
selling cattle. 
Apr. 1777 Glover Banbury Market c 13 miles 
Jul. 1782 Ditchley Fair c 6 miles Selling a 
Farm heifer. 
Mar. 1785 Ditch ley Fair c 6 miles Selling a cart 
Farm gelding. 
May 1785 Yeoman Chad ling- Market c 3 miles 
ton 
Mar. 1786 Ditchley Fair c 6 miles Selling a 
Farm cart horse. 
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Type of 
Market Approx. Purpose of 
oate Place of or Fair Distance Visit/ 
Person Origin Visited Apart Comments 
May 1786 Ditchley Fair c 6 miles Selling 3 
Farm heifers and 
calves. 
HENLEY 
May 1796 Farmer Twyford Market c 4 miles 
HOOK NORTON 
Nov. 1781 2 Men, Chipping Fair c 5 miles 
1 Woman Norton 
NEw""BRIDGE 
Mar. 1707 Milton, Fair c 8 miles Selling a 
Berks. horse. 
THAME 
1694 Higgler Long Market c 2 miles 
Crendon, 
Bucks. 
Dec. 1702 Labourer Easing ton Market c 6 miles Accused of 
selling stolen 
poultry. 
Dec. 1702 Yeoman Easin9ton Market c 6 miles Accused of 
selling stolen 
poultry. 
Dec. 1702 Labourer Little Market c 7 miles Accused of 
Milton selling stolen 
poultry. 
Dec. 1702 Carrier Thame Market 0 
May 1713 Dyer Oxford Market c 13 miles 
1788 Horse Beckley Market c 10 miles 
breaker 
Old Oatley, Fair c 6 miles 
Michaelmas Bucks. 
Day 1793 
WITNEY 
Nov. 1702 Burford Fair c 8 miles 
Oct. 1782 Burford Market c 8 miles 
Jan. 1788 Duckling- Market c 2 miles 
ton 
WOODSTOCK 
1650's Shepherd Deddington Market c 10 miles Buying and/or 
selling sheep. 
Jul. 1775 Seller Abingdon Market c 14 miles 
of old 
books 
Dec. 1775 Wheel- Wolvercote Fair c 6 miles 
wright 
oate Type of Place of 
Person Origin 
Market 
or Pair 
Visited 
Feb. 1759 Farmer 
Aug. 1782 
Jan. 1783 Miller 
FARINGDON 
Filkins Pair 
READING 
Kidlington Market 
WALLINGFORD 
Sandford- Market 
on-Thames 
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
WINSLOW 
1650's Shepherd Adderbury Market 
Oct. 1784 
May 1791 
May 1791 Black-
smith 
Jul, 1790 Farmer 
1736 
Mar. 1717 
Apr. 1751 
Aug. 1761 Estate 
Steward 
Aug. 1766 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE 
S'l'OW-ON-'l'HE-WOLD 
Ditchley Fair 
Farm 
Ramsden 
Bladon 
WINCHCOMBE 
Bampton 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
NORTHAMPTON SHIRE 
BRACKLEY 
Great Fair 
Bourton 
NORTHAMPTON 
Wroxton Fair 
WARWICKSHIRE 
BRAILES 
Wroxton Fair 
(Easter 
fair for 
horses, 
cows and 
sheep) 
RUGBY 
Wroxton Fair 
Northmoor Fair 
Appcx>x. 
Distance 
Apart 
c 7 miles 
Purpose of 
Visit/ 
Comments 
381 
c 30 miles Attending on a 
regular basis. 
c 10 miles 
c 21 miles Buying and/or 
selling sheep. 
c 13 miles Buying 6 
stirks. 
c 14 miles 
c 19 miles 
c 26 miles 
c 10 miles 
c 25 miles Selling a horse. 
c 7 miles Buying 16 
sheep. 
c 24 miles Buying 46 sheep 
and 4 Scotch 
runts. 
c 53 miles Buying cows, 
sheep, horses 
and pigs. 
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Market Approx. Purpose of 
oate Type of Place of or Fair Distance Visit/ 
Person Origin Visited Apart Comments 
SHIPSTON-
ON-STOOR 
Jun. 1786 Ditchley Fair c 15 miles Buying a 
Farm cart horse. 
STRATFORD-
ON-AVON 
1680-1700 Oxford Fair c 40 miles Buying cheese. 
sept.l724 Tallow 
chandler 
Oxford Fair c 40 miles 
and Mayor 
of Oxford 
WARWICK 
Oct. 1792 Stone Hom ton Fair c 15 miles 
Cutter Quarry 
WORCESTERSHIRE 
EVESHAM 
1650's Shepherd Adderbury Market c 30 miles Buying and/or 
selling sheep. 
Chapter VI 
The Regulation of Markets, Marketing and Trade 
In this chapter we shall discuss the problems connected 
with the survival and interpretation of evidence on the 
regulation of marketing and the prosecution of marketing 
offences and assess whether it is possible to draw any broad 
conclusions on the control of marketing in Oxfordshire. 
Tables I-XIII detail the evidence which has been found 
on the regulation of marketing in Oxfordshire. (l) It is 
certain, however, that they provide only an incomplete record 
of t he enforcement of marketing laws in the County. <2> 
Thus, the records of certain courts, at which market 
offences may have been heard, are known to be missing. For 
example, the Chipping Norton Manor, Borough and Sessions 
Court Book for the period 172o-1771 has been mislaid, a loss 
(l) The e vidence contained on these tables is drawn from a wide 
range of sources, all of which are included in the biblio-
graphy. 
(2) Certain regulations have, in fact, been excluded from the 
lists. Thus, no attempt has been made to tabulate data 
on the licensing of hawkers, horse-dealers or alehouse-
keepers and details of offences committed by alehouse-
keepers, except those relating to the use of weights and 
measures have been omitted. Moreover, orders on the 
suppression of markets and fairs and the prevention of 
t he movement and marketing of cattle during epidemics of 
smallpox and rinderpest have not been included. For 
examples of orders relating to the closure of markets 
and fairs during the outbreaks of cattle plague in the 
mid eighteenth century sees-
M. Dickins Histo;y of Hook Norton 912-1928 (1928) P.l91. 
Miscellaneous Pa rs. Sixteenth-Ei hteenth Cent • Mss 
North b. 
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which would render any attempt to compare trends in the 
pro~ecution of market offences in different boroughs a 
difficult problem. 
Again, there is little doubt that evidence on the punish-
ment of offenders by the County justices has been lost. Thus, 
throughout the eighteenth century it was usual for petty 
sessions to be held, at which minor misdemeanours could be 
punished. Moreover, when new regulations, for example on 
the assize of bread or the use of false weights and measures, 
were issued, it was not uncommon for special petty sessions 
to be instituted solely to check upon whether their terms 
were being observed. (3) In addition, summary jurisdiction, 
that i s the hearing of cases and the instant puniahment of 
offenders by single magistrates increased in importance as 
the century progressed. (4) Occasionally petty sessional 
(3) For example, in 1796, when the county Quarter Sessions 
recommended the use of mixed bread, the magistrates for 
the Hundreds of Bullingdon, Dorchester and Thame declared 
that they would hold a petty sessions each week to check 
whether the regulation was being obeyed and to receive 
information on offenders. 
J.O.J. Jan. 23 1796 No.2230. 
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(4) The way in which successive statutes empowered magistrates to 
deal in a summary manner, with a whole range of offences, 
including the using of false weights and measures, is discussed 
in the following works:-
I.E. Gray and A.T. Gaydon Gloucestershire arter Sessions 
Archives 1660-1889 and other o c a Recor s P.SS. 
J.M. Beattie Loc.clt. Pp.7S-8o. 
J.M. Beattie, "Towards a Study of Crime in 18th Century 
England: A Note on Indictments," in Eds. P. Fritz and D. 
Williams The Triumph of CUlture: 18th Century Perspectives 
(1972) P.3l3. 
During the crisis of 1800 influential Oxford citizens suggested 
that a petition should be sent to the government requesting the 
passing of a law enabling all market offences including fore-
stalling, regrating and engrossing to be punished summarily, 
and the County magistrates also called for summary juris-
diction to be extended so that Justices could deal instantly 
with frauds committed by mealmen and bakers. 
J.o.J. sept. 27 1800 No.2474. 
J.o.J. Nov. 15 1800 No.2481. 
proceedings were reported in the newspapers or conviction 
certificates were lodged among the records of the County 
Quarter Sessions. Thus, in 1774 the conviction for assize 
of bread offences of 2 bakers in Wootton Hundred was reported 
(5) in J.O.J. , and a number of conviction certificates for 
assize of bread offences can be found in the Quarter Sessions 
Bundles for 1757 and 1758. However, these survivals are 
probably exceptional - one may note that no certificates of 
conviction have survived for 1774 and that the cases heard 
in 1757 and 1758 were not reported in the newspapers. (G) Two 
basic problems arise because of this. Firstly, it is possible 
that a distorted picture of trends in the prosecution of certain 
market offences may emerge as a result of the transference of 
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the offences from the jurisdiction of a higher court, the records 
of which have survived, to a lower court, the records of which 
have not. <7> Secondly, the fact that the 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
J.O.J. May 7 1774 No.l097. 
A. Ballard, when discussing whether assize of bread regu-
lations were ever enforced in Wootton Hundred makes the 
point that as space in the newspapers was valuable it was 
unusual for proceedings at petty sessions to be reported 
and that one cannot therefore know whether prosecutions 
for assize of bread offences were taking place. 
A. Ballard, "The Assize of Bread in Oxfordshire in the 
Nineteenth Century," in Oxfordshire Archaeological Society 
Reports for the year 1906 (1907) P.24. 
J.M. Beattie makes the general point that changes in juris-
diction among the various courts and levels of adminis-
t r ation might be responsible for the rises and falls in the 
crime figures. 
J.M. Beattie, "Towards a Study of Crime in 18th Century 
England" ••• in Eds. P. Fritz and D. Williams 9p.cit. P.313. 
data which has survived on prosecutions in the hundreds is 
ver<:l incomplete means that it would not be easy to make a 
comparison bet\'leen the attitudes of urban and rural magis-
trates to offences con~itted by food sellers. 
Prosecution in a court of law was, of course, only one 
method by which those committing marketing offences, or 
pursuing unreasonable trading practices might be disciplined. 
Thus, the tables show clearly that those selling short weight 
foodstuffs might be punished by having their produce seized 
and distributed to the poor. Again, those breaking the 
regulations which governed Oxford market might be at least 
threatened with evictions and tenant farmers who refused to 
moderate grain price demands in periods of dearth threatened 
with corn rents. 
It is certain that much of the evidence on these alter-
native methods of punishment and control has been lost. Thus, 
one can find small pieces of evidence which seem to suggest 
that the regular punishment of illegal practices, on the 
control of which no detailed records have survived, must have 
been taking place. For example, in 1765 the governor of 
Banbury Workhouse was dismissed for supplying the inmates 
with unwholeseme food and it has been suggested that he may 
have obtained the food by exploiting his other post, Clerk 
of the Market. (S) This would seem to suggest that in Banbury 
it was usual for checks to be made on the quality of foodstuffs 
and the offence of selling unwholesome food to be punished, 
if not by prosecution, at least by the seizure of the goods. 
(S) R.K. Gilkes Loc.cit. P.89. 
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However, no evidence on these seizures has survived. Again, 
records exist which show that in the early nineteenth century 
the Clerks of the Market in Oxford regularly seized defective 
weights and measures, short weight butter and rotten food. (9) 
This would perhaps suggest that the practice had prevailed 
in the eighteenth century also. However, between 1732(lO) 
and 1800 the only evidence which has been found on this is 
an occasional newspaper report on the seizure of short weight 
butter. Finally, in 1835, when the Clerk of the Narket in 
Oxford was requested for information on whether assize of 
bread offences were punished in the City, he replied, 
"The Examination of the \'!eight of bread 
takes place more or less frequently 
according to information given to the 
Clerks of the market, or their own 
suspicions of particular Bakers, and 
since the 1st of June 1833 two seizures, 
both of a small quantity only, of bread 
have occurred, as, in both cases, there 
was every reason to suppose that the 
deficiency arose more from the careless-
ness of the servants, than any intentional 
dishonesty on the part of the master baker, 
the Clerks of the market contented them-
selves with seizing, according to ancient 
custom and distributing it to the poor, 
not thinking themselves justified in 
convicting the parties before the Vice 
Chancellor."(ll) 
(9) Perambulations of the Clerks of the Market 1808-1828 ••• 
Papers Relating to the Clerks of the Market and their 
Work 1848- 1851. 
(10) Evinence on the examination of weights and measures in 
Oxford has survived for 1701, 1722 and 1732, perhaps 
suggesting that in the early eighteenth century, full 
checks were made every 10 years • 
••• Miscellaneous Market Regulations ••• 
(ll) Bliss Papers - University Market Book 1828-1836 Ms Top 
Oxon d 70 P.225. 
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The use of the term "custom" suggests that the punishment 
of assize of bread offences in Oxford took !_:>lace on a 
regulo..r basis throughout the eighteenth century. P.o\'rever, 
apart from occasional reports in the nel:Tspaper we have 
found no evidence on the seizure of short weight bread or 
the hearing of cases by the Vice Chancellor. (l2) 
~·o hasic conclusions arise from this. Firstly, it 
"'ould seem that the evidence which has been found on the 
punishn\ent of those offending against marketing regulations 
may , in fact , represent the tip of a very large iceberg. 
Secondly, it is possible that the policy of seizing short 
weight or unwholesome produce and the existence of other 
punishments whi~h might be inflicted on those engaged in 
the production and sale of food may have had the effect of 
deterring them from engaging in illegal or antisocial trading 
and marketing practices. Thus, the absence of marketing cases 
ruay sometimes indicate not dereliction of duty on the part of 
the authorities but that their constant surveillance helped 
to ensure that the law was actually being obeyed. (l3 ) 
(12) 
(13) 
Offences connected with the sale of short weight bread are 
often reported to have been heard before the Vice-Chancellor 
and have therefore been included on the Tables as heard in 
the (Vice- ) Chancellor's Court. However, a check made through 
both the RegistP-r and Papers of the Chancellor's Court, over 
which t he Vice-Chancellor or his deputy presided, for the 
year 1764, when an offence by a baker was certainly punished 
has r eveal ed no evidence on his case. This may suggest that 
these offences were, in fact, punished in a swnmary manner 
by ·t~e Vice-Chancellor. 
O.U.A. Chancellor's Court Papers Bundle 106 1764-1765. 
O.U.A. Chancellor's Court .Register 1763-1780 HYP/A/61. 
Thus, we may note that it was not uncommon when checks were 
made to discover whether a particular offence were being 
committed, for it to be found that no one was actually 
breaking the law. For example, on October 2 1811, when the 
butter was tested in Oxford it was found that all of it 
was of correct weight. 
Perambulations of the Clerks of the Market 1808-1828 ••• P.4. 
been partly one in reporting rather than in prosecution, the 
n~wspapers perhaps choosing to publiciza pr osecutions at 
such times in order to avert disturbances :Cy demonstrating 
to the public t.!1at the authorities v.·ere t:.aking seriously the 
complain·i:.s of the poor about the illegal activities o:Z 
market traders. 
Turning to the tables, which detail the issue of licences 
and law enforc~uent decisions one is again faced with the 
proi>lam tl1at evidence is almost cer·i:ainly missing and here 
the difficultie:s which arise over interpretation are more 
serious. 
Thus, the occasional announcement of rui. order that a 
particular assize law was to be obeyed, coupled with the 
spasmodic reporting of convictions, would seem to suggest 
that the assize of bread may have been set on a regular basis 
throuryhoHt t:he eighteenth century, in Henley and Banbury, and 
even in rural areas. However, other interpretations of the 
evidence are certainly possible. Thus, for Banbury no data 
has been found for the period before 1758 and as that year 
witnessed the passing of 31 Geo. II c 29 An Act for the due 
making of bread: and to regulate the price and assize thereof ••• 
it is possible that the new legislation may have stirred the 
authorities into recowmencing to enforce a regulation over 
which they had perhaps become lax. (lS) Again, it is notice-
able that the evidence on the setting of the assize in hundreds 
dates either from periods of high prices or from the months 
(lS) The existence of an annotated copy of this Act among the 
recorda ·of Banbury Corporation may perhaps lend support 
to this view. 
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irnmecU nt eJ.y f o llo;.ring th~ passage of neH legif':llat:ton a.nd 
th ~.s: f: nb=m i n c onjunction with the fRet f:'1at. the Chairman 
of Qu~ rtPr 8essions declared in 1800 th at, 
II the prmmr.t r .. a~JS fCJ: r.eg1Jlat:tng the 
Assize of Bread in Connties (are) 
"tfer y :tnadequa te, 11 ( 16 > 
may j.no:to(lte tht:'tt tt.e County authorit.i.es needed a particular 
spur bP.for e they w·ould attempt the d:tffiCl.:!.lt task of ~etting 
{ ln. <W~lze f or rural areas. 
l,n t-"'XaT'i .'i.naticn of Table VII 1 dP-ta.tU.ng the evidence on 
·~J 1e 1 i cflns:tn'J of higglers, deovers ;1nd badgers reveals even 
Jl\Ore c l enrly tbe J.n.·oblems of ir.terpr e t at:l.on \-lhich can. arise 
when o.a ta has c.rparently f'liled to ~u.rvi,re . 
P.y t.:he s -t:a i:11tes 5 and 6 Ed. VI c 14 and 5 El:lz. c 12 
lioencj~s t o b ·? J.n.ders, kidders and c~.rr:l.,:;>rs of corn and grain; 
higglers of butter, cheese, egqs, poult~y and dead victuals 
nnd drov~rs of cattle were to be granted only at the County 
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Quarter Sessions and to persons who ;,atisfied certain conditions; 
being married householders, above the age of 30 and resident 
in the same county for more than 3 years. The basic right 
accorded to the holder of the licence was that of being able 
to buy to resell, that is to engage in rn:tdcUeman activities. 
iJnrest'l::'~ i.r,eo buying and selling was not, however, permitted 
to the J icence-holder who was, for example, rarely allowed 
to forestall. Persons who acted as dealers without being 
{16) H. O. 42:49 Willoughby to Marlborough 21 Jan. 1800. 
Inclosure in Marlborough to Portland 26 Jan. 1800. 
l:t.cenB t.~d ~. aic~ thensel-.:Jer; open to p:!:'CSecution. (l7) In 1663, 
b~' 1~ Ch. :t:! c 7 , the licensing :!.ah•s ~·:ere r~la:md over corn, 
nll p€:?:"sons t .. e~_nCJ perr..itted t o buy l·:heat to store and resell 
t<~hen the price Nas helohT 4.8/- per quarter . (l8 ) It would seem 
likely tl'lat :tr: the eigh-teenth century there may have been a 
geneJ~al decline :tn t he enforceMent of the Tudor s tatutes, 
the c:~ntr~~- qovernr,1e.·nt finding it neccssa:!:'y in periods of 
denrtb to issue orders calling for the~ to be obeyed. (l9) 
'J'hP. :U C€·nsins- l~.ws \'Tere finally repea l ed i n 1772 by 12 Geo. III 
c 71. (20) 
Ar ~nc=. ly:::i. s of. the evidence detailed on '!'able VII would 
seen to suggest th~t the Oxfordshi r e County authorities 
continued to lssne licences t hroughotlt the eighteenth century, 
ceasi~g only on the repeal of the s t atutes . It would alec 
suggest. , how~"'er, that mor e care was taken to ensur e t hat the 
termB of the licensing laws were being observed in periods of 
dP.vrth and especially in the wake of a central government 
(1.7 ) For a detailed explanation of these Acts see R. Burn 
Op.ci~ Vol.I Pp.134-140. 
(18) R. Burn Op.cit. Vol.II Pp.198-199. 
In addition this Act established that the engrossing of 
barley might take place when it 'ltlas costing less than 28/-
per quarter; of pease, beans and r ye when they cost less 
than 32/- and of oats when the prtce was below 13/4 . Fore-
stalling and r egrating continued to be offences. 
(l9) Such o r ders were issued i n 1709, 1740 , 1756 and 1766. 
E.P . Thompson Loc.cit. P.88. 
(20) C. H. Fav IJo.cit. P.S4 • 
. --.;...;;,.;;;..;;,...;.. 
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proclamation that the laws were to be put in execution. 
Thus, there was a considerable upsurge in the licensing 
of higglers at the Michaelmas sessions 1766, following the 
issue of a proclamation by George III on September 10 that 
5 and 6 Ed. VI and 5 Eliz. were to be enforced. C2l) 
Even so, for the period prior to 1761 very little 
evidence is available( 22 ) and it is therefore difficult to 
be certain that the pattern observed in the sixties did 
prevail in the first half of the century. Certainly much 
of the evidence suggests that it did. Thus, the regular 
licensing of higglers is suggested by the fact that the 
licences which have survived are on standard printed forms 
and also by the occurrence of prosecutions in years not 
noted for high prices and food shortages. The correlation 
between dearth and an upsurge in licensing is also suggested 
by the increase in the data which is available on the 
licensing of both badgers and higglers for the years 1694-95 
and 1757. <23 > 
(21) 
(22) 
~ Vol.XXXVI 1766 Pp.410-411. 
The proclamation, in fact, mentioned the licensing of 
corn dealers only but it is likely that it was inter-
preted as a call for obedience to the parts of the 
Acts relating to other middlemen also. 
The persons who received licences in the 1760's are 
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listed in Sessions Records. Easter 1761- Michaelmas 1781 ••• 
Books of this type do not appear to have been kept prior 
(23) 
to 1761. 
An upsurge in the issue of licences was also observable 
in Gloucestershire in 1757. Details on the issue of 
licences in that county have survived for the period 
1757-1764. 
I.E. Gray and A.T. Gaydon Op.cit. P.26. 
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However, other interpretations of the evidence are 
possible. Firstly, it is conceivable that the very con-
siderable licensing activity which took place in the 1690's 
may represent not an upsurge in licensing but the reintroduction 
of the enforcement of 5 and 6 Ed. VI and 5 Eliz. after they 
had actually ceased to be enforced. Such an interpretation 
is certainly possible, given that the law of 1663 would 
obviously have led to a decrease in the licensing of corn 
badgers and that 1693 was the first time for almost 20 years 
that prices had risen significantly above 48/- and that corn 
dealers would have needed licences, and that the virtual 
cessation in the licensing of 1 type of middleman may have 
led both authorities and dealers to have become less concerned 
over unlicensed trading in other commodities. <24 > Secondly, 
although the evidence from 1694-95, 1757 and 1766 might 
suggest that all dearth years witnessed an attempt to put 
the licensing laws in execution, no evidence has survived 
to show whether there was any renewed interest in the licensing 
of dealers in either 1709 or 1740 so that it cannot be proved 
that the dearth pattern always prevailed. Thirdly, while the 
regular licensing of dealers which certainly took place in 
the sixties might imply that justices had been issuing licences 
throughout the century it is also possible that the enforcement 
of the licensing statutes in the sixties was not the 
continuation of a tradition but a response to the dearth of 
1757. 
(24) 
Thus, the high prices and condemnation of unlicensed 
Certainly many of those applying for licences in 1694-95 
may well have been trading previously without licence; it 
being mentioned in a number of applications that the 
person had been carrying on the occupation, for which he 
wished to be licensed, pri~r to the application. 
corn dealing which occurred in 1757 may have brought about 
an awareness among those engaged in trading in corn that 
sudden price rises might render thei r activities illegal 
and this may have led badgers to have become more careful 
to cover themselves against the risk of prosecution. Such 
an interpretation is suggested partly by the fact that one 
can find in the sixties a small number of persons applying 
for licences to be badgers in years in which they could have 
traded legitimately without them. Moreover, the anti-
middleman feeling prevalent in the crisis of 1757 and the 
increased fear of prosecution for unlicensed trading which 
this must have aroused may have led higglers also to have 
taken more care to ensure that they were operating within 
the law. <25 ) 
Finally, 2 general problems connected with evidence on 
market regulation should be mentioned. Firstly, in the mid 
eighteenth century J.O.J. commenced publication and many of 
the law enforcement decisions, included on the tables, have 
been extracted from this source. It is possible therefore 
that the apparent absence of decisions to enforce market 
regulations in the earlier eighteenth century may reflect 
not an actual lack of interest by the authorities in the 
regulation of marketing but a failure of data on the decisions 
to enforce the law to survive, this particular medium for 
the dis semination of information not being available. 
(25) A letter written in Gloucestershire suggests very clearly 
that dealers in provisions did become very worried during 
the Crisis of 1757 that their activities might lay them 
open to prosecution. 
I.E. Gray and A.T. Gayden Qp.cit. P.83. 
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Secondly, it would appear that in Oxford a greater range of 
regulations was issued and the standard regulations were 
enforced with greater regularity than elsewhere. While this 
probably does indicate that in Oxford marketing and trading 
practices were more carefully supervised than in other parts 
of the County, it is also possible that as Oxford market was 
supervised by educated officials and documents on marketing 
were preserved in the University Archives we may simply have 
more information on decisions which were, in fact, typical 
of those taken in other towns. 
Given the problems outlined above it is clear that 
further research, particularly on other areas, is required 
before detailed conclusions can be drawn on the trends in 
the enforcement of particular regulations and even on the 
overall pattern in the regulation of marketing and internal 
trade. However, even if conclusions must be preliminary, 
the evidence on Oxfordshire does point to the existence of 
a broad pattern in the enforcement of marketing laws. 
The tables have been designed to illustrate the chrono-
logical pattern in the enforcement of the various types of 
law and regulation which related to marketing and internal 
trade during the period c 1680-1800. An examination of the 
dates of enforcement decisions and prosecutions in relation 
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to the movement of corn prices enables the principal conclusion 
to emerge, that is, that while concern with regulations designed 
to ensure minimum standards of honesty from traders, and 
hygiene and good order in the market place, appears to have 
been shown throughout the century and was unrelated to price 
levels and, while, in the major urban centres a~ least, the 
price of bread continued to be set in relation to the cost of 
wheat on a very regular basis< 26 ), except in Oxford, the 
enforcement and attempted enforcement of other types of 
regulation were very largely<27 ) dearth-related. Thus, 
attempts to enforce the statute, 5 and 6 Ed. VI c 14, and 
to prevent forestalling, engrossing and regrating< 28>, 
which remained common la'll offences after the statute had 
been repealed and measures on the protection of the local 
consumer and the restoration of the "just" price; of the 
type detailed in the Book of Orders< 29 ) were very r.tuch a 
response to dearth. 
However, while the attempted enforcement of such regu-
lations was very much a product of high prices and food 
shortages, certain dearth years, in particular 1740-41 appear 
to have witnessed no serious attempt by the authorities to 
return to the enforc~~ent of traditional pro-consumer measures. 
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{26) The only other measure which was designed to relate the 
price of a processed food to the cost of the raw material 
from which it was made was the assize of ale. This appears 
to have been set in Oxford alone and there not beyond 1701. 
It is not clear whether there is any particular pattern in 
the enforcement of this regulation. 
<
27> It is possible that the prosecutions and enforcement 
decisions which occurred in 1764 and 1765 were less 
dearth-related than a product of the very considerable 
mid century debate on the role of the middleman. This 
debate is mentioned by, for example, W.J . Shelton 
Op.cit. Pp.51-52. 
(28) 
(29) 
c.R. Fay suggests that these words stood almost as a single 
general phrase for unpopular manipulation, in t~e or place 
of the people's food. C.R. Fay Op.cit. P.54. 
For an account of the precise types of activity which were 
covered by these terms see R. Burn Op. cit. '.Jol. II Pp.l94-200. 
According to N.S.B. Gras, the Book of Orders consolidated 
in one document, "the regulations embodying the Tudor policy 
of restraint." Gras provides a summary of the "Book", 
N. S.B. Gras Op.cit . Pp.237-240. 
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It is clear therefore that it was not dearth alone which 
spurred the authorities into regulating markets and internal 
trade. For a full explanation it is, in fact, necessary to 
return to a theme which has recurred throughout this thesis, 
that of the role of the wider community in influencing marketing 
policies. conclusions must therefore await an examination of 
the attitude of the consumer to dearth and to the way in 
which marketing and trade should operate during periods of 
high prices, an attitude revealed almost solely in the food 
riot. 
\ 
Table I Table to show the Prosecution and Punishment of Offences concerning Weights & Measures 
c 1679-1801 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of case was to undertake Verdict and 
ecution Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence heard Prosecution Punishment 
Apr 1702 1 Woman Probably Henley Possess- Henley Fined 3d for 
3 Men Henley ing short- Court each mug 
measure Leet 
mugs. 
Apr 1702 The Henley Henley Possess- Henley Fined 3/4 
Bailiffs ing Court 
unequal Leet 
and false 
town scales. 
Apr 1702 1 person Probably Henley Possess- Henley Fined 1/2 
Henley ing a court 
defective Leet 
weight. 
Oct 1703 10 Men Probably Henley Possess- Henley All fined. Fines 
3 Women Henley ing several Court ranged between 
unsealed & Leet 3/4 and £1/3/4. 
short-measure 
mugs. 
Oct 1703 1 Cheeseman Probably Henley Possess- Henley Each fined 3/4. 
13 Men Henley ing and using Court 
3 Women defective Leet w weights. 
-01:1 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Lega1 Proceed~ngs Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Oct 1703 2 persons Probably Henley Each Henley Both fined 3/4 
Henley possessing Court 
a false Leet 
measure. 
Oct 1705 1 person Probably Henley Possessing Henley Fined 3/4 
Henley false Court 
measures. Leet 
Apr 1706 1 person Probably Henley Possessing Henley Fined 3/4 
Henley defective Court 
weights. Leet 
Apr 1706 2 persons Probably Henley Possessing Henley Fined 1/6 each 
Henley false Court 
measures. Leet 
-
Oct 1707 7 Men Probably Henley Possessing Henley Fines ranged 
2 Women Henley and using Court between 1/-
short-measure Leet and 4/-. 
mugs. 
Oct 1707 1 Man Probably Henley Possessing Henley Fined 2/- each. 
1 Woman Henley defective Court 
weights. Leet 
Oct 1707 2 persons Probably Henley Possessing Henley 1 fined 14/6. 
Henley and using Court The other 6/-. 
short-measure Lee t w 
mugs and pots. ~ 
-
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment 
ecution heard Prosecution 
Oct 1707 2 persons Probably Henley Losing 1 Henley Fined 1/-. 
Henley pot, Win- Court 
chester Leet 
measure, 
being a 
standard 
belonging 
to the 
Manor of 
Henley. 
May 1709 3 viet- Probably Henley Possessing Henley 1 fined 3/4; 
uallers Henley short-measure Court 1 10/-; 
mugs·. Leet 1 El. 
Oct 1710 8 viet- Probably Henley Possessing Henley Fines ranged 
uallers Henley short-measure Court between 1/-
2 widows mugs. Leet and 4/-. 
Oct 1711 8 viet- Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fines ranged 
ua1lers short-measure Court between 3/4 
1 Shop- mugs and pots. Leet and 13/4. 
keeper 
1 Man 
1 Widow 
Oct 1711 4 mealmen Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fines ranged 
8 butchers and using Court between 3/4 
7 shop- defective Leet and 10/-. 
keepers weights. • 5 bakers c: 
1 cheesemonger, 1 Man , 2 Wom:;! n c 
---- - ~ - - - -- .. --- - .. ----- - .. - ·-- -- -·-
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Oct 1711 2 butchers Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fined 3/4 each. 
false Court 
scales. Leet 
Apr 1712 1 Brandy Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fines ranged 
seller, short-measure Court between 6d 
1 inn- mugs and pots. Leet and 6/-. 
holder, 
4 shop-
keepers, 
4 viet-
ua1lers, 
1 man 
1 woman 
Oct 1712 3 shop- Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fines ranged 
keppers and using Court between 1/8 
1 baker defective Leet and 3/4. 
1 butcher weights. 
2 persons 
Oct 1712 1 person Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fined £1/8/4. 
and using Court 
defective Leet 
weights & 
scales with 
a false 
balance. 
.a 
c: 
.. 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment 
ecution heard Prosecution 
Oct 1712 1 inn- Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fines ranged 
keeper and using Court between 1/8 
8 viet- short- Leet and 15/-. 
uallers measure 
2 brandy mugs. 
sellers 
1 distiller 
1 person 
Oct 1712 1 mealman Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fined 6/8 
and using a Court 
pair of Leet 
scales with 
a false beam. 
Oct 1713 2 inn- Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fines ranged 
keepers and using Court between 1/8 
6 persons short-measure teet and 5/-. 
mugs. 
Oct 1713 1 person Hambleden Probably Possessing Henley Fined 3/4 
Henley a defective Court 
weight. Leet 
Apr 1716 5 persons Probably Probably Possessing Henley Fines ranged 
1 baker 7 Henley Henley defective Court between 1/8 
2 garden- 1 High weights. Leet and 3/4. 
ers Wycomae 
... 
C> 
N 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Def inition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Oct 1721 3 persons Probably Henley Possessing Henley 3 fined 3/4; 
1 widow 4 Henley defective Court 2 fined 6/8. 
1 woman 1 Ewelrne weights. Leet 
Oct 1721 1 butcher Henley Henley Possessing Henley Fined 3/4 
false Court 
scales. Leet 
Oct 1721 Town Henley Henley Failing to Henley Fined 3/4 
Bailiffs keep the Court 
common Leet 
weights and 
scales in 
good order. 
Trinity 6 persons Watlington Watling- Selling Oxford Indicted 
& Mich- ton small wares County True bill. 
aelmas by ~alse Quarter 5 pleaded guilty. 
1727 weights. Sessions 1 fined 1/-; 
and 4 fined 2/- each. 
Epiphany 
1728 
Trinity 1 atehouse- Watlington Watling- Selling ale Oxford Indicted 
& Mich- keeper ton and beer by county True bill. 
aelmas false measures. Quarter Pleaded guilty. 
1727 Sessions Fined 2/-. 
and 
Epiphany 
• 1728 
• 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment 
ecution heard Prosecution 
t-lay 1734 5 men Henle:y Henley Selling Henley Fined 2/6 each. 
2 women ale out Court 
Of l!lUgS Leet 
that were 
not measure 
according 
to law. 
May 1734 1 butcher Henley Henley Using Henley Fined 2/6 each. 
1 woman defective Court 
weights. Leet 
May 1765 6 persons Probably Henley Possessing Henley 3 fined 2/6 each; 
Henley and using Court 3 fined 1/- each. 
defective Leet The weights were 
weights. seized; melted 
down and sold; the 
money being used 
to buy bread for 
the poor. 
May 1767 1 person Rye Farm, Abingdon Selling milk Abingdon 1 person 
Oxford- using short- Borough 
shire measure jug. Court 
Oct 1768 several Henley Henley Using false Henley 
persons weights and court 
measures. Leet 
..r.. 
<:> 
Uf 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Nov 1769 6 persons Henley 
3 probably 
innkeepers 
Nov 1772 1 M ct- Henley 
ualler 
Jan 1783 2 labour-
ers 
1785 1 person 
Nov 1786 Alehouse-
keepets 
Oxford 
Chipping 
Norton 
Adder bury 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Ilenley 
··· " 
Henley 
Oxford 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Pr obably 
usin g 
short-
measure 
mugs. 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Possessing 
4 short-
measure 
mugs. 
Probably 
assisting 
1 woman to 
sell ale 
in short-
measure 
vef?sels. 
Chipping Possessing 
Norton defective 
weights. 
Adder-
bury 
Selling ale 
in non-standard 
and unmarked 
~.ressels. 
Court at 
\tThich 
case was 
heard 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Chipping 
Norton Court 
Baron and 
View of Frank-
pledge. 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Probably fined. 
Fined 4/-
Offence named 
in tbe Jury 
Presentments. 
The offence Workmen Fined 10/- each. 
was probably employed (More cases were 
heard before on the pending in other 
1 Justice of canal. pa.rts of the ~ 
the Peace. County.) .a 
• 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Oct 1787 
and 
Oct 25 
1788 
Occupation Place 
o f of 
Offender Res i dence 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Jan 1791 1 publican Tiddington Tidding- Selling 
Oct 1793 
Feb 1796 10 persons 
Mar 1796 1 sh,p-
keeper 
and 
publican 
Probably 
Witney 
Witney 
ton beer in a 
short-
measure mug. 
Witney 
Witney 
Possessing 
short-
measure mugs. 
Possessing 
false 
we ·:_ :rhts. 
Using 
defective 
weights and 
obstructing 
the officers. 
Court a t Per sons or 
which Authorities 
case ~.>ras to undertake 
h eard Prosecution 
Henl ey 
Court 
Leet 
The offence 
was heard 
before 1 
Justice of 
the Peace. 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
The offences 
were heard 
before 
local 
Justices of 
the Peace. 
The offence 
was heard 
before local 
Justices of 
the Peace. 
Clerks of 
the 
Market. 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Large numbers of 
defective weights 
and measures were 
destroyed. 
Convicted. 
Fined 20/-. 
Convicted and 
fined. 
Fined 10/- for 
each offence. 
• C> 
--.1 
Date of Occupation I? lace Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender ResidencG Off ence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard ? rosecution 
~iay 13 1 dealer Near ~vat- Oxford Bringing Clerk of t he 
1796 in lington charcoal Market seized 
charcoal to Oxford all the char-
in sacks coal valued at 
which were £3. 
almost \ 
the correct 
size. 
Oct 31 Several Henley Henley Possessing Henley Acquitted of 
1796 persons defective Court having done any-
weights & Leet thing intention-
measures. ally to defraud 
the public. 
Oct 1797 9 persons ltloods tock Wood- Possessing Woodstock 5 fined 5/- for 
stock defective View of 1 defective 
we:I'Jhts. Frank- weight each; 
pledge 4 fined 6/8 for 
several defective 
weights each. 
Oct 1797 5 persons Woodstock wood- Possessing Woodstock 3 fined 5/- each; 
stock short-measure View of 2 discharged. All 
cups. Frank- fines were used 
pledge to supply the 
poor with bread • 
.. 
• QD_ 
Date of Occupation Place Location Offence 
or Pros- of of of Offender Residence Offence ecution 
Jan 1798 1 person Woodstock wood-
stock 
Nov 9 3 inn- Henley Henley 
1798 keepers 
or ale-
house-
keepers 
Oct 1799 2 persons Woodstock Wood-
stock 
Nov 11 3 inn- Henley Henley 
1799 keepers 
or ale-
house-
keepers 
Nature Definition Court at 
which of of 
Offence Offence case was heard 
Selling Woodstock 
ale, Portmouth 
short of Court 
measure. 
Possessing Henley 
defective Court 
measures. Leet 
Possessing Woodstock 
cups not View of 
marked Frank-
according pledge 
to statute. 
Possessing Henley 
defective Court 
measures. Leet 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Fined 10/-
1 fined 1/-; 1 
fined 4d; 1 fined 
5/- for not 
appearing in Court 
and 1/- for the 
measures. The 
measures were 
destroyed. 
Fined 10/- each. 
1 fined 2/6; 1 
fined l/6 and 1 
fined 1/3. The 
measures were 
destroyed. 
• 
• 
-
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Dec 4 1 baker Probably Possessing The offence Fined. 
1799 Marsh or defective was heard 
Toot weights. before 1 
Baldon Justice of 
the Peace. 
Oct 23 10 shop- Hundreds Possessing Petty Probably Fined total 
1800 keepers of Binfield defective Sessions County of £5. 
selling & Langtree weights & at Henley Authorities 
by unequal 
retail balances. 
Dec 13 1 shop- Hundreds Possessing Petty Probably Fined 5/i 
1800 keeper of Binfield defective Sessions County 
selling & Langtree weights. at Stoke Authorities 
by Row 
retail 
Dec 18 39 shop- Hundreds Possessing Petty Probably Fined total 
1800 keepers of Binfie1d defective Sessions County of £18/15/0. 
selling & Langtree weights & at Henley Authorities 
by unequal 
retail balances. 
1801 25 persons Wootton Possessing Petty Convicted. 
Hundred defective Sessions 
weights. 
1801 18 persons Wootton ao~se~sing sett! Convicted . The~ (hrobably Hundred e ec 1.ve ess ons names were pub-,._. 
s opkeeper s) weights . lished i n J .0 . J ~ 
2 millers, 1 baker 
-- ------
Table II Table to Show the Prosecution and Punishment of the Offence of Selling Short We~ght Butter 
c 1679-1801 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Oct 1707 
May 1709 
Mar 1783 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
1 person 
1 dairy 
woman 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Tetsworth 
Tetsworth 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Probably Offering 
Henley to sell 
1 lb of 
butter 
which was 
short weight. 
Probably "Uttering, 
Henley selling and 
exposing to 
sale", several 
parcels of 
short weight 
butter. 
Oxford Selling short 
weight butter. 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punislunent 
Fined 3/4 
Fined 6/8 
The butter was 
seized by the 
Clerks of the 
Market and dis-
tributed among 
the poor. 
~ 
.... 
..... 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
May 16 
1795 
Jun 10 
1795 
Jul 11 
1795 
Oct 31 
1795 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
1 person 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Oxford 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Selling 
102 1bs 
of short-
weight 
butter. 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Oxford Selling 
27 lbs 
of short-
weight 
butter. 
Oxford Selling 
c 60 lbs 
of short-
weight 
butter. 
Oxford Selling 
26 lbs 
of short-
weight 
butter. 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
The butter was 
seized by the 
Clerks of the 
Market and dis-
tributed among 
the poor. 
The butter was 
seized by the 
Clerks of the 
Market and dis-
tributed among 
the poor. 
The butter was 
seized. 
The butter was 
seized and dis-
tributed among 
the poor. 
... 
..... . 
N 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
--
Apr 30 Oxford Selling The butter was 
1796 a large seized by the 
quantity Clerks of the 
of short- Market and dis-
weight tributed among 
butter. the poor. 
Oct 15 Oxford Selling Seized. 
1796 22 lbs of 
short-weight 
butter. 
Jun 10 Oxford Selling Seized by the 
1797 40 lbs of Clerks of the 
short-weight Market. 
butter. 
Aug 18 Oxford Selling Seized by the 
1798 36 lbs of Clerks of the 
short-weight Market. 
butter. 
-
Aug. 25 Oxford Selling Seized by the 
1798 60 lbs of Clerks of the 
short-weight Market. 
butter. 
Jun 13 Oxford Selling The butter was 
& 17 50 lbs of seized by the ..... 
1801 short-weight Clerks of the .... 
butter. /Market and distributed amonq the ooor . w 
Table III Table to Display Data on the Enforcem~~t of the Use of Correct Weights and Measures 
c 167o-1800 
Date 
Jan 1670 
Apr 1701 
Jul 7 
1701 
Oct 1705 
Aug 1722 
Oct-Nov 
1732 
Mar 24 
1770 
Authority, Group 
or Individual to 
Enforce Regulation 
Vice-Chancellor 
2 Clerks of the 
Market in Oxford 
Vice-Chancellor 
Witney Borough Court 
2 Clerks of the 
Market in Oxford 
2 Clerks of the 
Market in Oxford 
Vice-Chancellor 
Nature of Order 
Order that all persons using weights and measures, especially grocers, 
brewers, bakers, innholders, alehouse-keepers, farmers, maltsters, 
millers, chandlers and butchers should bring their weights and 
measures to the Vice-Chancellor or the Clerks of the Market who would 
test that they conformed with the public standard. 
Testing all the weights and measures used by those selling provisions 
and drinks in Oxford. 
Order that no person was to sell wine, beer or ale in short-measure or 
unstamped pots or vesse~s. 
Order that the Clerks of the Market ensure that proper measures were 
being employed. 
Testing all the weights and measures used by those selling provisions 
and drinks in Oxford. 
Testing all the weights and measures used by those selling provisions 
and drinks in Oxford. 
Order that dealers in coals, being thought to use a 
and smaller than that required by Parliament should 
measures to be tested by the Clerks of the Market. 
coals by short-measure were to forfeit the coals. 
bushel, narrower 
bring their 
Those selling 
..... 
... 
• 
Date 
Oct 24 
1786 
Apr 10 
1788 
Oct 27· 
1789 
Jan 10 
1793 
Jul 20 
1795 
Authority, Group 
or Individual to 
Enforce Regulation 
Henley Court Leet and 
View of Frankpledge 
Oxford Market 
Committee 
Henley Court Leet and 
View of Frankpledge 
Farmers and dealers 
in corn frequenting 
Henley market 
Clerk of the Peace 
Nature of Order 
AnnounceA-nent that it was the custom of the Manor for the Leet Jury to 
go to the inhabitants of Henley selling by weights and measures and 
examine their weights and measures with the standard ones. Repeated 
27 Oct 1787. 
Order that butchers and fishermen selling by weight in the market 
should weigh with scales instead of by stilliards. 
Order that the Leet Jury go round and examine all weights and measures 
within the Manor twice before the next Court. This order or an order 
to examine the weights and measures once was repeated each year until 
1826 when a searcher of weights and measures was appointed to do the 
work hitherto done by the court Leet Jury. 
Announcement that in cases· of short-measure they would adopt the rules 
prevailing in London, that is that for every deficiency of less than a 
pint in a sack the offender would be subject to an abatement of the 
value of 1 quart on every quarter and for every deficiency of more than 
1 pint then 2 quarts on every quarter. 
Order that petty constables in Oxfordshire make out lists of all 
persons selling by weight and deliver the lists to the magistrates at 
special Petty Sessions to be held once per month. This was the first 
step towards the enforcement of an Act of Parliament which required 
the county Quarter Sessions to appoint someone to make a monthly 
examination of the weights and balances used by retailers and seize 
and destroy those which were false or non-standard. On August 20 
Joshua Harris was appointed to examine weights and balances. Harris 
was still employed in this capacity at least as late as Epiphany 1797 
when a record occurs of the expenses he had incurred when examining 
weights and measures. 
,... 
... 
en 
Date 
Sept 22 
1800 
Oct 9 
1800 
Authority, Group 
or Individual to 
Enforce Regulation 
Mayor and ~mgistrates 
of \voodstock 
Bailiffs of the 
Borough of Witney 
Nature of Order 
Wurning that all those frequenting the market should use lega l weights 
and measures or they would risk prosecution. 
Warning that all those frequenting the market should use legal weights 
and measures, because t h e authorities were compelled to enforce the 
law against offenders. 
.. 
.... 
-
Table IV 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Oct 1702 
Oct 1702 
Oct 1703 
Oct 1703 
Table to Show the Prosecution and Punishment of Offences connected with the Sale of Bread 
c 1679-1801 
Occupation Place Location 
of of of 
Offender Residence Offence 
2 men Probably Probably 
1 woman Henley Henley 
1 person Probably Probably 
Henley Henley 
1 man and Probably Several 
1 woman Henley places 
1 person Probably Probably 
Henley Henley 
Nature Definition 
of of 
Offence Offence 
(selling) 
several 
parcels 
of short-
weight 
bread. 
(selling) 
1 loaf of 
bread, 
short 
~reight. 
(selling) 
several 
parcels of 
short-weight 
bread on 
several 
occasions. 
(selling) 
1 parcel of 
short-weight 
bread. 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Fined 6/8 each. 
Fined 3/4. 
Fined £1/3/4. 
Fined 3/4. 
... 
..... _
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
!-1ay 1709 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
2 bakers 
Dec 9 1 person 
1757 
& Epiphany 
1758 
Dec 9 1 person 
1757 
a. Epiphany 
1758 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Probably 
Henley 
Location. 
of 
Offence 
Probably 
Henley 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Def inition 
of 
Offence 
Naking & 
selling 
small white 
loaves not 
of full 
\veight. 
Ploughley Selling a 
Hundred loaf of 
bread 4 oz. 
short of 
the weight 
required 
under the 
Assize of 
Bread. 
Plough ley 
Hundred 
s'elling a 
loaf of 
bread mixed 
with grain 
not permitted 
under the 
Assize of 
Bread. 
/ conviction was l odged among the papers o f the County Quarter 
Court at 
\".fhich 
case was 
heard 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
The offence 
was h1 ar:· ;J 
before 1 
Justice of 
the Peace 
for the 
Hundred. 
The Certi-
ficate of 
Conviction 
was lodged 
among the 
papers of 
the County 
Quarter 
Sessions. 
The offence 
was heard 
before 1 
Justice of 
the Peace 
for the 
Hundred. 
The certi-
ficate of 
Sessions . 
1 fined 3/4; 
1 fined 6/8. 
Convicted Fined 20/-. 
on his own 
confession 
and the 
oath of a 
woman (\'life 
of a Bicester 
corn rioter). 
Convicted Fined 20/-. 
on his own 
confession 
and the 
oaths of 4 
persons, 2 
of whom were 
probably 
Bicester bakers. • ... 
00 
Date o f 
Offence 
or Pros -
ecution 
Dec 9 
& 10 
1757 
and 
Epiphany 
1758 
Dec 16 
1757 
and 
Epiphany 
1758 
Occupation 
o f 
Offende r 
Pl ace: 
of 
Residence 
Location. 
of 
Offence 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
De finition 
of 
Offence 
Court at 
which 
case \-Tas 
hcnrd 
Pers ons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Pros ecution 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
-------------------· ----- ·-----------------------------------------------------------------· 
2 persons 
1 person 
Plough ley 
Hundred 
Plough ley 
Hundred 
Selli ng 
loaves 
t-rhich ""'ere 
not marked 
with the 
type of 
bread which 
they con-
tained, as 
required 
under the 
Assize of 
Bread. 
Selling a 
loaf of 
bread 2 oz. 
short of the 
weight 
required 
under the 
Assize of 
Bread. 
The of fences 
were heard 
before 1 
Justice of 
the Peace 
for the 
Hundred. 
The certi-
ficate ;:...f 
conviction 
was lodged 
among the 
papers of 
the County 
Quarter 
Sessions . 
The offence 
was heard 
before 1 
Justice of 
the Peace 
for the 
Hundred. 
The certi-
ficate of 
conviction 
was lodged 
among the 
papers of 
the County 
Quarter 
Sessions. 
Both Both fined 20/-. 
convicted 
on their 
own con-
fessions 
and on 
the oaths 
of the 
women to 
whom they 
had sold 
the bread. 
Convicted Fined 10/-. 
on his 
own con-
fession 
and on 
the oath 
of the man 
to whom he 
sold the 
bread. 
... 
.... 
• 
Da te of Occupa-tior! Pl ace Loca tion Hature De finition Court a t Persons or Legal Proceedings Of f ence '4<Thich Authorities 
o r Pros·~ of of of o f of to undert.ake Verdict and Offender Residence:: Offenc e Offenc e Off: -s;:1ce C r.J.Se 'it7CIS Pun.lshrnent e c u:l::i u:Ci hca:.r.:. P:-:or::cc ,_,.i:i.on 
·- ·- .... -- .. ~---..·-· -· .. ·--· ... ··- , ........... .. ............. .. . ~- --· .. -- --·--- · --·--·-·----·--·~·-- ··---------··- .. _ . ., - -- ---.... -· ...... .... ...... . ~. ~ ... , -· ·- _, .. .... _, ___ - ··· .. ..... -------..... ------.-- .... ----- -~~,_ 
D~c 29 1 per son 
1757 
and 
Epiphany 
1758 
Dec 29 1 person 
1757 
and 
Epiphany 
1758 
Sandf ord 
St. t-lartin 
Probably 
Sandford 
st. Martin 
Se lli ng a 
Gd loaf 
o f house-
hold b read, 
7 oz. s hort 
of the 
weight 
required 
undor the 
Assi ze of 
Bread. 
Selling a 
6d loaf 
of house-
hold bread, 
9 oz. short 
o f the 
,.,ei ght 
r equire d 
under the 
Assize of 
Bread; and a 
12d loaf 
15 oz. short. 
The offence 
'"~aS heard 
before 2 
Justices of 
the Peace 
for lvootton 
Hundred. 
The certi-
ficate· t .€ 
conviction 
was lodged 
among the 
pa pers of 
the County 
Quarter 
Sessions. 
The offence 
was heard 
before 2 
Justices of 
the Peace 
for Wootton 
Hundred. 
The certt-
ficate of 
conviction 
was lodged 
among the 
papers of 
the County 
Quarter 
Sessions. 
Fined 25/-. 
Fined £6. 
... 
N 
'liiiiiil' 
Dn·te of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecutivn 
Occnpa t.ioil. 
of 
Offender 
Pl ace 
of 
Residence 
Location 
of 
Offence 
~1ature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
·-----.. ---- ·· . -----·----· . - . -····' - ·· --·· _ .... -·· ·-----· 
Jan 4 
1758 
and 
Epiphany 
1758 
Jan 7 
1758 
and 
Epiphany 
1758 
1 shop-
keeper 
1 baker 
Great Tew 
Great Tew 
Se l Ling a 
l2d loaf 
marked 
W.H. 
"being 
defficient 
in sort 
for t-7hich 
it i•'as 
mark 'd." 
Selling to 
a Chipping 
Norton man 
a 12d loaf 
not marked 
~.·rith the 
type of bread 
\'lhich. it con-
tained as 
required under 
the Assi ze of 
Bread. 
Court at 
\ihich 
case \Tas 
heard 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
· ----- -
The offence 
v-ras heard 
before 2 
Justices of 
the Peac e 
for tvootton 
Hundred. 
The certi-
ficat. . ·f 
conviction 
was lodged 
among t he 
papers of 
the County 
Quarter 
Sessions. 
The offence 
was heard 
before 1 
.Justice of 
the Peace 
for lilootton 
Hundred. The 
certificate 
of conviction 
was l odged 
ar1,ong the 
papers of the 
County Quarter 
Sessions. 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punisluuent 
Fined 40/-. 
Fined 20/-. 
-N 
.... 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Mar 11 1 person Great Selling to The offence Convicted on Fine not given. 1758 Milton a Little was heard his own con-
and Haseley man before 1 fession and 
Easter a J:i peck loaf Justice of the oath of 
1758 of second the Peace the man to 
wheaten bread for Ewelme whom he sold 
for 12%d con- Hundred. the bread. 
trary to orders The certi-
on the setting ficate of 
of the Assize conviction 
of Bread in was lodged 
Ewelme, Pyrton among the 
and Lewknor papers of 
Hundreds made the County 
15 Feb 1758. Quarter 
Sessions. 
Jun 1764 1 baker Oxford Oxford Offering for (Vice-) Fined 45/-. 
sale in one of Chancellor's 
the Colleges Court 
6 loaves of 
bread deficient 
in weight. 
May 1765 1 person Probably Henley Offering for Henley Fined 20/-. The 
Henley sale 2 loaves Court loaves were 
not duly marked Leet seized and given 
according to to the poor. 
Act of Parlia-
rnent. 
... 
N 
N 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Dec 1765 1 baker Dorchester Dor- Supposedly The offence One of the The assize of 
chester selling a was heard Oxford gangbread had been 
12d loaf before 1 of "horse- altered which 
deficient Justice of takers" meant that the 
in weight. the Peace bread was not in 
for Dor- fact deficient in 
chester weight. The case 
Hundred. was therefore 
dismissed. 
Nov 22 1 baker Ship lake, Probably Selling a The offence Fined 10/-. 
1766 near Ship lake Js peck loaf was heard 
and Henley of house- before 1 
Epiphany hold bread Justice of 
1767 which was the Peace. 
not marked The certi-
H. ficate of 
conviction 
was lodged 
among the 
papers of 
the County 
Quarter 
Sessions. 
Dec 1768 1 baker Oxford Oxford Selling to Dismissed from 
New College serving the 
2 6d loaves Society of New 
deficient in College. 
weight by 
9 oz. 
• N 
c.:t 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Apr 26 
1774 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
2 bakers 
Oct 1774 unnamed 
persons 
Oct 1790 1 baker 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Hundred of Hundred of Making and 
selling assized 
loaves of 
Wootton Wootton 
Henley 
Probably 
Oxford 
Henley 
Ox fora 
the price 
of 12d con-
trary to an 
order made 
at Epiphany 
Quarter 
Sessions. 
1 of the 
bakers was 
also con-
victed for 
selling un-
marked bread. 
Selling a ~ 
gallon loaf 
3 oz. deficient 
in weight, and 
3 gallon loaves, 
1, 4 oz; 1, 6 oz. 
and 1, 12 oz. 
deficient in 
weight. 
Selling a 
quartern loaf 
5\ oz. deficient 
in weight. 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
The offence 
was heard 
before 1 
Justice of 
the Peace. 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Probably 
(Vice-) 
Chancellor's 
Court. 
~gal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Fined. 
Probably fined. 
Fined 2/6 an 
ounce. 
.. 
N 
.. 
Date of Occupation Place Location Offence 
or Pros- of of of Offender Residence Offence ecution 
Jun 1795 Banbury 
Jul 13 1 baker Oxford Oxford 
1795 
Sept 2 bakers Oxford Oxford 
1795 
Oct 18 4 bakers Oxford Oxford 
1796 
Dec 4 1 baker Probably 
1799 Marsh or 
Toot 
Baldon 
Nature Definition 
of of 
Offence Offence 
Selling 
short 
weight 
bread. 
Selling 
bread 
20 oz. 
deficient 
in weight. 
Selling 
bread 
deficient 
in weight. 
Exposing to 
sale short 
weight bread. 
Having in his 
shop 37 out of 
42 loaves short 
of weight. 
Court at Persons or 
which Authorities 
case was to undertake 
heard Prosecution 
(Vice-) 
Chancellor's 
Court 
(Vice-) 
Chancellor's 
court 
Probably 
(Vice-) 
Chancellor's 
Court. 
The offence 
was heard 
before 1 
Justice of 
the Peace. 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
The bread was 
seized by the 
Mayor and dis-
tributed among 
the poor. 
Fined £5. 
1 fined £2/5/0; 
1 fined £7/10/0. 
Fined. 
Fined. 
~ 
N 
·-
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Offence 
or Pros- of of of of of Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence ecution 
Apr 1801 1 baker Oxford Oxford Selling 
hot rolls, 
contrary to 
the Act 
requiring 
the bread 
to be 24 
hours old 
when sold. 
Apr 1801 2 persons Oxford Oxford Selling 
hot bread, 
contrary to 
the Act 
requiring 
bread to be 
24 hours old 
when sold. 
Apr 1801 1 baker Oxford Oxford Selling 7 
loaves deficient 
in weight 21 oz. 
overall. 
May 1801 Baeers Woodstock Wood- Selling short 
stock weight bread. 
Court at Persons or 
which Authorities 
case was to undertake 
heard Prosecution 
Probably Probably 
{Vice-) Clerks of 
Chan- the Market. 
cellor's 
Court 
Probably Probably 
(Vice-) Clerks of 
Chan- the Market. 
cellar's 
Court 
Probably Probably 
(Vice-) Clerks of 
Chan- the Market. 
cellar's 
Court 
Unclear 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Fined 5/- per 
roll. 
Fined and the 
penalty was used 
to buy bread for 
the poor of the 
parishes where 
the persons were 
resident. 
Fined and the 
penalty was used 
to buy bread for 
the poor of St. 
Giles parish. 
Fined. 
• N 
• 
Table V Table to Display Data on the Setting of the Assize of Bread in Oxfordshire (except the 
Citx of Oxford) cl690-1800 
Date 
Nov 17 
1758 
Feb 1766 
Nov 28 
1768 
Epiphany 
1774 
Apr 16 
1774 
Authority, Group 
or Individual to 
make Regulation 
Banbury Corporation 
Justices of the Peace 
for the 4 Hundreds 
Justices of the Peace 
County Quarter Sessions 
Justices of the Peace 
for the Hundreds of 
Ploughley, Banbury, 
Bloxham, Wootton and 
Chadlington. 
Nature of the Order 
Announcement that the Banbury bakers were disobeying the Assize of 
Bread and charging higher prices than were permitted; and order that 
if any action at law be brought against any magistrate on account of 
any act done by the magistrate to compel obedience to the assize then 
the expenses of defending him should be borne by the Corporation. 
Setting of t he Assize of Bread for the Hundreds of Bullingdon, 
Dorchester, Thame and Wootton. 
Setting of the Assize of Bread for the Hundreds of Bullingdon, 
Dorchester, Thame and Wootton. Bakers were ordered to mark the loaves 
with letters signifying whether the loaves were of wheaten or house-
hold bread. 
Order that bakers be prohibited from making or selling bread of 
superior quality than standard wheaten bread; and also from making 
assized loaves except 2d or ld which were also permitted to be 
wheaten. The order was to be sent to all town authorities. This 
order was repeated with slight variations at the sessions up to and 
including that of Michaelmas 1775. 
Setting of the Assize of Bread for these Hundreds in conformity with 
the order of Epiphany 1774. The assi ze was again set f or these 
hundreds 26 Jul. 1774. 
.. 
N 
_, 
Date 
Jul 14 
1795 
Aug 1 
1795 
Jan 12 
1796 
Jan 16 
1796 
c Dec 7 
1799 
Authority, Group 
or Individual to Nature of the Order 
make Regulation 
County Quarte r Sessions :Recor:l..T.endation t.'lat wheaten flour be used sparingly a nd in particular 
that wholemeal bread be used; that the industrious poor in the 
parishes be supplied with wholemeal bread at 14d the gallon loaf and 
that bakers bake only wholemeal bread. 
County Quarter Sessions Order that bakers bake no bread of superior quality than the standard 
wheaten defined in 13 George III. 
Sir Christopher 
Willoughby, Chairman 
of county Quarter 
Sessions 
Justices of the Peace 
for the Hundreds of 
Bullingdon, Dorchester 
and Thame 
Justices of the Peace 
for Wootton Hundred 
Recommendation that the Grand Jury agree to follow the suggestion of 
the Privy Council to use bread of which 2/3 only should be wheat and 
to encourage their neighbours to use the same. Order that all those 
in authority should take care to detect frauds committed by bakers 
and mealmen. The magistrates and Grand Jury, at the Quarter Sessions, 
agreed to reduce their consumption of wheat by l/3 either by using 
less bread as such or by using mixed or wholemeal bread. 
Commitment to enforce Quarte.r Sessions recommendations on the reduction 
of \'Theat consumption. Recommendation that millers furnish flour from 
2/3 wheat and 1/3 barley and that bakers bake mixed bread. Order 
that constables inform the magistrates of millers, bakers and shop-
keepers refusing to comply with the request. Petty Sessions to be 
held in Oxford each week in order to enforce the recommendation. 
Order that no assized loaves, except 2d or ld be made throughout the 
hundred. Recommendation that standard wheaten bread only be made and 
used by all persons throughout the hundred. 
Epiphany county Quarter Sessions Order that for 3 months from 17 .February bakers be prohibited from 
1800 making or selling any bread superior in quality to standard wheaten. 
Jan 18 
1800 
General Sessions of 
the Peace for Banbury 
Order that for 3 months from 18 February bakers should be prohibited 
from making or selling in Banbury any bread superior in quality to 
standard wheaten. ... 
N 
QD 
Date 
Apr 27 
1800 
Apr 28 
1800 
Oct 16 
1800 
Nov 7 
1800 
Authority, Group 
or Individual to 
make Regulation 
Hayor of Banbury 
Mayor of Banbury 
Justices of the Peace 
at County Quarter 
Sessions 
Justices of the Peace 
at County Quarter 
Sessions 
Nature o£ the Order 
Ac~"'lowledge.-nent that he was enforcing the la\·1 that no bread under 
24 hours old should be sold. 
Setting of the Assize of Bread for the town. 
Agreement to use mixed bread. 
Resolutions that power should be given by law, firstly to enable 2 
Justices at Petty Sessions to fix an Assize of Bread for their area, 
according to that in any adjoining town; and secondly to enable 2 
Justices to enquire into and punish summarily any frauds committed 
by mealmen or bakers in the man~facture or sale of meal or bread. 
---------------------------------------------Nov 2 
1801 
Justices of the Peace 
for Wootton Hundred 
Setting of the Assize of Bread. Advertisemants of 108 Assizes of 
£read appeared in J.O.J. between 2 Nov. 1801 and 31 Oct . 1808. 
... 
N 
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Table VI Table to Show the Prosecution and Punishment of the Offence of Unlicensed TradinSLcl679-l801 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Epiphany 3 persons 1 Alvescot Acting as Oxford The offence was 
1694 1 Filkins jobbers & County named in the 
1 Black buyers & Quarter Bampton bailiff•s 
Bourton sellers of Sessions returns and the 
corn with- Grand Jury Pres-
out being entments. 
licensed. 
Epiphany 4 persons Standlake Acting as Oxford The offence was 
1694 higglers & County named in the 
buyers & Quarter Barnpton bailiff's 
sellers of Sessions returns and in the 
poultry Grand Jury Pres-
without being entments. 
licensed. 
Michael- 7 persons 2 Thame Acting as Oxford The offence was 
mas 2 Sydenham higglers County named in the 
1694 1 Chinnor without Quarter Grand Jury 
1 Oakley, being Sessions Presentments. 
Bucks. licensed. 
1 Bletch-
ingdon 
Michael- 3 persons 1 Long Tharne Acting as Oxford The offence was 
mas Crendon, Market higglers County named in the 
1694 Bucks. without Quarter Grand Jury 
being Sessions Presentments. 
licensed. .. 
.... 
• 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Michael-
mas 
1694 
and 
Easter 
1695 
Occupa~ion 
of 
Offender 
1 person 
Epiphany c 36 
1695 persons 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Thame 
Including 
1 Banbury 
2 Beckley 
1 Bladon 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Thame 
market 
4 Brightwell 
Baldwin 
4 Burford 
3 Cuddesdon 
1 Drayton 
5 Oeddington 
3 Marston 
1 Mixbury 
1 Nuneham 
Courtenay 
3 Oxford 
1 Swerford 
4 Wheatley 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Acting as 
a higgler 
without 
being 
licensed. 
Acting as 
badgers 
Practising 
as a kidder, 
lader, 
carrier, 
buyer and 
seller of 
butter, 
cheese, 
eggs, poultry 
and other 
dead victuals 
without being 
licensed. 
or dealers 
contrary 
to statute, 
being un-
licensed. 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Legal Proceedings. 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Indicted. 
True bill. 
The offence was 
named in the 
Grand Jury 
Presentments. 
• w 
..... 
Table VI Table to Show the Prosecution and Punishment of the Offence of Unlicensed Trading c1679-1801 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of case was to undertake Verdict and 
ecution Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence heard Prosecution Punishment 
Epiphany 3 persons 1 Alvescot Acting as Oxford The offence was 
1694 1 Filkins jobbers 1 County named in the 
1 Black buyers I Quarter Bampton bailiff's 
Bourton sellers of Sessions returns and the 
corn with- Grand Jury Pres-
out being entments. 
licensed. 
Epiphany 4 persons Stand lake Acting as Oxford The offence was 
1694 higglers & County named in the 
buyers I Quarter Bampton bailiff's 
sellers of Sessions returns and in the 
poultry Grand Jury Pres-
without being entments. 
licensed. 
Michael- 7 persons 2 Thame Acting as Oxford The offence was 
mas 2 Sydenham higglers County named in the 
1694 1 Chinnor without Quarter Grand Jury 
1 Oakley, being Sessions Presentments. 
Bucks. licensed. 
1 Bletch-
ingdon 
Michael- 3 persons 1 Long Thame Acting as Oxford The offence was 
mas Crendon, Market higg1ers County named in the 
1694 Bucks. without Quarter Grand Jury 
being Sessions Presentments. 
licensed. ... 
--.. 
• 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Michael-
mas 
1694 
and 
Easter 
1695 
Occupa~ion 
of 
Offender 
1 person 
Epiphany c 3 6 
1695 persons 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Thame 
Including 
1 Banbury 
2 Beckley 
1 Bladon 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Thame 
market 
4 Brightwell 
Baldwin 
4 Burford 
3 Cuddesdon 
1 Drayton 
5 Deddington 
3 Marston 
1 Mixbury 
1 Nuneham 
Courtenay 
3 Oxford 
1 Swerford 
4 Wheatley 
=--:=:::::.......--- -· -- -- . ~ -- ·----
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Acting as 
a higgler 
without 
being 
licensed. 
Acting as 
badgers 
Practising 
as a kidder, 
lader, 
carrier, 
buyer and 
seller of 
butter, 
cheese, 
eggs, poultry 
and other 
dead victuals 
without being 
licensed. 
or dealers 
contrary 
to statute, 
being un-
licensed. 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Legal Proceedings. 
Verdict and 
PunisftD1ent 
Indicted. 
True bill. 
The offence was 
named in the 
Grand Jury 
Presentments. 
• w 
..... 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Easter 
1695 
Easter 
1696 
Easter 
1697 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
1 miller 
4 other 
persons 
2 men 
2 women 
1 person 
Michael- 2 yeomen 
mas 
1704 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Witney 
l Brize 
Norton 
Location 
of 
Offence 
l Hanborough 
1 Milton 
1 Oxford 
1 Launton 
1 Wargrave, 
Berks. 
1 Bray, 
Berks. 
1 Marlow, 
Bucks. 
Yam ton 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Acting as 
badgers & 
dealing 
contrary 
to statute, 
being un-
licensed. 
Acting as 
higglers 
without 
being 
licensed. 
Acting as 
a higgler 
without 
being 
licensed. 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
1 Gar-
sington 
1 Tets-
worth 
Garsington Practising 
as kidder, 
lader, 
carrier, 
buyer & 
seller of 
butter, 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
cheese, eggs, 
poultry, and 
other dead 
victuals without 
being licensed. 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings. 
Verdict and 
Punislunent 
The offence was 
named in the 
Grand Jury 
Presentments. 
The offence was 
named in the 
Grand Jury 
Presentments. 
The offence was 
named in the 
Grand Jury 
Presentments. 
Indicted. 
True bill. 
... 
w 
N 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings. Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Easter 1 miller Stratton Bicester Buying Practising Oxford Indicted. 
and Audley corn at as a badger County True bill. 
Trinity Brackley, without Quarter Indictment 
1710 Bicester, being 
and other licensed. 
Sessions quashed. 
markets 
to resell 
without 
having a 
licence. 
Michael't 1 maltster Burford Burford Buying 5 Practising Oxford Several of Indicted. 
mas loads of as a buyer County the inhab- Not a true bill. 
1713 wheat as & seller Quarter itants of 
a badger of grain Sessions Burford 
without without 
being being 
licensed. licensed. 
Michael- 1 yeoman Charlton- Bicester Practising Oxford Indicted. 
mas on-otmoor as lader, County Not a true bill. 
1715 1 labourer Bicester kidder, Quarter 
carrier, Sessions 
buyer & 
1 glazier Ambrosden seller of Indicted. 
1 labourer Bicester butter, True bill. 
1 yeoman Arnbrosden cheese, 
eggs, 
poultry & 
other dead 
victuals 
without being 
~ licensed. w 
CD 
---
-- -· 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pr os-
ecuti on 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Epiphany 1 woman 
and 
Epwell Epwell 
Easter 
1738 
Trinity 
1753 
Trinity 
1757 
1 labourer Barlord Oxford 
St. 
Michael 
4 persons 1 Bright-
well 
1 Ramsden 
2 Charlton-
on-Otmoor 
1 labourer caversham 
(although 
he described 
himself as a 
mealman) 
Witney 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Def inition 
of 
Offence 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings. 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Practising Oxford 1 person Indicted. 
as lader, County 
kidder, Quarte r 
carrier, Sessions 
buyer & 
seller of 
butter, 
cheese, 
eggs , poultry 
& other dead 
victuals with-
out being 
licensed. 
Trading Practising 
without as lader, 
licences,kidder, 
on a carrier, 
regular buyer & 
basis. seller of 
butter, 
cheese, 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
eggs , poultry 
& other dead 
victuals with-
out being 
licensed. 
Practising Oxford 
as a badger,County 
kidder, Quarter 
lader ,buyer Sessions 
& seller of 
True bill. 
Pleaded guilty. 
Fined 1/-. 
Clerk of the Indicted. 
Peace True bills. 
1 Individual Indicted. 
Not a true bill. 
/corn without being licensed. 
.. 
w 
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Table VII Table to Display Data on the Licensing of Higglers, Drovers and Badgers cl690-1800 
Date 
Epiphany 
1694 
Epiphany 
1694 
Epiphany 
1694 
Epiphany 
1694 
Epiphany 
1694 
Easter 
1694 
Easter 
1694 
Authority, Group 
or Individual 
concerned with 
Licensing 
County Quarter 
Sessions 
County Quarter 
Sessions 
Occupants of the 
applicants' villages 
53 occupants of 
Ramsden 
1 person 
Details of Licence, Testimonial or Decision 
to Prosecute Unlicensed Traders 
Grant of licences to 6 persons to buy and sell corn. 
Grant of licences to 5 persons who had applied for them, probably to 
buy and sell corn. The licences of 5 others appear to have been 
renewed. 
Testimonials that 4 husbandmen, 1 miller and 1 other person had been 
householders, not servants, in one village for over 3 ye~s; were 
married and over 30 and were fitting persons to be corn badgers. 
Testimonial that a labourer had been a householder for many years; 
was married and over 30 and was fit to be a badger, lader, kidder and 
carrier or buyer of corn, oatmeal and salt, which occupation he had 
carried on for a long time. 
Testimonial that a poor man had formerly carried corn and goods for 
others and sometimes for himself and therefore deserved a licence 
to be a carrier. 
Presumably occupants of Testimonial that a husbandman was of good character and fit to be a 
the applicant's village corn badger. 
5 occupants of the 
applicant's village 
Testimonial that a person had been a householder, not a se7Vant, in 
Wootton for 20 years, was married and over 30 and fit to be a 
licensed corn badger. 
• w 
c.n 
Date 
Epiphany 
1695 
Epiphany 
1749 
Trinity 
1754 
Jun 17 
1757 
Jul 11 
1757 
Jul 11 
1757 
Authority, Group 
or Individual 
concerned with 
Licensing 
County Quarter 
Sessions 
County Quarter 
Sessions 
County Quarter 
Sessions 
Mayor and Justices of 
the Peace of Oxford 
Details of Licence, Testimonial or Decision 
to Prosecute Unlicensed Traders 
Renewal of the badgers' and higglers' licences of 20 persons. It 
would appear that a further 18 either did not wish to renew their 
licences or failed to do so. 
Grant of a licence to a Hook Norton man to be a common higgler, kidder, 
lader, carrier, buyer and seller of butter, cheese, eggs, poultry, 
fish and other dead victuals (except pheasants, hares and partridges) 
in any open market or fair for 1 year. (This document consists of a 
printed form on which were added detalls concerning the individual to 
be licensed). 
Grant of a licence to a Kirtlington man to be a common higgler ••• 
(as Epiphany 1749). 
Announcement that they would be willing to receive informations 
against persons buying corn to resell without being licensed. This 
order was made because it was believed that unlicensed dealers were 
buying corn in Oxford. 
Churchwardens and Testimonials that 3 persons were suita~le to receive licences to buy 
overseers of the parish and sell cheese, butter and bacon. 
of Dorchester. 
Minister, Churchwardens 
and OVerseers of the 
parish of Nuneham 
courtenay 
Testimonial that 1 person was suitable to receive a licence to buy 
and sell corn, cheese and butter. 
...... 
w 
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Numbers of Licences issued to Common Higg1ers, Badgers of Corn and Drovers of Cattle, at Oxford 
County Quarter Sessions 1761-1773 
Sessions 
Easter 1761 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1762 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1763 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 1763 
Epiphany 1764 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1765 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1766 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1767 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michae1mas 
Epiphany 1768 
Easter 
Trinity 
Common Higglers 
6 
9 
11 
16 
9 
12 
11 
12 
12 
14 
8 
16 
17 
11 
10 
24 
19 
9 
15 
22 
23 
21 
85 
26 
20 
12 
28 
19 
24 
16 
Badgers of Corn 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
4 
7 
1 
2 
4 
4 
Drovers of Cattle 
2 
2 
1 
1 
• w 
--.1 
Sessions 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1769 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1770 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1771 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1772 
Easter 
Trinity 
Michaelmas 
Epiphany 1773 
Common Higqlers Badgers of Corn 
23 
19 4 
24 1 
10 2 
18 
24 4 
29 
10 2 
14 
23 2 
21 
16 3 
12 1 
20 2 
23 
12 2 
14 2 
No licences granted. 
Drovers of Cattle 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
.. 
w 
QO 
Table VIII Table to Show the Prosecution and Punishment of the Offences of Forestalling, Engrossing 
and Regrating. cl679-1801 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Epiphany 
and 
Easter 
1679 
Trinity 
1679 
Michael-
mas 
1679 
Easter 
1680 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
Place 
of 
Residence 
2 chandlers Probably 
1 widow Oxford 
currier Probably 
Oxford 
1 chandler Probably 
(although Oxford 
on his case 
were to be 
decided cases 
against a 
number of 
chandlers & 
grocers). 
1 chandler Oxford 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Oxford 
Oxford 
Oxford 
Oxford 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Engrossing Engross-
Bread ing 
Buying & Engross-
selling ing 
beans in 
the same 
market. 
''Buying Engross-
and inq 
selling .. 
Engrossing Engross-
Bread. ing 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
(:sessions 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authoriti.es 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authorities 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authoriti.es 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authoriti.es 
Legal Proceedings. 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Fined 1/- each 
and discharged. 
Fined 1/-
and discharged. 
The indictment was 
removed by a writ 
of certiorari. 
Fined 1/-
and discharged. 
.. 
w 
-
Date of Occupation Place Location Offence 
or Pros- of of of Offender Residence Offence 
ecution 
Easter 1 person Probably Oxford 
1680 Oxford 
Easter 1 widow Probably Oxford 
1680 1 chandler Oxford 
Trinity 1 chandler Probably Oxford 
1680 Oxford 
Epiphany 3 women Probably Oxford 
1684 2 men Oxford 
{2 definite-
ly chandlers) 
Trinity 1 person Probably Oxford 
1695 Oxford 
Epiphany 1 person Probably Oxford 
1696 Oxford 
Nature Definition Court at 
which 
of of 
Offence Offence case was heard 
Engrossing Engross- Oxford 
Bread. ing City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Engrossing Engross- Oxford 
Bread. ing City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Engrossing Engross- Oxford 
Bread. ing City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Engrossing ' Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Fore- Oxford 
stalling City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Regrating Regrating Oxford 
Country City 
Bread. Quarter 
Sessions 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authorities 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authorities 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authorities 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authorities 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authorities 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authorities 
Legal Proceedings. 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Fined 1/-
and discharged. 
Fined 6d each 
and discharged. 
Fined 6d 
and discharged. 
The outcome 
is unclear. 
Discharged, 
paying fees. 
Pleaded guilty bu1 
the outcome of tht 
case is unclear. 
.. 
... 
= 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings . Offence which Authorities 
or Pros - of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
- ·--·-· 
Epiphany 1 person Probably Oxford Regrating Regrating Oxford Probably Found guilty to 
and Oxfor d Bread . City oxford the value of 3d 
Easter Quarter City but upon motion 
1696 Sessions Authorities that the indict-
ment was "naught" 
judgement was 
arrested. 
Easter 1 chandler Oxford Oxford Buying Regrating Oxford Indicted. 
1696 bread County Not a true bill. 
f rom a Quarte r 
baker Sessions 
from 
~"leston-
on-the-
Green 
to resell. 
Easter 3 persons 1 King's Buying & Oxford Offence named in 
1696 Sutton selling County the Grand Jury 
Northants. live cattle, Quarter Presentments. 
2 Bicester contrary to Sessions 
law. 
Epiphany 1 chandler Oxford Oxford Fore- Oxford Probably Found not guilty. 
1696 sta lling City Oxford 
The case and Quarter City 
was delayed Regrating Sessions Authorities 
until Mich-
aelmas 1696 
because the 
man was a 
• serving bailiff. .. 
........ 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings. Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- pf of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punislunent ecution heard Prosecution 
Michael- 1 grocer Oxford Oxford Fore- Oxford Probably Found not guilty. 
mas (a woman) stalling City Oxford 
1696 and Quarter City 
Regrating Sessions Authorities 
Michael- 1 yeoman Headington Heading- Buying & Oxford Pleaded not 
mas ton selling 100 County guilty. 
1697 & sheep " not Quarter Outcome unclear. 
Trinity his own Sessions 
1698 feedingn 
Michael- 12 persons Probably Oxford Engrossing Oxford Probably Discharged. 
mas including Oxford City Oxford 
1698 & 3 mealmen Quarter City 
Epiphany & badgers; Sessions Authorities 
1699 1 baker 
& badger; 
1 farmer; 
1 badger; 
1 mealman. 
Easter 1 corn Probably Oxford Fore- Oxford Pleaded not 
and badger. Oxford stalling City guilty. Di.s-
Trinity 1 other Quarter charged when no 
1699 person. Sessions one appeared to 
prosecute them. 
Easter 1 person Bicester Bicester Buying 4 Regrating Oxford 3 persons Indicted. 
1699 quarters County Not a true bill. 
of corn Quarter 
& reselling Sessions 
l.j of it. 
Jilt 
.. 
N 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Offence 
or Pros- of of of of of 
ecution Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence 
Trinity 1 woman Probably Oxford Fore- Fore-
1704 Oxford stalling stalling 
the 
market. 
Trinity 1 woman Oxford Engross- Engrossing 
1707 ing the 
market. 
Michael- several Oxford Fore-
mas persons stalling 
1707 
1709 1 yeoman Curb ridge Probably Fore- Fore-
Epiphany Witney stalling stalling 
1710 the 
market of 
Witney by 
buying of 
Henry Pea-
cock of 
Asthall 7 
quarters 
of barley 
before the 
market. 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authorities 
Probably 
Oxford 
City 
Authorities 
Legal Proceedings. 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Discharged. 
Fined 2/6 
and discharged. 
Fined 1/- each 
and discharged. 
Indicted. 
Not a true bill. 
• 
-w 
Date of Occupation Place Location Offence 
or Pros- of of of Offender Residence Offence ecution 
Easter 1 miller Stratton Bicester 
and Audley 
Trinity 
1710 
Trinity Fell- Witney Oxford 
1711 monger 
Trinity 1 labourer Probably Oxford 
1712 1 cord- Oxford 
wainer 
6 wives 
5 women 
3 widows 
Trinity 1 labourer Probably Oxford 
1712 2 wives of Oxford 
labourers. 
1 widow 
1 woman 
1 wife of 
a gardener 
Nature Definition 
of of 
Offence Offence 
Buying Regrating 
corn to 
resell. 
Buying 9 Fore-
sheep stalling 
skins 
from an 
Oxford 
butcher 
outside 
the market. 
Regrating Regrating 
garden 
stuff 
and/or 
fruit. 
Regrating Regrating 
garden 
stuff 
and/or 
fruit. 
Court at Persons or 
which Authorities 
case was to undertake 
heard Prosecution 
Oxford Information 
County laid against Quarter him by a 
Sessions constable. 
Oxford 1 person 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Legal Proceedings. 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Indicted. 
Not a true bill. 
Indictment 
quashed for lack 
of evidence. Dis-
charged paying 
their fees. 
Indictment quashed 
for lack of evi-
dence. Discharged 
paying their fees. 
.... 
• 
.... 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings. Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Trinity 3 wives. Probably Oxford Regrating Regrating Oxford Indictment quashed 
1712 Indicted Oxford fish. City Discharged paying 
"with Quarter their fees. 
others" Sessions 
Michael- 1 ma1tster Burford Burford Fore- Fore- Oxford Several of Indicted. 
mas stalling stalling County the inhab- Not a true bill. 
1713 the Quarter itants of 
market Sessions Burford 
of Bur-
ford. 
Easter 1 labourer Oxford Oxford Fore- Oxford Probably Pleaded not 
and 1 person stalling City Oxford guilty and found 
Trinity Quarter City not guilty. 
1718 Sessions Authorities 
Easter 2 wives Oxford Oxford Fore- Oxford Probably Originally pleaded 
and stalling City Oxford guilty but found 
Trinity Quarter City not guilty. 
1718 Sessions Authorities 
Easter 1 person Oxford Oxford Fore- Oxford Probably Found guilty. 
1718 stalling City Oxford Committed for Quarter City 2 months. 
Sessions Authorities 
Trinity 1 labourer Probably Oxford Fore- Oxford No one appeared to 
1722 1 wife of a Oxford stalling City prosecute. Found 
labourer Quarter not gui1 ty and 
1 woman Sessions discharged, paying 
their fees. ~ 
Vt 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition court at Persons or Legal Proceedings. Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
October 1 poulterer Oxford Oxford Probably Fore- (Vice- 1 of the Clerks The Clerk had 
1725 buying stalling Chance- of the Market used force 
poultry llor's against the 
before Court) poulterer. The 
the Vice-Chancellor 
market. therefore 
stopped the case 
going to court 
and pardoned 
the poulterer. 
14 May 2 dealers Brightwell Oxford Fore- Fore- Oxford Discharged from 
1757 stalling stalling County their recog-
Trinity Oxford Quarter nizances. 
1757 Market. Sessions 
14 May 1 poulterer Oxford Oxford Buying Fore- Oxford Indicted. 
1757 12 pig- stalling County Not a true bill. 
Trinity eons as Quarter 
1757 they were Sessions 
being 
brought 
to Oxford 
Market. 
25 June 1 Mealman Caversham, Witney Buying Fore- Oxford 1 individual Indicted. 
& other near at stalling County Not a true bill. 
times. Reading divers Quarter 
Trinity places out Sessions 
1757 of the open 
market or fair 
divers quantities ~ 
of corn and grain ... 
/with the intent to sell the same agiin. 
-
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
Trinity 1 dealer 
1758 
27 April 1 yeoman 
1758 
and 
Trinity 
1758 
Oct 1764 1 person 
Mar 1765 
Pla.ce 
of 
Residence 
Henley 
Witney 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Oxford 
Witney 
Chipping 
Norton 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Deal ing in 
Oxford 
Market 
contrary to 
law. 
Buying Fore-
12 lbs stalling 
of butter 
for 6/- as 
it was 
being brought 
to Witney 
market. 
Buying 
6 live 
fowls 1 
hour 
before 
Fore-
stalling 
the market 
bell was 
rung . 
(Oxford) It was re-
ported that 
the cases 
relating to 
forestalling , 
engrossing & 
regrating had 
been received 
& attention would 
be paid to them. 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Chipping 
Norton 
Court 
Leet 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings . 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
1 dealer from Unclear. 
Brightwell 
Indicted. 
Not a true bill. 
The offence was 
named in the 
presentments. 
• 
• ~
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings. Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of case was to undertake Verdict and 
ecution Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence heard Prosecution Punishment 
May 1765 1 yeoman Burford Holwell Buying Fore- Oxford Indicted. 
Michael- 14 ewes stalling County True bill. 
mas I 14 Quarter 
1765 lambs as Sessions 
they were 
being 
brought to 
Burford to 
be sold in 
the market. 
May 1765 1 yeoman Probably Burford Buying Regrating Oxford 1 person Indicted. 
Michael- Lyneham, 20 (or County True bill. 
mas 1765 near 23)ewes Quarter Pleaded not 
Easter Shipton- I 20 Sessions guilty. Found 
1766 under- lambs in not guilty. 
Trinity Wychwood Burford 
1766 market for 
£24 and re-
selling them 
on the same 
day for £28. 
May 31, 1 higgler Cholsey, Oxford Buying Fore- Oxford 3 labourers Indicted. True 
Trinity Berkshire 100 lbs stalling County bill. Pleaded not 
and of butter, Qua.rter guilty. Withdrew 
Michael- before the Sessions plea and pleaded 
mas 1766 hour at guilty. Fined 
which it 10/-. Imprisoned 
should have for 1 month. 
been sold in 
Oxford market. ... 
QD 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings. Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of to undertake Verdict and Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence case was Punishment ecution heard Prosecution 
Jun 14, 1 "lath Oxford Oxford Buying Fore- Oxford 1 labourer Indicted. 
Trinity render" 24 lbs stalling County True bill. Dis-
and of but- Quarter charged from his 
Michael- ter in Sessions recognizance. 
mas 1766 Oxford 
market 
before the 
bell was 
rung. 
Nov 20 1 higgler Oxford Witney Buying Engrossing Oxford 1 person Indicted. 
1766 6 lbs of County True bill. 
Epiphany butter Quarter Found not guilty. 
and intending Sessions 
Michael- to resell 
mas 1767 it. 
Dec 1767 1 maltster Henley Shiplake Purchasing The Mayor of Outcome unclear. 
16 quarters Henley con-
of barley templated a 
at the barn proseeution 
door. for forestalling. 
Oct 8 1 person Probably Henley Buying 7 Regrating Henley J.S. Girdler Pleaded guilty. 
1795 Henley quarters of Quarter who had paid Fined 5/-. 
Spring wheat for Sessions £20 for inf-
1796 85/- per ormation of quarter and the offence. 
reselling 3 
quarters on 
the same day 
for 100/- per 
• quarter; both 
• transactions 
-
/taking place in Henley Market. 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
4 Sept 
1800 
Michael-
mas 
1800 
Epiphany 
1801 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
1 vict-
ualler 
1 butcher 
1 person 
Oct 1800; 1 person 
Epiphany 
and 
Easter 
1801 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Henley 
Oxford 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Henley 
Oxford 
Oxford 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Buying 7 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
pigs from 
a yeoma.n 
of Rother-
field Peppard, 
as the pigs 
were being 
driven to Hen-
ley market and 
before the 
market bell had 
been rung. 
Regrating 
Regrating 
Court at Persons or 
which Authorities Legal Proceedings. 
case was tc undertake Verdict and Punishment heard Prosecution 
Henley 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 
City 
Quarter 
Sessions 
The offence was 
named in the 
Jury's present-
ments. 
Probably City Both found 
Committee for not guilty. 
Effectuating 
a Reduction 
in the Price 
of Corn and 
other Necessities. 
Probably City 
Committee for 
Effectuating 
a Reduction 
in the Price 
of Corn and 
Pleaded guilty. 
Fined 20/- and 
discharged. 
other Necessities. 
• c.n 
= 
Table IX Table to Display Data on the Enforcement of the Laws on Forestalling, Engrossing and 
Regrating and on Attempts to Protect Local Consumers cl66o-1824 
Authority, Group or 
Date Individual to make 
Regulation 
Nov 1669 Vice-Chancellor 
Oct 1755 Vice-Chancellor and 
Mayor of Oxford 
Nature of Order 
Orders that no butcher, cook or chandler sell tallow to 11 foreigners" 
and that all tallow found at the wharves be seized. 
Order that Oxford market should commence every Wednesday and Saturday 
at 11.00 a.m. when the market bell would be rung. 
Jun 17 
1757 
Mayor and Justices Announcement that many persons were guilty of forestalling, engrossing 
Mar 9 
1765 
May 11 
1765 
c Sept 
27 1766 
c Oct 6 
1766 
of the Peace of Oxford and regrating and that the Mayor and Justices would therefore be 
willing to receive informations against anyone committing these 
offe.nces. 
Woodstock Borough 
Council 
Bicester. 
(Authority not given) 
Oxford Magistrates 
Magistrates of 
Oxford and Thame 
Purchasing a book of laws against forestalling. 
Order that for the convenience of graziers and dealers in cattle, all 
cattle to be sold at the spring markets and fairs were to be pitched 
for sale by 7.00 a.m. 
Announcement by J.O.J. that they could assure the public that the 
magistracy of Oxford intended to prevent forestalling and other 
illegal marketing practices. 
Order that no poultry should be purchased by any higgler or dealer on 
market days until the inhabitants had first been served. The 
inhabitants were given until 4.00 p.m. to make their purchases. 
• U! 
.... 
Date 
Oct 16 
1766 
Dec 4 
1766 
Jan 1768 
De c 12 
1771 
Jan 31 
1772 
Jun 30 
1787 
Authority, Group or 
Individual to make 
Regulation 
Banbury Magistrates 
Chipping Norton 
Common Council 
Mayor of Henley 
Gentlemen of the 
University and 
City of Oxford 
Vice-Chancellor 
Clerks of the ~rket 
in Oxford 
Nature of Order 
Taking measures to prevent forestalling, thereby ensuring that there 
was a large head of cattle at the fair. 
Order that no persons except inhabitants and householders of Chipping 
Norton should be permitted to buy geese, ducks, fowls, butter, cheese 
and other victuals brought into Chipping Norton for sale, on a market 
day, before the market bell had been rung. No inha.bitant being a 
higgler, carrier or other person buying to sell again, was to be 
permiteed to buy before the market bell was rung, at 12 noon. This 
order was made because of complaints that carriers and higglers had 
been buying geese, ducks, fowls, butter, cheese and other victuals 
before they had been brought to the market place for sale a11.d before 
the market bell had been rung. 
Private notice on his determination to prevent forestalling. 
Announcement of their determination to pay for the prosecution of any-
one forestalling, engrossing and regrating in Oxford; it being believed 
that these practices had caused a rise in the price of meat and other 
provisions. 
Order that any persons buying meat, butter, cheese, poultry or any 
other commodity in Oxford market before 9.00 a.m. would be prosecuted 
as forestallers; as would all persons buying any victuals before the 
same had been brought into the public market. This measure was 
reported to have been unsuccessful. 
Announcement that all persons committing the offences of forestalling 
and regrating in Oxford market would be prosecuted. 
.. 
CJt 
N 
Date 
Hay 7 
1795 
J un 30 
1795 
Jul 2 
1795 
Jul a 
1795 
Jul 19 
1795 
Authority, Group or 
Individual t o make 
Regulation 
Nature of Or der 
Oxford Market Committee Order that public notice be given that every butcher, poulterer, 
fishmonger or dealer guilty of the Common Law offences of forestalling, 
engrossing or regrating Oxford market would be prosecuted. Rewards 
were offered to informers. Order that the market for the sale of 
butter, eggs, fish, fowls, ducks and rabbits should commence with the 
ringing· of a market bell at 7.00 a.m. in the Summer and 8.00 a.m. in 
the Winter, and that any person selling before the bell was rung would 
be prosecuted as a forestaller. This followed complaints that butchers, 
poulterers and dealers in butter were regrating, forestalling and 
engrossing. 
1 Justice of the Peace Refusing to allow a baker who had purchased flour in Witney market to 
remove the same to Woodstock. 
Oxford ~..arket 
Committee 
Common Council 
of oxford 
W.E. Taunton. Town 
Clerlc of Oxford and 
Clerk of the Peace 
Order that regrating, having caused an actual increase in the price of 
meat and other commodities in the new market, was to be pubished. 
Rewards of 40/- were offered to informers. This followed complaints 
that the order of May 7 was being ignored; that persons were buying to 
resell in the same market and that, in particular, butchers were buying 
and selling carcases and meat among themselves. 
Order that all persons forestalling, engrossing or regrating any wheat, 
corn or grain in Oxford were to be prosecuted. Rewards were offered to 
informers. Recommendation that all farmers should sell their corn to 
mealmen and bakers only and not to persons buying corn to resell it in 
a raw state . 
Declaration, in a private capacity, that if farmers sold corn to be 
resold they would be made to repent their violation of the law. 
.... 
Cit 
w 
Date 
Sept 3 
1800 
Sept 8 
1800 
Sept 11 
1800 
Authority, Group or 
Individual to make 
Regulation 
Common Council of 
Oxford 
General r.leeting of 
the Inhabitants of 
Oxford 
Committee appointed 
by the General Meeting 
of the Inhabitants of 
Oxford 
Nature of Order 
Order that a subscription be opened for the prosecution of persons 
guilty of forestalling, engrossing or regrating. Order that a general 
meeting of the inhabitants should discuss these subjects and that the 
Corporation would support any measures entered into for repressing 
marketing offences. The l4ayor was to employ a person to watch the 
markets and to inform on anyone committing the offences of fore-
stalling, engrossing and regrating. It was reported that in conse-
quence of the orders the magistrates had begun an investigation of the 
offences committed by forestallers, engrossers and regraters and by 
persons monopolizing corn and buying it to resell, and that they were 
determined to continue their enquiries until the offenders had been 
either punished or forced to give up their practices. 
Agreement that the exorbitant price of corn and other necessities was 
not justified and was the result, largely of the prevalence of fore-
stalling, engrossing and regrating. Order that a subscription be 
opened for the prosecution of marketing offences and that a committee 
be appointed to institute the prosecutions. 
Order that a description of the offences of forestalling, engrossing 
and regrating be published. Agreement that it was illegal for any 
person to buy merchandise in gross to sell again in gross and that 
engrossing a commodity in order to sell it at an unreasonable price 
was an indictable offence, even if the commodity was not in fact 
resold. Agreement that the Committee would work to detect all 
marketing practices which tended to enhance prices and would 
prosecute the offenders. 
• 
'" • 
Date 
Sept 17 
1800 
Sept 22 
1800 
Sept 24 
1800 
Sept 29 
1800 
Oct 9 
1800 
Oct 16 
1800 
Authority, Group or 
Individual to make 
Regulation 
Mayor and Inhabitants 
of Henley 
t-Iayor and Magistrates 
of Woodstock 
Magistrates of the 
University and City 
of Oxford. Vice-
Chancellor and Hayor 
Committee appointed 
by ti~e General Meeting 
of the Inhabitants of 
Oxford 
Bailiffs of the 
Borough of Witney 
~Iagistrates at the 
County Quarter 
Sessions 
Nature of Order 
Agreement to give information to the magistrates on forestallers, 
engrossers and regraters; it being felt that their activities were 
helping to raise prices. 
Warning that all those frequenting the market should guard themselves 
against forestalling, engrossing and regrating or they would risk 
prosecution. 
Announcement that attention would be paid to complaints against persons 
suspected of forestalling, engrossing, regrating or of any other 
ma.rket offences. 
Announcement that the Committee was entering into correspondence with 
similar institutions in other towns in order to bring about by co-
ope~ation the measures best adapted to alleviate distress. 
Warning that all those attending the market should avoid forestalling, 
engrossing and regrating because the authorities were compelled to 
enforce the laws against these offences. 
Agreement that although it was just that corn should be sent to areas of 
shortage, considerable mischief had arisen from the prevalence of 
jobbing, forestalling, engrossing and regrating and that it was there-
fore to be hoped that Parliament would take action to suppress these 
practices. Agreement that the magistrates would try to prevent these 
offences in so far as this was possible under existing laws and would 
start a subscription to cover the cost of prosecutions. Resolution that 
a law to prohibit the re-sale of corn (except in small quantities) 
within a certain distance would be desirable. 
~ 
t.n 
c.n 
Date 
May 24 
1808 
Feb 19 
1824 
Authority, Group or 
Individual to make 
Regulation 
Oxford Market 
Committee 
Oxford Market 
Committee 
Nature of O:r.der 
Order that public notice be given of the Committee's determination to 
suppress forestalling, regrating , and engrossing. The form which this 
notice took was exactly the same as that of May 7 1795. 
Order that every butcher, fishmonger, poulterer , higgler, dealer or 
other person guilty of the Common Law offences of forestalling and 
regra~ing would be prosecuted; that a reward of 40/- would be offered 
for information leading to a conviction, and that any person renting a 
shop or stall in the market and committing such offence would be given 
notice to leave his shop and not allowed to rent another. The handbill 
of 1808 appears to have been reissued with certain alterations, notably 
it was declared that a bell was rung to announce the opening of the 
market and persons would be prosecuted for trading before it was rung 
and that offenders would be evicted. This followed the discovery that 
forestalling and r egrating had much increased. 
~ 
c.n 
Ch 
(l) 
'!'able X Table to Show the Prosecution and Punishment of Miscellaneous Marketing Offences cl679-1801 
Date of Occupation Place Location Offence 
or Pros- of of of Offender Residence Offence ecution 
Failure to Exercise Office 
Oct 1708 2 flesh Henley Henley 
tasters; 
1 ale-
taster; 
1 leather 
sealer. 
Apr 1712 Member Henley Henley 
of the 
Leet 
Jury 
Oct 1712 2 members Henley Henley 
of the 
Leet 
Jury 
Nature Definition 
of of 
Offence Offence 
Failing to 
appear at 
the Court 
· Leet to make 
their pres-
entments and 
to notify the 
Court of their 
successors. 
Failing to 
accompany the 
rest of the 
Jury to test 
the weights & 
measures & make 
the presentments. 
Failing to 
accompany the 
rest of the 
Jury to test 
the weights & 
measures & make 
the ptesentments. 
Court at 
which 
case Tttas 
heard 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Henley 
Court 
Leet 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Legal Proceedings . 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Fined 3/4 each. 
Fined 6/8. 
Fined 6/8 each. 
• c.n 
___, 
Date of Occupation Place Location Nature Definition Court at Persons or Legal Proceedings Offence which Authorities 
or Pros- of of of of of case was to undertake Verdict and 
ecution Offender Residence Offence Offence Offence heard Prosecution Punishment 
Oct 1713 2 members Henley Henley Failing to Henley Fined 6/8 each. 
of the accompany the Court 
Leet Jury rest of the Leet 
Jury to test 
the weights & 
measures & make 
the presentments. 
1717 2 persons Witney Witney Failing to Witney The offence was 
exercise the Borough named in the Jury 
office after Court presentments. 
having been Fined 5/- each. 
appointed Clerks 
of the Market. 
Oct 1790 Clerks of Chipping Chipping Failing to Chipping The offence was 
the Market Norton Norton attend the Norton named in the Jury 
for 1789- Court with Court Baron presentments. 
1790 their and View of 
presentments- Frankpeedge 
(2) Offences connected with the Sabbath 
Trinity 1 carrier Bicester Travelling Oxford The offence was 
1715 with his County named in the Jury 
waggon on Quarter presentments. 
Sabbath days- Sessions 
Trinity 1 person Bicester Probably Constantly Oxford The offence was 
1715 Bicester selling wares County named in the Jury 
on Sabbath days. Quarter presentments. 
Sessions ~ 
QO 
(3) 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Trinity 
and 
r·1ichael-
mas 1715 
Other 
Michael-
mas 1699 
Occupation 
of 
Offender 
1 butcher 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Bicester 
2 labourers 1 Cowley 
1 Head-
ington 
Location 
of 
Offence 
Probably 
Bicester 
Heading-
ton 
Oct 1746 4 butchers 1 Woodstock Oxford 
1 Garsington 
6 Oct 1 yeoman 
1749 
and 
Epiphany 
1750 
1 Cowley 
1 Oxford 
County of Bicester 
Brecon 
Nature 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Exercising 
the trade of 
a butcher on 
Sabbath days. 
Acting as 
conunon dealers 
in hares and 
rabbits. 
Exposing to 
sale several 
calves' skins 
which had been 
gashed. 
Driving 3 lean 
oxen & 1 lean 
cow from Wales 
to Bicester & 
offering them 
for sale in 
Bicester market 
without having 
obtained a certi-
ficate demanded 
under Order in 
Council for pre-
venting cattle 
distemper. 
Court at Persons or 
which Authorities 
case was to undertake 
heard Prosecution 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Oxford 1 person 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Alderman's 
Court Leet, 
Oxford 
Legal Proceedings 
Verdict and 
Punishment 
Indicted. True 
bill. Submitted 
and fined 3/4. 
Indicted. 
True bill. 
The offence was 
named in the 
presentments. 
The offence An infor- Fined £40. 
was heard rnation was 
before 1 laid against 
Justice of him by the 
the Peace. Constable of 
The certi- Bicester 
ficate was Market End. 
lodged among 
the papers 
of the County 
Quarter 
Sessions. 
.. 
-~-v'f 
• 
Date of 
Offence 
or Pros-
ecution 
Occupa tion 
of 
Offender 
l-1ar 1796 1 person 
Aug 26 
1300 
and 
Michael-
mas 1300 
1 person 
1 yeoman 
Place 
of 
Residence 
Shilton, 
Berks. 
L6cation 
of 
Offence 
Oxford 
Bampton 
Fair 
Na'ture 
of 
Offence 
Definition 
of 
Offence 
Selling 
butter on 
the market 
day outside 
the market 
and "at an 
advanced 
price". 
1 for Conspiracy 
offering to enhance 
1 load of the price 
wheat for of wheat. 
sale for 
£35 but 
then being 
persuaded 
not to 
accept less 
than £40. 
The other for 
persuading him 
not to accept 
less than £40. 
Court at 
which 
case was 
heard 
Persons or 
Authorities 
to undertake 
Prosecution 
Probably 
(Vice-) 
Chancell-
or's Court. 
convicted 
before the 
Pro Vice-
Chancellor. 
Oxford 
County 
Quarter 
Sessions 
Legal Proceedings. 
Verdict and 
Punislunent 
Fined 40/-. 
Indicted . 
Not a true bill. 
• 
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Table XI Table to Display Data on the Setting of the Assize of Provisions and on Attempts to 
Influence Price Levels cl67Q-l800 
Date 
Mar 12 
1681 
1688 
1699 
i714 
Authority, Group or 
Individual to make Nature of Order 
Regulation 
Vice-Chancellor Setting of the prices of provisions, which prices all sellers were 
required not to exceed. The provisions, the prices of which were 
fixed in this way were best and second best butter and cheese per 
pound; eggs per ~ dozen; best and second best capons, chickens and 
rabbits per couple; pullets, pigeons, ducks, geese and turkies per 
couple; fat pigs; best and second best beef per stone; best and second 
best wether mutton and veal per pound; lamb, bacon and rib bacon per 
pound and tallow and cotton candles per pound. The maximum prices 
which might be charged by keepers of inns and livery stables for hay 
and litter, and oats and beans per bushel were also fixed. 
Vice-Chancellor Setting of the prices of provisions, as March 12 1681. The actual 
prices were written in on a printed form, which may suggest that the 
fixing of prices in this way took place regularly. It is possible, 
although not certain, that one of these maximum price lists was 
issued in 1722. 
"Water Baily" Oxford Order on the size in inches of 8 types of freshwater fish to be sold 
in the market. 
Setting of the Assize of Fish, that is order on the size in inches 
which all freshwater and sea fish sold in markets were required to 
exceed. 
Included in a book of 
regulations made or 
enforced by the Univ-
ersity authorities but 
it is not clear if this 
particular regulation 
was enforced. 
• 
• .... 
Date 
Oct 7 
1766 
Mar 28 
1772 
Oct 30 
1795 
Nov 27 
1797 
Sept 3 
1800 
Sept 11 
1800 
Sept 15 
1800 
st8ools 
Authority, Group or 
Individual to make 
Regulation 
County Quarter 
Sessions 
Mayor of Oxford 
Common Council 
of Oxford 
Oxford Market 
Committee 
Common Council 
of Oxford 
Mayor of Banbury 
Meeting of the 
Inhabitants of 
Banbury 
K~~au!Roaaeof 
Banbury 
Nature of Order 
Recommendation that all persons thresh out and take their corn to 
market and sell it at a reasonable price. 
Announcement of a public meeting to consider what measures might be 
taken to reduce the exorbitant price of provisions. 
Appointment of a Committee ao draw up and send instructions to the 
City's Members of Parliament on the high price of corn. 
Order that, as the butchers with stalls in the new market were selling 
their meat at a higher price than it bore anywhere else in the neigh-
bourhood and there was no reason for this, they should reduce their 
prices. The Committee declared that they expected the reduction to 
take place on the following Saturday. 
Order that the inhabitants of Oxford be recommended to abstain from 
the use of butter while its price remained high. 
Order that a meeting of the inhabitants of Banbury and neighbouring 
farmers be held to take into consideration the high prices of 
provisions and to propose legal methods of reducing them. 
Agreement that neighbouring farmers be requested to bring their corn and 
other produce to market on a regular basis and at as reasonable prices 
as they could afford. 
Agreement to sell wheat in Banbury at 10/- per bushel. 
• .. 
1\: 
Date 
Sept 17 
1800 
Authority, Group or 
Individual to make 
Regulation 
Mayor and Inhabitants 
of Henley 
Nature of Order 
Agreement to abstain from purchasing butter until it had fallen to 
13d or under in price. 
c Sept Magistrates of Witney, Order that the farmers meet together in order to think of a method 
22 1800 acting on the instruc- of reducing the price of corn. 
Sept 24 
1800 
Oct 16 
1800 
tions of rioters 
Magistrates of the 
University and City 
of Oxford. 
Vice-Chancellor and 
Mayor. 
Magistrates at County 
Quarter Sessions 
Recommendation that farmers, who would be protected when attending the 
market, should attend with as ample a supply of corn as they could 
bring and which they should offer on as reasonable terms as they 
could afford. 
Agreement that if tenant farmers continued to require very high prices 
for corn it might prove necessary to introduce corn rents. 
.a. 
«» 
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Table XII Table to Display Data on the Setting of the Assizes of Ale and Wine cl67o-1800 
Authority, Group or 
Date Individual to make 
Regulation 
Feb 1674 Vice-Chancellor 
Jun 1676 Vice-Chancellor 
Mar 1683 Vice-Chancellor 
Jan 9 Vice-Chancellor 
1693 
May 7 Vice-Chancellor 
1700 
Jul 7 Vice-Chancellor 
1701 
Nov 1701 Vice-Chancellor 
Nature of Order 
Order that the price of Canary and certain other ~.-rines be reduced from 
2/2 to 2/- per quart and French wines from 1/1 to 1/- per quart. 
Order that brewers should obey the Assize of Ale, which would be 
set periodically. 
Order that the price of ale be reduced from its present price of 3d 
per quart. 
Setting of the Assize of Ale. Malt was selling at approximately 24/-
per quarter; therefore the price of double beer was to be 10/- per 
barrel and ale 5/4 per quarter. The price of middle beer remained 
as before. 
Setting of the Assize of Ale. Malt was selling at approximately 28/-
per quarter but prices were to be as Jan. 9 1693. 
Setting of the Assize of Wine. Order that no French wines be sold 
before they had been tested by the Vice-Chaacellor or his deputy. 
Orders that no brewer was to sell double beer or ale for more than 10/-
per barrel and that no victualler, alehouse-keeper or retailer of ale 
or beer was to sell double beer or ale for more than 2d per quart. 
The Order of July 1701 had been evaded; therefore new regulations were 
issued. The Assize of Wine was set again and an order made that any 
vintner wishing to sell wines, not mentioned, should have them tested 
first, and a price for them fixed. The regulations on beer and ale 
were repeated; it being claimed that they were designed to reduce the 
strength of the beer. 
• G") 
• 
Au~hority, Group or 
Date Individual to make 
Regulation 
Jun 1676 Vice-Chancellor 
Nature of Order 
Order that brewers should produce good and wholesome beer and ale. 
The order was made after complaints had been received that the 
brewers were producing beer and ale of inferior quality. 
Nov 18 
1766 
Woodstock Town Council Order that any butcher urinating in the shambles would be fined 2/6. 
Sept 12 
1800 
Committee appointed by Agree~ent to prosecute any baker selling bread unfit for use and 
the General Meeting of containing improper ingredients. 
the Inhabitants of 
Oxford 
(3) Other 
Feb 1663 Vice-Chancellor 
May 6 Vice-Chancellor 
1693 & 
other 
Wednes-
days 
including 
Sept 15 
1694 
Apr 8 
1795 
Mayor of woodstock 
Grant to a butcher of a licence to kill and sell "flesh'' to persons 
licensed to eat meat during Lent. 
Announcement that by royal proclamation fasts were to be observed 
every second Wednesday of every month and that in the weeks in which 
the fasts took place the market was to be held on Tuesdays. 
Announcement of a reward of 2 guineas to anyone offering for sale and 
selling in Woodstock market on June 30 in quantities not exceeding 1 
bushel per purchaser, 4 quarters of potatoes. Smaller rewards were 
offered to those selling potatoes in later weeks. 
• .., 
• 
Chapter VII The Oxfordshire Food Riot• 1693-1800 
Throughout this thesis it has been indicated that the 
details of food riots, that is riots brought about by high 
prices(l), food shortages and hunger( 2) and crowd antagonism 
towards illegal or antisocial marketing practices()) can be 
used to illustrate many aspects of marketing history and 
that, while such disturbances tended to occur in periods 
when the food supply and marketing situation was abnormal, 
an analysis of the actions and attitudes of the crowd can 
nevertheless provide much evidence on normal dietary habits 
and marketing practices. Thus, the growth of crowd interest 
in corn derivativee has been used as evidence of the 
transition from wheat to bread purchasing by the consumer 
and an examination of the other commodities appropriated in 
riots might be used to indicate the role of such foodstuffs 
as meat and butter in the diet of the labouring classes and 
hence provide data on changes in the standard of living and 
dietary expectations of the poor. (4) Again, it has been 
shown that an analysis of the location of riots may provide 
(1) The relationship between grain prices and rioting has been 
discussed very fully in other works. 
See, for example, J.H. Bohstedt Qp.cit. Pp.S0-92, 131-141. 
Graphs have been produced to illustrate the relationship 
between price trends and riots in Oxfordshire. 
4&7'· 
(2) For a discussion of the role of hunger as a cause of rioting 
see D.E. Williams, "Were 'Hunger• Rioter• Really Hungry? 
Some Demographic Evidence" in P. and P. No. 71 (May 1976) -
No attempt has been made to examine this subject for 
Oxfordshire. 
(l) The possibility that this may have been the sole cause of 
rioting is discussed in relation to the Burford riot of 1713. 
(4) An examination of the different commoditie s seized in the riots 
of the second half of the eighteenth century may also provide 
evidence on the relative severity of the various late eighteenth 
century dearths. Thus, it would seem likely that the poor were 
experiencing a greater degree of suffering in years in which 
they seized corn alone than in those in which they seized 
groceries also, and this may suggest the dearth of 1795 to have 
been relatively more severe than those of 1766 and 1800. 
much evidence on the centres of private marketing, inns and 
wharves, for example. Moreover, as it would appear likely 
that the period of transition from one mode of conducting 
business, for example bulk selling to another, in this case 
sample selling, would have been the period during which 
most opposition to the new development would have revealed 
itself, a study of the particular grievances of the crowd 
in the various riot years, may help to date the introduction 
of new marketing techniques. Finally, a study of the 
crowd's demands for the enforcement of consumer orientated 
regulations, given that rioters tended to make demands which 
it ~as, in fact, possible for the authorities to realize, 
can enable one to build up a picture of the regulations 
which were still being enforced in the eighteenth century 
or the enforcement of which had ceased relatively recently 
and which were still, to some degree at least, enforceable. 
Here, therefore, we shall offer a descriptive account of 
the Oxfordshire food riots, both to provide the details of 
the incidents which have been used to illustrate points 
made throughout this study, and to use as a framework in 
which to place other conclusions on marketing and the 
attitude of the public to markets and trade. 
The first Oxfordshire food riot in the period under 
discussion occurred in Oxford in 1693. Thus, on 29 April 
1693 Anthony Wood recorded in his diary that, 
•the poore in Oxford by clamoring 
brought the price of corn from 
9s to 6s 2d,• 
and that the following Saturday the Mayor had to quiet a 
crowd of poor women in the market who were, 
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"clamoring again at the price of 
come; pelting millers, mealmen, 
bakers etc with stones."(S) 
In November of the same year corn being moved through Banbury 
and Chipping Norton was seized and distributed among the 
rioters(G) and Anthony Wood reporting a similar incident at 
Charlbury, added that the crowd in all 3 towns took the corn, 
"as it was carrying away by the 
ingrossers, saying they were resolved 
to put the law in execution since the 
magistrates neglected it.n(7) 
Although shortages of food and high prices were a 
recurring problem during the 2 decades following 1693, no 
further riot occurred in Oxfordshire until 1713, when an 
isolated disturbance took place at Burford. The exact 
chronology of this riot is difficult to establish, but 
rioting would seem to have broken out in late July in 
response to the apparently illegal purchase of a large 
quantity of corn by George Sperinke, a maltster. On July 30 
Henry Watts was said to have beaten a drum to call together 
(5) Ed. A. Clark, "The Life and Times of Anthony Wood" ••• 
Vol.III Pp.421, 422. Of those recorded to have been 
purchasing wheat in Oxford market on April 29 and May 6, 
6 were bakers, 1 a baker and badger, 1 a mealman and 
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badger and another, in view of the fact that he was presented 
for engrossing in 1699, was probably also a badger. 2 persons 
were mentioned to have attended the market on both days, 
suggesting that they were not greatly intLmidated by the crowd. 
(6) Ed. W.J. Hardy Calendar of State Papers: Domestic Series 
Of the Reiqn of liilliam and Maey, 1693 (1903) P. 397. 
(7) Ed. A. Clark, "The Life and Times of Anthony t"lood" ••• 
Vol.III P.434. 
a riotous assembly and rioting occurred on 2 and 3 Auguat 
when Sperinke's wife was assaulted and 5 loads of wheat 
purchased by Sperinke were seized and distributed among 
the rioters. (S) 
This disturbance is possibly unique among the Oxford-
shire riots in that it is the only one which may actually 
not have been price-related. Thus, although W.G. Hoskins 
suggests that the harvest of 1713 was bad(9), that of 1712 
had apparently been average(lO) and at Lady Day 1713 the 
price of wheat in Oxford was only 4/8 per bushel. If, as 
is possible, the prices in Burford in July were rising in 
anticipation of the poor harvest(ll) then this riot might 
be price-related. However, one can say, albeit with an 
btportant resetvation<12> that Sperinke had apparently paid 
<8) Q·~;...J!~~les Michaelmas 1713. 
<91 It was not, however, as bad as the harvests preceding the 
crises of 1727-28, 1740 and 1756-57. 
( lO) vl. G. Hoskins, "Harvest Fluctuations and English Economic 
History 1620-1759,• in A.H.R. Vol.l6 (1968) P.16. 
(ll) Thus, in Letters from Stewards of Estates I 1713-1764 Ms 
North d 2 P.l we find a letter written in April 1713 
suggesting that the bad spring was causing an advance 
in corn prices. 
( ll) ··~l'he reservation is that the value of the wheat is recorded 
only in the indictment of the rioters and there is evidence 
that the value of corn taken in a riot might not be stated 
accurately in indictments. Thus, in 1757, the Oxford 
rioters \>lere charged with stealing wheat valued at 5/-
per bushel; the alleged theft ha·iTing taken place on a day 
on which we know that wheat in Oxford market was, in fact, 
costing in excess of 9/- per bushel. 
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a mere 4/5 per bushel for the wheat which must lead one to 
question whether an interpretation of this riot in terms 
of high prices could be valid. The riot would therefore 
appear to suggest 1 of 2 things: Firstly that the presence 
of one large-scale purchaser in a small market town might 
have led to serious supply difficulties and that the 
disturbance may therefore have been precipitated by fears 
of local shortages and the effect which this would have 
upon prices<13), or alternatively that the crowd might 
actually have been sufficiently concerned about marketing 
practices to have rioted simply in response to the fact 
that Sperinke was thought to be an unlicensed badger and 
a forestaller. Evidence to support the latter hypothesis 
can perhaps be found in the relatively high status of a 
number of those reported to have taken part in this riot.<14) 
The next outbreak of rioting in OXfordshire, for which 
evidence has been found, occurred in a year of indisputably 
high wheat prices, 1757. On April 23 J.o.J. reported that 
the previous Saturday 2 loads of wheat, believed to have 
been illegaRy bought up, had been appropriated by a crowd 
in Bicester and distributed in the market place. (l5) Arrests 
followed and on April 28 2 men and 2 women were taken to 
the County Gaol charged with rioting and feloniously taking 
away 11 or 12 quarters of wheat from the kiln house of Mary 
(l3 ) R.B. Westerfield qp.cit. P.l49 mentions the way in which 
the large-scale purchases of the engrosser meant he was 
able almost to fix prices. 
(l4) See Table I. 
(15) J.O.J. Apr. 23 1757 No.208. 
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Table I Recorded Occupations of Food Rioters 1693-1800. 
A number iddicates that a specific 
particular occupational group were 
involvement in a riot. 
A I indicates that an occupational 
number of persons of a 
mentioned for their 
group was mentioned. 
Date OCcupation 1693 1713 1757 1766 1795 1800 
Bargeman 
Blacksmith 
Blanketweaver 
Carpenter 
Clothier 
Fuller 
Gardener 
Glover 
!..t"Wourer 
Mason 
Ostler 
· r•lwnber/Glazier 
sawyer 
Servant 
Shag worker 
Stocking weaver 
Tailor 
Victualler 
Weaver 
Woolcomber 
Yeoraan(l) 
Widow 
\iife of fisherman 
Wife of labourer 
Wife of victualler 
Women 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
4 
l 
1 
l 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
6 
2 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
Ill 
1 
l 
1 
1 
4 
l 
2 
(1) The recOgnizance from which this occupation is taken is 
a little unclear, in that, although it refers to a John 
Capel, yeoman, being indebted in the sum of £80 and the 
condition of the recognizance being that a John Capel 
answer an indictment for riot, in a note written under-
neath reference is made to both John Capel the elder and 
the younger. It seems, therefore, possible that John 
Capel, the yeoman, was the father of the rioter, especially 
in view of the fact that it would have been exceptionally 
unusual for a yeoman to have been involved in food rioting. 
Assi 5:121 Oxfordshire Lent Assizes 1801. 
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Lambourne of Bicester and 31 bushels of beans from the 
waggon of Christopher Cook on Wroxton Heath. Cl 6) An attempt 
was made by the still disturbed population to rescue the 
prisoners<17) but it failed and by the time of the Trinity 
Quarter Sessions 4 men and 4 women were apparently awaiting 
trial for taking part in the riots. (l8) At the Oxfordshire 
Summer Assizes Elizabeth Rolph and Richard Hardbeard were 
sentenced to transportation for 7 years and Richard Grimsley 
sentenced to be whipped for seizing wheat belonging to 
Nathan Hyrry, miller of Aynho, Northamptonshire, from Mary 
Lambourne' s kiln house And Thomas Tompkins and Thomas !>targets 
were transported for 7 years and Mary Adams branded for the 
seizure of Cook's beans. (lg) The incident was not closed 
until 1759, when John Freeman, who had absconded after the 
Bicester riots, was captured. (20) At the Oxfordshire Lent 
Assizes he was found not guilty of cooperating with 40 other 
persons in the theft of 88 bushels of Myrry's wheat. <21) 
(16) J.O.J. Apr. 30 1757 No.209. 
(l7) ~ May 2 1757 Vol.XXXVIII No.S. 
<18) g.s. · ~418a Trinity 1757. The spelling of the names of 
prisoners has been taken from these records. 
(lg) J.O.J. Jul. 23 1757 No.22l. The report in J.O.J. of the 
trial of the Bicester rioters also mentions the seizure 
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of pease from Cook but no reference to pease occurs elsewhere. 
(20) J.O.J. Jan. 20 1759 No.299. 
(2l) Assi 5:79 Oxfordshire Lent Assizes. Indictment of John 
Freeman. It was the wife of John Freeman who, in December 
1757, was responsible for bringing about a conviction for 
an assize of bread offence. It is perhaps not coincidental 
that there was an upsurge ln prosecutions under the assize 
of bread in Ploughley Hundred, of which Bicester was a 
part, after these riots. 
Returning to 1757, rioting erupted again in June. On 
June 13 wheat destined for London was seized from a barge 
at Abingdon( 22 ) and comments made by an inhabitant of 
Dorchester in Oxfordshire suggest that the entire area 
adjacent to the Thames may have been experiencing disturbances: 
"There has been great rioting with us, 
particularly at Abingdon six miles from 
us. It began on Monday last by the mob 
taking away wheat and flour and continued 
until Thursday, when the military power 
\o~ere obliged to be called in from Walling-
ford to suppress the rioters.•<23> 
Rioting in Oxford flared up on June 15, in response to 
the fact that the markets held on both that day and the 
Qr ev i ous Saturday had witnessed heavy purchasing by dealers, 
suspected to have made secret agreements with the farmers. 
The f irst move made by the crowd was to stop a waggon outside 
Trinity College and, alleging that the wheat the waggon 
contained had been illegally bought by sample, to share out 
the contents. They then seized 2 more loads of wheat from 
~~e Kin~ ' s H~a1 Inn and, at the sound of a horn, went on 
firstly to the Star and s econdly to the Mitre, at both of 
which i nns they obtained agreements from the landlords that 
no grain would be removed unless the owners were able to 
prove that they had stored it legally. When the Mayor came 
(22) J.O.J. Jun. 18 1757 No.216. 
(23) O.G.R. ~·1 . Jun. 27 1757 No.608. 
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to dispersG the crowd, the leaders agreed to accompany him 
to the Tm·T:J. Clerk's Office to discuss their grievances. 
While there, however, they heard that a large quantity of 
wheat/ preswaably destined ultimately for Londor., was at 
the: \'Tharf and going there they seized 15 loads, the property 
of different dealers. Similar action at the wharf the 
follO\'Ting day led to the arrest of several of the rioters. 
Hilliam Best, on being taken, gave evidence against 28 of 
those involved but, in spite of this, he and another prisoner 
were rescued by the crowd. (24 > 
Although no new disturbances were to occur in Oxford 
t.l"le repercussions of these riots \<Tere to be felt for many 
months. On June 25 it was reported that John Green (alias 
Gunstone) had been taken to the County Caol accused of 
l eading the riots and that a paper had been found at Carfax 
on June 22 threatening that David Collins, one of the City 
Bailiffs, would be killed and his house burnt down if Green 
were not released. (2S) In fact, John Green and another 
rioter, James Carter, were taken to be tried with the 
Abingdon rioters, at the Berkshire Summer Assizes in Reading. 
There both ~~re fotmd guilty on several indictments for 
felo~iously stealing wheat from thg granary of Sarah Panting, 
s pinste r and sentenced to transportation for 7 years. The 
prosecutions were instigated by t he mealmen, whose wheat 
had been stored at the granary, notably Aaron Wooster of 
lfigh Wycombe, Buckinghamshire; Samuel Harding of Taplow, 
(24) J.O.J. Jun. 18 1757 No.216. 
(25) J.O.J. Jun. 25 1757 No.217. 
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Duckinghamshire; and Thomas Hillats of Caversha.m , Oxford-
~hire, all o£ \·1~1om, given their places of residence, were 
likely to have been engaged in the London trade. <26 > 
J.O.J., concerned that the prosecutions were being carried 
on by the dealers, believed t hat Scraggy Parker, Charles 
Dossom, 2 or more of the Bests and 2 more Carters, against 
whom evidence appeared at the trial, 
''will be wise enough to abscond; whereby 
they may have an Opportunity of of {sic) 
c husing their own Travels, and thereby 
escape the Efforts of all future 
Resentraent."<27 > 
From the fact that Charles Bossom, a bargeman, was apprehended 
i n Lonuon it would appear that this is what they did. (28> At 
t he Berkshire Lent Assizes in 1758 he was found not guilty of 
stealing wheat. <29 ) 
The only other known disturbance of 1757, a price-fixing 
riot, occurred at Thame where "the country people" refused to 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
J.O.J. Jul . 16 1757 No.220. 
Assi 5:77 Berkshire Summer Assizes 
Aaron ~·looster and Samuel Uarding. 
Green and James Carter. 
J.O.J. Jul. 23 1757 No.221 . 
J.O.J. Feb. 11 1758 No.2SO. 
1757 Recognizances of 
Indictments of John 
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(29) In J.O.J. it was declared that Bossom was charged, upon the 
oaths of Thomas W1llats and John Cade, with stealing 20 
~arters of wheat, their property. 
However, according to the recognizance of Thomas Willats, 
it appears that Bossom was to be charged with stealing 20 
quarters of wheat from Willats alone. In fact, he was 
indicted solely for stealing 20 bushels of wheat from 
Sarah Panting. 
Assi 5:78 Berkshire Lent Assizes 1758. 
give r .• ore than 4/- per bushel for wheat offered to them at 
G/-. ()O) There were also rlliaours in July that a "rr.ob" had 
gathereu at or ncar Hitney \-lith the intention of seizing all 
the corn and butter to be brought to the town's oarket for 
sal e . These rumours were, however, denied ~trenuously . <31) 
Dltring t he next year of very high wheat prices , 1766, 
rioting was even r.\ore widespread. 
In the follo;.Jing account of the disturbances only those 
which actually occurred in Oxfordshire will be discussed. 
However , it ahould be pointed out that the Oxfordshire riots 
did not occur in isolation. In particular, t he parts of 
~erkahire adjacent to Oxfor d were greatly disturbed and 
there i s evidence of involvement by people from Oxfordshire 
i n t he ~ctivities of t he Regulators, \olhose price- fixing 
I'tOVeJQcnt took place in t!le Thames Valley. Thus, in April 
1768, vli lliam Morris, formerly of Oxford, \'Tho was well known, 
"by being at the Head of t he Hob who 
called themselves the Regulators," 
"'as reported to have drowned while drunk. ( 32 ) His body was 
recove r ed, by accident, a fortnight later, his relations being 
"in very indigent Circur.lstances , " 
and ti1erefore unable to af6ord to look f or it. <33) Not only 
41i 
does t!1is establish a link between Oxford and Berkshire rioting <34) 
(30) J. Dunkin Collection for Oxfordshire Vol.IV P.2ll Dep.d.74. 
(31) 
(32t 
(33) 
(34) 
J . O.J. Jul. 2 1757 No.218. 
J·. o • .; • .l\pr. 23 1768 No. 782 . 
J.O.J. Hay 7 1768 No.784. 
A full account of the Thames Valley riots is given by 
D.E. Williams Qp.cit. Pp.226-240. 
Williams also suggests a link between rioting in Gloucester-
shire and Oxfordshire, indicating that the Oxford riots may 
have been instigated in part by individuals who had taken part 
in the •great march" from Minchinhampton to Lechlade. 
Ibid. P.S9. 
but offers an ex~nple of continuity between tl1e 1757 and 
1766 riots~ :1orrio vras J.-..nO\tm as Young Guns tone after John 
Green 'i.·rho ~ad ac<iuirad the nickname Gunstone in 1757. 
The first incident to occur in Oxfordshire in 1766 was 
on Septe11JJer 13 when an "insurrection" over the high price 
of corn ;,.ms apparently threatened l.>y the 'k'li tney blanket 
vleavers. A disturbance -v1as averted by the farmers agreeing 
to lower prices(JS) and serious rioting did not occur until 
September 23 and then at Oxford, where fears over the continued 
exporaation of grain at a time of rising prices provided the 
background. 
On the evening of the twentythird a waggon, being sent 
secretly, late at night from Holyvrell Hill, was stopped and 
some o£ th~ bags of flour it contained cut open. The following 
evening ;:u(~n , women and children visited Holywell Hill, 
removcc.l 120 sacks of flour and distributed it at Carfax. 
The Castle 2·1ills vlere also visited but finding little grain 
-t:.he crowd l eft quietly and at Osney Mill too no damage was 
done ns the m·rner agreed that the wheat there would be 
carried to the market place the following morning and sold 
at 5/- 11er bus;1el. After the sale of this t·rheat had been 
complet~d, \'/heat and flour found at the City's inns were 
also sold for 5/- per bushel; the poor being served £irst 
and ~1en the bakers, who had to agree, however, that they 
\'lOUld then sell 12 pounds of household bread for 1/-. ( 36 ) 
Dealers in groceries were the next to be compelled to reduce 
(35) Aris 's Birmin2ham Gazette Sept. 15 1766 Vol.XXV No.l295. 
<36 ) This provides another illustration of the preparedness of 
the Oxford poor to eat brown bread. 
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their prices; the crowd insisting on a reduction in the 
price of bacon from 8d or 9d per pound to 6d; butter from 
8d or 9d to 6d; cheese from 4~d to 2~d; candles from 7~d 
to 6d, and soap from 6~d to 6d. The following day the 
price of butter, brought into Oxford market for sale, was 
fixed at 6d per pound, but roll butter belonging to Mr. 
Butler, a London waggoner, was sold at 4d per pound; the 
lower price presumably determined by the fact that the 
removal of commodities from the County in a period of 
dearth was considered to have been more reprehensible 
than the mere charging of high prices. It was, in fact, 
reported that no provisions were to be permitted to be 
sent to London. From butter, the crowd turned their attention 
to other con~odities - the price of ducks and chickens being 
fixed at 16d per couple and that of freshwater fish being 
reduced. At this stage the magistrates waraed the rioters 
of the illegality of their actions and, although the warning 
did not prevent a crowd awaiting the return of cheese waggons 
from Burford fair and compelling the owners to sell the cheese 
at 2~d per pound <37>, this was to be the l ast incident in the 
OXford riots. (JS) The severity of the rioting attracted the 
attention of the Earl of Shelburne, who request ed that the 
Mayor of Oxford send him details of the examinations of those 
committed for the disturbances in order that they might be 
(JS) The account of the riots is from J. O.J. Sept. 27 1766 
No.7oo. 
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laid before the king. <39 > 
~'wo important points emerge f~om this study of the 
Oxford riots. Firstly, it is possible that those who 
regulated the price of groceries in the City may have been 
influenced by the fact ~;at the Vice-Chancellor had, in 
the 1680's, issued lists of maximum commodity prices. 
Thus, the only groceries regulated in price by the crowd 
but not on the Vice-Chancellor's lists were aoap and fish 
and, over fish , one may note that there io a possibility 
that an assize of fish had been in operation in the City 
in the early eighteenth century. Moreover, Table I I 
illustrates the exi3tence of a partial correlation between 
the prices fixed by the Vice-Chancellor and the crowd. 
Commodity 
Butter per pound 
Chees ~ per .i.'ound 
Bacon per pound 
Coupl& of chickens 
Candles 
Table II 
Prices fixed by the Prices fixed by 
Vice-Chancellor 1680 the Crowd 1766 
Best 6d 6d 
2d 21d 
Rib Bacon 6d 6d 
1/4 1/4 
4d 6d 
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This may suggest that f ormer regulations did very often live on 
in popular ~temory, although it is actually possible that in this 
particular case popular memory may have been aided by the fact 
that copies of the Vice-Chancellor's lists \'tere extant in the 
City. <40> Secondly, it would appear that the rioters may have 
In fact, although a spacial commission at Reading tried 
Berkshire rioters, no commission was established to try 
Oxfordshire rioters. 
D. E. ~'lilliams ~.cit. Pp. 78-79. 
See Ibid P.2Sl or details on the punishment of the 
Oxfordshtre rioters. 
Viscount Torrington saw one of t he 
been i nstr umenta l in bringi ng about a r educ t ion i n price 
l evel s . Thu s , on October 4 J. O. J . r e,ortec , 
"Since our last no materi a l Dist urbances 
have happened here (Oxford) on Account of 
the Price of Provisions which i n general 
sell at more reasonable Rates than for 
some Time pas t. The current Pr i ce of 
Mutton is at present Three Pence Halfpenny 
a pound; nutter Sixpence; and Wheat Five 
Shillings the Bushel; two Loads of which 
"Ytere brought to our Market on \'?ednesday (4l) last and immediately offered at that Price.• 
It would seem significant that the prices given for wheat and 
butter are those which were demanded by the crowd. <42 ) 
At the time of the Oxford riot it is probable that rioting 
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was also occurring at Woodstock, for, in a letter from Secretary 
Conway to the Duke of Marlborough, Lord Lieutenant of Oxford-
shire, we find ••• 
•his Majesty having received repeated 
Advices of the Riots and Disorder• 
committe• in different Parts of the County 
of Oxford, particularly in the Towns of 
OXford and Woodstoek ••• •<43 > 
A little additional information on thia ia given by John 
Dunkin, who recorded that the Woodstock cheese fair on 
(41) J.O.J. Oct. 4 1766 No.701. 
<42 > Fear of the crowd may also have determined that the 
wheat was sold in bulk not by samp le. 
(43) J.O.J. Oct. 11 1766 No.702. 
October 3 ~·las very small because many people ,.,ere too afraid 
of tumults to b e willing to pitch their cheese. The dozen 
rioters \rrho appeared on this occasion, ho\otever, presented 
no real problem, vrhich may suggest that this \-ras only one 
of a series of disturbances in the town. (4 4) 
The remaining disturbance centres were Tharne and Henley. 
At Thame the crowd regulated the price of bread, cheese, 
butter and bacon, and at Henley they rose but dispersed 
after the reading of the Riot Act.(45) 
Although rioting was thus confined to a short period of 
time in September and October, restlessness over high prices 
and marketing abuses continued, revealing itself in a series 
of anon1mous letters. The first of these to be recorded ,.,as 
found, in November, in the cellar of William r.~yers, one of 
e 1e Justices of the Peace for Chipping Norton. It declared, 
"This is to give notice to the justices, 
constables, tythincpnen and to the honourable 
Clerks of the Market, That if the (sic) do 
not ring the market bell by 11 a clock and 
let folks bring in Their butter as usal (sic) 
to serve the Towns people you certainly shall 
have your Houses burnt down if not prevented 
as above no more notice will be given but 
fire will certainly follow if you refuse 
this request.•(46) 
(44) J. Dunkin Collection for Oxfordshire ••• P.224. 
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The only other possible evidence on the ~;oodstock riots 
occurs in the Woodstock Chamberlain's Accounts 1738-1834 ••• 
P.l6l. Under disbursements for December 2 1766 we find 
a sum mentioned for •fire when the rioters weee taken." 
(~S) ~ Vol.XXXV 1766 P.493. 
(46) J.O.J. Nov. 15 1766 No.707. 
Althou~~ the letter is clearly rather muddled , it would seem 
likely t hat it ~va.s requesting that the inhal.>itants of 
Chip?i ng Norton should be allowed to make t heir purchases 
:=:.eforc the deal ers who tV'ere buying in order t o suppl y other 
areas . This i nterpretation is suggested forcibly by t~e 
fact t hat the following month the Common Council of Chipping 
Norton issued an order giving local people priority over 
dealer s in t he town's rnarket.< 47 > If it is correct to 
milke a connection bet'lt7een the anonymous letter and the order 
of t he Common Council then ~~is provides a very informative 
illustration of the way in which riots and t hreats did have 
ml !~pact on t he attitude of the loca l authorities to the 
reguL~tion of marketing. This was a?parently the only 
occasion on which such an order was issued in Chipping Norton. 
In January 176 7 it \'las the turn of Thomas Howell of 
Holywell !•1111 t o be t he r ecipien t of an incendiary letter, 
t hreatening h i m \'lith "Flames" if he failed to withdraw the 
warr ant s he had agreed to for the arrest of those involved 
in the attack on the mill. <48> The final ~~reat of distur-
banco in the crisis of 1766-1768 came in November 1767, when 
a l etter Has gent to John S~orter, dyer, a bailiff of Witney. 
The l etter, concerning the assize of bread<49 > commenced, 
(47) See Chapter VI ~.~52 . 
(48) J.o.J. Jan. 31 1767 No.718. 
Given in full in D.E. Williams Op.cit. P.361. 
(49) 
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The assize of bread had been set at ~litney in the 
sixzeent h and early seventeenth centuries but there is 
no evidence that it was ever set during the eighteenth 
century. 
Collections Made in the Nineteenth Century by w. Langford ••• 
Pp.97, lll. 
"I hope that (you - omitted) will be so 
good. in a week or t\>ro • s tit!e -:.o oblige 
the Bakers to make the Bread according 
as the Price of \"'heat is As the y do at 
Oxford, .1\bingdon a n d rean~r other Places ••• , " 
and ended td th an attack on the rich in general and the 
Ba iliffs in particular. (SO) This letter shows n not 
incons iderable mrareness of the leve l of regulation which 
exis ted in other areas and also sugf}ests that the setting 
of the assize of bread in Oxford '"as believed to be meaningful 
and of advantage to t he consurner. 
Defore t he next outbreak of rioting in 1795 there was, 
hc~.'ever 1 to b e one more literary attack on the probleiTI of 
hi gh prices, and that was in 1773, a year in which food riots 
did actually occur in other parts of the country. On the 
night of 16 and 17 April an inflr~atory paper t-tas affixed 
to Carfax Conduit in Oxford, 
"1::ubscribed One Hundred of the Oxford Lads, 
requiring the Price of Provisions to be 
lmrered and threatening in failure thereof 
to meet by Sound of Drum and to rob, murder, 
fire , drown and hang all who dare to appose; 
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with other Threats equally wicked and insolent."(Sl) 
This Ha s apparently not the prelude to violence. 
Turning to the high price years at the close of the 
century, we find that the rioting which occurred in 1795 and 
1800 was very much more extensive than at any other period. 
(SO) J.O.J. Nov. 14 1767 No.759. 
(51) J.O.J. Apr. 24 1773 No.l043. 
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The first incident in 1795 appears to have occurred 
on April 22, when a handbill, which stated that the high 
price of provisions was a grievance hearing upon the lower 
orders and ought not to be accepted, was found in Oxford. 
It is unclear whether any serious disturbance occurred as 
a result of this but we may note that on April 23 the Mayor 
found it necessary to issue a proclamation of the terms of 
t~e Riot Act. (S2) 
After this Oxfordshire a ppears to have been quiet until 
J u l y and August \>Then rioting was widespread throughout the 
County . 
The first riot of the summer probably took place at 
Oxford on July 15. No detailed account of this riot exists. 
However , a number of short references enable one to build up 
a fairly clear picture of the disturbance. Thus, in J.O.J., 
among a s e t of resolutions entered into by Oxford City council 
we find, 
Mthat the seizure of some Flour on 
l'lednesday last by a Mob within this 
City was as disgraceful as it was 
ungrateful."(Sl) 
Again, s tatements made h y \i.E . Taunton, the Town Clerk, in 
a short pamphl e t designed to demons trate to the crowd the 
inefficacy of iood rioting, r eveal that t he initial di sturbance 
was the work of Na f ew turbulent Women,•( 54 ) and t hat all the 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
11 A Calm Address to the People of Oxford• ••• P.81. 
The Birch May 1 1795 No.1 P.J. 
Miscellaneous Paoers about Oxford Loyal Volunteers 1795• 1809 
G.A. Oxon c 232 P.l. 
J.O.J. Jul. 11 1795 No.2203. 
Council Book 1788-1813 ••• Pp.So-81. 
W.E. Taunton 0p.cit. P.2. 
rtotor s a chieved was, 
11 tO ge t an apron or a hat- f ull of 
flour at t he expence of a considerable 
w~ste to the public." (55 > 
Finally, other s ources e nabl e one t o postulate that at least 
a part of the riot must have take n p lace at the canal wharf. 
Thus , t he r ecor ds of the CoWlty Quarter Sessions for Michael-
ntas 1795 and t he Oxford City Sessions for Epiphany 1796 reveal 
t he existence of 2 cases which may have arisen out of food 
rioti ng at the canal; v/illiam Cutland being charged with 
t he ti1eft of 2 pecks of flour f rom the wharf on July 15 <56 > 
and Susannah Gray being sentence d to 12 months in prison 
for ass isting i n a r i ot at hhe coal wharf in July 1795 and 
. (57) for assaulting ~:illiam Harsh . Moreover, a letter written 
b~- Dr. Durre ll, Chairman of the Oxford Canal Proprietors on 
July 17;· s uggests clearly that t he wharf must have been a 
target ; 
"s i n ce the disturbance of Hednesday evening 
has intimidated those who used to supply 
the neighbourhood of Birmingham and Dudley, 
1 t is not probable t !1at e ither corn or flour 
should be s ent from t h i s country."(SS) 
(55 ) Ibid. P. 7. 
(56) ~. O. J . Oct. 17 1795 No.2216 . 
The flour was valued at 2/- and belonged to Francis Joule. 
(S 7) Quarte r Sessions Minutes. City of Oxford. 1791- 1807 0.2.11 
Pp . S8, 61. J.O.J. Jan. 16 1796 No.2229. 
(58) 
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fJuL 855:4 The Committee Book of the Oxford canal Company 
1787-1797 Pp.429-30. 
We:"ttay also note the comment made by Francis Lye, a Canal 
Company employee, in September 1795: "I have been very unfor-
tunate since I have been here, as soon after I came my wife 
was thrown ill by the effects of the Riot." 
RAiL 855al04 Loose Inward Letters to the Oxford canal Company 
1795 . 
Finally, although W.E. Taunton declared that an anonymous, 
incendiary paper had been found, encouraging acts of 
violence, it is not clear whether any rioting took place 
in Oxford after July 15. :(59) 
The next disturbance to take place in fact occurred 
on the evening of July 16, at Burford, where a crowd stopped 
a load of flour belonging to John Moulder, whibh had been 
sold to James Hewitt, a baker of Smallbrook Street, Birmingham. 
The following day, the crowd having insisted that the flour 
•should not be carried off to feed our 
Enemies whilst themselves were starving,• 
and all efforts by the "Gentlemen then in the place," having 
failed to disperse them, Moulder assented to the flour being 
sold at 8/- the bushel. The authorities expressed considerable 
anxiety both that the local crowd would rise if flour were 
to be moved out of Burford and that an attack from Birmingham 
might take place if it were not. (60) This incident reveals 
clearly the very real clash of interests between consumers 
in the producing counties and in the big urban centres in 
1795; a clash which was certainly reflected in the differing 
responses of the magistrates of Oxfordshire and Warwickshire 
to the dearth conditions - a letter written from Birmingham 
in July declaring, 
•x cannot believe the Country Gentlemen in 
Oxfordshire will act heartily in protecting 
Corn or Flour sending out of their neigh-
bourhood whilst the price is so .high as very 
much to distress their own Poor ••• •<6l) 
<59) w.E. Taunton ap.cit. P.7. 
(60) PAC. 1:27 A56 Fras. Knollis to Portland 20 July 1795. 
(6 l) P.C. 1:29 A64 Garbett to Legge 29 July 1795. 
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Although this, in fact, turned out to be the only riot 
at Burford, a series of disturbances, also motivated by 
antagonism towards the movement of grain from Oxfordshire, 
ensued in other parts of the County. 
on July 24 at Bloxham, a village 3 milea from Banbury, 
John Wyatt and a dozen others, stopped a waggon laden with 
22 •acks of wheat, belonging to William Atkins of Chipping 
Norton, meatman, took 9 of the sacks, divided out the wheat 
and while so doing apparently assaulted William Beale of 
Grimsbury, Atkins's servant.<62) The wheat, like Moulder's 
flour, was almost certainly 6n its way to the West Midlands. 
TWo further riots occurred in this area in late July. 
Thus, we learn from P.M. Eden that at Banbury, 
•some slight attempts to prevent the 
removal of corn, which have lately been 
made ••• are certainly ascribable to the 
pinching wants of the peoplea the arrival 
of the military prevented more serious 
consequences taking place;• 
and that at Oeddington, 
•A boat laden with flour was lately 
seized by the populace; but was restored 
on the miller's promising to sell it at 
a reduced price.•<63) 
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<62) Asai 5:116 Oxfordshire Lent Assizes 1796. Indictment of John 
Wyatt. 
(63) F.M. Eden ~.cit. Vol.II - Parochial Reports - England 
Pp.S87, 59~ J. Stevenson in •Food Riots in England 1792-
1818,• in Eda J. Stevenson and R. Quinault Popular Protest 
and Public Order. Six Studies in British History 179o-1920 
(1974) P.65 claims that a riot over butter also took place 
in Deddington. 
Although no other direct evidence on the Deddington riot 
has been found, it is possible that an apology by Richard 
Augar, yeoman, printed in J.O.J. might relate to it. Augar 
declared, · , : · 
•saving from false Information, encouraged 
a Report that Mr. Rose, Miller of Lower 
Hayford did send, at the Time of the 
Greatest Scarcity, a Quantity of Flour 
down the Navigation; I do hereby acknowledge 
the said Report to be totally without 
Foundation, as has been proved from the 
Ticket Books at the Wharf of the said 
Navigation."(64) 
Lower Hayford is a village on the canal approximately 5 miles 
below Deddington and this type of rumour might very easily 
have led the Deddington crowd to halt a barge. 
At the beginning of August another area was the scene 
of disturbances - the town of Witney and Long Hanborough, 
a village between Witney and Woodstock. The riot at Long 
Hanborough took place on August 4, when a larqe n1Jllll)er of 
people, variously described as from 150 to 300, stopped a 
waggon carrying 20 sacks of wheat flour and 5 quarters of 
wheat; bhe property of Thomas Higgins of Chipping Norton, 
given as a woolstapler and a yeoman, and Thomas Sheldon of 
Burminqton, Warwickshire, gentleman; as it was on its way 
from Witney to Chipping Norton. A number of women in the 
crowd, some of whan had followed the waggon from Witney, 
began to unload it and Thomas Higgins in a deposition 
maintained that, at this point, he was assaulted. In spite 
(64) J.O.J. Nov. 21 1795 No.2221. 
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of this, however, the incident seems to have passed off 
relatively peaceably: Higgins agreed to sell the flour 
to the crowd at their pxoferred price of 40/- per sack 
and the sale of the sacks of flour was then conducted by 
the parish constable, the tithing-man and other respectable 
persons. After the completion of the sale the crowd 
apparently dispersed in an orderly manner. <65 ) 
It is possibly this riot to which Sir Christopher 
Willoughby was referring when in a letter, dated August 7, 
he wrote, 
"On Wednesday (August 5) the inhabitants 
of Witney seized some grain as it was 
going out of the country, brought it back 
to Witney and sold it a low price.•<66) 
However, Witney itself was certainly the scene of disturbances. 
Thus, on August 16, Thomas Hudson, a mealman of Wood Groen, 
near ~'litney, claimed that he had, 
"these last three weeks born the Threats 
and experienced the Violence of an 
incorrigible mob."<67 > 
(GS) Assi 5:116 Oxfordshire Lent Assizes 1796. Indictment of 
Long ' Hanborough Corn Rioters; Depositions of Robert Prior, 
constable; John Townsend; Thomas Hudson; Thomas Higgins 
and James Stevens, tithing-man. 
See also, E.P. Thompson Loc.cit. P.ll2 where Thompson 
discusses the orderliness of much eighteenth century food 
rioting, using the Long Hanborough riot as an example. 
(66) H.O. 42:35 Document 367 Willoughby to Thomas Carter 7 Aug.l79S. 
<
67> P.c. l:A64 Thomas Hudson to Portland 16 Aug. 1795. 
There appear to have been 3 basic reasons why Hudson was 
a riot victim. Firstly, it was rumoured that he had been 
involved in the exportation of corn: 
•a false and wicked Report hath been 
industriously propaqated in the Neigh-
bourhood of Witney, that I have been 
concerned in Selling Flour and Meal to 
Factors or Agents for Exportation, and 
have refused to sell Flour to Mr. Lane, 
a Baker, for Home Consumption."C68) 
Secondly, it would appear to have been Hudson who had sold 
the flour to Thomas Higgins<69 ) and thirdly, and presumably 
arising from this, in a deposition dated August 10 he 
described the involvement in the crowd action at Hanborough 
of 3 men from Witney and a woman from Hailey. Certainly his 
role in the prosecution of the Banborough rioters must have 
been a significant factor in the crowd's antagonism towards 
him, for in a letter he wrote to Portland to request troops 
for his protection he declared, 
(68) 
(69) 
• ••• at night they surrounded my House 
Broke my Windows a threatned total dis-
truction to myself 6 Family 6 in 
Consequence of the Ringleaders being bro-
ught to Justice & (reed.?) Punishment 
I assure your Grace I labor under the 
most dreadful apprehensionw~·. from their ( 70) threats, of feeling aqain their outrag~a.• 
J.O.J. Aug. 8 1795 No.2206. 
He continued, •in consequence of which Reports I have 
sustained considerable Damage by a deluded Mob attacking 
me in my House, breaking the WindOI!rts and who even presumed 
to threaten my Life," and denied that he was involved in 
exportation. 
P.C. 1:29 A64 Hudson to Portland 16 Aug. 1795. 
• ••• my Business is intlrely stop'd a my Life in danger in 
consequence my Lord of having sold a Load of Flour to a 
person of Chipping norton about twelve miles Distant which 
Flour was seized a taken away by the Mob.• 
<70> P.C. 1:29 A64 Hudson to Portland 16 Aug. 1795. 
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As t he major disturbances around iUtney were dying down, 
attention s hifted to Henley in the south of the County, 
where a riot ,.,as expected to take place on August 10, after 
a handbill had appeared in the town on August 9 calling for 
a meeting of the poor to take place over the OXfordshire 
border in Berkshire. However, as the only information to 
be found on ~~is occurrence is contained in a series of 
letters concerned with the preparations to be made to meet 
the rioters, and, as a large force of volunteers and regulars 
was available to combat them, it seems likely that no distur-
bance actually took place. C7l) This was t he last event of 
the 1795 riots. 
A mere 5 years later, however, the County was again 
disrupted by extensive food riots. 
In spite of the fact that rioti ng did not break out 
until September 1800 disturbances were feared for several 
months before, after a series of anonymous, threatening 
letters came into the hands of magistrates in r-iarch and 
April. At the end of March an anonymous letter was discovered 
at Bicester, threatening farmers, millers and bakers over high 
prices; complaining that 
and that 
"the Shopkeepers pinch t he poor 
of their Weight" 
•Hoqkillers be Rascals,• 
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C7l) Pundle of ~~v PaOfl!~ ~·l.~tino to~ Hig~ · Price o~ ·1fread 
an! Provlslons, . l795, 1799 and 1800. Ms.o.o. Henley C IV 
7/2-8. 
buying hogs at 12/- a score and selling them at 20/-(72) 
and expressing anger at poor pay and enclosures. <73 > At 
the same time incendiary letters were claimed to have been 
found at weston-on-the-Green, a village between Bicester 
and Oxford.< 74> Also in March, the Mayor of Henley ~as in 
correspondence with the Duke of Portland over publishing 
in the Gazette, a letter which carried a threat that the 
town would be burnt, 
"If the Bread ••• is not fallen two assizes 
this week.•< 75> 
Finally, at the end of April, 3 incendiary letters came into 
the possession of William Walford, the Mayor of Banbury, 
one threatening an attack on his person should he raise the 
price of bread fixed under the assize, and in the same town 
"cheap Bread or no King" was found chalked on the church door 
and a labourer, overheard saying 
(72) A similar complaint about the conduct of hoqkillers was 
voiced in J.O.J. Oct. 28 1797 No.2322. 
It was, in fact, suggested in 1800 that the high price of 
pork and bacon was as •much a subject of complaint with 
the labourers as the dearness of bread." 
H.O. 42:52 Replies to the Queries sent to the Bishop of 
Oxford. 
(?J) This letter is given in full in Eds. D. Hay, P. Linebaugh 
and E.P. Thompson Qp.cit. P~.Jll-332. 
H.O. 42:49 Henry Walford to Portland 27 Mar. 1800. 
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(74) 
(75) H.O. 43:11 Pp.422-423 Portland to Mayor of Henley 29 Mar. 1800. 
This letter is given in full in ~ No.15246 Tues. Apr. 8 -
Sat. Apr. 12 1800 P.34S. 
This letter contained threats against named individuals, 1 
of whom may have been a builder, l a grocer and 1 an attorney 
or a grocer. 
•some Blood should be shed before 
the week is out,• 
was requir~ to find sureties for his good behaviour. <76 > 
After a quiet period from the beginning of May to the 
end of August fears that threats would lead to violence were 
eventually realized in early September. On September 2 
handbills appeared in different parts of Oxford inciting 
the poor to take steps to lower the market before Saturday1 (77) 
and on Satut~ay September 6 the first riot occurred in the 
City. The rioters forced the butter-sellers to lower the 
price of butter from 1/5 to 1/-;(78) •roughly handled" Thomas 
Jones, an Abingdon mea~an and regular purchaser of wheat in 
Oxford market and bargained with him for a reduction in the 
price of his meal, which was finally sold at a compromise 
price of 12/6 per busheli<79 ) and then forced 4 butchers to 
<76 > H.O. 42:49 William Walford to Burton Morrice 27 Apr. 1800. 
Inclosure in a letter from Burton Morrice to Home Office. 
H.O. 42:49 Richard Williams to Portland 28 Apr. 1800. 
<
77 ) H.O. 42:51 Document 36-37 David Hughes to Portland 4 Sept. 
1800. 
(78) Although Hughes reported to Portland "I mis-info~ed your 
Grace when I told you, that the Butter.men had reed. their 
Shillings for their PouQ4s of Butter - our Batterman had 
only 20 shillings for 34 1bs ••• 
H.O. 42:51 Document 155 Hughes t~ Por~~ 15 Sept. 1800. 
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(79) The dispute with Jones illustrates the bargaining situation 
which frequently arose in riots. Jones had asked 15/- for 
his meal; the crowd offered 10/- and 12/6 was thus a 
compromise. Jones threatened to prosecute the Mayor for 
failing to protect him. 
11.0. 42:51 Document 154 Hughes to Portland 15 Sept. 1800. 
reduce the price of meat by 2d to Sd per pound. On the 
same day inflammatory notices were affixed to Carfax church, 
one t hr eat. .• ming farmers and forestallers and the other 
inviting journeymen carpenters to make a guillotine for 
the destruction of mealmen, farmers and higqlers. (SO) 
Or. John Cooke, Pro Vice-Chancellor, reported to Portland 
u1at similar irregularities took place in the market on 
the following Satur4ay also.(Sl) 
On September 11, 
"some excesses (were) committed at 
the market at Witney" <B2 ) 
but the rioting which took place at Danbury on that day was 
more serious. Dutter and meat were taken and sold at reduced 
prices; the windo\.,S of the houae-'of William Pratt, who owned 
~~e Red Lion Inn, were broken; someone, presumably an 
unpopular trader, was ducked and 1 baker's shop was broken 
into. The crowd also requested the Mayor, William Walford, 
to call an ~ediate meeting of farmers and inhabitants to 
consider ways by which prices might be reduced. Walford 
refused to agree to this, but, while owning that he did not 
"like to call !-1eetings where it can be said 
a :1ob has any influence , " 
(80) H.O. 42;51 Document 59-60 Hughes to Portland 7 Sept. 1800. 
(8l) ll.O. 42:51 Document 319-320 John Cooke to Portl~1d 
21 Sept. 1800. 
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<82) H.O. 42:51 Document llo-141 Hu9hes to Portland 14 Sept. 1800. 
as 
•the general Opinion of the well 
disposed is against the summary 
(Price) of the Necesaaries of Life, 
and the sufferings of the Poor have 
been great beyond comparison,• 
he did agree that a meeting ahould be held on September 15. (83) 
This move did not, however, succeed in averting further 
disturbances. (S4) Thua, on the fourteenth the Red Lion 
was set on fire by 
•a Hob of (the) Town joined by 
Boatmen of the Canal, • 
and the crowd then turned their attention to the local mills, 
although they apparently did little damage.<85> On the 
fifteenth the Banbury crowd assembled again but was dispersed 
after the reading of the Riot Act was followed by charges by 
the Light Dragoons. One child waa reported to have been 
killed, the only recorded fatality in the Oxfordshire riots<86) 
(8l) H.-0. 42:51 Document 116-120 William Walford to Portland 
12 Sept. 1800. 
(84) One reason for thia may have been that there was a genuine 
shortage of food in Banbury. Thus, Hughes suggested to 
Portland that there was no bread 1n the town for a day or 
2 before the riot on the fourteenth. 
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H.O. 42,51 Document 154-155 Hughes to Po~tland 15 Sept. 1800. 
(85 ) Ibid. 
(86) -H.O. 42a51 Document 229-230 R. Bignell to Charles Butler 
16 Sept. 1800. 
Inclosure in George Isted to J. King 17 Sept. 1800. 
Although, see a.o. 42:51 Document 440 William Walford to 
Portland 24 Sept. 1800, where the Mayor denies that any 
lives were lost. 
and Thomas Whitmore, who was regarded as a local leader and 
2 others were seized and taken, under an escort of the 
Banbury constables and a troop of yeomanry, to the County 
Gaol at Oxford. The arrival of the prisoners precipitated 
a further outbreak of rioting in Oxford itself. Thus, as 
the prisoners were brought into the City around 9 in the 
evening, it was reported that Whitmore shouted out, 
•a loaf for a shilling• 
and a crowd of 3000 people instantly tried to rescue him.(87) 
The figure of 3000 would seem to have been a considerable 
exaggeration but there is no doubt that a crowd of from 
2 to 300 assembled at the Castle Gaol and having failed in 
the general confasion to rescue the prisoners, spent a 
couple of hours at the Gaol, breaking windows, threatening 
the turnkeys and throwing atones at the yeomanry.<&&) 
On the same evening, a crowd, again of from 2 to 300, 
(87> H.O. 42;51 Document 229-230 R. Biqnell to Butler 16 Sept. 
1800. Inclosure in Isted to J. King 17 Sept. 18oo. 
(88) H.O. 48s9 P.234 Daniel Harris to J. King 16 Sept •. 1800. 
H.o. 48:9 Pp.236-260 Examinations and Depositions of 
Witnesses Oct. 1800. 
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Daniel Harris recorded that aa the crowd left the Gaol they 
shouted out •to Holleys, Holleys, Headington.• In this 
context we may note a report which appeared in J .o.J. 
Mar. 7 1801 No.2487: •an Thursday evening last as Mr. 
Smith, of this city, was executing a search warrant in 
the house of John Goslin, in the parish of St. Clement, 
for ·same wheat belonging to Mr. Holly of Headington, he 
discovered a large quantity of oats, pease, and barley, 
together with several sacks, not at present identified. • 
This may suggest that part of the crowd moved on from the 
Gaol to Headington. 
assembled on the other side of the City, and attacked the 
house of the com-dealer William Brooke•, breaking the 
windows. The Mayor of Oxford, Richard Cox, finding that 
the reason for the attack was a belief among the crowd that 
Brookes was storing flour at the canal wharf, intending to 
send it out of the County, accompanied them to the wharf, 
where finding the rumour to be incorrect they dispersed. <89) 
In the week which saw the rioting at Oxford and Banbury 
another form of crowd action was also taking place. From 
September 13, each night a crowd of from 50 to 200 assembled 
in the centre of Oxford and then going fr~ the City to 
adjacent villages obtained agreements from local farmers 
and millers that they would bring their wheat and flour 
to Oxford market and sell it at £20 per load. on the 
sixteenth the target was the mill at Sandford, about 4 miles 
south of Carfax<90) and on the seventeenth it was Eynsham, 
another Thamesaide village, 7 miles north west of Oxford.<9l) 
Otherwise one assumes that the crowd visited any village 
known to produce wheat or to possess a substantial mill. 
This form of crowd action appears to have been particularly 
orderly and successful. Thus, as Christopher Willoughby 
reported: 
(89 ) H.O. 48:9 P.264 W.E. Taunton to J. King 23 Sept. 1800. 
(90) H.O. 42:51 Document 194-195 Willoughby to Portland 
17 Sept. 1800. 
H.o. 42:51 DocUment 338-340 Willoughby to P~t1and 
21 Sept. 1800. 
<91) H.O. 48:9 P.260 The Further Examination of Richard Bayley 
one of the Turnkeys of the Castle Gaol 16 Oct. 18oo. 
Inclosure in Marlborough to Portland 19 Oct. 1800. 
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•on the farmers promising to comply, 
no act of violence was committed, but 
they returned regularly and in order 
to Oxford, under some person or leader 
who gave the word of command to march 
and d1sperse.•<92) 
Moreover, it was actually suggested that the farmers had 
been required 
•to sign papers for the sale of their 
corn at a reduced price,•<93) 
and that they felt that they had entered into almost legally 
binding contracts with the crowd - as a farmer declared to 
John Cooke 
and 
•they were called upon to make this promise• 
•they considered themselves bound by it• 
•they could not go from it.•<94) 
Certainly the influence of the crow• was sufficient to ensure 
that over a period of 3 consecutive Saturday• 33 transactions 
took place in Oxford market at £20 per load or under and as 
we have seen the assize of bread was set on the unrealistically 
low pr6ces. 
The Oxford riots outlined above are important in that 
they reveal the existence of both an unusually complex but 
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(92) H.O. 42:51 Document 338 Willoughby to Portland 21 Sept. 1800. 
<93) H.O. 43,12 P.l59 Portland to Marlborough 22 Sept. 1800. 
<94 ) H.O. 42:51 Document 319 John Cooke to Portland 21 Sept. 1800. 
nevertheless close relationship between the response to 
dearth and marketing of the City authorities in conjunction 
with the "respectable" inhabitants, and that of the crowd, 
and also the very considerable gulf between their attitudes 
and that of central governntent and, to some extent, the 
University hierarchy. 
Thus, David Hughes, fellow of Jesus College, in a report 
to Portland on the riots in Oxford, claimed that the 
responsibility for the disturbances rested at least in part 
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on the shoulders of the Mayor and a Committee of the Inhabitants 
who had had published in tile September 13 issue of J.O.J. an 
announcement which stated that the high price of necessities 
was not justified and resulted in a great degree from the 
prevalence of forestalling, engrossing and regrating.<95 ) 
Hughes wrote, 
"When I saw, Saturday Morning, in 
Jackson's Paper, the Advertisement 
I sent to Your Grace last Night, it 
struck me instantly, that •~• serious 
~~schief would occur in four 1 twenty 
Hours in some Place out of the Reach of 
the Dragoons. On Saturday Nights, you 
know, my Lord, the poor indulge them-
selves with their ale, and when a little 
warmed, the Language of our Mayor 1 his 
Committee must have raised in them a 
Spirit of Madness to be laid only by the 
sword of a Dragoon.a(96) 
Moreover, and supporting Hughes's view that the crowd was 
influenced by the attitude of the authorities, on September 6 
(95) J.O.J. Sept. 13 1800 No.2472. 
<96) a.o. 42:51 Document 154 Hughes to Portland 15 Sept. 1800. 
J.O.J. had contained a recommendation by the Common Council 
that the inha.bi tants abstain from the use of butter until 
its price was reduced to a reasonable levelC97) -apparently 
seen as lOd or 1/- per pound<98) - and in the riot which 
occurred tn that day the crowd insisted on a reduction in 
the price of butter to 1/-. However, the handbills which 
called on the poor to regulate the markets had been issued 
on September 2 and as the first resolutions by the City 
Council were not drawn up until September 3 it might be 
argued that the attack on market abuses and hi9h prices 
by City authorities and respectable inhabitants was actually 
a r esponse to the threats of the crowd and was made in an 
attempt to avert disturbances. W.E. Taunton, the Town Clerk, 
certainly regarded the suppression of market offences as a 
means of averting rioting: 
(97) 
"from the exertion of the magistrates 
in suppressing·,. as far as they are able 
what they conceive to be one of the 
principal causes of the dearnea•, the 
offences of forestalling, ingrossing 
and regrating ••• they direct me to 
communicate to you their decided 
opinion and belief that there will be 
no occasion in this city for the presence 
of a regular soldiery.•(99) 
J.O.J. Sept. 6 1800 No.2471. 
<98) Letter from W.E. Taunton to Mr. 
~~.D.O. Henley CIV 7 l • 
(99 ) w.o. 40:17 w.E. Taunton to war Office 6 Sept. 1800. 
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Nevertheless, it is as difficult to see the measures 
taken by the magistrates and respettable inhabitants of 
Oxford solely as a response to the threats of the crowd 
as it is to see tl1e actions of the crowd as determined 
solely by the measures and attitudes of the authorities. 
Thus, there is no doubt that the effects of the crisis of 
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1800, probably to a greater extent than any previous dearth,ClOO) 
were felt at all levels of urban society. As W.E. Taunton 
reported, 
"a spirit of disquietude and dis-
content is manifest in persons of 
every description" 
because of 
(100) 
nthe unheard of price of every 
necessary of life.•(lOl) 
Malthus seems to provide an explanation for this. He 
recorded that, in 1800, the very poor had been enabled 
to continue purchasing wheat by means of parish 
allowances and subsidies; this had resulted in prices 
running even higher than might normally have been 
expected in a year of crop failures, and consequently 
caused, Nthe distress to be divided among five or six 
millions, perhaps, instead of two or three, and to be 
by no means unfelt by the remainder of the population.• 
An Investigation of the Cause of the Present Hiqh Price 
of Provisions. By the Author of the Essay on the Principle 
of Population (1st Ed. 1800) Pp.l9-20. 
(lOl) W.O. 40117 W.E. Taunton to War Office 6 Sept. 1800. 
Under these circumstances it would seem likely that the 
attack on marketing abuses may have been not a measure to 
appease the crowd but at least in part a genuine attempt 
to bring about price reductions to the benefit of all. 
Support for this view can be found firstly in the fact that 
from the 1770's high grocery prices in Oxford had always 
been greeted by attacks on marketing offences and that in 
1797 high meat prices had actually led to the issue of an 
order requesting butchers to institute reductionsC102), and, 
secondly, in the response of the middle str~ta of urban 
society to the riots themselves. Thus, it would seem that 
the respectable i~~abitants of Oxford were not, in fact, 
strongly motivated by a desire to suppress the rioting. 
As Thomas Holland, an unbeneficed clergyman from nearby 
Thame, declared to Portland: 
•1£ by seasonable and prudent inter-
ference by the Military, mischief 
could be prevented, some imagine, a 
little stir of the populace would 
have produced permanent beneficial 
effects, in over-aweing the farmers, 
who seem to b~ th~ great oppressors 
of the Land."(l03J 
Moreover, David Hughes expressed the fear th-t 
(l02) See Chapter VI P o4G2. 
(lOJ) H.O. 42:12 Document 386 nev. Thomas Molland to Portland 
23 Oct. 1800. 
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"the City Volunteers would scarcely 
exert themselves against a Z·lob, 
\'/hose Cry was for lowering the Price 
of Provisions,"(l04) 
51t 
and it saems likely that his fears were justified for in 
~~e riot on the sixth it was found that one of those removing 
butter f r an a cart was a member of the City Association. (lOS) 
Finally, we may note that while in 1795 the edition of 
J. O.J. pw)lished 3 days after the riot of July 15 had 
contained a commitment by the Jury of the City Quarter 
Ses s i ons to help s uppress riots, agreed upon on the sixteenth 
and a condenmation of t he disturbances by the Common Council 
agreed upon on t he seventeenth(lO&), in 1800 it was not until 
Sept~:mer 27, ove r 3 weeks after the firs t threat of distur-
bances that the paper carried an announcement of the magis-
trates' determination to suppress riots . (l07) 
(l04) H.O. 42:51 Document 36 Hughes to Portland 4 Sept. 1800. 
(lOS) H.O. 42:51 Document 59 Uuqhes to Portland 7 Sept. 1800. 
(106) 
(107) 
It should be noted, however, that several of the Oxford 
Loyal Volunteers were laboure rs and artisans and therefore 
indistinguishable in occupational status from the crowd. 
Pamphlets: O.L.V. (c 1805) G.A. Oxon so i61 (14). 
The volunteers were unreliable in other towns also. Thus, 
a druggist, a baker, a grocer, a coal-merchant and a 
wheelwright were expelled from the Banbury Military 
Association for witholding their services during the 
Banbury food riots. 
N.M. Oct. 25 1800 Vol.LXXIX No.34. 
The involvement of the volunteers in food rioting is 
discussed in detail by J.H. Bohstedt gp.cit. Pp.209-264. 
J.O.J. Jul. 18 1795 No.2203. 
J.O.J. Sept. 27 1800 No.2474. The order was dated 
September 24. 
If, however, the responses of the local authorities 
and the crowd to the dearth of 1800 were not dissimilar, 
the attitudes and actions of the City leaders brought them 
into serious conflict wi t h t .he central government. 
Pirstly, tne liberal view which the City authorities 
took of the butter price-fixing incident, illustrated by a 
cor:.rr.tent of H.E. l'aunton•s -
nit is with great pleasure I inform 
you that the people of Oxford have 
hitherto shottn no disposition to be 
riotous except the bringing into tha 
market of some hampers of butter and 
selling it at a shilling a pound and 
accounting for ~~e money to the owner 
of the butter be reckoned of that 
descript1on"(l08) 
·· brought down a stinging rebuke from the Duke of Portland. 
In a letter from James King to Taunton it was declared, 
"so far from considering the circum-
stances in the trivial liqht in which 
it is represented in your letter ••• 
His Grace sees it in the view of a 
violent and unjustifiable attack on 
property, pregnant with the most 
fatal consequences to the City of 
Oxford, and to itn inhabitants of 
every description, and which His 
Grace takes it for granted the 
r·1ayor and Magistrates must have 
thought it their bounde~ duty to 
suppress and punish ••• •(l09) 
(10B) W.O. 40:17 W.E. Taunton to War Office 6 Sept. 1800. 
{109) H.O. 43:12 P.l07 J. King to W.E. Taunton 8 Sept. 1800. 
Moreover, in a letter to Hughes, Portland referred to 
~the unjust and injudicious proceedings of your foolish 
Corporation in the instance of yr butterman ••• a 
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"Portland to Hughes 12 Sept. 1800," in Jrd Duke of Portland-
Copies of Private Letters July 1797 to January 1801 PWV III. 
secondly, the apparent failure of the City authorities 
to prevent the rioting at the Gaol1 the subject of a 
complaint by the governor -
MNotwithstanding the Mob were assembled ••• 
for at least ~ hours I am sorry to have 
to observe that no attempt was made to 
disperse them, either by the Magistrates 
of the City, their officers or the 
association~(llO) 
- led Portland to contemplate proceeding against the Mayor, 
•by indictment or information, for 
neglect of his duty.•(lll) 
A very careful investigation of the incident was made and it 
was not until November 6 that the Lord Chancellor was able 
to declare, 
•x think there is no sufficient ground 
for a prosecution against the Mayor 
of Oxford •• (ll2 ) 
Thirdly, the attitude of the Mayor to the disturbance at 
the wharf on the evening the Gaol was attacked also troubled 
Portland. On receipt of a letter from David Durrell informing 
•of the manner in which the canal wharf 
at Oxford (had) been entered for the 
purpose of searching for corn,• 
(110) H.O. 48:9 P.234 D. Harris to J. King l G Sept. 1800. 
(111) H.O. 48:9 P.228 J. Mitford and W. Grant to Portland 
30 Oct. 1800. 
(112) H.O. 48;9 P.266. 
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he wrote, 
"I cannot but be much surprised at the 
conduct of the Mayor upon this occasion 
whose duty it was to have protected the 
free progress of grain and other 
provisions, from one part of the country 
to tha other, and to have had recourse 
to the military, if necessary, for 
that purpose.•(113) 
Fourthly, the opinion of the City Council and respectable 
inhabitants of Oxford that the scarcity was artificial and was 
to be attributed to the prevalence of the offences of fore-
stalling, engrossing and regrating was alien to the government. 
As Portland declared to the Vice-Chancellor after the rioting 
had died down, 
•1 incline to hope • •• that the people in 
general begin to be convinced that perfect 
security of property and the discourage-
ment of those pernicious and destructive 
opinions which attribute the dearness of 
Provisions to engrossers and forestallers 
etc. are absolutely and indispensably 
necessary to ensur~ a tolerable supply 
of the Markets ••• •(ll4) 
Moreover, he was so angered by the fact that the Mayor and 
Town Clerk had allowed advertisements condemning marketing 
abuses to be issued in their names that he suggested to 
Marlborough, who was Custos Rotulorum, that Taunton should be 
dismissed from his post as Clerk of the Peace, an office he 
(ll3) a.o. 43:12 P.l44 Portland to o. Durrell '19 Sept. 1800. 
(ll4) •Portland to Vice-chancellor 4 Oct. 1800," in 3rd Duke 
of Portland... The letter continued with a lengthy 
justification of the activities of the engrosser. 
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held in addition to that of Town Clerk, in case it should 
be thought that his views were representative of those of 
the County magistrates. (llS) 
Nevertheless, while the City Council found itself so 
very deeply in disgrace with the government, it is in fact 
possible that the ~ttitude of the Council to both the riots 
and the dearth was the more realistic. 
Firstly, it would seem that the central government took 
an exaggerated view of the severity of the riots. Thus, 
Portland reported to the vice-Chancellor that the accounts of 
•the transactions which took place at 
your Gaol at the time of the commitment 
of the Banbury rioters ••• created a very 
considerable degree of sensation among 
the sober and thinking part of the 
community even in this place,•<116) 
and there is no doubt that the early reports sent to Portland 
did suggest a riot of considerable violence and also one which 
may have been politically motivated. Thus, an account of the 
disturbance by R. Bignell suggested that the crowd had been 
3000 strong and had, 
(llS) a.o. 43:11 P.204 Portland to Marlborough 29 Sept. 1800. 
(ll6) •portland to Vice-Chancellor 4 Oct. 18oo,• in 3rd Duke 
of Portland ••• 
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pdetermined to pull down the goal;" 
Thomas Whitmore(ll7), whose rescue was attempted, had been 
found on his capture in Banbury to be carrying seditious 
letters from Nottingham(llS) and the Mayor of Banbury 
certainly believed that the inhabitants of his town were being 
(117) 
(118) 
"sadly misled by designing villains 
who have more in view than lowering 
the price of bread •• (ll9 ) 
The fate of Thomas Whitmore is unclear. Thus, at the 
Oxfordshire Lent Assizes for 1801 Thomas Whitmore •being 
a person of evil and tumultuous disposition and maliciously 
intending and endeavouring to disturb the tranquility 
qood order and Government of this realm• was indicted for 
riot and for inciting to riot. However, the case was 
respited until the summer, Whitmore was released on bail, 
set at £150 and, as no evidence has been found that his 
case ever came to trial, it is possible that he absconded. 
Assi 5:121 OXfordshire Lent Assizes 1801. 
H.O. 49:3 Law Officers' Letter Book Pp.385-386. 
The only other OXfordshlre rioter who appears to have been 
suspected of being politically motivated was a mason •of 
suspicious character• discovered during the attack on 
Sandford Mill gDing round •to the Cottages of a neigh-
bouring Village, threatening to set fire to the houses 
unless the ~nhabitants wod. get up immediately and go 
with him to join the other Mob ••• • 
H.O. 42s5l Document 194 Willou9hby to Portland 17 Sept. 1800. 
H.O. 42:51 Document 229-230 R. Biqnell to Butler 16 Sept. 
1800. Inclosure in Isted to J. King 17 Sept. 1800. 
Whitmore, who waa actually from Middleton Cheney, thus 
provides a link between the riot centres of Nottingham, 
Banbury and Oxford, which suggests that in 1800, in contrast 
to 1795, when as we have seen, very parochial attitudes 
were displayed by food rioters, a greater spirit of co-
operation was in evidence. On this we may note that it 
was also suspected that colliers from Warwick intended to 
join the rioters at Banbury. 
H.O. 42,51 Document 115 William Walford to High Sheriff 
of OXfordah!re 11 Sept. 1800. Inclosure in Richard 
Williams to Home Office 12 Sept. 1800. 
(ll9 ) W.O. 40:17 William Walford to War Office 18 Sept. 1800. 
However, later reports make it clear that the number ot 
rioters was, in fact, 2 to 300; by the time the Mayor was 
able to investigate the disturbance only 
"a parcel of boya"<120) 
was left at the Gaol, and, and perhaps most revealing, the 
cost of the damage done during the riot was estirnated at a 
mere E6/l4/6. (l2l) ~~oreover, the authorities in Oxford, 
knowing the composition of the crowds, appear to have had 
little doubt about their motivation. Thus, even Hughes, 
discussing the riot on the sixth, was prepared to declare: 
"I firmly believe all these noisy 
fellows (with very few exceptions) 
are loyal - their cry was merely 
against those, who deprived them 
of provisions."<122) 
Secondly, it would appear that the central government 
failed to produce a policy towards marketing in dearth, 
which was intelligible and acceptable to consumers, parti-
cularly in the producing counties. Thus, it is clear 
ffom a statement overheard by David Hughes in Oxford that 
there was confusion in the public mind over what the 
<120) H.O. 48:9 P.238 The Examination and Deposition of 
Mr. D. Harris the Governor of the castle Gaol 8 Oct. 
1800. Inclosure in Marlborough to Portland 12 Oct. 1800. 
(121) The damage was to the windows, the gates, the stone work1 
to china and glasses in the LOdge and also to the watch 
belonging to one George Eeles, the gaol porter; broken 
when Eeles was •assaulted by the mob.• 
Estimate of the Damage done at the Castle Gates etc 
Sept. 15 1800. 
o.s. Bundles Ep1phanx 1801. 
<
122) H.O. 42:51 Document 60 Hughes to Portland 7 Sept. 1800. 
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government did, in fact, believe: 
•the House of Commons despaired of 
doing any good with the farmers -
so we must do it ourselves - !{r. 
Pitt had said so - Mr. Pitt had 
said everything must be left to 
find its own level."(l23) 
Moreover, Cyril Jackson, Dean of Christ Church, actually 
complained that, 
"Government is strongly remiss in 
informing the puhlick mind,n 
and that, 
"They seem to me not given to 
know the importance of doing so.•(l24> 
Finally, we may note that it was not until November 1 that 
a major statement of PQrtland's views - that the scarcity 
was tqe result of harvest failure; that all attempts to 
influence price levels were unjust, foolish or illegal and 
that only if the farmers had _complete freedom to do as they 
wished with their property would markets be supplied - was 
published in J.O.J. <125) 
(l23) Ibid • 
..........-
<124> H.O. 42;52 Document 202 Cyril Jackson to Home Office 
21 Oct. 1800. 
(125) J.O.J. Nov. 1 1800 No.2479. 
The statement was contained in a letter from Portland to 
Marlborough. The letter had, in fact, been dispatched on 
29 September 1800 and it appears to have been largely the 
fault of Marlborough that publication was delayed. 
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H.O. 43:12 Pp.l97-207 Portland to Marlborough 29 Sept. 1800. 
H.O. 42:52 Document 201-202 Ciri1 Jackson to Home Office 
21 Oct. 1800. 
However, even when government views were known it was 
most unlikely that they could help to appease riotous 
crowds. Thus, riots were in part about adequate food 
supplies and an insistence on the free movement of grain 
and that the activities of the engrosser were essential if 
markets were to be supplied could not be acceptable in a 
county like Oxfordshire where the implementation of such a 
policy in dearth would ensure that corn needed by the local 
community would be sent away to feed diatant consumers. As 
Christopher Willoughby had declared very simply in 1795, 
Rif Government had wished to have had corn 
from this country, care should have (been) 
taken in the beginning to satisfy the 
inhabitants that sufficient was left for 
their own consumption."< 126> 
Secondly, riots were about prices and the right of the 
poor to be able to afford to buy sufficient food to avoid 
hunger or starvation. Under these circumstances it cannot 
be supposed that the view that the farmer should be allowed 
to charge whatever he wished for his corn would have been 
comprehensible to the crowd. The central government appears 
to have failed to understand that even if a move to enforce 
pro-consumer regulations or establish the Rjust priceN 
mdght achieve no practical end it was important in persuading 
the poor that the authorities were actively concerned to 
protect their interesta<127> and if the authorities failed to 
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(l26) H.O. 42:35 Document 368-369 Willoughb~ to Carter 7 Aug. 1795. 
<127> This point is made by E.P. Thompson Loe.eit. Pp.88, 96. 
try to suppress market •abuses• no alternative philosophy 
on marketing would persuade the crowd not to •regulate• 
the markets for themselves. Ultimately, in fact, even the 
University authorities and County magistrates, who were 
certainly conversant with central government thinking, 
did concur in the issue of declarations on the protection 
of local consumers and against forestalling, engrossing 
and regrating. (128) Furthermore, even in Banbury, where 
Portland's 
•gentle censure to the Mayor ••• had 
the most beneficial effect,• 
leading him to reject plans for 
•forcing the farmers into voluntary 
a~reements to sell at a specified 
price• 
and to become instead 
"the advocate for firm and steady 
measures ••• for the protection and 
security of the markets,•C129) 
rioting did not actually cease until the free market economy 
had ceased to operate and farmers had agreed to sell their 
wheat at 10/- per bushel. (1lO) 
(128) J.O.J. Sept. 27 1800 No.2474. 
J.O.J. Oct. 18 1800 No.2~77. 
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(l29 > H.O. 42:51 Document 256 Carter to Portland 18 Sept. 1800. 
(llO) a.o. 42:51 Document 230 R. Biqnell to Butler 16 Sept. 1800. 
Inclosure in Isted to King 17 Sept. 18oo. 
Finally a major question is raised and that is, setting 
aside that the enforcement of traditional consumer orientated 
legislation may have been necessary to appease the crowd, 
is it , in fact, possible that it was a more appropriate 
response to dearth anyvraY? Thus, we have suggested that 
marketing practices may, in fact, have altered during periods 
of dearth(l3l) and there is certainly evidence that high 
price years witnessed an upsurge in speculation and profit- :· 
. . . . (132) 
eering. In addition, many of the riots were about 
groceries, and these products which were not, in fact, 
marketed in the complex way which \-las appropriate for corn 
may well have been enhanced in price by forestalling, 
engrossing and regrating. (llJ) Certainly the Oxford Market 
Committee was so little convinced by government policies that 
(l3l) See Chapter IV Pp~ ~74-7; 309-10; 312. 
51t 
... 
(132) This point is made by several writers. See, for example:-
M.W. Beresford, wThe common Informer, the Penal Statutes 
and Economic Regulation,• in E.H.R. 2nd ser. Vol.X (1957) 
P.230. 
(133) 
"Review by P. Linebaugh of w.J. Shelton's 'English Hunger 
and Industrial Disorders ••• •• in Society for the study of 
Labour History. Bulletin No. 28 (Spring 197~) P.58. 
J. Stevenson, *Food Riots in England 1792-1818,• in Eds. 
J. Stevenson and R. Quinault Qg.cit. Pp.Sl-54. 
For an Oxfordshire example of the type of profiteering 
which was believed to take place see Indictment for 
conspiracy to enhance the price of wheat at Bampton. 
g.s. Bundles Michaelmas 1800. 
Thus, in 1795 the Oxford Narket Committee stated categor-
ically that regrating was responsible for an increase in 
the price of meat. 
The Book of ~1e Oxford Market Committee 1771-1835 ••• 
Pp.99-100. 
they issued condemnations of these market abuses as late as 
1808 - signed by an unrepentant W.E. Taunton - and 1824. 
Huch more research would be necessary before one could 
attempt to establish definitely the relative appropriateness 
of the responses of central and local government. However, 
it is certainly true that while the approach of the 
traditionalist Oxford magistrates, may rarely have brought 
about price reductions and, as in 1772(134> failure hGd to 
be admitted and resort made to the charitable provision of 
foodstuffs(lJS), their attitude did, at least, take account 
of the needs of the cons~~er; acknowledge that dearth 
conditions may have required the implementation of special 
policies and, while this cannot be proved, possibly helped, 
if not to reduce prices, at least to moderate their rise. 
Furthermore, it would seem likely that central government 
may have greatly overeatimated the damage which might be 
caused by both rioting and the enforcement of protectionist 
regulations - thus claims that they discouraged agricultural 
(l34) Rev. Sir J. Peshall Op.cit. P.334. 
<135) All dearth periods, in fact, witnessed the institution 
of major relief programmes. As such programmes often 
appear to have been instituted in order to avert or 
terminate outbreaks of rioting, they are frequently 
regarded as the most important gain achieved by food 
rioters. 
This point is made by, for example, A.W. Coats Loc.cit. 
P.llO. 
J.H. Bohstedt Qp.cit. P.430. 
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investment(136) seem to have been quite inaccurate- and 
may perhaps have been mistaken not to have evolved a 
comprehensive policy for internal tradeC137> and marketing, 
designed specifically for periods of dearth. (l38) 
To return to our descriptive account of the riots of 
September 1800: At the same time that the Oxford crowd was 
making its excursions into the countryside to obtain agreements 
from the occupants of farms and mills that they would bring 
their corn and flour to market, groups of from 3 to 400 were 
reported to have been leaving Witney for the same purpose.(139) 
(136) This claim was made in, for example, the letter from 
Portland to Marlborough published in J.O.J. Nov. 1 1800 
No.2479. The inaccuracy of such a view may be demon-
strated from the fact that in the Autumn of 1795, the 
Privy Council reported that there waa a much increased 
demand for seed wheat1 the farmers apparently being 
more keen to take advantage of the higher grain prices 
than discouraged from farming enterprise by the rioting 
and the enforcement of protectionist regulations which 
had taken place over the summer. 
~ Vol.LXV Part II 1795 P.l003. 
<137> The Corn Laws, of course, ensured that the external 
trade in corn operated along different lines in years 
of dearth and plenty. 
(l38) An important discussion of the new political econo~ and 
its validity is by E.P. Thompson Loc.cit. Pp.89-94. 
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(139) a.o. 42:51 Document 468 John Cobb to Portland 26 Sept. 1800. 
The most detailed account of these visitations concerns an 
attack on Fawler Mill. On September 19, Edward Bolton, a 
farmer of Blandford Park near Charlbury, and Jonathan 
Paine of Fawler Mill, reported to John Cobb, Vicar of 
Charlbury and a Justice of the Peace, that they believed 
th~nselves to be in danger of being attacked by the Witney 
poor, and would need protection.<140) On the afternoon 
of the twenty-second Cobb was informed that a riotous 
assembly was at Wilcote, a hamlet bordering Wychwood 
Forest, taking agreements from the farmers and was expected 
to move on to Fawler Mill. In fact, only 20 people 
eventually arrived at the mill, saying that they were a 
detachment from a body of 500 and requesting that Paine 
should enter into an agreement to sell his meal at a 
reduced price. They were also aware that the miller had 
foreign wheat and expressed a wish that he would provide 
meal for the Witney bakers. However, while they were 
negotiating with Paine, they were informed that the larger 
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body had returned home and, on hearing this, dispersed quietly.<141) 
(140) When Cobb attempted to discover what assistance would be 
available he found that Nno assistance from the inferior 
classes, servants or otherwise could be relied on•; 
probably an informative illustration of the degree of 
sympathy which existed for the aims of the riote~a ~t 
all levels of society, in 1800. Ibid. 
(l4l) H.O. 42•51 Document 469 Information of Jonathan Paine 
of Fawler Mill 23 Sept. 1800. Inclosure in Cobb to 
Portland 26 Sept. 1800. 
This appears to have been the last excursion of the 
Witney crowd, although in Witney itself there seems to 
have been a disturbance on the twenty-third, when local 
magistrates finally brought the rioting under control by 
agreeing to call a meeting of the farmers to consider ways 
by which prices might be reduced.<142> On September 24 
the Duke of Marlborough was able to report to Portland that 
all was quiet(143>, although, on the same day, the following 
seditious words were found written up in Banbury Market Place, 
•No. 45, Liberty or Death. 
A Second Oliver Cromwell •• (144> 
There was, however, to be no more rioting in the town. 
In addition to the major riots outlined above, several 
minor disturbances also seem to have taken place in September, 
about which only incidental information has survived. Thus, 
in a paper, dated September 15, concerning an agreement by 
farmers and landowners to provide cheap wheat for the poor 
of Henley, we find: 
•we declare that we will discontinue 
it on the reappearance of any 
Tumult or R1ot,•(145) 
and, in Proposed Reaolut'ns respecting forestalling and not 
using Butter etc issued in Henley on September 17; 
(142) H.o. 42:51 Document 399 Marlborou9:h to Portland 
23 sept. 1800. 
(143) a.o. 42:51 Document 442 Marlboroug:h to Portland 
24 Sept. 1800. 
(144) a.o. 42:51 Document 440 William Walford to Portland 
24 Sept. 1800. 
<
145
> Agreement as to Suppl~ of Corn for the Poor at Reduced 
~-
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•observing a disposition to riot 
a disturb the public Tranquility 
showing itself in the minds of 
the people ••• •<146) 
Both of these references indicate that there had been a 
disturbance or at least the threat of it in the town. 
Again, in a letter from Christopher Willoughby to Portland 
on September 17, it is declared, 
"Your Grace, has, I presume been 
informed of riots at Banbury, 
Charlbury and other places in 
this county.•<147> 
No other evidence has been found on the riot at Charlbury. 
Finally, we may note that on September 22, the Duke of Marl-
borough referred to tumults around Burford<148) and the Mayor 
of Woodstock found it necessary to reassure farmers and dealers 
that additional constables would be appointed, 
"to prevent any Disturbance that may 
happen from the Conduct of misguided 
People, unhappily inclined to promote 
Disorder and Confusion,•<149> 
and, revealing his own concern, tried to obtain a detachment 
of dragoons for the town. (150) 
'
146> Hs.o.o. Henley c IV 7/14. 
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(147) H.O. 42:51 Document 92-93 Willoughby to Portland 17 Sept.l800 . 
<148> H.O. 42:51 Document 386 Marlborough to Portland 22 Sept.1800. 
(149) J.O.J. Sept. 27 1800 No.2474. 
(lSO) a.o. 42:51 Document 469 C.R. Barrett, Lieutenant Eleventh 
Dragoons to John Cobb 22 Sept. 1800. Inclosure in Cobb to 
Portland 26 Sept. 1800. 
After September 2• all rioting seems to have died down 
and on October 3 Marlborough was able to inform Portland~ 
~x have the satisfaction to say 
that all is very quiet in this 
neighbourhood •• (lSl) 
However, one further riot was to occur in Oxford, before 
peace was finally restored. Thus, on the evening of 
wednesday October 8 •a great concourse of people• want up 
High Street, breaking lamps and windows, and assembled 
outside Corpus Christi College. There Thomas Robinson, an 
attorney, tried to pacify the crowd, firstly by informing 
them that a petition from Oxford had been sent to the King 
requesting that Parliament be recalled in order to consider 
ways by which the distress caused by the high price of bread 
might be relieved, and secondly by claiming that the price 
of bread was, in fact, lower in Oxford than in •the 
neighbouring places• because it was being subsidized by 
University and City. Although Robinson quieted the crowd, 
on the arrival of Dr. John Cooke, President of Corpus Christi 
and Pro Vice-Chancellor, violence broke out again. More 
lamps and windows were broken and one stone hit Cooke's cap, 
knocking it off. Cooke, 
•very much alarmed for his safety,• 
hid in his hou&eJ the crowd returned to their usual place of 
assembly, Carfax, and then, apparently convinced by Robinson's 
arguments, dispersed. <152> 
5!0 
(l5l) H.O. 42:52 Document 66 Marlborough to Portland 3 Oct. 1800. 
(152) H.O. 42:52 Document 84 The Examination of Thomas Robinson. 
Inclosure in Dr. Marlow to Portland 17 Oct. 1800. 
Prom this date the County returned to the situation 
of March and April, with threats and anonymous letters, but 
no actual riots. Thus an anonymous letter was written on 
October 29 containing the suggestion that incendiary attacks 
were planned against estatea belonging to Oxford Colleges, 
in consequence of an even ~reater increase in wheat prices, 
believed to have been caused by a letter supposed to have 
been sene·.by Portland to the Vice-Chancellor, directing him 
to provide protection for the farmers whatever price they 
should ask for corn. <153) It is unclear whether the 
suggestion had any basis in reality but the Royal Exchange 
Assurance, Sun Fire Office and Phoenix did take the threat 
sufficiently seriously to send handbills to Oxfordshire 
explaining that incendiarism ultimately har.med only the 
insurance companies, 
"who would rejoice to assist in 
relieving (those displeased over 
high prices) could they discover 
the means.w(lS4) 
The final incident of 1800 occurred when a handbill, presumably 
calling a meeting to lower prices was found affixed to walls in 
different parts of Oxford, but precautions were taken and no 
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(153) H.o. 42:53 Document 12 Anonifoua Letter to the Proprietors 
of the Sun Pire Insurance 0 ice, London 2§ Oct. 1800. 
Inclosure in Mr. Watts to J. King 1 Nov. 1800. 
The letter concluded, •t have given you this information in 
order that your office be aware of insureing collJ.dg farmers 
for the villins car it on in great secret." 
<154> H.o. 42:53 Document 14 Printed Handbill. Inclosure in 
Mr. Watts to J. King 1 Nov. 1800. 
meeting took place. (lS5) 
Having established the chronology of the Oxfordshire 
food riots, we may now examine the extent to which decisions 
to enforce pro-coasumer requlationa; the details of which 
are included on the tables in Chapter VI1 were taken in 
response to consumer action and demand. 
Before doing so, however, it should be pointed out 
that, as was suggested in the examination of the relation-
ship between crowd action and the suppression of market 
abuses in Oxford in 1800, it is not possible to state that 
the enforcement of pro-consumer regulations was the result 
of disturbances or threatened disturbances solely becauae 
the actions taken by the authorities followed in the wake 
of the crowd action. In fact, one may suggest that 1 of 3 
conditions need to be satisfied before the relationship can 
be definitely established. Firstly, and most obviously, it 
is clear that the authorities were motivated by a desire to 
appease riotous crowds when they actually admitted that 
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(lS5) H.o. 42:53 Document 377-378 Portland to Coote 31 Dec. 1800. 
The disturbances of 1800 were not the final food riots to 
occur in Oxfo~dshire. In November 1867 Oxford witnessed 
a major bread riot, which, while in same respects dis-
sfmL~ to the earlier outbreaks of rioting also displayed 
s6me striking s~ilaritiea. Thus, as in the earlier riots, 
when the wharves were a usual target, in 1867 it was 
feared that there would be an attack on the grain stores 
belonging to the Great Western Railway. The riot also 
included attacks on the bakers' shops, complaints about 
monopolies and hoarding and an agreement between the 
Mayor· and the bakers that the price of bread should be 
lowered. 
A Scrae Book on Oxford •aread Riots• in 1867 ••• 
pro-consumer regulations were to be enforced because of riots, 
as, for example, in October 1766, when it was reported that 
the magistrates of Oxford, Thame and Leighton Buzzard in 
Bedfordshire were intending to permit local people the 
privilege of purchasing poultry before the dealers, on 
account of the disturbancev of the populace. <156) Secondly, 
it would seem likely that the attempted suppression of 
marketing abuses was a concession to the crowd when one 
finds orders that farmers and dealers moderate price 
demands or obey particular marketing laws coupled with 
condemnations of rioting or announcements that thoae 
attending markets would be protected. Table III ahowa the 
occasions upon which the 2 types of order were issued aimul-
taneously. 
Table III 
Table to show the Issue of Orders on the Prevention of Riots 
and the Protection of those uslnq Markets. 
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Date 
of 
Order 
Authority, Group or Individual 
to make Order 
A tick in this column 
indicates that this 
order was accompanied! 
by an announcement of 
measures to protect 
the consmner. 
Jun. 17 1757 
Jun. 24 1757 
c Oct. 4 1766 
Oct. 7 1766 
Oct. 9 1766 
Jul. 16 1795 
Jul. 17 1795 
Sept. 15 1800 
Sept. 17 1800 
Sept. 22 1800 
Sept. 24 1800 
Oct. 7 1800 
Oct. 9 1800 
Oct. 9 1800 
Oct. 16 1800 
Mayor and Justices of the Peace I 
of Oxford. 
Principal Inhabitants-of Witney 
Principal Inhabitants of Witney 
County Quarter Sessions I 
Oxford Magistrates 
Jury at Oxford City Quarter Sessions 
common Council of Oxford 
Meeting of the Inhabitants of Banbury I 
Mayor and Inhabitants of Henley I 
Mayor and Magistrates of Woodstock I 
Magistrates of the University and I 
City of Oxford. Vice-Chancellor 
and Mayor. 
Ch~i~an of the county Quarter Sesaions 
Vice-Chancellor and Town Clerk of Oxford 
Bailiffs of the Borough of Witney I 
Magistrates at the County Quarter I 
Sessions. 
<156 ) Aria's Birminqham Gazette Oct. 6 1766 Vol.XXV No.l298. 
Thirdly, it would seem that when an attack on marketing 
abuses was suddenly issued, after an outbreak of rioting, 
in an area in which it was very except.ional for marketinq 
to be regulated, then one can almost certainly attribute 
the attempt to protect the consumer to the actions of the 
crowd. 
Having established when these conditions are satisfied 
the following points emerge. Firstly, from 1757 onwards 
almost all announcements that the authorities were intending 
to suppress speculative dealings in corn or to restrict the 
trade in corn to the market place appear to have been made 
in respon•e to outbreaks of rioting. (lS7) Secondly, the 
2 attempts which were made in 1766 to protect the interests 
of local consumers and the supplies of the local community 
seem to have been made in response to crowd demanda.ClSS) 
Thirdly, except perhaps in Oxford, the attacks made in 1800 
on forestalling, reqaating and engrossing as problems affecting 
the price and supply of all provisions, seem to have resulted 
from the disturbances. <159 ) Fourthly, all announcements of 
(157) For details of these announcements see Chapter VI 
Table s VII, rx. It is also the case that 2 of the 3 
prosecutions for unlicensed dealing which took place 
in t r e eighteenth century seem to have occurred in the 
wake of riots and the third as the product of a situation 
in which it was feared th•t a riot would occur. 
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(158) Por details of these announcements s ee Chapter VI Table IX. 
The decisions which were made to prevent the movement of 
corn in 1795 do not seem to have been related to rioting 
in the same way, although it is certainly possible that 
they were taken in an attempt to avert threatened distur-
bances. 
'
159) For details of these announcements see Chapter VI Table IX. 
measuras to reduce prices made in 1766, 1795 and 1800; 
almost the only years in the eighteenth century which 
witnessed attempts to bring about price reductions; appear 
to have been made ve~ largely at the instigation of food 
rioters. (l60) Fifthly, and perhaps most unexpectedly, 
given that we have suggest~d that certain minimum standards 
of hone 3ty were required from dealers and farmers throughout 
tile period, the move to ensure that correct weights and 
measures were employed in H'oodstock and Witney in 1800 seem 
to have been a concession to the crowd. (l6l) Finally, it 
has been suggested that the upsurge in prosecutions for assize 
of broad offences in 1757 may have been, if not a direct 
response to rioting, at least influenced by the disturbances 
in Bice ster, and it is likely that the pro-consumer slant 
given to the assize of bread in dearth years was partly an 
attempt to appease riotous crowds. 
In conclusion it would seem that, except in Oxford, the 
attempted enforcement of pro-consumer measures in the second 
half of the eighteenth century was very largely a re•ponse to 
consumer action. (162) Furthermore, it would appear that the 
influence of the consumer probably increased in the final 
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(l60) For details of these ~~nouncements see Chapter VI Table XI. 
(l6l) For details of these ~ouncements see Chapter VX Table III. 
<162) The suggestion that the reassertion of traditional market 
regulation was usually a direct response to popular 
violence has been made in relation to another county, 
Devon. J. Bohstedt, "Devon Food Riots and the Politics 
of Community conflict ca 18oo.• P.7. 
decade of the century, with the crowd, especially in 1800, 
apparently able to pressure the authorities into making, 
in defiance of the wishes of central government, a compre-
hens ive series of pro-consumer statements and policy 
decisions. Oxford does appear to have presented an 
exceptional case, not merely, as we have seen, in 1800, 
but i n 1795 also. Thus, in 1795 the issue of law enforce-
ment decis ions in the City took place between the apparently 
trivial incident in April and the very much more serious 
disturbance in July; the latter being followed by no 
significant increase in the level of regulation, merely 
the i ssue of condemnations of rioting. Under these circum-
stances it is difficult to view the actions of the authorities 
as determined by t he disturbances. 
Finally, tie may note that the existence of a close 
relationship between disturbances and t he attempts of the 
authorities to ens ure that pro-consumer regulations were 
enforced might then explain the absence of any increase in 
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the level of regulation in 1740; in spite of the high prices 
prevailing in that year, Oxfordshire apparently witnessing no 
outbreak of food rioting. Moreover, it would also help partially 
to explain why, except in Oxford, there appears to have been 
little att~mpt to restrict the activities of middlemen, or 
bring about price reductions in 1795, while numerous measures 
were taken in 1800. If the authorities made announce~ents 
of their intention to suppress marketing abuses or advocate 
price reductions principally at the instigation of the consumer, 
the fact that in 1795 the crowd would seem to have been largely 
interested not in the enforcement of traditional market regu-
lations but simply in the prevention of the removal of local 
corn suvplies from the County, may have meant that the 
authorities felt under less pressure to bring in pro-
consumer measures. 
52? 
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Chapter VIII Explanations and Analysis 
In Chapter IV we provided a d~cailed discussion of the 
marketing of corn in the eighteenth century, noting that 
the traditional open market still had a not insignificant 
role to play, particularly in the short-distance corn trade, 
but also suggesting that s ale in the open market was only 
one of a great number of different ways by which the farmer 
might disp ose of his produce. In addition it was noted that 
the s y stem was flexible, that changes could and did occur, 
both within the open market - as, for example, when sample-
selling began to replace bulk-selling - and within private 
marketing, with many shifts in the relative importance of 
the different outlets. Further, it was observed that it was 
largely neither market authorities nor consuming public which 
determined the nature and r a te of change but the farming and 
commercial communities. Thus, when the farmers desired that 
new marketing techniques should be introduced they very 
largely were; where they wished for the preservation of the 
traditional pitched market, as at Henley, it was preserved 
and perhaps moulded to suit their convenience and when they 
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were opposed to a new development, as, for example, the intro-
duction of standard measures, the adoption of the new development 
was long delayed. 
Again, although no detailed discussion of the marketing 
of other products has been included, evidence in Chapters II, 
III and particularly V suggests that a similar pattern prevailed 
over other commodities. Thus, it was noted that public 
marketing institutions, the market in the case of meat and 
vegetables and the fair in the case of livestock retained 
an important role throughout the eighteenth century. However, 
it was also noted that alternative methods of marketing the 
of dearth the authorities came under considerable pressure 
frorrt the cons~~er and particularly from the threat to public 
order which the crowd presented if the demands they made for 
the enforcerrtent of traditional protectionist measures were 
not ntet. However, even in crisis periods, as the tables in 
Chapter VI illustrate, certainly by the last decade of the 
eighteenth century it was very largely informal methods, for 
example the calling of meetings to discuss with farmers 
whether they would be prepared to institute price reductions 
or the exerting of such non-legal pressures as boycotting 
the use of commodities until they had become less expensive, 
which were ernployed to control marketing. Frequently decisions 
to enforce the laws were followed by inaction; prosecutions 
for evasion of the open market and speculative trading were 
rare; convictions even more rare and prosecutions of major 
dealers, with the possible exception of Willats in 1757, non-
existent. On the whole, only in Oxford and particularly in 
the covered provisions market can this pattern be said not 
·to have held; the activities of traders there being subject 
to much more rigorous control. 
In this conclusion we shall offer a brief and preliminary 
account of some of the factors which determined the pattern 
described above, and most particularly the response of 
authorities and consuming public to the regulation of marketing 
and trade. 
The first element in any explanation would seem to he 
covered by the term TRADITION. Thus, A. Everitt suggests 
that even in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, 
in times of plenty little restraint was imposed on the 
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activities of private traders(l) and N.S.B. Gras( 2), 
J. Chartres (3) and J. ~valter and K. ~\'rightson <4> have all 
shown that the introduction and enforcement of regulations 
to control marketing and internal trade in the Tudor period 
and seventeenth century vTere primarily a response to dearth. 
Thus, the way in which the local authorities in the eighteenth 
century confined attempts to control marketing to periods of 
dearth would seen to have been very much in line with the 
approach evolved during the previous two centuries. 
The second element in any explanation would appear to be 
covered ~y the term PRACTICALITY. Thus, there is no doubt 
that any group of local author! ties \'iishing to regulate 
Inarketing was faced with a series of practical problems 
connected \-Ti th the interpretation and enforcement of the 
lzn11 aml the complexity and purposes of marketing which 
militated against intervention. 
Thus, firstly it is clear that both statute and common 
law were difficult to understand and were probably not under-
stood by the authorities; a point suggested by, for example , 
the purchase by the Woodstock Borough Council of a book 
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explaining the anti-forestalling laws. Secondl y, contemporaries 
(l} A. Everitt , "The .tvlarketing of Agricultural Produce," in 
Ed. J. Thirsk Qp.cit. Pp.579; 581. 
(2) N.S .B. Gras OE.cit. P.229. 
( 3 ) J. Char tres 0E.cit. Pp.60-64. 
<4> J. Walter and K. Wrightson, "Dearth and the Social Order 
in .Early Hodern England, " in P. and P . No. 71 (Hay 1976) 
Pp.37-42. 
appear t o have found it ve~J difficult to establish whether 
nP.w marketing practices , as, for example, sample selling, 
could be prevented under existing lmvs. Thirdly, as the 
eighteP.nth century progressed, it -v;ould seern that it became 
increasingly difficult for the authorities to distinguish 
between public and private marketing facilities and, for 
example , establish whether the inn market at tvatlington or 
the \vharf market at Shillingford were public markets or 
exa.t:tples of large-Gcale forestalling and therefore illegal. 
Finally, thE! legal process was such that prosecutions could 
not }'; !': undertaken lightly . Thus, before a prosecution could 
be considered information that an offence had been committed 
v1as required and as infon<ing vTas a socially unacceptable 
activ.:tty it is like l y that persons \vould often engage in it 
in dearth alone w·hen high coiilmodi ty prices rendered it 
financially remunerative and the climate of public opinion 
tvas leGs hostile tmvards it. Noreover, the bringing of a 
prosecution w~s expensive and th~refore not something which 
nagistrates. could afford to consider unless reasonably sure 
of a c~nviction . 
'J'he l ega: problems described above must account , at least 
in part , both for the lovi-level of regulation \'lhich existed 
and also f or certain of the shifts in approach to regulation 
\'Thich occurr ed. T:'or exarr.ple, they may account for the move 
away from attempts directly to enforce statute and common law 
to the policy of applying informal pressures on farmers and 
dealer;, in the hope of "persuading" them to moderate price 
d~~mand.s or act in the interests of local consumers . They may 
also account, at least partially, for the development of 
consumer- l ed regulation - the wealthier urban consumers acting 
in committ ees coul d afford t o n~et the costs of prosecution 
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and =-)oth they and the crm1d "trere pcrhaj?s less a\.,rare t!1 an the 
local authoriti es of t he difficulties involved in interpreting 
marketing la\vS. Z•loreover , the absence of these practical 
l 8gal problems mir;ht help to t;xplain why the aut:·lOri ties in 
Ox:.~ord persisted Hi th the regulation of the mar~{eting of 
provisj.ons: the covered n ar\:et -vras established by an l.ct 
of Parlia.me!1t Hh ich provided the authorities with an inte lligible 
l e gal frarnev1ork within which they ~.vere able to 'llork; selling 
outside the ma.rket Has clearly against the lav< and as the 
market place H~lS enclosed it ~"'as possiJ::le for the activities 
of tra.ders i.:.o be closely superviced and for it to become very 
evirlt:nt if, for example, offences like foresta lling ·were being 
COlli!H:l t t.e d • 
A ~_;econcJ practical probleH which militated against inter-
vention Has that not merely vras the laH complex and difficult 
to undeJ::stand but so Has marketing itself, and particularly 
th<C) r.1nrketin<J of corn. Thus, while the remark of EC..nmnd Burke 
ttLat citizens were 
"in a state of utter ignonmce of the 
means by wtich they are to be fed" (S) 
t,Jas not 'tvholly justified, it t...ras probably true that the urLan 
author1ties had or..ly an inadequate qrasp of thE?. -...~ay in \'!hich 
r:iarketj_ng and trade operated and this may accow1t certainly 
for their reluctance to interfere in the conduct of the corn 
trade. In addition the fact that Oxford's covered market 
(S) ~· B k 0 ' t P 14 . ur e p.c~ • • • 
existed for the dispersal of meat, fruit and vegetables which 
'ltTere Marketed in an uncoroplicat.ed '1/Tay, being sold by local 
!?roducers and food processors largely to local retail customers 
and being unsultahle for dtspatch to distant consumers or for 
dispersal via many outlets other than the open market, may 
provide another part of the explanation for the r.llillingness 
of the authorities to pursue a policy of strict regulation. 
A final practical consideration was that it was certainly 
recognised and of course stressed by local farmers and the 
inhabitants and authoritles in the consumption centres that 
foodstuffs, ~articularly corn, butter and cheese, ?roduc~d 
in Oxfordshire ,.,ere n~eded in and shollld he forwarded from 
the County to other areas and this acceptance inevitably 
necessitated th.:\t tolerance be shown to•,mrds middlemen 
:1ctivities and probably to such technically illegal practices 
as pre-harvest contractual Rales. Furthermore, for the rural 
magistracy there must have been the consideration that if 
they really placed severe restrictions on the conduct of 
internal trade they and their tenants would then have been 
unable to engage in convenient and advantageous methods of 
deal:i:1g, r..rhich ~,rere othe~·Ii~e ava:f.lable to them. 
The third and fourth factors wh.ich influenced the pattern 
can he covered by the terms ~E~piT~ and EFFECTIVENE~. 
On the first point it is certainly poss:t.ble that only 
i .n dearth was intervention in marketing actually necessary. 
Thus we have suggested that marketing and trade may have 
operated differently in dearth; there heing a definite upsurge 
in speculative trading; an increased likelihood of farmers 
being able to keep produce from the mark€t and a very 
considerable upsurge in purchasing by middlemen for the 
supply of the consumption centres and therefore pressure on 
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the resource s \·1ilicl1 vloulO. normally i.1ave been available for 
the local comr.1~::.i ty. Horeover, at s uch tin1es the consumer 
£a c ed Hlth high price~, food shortag<:s and 'th€ al tE.:red 
uar;cetin<; situation \'las ·likely to b e conte <lissati:Jfi ed ard 
<J-3 -the only alternat ive to l:teeting crovd demands for t!1e 
alicpt ion o f pr:c-consurr.er :r.:easures w·as to eoploy force , 
and t he fo::.~cc3 cf la\1 and order available were inadequate 
anC. th~ir presence generally seen as dari:aging (6 ) it i s 
pos sible that t:he authorities felt that in·terven·tion il1 
marketiny and ·t r ade became necessary in dearth periods, 
b ct:.h to 1nain~ain public order and to pre vent t he pro:Citee.ring 
<:me! :.ipeculat:ion vrhich dea:.:th conc!i tiorw p ermi·tte <l to arise. 
vn t he second point it \•Tould seel!; likely t hat a signi-
ficant l.:luestion wit h L.tagi!:>trates 11~ust have been , \vould their 
attcup t .s to regulate tilarketins have any e f fect upon either 
·::1·~c i1.~.:cdiatc or the future trading and marketing situation? 
Ce rta inly it -.;wuld :.;;eem likely that , i n dearth , the piecemeal 
1:1cazu~ce takerl b:t' the authori tien; the announcements that 
r.larkoting laws \\~ere to be enforced couple d vd t h the subsidizing 
of provisions; were probably reasonab ly successful both in 
ens uri ng that the local population \·la~ f ed and tl-4erefore that 
p ubli c order \'las restored and t hat explo itation of the de arth 
cor.di tions by J?rOducers and deale rs 'ftlas , at lc:.a s t , r educed . 
(6 ) A valuable d iscussion of the forces available to meet riot 
situations is by D.G .D. Isaac, A Study 0f the Popular 
Disturbances in Britain 1714-1754. Unpubli shed Ph.D. Thesis 
Edinbur g h ( 1953 ) Pp.241-337. 
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;;..· urti·t~:::l!tOr~ , if ~h-2 moves of the a uthori tiez t o pursue pro·-
c onSllil!'J.r ~olici .:;f: \v·ere :.=tin ulated '.:o a ve r y consi de::::-able 
..i'=~;r:~e :~·.i tl1.e Q.c t ions of t~·1e ~rt:·Y.ld t~.1 ~n one can a l .3o zay 
-t::at ti.1e food rio t •vas a not. in~ffi.cient 1:~eans of a£fe~t::.ng 
mar:~~tin·; and trade, i1~ the short-term. The actio~'l:> o.f t~1e 
c.rov:J. <:!rl d tl1e li\.:!gi:::t.rat~.s i~1 v:;~:fon1 zuay , of cour.;; .::: , ~.ave h ad 
a 2~·'-:t.'i J .• t\:.~.u+.::.ai ef:Zec-t. Ufon con.:;'.l:tte:r:s i n othe r ur<.3as and ::-.c:.v•.; 
.::;Lo·:m iHs uf~L::i.ent concern for national a~:: oppose d to l ocal 
I.0~lb o r polici0H . Howev8r 1 thi s \'Tould :).;~ b ·.;·tll ·.U fficul t t o 
d:.::l'tll>n.3t~·a·tu an:;, , r;iv~~'1 t:~at t he iniT:It~d.iato l ocal cr:i.sL:: did 
r;:;:q u.i. :: :~ a. solution , no·t p~rhaj;>:-> ·.rery r rJ levant . 
1• ;.,ucil :uore difficult qu~stion to an.:-;we:c i~; w:1eth<2r the 
autho~.:... ti~:.; o r th:) c:cm1d t.>fer e able to i~fluence mark a ·ting 
a~ti tra.:1in'] .,-,ractic~s in th~ lons·er-term by their ini.:erventi on 
..lu:cL·HJ ::1eart:.·,. l!o·;,..t,;ve r 1 it is certaL1ly ~>o.5:::i!:) le tha t they 
·:n~ r::.! ...l:;lc t .o do s o, a3 a GO!tSe·~juenc(~ of the unusual cond itions 
.,,.,·:~ic~·l .. J:revailed in dearth ,t>er:Lods. ·r:ms t ;.·:e have indica ted 
l.:ol:.h t.!.!at ue a:.::t:·a may have precipitated chang es ln :nark eting 
·te ci'1~1l :lue.s and a lso that ch an0es, ·dhich \rle re perhaf>S detri-
mental to the local con.sumll!r r wilich had tak~m p lace pri o r to 
th<; d·.;art£1 a.'tl:.i 'llhich had been hidde n l>y the fact that :; upl,) li. ,:~;:; 
';J3r e availab l e ~'1.d prices r-aasona.ble, hec-:'\me t=wide nt L'l ll crisis 
pcl:'iou. Thus , dearth \<Jas perhap~ a ~)oint a ·:  u h i c!! intcrvantion 
!night actually have been able to r e sult in a slo;.Jin g dO'fi! l, if 
not ·tn.e p revention of cha.'"lge . Certainly it \vould s eem that 
the cri5e(;! of 175 7 and 1766 probably b rought the gro•r-1t~ of 
Sai.~L:Jle selling to the a ttention of the c ro·wd anU. authorities 
in Oxford and thei r actions then may have c a used the final 
adoption of sale b y s~nple to be de l ayed. In addition i t is 
lik(3ly that t he deart hs of t he second half of the eighteent~l 
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pt.:!z:oiod frol,, t.hl.!. st.::rc o:: l.:h<l e i g!1teentl• centur..t u:<t:Ll 1756 'lrd th 
allO\·!!:.!d ch<.l.l-1'JC ~> in markf.!tin.:J practice to occur and to b ecome 
i~ilu~~s occuxr~d. 
\·.:.~:J r.,.~ J.i.,:;·'!L:cl :~ t '.v·ould not n :d};.Q any l a.stinq lupact on the 
cc,l;.().u.c·~ or. lr:ar:-::.:tin.t,; and int.ernal t r a d E.: . No satisfactory 
\·:.1-y e£ as.se::;zing· ~·; ·£.ether ir.tf)rvention '¥ro~ld. :1ave been zuccess-
ful , .. 
.... "' it was lar~ely not t ried . 
j;J(;in':.:.s shoulu t~ r;~ ade on thi.s 1 hc.Y.•Iever~ Firstly it i H ~ifficult 
to say ;-;hether re<Julation Has C-!.;' ~i:.J.nuec1 in Q};f:ord h~cause there 
it co~ld be e.:fecti ve or ~:thether ·the fac t t :1at :r.·egulati on ':las 
ab le to hav<: an i ::tpact in Ox ford indicates that it ·. :as poss i b l y 
not tlle cffecti venesG of intervention ':<hich detc:n;\ined the 
failure of the authoritie::i else1.-:herc to undertake regulation. 
Secondly, it i s , of course , another problem, for \'lhich an 
anal::tsis cannot yet be atte1apted , vThet!'J.er the strict super-
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vision of marketing in Oxford was, by the late eighteenth 
century, in the best interests of the consumer. 
A fifth factor which certainly influenced the pattern 
in regulation might be covered by the term POLITICS . Th us, 
there seems little doubt that the relatively high level of 
regulation and the resilience of public marketing institutions 
in Oxford was determined at least in part by factors relating 
to the structure of power within the City. For example, it 
would seem likely that the constant setting of the assize of 
bread was partly a product of the rivalry between University 
and City - the University, which had the right to set the 
assize, being probably keen to exercise all the privileges 
it had in relation to the City's tradesmen, in case a failure 
to exercise its rights resulted in the erosion of its overall 
power vis-a-vis the City authorities. Moreover, turning from 
the broad pattern which emerges from the tables in Chapter VI 
to the minutiae, one can frequently find explanations, which 
might be termed political, for the occasional prosecutions 
or sudden upsurges in law enforcement decisions. Thus it 
would seem likely that a spate of ~rosecutions in one rural 
area, while offences were presumably going unchecked in others, 
may indicate the presence of a particularly conscientious 
magistrate, as, for example, Sir Christopher Willoughby. 
SJ8 
Again, there seems a strong possibility that some of the 
attempts to regulate marketing in Oxford were the product of 
rivalry between different groups of tradesmen. Thus, attempts 
to restrict sales of meat to the market place and to market days 
were undoubtedly sometimes a resu~t of pressure from the City's 
free butchers anxious to limit the competition they would 
otherwise face from non-free butchers or from hawkers. Moreover, 
the very considerable number of prosecutions for engrossing and 
regrating in Oxford in 1679-80; 1684 and 1696 may have been 
not an expression of anti-middleman feeling by the authorities 
but an attempt to establish whether bakers were entitled to 
buy bread for resale pe r haps because of conflict between 
chandlers and bakers over their respective roles . <7> When, 
as here, the motivation behind the enforcement of traditional 
"pro-consumer" measures was a desire to reduce competition 
and perpetuate monopolies, it is, of course, possible that 
the consumer, far from benefiting from what occurred, was 
actually harmed by it. 
The final factor which one might expect to have influenced 
the pattern is IDEOLOGY. However, as no detailed discussion 
on eighteenth century beliefs on marketing and trade has been 
included in this thesis, and it is a subject which requires 
separate treatment, here we shall offer only a very super-
ficial evaluation of whether the authorities and the crowd 
held any consistent views on how marketing and trade should 
operate and whether they were actually motivated by those 
beliefs in their approach to regulation. 
The role of ideology is, in fact, very difficult to assess 
for two basic reasons. Firstly, it is necessary to look at 
the problem .in two sections and ask whether the magistrates 
or the crowd held and acted upon any firm and constant beliefs 
(7) There would also seem little doubt that a number of the 
prosecutions may have been the result of personal 
antagonism between dealers, as, for example, the prose-
cution for dealing in Oxford market contrary to law 
brought at the County Quarter Sessions, Trinity 1758. 
In addition, others would seem to have been the result 
of a simple desire to profit from informing, as, for 
example, the attempted prosecution for an assize of 
bread offence in November 1768. 
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motivated to act by fixed beliefs in traditional protectionist 
values. For example, there are clear indications of an active 
commitment by urban magistrates to the retention of the open 
market. Thus, attempts to suppress sample selling if 
motivated in part by the self-interest of market owners, 
anxious to safeguard revenue, also reveal a concern for the 
rights of the small consumer and the preservation of open 
marketing, and the fact that the authorities were prepared 
to offer inducements to farmers and tradespeople to use the 
open market; toll abolition, the construction of new market 
buildings or premiums for those offering certain products 
for sale, for example; is also suggestive of this concern. 
Moreover, over the covere d market in Oxford, the authorities 
displayed and appear to have been motivated by a total 
commitment to public marketing institutions<9>; antagonism 
towards speculation and even an acceptance that the concept 
of the "just price" was not an outdated notion. Furthermore, 
as in the City, the regulation of marketing did not present 
the same practical problems as in other centres, this response 
may suggest that it was principally practical considerations, 
rather than a belief by the County's other urban authorities 
that they should not intervene in marketing and trade, which 
determined their reluctance to act. 
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(9) However, we may note that even the members of the Oxford 
Market Committee were constrained to recognize that they 
could not, and indeed perhaps did not always want to, prevent 
changes in marketing techniques which undermined the open 
market principle. Thus, in December 1795 the Committee 
decided that once butter had been lodged in the market, it 
might then be delivered to the Colleges and houses of the 
inhabitants, where it had been previously contracted for. 
The Book of the Oxford Market Committee 1771-1835 ••• P.lOl. 
Turning to the cr~td, one again finds a little evidence 
to suggest constantly-held beliefs, which possibly motivated 
action. Thus, continuity in the attitudes of the public is 
suggested by the fact that while the relative importance to 
the crowd of the different types of market regulation may 
have altered during the course of the eighteenth century, in 
each successive dearth period they always tended to demand 
the enforcement of the same range of pro-consumer measures. 
Moreover, the possibility that they may even have been 
motivated to act by their beliefs - for example, that specu-
lation was immoral - alone, is suggested by the fact that 
the riot of 1713 may have occurred without the stimulus of 
dearth conditions. 
f.n examination of whether ideological considerations 
lay behind the response of authorities and crowd to dearth 
reveals another complex situation. Thus, it is certainly 
possible to detect a series of firm attitudes behind the 
response of both urban and rural authorities in Oxfordshire 
to dearth. Firstly, it would appear to have been accepted 
that the poor should be able to obtain sufficient food to 
enable them not to starve. Secondly, it seems to have been 
thought that locally produced supplies should be retained 
within the area if needed by local people. Thirdly, it 
appears to have been believed that the farmers should be 
prepared to sacrifice their interests and profits to the 
interests of the wider public; a sacrifice which it seems 
largely to have been felt would not cause any long-term damage 
to the farming community. However, while the authorities 
certainly appear to have subscribed to these beliefs it 
would seem that their reasons for doing so were largely 
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practical, and based on a realization that, as J. Bohstedt suggests, 
"social peace required a durable 
solution of popular grievances."(lO) 
In other words , the authorities were interested in the 
restoration of law and o r der un~er circw:lstances \"lhich 
would not destroy hannonious relationships within local 
society. This interpretation is s uggested forcibly by t\rlO 
factors. Firstly, the attitudes of Oxfordshire magistrates 
appear to have been at variance with those of the authorities 
in Warwickshire, yet the only difference between the magis-
trates would appear to have been that the one group was 
resident within an exporting county and the other in an 
importing county and therefore different marketing and trading 
conditions \.rere required in order to permit their poor to be 
fed. Secondly, the farmers, and , to some extent, even the 
commercial community, whom one would imagine did not actually 
subscribe to the principle that their profits and activities 
should be restricted, seem also to have been prepared in 
dearth to accept that prices should be reduced or that their 
produce should be dispersed via local markets. 
Turning to the crowd, one can find more evidence that 
their actions were motivated by genuine beliefs as to how 
marketing and trade should operate in periods of dearth. 
Thus , several of the actions of the crowd cannot be accounted 
for in terms of hunger or consumer self-interest alone. For 
example , the crowd appears to have acted differently when 
shortages and high prices were believed to have been arti-
(lO) J. Bohstedt, "Devon Food Riots and the Poli tics of 
Community Conflict ca 1800 ••• " P .48. 
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ficially contrived than when they were believed to have 
resulted from natural cat1ses. Thus, in 1795, ~-.rhen the 
existence of genuine crop failures seems largely to have 
been accepted the cror,.rd seems t.r- have concentrated on 
pre venting the removal of supplies from the County, \'Thile 
in 1766 and 1800 when speculation was believed to be responsible 
for ~~e difficulties, there was considerable demand for the 
control of middlemen and the reduction of price levels. (ll) 
Horeover, tbe action of price-fixing seems to have involved 
~~ awareness that dearth conditions did warrant prices at 
higher than usual levels; prices often being fixed by the 
crowd well in excess of those prevailing in years of average 
harvests. These points \'JOUld certainly suggest that what 
frequently motivated cro•,,d action was a belief that no one 
should be able to exploit or profit from conditions of 
harvest failure. 
Finally, we may note that alone among Oxfordshire's 
authorities the City council in Oxford appears to have been 
seriously motivated by similar beliefs to the crowd and this 
brings us to the final part of the explanation of why the 
(ll) 'l'ilis would appear to contradict the view of ~'l.J. Shelton 
who suggests that natural shortages were usually stoically 
endured by the poor; it being when it was believed that 
the shortages were artificial that disturbances occurred. 
W.J. Shelton Op.cit. P.lOl. 
We would suggest that disturbances might occur on both 
types of occasion but that the demands of the crowd 
\'rould vary according to their view of the crisis. 
level of r egulation raay have been higher in O::;:ford t han in 
other parts of th.e County: In Oxford, more than anywhere 
a lse 1 on~ finds , in t h is basically agricultural County, a 
b ody of persons in a position o-~= power r.o!ho "~Jle re principally 
~urcha3ers and consumers of foodstuffs (l2) and were not 
producers or closely connected \<Vith the agricultural community. 
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(l2 ) An Oxfordshire far~mer, in fact, suggested that the Common 
Council was only one step removed from the crowd; declaring 
that most of them, "had formerly wielded the labouring oar." 
An Oxfordshire Farmer .QP..cit. P.lo. 
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J .l1. Hartin Social and Economic Trends in the Rural lie~ 
Eidlands 1785-llli M.Com. Thesis Birmingham (1960) 
ss• 
J.M. Martin warwickshire and the Parliamentary Enclosure Movement. 
Ph.D. 7hesis Binr.ingham (1965) 
P.V. McGrath The Marketing of Food, Fodder and Livestock in the 
London 1~rea in the Seventeenth Century with Some Reference to 
the Sources of Supply. M.A. Thesis London (1948) 
·H.L. Prior Fisher Row - The Oxford Community of Fishermen and 
Bargemen, 1500-1600 D.Phil. Thesis Oxford (1976) 
D.E. ~·lilliams English Hunger Riots in 1766 Ph.D. Thesis 
Unive~:·sity of Wales (1978) 
Primary Sources 
Contempora;Y Printed Books, Pamphlets and Papers 
Of the great range of pamphlets and topographical works 
consulted or available, this list includes only those 
mentioned in the text or used in the compilation of the 
tables. Histories of Oxfordshire published before 1850 
are listed here. 
An Account of the Several Cities and Market Towns in England 
and Wales (N.D.) 
~·~. Adams Index Villar is ( 1690) 
An Address to the Plain Sense of the People, on the Present 
High Price of Bread (1800) 
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A. Annesley Strictures on the True Cause of the Present Alarming 
Scarcity of Grain and other Provisions; and A Plan for Permanent 
Relief. • • ( 1800) 
Baile 's Western and Midland Directo and 
Tradesman's Useful Companion ••• (1783, 
The Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Walsall, Dudley, Bilston and 
WilleDhall Directory; or Merchant and Tradesman's Useful 
Companion (1780, 1781) 
R. Blome Britannia: or A Geographical Description of the 
Kingdoms of En~land, Scotland and Ireland ••• (1673) 
Ed. R. Bradley A Collection for the Improvement of Husbandry 
and Trade ••• Collected by John Houghton (1727) 
J.N. Brewer The Beauties of England and Wales Vol.XII Part II 
(1813) 
J.N. Brewer The Picture of England; or Historical and Descriptive 
Delineations of the Most Curious Works of Nature and Art in Each 
County ( 1820) 
J. Bridges A Book of Fairs or a Guide to West Country Travellers 
(?1800) 
British curiosities in Nature and Art (1713) 
w. Brooke The True Causes of our Present Distress for Provisions, 
with a Natural, Easy and Effectual Plan, for the Future Prevention 
of So Great a Calamity ••• (1800) 
c. Burlington The 1-1odern Universal British Traveller {cl779) 
R. Burn The Justice of t he Peace and Parish Of ficer (12th Ed. 
1772) 
"A Ca~ Address to the People of Oxford. Apr. 23 1795," in 
Oxford Hi s cellanies Hs Top . Oxon b.ll6. 
w. Combe A Hi s tory of t he Principal Ri ve rs of Great Britain 
Vol.I An History of the River Thames (Printed for John and 
J osiah Boydell 1794) 
Consider a tions on the Scarcity ~md High Prices of Bread-Corn 
and Bread at the Ma< . t; suggesting the Remedies in a Series 
of Letters ; First Printed in the Cambrid e Chronicle and 
supposed to be written y Governor Powna 1 95) 
G.A. Cooke Topographical and Statistical Des cription of the 
County of Oxford (cl805) 
Rev. c. Cruttwell A Tour through the Whole Island of Great 
Brita i n , Divided into JourneY!•• • (1801) 
R. Davis General View of the Agriculture of the County of 
Oxf o r d ... (17 94} 
A De scription of All the Counties in England and Wales, 
Collected by P.W. (1728) 
A Description of England and Wales (1770) 
J . Dugdale The New ·British Trave lle r ••• (1819) 
J. Dunkin The History and Antiquities of Bicester, A Market 
Town in Oxfordshlre ••• (1816) 
J. Dunkin The History and Antiq uities of the Hundreds of 
Bullingdon and Ploughley (1823} 
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F. M. Eden The State of the Poor: or An History of the Labouring 
Classes in England. Vol.II Parochial Reports - England (1797) 
England Illustrated or a Compendium of the Natural History, 
Geography, Topography and Antiquities Ecclesiastical and Civil 
of England and Wales (1764) 
An Exact List of Those who Poll'd at the Election for a Member 
of Parliament for Abingdon in t he County of Berkshire on the 
24th Day of April 1734 
R. Gardne r Histo;y, Gazetteer and Dire ctory of the Cqunty of 
Oxford (1852) 
J.A. Giles History of the Pa~!sh and Town of Barneton, with the 
District and Hamlets Belonging to it (2nd Ed. 1848) 
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J.s. Girdler Observations on the Pernicious Canst ruences of 
Forestallinq, Regrating and Ingrossing, with a Lis t of statutes 
(1800} 
w. Green The Picture of ~ngland (1804) 
The Heads of l·Ir. Burton's Spee·ches in the House of Commons on 
}.' rid ay the 11th and Monday the 14th of December, 1801, on the 
Petition Presented by the City of Oxford ••• G.A. Oxon sO 1012(9) 
L. Hetllop Observationa on the Statute of the thirty-first George 
II ch._29 co~.£_ern.ing the aa~ize of bread... (1799) 
J. Ingrcun Hemorials of Oxford (1837) 
~llvestigation of the Cause of the Present High Price of 
Provisions. By the Author of the Essay on the Principle of 
Population {1st Ed. 1800) 
(U. Jones) 
of Haps by 
land and Wales •• with a Set 
s. Lewis A Topographical Dictionary of England, Comprising the 
Several Counties,~ C?-ties, B~ughs, Corporate and Hark.et Towns 
(7th Ed. 1848) 
List o f Names o f l\;:EErentice a, l·li th Name of Haster, Trade and 
Date of Inrollment G.A. Oxon b.ll3(5) 
!1a et Nova or a New Survey 
of 
W. Harsha!! '.rhe Review and Abstract of the County Reports to 
the Board of Agricu·l ture. From t;he ~evera.l Departments of 
England. Vo1.4 Midlands Department (1818) 
B. Martin The Natural History_of E~~nd, or a Description 
of Each Particular county, in Regard to the Curious Productions 
of Nature and Art (1759) 
Ed. w. Mavor British Tourists ; or Traveller's Pocket Companion ••• 
(5 ~rols. 1807) 
w. ~lavor General View of the Agriculture of Berkshire, drawn up 
for the Consideration of the Board of A~riculture~and In~8Lal 
I m2rovement (1809) 
G. !-1iege The New State of England (1691) 
Hiscellaneous Papers about Oxford Loyal Volunteers 1795-1809 
G.A. Oxen c 232 
R. Norden The New DescriEtion and State of England... (2nd Ed. 
1704) 
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A. llurray General Viet<~ of the Agriculture of the county of 
"tlarwick: vri th Observations on the Heans of its Improvement ( 1815) 
The New Birmingham Directory for the Year 1793 ••• 
' i'. :'1~\·i Directory for the Town of Birmingham and Han1let of 
Deritend ••• (1785, 1787, 1788, 1791) 
J. Ogilby The Traveller's Guide or a l·!ost Exact DescriEtion 
of the ~oads o f England (1711) 
J. Ogilby and w. Morgan The Trav~ller's Pocket Book or Qgilby 
and r!org an ' a Eook of the Roads • • (2nd Ed. 17 61) 
Oxford Citv Notices C.A. O;:on b.lS 
O:cford Unive rsity Papers 1660-1850 G.A. Oxon b.lll 
The O>=for dshire , Berksh ire, and Buckinghamshire Alrnanack ••• 
. {1784, 1788) 
An Oxfordshire Farmer A Uenl y to the Instructions given by 
"Ci!e ~omrnon Council of Oxford to F. Burton and A. Annesley Esqrs 
their Re resentatives in Parliament on the Present Scarcit of 
Provisions 1795) 
\'i . 0\-:en 0\-rer:. 's New Book of Fairs (1780 ) 
Pamphlets; O.L.V. (cl805) G.A. Oxon 8° 161 (14) 
W. Pearce General View of the Airiculture in Berkshire, with 
Qp.§_ervations on the Heans of its Improvement (1794) 
Sir J . Pes hall 'rhc t\ncient and Present State of the City of 
Oxford (1773) ~ 
l:o i nnock' s county Histories . 'l'hc Hi stor:t; and Topography of 
Oxfordshire with ~iograohi·c~l Sketches etc etc (1819) 
Poll of the Freeholders of Oxfo:rdshirc , taken at Oxford ••• 
ll.or il 1754 
'l'he l?oll of the Freemen of the Cit for 2 Re resen-
tativos in Parliament ••• I·1ay 1796 
The Poll of t he Freemen of the City of Oxford, for 2 Represen-
tatives in Parliament ••• Oct . !812 (1812) 
Pye ' 3 Biru:.ingham Directory for the Year 1797 
T . Read A New DescriPtion of Lancashire ••• Oxfordshire English 
Trave ller Vol.III (1749) 
Hef lections on the Justice, Advantage and Necessity of Limiting, 
within a Certain Compass, the Price of \fueat by Legislative 
Aut hority ••• By the author of Dearness of Provisions (1800 or 
1801) 
S. Hudc1£~r The li.ist~LQ_f the Antient To\·m of C~rencester (2nd 
l~d. 1800) 
Rusher's Danbu~-~ (1798, 1812) 
':.'~ [;al mon T\.e Present State of the Universities and of the 
Five Adjacent Counties of Cambridge, Huntingdon, Bedford, 
Buckingham and Oxford No.II 1743 (1744) 
S. Simpson The -~S.!:§l~a1~1e l!i~orian, or the Compleat English 
'l'rave llcr Vol. III (17 46) 
c. Smith Three Trac~s on the C~rn Trade and Corn Laws (2nd 
En. 1766) 
N. Spencer !!'le_f2mplete English Traveller (1771) 
w. Toldervy §~~~d_and Wales, Described in a series of Letters 
Vol.I (1762) 
~~.e Copy of the R211 taken at the Election for a Member to 
~-in __ ~~FM1i~~h.J~Q!_1?.!£..Aoroucrp. of r ... bingdon ••• narch •• 1768 
~ T.:cue C2J2.X.....Q~ _!he PQ!l_for n.e_presentati ves in the Ensuing 
ffl..Flianent, for the City of ox;o£~·~·Karch •• l768 
s . ~;>ymus !t~§:-~..§1.~!-~L!Qpograph~~r Vol.IV (1834) 
'l'hc Universal British Directory <2f._!ra4~ Commerce and Nanu-
f a-~-~.\¥-£ ( 17 9 0) 
Unive rsity Notices Dec. 1661-Dec.~_l_?21 G.A. 0)mn b.l9 
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Reprints of Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Century 
Pamphlets and Books 
6ir W. Blackstone Dissertation on the Accounts of All Souls 
College, Oxford (1753, Reprinted 1898) 
E. Burke, "Thoughts and Details on Scarcity Originally 
presented to the Right Hon. Willi~n Pitt in the month of 
November 179 5," in 'l'he Works of the Rt. Hon. Edmund Burke 
Vol.VI (The World's Classics CXIV 1907) 
w. Cobbett Rural Rides (Penguin Ed. 1967) 
D. Defoe A Tour Through the Whole Island of Great Britain 
(Everyman Revised Ed. 1962) 
Kahn's Account of His Visit to England on his Way to America 
in 1748 (Translated Joseph Lucas 1892) 
Rev. w. HacRitchie Diary of a Tour through Great Britain in 
1795 (1897) 
R. Plot The Natural History of Oxfordshire, Being an Essay 
towards the Natural History of England (2nd Ed. 1705. 
Published in facsimile 1972) 
J. Priestley Priestley's Navigable Rivers and Canals (New 
Ed. 1969) 
A. Young General View of the A2riculture of Oxfordshire 
(Rep rint 1969) 
Nev1spapers and Journals 
'I'he following newspapers have been consulted extensively and 
t herefore dates are not given. A date in brackets indicates 
the date of foundation. 
Annals of Agriculture and other Useful Arts Collected and 
Published by Arthur Young 
The Annual Register (1758-) 
Aris's Birmingham Gazette 
Banbury Guardian and Weekly Advertiser (1843-) 
The Birch No.1 aay l 1795 
The Commercial and Agriculture Magazine 
'l'he Gentleman's Magazine (1731-) 
The Gloucester Journal 
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Jackson's Oxford Journal (1753-) 
c. ~ . Davies ~ Chronological Synopsis and Index to Oxfordshire 
Items in ,Jackson's uxford Journal 1753-1780 (1967) 
Tile i..ondon Gazette 
Th e London Mag azine 
The NorthamE_ton Hercury 
Oxford Chronicle and Berks and Bucks Gazette (1846-) 
The Oxford Gazette and Reading Here~ 
'r i1e i~eading MercurY: 
The Re a d i ng Mercury and Oxford Gazette 
The Universal t-1agazine of Knowledge and Pleasure 
A Scrap Book on Oxford "Bread Riots" in 1867. G.A. Oxon 4° 784 
A Volume o£ News pa per Cuttings on Oxford and Oxfordshire 
c 1750 1820 G.A. Oxon 4° 49 
Parliaruentary and Government Mate rial 
Cens us of Great Britain 1801. Abstract of the Answers and 
Returns £•lade Pursuant to an Act 41 Geo . I II. Enumeration 
Part I England and \vales . 
:f irst Report of the Royal Commission on Market Rights and Tolls 
(1888-9) Vols. I and XIV 
"Report from the Committee appointed to Consider of the Methods 
practised in Making Flour from Wheat; and the prices thereof • • • 
Reported by Thomas Pownall Esq. 14 Jun. 1774," in Reports from 
Committees of the House of Commons Vol . 9 Provisions, Poor, 
1774- 1802 (1803) 
The ~tatutes at Large 
Ed. F.H. Blackburne- Daniell and F . Bickley Calendar of State 
Papers: Domestic Series Oct. 1 1683 - Apr. 30 1684 (1938} 
Ed. W.J . Hardy Calendar of State Papers: Domestic Series of 
the Reign of william and Mary, 1693 (1903) 
Ed. J. Redington Calendar of Home Office Papers 1 766- 1769 (1879) 
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Printe d Editions of Contemporary Manuscripts 
Ed. 1:1 . :ba 3kerville , "Thomas Baskerville's Account of Oxford 
c 1670-1700 ," i n Ed. Conunittee of the Society, "Co llecteana 
Vol. IV" in Oxford Historical Society Vol. XLVII {1905) 
"Thomas Baskerville's Journeys in England, Temp. Car. II," in 
13th Report o f the Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts. 
Appe ndix I-2 {1891-93) 
Ed. c. Bruyn Andrews The Torrington Diaries. Containing the 
Tours t h rough England and Wales of the Honourable John Byng 
{later fifth Viscount Torrington). Between the Years 1781 
and 1 I~-~ . (1934) 
Ed . A. Clark, "The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, Antiquary 
of Oxford, 1632-1695," yol. I-IV in Oxford Historical Society 
Vol.IXX (1891) £ Vol. XXI {1892); Vol. XXvi (1894); Vol.XXX (1895) 
Ed . A. Clark, "Registe r of the University of Oxford. VoLII 
1571-1622," in Oxford Historical Society Vol.X (1887) 
Ed. A. Clark, "Survey o f the Antiquities of the City of Oxford, 
composed i n 1661-6 by Anthony Wood. Vol.I. The City and the 
Suburbs ~ " in Oxf ord Hi s torical Society Vol.XV (1889) 
Transcri ber F.N. Davis, "Parochial Collections Made by Anthony 
a Wood and Richard Rawlinson," in Oxfordshire rtecord Society 
Vo l.II (1920}; Vol.IV (1922) and Vol.XI (1929) 
Ed . L. Dickins and H. Stanton An Eighteenth Century Corres-
pondenc e ••• {1910) 
Ed. G. Eland Purefoy Letters 1735-53 (1931) 
Bds. J.b. v-~. Gibson and E.R.C. Brinkworth, "Banbury Corporation 
Records:: Tudor and Stuart," in The Banbury Historical Society 
Vol.l5 (1977) 
R.H. Gr e tton The Burford Records : A Study in Minor Town Govern-
m.E?nt (1920) 
Ed. E • W •. liar court The Harcourt Papers (N.D. ) 
Ed. w.N. Hargraves-Mawdsley, "Woodford at Oxford 1759-1766," 
i n Oxford Historical Society New Series Vol. XXI {1969) 
Ed. W. O. Hassall, "Wheatley Records 956-1956," in Oxfordshire 
Record Society Vol.37 (1956) 
Ed . M.G. Hobson, "Oxford Council Acts , 1665-1701; 1701-1752; 
1752-1801," in ·Jxford Historical Socie ty New Series Vol.II 
(1939); Vol.X (1954); Vol.XV (1962) 
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H. A. Lloyd-Jukes, "Articles of Enquiry Addressed to the Clergy 
of the Diocese of Oxford a t the Primary Visitation of Dr. 
Thomas Seeker, 1738," in Oxf ordshire Record Society Vol.38 (1957) 
H. Minn, 11 The Diary of an Oxfordshire Rector," in oxoniensia 
Vol.X (1945) 
0. Ogle, "The Oxford Market," in Ed. M. Burrows, "Collecteana 
II," in Oxford Historical Society Vol.XVI (1890) 
Ed. 0 . Ogle, Royal Letters Addressed to Oxford 1 and now 
Existing in the City Archives (1892) . 
Ed. F .D. Price, "The Wiggington Constables ' Book 1691-1836," 
in Banbury Historical Society Vol . II (1969-1971) 
"Remarks and Collections of Thomas Hearne 1705 - Death of 
Hearne , " in Oxford Historical Society Vol&.II (1884); 
VII (1886); XIII (1888); XXIV (1897); XLII (1901); XLIII 
(1902); XLVIII (1906); L (1907); LXV (1914); LXVII (1915); 
LXXII (1918) 
Ed. H. E. Salter, "Cartulary of Oseney Abbey," in Oxford 
Historical Society Vol . LXXXIX (1929); Vol.XC (1929); Vol.XCI 
(1931) 
H.E. Salter, "Oxford City Properties , " in Oxford Historical 
Society Vol.LXXXIII ( 1926) 
Ed. L.L. Shadwell, "knactments in Parliament specially 
concerning the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge ••• 
Vol.I 37 Edward III - 13 Anne; Vol.II I George I - II 
Ge::>r.ge IV," in Oxford Historical Society Vol. LVIII ( 1911) 
and Vol.LIX (1912) 
Mrs. B. Stapleton, "Three Oxfordshire Parishes , A History of 
Kidlington, Yarnton and Begbroke," in Oxford Historical Society 
Vol.XXIV (1893) 
"Survey of Oxford. By the late Rev . H.E. Salter," Vol.I (Ed. 
by W.E. Pantin) in Oxford Historical Soci ety New Series 
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Vol.XIV (1960) and Vol.II (Ed . by W.E. Pantin and W.T . Mitchell) 
in Oxford Hist,orical Society N.S . Vol . XX (1969) 
Ed . L. Toulin-Smith The Itinerary of John Leland in or About 
the Years 1535- 1543 (1964) 
Manuscript Collections . Major Sources Consulteg. 
Manuscript sources are listed under the centre in which they 
were consulted . In certain cases records have been moved sub-
sequently. If known the centre to which they were transferred 
is noted. If a manuscript collection has been used very 
extensively only a general title for the collection is noted . 
House of Lords Record Office 
Papers and Letters laid before the Committee of the House of 
Lords Appointed to Enquire into the Scarcity of Provisions 
Se ssions 1765 
Bodleian Library, Oxi ord 
Ms. D.O. Halls Brewery e 1 Notebook Containing the Brewery's 
Account with Sir John Treacher, 1789-1807 ••• 
Hs. D.O. Weld c 17/1/1-19 Accounts between James Howse and 
Thomas Weld. Receipts and Disbursements 1773-1782 
Ms. o.o. Par. Watlington c 11 .A Historical and Descriptive 
Account of ~vatlington ••• By John Badcock (1816) 
Ms. Eng. Misc. e 251 Dia£¥ of Reverend James Newton •.• 1761-62 
Dep. d. 74 J. Dunkin Collectio.n for Oxfordshire Vol. IV 
Dep. a 16 Records of the Oxford Canal Navigation. Accounts 
1772-1810 
SIS 
Dep. c 102-103 Transfer Books of Oxford Canal Company 1769-1800 
Hs. Horrell 1 Account Book of the Company of Mercers and Grocers 
in Oxford 1789-1852 
Ms. Morrell 19 The Company of Butchers and Poulterers: The 
Rules and Ordinances of the Company in Oxford 1703 ••• 
Ms Top Oxon b 125 
Oxford, 1776-84 
Poor Rate-Book of St. Peter Le Bailey Parish, 
Ms Top Oxon b 126 Rate-BGok for Relief of the Poor ••. St. Peter 
1~ Bailey, Oxford 1766-71 
Ms Top Oxen c 283 An Alphabetical List of Persons r-1ade Free of 
the City of Oxford, 1740-1801 
Hs Top Oxon c 351 Papers Relating to Woodstock , 1602-c 1835 
~~ Top Oxen c 551 Oxford and Coventry Canal Navigation Company: 
Ninub;:~s , 1770 
Ms Top Oxen c 390 Account Book of Thomas Taylor of Shipton-
Under-Wychwood, Publican, Dealer and Chapman 1809-14 
Ms Top Oxen c 455 Notes and Collections of Rev. H.E. Salter 
Miscellaneous 
Ms Top Oxon d 68 University and City of Oxford Assize of Bread 
1822-1834 
Ms Top Oxen d 69 University and City of Oxford Assize of Bread 
1835-1870 
Ms Top Oxon d 70 Bliss Papers - University Market Book 1828-1836 
Ms Top Oxen d 71 Bliss Papers - Oxford Market 1828-1848 
Hs Top Oxon d 88 Manuscript of Places in Oxfordshire Collected 
About 1750 by (Rev. 'l'homas Delafield) OWned by H.W. Taunt 
I1ss Top Oxon d 209-13 Collections, Hade in the 19th Cent. by 
~1. Langford of Eynsham, on the History of Witney 
~~ Top Oxon d 247 Diary of Events in Oxford from the Winter 
1739/40 to 18 Mar. 1817 
Hs Top Oxon d 37 3 Account Book of the Conuni.ssioners of the 
•rurn.vike Road £rom Ryton Bridqe to Banbury 1755-1808 
Hss Top Oxon d 504 St. Giles's Fair • .f.liscellaneous 
Ms Top Oxen e 9 8 Pa~rs Relati·ng to the Clerks of the Market 
and their Work 1821-1851 
Ms Top Oxen e 302 Notebooks Containing Memoranda of Fines etc 
Received at Manorial Courts of Priest End, Old Thrune and New 
Thame •.• 1761-70 ••• 
. Hs Top Oxen f 2 Perambulations of the Clerks of the Market 
1808-1828 
z.Is Top Oxen f 18 The Assize of Bread 1692-1700 
Hs Top Oxon c 383 Accounts of the Estates of the Earl of 
Abing~on 1799-1803 
Hs 1'op Oxon c 388 Papers of the Earl of Abingdon 
Mss Top Oxon d 379 Thomas Collier's Bailiff's Account From 
28 Dec. 1770 to Dec. 28 178~ 
North Family Papers 
~~s North a 7; b 13-11; b 24; c 21; c 52-53; c 56; c 58; c 59; 
c 61; c 82. Household and Estate Accou~ts etc 18th Century 
Mss ~orth d 2 - d 3. Letters from Stewards of Estates 1713-1800 
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Records of Henley-on-Thames (Transferred to County Record Office) 
Ms D.D. Henley A V 7 Boroush Assembly Minutes 1687-1722 
Ms D.D. Henley A V 8 Henley Borough Assembly 1722-1799 
Ms D.D. Henley A XII (1) Henley Co~oration Treasurer's 
Account, 1794-1875 
l~ D.o. Henley A XV 1-5 Court of Quarter Sessions. Minutes 
1723-1779 
Ms D.o. Henley A XV 11/1 Town of Henle~ upon Thames. Case of 
Forestalling Pigs 
Ns o.o. Henley A XVI 30 3 Memoranda of Licences Granted, 
1770, 1771 and 1777 
Ms o.o. Henley A XVI 36 Evidence ~elating to Drowned Malt 
Ms D.o. Henley A XXII 3 ~~. Hayes Opinion about Forestalling 
1768 
-
Hs o.o. Henley A XXIII 4 Copy Due to the Secre·~ary of War 
about Removing Soldiers 
Ms D.o. Henley B IV 40 Bundle of 53 Papers of the Court Leet 
1675-1762 and 41 Bundle of 36 Papers of the Court Leet 
1753-78 
----
~w D.D. Henley B IV 42 Courtleet Book 1786-1881 
Ms D.D. Henley C IV 7 Bundle of Twenty Papers Relating to the 
High Price of Bread and Provisions 1795, 1799 and 1800 
~w D.D. Henley c IV 8 Papers Relating to London Grain Prices 
1816-1817 
Q~}or~ University Archives 
Chancellor's Court Paeers Bundles 102-104; 106. 1750-61; 
1764-65 
Chancellor's Court Register 1763-1780 HYP/A/61 
i'<larket Records 
Assize of Bread 2 Feb. 1754 - 20 Dec. 1760 N.E.P. Supra 13 
Miscellaneous Market Regulations c 1664-1732 N.E.P. Supra 14 
Corn Books of the Clerks of the Market 1733-1834 ~m 3/5/l-6 
corn Returns 1795-1836 MR 3/5/7-lli 
Oxford City Archives (Consulted in Oxford Reference Library) 
Aldenuen' s and Northgate Hundred Leets 1746-1833 o. 5.18 
Council Book 1788-1813 B.5.4 
Hannisters 1780-1889 
Hustings Court Proceedings 1793-1812 N.5.7 
Mayor's Court Proceedings 1788-1804 0.5.2 
Oxford City Sessions Rolls 1679-1719 0.5.12-13 
Quarter sessions Minutes 1687-1807 0.2.1-11 
Recognizances 1770-1791 0.5.16 
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Licences by the Justices of the Peace 1740-1746 N.4.5 
Victuallers' Licences 1748-1769 0.3.1 
Narket Records 
C.3.4.(a) Papers Relative to the Market and the ~~rket 
Committee 1771-1889 
c. 3. 5 Cattle Market Miscellaneous Papers c 1878-83_ 
D.3.9-ll Papers of the Market Conunittee 1771-1823 
0.3.12 Market Comro1ttee Receipts Book 1772-1808 
1:'.4.4 ~~o11 l3ook for the Sale of Horses 1673-1745 
I. 41 Exen,k>lification of a Judgment as to Picage and Stallage 
May 9 1687 
W.4.13 Oxford Market. Daily Receipts 1774-1834 
FF.2.la The Book of ~~e O~ford ~~rket Co~~ittee 1771-1835 
Ox£orashire County Record Office 
BL I/v/2 Garsington Account Book 1625-1701 
CJ II 66a-h Great _J.seley. Papers Relating to the Bl,~ck.all 
Estates 1706-1727 - ---
CLAYTON II/6 List of Accounts of Z..1oor Farm, Lewknor. • • 1754 
Records of the Ditchley Estate 
DiL IV/b/12-13 Papers regarding Markets and Fairs 
OiL I/c/22a-f; OiL I/j/32a-d; OiL I/j/33a-q; DiL I/o/8-11; 
13; i iL I/o/57; DiL I/q/5a-b; DiL IX/b/2; OiL XVIII/n/2-4; 
OiL XX/a/7a. Estate and Household Accounts; Receipts; Rentals. 
Eighteenth Century 
Records of the Middleton Stoney ~state of the Earls of Jersey 
J VI a/3-13; J VI o/6; J VI p/1; J VI q/1-3. Estate and House-
hold Accounts, Receiets. Eighteenth Century 
Lo VI/3 Account Book of Denys and John Rolle Esqs. 1788-1792 
Nisc Liddle II/viii/1 Papers concerning Exemption from Toll 1710 
l>lisc. LM I/1 Lease for Penning Sheep in Chipping Norton Harket 
l:>lace 1686-1687 
Misc. Watney II/i/7; 9 court Rolls of the Manor of Charlbury 
1743-1761; 1779-17~8 
/ 
\'1: IX/2-5 ~E,E:rs Relating to the Board of Agrfcul t!JXe 
g uarte r Sessions Records 
W.J. Oldfield Oxfordshire Quarter Sessions Transcript of 
~anute Books E~ster 1688- Easter 1768 ••. (1922) 
{JSN II/l-2 Sessions Records Easter 1761 - Easter lBOO 
W.J. Oldfield Contents of the Papers Belon2ina to the 
Quarter Sessions Held at Oxford during the Ye~rs 1687 to 1811 
(1920) 
Qua:!'~~..E_ .. sessions Bundles 1687-,1806 Passim. 
!?. ru1i?.~.!.¥ __ !_{~..£<!.Ed a 
Z:.rull:;ury §~_£h Cha.nlberlain's Acconnt Book July 1747-Hay 1816 
aanbury Journal 1722-1761 
~.'oll Book for Sale of Horses 1753-1826 
Sll 
ba~~~orou2h Record~ (Consulted at Cherwell District Council) 
t1inute Book of BanbUf¥ f?rpgration 1764-1812 
Town Clerk's Book of Forms and Pr~cedents 1797 
~a~~~us Pa~ers re Charters, Markets, Fairs 
~~~~~~~~efere~ Library 
C. \.Y . Hurst Collection of Notes etc on Banbury ( 19 40) 
Hurst CollectiOn Vol.I 
Ch~~ng Norton Records (Consulted at Woodstock) 
Ch!Pping Norton Common Council Book 1762-1835 
Common Council }linute Book. Chipping Norton Borough. 1720 -
Late Ei~hteenth Century 
Ns Book of By-Laws 
~voodstock Records (Consulted at Woodstock) 
Acts of the Council 1717-1844 Boxes 87/l; 88/l(a); 89/1 
Ch<ll~.bcrlain ' s Accounts 1738-183 4 EO!{ 93/1 
CorKorution Grant of Toll to Mr. Thomas Pryor 19.11.1744 
BOX 27 (1) /6 
List of Court Convictions 1797 Box 14(4)/1 
l~ list of the Inhabitants of New Vloodstock 1798 Box 33/2/10 
rortlaouth Court Proceedings and Petty Sessions 1691-1727 
Lox 91/1 
Portmouth Court, Vi~w of Fr~e1eds_~ and __ Petty Sessions 
l2~Q~~74~ Box 87/1 
por~~~ Court Procet~d.inga 1747-1847 Box 88/1{b); Box 92/1 
University of Readi~ 
OXP.11 .1.1 Farm Account Book of a Far~m Near Thame , Oxfordshire, 
1742-1866 
OY.F . 14. 3 .). Farm Diarx and Farm Accounts of John Lamb of Sibford 
Ferris, Oxfordshire 1744-1798 
f9Ee~~Shristi College, oxford 
A Bundle of Corn Books 1 'l'he Annual Record Kept of the Corn 
Rents Paid by Tenants on Land Belonging to Corpus Christi 
col1asa 1701-1800 E'/l0/6-14 
~e~~ol!e~e~_Qxford 
5hutford Farm Accounts 1780-1822 New College Archives 952 
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OXFORDSHIRE com~ PRICE MATERIAL 
If..ey jto Table.Q A ,- .H 
:' Jush • Bushel 
~tr = Quarter 
In Oxford there were 9 gallons to the bushel 
8 bushels to the quarter 
5 quarters to the load 
\·iinoheater measure means 8 gallons to the bushel 
8 bushels to the quarter 
5 quarters to the loa.d 
Thus the Oxford measure was 9/8 o:f' the Winchester measure. 
A price in a column headed assize of bread is the price ~a which 
the assi~e vas set on the given date. 
~'. indicates that the assize was set for new College. 
I-.ssize of beer next to a. malt price indicates tha.t this was 
the price of.malt on which the assize of beer was set. 
Price PM 
l. D. indicates that the prices were recorded for the purpose of 
setting com rents. These initials are not included on Table E 
"t-rhere almost all the price material shown -vras reeorded on the 
~.,rice days. 
:-;. or Wed. indicates that the price was recorded at the 
·,: ednesda.y market. 
All dates indicate the a.ctua.l market day except for those 
recorded on Tables E and Ft where the dates refer to the last 
day of the •eek in which the returns were received. 
TABLE A 1 
:1!g12J.~ ;teo ika:. ldHI· Rt li.AIIi UJ.d 1D (2:1£om IB\\1~ l21ilfl!n 
AY£U§1c 1622 11'14 AyiBfd 11Qi 
liighest Price 2nd Higheflt Price 2nd Assize 
of Bushel of Highest of ~i';tc Highest of' 
Da..t• Wheat (Oxford hi. co of Wheat Price Bread 9-e,all~buahel) (Winchester 
Quarter) 
\'I ed 31 Aug 1692 5/6 5/2 39/li 36/9 
5/-Sat 3 .Sep 5/2' 5/• 36/9 35/~ 
lied 1 5/4 51· 37/11 35/~ 
Sat 10 5/2 5/l 36/9 36/2 
Tuesl3 4/11 ~9 34/lli 33/9t Sat 17 5/2 5. 1 36/9 36/2 
"tfed 21 5/2 5/- 36/9 35~6! Sat 24 5/4 5/.4 37/11 37 11 
1-Ted 28 5/6 5~5 39/lt 38/6 Sat 1 Oct 5/8 5. 6 40/)! 39/1~~-
Wed 5 5/8 ;/6 40/Ji 39/lJi-
Sat 8 5/.10 1/8 4i/6 40/3i 
Tuesll sZ1o 5/8 41/6 40/3~ 
Sat 15 5/8 5/6 40/3t 39/1! 
1-1 ed 19 5/8 ;/6 40/3i 39/li 
Sat 22 5/6 5?.5 39/li 38/6 Wed 26 5/6 5{4 39/li 37/11 Sa.t 29 5/s 
' 4 
38/6' 37/11 
Fr1 4 Nov 5/6 5/4 39/li 37/11 
vfed 9 5/6 5~5 39/ly 38/6 Sa.t 12 5/8 5 1 40/~ 39/8?3 5/7 
Wed 16 5/8 5/6 . 40/3! 39/li 
Sat 19 5/8 5/6 40/3~ 39/1~ 
Wed 23 5~8 J/6 40/Ji 39/lt Sat 26 58 rj/6 40/Jt 39/1-i 
Wed 30 5/8 5/8 40/~ 40/Jt Sat 3 Dec 6/4 6t.tl 45/ 2 42/1 
Wed 1 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
Sat 10 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 6/-
Wed 14 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
Sat 17 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
Wed 21 6/3 6/2 44/5i 43/10 
Sat 24 6/- 5/11 42/.8 42/1 
Sat 7 Jan 1693 6/2 6/- 4.3/10 42/.8 
Wed 11 6f .. 5/11 42./8 42/1 
Sat 14 6/3 6/2 44/5! 43/10 
1ved 18 6/4 6/2 45~~ 43/10 Sat 21 6/3 6/2 445! 43/10 
Wed 25 6/4 6/2 45~~ 43/10 Sat 28 6/4 G/2 4.5 '* 43/10 Wed 1 Feb 6/7 6/4 46/10 45/~ 
Sst 4 6/8 6/7 47/5 46/10 6/6 
lied 8 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/-
Sat 11 il- 6/10 49/9! 48/7 
2 
' 
Hi peat 2nd Highest 2nd Assize 
~te Oxford Oxford W'inoh. Win ca. 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter 
Wed 15 Feb 1693 7/1 7/- 50/# 49~~-
Sat 18 7/1 il- 50/# .49 9t 
Wed 22 i/1 11- 50/4-i 49?.% 
Sat 25 i/2 il- 50/111!- 49 9i 
7/2 Wed. 1Me.l!' i/3 i/2 51~6i 50/11;,.. 
Sat 4 i/6 7~5 53 4 52/9 2 Hed 8 i/3 7 2 5l/6i 50/ll~ 
Sat 11 i/2 11- 50/lll 49/9-rs 
\:Ted 15 i/2 7/2 50/11-k 50/11~ 
Sat 18 i/3 7/2 51/6-i 50/11-~· 
fled 22 i/6 i/5 53/4 52/.9 
Sa.t 25 i/4· 6/10 52/2 48/7 
Wed 29 7/3 7/- 51/~ 49/~· 
Sat lApr i/3 i/- 91/~ 49/91-t 
vled 5 i/3 7/1 5~~ 50/4:~ Sa.t 8 7/3 7/2 5 6-~ 50/lli 
Wed 12 i/4 7/2 52/2 50/11-?-! 
Sat 15 7/- 6/10 49?9! 48/7 
Wed 19 7/4 7/2 52 2 50/llt 
Sat 22 i/6 7/4 53/4 ;2/2 
Wed 26 i/11 7/10 56/3i 55/~- · 
Sat 29 8/- 7/10 56/I Of 55/~! 
Wed 3M~ i/6 i/6 53/4 53/4 
Sat 6 i/3 i/2 51/~~- 50/11"}~· 
Tues 9 6/10 6/8 48/7 47~5 
Sat 13 il- 6/11 §9/cfil 49 2 
Wed 17 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/-
Sat 20 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
Wed 24 6/5 6/4 45/7~; 45/(}.} 6/4 
Sat 27 6/6 6/3 46/2i 44/5?! 
Wed 31 6/1 6/- 43/3 42/8 
Sat 3Jun 6/2 6/1 43/10 43/3 
\>fed 7 6/1 6/l 43/3 43/3 
Sat 10 6/6 6/4 46/2! 45/0} 
'Fuesl3 6/6 6/4 46/2i 45/0;~ 
Sat 17 6/8 6/6 47/5 46/~ 
Wed 21 6/8 6/8 47/5 47/5 
Sat 24 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
Wed 28 §/11 6/10 49/2 48/7 
Sat lJul 6/10 6/9 48/7 4fi/-
Wed 5 i/- 6/10 49/% 48/7 
Sat 8 7/2 7/- 50/llt 49/91!· 
TUesll 1/- 6/9 49/9t 48/-
Sa.t 15 7/9 i/6 55/l~ 53/4 7/6 
Wed 19 7/6 i/4 53/4 52/2 
Sa.t 22 7/10 il- 55/~ 49/9-:-'l. 
Wed 26 7/- 6/8 49/9i 47/5 
Sat 29 6/8 6/6 47~5 46/ 2-fl-lied 2Aug 6/4 6/2 45 <*- 43/10 6/2 
sat 5 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 
'l'Ues 8 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 
3 
Bigb.eat 2nd Highest 2nd Assize 
Date Oxfol'd Oxford BW inch. Winch. 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter 
Sat 12 !ug 1693 6/4 6/2 4~~ 43/10 Wed 16 6/- 5/10 4 8 41/6 
Sat 19 6/9 G~tG 48/- 46/2i 
li ed 23 6/4 6/- 45/oi 42/8 
Sat 26 7/2 1/- 50/lli 49/9i 
VIed 30 7/6 7/4 5~4 52/2 Sat 2 Sep i/4 i/4 5 2 . yi/2 7/2 
\~ed 6 7?.7 'i/6 53/ll 53/4 Sat 9 7 9 7/8 §~~ 54/6 Tuesl2 i/11 i/10 55~~ Sat i6 7/6 7/4 53/4 52 2 
Wed 20 7/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
Sat 23 i/10 i/B 55/~ 54/6 
~·Ted 27 8/4 8/- 59/'3 56/1(}~ 
Sat 30 8/2 8/2 s8/I 58/1 
Wed 4 Oct B/2 8/- s8/l 5~1<>; 8/-
Sat ·7 8/- 7/11 56/l<>i 56 J~ 
TU.eslO 8/~ 7/10 56/lo! 55~8i 
Sat 14 8/6 8/2 60/5i 58 1 
~led 18 8/4 8/1 59/3 . 57/6 
Sat 21 8/3 8/- s8/a 56/1<*. 
Wed 25 8/- i/10 56/lei 55~&;; 
Sat 28 8/- 7/10 s6/loi 55 8i 
1-red 1 Nov 8/- i/11 56/10! 56/3-~ 
Sat 4 8/.3 81.- 58/8 56/lo-~-
Wed 8 i/10 7/8 55/~ 54/6 
Sat 11 i/10 i/1 5518i 53/11 1~ed 15 7/10 'i/8 55 8i 54/6 
Sat 18 8/- 7/10 56/lgt 55/8:\ 
~ied 22 8/- i/10 56/1 55/~ 
Sat 25 8/3 8/- s8/a 56/!D-?t 
~ ed 29 8/5 8/4 59/10 59/3 
Sat 2 Dec 8/10 8/8 62/10 61/715 
Wed 6 9/2 9/- 65/2 64/-
Sat 9 9/3 t/1 65?1 64/7 Wed 13 9/6 9/3 67 &. 65/% 
Sat 16 9/4 9/3 66/4-~ 65/% 
Yfed 20 9/3 9/1 65~9! 64/7 
Sat 23 8/8 8/6 61 7i 60/51i 
Sat 30 8/9 8/6 62~~ 60/5i Hed 3 Jan 1694 f$/7 8/3 61 . 2 68/8 
Sat 6 8/3 8/1 sa/a 57/6 
Wed 10 8/3 8/- sa/a 56/lot 
Sat 13 8/4 8/2 59~3 58/1 ' 
Wed 17 8/6 8/4 60 ~ 59/3 Sat 20 8/6 8/4 60/ 59/3 
vled 24 8/8 8/6 61/7~ 60/~ 
Sat 27 8/10 8/9 62/.10 62/2i 
Wed 31 8/10 8/8 62/10 61/7-i 
Sat 3 Feb 8/11 8/9 63/5 62/2i 
Wed 7 8/8 8/6 6i/7~ 60/5i 
4 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Assize 
Date Oxford Oxto:rd Winch. Winoh. 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter 
Sat 10 Feb 1694 8/10 ~9 62/10 62/2i ifed 14 8/lo 8 8 62/10 61/7i-
Sat 17 9/- 8/10 64/- 62/10 
Wed 21 8/10 8/7 62/10 61/0~ 
Sat 24 B/9 8/6 62/~· 60/~ 
Wed 28 8/.10 8/8 62/10 61/~ 
Sat 3 Mar 8/8 8/6 61/7~ 60/ . 
r1ed 7 8/10 i~9 62/.10 55/1! Sat 10 8/10 8 6 62/10 60/7~ 
Wed 14 8/11 8/10· 63/5 62/10 
Sat 17 8/10 %9 62/10 62/~ Wed 21 8/9 8 8 62/2t 61/7~ 
Sat 24 8/10 8/9 62/10 62/213 
Wed 28 8/8 8/- 61/7i 56/1~ 
Sat 31 8/10 8/8 62/10 61/7i 8/8 
ifed 4 Apr 8/6 8/6 . 60~5i 66/6t 
Sat 77 8/7 8/7 61 ()! 6i/ 2 
¥fed 11 8/2 i/4 58/1~ 52/2 
Sa.-t 14 8/7 8/4 61/% 59/3 
'tfed 18 8/3 8/.- 58/8 !$6/10fa 
Sat 21 8/2 8/- 58/1 56/1~ 
Wed 25 i/9 7/6 ~1~ 53/4 Sat 28 7/9 7/- V.tt :, . 49/~· 
Wed 4 May i/3 i/1 . 5i/.6i 50/ 4~~ 7/1 
Sat 8 i/8 i/3 54/6 51/6-i 
Wed 9 i/1 i/6 53/11 53/4 
Sat 12 7/6 i/6 53/4 53/4 
Wed 16 i/1 7~5 53/11 52/9 Sat 19 7/8 7 6 94/6 53/4 
r1ed 23 8/1 i/10 57/6 55/~· 
Sat 26 8/- 7/11 56~1oi 56/31!· 
Wed 30 7~9 7/8 . 55. l i 54/6 Sat 2Jun 7 11 7~9 56/3i 5f3/l.ft Wed 6 7/7 7 6 53/11 53/4 
Sat 9 7/10 7~9 55~~ 55/1l 
rr-ue 12 7/9 7 8 55. l i 54/6 7/8 . 
Sat 16 8/- 7/9 56/loi 55/1-!r 
Wed 20 8/4 8/- 59/3 §6/le>i 
Sat 23 8/1 i/:8 57/6 54/6 
Wed 27 7/10 7/8 55~&k 54/.6 Sat 30 8/l 8/- 57 6 56/lOft 
rled 4Jul 7/9 7~5 55/1·! 52/9 Sat 7 7/8 1 6 54/.6 53/4 
rled 11 7/5 7/4 52/9 52/2 
Sat 14 !ttl 6/10 50/4-~ 4B/1 fled 18 ·,, f.- 6/11 49/9! 49/2 
Sat 21 6/8 6/8 4i/5 47/5 
Wed 25 6/6 5/11 46/~ 42/1 5/11 
Sat 28 6/9 6/8 48/- 47~5 Wed lAue 6/6 6/- 46/~ 42 8 Sat 4 6/3 6/- 44/ 2 42/.8 
Wed 8 · 6/- 5/11 42/8 42/1 
5 
Highest 2nd Bighesii 2nd Assi ze 
Date Orl'ord Oxford Winch. Winch* 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter 
Sat 11 Aug 1694 6/- 5~9 42/.8 40/l~ t-Ied 15 5/.8 56 40/3i 39/lfs 
Sat 18 5/10 5/9 4i/6 40/lo-~ 
'i~ ed 22 6/- 5/11 42/.8 42/1 
Sat 25 6/~ 5/10 42/8 41/6 
i·Ted 29 6/- 5/11 42/8 42/1 
sat 1 Sep 6/4 6/- 45/oi 42/8 
1fed 5 5/10 5/8 4i/6 40/3i 
Sat 8 5/6 4/9 39/li 33/9-~ 
~ied 12 5/2 5/- 36/9 35/~-
Sat 15 5/- ~9 35/6i 33/9-~ Tue 18 s/- 11 35/~- 34/11-§-
Sat 22 5/- 4/8 35/6t 33/2 
Hed 26 5/6 5/6 39/li 39/1~ 
Sat 29 5/2 5/- 36/9 35/~· 
lled 30ct 5~5 5/3 38/6 37/4 Sat 6 5'1.4 5/3 3i/ll 37/4 5/3 Wed 10 5- 4/10 35/~ 34/# 
Sat 13 s/- 4/10 35/6i . 34/'* 
Hed 17 4/11 4/8 34/llrt 33/2 
Sat 20 4/10 t~ 34/4i 33/Cff.: lied 24 4/10 34/#. 33/2 
Sat 27 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
lfed 31 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Sat 3 lJov 4/7 4/6 33/7 32/-
{fed 7 . i/.7 4/6 32/7 32./-
Sat 10 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/- ;,j6 
1-'led 14 4/5 t1 3i/5 30/10 Sat 17 4/11 34/11-!J· 30/LO 
Hed 21 4/6 ~5 32/- 31/5 
.Sat 24 4/6 4/~ 32/- 31/5 Hed 28 4/7 32/7 32/-
Sat 1 Dec t~ 4/6 32/7 32/-ll ed 5 4/.7 33/2 32/.7 
So.t 8 4/9 4/8 33/?i 33/2 
i'l ed 12 4/.8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Sa.t 15 4/9 4/8 33/9??. 33/2 
Wed 19 4/10 4/8 34/# "'33/2 
Sat 22 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
~·red 26 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Sat 29 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
lied 2 Jan 1695 4/.6 4/5 32/- 31/5 
Sat 5 4/6 ~5 32/- 31/5 ~Ted 9 4/8 4 6 33/2 32/-
Sat 12 ti ' 4/6 32/7 32/-tied 16 4/6 32/7 32/-
Sat 19 4/10 tJ 3~4~ 32/7 Hed 23 4/7 32 7 32/-
Sat 27 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
T'Ue 29 4/6 4/5 32/- 31/5 
Highest 2nd Hie)lest 2nd A s eize 
Date Oxford Oxford Winoh. Winoh. 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter . 
Sat ·-'2 Peb 1695 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Hed 6 ~+ 4/6 32/7 ' 32/-Sat 9 1!/6 32/7 32/-
~fed 13 4/.6 tt 32/- 30/10 I Sat 16 4/7 32/7 32/-
Hed 20 4/6 4/6 32/- 32/-
Sa.t 23 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
~ted 27 4/8 4/4 33/2 30/10 
nat 2 'blar 4/8 4/.6 33/2 32/-
T·led 6 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Sat 9 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
" d 13 417 4/4 32/7 30/10 ~ e 
Sat 16 4/9 4/8 33/9;~- 33/2 
~Jed -20 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Se.t 23 4/6 4/6 32/- 32/-
Hed 27 4/6 ~1 32/- 30/10 Sat 30 4/6 32/- 30/10 
Wed 3 Apr 4/4 4/4 30/10 30/10 
Sat 6 4/6 4/4 32/- 30/10 
l-Ied 10 4/4 4/2 30/10 29/7?3· 
Sat 13 4/4 4/3 30/10 30/2:~ 
\'led 17 ~j 4/3 30/10 30/2-i.t Sat 20 4/2 30/01 29/11t 
tied 24 4/.2 41- 29/7~- 28/5-~ 
Sat 27 4/1 41- 29/0rl- 28/5:1.· 4/-
1fed 1 May 4/- 3/10 28/5?t 27/3 ~-
Sat 4 41- 3/10 28/5-& 27/3 
lied 8 4/- 3/10 28/5-~ 27/3 
Sat 11 ,:~~ 4/2 30/10 29/7:\ Hed 15 4/- 29/?f:;- :.28/5-?. 
Sat 18 5/2 5/- 36/9 35/6-?.t 
ived 22 5/- 4/10 35/6-t 34/4~ 
Sat 25 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2?2-
Tue 28 4/6 4/4 ' 32/- 30/10 
Sat lJun 41- 3/10 28/5--.t 27/3 
t{ed 5 ~4 4/3 30/10 30/2~-Sat 8 4/2 30/10 29/7~t 
Hed 12 4/2 41- 29/7~ 28/"ff~ 
Sat 15 4/.2 41- 29/7l 28/5-~ 
Tue 18 .i/1 4/- 29/ofJ· · 2B/5?t 
Sat 22 4/2 4/1 29/?ft 29/of> 
Hed 26 ~1 4/3 30/10 30/2-~ Se.t 29 4/3 30/10 30/2t 
1-led 3Jul 4/6 4/.4 32/- 30/10 
Sat 6 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
:·Jed 10 4/10 4/10 34/ 4•t; 34/ 4-§· 
Sat 13 4/10 4/10 34/~- 34/ # 4/8 
lied 17 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Sat 20 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
1Ted 24 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Sat 27 4/8 ~J 33/2 32/7 Vied 31 4/7 32/7 32/-
1 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd .l\.ssize 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch. !'finch. 
- Bushel Bushel (~uarter quarter 
Sat 3 Aug 1695 4/9 4/8 33/9-:* 33/2 
Wed 7 4/10 4/8 34/4-} 33/2 
Sat 10 5/- . 4/10 35/~~ 34/4r:· 
iJed 14 5/- 4/10 35/6:1 34/¢': 
Sat 17 5/- 4/10 35/6-~ 34/4-h 
Wed 21 5/4 5/J 37/11 37/4 
Sat 24 5/8 5/6 40/:t:J.t 39/1-~~ 
Wed 28 5/8 5/6 40/3-~> 39/l·h 
Sat 31 5/10 5/8 41/6 40/~'· 
Ued 4 Sep 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 .5/10 
~3at 7 i/- 6/4 49/9:1 I 1 45 D":x 
'iied 11 6/4 6/- 45/G-~ 42/8 
Sat 14 6/8 ~A6 4i/5 46/21 
:Ted 18 6/10 6/8 48/7 47/5 
Sat 21 i/4 7/3 52/2 51/6-~- 7/3 
Hed 25 i/3 ill 51/&r~· 50/4-li· 
Sat 28 i/10 i/9 55/S[! 55/1c{7 
1{Jed 2 Oot i/10 7/8 55/Sir 54/6 
Sat 5 8/- i/10 56/lo?r 55/&i':? 
Hed 9 i/10 i/6 I 1. . 53/4 55 8-::r 
Sat 12 i/10 i/8 ss/&~- 54/6 
1~ed 16 i~9 7/6 ~;· · t 53/4 55 l?;;-Sat 19 7 8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
Hed 23 i/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
Sat 26 i/6 i/J. 53/4 52/2 
Hed 30 i/6 i/4 53/4 52/2 
Sat 2 l~ov 7/6 7/4 53/4 . 52/2 
~fed 6 i/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
hi 8 7/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
vied 13 7/6 7/- 53/4 49/9-'J:• 
Sat 16 i/6 7/- 53/4 49/%· 
i-red 20 i/6 i/6 53/4 53/4 
~3at 23 8/- 7/10 . 56/1(}~ 55/8:} 
lied 27 8/- 7/10 56/1% 55/&} 
Sat 39 8/- 7/8 56/lOi} 54/6 
1led 4 Dec i/10 7/6 55/&1~;- 53/4 
Sat 7 7/6 7/- 53/4 49/9-§· 
lied 11 il- 6/8 49/9-?.t 47/5 
Sat 14 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
Tue 17 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
Sat 21 8/6 8/- 60/5:7: 56/10~~ 
Tue 24 i/6 6/6 53/4 46/2-:': 
Sat 28 6/3 6/- 44/5f; 42/8··· 
Tue 31 8/2 6/~ 58/1 '" 44/5} 
Sat 4 Jan 1696 7/6 7/- 53/4 49/9-J-
Wed 8 8/- i/6 56/lot, 53/4 
Sat 11 8/- i/4 56/lof 52/2 
Ued 15 7/- 6/9 '19/9-ts 48/-
Sat 18 7/- 6/10 49/% 4B/7 
1fed 22 1/- 6/8 49/%- 4i/5 
8 
Highest 2nd ·Highest 2nd /i.nai :::;e 
Da.te Oxford Oxford Winch. ~{inch. 
___........ 
Bushel ·' ~u.::.rter Bushel Quarter 
Sat 25 Jan 1696 8/- 7/10 56/1(}~ 5c:/ Sf.l / (.:! 
1f ed 29 7/- 6/8 49/9~ 47/5 
Sat 1 Feb i/3 7/- 51/6-~ Ll9 1 9-~)· . I N 
Tied 5 7/6 7/3 53/4 r::l/ ().;\-_ '· ( '' 
Sat 8 i/4 7/- 52/2 ~0/9-'i ( ,/ 1') 
Ued 12 7/3 7/- 51/6-?t 49/9I:· 
Sat 15 8/- i/6 56/1~ 53/4 
Hed 19 i/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
3at 22 i/4 7/-- 52/2 119/9-~t 
;}ed 26 7/6 7/- 53/4 ~9/9-~· 
Gat 29 8/- 7/6 56/1~ 53/4 
1Jed 4 Mar 8/- 7/8 56/lD-lt 5a/6 
Sat 7 8/- 7/6 56/lOi 53/4 
Ued 11 8/~ 7/4 ~6/10~;- 52/2 
Sat 14 7/6 7/2 §3/4 .. 50/11~h 
~·Jed 18 7/2 6/8 50/111;,- 47/5 
Sat 21 7?9 . 7/6 55/lt 53/4 \fed 25 7 6 il- 53/4 49/'X~ 
Sat 28 7/- 6/8 49/r:;B_· 47/5 
Hed 1 Apr 6/8 6/6 47/5 46/2~ 
Sat 4 i/4 7/- 52/2 49/91: 
vied 8 i/3 7/- 51/~1 49/9R 
Sat 11 6/9 6/6 48/- 46/2-?2-
Ued 15 6/2 5/10 43/10 41/6 
6/8 Sat 18 i/- 6/8 49/~ 47/5 
Hed 22 6/6 6/4 46/~ 45/0lt 
Sat 25 6/6 6/4 46/~ !J-5/ o.+;. 
\·i ed 29 6/6 6/6 46/-e~ 46/~ 
Sat 2 May 6/3 6/- 44/7} 4'c'/8 
;fed 6 6/3 6/2 44/5-b 43/10 
Sat 9 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 
1~·ed 13 5/4 5/3 37/11 37/4 
Sa.t 16 6/- 5/8 42/8 4cJ/3-0- 5/8 
~led 20 5/4 5/2 37/11 36/9 
s~t 23 5/3 5/1 37/4 36/2 
:Jed 27 
' 
5/4 5/2 37/11 36/9 
Sat 30 5/3 5/- 37/4 "), r:/6~  ,_) , / .'" .. 
\ied 3Jun 51- 4/9 35/6-;,} ') 3/9-:j·. _) "' ~':.~ 
Sat 6 5/7 5/6 39/~ 39/lf;. 
Wed 10 5/6 4/9 39/1-§· 33/9} 
Sat 13 5/2 5/- 36/9 35/6~· 
~Ied 17 5/6 5~3 39/1"~;- 37/4 Sat 20 6/2 5 6 43/10 39/1} 
\·Ted 24 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
Sat 27 ' 6/10 6/7 48/7 46/10 
;;ed l Jul 5/6 5~4 ' 39/1;\. 37/11 Sat 4 6/- 5 6 - 42/8 39/1·\ 
~fed 8 6/- 5/6 42/8 19/1-?r 
Sat 11 5/6 5/3 39/1·1~- 37/4'• 
~'led 15 6/- 5/6 42/8" 39/l·h 
Sat 18 6/11 6/6 49/2 46/2:1-
9 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Assize 
Date Oxford Oxf'ord flinch. \finch. 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter 
1ied 22 Jul 1696 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
Sat 25 6/8 6/6 47/5 46/~ 
\>Ted 29 6/6 6/4 46/2i- 45/o-~ 
Sat 1 Aug 6/4 6/- 45/o! 42/8 
1ied 5 5/10 5/6 41/6 39/1-b, 
Sat 8 5/6 5/4 39/lf,: 37/11 
}fed 12 6/- 5/6 42/8 39/1~-
Sat 15 6/6 6/4 46/2t 45/o-£ 
0Ted 19 5/6 5~4 39/1i· 37/11 Sat · 22 5/6 5 1 39/1~- 36/2 
Sat 29 5/6 5/3 39/1·?? 37/4 
Hed 2 Sep 5/- 4/10 35/6?:-r 34/# 
Sat 5 5/2 5/- 36/9 35/6~-
1-Ted 9 5/'A 5/2 37/4 36/9 
Sat 12 5/ 2 5/- 36/9 35/Gtx 
·\·fed 16 5/2 5/- 36/9 35/6-~-
Sat 19 5/3 5/2 37./4 36/9 
}ied 23 5/6 5/2 39/1-h 36/9 
Sat 26 5/6 5/5 39/ll 38/6 
~led 30 5/6 5/3 39/1-~ 37/4 
Sat 3 Oct 5/6 5/4 39/l?t 37/11 
-;.red 1 5/6 5/4 3CJ/1~;- 37/11 
Sat 10 5/6 5/5 39/1-} 33/6 
Hed 14 5/6 5/4 39/14 37/11 
Sat 17 5/10 5/6 41/6'-· 39/0i 
·rred 21 5/8 5/6 40/3-~- 39/li 
Sat 24 5/8 5/4 4()/3~ 37/11 
"':led 28 5/8 5/6 40/31t 39/1-~ 
Sat 31 ~8 5/6 40/3i 39/l:tj-ded 4 Nov I_ /8 5/6 40/J?r 39/ll 
Sat 7 5/6 5/4 . 39/1t. 37/11 
\fed 11 5/6 5/4 3oj1-"P- 3i/11 ;; I"~ 
Sat 14 5/6 5/3 39/1-?. 37/4 
\~ed 18 5/4 5/2 37/4 36/9 
Sat 21 5/6 5/4 39/li- 37/11 
~fed 25 5/8 5/6 40/3-§- 39/lf; 
Sat 28 5/8 5/6 40/3i 3Q/l-l-... 2 
w·ed 2 Dec 5/9 5/8 40/10~ 40/3! 
Sat 5 6/1 5/8 43/3 40/31-f 
\·ied 9 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
Sat 12 6/- 6/- 42/ 8 42/8 
Hed 16 6/1 6/- 43/3 42/ 8 
Sat 19 6/3 6/- 44/5?t 42/8 
\'Ted 23 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
Sat 26 llo come in Markett 
Hed 30 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 
Sat 2 Ja.n 1697 6/3 6/2 44~5i 43/10 ~f ed 6 6/2 6/- 43 10 42/8 
Sat 9 6/3 6/- 44/~t- 42/8 2 
10 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd As::3i~e 
Date Oxford Orl'ord liinoh. Winc}1 . 
:Bushel Bushel <~uarter Quarter 
ried 13 Jan 1697 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 
Sat 16 6/4 6/2 45/D-?~· 43/10 
Wed 20 6/6 6/5 46/2;~;.· 45/7?;· 
Sat 23 6/6 6/4 46/2-h- 45/0h 6/ 4 
Wed 27 6/6 6/5 46/2;t 45/7?~ 
Fri 29 6/6 6/4 46/2-h 45/0 '· 
\>led 3 Feb 6/8 6/6 4i/5 i6/2} 
Sat 6 6/8 6/6 4i/5 46/2-} 
1¥ed 10 6/8 6/6 4i/5 46/2-~;-
Sat 13 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
(.fed 17 6/8 6/6 47/5 46/2:~ 
Sat 20 6/8 6/7 47/5 46/10 
fled 24 6/10 6/8 48/7 47/5 
Sat 27 6/8 6/6 47/5 46/2-l!-
~fed 3 }~a.:r 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/-
Sat 6 6/8 6/6 47/5 46/2::~-
~Ted 10 6/8 6/7 47/5 46/10 
Sat 13 6/8 6/6 47/5 46/2} 
Ued 17 6/6 6/4 46/2}· 45/0?;-
Sat 20 6/6 6/5 ' 46/2-h 45/7:: 
vied 24 i/- 6/8 40/ o,1.. 47/5 / / :. : 
Sat 27 il- 6/9 49/~ - 48/-
\fed 31 7/- 6/10 49/9:1,:. 48/7 
Sat 3 Apr il- 6/10 49/9~- 48/7 
1-1ed 7 6/11 6/10 49/2 48/7 
sat 10 if- 6/11 49/Cf"!-; 49/2 
lied 14 6/11 6/10 49/2 48/7 6/10 
sat 17 il- 6/10 49/9+.:- 48/7 
Hed 21 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/-
Sat 24 6/9 6/8 48/- 4-i/5 
Wed 28 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
Sa.t 1 May ; 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
Hed 5 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/-
\i'ed 19 6/6 6/5 46/2·?;· 45/7-0: 
Sat 22 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
Hed 26 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/-
Frt 28 7/- 6/10 49/9-?t 4B/7 
Wed 2J'un 6/10 6/8 48/7 47/5 
sat 5 7/- 7/- 49/9-?~- 49/9-~;-
i'led 9 7/2 7/- §0/11·~- ¥i/9f;· 
Sat 12 7/- 6/1(; 49/ 9-h 48/7 
Hed 16 6/9 6/7 48/- 46/10 
Sat 19 i/- 6/9 49/9?~- 48/-
lied 23 7/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
Sat 26 7/4 7/2 52/2 50/11-i'~-
Hed 30 7/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
Sa.t 3Jul 7/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
Tied 7 8/2 8/- 58/1 56/10-~· 
Sat 10 8/3 8/2 58/8 58/1 8/2 
lied 14 7/10 7/9 55/B?t 55/l:"~ 
Sat 17 8/- i/11 56/1<* 56/J} 
11 
Highest 2n4 Highest 2nd As size 
Date Orl'ord Oxford Winch. l'linch . 
- Bushel Quarter Quarter Bushel 
Hed 21 Jul 1697 8/- 7/6 56/1~ 53/4 
Sat 24 i/10 i/6 55/8! 53/4 
}Jed 28 i/6 i?4 53/4 52/ 2 Sat 31 7/8 7 6 54/.6 53/4 
rfed 4 Aug 8/- 7/10 56/10-'} 55/&1j• 
Sat 7 8/- 7/10 56/1~ 55/~~ 
Wed 11 8/4 8/- 59/3 56/l<Y!:· 
Sat 14 8/9 8/B 62/2;! 61/7\t 
vied 18 8/2 8/- 58/1 56/1 o?i-
Sat 21 8/- i/8 56/10! 54/6 
lied 25 7/8 i/6 54/6 53/4 
Sat 28 7/8 7/8 54/6 54/6 
Hed 1 se, 7/8 7/6 54/6 53/ 4 7/6 
Sa.t 4 7/2 7/2 50/11@- 50/11ti 
vied 8 7/2 7/- 50/11~ 49/ 9·:\-
Se.t 11 7/2 7/- 50/11-ft 49/9-~ 
Hed 15 i/- 6/10 49/~~- 48/7 
Sa.t 18 7/- 6/10 49/9-~. 48/7 
}!ed 22 7/2 il- 50/11·! 49/9-~ 
Sa.t 25 8/2 7/10 58/1 55/&h 
Hed 29 i/8 7/4 54/6 52/2 
Sa.t 2 Oct 7/6 i/4 53/4 52/2 
lied 6 7/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
~1at 9 7~4 7/2 52/2 50/1l?t 
Hed 13 7 2 7/- 50/11~ 49/9t 7/-
Sat 16 7/1 7/- 50/if~ 49/9-tr 
Hed 20 7/- 6/10 49/9-?;; 4f3/7 
Sa.t 23 7/- if- 49/9-~ 49/9-k 
Hed 27 7/- 6/11 49/% 49/2 
Sa.t 30 7/- 6/10 49/9-~ 48/7 
Hed 3 Nov ·11- 6/11 49/% 49/2 
Sat 6 7/- 6/10 49/9-~ 48/7 
}Fed 10 7/2 1/- 50/11 .. ~ 49/9-~-
Da.t 13 7/4 7/2 52/2 . 50/11-?z 
7!ed 17 7/7 7/6 53/11 53/4 
Sat 20 7/10 7/8 55/&?J- 54/6 
Wed 24 8/1 7/10 57/6 55/ (3)1 7/10 
Sa.t 27 8/- 7/10 56/lo-i 55/&?l· 
vied 1 Dec 8/- 7/10 56/10! 55/&l;:t 
Sa.t 4 8/- i/10 56/10.~ 55/8-~-
~:Jed 8 8/- 7/10 56/1~ 55/&it 
Sat ll 8/- 7/10 56/10>:r 55/8;} 
Wed 15 8/- i/10 56/1(}~ 55/~~-
Sat 18 8/- 7/9 56/1(}~ 55/1~;}-
lfed 22 8/- 7/10 56/1<* 55/8:~-
Pri 24 7/10 7/9 55/8-~ 55/1} 
lied 29 7/10 7/8 55/&} 54/6 
Fri 31 7/10 i/8 55/ B-E 54/6 
1ied ·5 Jan 1698 7/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
Sa.t 8 7/10 7/9 55/&! 55/1~~· 
Wed 12 8/- 7/10 56/1~ 55/ 8:1 
12 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd A a size 
Da:t.e Oxford Oxf'ord U1.nch. winch. 
Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter 
Sat 15 Jan 1698 8/3 8/1 58/8 57/6 
l.fed 19 8/- i/10 56/10! 55/at 
Sat 22 8/- i/10 56/1~- 55/Bit 
lied 26 8/2 8/- 58/1 . 56/1% 
Sat 29 ~v 8/- 56/10i 56/10~-.__. -
~led 2 Feb 8/- i/10 s6/1~- 55/Bt 
Sat 
' 
8/2 8/- 58/1 56/1~ 
Wed 9 8/- 7/10 56/lot 55/~ 
Sat 12 8/- i/9 56/1~ 55/li 
l-ied 16 8/· 7/10 56/10! 55/~ 
Sat 19 8/- i/10 56/10! 55/8-?t 
Hed 2) 8/- i/10 56/lot 55/Sfr 
Sat 26 8/2 8/- 58/1 56/10-~ 
vied 2 Mar 8/- 7/10 56/10[! 55/8-h 
Sat 5 8/4 8/- 59/3 56/1% 
iled 9 8/2 8/- 58/l 56/1~-
Sat 12 8/2 8/- 58/1 56/lO:?z 
ifed 16 8/3 8/2 58/B 58/1 
Sat 19 8/- 7/10 56/lo-~ 55/8-~ 
1Ted 23 8/2 $/1 58/l 57/6 
Sat 26 8/- 7/10 56/10i sr:./&7--./ 2 
lied 30 8/- 7/10 56/le>i 55/&~ 
Sat 2 Apr 8/- 7/10 56/10~ 55/&~-
T;fed 6 7/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
Sat 9 7/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
1Ted 13 7/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
Sat 16 7/2 7/- 52/2 49/9"} 
H'ed 20 i/10 7/9 55/at 55/11i· 
Sat 23 i/10 i/B 55/'0t; 54/6 
Wed 27 7/10 7/9 55/~- 55/1-~-
Sat 30 7/10 7/9 55/8-~ ~~~i l~ed 4 May 7/10 7/8 55/Bft 
Sat 7 '7/10 7/9 55/~ 55/1-& 
ifed 11 7/10 7/6 55/&} 53/4 
Sat 14 r/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
!-Ted 18 7/8 7/7 54/6. 53/11 
sat 21 i/9 7/8 55/li . 54/6 
'tfed 25 7/9 7/8 55/1:,· 54/6 
Sat 28 i/10 7/8 55/~- 54/6 
}l'ed lJun 8/- i/9 56/10-~· 55/1-f-r 
Sat 4 Ya9 7/8 55/1~- 54/6 1·ied 8 7 8 i/6 54/6 53/4 
Sat 11 7/8 7/7 54/6 53/11 
lfed 15 8/- 7/7 56/1~ 53/11 
7/6 Sat 18 7/8 i/6 54/6 53/4 
1led 22 i/10 i/8 55/~1 54/6 
Sat 25 7/9 7/8 55/li 54/6 
Wed 29 8/- 7/10 56/1<* 55/&l.t 
Sat 2Jul 8/- i/10 56/le>i 55/~1 
Hed 6 8/2 8/- sa/1 56/l<r} 
Sat 9 8/4 8/2 59/3 58/1 
iied 1) 8/7 8/4 61/0i 59/3 
Sat 16 8/10 8/10 62/10 62/10 8/8 
13 
Higheet 2nd Highest 2nd A f.; size 
Date Oxford O:dord Winc;h. :finch. 
- Bushel Quarter Bushel Quarter 
'Hed 20 Jul 1698 8/10 8/8 62/10 61/7i 
Sat 23 8/10 8/8 62/10 61/7i 
\fed 27 8/10 8/10 62/10 62/10 
Sat 30 8/9 8/8 62/2! 61/7! 
l-Ied )Aug 8/8 8/6 61/7~- 66/5i 
Sa.t 6 3/6 8/4 60/513 59/3 
Wed 10 _8/6 8/4 6o/5j- 59/3 
Sat 13 ,18/6 8/4 60/r:A· 59/3 
\fed 17 8/4 8/2 59/3 5B/1 
sat 2e 8/3 8/3 58/B 58/8 
ti ed 24 8/3 8/2 58/8 58/1. 
Sat 21 8/3 8/2 58/8 58/1 
7/8 lied 31 8/2 7/8 58/1 54/6 
Sat 3 Sep 7/10 i/8 55/81J- 54/6 
Hed 7 8/- 7/10 56/lOft 55/8! 
Sat 10 7/11 7/10 56/3-i 55/8~ 
Hed 14 rt/10 7/8 55/~ 54/6 
Sa.t 17 8/2 8/- 5B/l 56/lot 
Ued 21 8/2 8/- 58/1 56/10-i 
Sat 24 8/~ 7./10 56/lo.i 55~~ 
1-led 28 8/2 8/2 58/1 58 1 
Sat 1 Oct 8/2 8/2 58/1 58/1 
\fed 5 8/2 8/- 58/1 56/loft 
Sat 8 8/4 8/2 59/3 58/1 
Hed 12 8/4 8/3 59/3 58/8 
Sat 15 8/4 8/3 59/3 58/8 
8/3 Ued 19 8/4 8/3 59/3 s8/8 
Sat 22 8/3 8/2 58/8 58/1 
~-fed 26 8/- 7/10 56/loJi 55/8;} 
Sat 29 i/10 7/9 55/~ 55/1! 
ifed 2 Nov r/8 7/7 54/6 53/11 
Fri 4 ':71/ir 7/6 53/11 53/4 7/6 
::Ted 9 7/6 7?- 53/4 49/91?: Sat 12 i/8 7 6 54/6 53/4 
~-Ted 16 7/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
Sat 19 7/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
~fed 23 i/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
Sat 26 7/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
:Jed 30 7/8 1/6 54/6 53/4 
Sat 3 Deo i/8 i/6 54/6 53/4 
Ved 7 i/8 1/6 54/6 53/4 
Sat 10 i/8 i/6 54/6 53/4 
'if ed 14 7/8 i/6 54/6 53/4 
Sat 17 7/8 i/6 54/6 53/4 
·Hed 21 7~9 7/8 §~~~~- 54/6 Sa.t 24 7 8 7/7 53/11 
Wed 28 1/B i/1 54/6 53/11 
Sat 31 i/8 i/1 54/.6 53/11 
~~ed 4 Jan 1699 7/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
Sa.t 7 7/10 7/8 55~~ 54/6 
Wed 11 7/10 i/8 55 8i 54/6 
Sat 14 i/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
14 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd /u::::::ize 
Date Oxf'o~d Oxford i+l inoh. tanoh. 
- ~~ua.rter Bushel Bushel c~uarter 
Hed 18 Jan 1699 8/- 7/10 56/lO.i- 55/~ 
Sat 21 7/10 t/9 55/84- 55/1-~ 
Hed 25 8/- 7/11 56/1<* 56/3-§· 
Sat 28 8/- 7/10 56/1<>! 55/~ 
Wed 1 Feb 7/9 7/8 55/1~ 54/6 
Se.t 4 7/10 i/9 55~ at 55/l~ 
~fed 8 7/10 7/9 55&~ 55/1:} 
Sat 11 7/10 7/9 55/8-1£ 55/1~~ 
~-led 1.5 8/- i/10 56/lo-~ 55/S:?t 
Sat 18 8/2 3/- 58/1 56/lo§-
Hjd 22 8/3 8/3 58/8 58/8 
Sat 25 8/4 8/3 59/3 !;58/ 8 
Wed 1 Mar 8/3 8/2 58/ 8 58/1 8/2 
Sat 4 8/4 ry3 59/3 58/8 . .) 
}ied 8 8/3 8/2 58/8 58/1 
So.t 11 8/4 8/3 59/3 58/ 8 
"'i.Jed 15 8/4 8/3 59/3 5(3/8 
Sttt 18 8/4 8/3 59/3 5f3/8 
1fed 22 8/6 8/4 60/5-fi 59/3 
Sat 25 8/6 '/4 60/5?;- 59/3 0 
1,! ed 29 8/6 8/3 6o/5f 58/8 
Sat 1 Apr 8/6 8/3 5()/ 0 60/5:-:~ u u 
Tue 4 8/6 8/4 60/5-?.t 59/3 
Sa.t 8 8/6 8/4 60/~- 59/3 
~Ted 12 8/5 8/4 59/10 59/3 
Sat 15 8/6 8/4 60/51} 59/ 3 
\'r ed 19 8/4 8/2 59/3 58/1 
Se.t 22 8/3 8/2 58/ 8 58/1 
\-!ed 26 8/3 8/ 2 58/ 8 52/1 
Se.t 29 8/3 8/2 58/8 5~ /1 
Ired 3May 81~ i/10 56/1~ t;h./ &-_, .J (.!. 
SE:tt 6 8/2 8/- 5B/1 56/loft 
Xed 10 ' '7/10 7/8 55/&~, s4/6 
Sr.t 13 7/10 7/8 55/ 8-i 54/6 
~Jed 17 7~9 7/8 55/l:b 5t.1/6 ~5 at 20 1 8 7/7 54/6 53/11 7/7 
Sst 27 7/8 7/7 54/6 53/11 
\~ ed 31 7/8 7/7 54/6 53/11 
Sat 3Jun 7/8 i/6 54/6 53/4 
:red 7 7/8 7/6 54/6 53/4 
Sat 10 i~1 i/6 53/11 53/4 ;-red 14 7 8 7/7 54/6 53/11 
Sat 17 7/8 7/f 54/6 53/4 
-:-fed 21 i/8 1/1 54/6 53/11 
~~'at 24 7/8 i/1 54/6 53/11 
~Jed 28 7/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
Sat l Jul 7/4 7/2 52/2 50/11! 
Hed 5 7/3 7/2 5l/6:1 50/11:}; 7/2 
Sa-t 8 il- 6/9 49/9! 48/-
\ied 12 11- 6/JO 49/% 48/7 
Sat 15 il- 6/9 49/9-! 48/-
H'ed 19 6/8 6/6 47/5 46/2i 
15 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Assize 
Date Oxford Oxford 1-Tinoh. Winch. 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter 
Sat 22 Jul 1699 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 6/-
Hed 26 6/2. 6/- 43/10 42/8 
Sat 29 7/- 6/8 49/9i- 4i~5 
rTed 2Aug 6/6 6/4 46/2! 45 ~ 
Sat 5 We.~ q i/- 6/rD 6~9 6/to 49/~ 4-8/7 48/- ~~;7 
Sat 12 il- 6 10 49/.~2 48/7 6/10 
Wed 16 il- 6/10 49/9-ra 48/7 
Sa.t 19 il- 6/10 49/~~ 48/7 
'-l ed 23 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/-
Sat 26 7/- 6/10 49/9-?r 48/7 
l:fed 30 il- 6/11 49/~ 49/2 
Sat 2 se, 7/- 6/9 49/9-~ 48/-
Hed 6 7/- 6/10 49/91;: 48/7 
Sat 9 i/- 6/9 49/9! 4F3/-
lied 13 6/10 6/8 48/7 4i/5 
Sat 16 i/- 6/10 49/9! 48/7 
lied 20 il- 6/10 49/91 48/7 
Sa.t 23 i/4 i/- 5'2./2 ~9/9~'-' 2 
!Jed 27 i/4 i/- 52/2 49/9-h 
;;at 30 7/2 7/- 50/11i 49/Cfk 
1-Jed 4 Oct 7/- . 6/10 49/9§- 48/7 
Sat 7 6/10 6/8 4B/7 47/5 
Hed ll 6/6 6/4 46/21 45/(}?t 
Sat 14 6/8 6/4 47/5 45/0:} 
\l ed 18 6/8 6/6 47/5 46/2"?1 
Sat_ 21 6/6 6/4 46/2-l 45/0}r 
1Jed 25 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 6/-
~;at 28 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 
1Jed 1 Nov 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 
Sat 4 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 
Hed 8 6/4 6/2 45/ot 43/10 
Sat 11 6/4 6/2 45/~ 43/10 
\~ed 15 6/7 6/5 46/10 45/T"& 
Sat 18 6/4 6/- 45/D-?; 42/8 
Ued 22 6/2 6/- 43/10 42/8 
sat 25 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
~!ed 29 6/- 5/11 42/8 42/1 
Gat 2 Dec 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
Hed 6 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
Sat 9 6/- 5/9 42/8 40/1% 
T:red 13 5/9 5/8 40/1<* 40/3-?}r 
sat 16 5/9 5/8 40/lofr 40/313 5/8 
Hed 20 5/8 5/6 40/3! 39/li~ 
Sat 23 5/6 5~4 39/1! 37/11 Hed 27 5/6 5 5 39/li 38/6 
~~a 39 Jan 1700 ;?~ ~f~ ~ij ~7?lt Sa.t 6 5/4 5/2 37 11 36/9 
Hed 10 5~4 5/2 37/11 36/9 Sat 13 5 6 5/4 39/li 37/11 
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Hiehest 2nd Highest 2nd Assize 
Date O:do·rd Oxford 'Winch. Winch. 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter 
Wed 17 Jan 1700 5/6 5/4 39/lt 37/11 
Sat 20 5/6 5/6 39/1 39/1~· 
Wed 24 5/6 5y5 39/l~ 38/6 
Sat 27 5/7 5 6 39/Si 39/lt 
lied 31 5/6 5/5 39/l~ 38/6 5/5 
Sat 3 Feb 5/6 5.y4 39/1-1; 37/11 
1fed 7 5/7 5 6 39/~ 39/lt 
Sat 10 5/6 5/4 39/1-~· 37/11 
;fed 14 5/7 5/6 39/~ 39/1~ 
Gat 17 5/6 -5/4 39/lt 37/11 
~Ied 21 5/6 5/5 39/l?,'j 38/6 
Sat 24 5/8 5/6 40/3~ 39/1-} 
!{ed 28 5/6 5/4 39/lt 37/11 
Sa.t 2 Mar 5/6 5/4 39/11.r 37/11 
\-J ed 6 5/6 5/4 39/1·':! 37/11 
Sat 9 5/4 5/2 37/11 36/9 
-~r ed 13 5/3 5/2 37/4 36/9 
Sat 16 5/2 5/- 36/9 35/61! 
Jed 20 5/- 4/10. 35/6i· 34/4~ 
Sat 23 5/2 5/2 36/9 36/9 
Hed 27 5/- 4/10 35/~ 34/# 
Sat 30 5/1 5/- 36/2 35/6-b. 5'/-:red 3 Apr s/2 5/- 36/9 35/6f.r 
::iat 6 ~!- 4/10 35/~ 34/4~ 
~-l ed 10 5/2 5/- 36/9 35/G-~ 
Gat 13 5/2 5/- 36/9 35/&;1.. I ~:t 
"·red 17 5/- 4/11 35~6i 34 11-:i Sat 20 5/- 4/10 35 6i 34/41 
~ied 24 5/- 4/10 35~6?t 34/4:! Sat 27 5/- 4/10 35 6t 34/4:\ 
~fed 1 )fay 4/10 4/8 34/4~ 33/2 
Sat 4 5/- 4/10 35/6i . 34/4~~ 
1ied 8 5/- 4/9 35/Gi 33/9-~ 
Sat 11 5/- 4/6 35/~ 32/ -
Hed 15 5/- 4/9 35/~1 33/9-?t 
Sat 18 4/10 4/9 34/41 33/ 9'~· ?ed 22 4/10 4/9 34/4~. 33/9-~-
'Sat 25 4/9 4/8 33/9-~ 33/2 
'ltue 28 4/10 4/9 34/41- 33/ 9-h 
Sat lJun 4/10 . 419 34/4~ 33/9-} 
Hed 5 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/ - 4/6 
Sat 8 4/6 4/4 32/- 36/10 
ifed 12 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Sat 15 5/- 4/10 35/6i 34/4} 
:4ed 19 5/4 5/3 37/11 3i/4 
Sat 22 5/6 5/4 39/1t 37/11 }!ed 26 5/6 5/2 39/lt 36/9 
Sat 29 5/6 5/5 39/1! 38/6 
Hed 3 Jul 5/9 5/8 40/1~ 40/3-~} 5/8 
Gat 6 5/11 5/10 42/l 41/6 
~·r eo. 10 6/6 6/4 46/~ 45/0;)-
sat 13 i/- 6/10 49/ 48/7 6/10 
Had 17 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/-
Sat 20 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/-
17 
Righes,t 2nd Highest 2nd Llssize 
Date Ox:ford Oxford ~i.inoh . flinch. 
- :Bushel Bushel ~~ua:rter Quarter 
--
Wed 24 Jul 1700 6/8 6/7 47/5 46/10 
Sat 27 6/9 6/8 48/- 4i/5 
'ifed 31 6/7 6/6 46/10 46/2t 
Sat )Aug 6/6 6/5 46/2.;.· 45/7:~· 
lJed 7 6/6 6/; 46/~ 45/7~-
Sat 10 6/5 6/2 45/7-n 43/10 
:'fed 14 6/4 6/2 45/o?a 43/10 612 I 
~:at 17 5/6 5/4 49/l{t 37/11 
Wed 21 5/4 5/3 37/11 37/4 
Sat 24 5/4 5/2 37/11 36/9 5/2 
TABLE B 1 
Xa'Qle to show: ;erioe s ot l[bea.t sold in Oxfsu:d I4arket. betl-reen 
feb;J;WlD 1733 And U·YJ.YiU"Y 16522 
Highest :Price 2nd Highest Price 2nd Assize Co1le8f 
o~ Bushel of Highest of Quarter Hi ghest of Price 
Date Wheat (Oxford Price of Wheat Price :Bread 
- 9-ga.ll.bushel) (Winchester 
Quarter) 
3at 10 Feb 1733 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/4 
~)at 17 3/2 3/- 22./6 21/4 
Sat 24 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/4 
Sat 3 l>iar 3/3 3/- 23/1~~ 21/4 
Sat 10 3/4 3/3 23/ Si 23/1-t. ft. 
Sat 17 3/3 3/ 2 23/1:?. 22/6 
Sat 24 3/6-!l 3/6 25/4 24/1CY} P.D. 
~)at 31 3/5 3/4 2i/3! 23/&;~-
Sat 1 Apr 3/5 3/4 24/J~ 23/~"-: }Jed 11 3/4 
-
23/Bt 
Sa t 14 3/6 3/4 24/10-tt 2">/8~--I , ., 
Dat 21 3/4 3/3 23/&'· 23/rt 
.3 
:led 25 3/3 
3/2 
23/1i -
Ge.t 28 3/8 26/1 22/ 6 
Sat 5May 3/11?- 3/- 22/2-& 21/ 4 
Dat 12 2/11 3/10 20/ 9 20/2 
Sa.t 19 3/- 2/11 21/ 4 20/ 9 
Sa.t 26 3/2 3/- 22/6 21/4 
Se:t 2Jtm 3/li 3/- 22/2-k 21/4 
Sat 9 3/- 21/4··· 
Sat 16 3/- 2/1CftJ- 21/4 20/7]· 
Sat 23 3/- 2/lo* 21/4 20/ 2 
lofed 27 2/11 
-
20/9 
Sat 30 3/- 2/10 21/4 . 20/ 2 
Sat 7Jul 3/- 2/.10 21/4 20/2 
~at 14 3/- 2/10 21/4 20/2 
~;at 21 2/10! 2/ 9 20/5-b 19/6-~· 
3at 28 2/ll 2/9 20/9 19/6~; 
Sat 4Aug 2/11 2/9 20/9 19/61;-
Sa.t 11 3/- 2/9 21/4 19/ 6;\ 
Sa.t 18 3/3 3/- 23/lt 21/4 
~:iat 25 3/3 3/- 23/1·~· 21/4 
Hed 29 3/-
-
21/4 -
Sat l Sep 3/1 3/1 21/11 21/11 
Sat 8 2/9 2/8 19/6-~ 18/llt 
Sa.t 15 2/llt 2/9 20/lei 19/ 6-} 
·!led 19 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/6i't 
Hed 26 3/- 2/- 21/4 14/2i! P.D. 
i:jat 29 3/2 2/10 22/6 20/ 2 
Sat 6 Oct 2/lll 2/10 21/0! 20/2 
Sat 13 3/10 2/10 27/3 20/2 
Sat 20 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/9 
Sat 27 3/- 2/10 21/4 20/2 
2 
Hi ghest 2nd Highest 2nd Assi ze Price 
~ Oxford Oxf'o~d 'ffinch. ~linch. of Day 
Bushel Bushel Quarter Quart er Brea d 
Sat ~3 Nov 1733 3/.- 2/11 21/4 20/.9 
s~t 10 3/2 3/- 22/6 21/4 
Sat 17 3/ 4 3/3 23/ B?t 23/lh 
Sat 24 3/ 3 3/ 2 23/lf,- 22/6 
Sat 1 Deo 3/4 3/3-P 23/~- 23/3-3· 
Sat 8 3/6 3/ 5' 24/lo??- 41" 2 3-?.-
~:at 15 41- 3/11 ~8/5?r 11/ f.C!>-
Sat 22 4/.1 4/- 29/o?.-! 28/5-~ 
n t 09 41- 3/10 28/5-?r 27/3 .,>a c. 
Sat 5 J an 1734 3/ 8 3/ 6 26/1 24/1o?t 
Sat 12 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/l<Y~'" 
Sat 19 3/9 2/8 26/8 18/11-~~ 
Sat 26 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 2 Feb 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
Sat 9 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sat 16 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 . 
Sat 23 3/11 3/9 27/10 26/8 
Set 2 1'1ar 3/ 9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
Sat 6 3/~ 3/9 27/1:j ... 26/8 
Sat 16 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/ 3 
Sat 23 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 ' 3/ &r P. D. 
Sat 30 3/6 3/5 24/lo-} 24/3-~;· 
Sat 6 Apr 3/6 3/5 •24/lo?;,- 24/3-~-
Sat 13 3/6 3/ 4 24/1<>??.· 23/&} 
s~t 20 3/6 3/5 24/lo?t 24/ 3-:~ 
Sat 27 3/4 3/3 23/8:} 23/1-5· 
Sat 4 May 3/5 3/4 24/3-fr 23/8-\ 
Sat 11 3/6 3/4 24/l Of. 23/~~ 
:3o.t 18 3/ 6 3/ 5 24/102· 24/3·t 
Gat 25 3/6 3/ 5 24/l(}~ 24/ 3-h 
Sat 1 Jlm 3/11 3/6 27/10 24/10~-
Sat 8 3/8 3/6 26/1 24/1(}fr 
S.':l.t 15 3/9 3/7 26/8 25/6 
Sat 22 3/10 3/ 9 27/3 26/8 
S::tt 29 3/8 3/ 7 26/ 1 25/6 
;3~t 6Jul 3/ 4 3/ 2 23/8~ 22/6 
~>o.t 13 3/9 3/ 8 26/8 26/1 
Sat 20 ~-3 3/11 28/5-& 27/10 3a t 27 ~ 4/- 28/1~~ 28/5??: 
Sat 3Aug 4/oi 4/- 28/1~- 28/5-~-
Sa.t 10 3/10 3/6 27/3 24/10~-
Sat 17 3/ 10 3/9 27/3 26/ 8 "' 
:3a.t 24 3/11 3/ 10 27/10 2i/3 
Sat 31 4/1 4/- 29/~ 28/s-t 
Sat 7 se, 4/.6 4/4-~ 32/ _ .. 31/hz 4/4-t 
Sa t 14 4/4t 4/1-?t 31/1-?1.- 29/4 
:3 D.t 21 4/3 ~;-? 30/2?t 30/6 So.t 28 4/10 34/4! 33/9:\ 4/lO:H p.n. 
Sat 5 Oot 4/6 4/5 32/- 31/5 
~~I ed 9 3/11 - 27/ 10 -
Sat 1 2 4/10 4/9 34/# 33/ % 
Sat 19 4/8 4/6 33/ 2 32/-
3 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Asni ze Price 
Date Oxford Oxford rTinoh. };i nch. of Da.y 
- :Bushel J3ushc1 ~~uarter :~unrter J3read 
-· . 
.. _ ...
Sat 26 Oct 1734 4/10 4/6 34/# 32/-
Ued 30 4/6 - 32/- -
Sat 2 Nov 4/8 4/7 33/2 32/7 
Sat 9 4/9 4/8 33/CJ'lt 33/2 
Sat 16 4/6 4/4 32/- 30/10 
Sat 23 4/6 4/5 32/- 31/5 
Sat 30 4/4 4/3 30/10 30/2} 
Sat 7 Dec 4/# 4/4 31/11- 30/10 
Sat 14 4/4 4/2 30/10 29/7f!. 
Sat 21 4/2 4/1 29/7f! 29/ O;'\-
Tue 24 4/- - 28/~r -
Set 28 4/1~· 3/11 29/4 ?.7/10 
Sat 4 Jan 1735 4/3 4/2 30/2-l; 29/7} 
Sat 11 4/8 4/3 33/2 '"J/ r;J~ _') t-: ! 
Sat 18 4/2 4/1 29/7-f.r 29/0-} 
Sat 25 4/3~ 4/3 30/7~ 30/2-~l-
nat 1 Feb 4/3 4/2 30/ 2-;!r ~~9/7·~ 
sat 8 4/2i 4/2 29/11 29/7-~-
Sat 15 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2-~ 
Set 22 4/6 4/4 32/- 30/10 
Sat 1 Mar 4/6 4/3 32/ - 30/2:} 
:Jat 8 4/4 4/3 30/10 30/2-?t 
Sat 15 4/9 4/6 33/9:~· :)2/-
Sa.t 22 4/6 4/ 4-~ 32/- 31/Hr F.D. 
:1at 29 4/5 4/4 31/5 30/10 
Sat 5 Apr 4/4 4/3 30/10 30/2-?!-
f.iat 12 4/3 4/2 · 30/2-'(r 29/1'~:; 
Sat 19 4/4 4/3 30/10 30/2f· 
Snt 26 4/3 4/2 30/2-j! 29/7} 
~>at 3 May 4/3! 4/2 30/6 29/7":~ 
Sat 10 4/- 3/11 28/5:~ 27/10 
'3at 17 4/3 41- 30/2~ 2B/5?t 
::ie.t 24 3/11 3/10 27/ 10 2$/3 
Sat 31 3/7i 3/6 25/~? 24/1~ 
Sat 7Jun 4/- 3/ll 28/5-h ~~7/10 
;jat 14 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/ 8 
3at 21 4/3 4/- 30/2-k 28/5k 
Sat 28 41- 3/11 28/5:1- 27/10 
Sat 5Jul 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2·~· 
Sat 12 4/10 5/-( sic) 3 4/41!- 35/6~· 
Sat 19 4/11 4/10 34/lli 34/4t 
St.~t 26 5/- 4/11-i 35/6! 35/3 4/11-.~-·~ Sat 2 Aug 4/9 4/6 33/9fr 32/-
~~at 9 4/6 4/4 32/- 30/10 
Jat 16 4/6 4/5 32/- 31/5 
:3at 23 4/5 4/4 31/5 30/10 
Sat 30 4/2 4/2 29/ 7·~· 29/1-t~ 
::>at ~ Sep 4/3 4/2 30/~ 29/7?s· 
3at 13 5/- 4/9 35/~ 33/91t 
:.>at 20 4/11 4/10 34/lli 34/4~ 
Sat 27 5/6 5/2 39/li 36/9 5/{J~ P. D. 
4 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Assize PricE 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch• Winch. of Day 
- :Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter Bread 
Sat 4 Oct 1735 5/- 4/11 3t6! 34/lli Sat 11 4/11 4/10 3 11~ 34/4~· 
Sat 18 5/- 4/11 35/6! 34/111!-
Sat 25 4/11 4/10 34/lli 34/ ~· 
Sa.'t l Nov 5/- 4/10 35/6-l 34/4?! 
Sat 8 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Sat 15 4/1~· 4/6 34/8 32/-
Sat 22 5/- 4/10 35/6i 34/4! 
Se.t 29 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/22 
Sat ~ Dee 4/3 4/2 30/2Jr. 2ci/1-'<. r.: , 2 
Sat 13 4/3 4/l 30/2~ 29/0.~ 
Sat 20 4/6 4/3 . 32/- 30/2~· 
Sat 21 None Sold None sold 
Sat 3 Ja.n 1736 None Sold None sold. 
Sat 10 4/8 4/7 33/2 32/7 
Sat 17 5/- ~5 35/~- 31/5 Sat 24 4/6 4 5 32/- :n/5 
Sat 31 4/3 41- 30/~ 2B/5-~· 
Sat 7 Feb ' 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/21t 
~iat 14 4/9 4/6 33/9i 32/-
:i.:J.t 21 4/9 4/.6 33/% 32/-
~3at 28 5/- 4/6 35/6! 32/-
Sat 6 Mar 5/- 4/9 35~6! 33/9-a,-..... d 
fJat 13 5/- 4~9 35 6t. 33/% ;,;e,t 20 4/9 4 8 33/%- 33/2 
::J<:I.t 27 5/- 4/11 35~6i 34/11~· 
Gat 3 Apr 4/.9 4/6 33 ~ 32/-
~.3a.t 10 4/10 4/6 3~4-?t 32/-~e.t 17 4/6 4/5 32 - 31/5 
~~at 24 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
Sa.t 1 May 4/.8 41- 33/2 2°/52 () 2 
Sat 8 4/.2 41- 29/71t 28/5fk 
Sat 15 41- 3/11 a8/5! 27/10 
Sa.t 22 4/10 4/4 34/.4~ 30/10 
Frl 28 4/.6 
-
32/- -
~)at 5Jun 4/2 4/- 29/7i 28/5-~~ 
Sat 12 4/.4 4/.- 30/10 28/5"~ 
Dp.,t 19 41- 3/11 28/5! 27/10 
~iat 26 4/6 4/3 3'2/- 30/2:1 
:3at 3Jul 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
f·iat 10 tj 4/.1 30/10 29/0t ::>at 17 4/2 30/2-* 29/7:'3 
::>a.t 24 4/.6 4/4 32/-··· 30/10 
3at 31 4/4 4/3 30/10 30/2-ft 
~>at 7Aug 4/3 41- 30/2~- 28/r:r~· 
~at 14 4/2 4/- 29/7t 28/5?.3· 
"-)r?,t 21 4/.4 4/.2 30/10 29/71! 
Sat 28 4/5 4/.3 31/5 30/2~· 
~)at 4 sep 4/.6 4/4 32/- 30/10 
7:iat 11 4/7 4/.6 32/7 32/-
~·:>at 18 4/6 4/4 32/- 30/10 
~3at 25 5/0%-
-
35/S! P.D. 
5 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd . . p • ;;.c!'"~:lSC r l C0 
~ Oxford Oxford ~finch . \anch . of Day 
Bushel Bushel ')uarter ·~ut;!:rter Brec.d 
S?..t 2 Oot 1736 4/9 4/6 33/% 32/-
Sat 9 4/.8 4/6 33/2 32/ -
Sat 16 4/10 4/8 34/41::- 33/2 
::>at 23 4/8 4/6 33/ 2 32/ -
Sat 30 4/6 41- 32/ - 28/ 51?: 
~jat 6 Nov 4/6 41- 32/- 28/_7;} 
Sat 13 4/4 4/2 30/10 29/7?>: 
8at 20 4/6 4/- 32/- 28/5;} 
Sat 27 4/5 4/4 31/5 30/10 
Sat 4 Dee 4/6 . 4/4 32/ - 30/10 
;-;at 11 4/8 4/6 33/ 2 32/-
:-ia t 18 4/.10 4/9 34/4-~ 3.., I o:A. _,, ./ : . 
Jl~ 24 4/9 33/9-~-
Sa t 1 Jan 1737 None sold n one sold 
~>at 8 . 4/10 4/6 34/4-?! '),... I _; C.j -
~5 at 15 4/9 4/6 33/9?:i 32/ -
:>u.t 22 4/6 4/5 32/ - 31/ 5 
~{at 29~ 4/9 - 33/ 9-'!z - P.D. 
Sat 5 Feb 4/9 4/6 33/9-~ 3?./ -
;;a t 12 4/8 t~ 33/2 32/7 Sa t 19 4/7 32/7 32/ -
:·:at 26 4/8 4/7 33/ 2 32/ 7 
;;a t 5 Mar 4/9 .4/6 33/ % 32/ -
Go.t 12 4/9-~ 4/6 34/1 32/-
Sat 19 5/5-:'t 4/CJ:\ 38/CJ-f.- 34/1 
!JU.t 26 5/-'v 4/9 35/ 6-fi· ' 3 ~/9?~-
Sat 2 Apr 5/- 4/10 35/6:1- 34/ 4:} 
:Jo..t 9 4/10 4/6 34/4·~ 3't:/-
::?at 16 4/10 4/7 34/4l 3?./7 
Sat 23 5/- 4/- 35/~ "ll/s-~--
3at 30 · 4/9 4/6 33/9-~ 3~; _::. 
5<>-t 7 May 4/9 4/6 33/9:1 32/-
~at 14 4/11 4/10 34/llt. 34/4-t· 
Sn.t 21 4/9 4/6 33/ 9! 32/-
Sat 28 4/6 ~~ 32/- 31/5 Sat 4Jtm 4/8 33/2 32/ -
Sat 11 4/7 4/6 32/7 32/-
Uat 18 4/9 4/8 33/9} 33/2 
Uat 25 4/6 4/4 32/ - 30/ 10 
S!~t 2 Jul 4/2 4/- 29/7·?t 28/5{: 
~~n.t 9 4/3 4/2 30/ 2-h 29/7·t:· 
;Je.t 16 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2-~· 
~)at 23 4/3 4/1 30/2-?~· 29/ oft" 
f3at 30 4/2 .... 2cJ/7·?r 
Sat 6 Aug 4/3 4/- 30/ 2-:1· 28/5-?: 
,., t 13 4/2 29/7~· ~) a; 
- -
·~~at 20 4/6 4/2 32/- 29/7·h 
:.;at 27 4/- 4/- 28/5-~- 28/5~· 
~.>at 3 Sep 4/2 4/- 29/7~· 28/s?t 
S11t 10 
-4/6 4/3 32/-''' 30/ 2·t5" 
Sat 17 4/3 4/- Jr)/2-~ 28/5-h 
Sat 24 4/41.! 4/2 31/1-~ 29/7·1! 
6 
Highest 2nd Hiehest 2nd f'•~ • • , ,..~ . , .,..J. : - .L.JV Price 
J)e.te Oxford Oxf'ord Hinch. ~iinch . of Day 
- Bushel Bushe~ :~uarter :uarte!:' ~read 
Sa.t 1 Oct 1737 4/6 4/- 32/- 28/5~-
fjc,t 8 4/3 4/2 30/ 2-~~ 29/ 7-~-
~}::tt 15 4/2 .. ~/1 29/7.J:- 29/0~-
<Jat 22 4/E 4/- 29/ ·r";~- 28/5'~-
Sat 29 4/1 4/- 29/o0· ?.'3/ 5-~-
Fri 4 Uov 4/2 4/1 29/7·r· ·x.,( 0 1._ c.., ..... 
S~!t 12 4/1 4/- 29/0?! 2~/5:1;-
;:> a.t 19 4/2 4/- 29/7?~ 2rV5~: 
r::tnt 26 3/11 3/10 27/10 Z'7/3 
fJ~t 3 Deo 3/11 3/10~- 27/10 27/6?· 
:3.nt 10 3/10 3/6 27/3 24/locr 
:Jo,t 17 4/- 3/10 2<"/5)._ 27/3 ...... ,.. 
s~t 24 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 31 Hone sold }\ione sold 
5at 1 Jan 1738 4/- 3/11 28/'3?: 27/10 
S.::tt 14 3/10 3/9 27/3 ~6/8 
Sat 21 4/- 3/9 28/5-~· ';:) / FJ 
3at 28 3/11 3/8 27/10 26/1 
\·red 1 Feb 3/2 22/6 - P. D. 
Sat 4 3/10 3/9 27/3 ,. "/3 co . 
Snt 11 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
3at 18 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/10-?: 
"Ced 22 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/ 3 
Sat 25 4/- 3/8 2>V5}-. ""/1 \., • I ~v 
Sa..t 4 Mar 4/- 3/11 28/ 5:~~- 27/10 
:·;at 11 4/- 3/10 28/5·1 27/3 
Sat 18 4/- 3/10 28/51t 27/3 
f>at 25 3/71! 3/7 25/ 9-?.': 25/6 
~3at 1 Apr 3/8 3/6 2(~/1 ?!.;/10?;~ 
~·_;at 8 3/6 3/5:~ ?.4/10:1-: J 24/7 
So.t 15 3/4 3/3 23/&;~- ">3 ll-"' -c._ I .. , 
Sat 22 3/5 3/3 24/3;} 23/1-~~ 
S0.t 29 3/6 3/4 24/1~· "'/8? , __ ) ; -;-
· : .~at 6 May 3/6 3/5 24/loD- 24/ 3-~·:· 
:::<lt 13 3/6 3/5 2~-/10~ ".1 '31 t:: •/ -:';-
Sat 20 3/6 3/4 24/10;~· ,.,;jgi_ c. _l • .., :.: 
~iat 27 3/6 ~~~; 24/10~~- rol!/ r.:' -~jt:t.t 3 Jun 3/6 24/lo?.: -:~t;/ 3-?:-
;;o ..t 10 3/6 3/4 24/10'} 23/8~-
t~at 17 3/7* 3/6 25/9-~- 24/10} 
;.;~t 24 3/9 ... 3/6 26/8 2i/10~:-
~;at 1 Jul. 3/7 3/6 25/6 2!:/10?; 
:;P.t 8 3/6 3/5 24/lO?r 24/3-!;-'' 
r;o.t 15 3/7 3/6 ~=5/6 ?.4/10} 
:~)at 22 3/6 3/5 24/10~- 24/3-]· 
f>fl .. t 29 3/G 3/5 24/10\ 2!l/3} 
nv .. t 5Aug 3/5 3/4 24/3-~ 23/8·:1,_ .... ; ~ 
~at 12 3/6 2tl/10} -Gat 19 3/6 3/5 24/10?,;· . 24/3-!;: 
Sctt 26 3/6 3/5 24/10;} 24/3?t 
Dat 2 Sep 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/10;1~ 
Sat 9 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/lo?r 
7 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd As::::i!?ie Brice 
~ Oxford O:dord ~finch. 1anch. ""'-"' -:0-"":Y ....,_ 
:Sushel Bushel !2ua.rter ~-'.uartcr 3re~cl 
Sat 16 Sep 1738 3/6 3/5 24/1~ 24/3-& 
Sat 23 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
lfed 27 2/10 
-
20/2 2/l OH f . D. 
Sat 30 4/6 41- 32/- 2r..5;~: 
Sat 7 Oet 4/10 4/6 34/4l 32 -
Sat 14 4/- 3/10 28/5-~ 27/3 
Sat 21 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/10~· 
Sc.t 28 3/7-?:- 3/7 25/91'i 25/6 :?. 
Sv..t 4 Nov 3/7 3/~· 25/6 25/2 
f)r',t 11 3/7~ 3/7 25/% 25/6 
:lnt 18 3/7 3/6 25/6 '>tJ/10·1. .::. ~- : .. :· 
;~ .,.t 25 . 3/8 3/7 26/1 '" t:-' 16 <:-;Jj . 
S:).t 2 Dec 3/8 3/7 26/1 -;_~r;j 6 
Sr:J~t ~ 9 3/9 3/7 26/ 8 ?~-.;6 ·- .~· . 
:;o,t 16 4/- 3/9 28/57} 26/ B 
;;ut 23 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
'-' <>+ 30 l~one s old llfone s old , >c: ... ,, 
Sat 6 Jan 1739 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
<:<>t 13 3/10 3/9 27/3 C:.G/8 ' .;·-
~;~.t 2 0 3/7 3/6 25/6 £:4/IO!~ 
~ ;::f,t 27 3/9 3/6 26/ 8 24/10' · 
fiv.t 3 Feb 4/- 3/10 28/%· 27/3 
So.t 10 3/8 3/7 26/1 2r::JG ..,, 
~ o.t 17 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/l 
Sat 24 3/8 3/7 . 26/1 25/6 
t ia.t 3 :Mar .3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
;:fi t 10 3~7! 3/7 25/9-?. 25/6 ~nt 17 3 8 3/71-- 26/1 25/9·~· I H C' •l t r)4 4/1 3 10*· 29/o?J- 27/6!;- 4/1 :r r.n. ,_tt - (_ 
~J:?.t 31 3/8-:~ 3/7 ... 26/4i? 25/6 
Gc.:.t 7 Apr 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
St>.t 14 41- 3/10 28/5 ?:!- 27/3 
<·j o.t 21 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/3 
'3nt 28 3/9 3/8 26/8 q/' /1 c...o, -· 
~:ic.t 5 1-lay 4/9 4/6 33/9-?~- 32/ -
'JP-t 12 4/2 41- 29/7?-r 23/5\ 
;at 19 4/4 4/.3 30/10 'l.0 / ":1 l c.: ... 
:·;a,t 26 4/8 4/2~ 33/2 29/11 
~nt 2Jun 4/3 4/1'' 30/2t 29/0~:· 
~J04t 9 4/4 4/3 30/10 30/2?:.· 
~t>.t 16 4/2 4/1 29/7-f! 29/0\ 
;~ ..... t 23 4/2 4/1 29/11t 29/0\ 
,y;-,t 30 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
;~ [!_ t 7 Jul 4/1t 4/- 29/4 28/5\ 
:·.:::-,t 14 4/- 3/11 28/~· ~n/1o 
r .. ,., ..._ 21 4/3 4/2 30/2·~~ ~-) 9/7l· ..,)<., l.f 
.:·1 nt 28 4/- 3/10 28/S:~ 27/3' 
~)D.t 4Aug 4/- 3/11 28/~ 27/10 
;~ r:,t 11 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
;, .:lt 18 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
:~ ~.t 25 3/lO 3/9 2i/3 26/8 
"' 0 
Highest 2nd Hi ghest 2nd !\.Gsi;..c PricE 
:Da.te Oxford O.t.f'o:rd ~iinch . ::· ill{;~""A e c·:" ~ ..... "\ ,.. 
-
~11.Mt) 
Bushel Bushel Quarter · .u Jrt cr Brend 
Sat l Sep 1739 3/10 . 3/9 27/3 <?G/8 
5a.t 8 41- 3/11 28/7~ 27/10 
Sat 15 4/2 4/- 29/7-2 28/5]; 
sat 22 4/4 - 30/10 -
Wed 26 4/10 4/6 34/4?. 32/- !/l ai4/ 6 P. D. 
Sat 29 5/4 5/- 37/11 3r·:.j6!;-
6 Oct 5/2 5/- 36/9 ... ., Sat Y)/6:~ 
Sat 13 5/6 5/5 39/1~- ~ .. '6 j.'/ 
~at 20 4/11 4/6 33/11-Q -.r'/ .:;J ~ -
~)::tt 27 4/7 4/6 32/7 ~ ri J .... -..., ._ 
Snt 3 Nov 4/ 9 4/7 33/9-h 3C./ 7 
Sat 10 4/7 4/6 32/7 "{ -; 
:>.:~.t 17 4/8 4/6 33/2 3~;= 
Sat 24 4/6 ~5 32/- ~-1/ c; - "" ;:;at 1 Dec 4/2 4 - 29/7·f;- ,. /5'' t:!, ·"' , ... _ ~ .. . . 
:Jet 8 4/8 4/2 33/2 •>r'/7) · ,_ . . 
~]nt 15 4/ 6 4/5 32/-
. I 
31! 5 
Ja.t 22 4/4 4/3 30/10 ' •:)/ ,.,, :> '/ r.· ; 
>>a.t 29 4/3 4/2 30/2-~ 0('/7.1. f. - .,.J I •: 
Sat 5 Jan 1740 4/3 4/2 30/2-f.;- 2(\/ 7- ~-.,t• :' 
:.kt.t 12 4/6 4/4 32/- ·- YJ/10 
,., ..,t 19 4/10 4/9 34/4-} 3 ').; () .. 1._ ;:,~..., -· / ~ 
Jc.t 26 4/.8 4/7 33/2 3~'/ 7 
Sa,t 2 Feb 5/- 4/9 35/6-~ ')'J, j oJ. .. .... ,1',. 
~1at 9 4/7 4/6 32/7 3~/-
;~at 16 4/7 4/6 32/7 '2' .,; I -
;:;at 23 4/8 ~7 33/2 3~./ 7 ~; JJ~t l Ma.:r 4/10 4 8 34/4-~;- 3?/2 
;Jfl,t 8 4/8 4/7 33/2r, j;"} 7 
~~ <:tt 15 4/10 4/10 34/4-i " /4'1. j/.l. ·•> 
0nt 22 5/1;1- 5/- 36/5t 35/6~,. 5/l~~E5/- P . D 
.3at 29 5/4"J 5/3 3B/2t 3?/ 4 
~1;l.t 5 Apr 5/4 5/3 37/11 37/4 
;._;a,t 12 5/3 5/2 37/4 36/9 
::;a t 19 5/3 5/2 37/4 36/9 
~;at 26 5/6 5/4 39/1! 37/11 
a t 3 May 
-
6/3 - 44/5} 6/3 
fJ at 10 7/9 6/8 55/1-?1- 47/5 
Sat 17 
-
7/3 - 51/6-J~ 7/3 
~.~at 24 7/4h 7/3 52/5! 51/ 6-?~ 
~; at 31 7/11t 7/- 50/8 aS/9,J.r 
~.;C'l.t 7Jun - 6/6 - 46/2~~- 6/6 
··-~ a:t 14 6/9 6/8 48/- 4'i/5 
;at 21 7/- 6/11 49/9t 4-~i/? 
~3at 28 7/- 6/11 49/% L1.Q/ 0 •J', (.;,. 
Sn.t 5 Jul i/111 7/- 50/8 "C/ n:l ' r / / 
:3e.t 12 7/- 6/10 49/~ '> I 11,.:.,)/ 7 
·:.::.at 19 6/8 6/7 47/5 u' 1-Lo t;.•. )/ . 
:.,at 26 6/7 6/6 46/10 • -; ':)1. /j.-.) C:J 
Sat 2 Aug 6/7 6/6 46/10 46/2-} 
0 
/ 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd J!.n::~i~~e 'Pric< 
Date Oxford mx:rord !Tinch . lJinol; . o-!' :Oo,.y 
- Bushel Bushe:t ::),uarter ,·:u .:>.r ter Br ead 
Sat 9 Aug 1740 6/9 6/8 48/- 47/5 
Sat 16 6/11 6/6 49/2 46/2~~-
Sat 23 7/- 6/9 49/91;~ 48/-
Sat 30 7/- 6/11 49/9f:- fi0/ 2 ~/ . 
Sat 6 Sep 
- 1/- - A.Qj 9:~- 7/-
Sat 13 7/6; i/6 53/~ 53/ 4 .. 
So.t 20 8/2t. 7/7 58/4-~ 53/11 
Sat 27 8/4 8/- 59/3 '-G/IoJ.. 8/ tP.T8/- P.: J ... . , 
;·; .?,t 40ot 8/6 8/5 60/5-} 59/lo·· 
~j [l,t 11 8/4 8/3 59/3 ''/'' 5'-) ~ 5
L~DJt 18 8/6 8/5 6ojrj1;- 5S'/10 
:-s::-.t 25 7/11 7/10 56/3-} .... ... ; o~-_.,· ./ :~" 
~l ::.t 1 Nov 8/6 8/- :6G/5i r-,6/lOf,-
. . t 8 ?/2 7/- 50/11·1;- 39/9 1: .. ~ 7/-i~~ 
S.:>.t 15 i/3 7/2 51/ 6-1· . r.. ·)jll•').:· """' ' - ·.~ 
!.:~t 22 7/1 7/- 50/4:1 
• '1 •.• 
r.c-;o.·. L.•- •• 
~jat 29 7/1 1/- 50/ 4}t ~oj(f 
8c.i 6 Dec 7/- 7/- 49/91.r i/:!91: 
:.ic.t 13 7/2 7/1 50/11~~: r;:;/ 4·1 · ~ '1.-f '• 
\"' ,., .a. 20 7/- i/- 49/% 4<;jo.l .. •)<-•" . / . 
3at 27 7/- - 49/ 9-~-
;~: o.t 3 Jan 1741 7/2 7/1 50/11-t: 5i)/ ~ -~-. \, "'!'' > 
:)at 10 7/- 6/11 49/ 9-2 1-0/ ''). L.f·/ ,_ 
~):!t 17 7/2 i/- 50/11~- f:,.O I o.t. / J ,; '!. 
So,t 24 7/3 7/2 51/6-~ .. ,~/11-1,· ..; ·. -- :-.: 
;1D#t 31 6/11 6/10 49/2 ·J '-' /7 L-:.• ., t 
::.::~.t 7 Feb i/- 6/11 49/%- Ar,/ ' l r.;-> ' 
: :t='.t 14 6/10 6/9 48/7 ";'( Ll•\ -
:;:.tt 21 6/11 6/10 49/2 ti;J/7 
~:Clt 28 6/10 6/9 48/7 jl_;-:.J -. . 
~~t 7 !-tar 7/- 6/11 49/9:~ . i(.' .' r r~. J t 
: 1a.t 14 7/0;~· 7/- 50/2-¥- ,: n I n.l,. ,,. ---r/ /!~ 
~~~,t 21 7/2 7/- 50/lli IJh/('1 7/ Z1 P. D. :..-; /-:'.· 
.'. l,;~t 28 7/- 6/HtJ 49/% 4sl1 .. 
~;~t 4 Apr il- 6/11 49/9-~ 49/2 
~>~t 11 7/1 7/- 50/ 4-?! fL9/0.?;; . ..~ ..... 
:Jat 18 7/3 7/2 51/~- 50/ 11-h 
~; :--:,t 25 7/6 7/5 53/4 ... 5~i9 
~)n.t 2 Ma.y 7/4 7/3 52/2 51/6-'i 
;.,,at 9 6/10 6/9 48/7 ''/ 4•.) -
:·:.£l.t 16 6/9 6/8 48/- 4'7/r.l · I -" 
. • r~t 23 6/8 6/7 47/5 46/10 
:;nt 30 6/9 6/7 48/- 46/10 
~ )<.J,t 'Jun 6/7 6/6 46/10 ~ .-; '):l t" I • 1 r iJ ' .. i :· oj 'J 
:J ~,t 13 6/6 6/5 46/2·~- t~5/ 7-.?.;· 
~at 20 6/7 6/7 46/10 f:.h/ 1 () 
·::;~t 27 6/5 6/4 45/7~- , r=./ r/l. I ; .1( t 1! 
·~at 4 Jul 6/6 6/5 46/2:~· 1 r· / 71 r. .• -·'I . ~· 
·:::a.t 11 6/4 6/3 45/G-~ .. "I r:.l,. . :'i ')'; . 
~c.t 18 5/4 5/3 37/11 "!·7/ 4 5/3 
10 
Highest 2nd Hieheat 2nd l\s :3ize Price 
~ Oxf'ord Oxford vTinoh. l"iinoh. of Day 
Dushel :Bushel Quarter t~uarter Bro0d 
Sat 25 Ju1 1741 5/1 5/- 36/2 35/~· 
Sat 1 Aug 5/- 4/11 35/6-h 34/11·h 
Sat 8 5/- 4/11 35/(y.~- 34/11-~-
Sat 15 5/1 5/- 36/2 35/6?'-
Sat 22 5/- 4/10 35/6} 34/4? 
Sat 29 5/1 5/- 36/2 35/ 6-;'t.· 
Sat 5 Sep 5/1·~ 5/1 36/5-f· 36/2 
Snt 12 5/- 4/11 35/6{~ 34/11} 
f)r-.t 19 5/4 5/3 37/11 37/ 4 
~)tlt 26 5/- 35/6·0- P.D. 
:.int 3 Oct 4/1 4/- 29/0;\ 2~V 5;:. 
Snt 10 4/6 4/5 32/- 31/ 5 
:-:a.t 17 4/4 4/3 30/10 "Ol '>). .,., I ' · . 
S.:tt 24 4/1 4/- 29/0.~ 2~Vr:/ 4/-
~.l ::t t 31 4/- 3/10 28/9;- 27/3 
Gat 7 Nov 4/- 4/- 28/5~· ?f/5-t· 
0 iJ,t 14 4/- 3/11 28/5-~;- 27/ 10 
;· .\1,t 21 4/2 4/- 29/7t':' 2f!:/ 5-:·.· 
f.).-:!.t 28 4/1 4/- 29/(}.1- ,..,o lry"'· ( .'_), . : 
~ :.at 5 Dec 4/2 4/1 29/7~ ?nj o :i. 
~j,'l,t 12 4/6 4/5 32/- 31js·= 
3:~.t 19 4/6 4/5 32/- 31/ 5 
!~)Pft 26 4/2 4/1 29/7-fr 29/ 0;1:· 
Sc~t 2 J an 1742 4/3 4/2 30/2·~ / 1 ?9, .7··;· 
::,c,t 9 4/2 4/1 29/7-R "~9 10:' .. < I :: 
i.)n.t 16 4/3 4/2 30/2f! 2G/7-': 
~-~ ~~t 23 4/3 4/2 30/2·?t /) ~''1/7\ ,_ .. }! 
Fri 29 3/9 - 26/8-· P.D. 
:·~o.t 6 Feb 4/- 3/11 28/~ 27/10 
;)qt 13 4/~ 4/- 29/o.~ 2'~/ 5-1 f) :! 
D.!l,t 20 4/- 3/11 28/5-?t 27/10 
:>~t 27 4/6 3/10 32/- 27/3 
i.>at 6 Ma.r 4/1 4/- 29/o1t 2'V5-1 ..
~) ;.~,t 13 4/2 4/1 29/7-f.· "'0/0;1· r:.;; -:• 
:·;nt 20 4/1 4/- 29/o& ?JV5\ 
'·r 2 ·:> 4/3 3/4 30/2:1 23/ 31 P . D • •. ed 4 · 
:)Fl.t 27 4/3 4/2 30/2-f:.~ 29/ 7): 
:Ja.t 3 Apr 4/- 3/l!D 28/5-~· 27/3' 
~~ at 10 4/- 3/11 28/5-~ 27/10 
:;at 17 41- 3/10 28/~ 27/3 
~~~.t 24 3/11 3/10 2i/10 ?7/3 
·; ~'.t 1 Mey 3/5 3/3 24/3?3 "' ">/ 1 C..; 1;:i· 
'.~o.t 8 
-
3/3 
-
23/1·?,. 3/3 
f>nt 15 3/3 3/2 23/1t 22/6 
:~l tJ.t 22 3/4 - 23/8-[r 
~-)~#t 29 3/3 3/2 23/1~ 22/6 
~-;~t 5Jtm 3/5 3/4 24/.3~ 23/&~,. 
:.:nt 12 3/4 3/3 23/&.~ 23/1\ 
;:)o.t 19 3/4 3/3 23/~ 23/1?.· 
;J l~t 26 3/6 3/5 24/lo-~- 24/3-h 
~.)at 3Jul 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/10~-
~iat 10 3/8 26/1 3/8 
11 
Highest 2nd HiehEH3t 2nd ... ·.r.-~r :t:.:~ Prj.ce 
])c;r,te · Oxford Oxford Uinch. 1: inch . o::.' Da:y 
- Buohel Bushel · ~uarter ·:.ua rte:r.• Bror~c1 
---··---
::3at 17 t.Tul 1742 3/71;· 3/1 25/%- 25/6 
:.)at 24 3/6 :>/5 24/1(}~- 24/3{· 
;~;at 31 3/6 3/4 '' 4/ 1 of:,. 23/&P:· t:... • - : .. ! 
SG?~t 7 .Aug 3/4 3/3 23/&0; 25/l)·: 
:.)t\t 14 3/4 3/3 r..,j (Y 23/l -~:. , __ ) \ : t 1)~/; j~_ ~.:>~:!.t 21 3/5 3/4 24/Y: .::._ u, ' 
:)r:?.t 28 3/5 3/4 ?L1/1). 03/P)-• • T:; ~·.) (.- .)', ,· 
~J ~} .. t . 4 Se:p 3/6 3/5 24/1~~ I .. ~~4/ ;,. '·· 
:Jt~t 11 3/7·?. 3/6 r.·5fo.-l. I . 1 ,... / ,.} 2~:1 1(),., 
·.-i;,!.t 18 3/8 3/6 26/1"· ')t/ 1 ,,~ .. ( . ..  ;· _  , ... ::· 
... t 25 3/9 3/7 06/ C: •:c::./6 P.D. ;·) {";. (_ i..J ,_ ,J/ 
·.,r.tt 2 Oct 3/9 3/8 26/8 0·~~-t ,_ .,), J' 
' r>.t 9 3/8 3/7 26/1 ?S/ h ... 
.>:l.t 16 3/7 3/6 25/6 ') 11/1 ().:l. <.. ~· - · .... : ~ 
3/8 3/7 26/1 
' . 
:iat 23 ~--'; / 6 
~)~~.t 30 3/6 3/5 24/10;~ ' -.,;?.1. -.:. L :- ._l .· .~ 
~ j,~.-t 6 nov 3/6 3/4 24/1~- '""'I . ., ::,_ c: _l, ·.) . . 
:;r1.t 13 3/4 3/3 23/&h ?'/1·~ · .. _ ) , - .. 
; ;.-:>,t c:o 3/3 3/2 23/1-0- .... , , .... l c._ r:..,c"/1 \,) ., 
.: ;c.t 27 3/4 3/3 23/Sh ~~3/ 1·;'·· 
,:;r;,t 4 Dec 3/11?,· 3/-. ' l2/ '>2-. ~?. J./ 4-£_ ~ I l:,.. •.'": 
· .. ~~·1t 11 3/2 3/- 22/6 ~?.1/ 4 
;:;u ..t 18 
-
3/- 2J./4 3/-
,. ,..., J,. 25 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/4-;.)·.'·" 
F-ri 3l 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/4 
,;::',t 8 Jan 1743 3/- 2/11 21/4 ''·yo ('. / · ' .. / 
;:~c.t 15 3/2 3/- IV} '6 ~ -,I L1 <'--/ 21/il ~ ·;2.t 22 3/2 3/1 2~?./6 
. : .. ~.t 29 
-
3/- 2J./ 4 ~; . D . 
<; ;:>.t 5 Feb 3/- 2/11 21/4 ?(.!/ 9 
' ;.?.t 12 3/1 3/- 21/11 ?1/4 
. . ;~t 19 3/- 2/11 ~?1/4 't:: 0/,9 
· . :.~.t 26 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/ 4 
::;.r·.t 5 ~Iar 3/2 3/- 22/6 ,.. , I" C. .... ; ,!.+ 
_:.:;.t 12 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/9 
: ]...-~t 19 3/- 2/11 21/4 r, "': / '1 c. "'! / 
·.,:-,,t ~?.6 3/1 3/- 21/11 :::J./, 4 
:;;<,t 2 A:pr 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/4 
;;~·.t 9 3/2 3/- 22/6 ,..J I, L: -1 "t· 
:-_:;:,t 16 3/- ~/11 21/4 0<J/C: '··' ~/ 
: .'!,t 23 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/4 
. ' ·--~ 30 3/- 2/11 21/4 r··nj o ~ ; • • lJ t'.... ;J 
;~ ::>.t 7 l•Tay 3/- 2/10 ~~1/4 '"'0/'' C\. r.:: 
.. ~1t 14 2/11 2/10 20/9 ,..,.., I I) c;: .._,, (._ 
.:.:'.t ~~1 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/9 
,,;!.t 28 2/11 2/10 20/9 20/2 
. i 4 Jun 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/ 6;t.-.. ;:1 J 
.·::\t 11 2/9 2/8 19/6·?! 1~11 -? -
.• .• 4- 18 2/10 2/9 20/2 i(~ ;&1.·: :·:·, 11 ,/I •J 
:··;D .. t 25 2/9 2/8 19/6-h 18/li-h 
1 2 . 
Highest 2nd Hi ghest 2nd }Lr.ta:t:;;c PriCE 
Date O:rlord Oxford Winch. \·!'inch . o:2 Dey. 
- :Bushel 13ushel Quarte~ ')l~rtcr l3rcacl 
---
Sat 22 Jul 1743 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/6-h 
Sat 9 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/9 
Sat 16 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/ 9 
sat 23 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/4 
Sat 30 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/ 6-?-: 
Sat 6Aug 2/9 2/8 19/6:~ 18/11-;~:-
~ Sat 13 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/&1~ 
Sat 20 2/1~ 2/10 20/5t 20/2 
s~,t 27 2/9 2/.8 19/6?!" 1!3/11-?! 
s~t 3 Sep 2/% 2/8 19/10 1n/11-?~ 
Sat 10 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/6f.,·· 
Sat 17 3/- 2/1<* 21/4 20/5-~ 
Sat 24 2/9 2/6 19/6?1- 17/9-?~ 
Wed 28 2/2 
-
15/5 P.D. 
Sat lOot 2/9 2/~ 19/~ 19/3 
Sat 8 2/8 2/7 HVll~ 18/ 4~~! 
Sat 15 2/9 2/8 19/~ I f3/11-?r 
Sat 22 · 2/8 · 2/7 18/llt 18/A.J.-+ ... 
~iat 29 2/9 2/8 19/6-~ 18/11-} 
~a.t I Nov 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/6-} 
~)at 12 2/9 2/8 19/~ 18/11-~r 
Sat 19 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/6};-
fja.t 26 i/'.8 2/7 18/11-it 18/ 4:r 
Sn.t 3 Deo 2/8 2/7 18/lli 18/ 4~1:: 
Sat 10 2/9 2/8 19/6-k 18/11-~ 
Sat 17 2/ 8 2/7 18/11-§- 13/4-?--
Sat 24 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/ 6-?.-
fJa.t 31 2/9 2/8 19/~- . 18/11-k 
Sa.t 7 Jan 1744 2/7 2/6 18/4-i! 17/9?/ 
So.t 14 2/7 2/6 18/4:t 17/9-?t 
~_;et 21 2/8 2/7 IB/11~ 18/ 4:~-
Sat 28 2/8 2/7 18/11-Q- 18/ 4?;· 
:~ed 1 Feb 2/2 
-
15/5 P.D. 
Sat 4 2/7 2/6 18/4-~ 17/ 9-?-: 
~a.t 11 2/8 2/7 18/lli 18/ 4:1;· 
!1a t 18 2/8 2/7 18/11-?f 18/4--1-
;at 25 2/9 2/8 19/~} 18/11:~ 
Z.~at 3 rvkr 2/8 2/7 18/11-~ 18/4~-
Sat 10 2/9 2/8 19/6?3 18/11l 
:J<'.t 17 3/- 2/10 21/4 20/2 
~.:1t 24 3/1 2/6 21/11 17/9.;-. P.D 
S.;;.t 31 2/9 2/.8 19/6??: 13/11~-
~;e~t 7 Apr 2/8 2/.7 18/11-?t 18/41-
Dnt 14 2/8 ~7 18/11-l H3/ 4~: ~.:at 21 2/9 2 8 19/6-~ 18/11% 
~3~.t 28 2/8 2/7 18/11~ 1-'V ..1-:t. 
- ... 1", -: 
::: ~.t 5 May 2/6 ~5 17/~ 17/ ?..' Sat 12 2/ 8 2 1 18/11t Ir3/41: 
;at 19 2/7 2/6 18/4~ 17/9-~~ 
3a t 26 2/ 8 2/7 18/11-~ 13/ 4~-
:Ja,t 2J'un 2/7 2/6 l8/4i 17/9-h 
Sat 9 2/7 2/.6 18/~· 1_7/9-~ 
Sat 16 2/8 ~i 18/lli 18/4:-~ Sat 23 .·. 2/8 18/lll 18/4~ 
13 
Hi ghest 2nd Hi ghest 2nd :'\.seize Prio· 
Date Oxf'ord Oxford Hinch. 1{inch . o-s.· Day 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter (~u~-rter Br oad 
fJat 30 Jun 17 44 2/ 6 2/5 17/'Jt 17/2 
Da t 1 Jul 2/7 2/6 I B/4J 17/9:} 
3a.t 14 2/8 2/ 7 18/I l t 18/41 
:;~t 21 2/7 2/6 18/4} 17/ o/.;,· 
f3D,t 28 2/8 2/ 7 1B/ 11t. 10/ 4} 
::.;at 4 Aug 2/7 2/6 18/4~ 1 7/9:~ 
:;at 11 2/ 6 2/ 5 17/~} 17/ 2 
Sat 18 2/ 7 2/ 6 18/# 1 i/ 9'j,-
~iat 25 2/ 8 2/ 7 18/ lli 10/4?: 
Set 1 Sep 2/ 7 2/6 18/4-?r 17/9;1:-
:.:;at 8 2/ 7 2/6 1 /4fr 17/ CJ?:· 
~ a.t 15 2/8 2/ 7 18/11~ l S/4-?r 
!3a t 22 2/ 10 2/9 20/2 19/6-~· 
·.ed 26 3/-
-
21/4 - l' . D 
Sv.t 29 2/ 9 2/ 8 19/6-~- 18/llf.! 
Sat 6 Oct 2/8 2/7 lB/11-~- 18/4:1: 
~)at 13 2/9 2/8 19/6-i:- 18/Ilt. 
~at 20 2/8 2/ 7 l B/Il i 18/4:~ 
Sat 27 2/9 2/8 19/6:1- 18/11~· 
~)l'.t 3 Nov 2/8 2/ 7 18/ 11%, 18./41.1-
:2>t>,t 10 2/ 8 2/ 7 18/ 111! 18/4~:· 
~~ at 17 2/9 2/8 19/6:? 18/ 11-t· 
S-3t 24 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/ &.} 
~Jo.t 1 Deo 2/11 2/ 10 20/9 20/ 2 
:.at 8 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/9 
~:i a.t 15 3/- 2/11 . 21/4 20/9 
U::tt 22 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/9 
:Jat 29 3/- 2/ 10 21/4 20/ 2 
:Jat 5 Jan 1745 2/ 11 2/ 10 20/9 20/2 
~:i<J,t 12 2/11 2/10 20/ 9 20/ 2 
:1c.t 19 2/ 9 2/8 19/6-~- I B/11:} 
S3t ! 6 2/ 10 2/9 20/2 19/6-h 
~>at 2 Feb 2/ 8 2/ 7 18/ lli IB/4-~ 
Bot 9 2/9 2/8 19/~~- 18/ I l i 
33t 16 2/ 9 2/ 8 19/6-':7. 18/ 11-?t 
~>at 23 2/9! 2/ 9 19/ 10 19/ (..?;-
flat 2 Mar 2/ 10 2/9 2';f2 1 19/6:r 
:· ,~t 9 2/ 9 2/8 19/~· 18/11-ff 
~;at 16 3/- 2/11 ;1/4 20/9 
3at 23 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/ 9 P.:o . 
nat 30 2/10 2/9 20/2 19/6-.\ 
~~ !'.t 6 Apr 2/9 2/9 19/6! 19/6-~· 
Sa.t 13 2/9 2/ 8 19/6-~ 13/ lli 
~-i o.t 20 2/ 8 2/7 18/lli- 18/41J-
f.lf.t 27 2/ 9 2/8 19/6-i 18/11-i 
s~t 4 May 2/ 8 2/7 18/ll t 18/4'~ 
;:;~t 11 2/ 7 2/ 6 18/ # 17/9-~ 
Sa.t 18 2/8 2/7 18/ llf 18/ 4} 
,., t "'5 2/ 8 2/7 18/llt 18/4-?t . .~r:. t'-
.. ~~-t lJun 2/7 2/6 18/ 4·! 17/9! 
~at 8 2/7 2/6 18/# 17/9-}. 
Sst 15 2/8 2/7 18/11! 18/4-~ 
1 , • 
.._,, 
Highest 2nd Hiehest 2nd J~ .. r;~i: ·:c Price 
Date· Oxford Oxford 1.-Tinoh. \! i nch. ..... Do.y v .·. 
- Bushel Bushel · ..),uarter · ~unrter :Br~;->.d 
~Jat 22 Jun 1745 2/7 2/6 18/4?-l 17/CJ?t 
:;r.> .. t 29 2/ 8 2/7 H3/llf3 18/ f1};-
;Jet 6 Jul 2/ 9 2/8 19/6-?: 18/11-~-
:}at 13 2/9 2/ 7 19/6-:'- 18/ 4~;-
2/ 8 2/7 18/llfr · ·v <. :;a,t 20 1L1 L~··: 
SP ... t 27 2/9 2/8 19/6.3;. 18/11~; 
3at 3Aug 3/- 2/11 21/4" 20/:J 
8at 10 3/ 2 3/- 22/6 21/4 
Sa t 17 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/9 
:.:.?.t 24 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/4 
:.) ? .. t 31 2/11 - 20/9 -
.at 7 Sep 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/ 9 
c..t 14 2/11 2/10 20/9 '2.0/~· 
:·:~t 21 3/- 2/11 21/4 20/9 
3:.~t 28 3/2 3/- 22/6 21/4 P. D. 
;:;e, t 5 Oot 3/6 3/5 24/lOh 2t1/Y:-
~)G!.t 12 3/2 3/- 22/6 21/4 
:-:at 19 3/l 3/- 21/11 21/ IJ. 
:J~t 26 3/2 3/1 22/6 21/11 
Jat 2 ~Tov 3/1 3/- 21/11 21/4 
bat 9 3/2 3/1 22/6 21/11 
~:at 16 3/4 3/3 23/&h 23/1-?· 
;J0.t 23 3/3 3/2 23/l'l~· 22/6 
:~ o,t 30 3/4 3/3 23/8?,-
I ., 23; } . :' 
Sut 7 Deo 3/5 3/4 24/Y:· 23/G~ 
s~t 14 3/4 3/3 23/ 8?;· ""/11 C,.) • -
Sc.t 21 3/ 6 3/5 24/10;~ " 4;.,• C.<-.-t .:;-.• 
Sv:t 28 3/6 3/5 24/10?-; 24/?); 
Sa.t 4 Jan 1746 3/7 3/6 25/6 2~/10 .1 · 
;.;at 11 
-
3/6 
-
24/ 10:1'· 3/6 
~:at l8 3/8 . 3/7 26/1 25/6 
:Jat 25 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/lOt-
:Je,t 1 Feb 3/1o?t - 27/~· P. D. 
:Jat 8 
- 4/- 28/5,,: 4/-
~)f',t 15 4/1 4/- 29/0:r 2n/~1. ... J 7 ! f 
~;a.t 22 4/2 4/1 29/7i~- 29/ 01c 
Set 1 Mar 4/3 4/2 30/2} 29/ 7-~ .. 
;~nt 8 4/6 4/5 32/- 31/5 
:,ut 15 4/6 4/4 32/- 30/10 
:;~t 22 4/3 4/2 30/2~ 29/7·?; 4/3li P. D. 
:~~tt 29 3/3(sio) 3/2( sic )23/1"Z;- 22/6 
=iu.t 5 Apr 4/4 4/- 30/10 28/5:\ 
Set 12 4/2 4/1 29/7-~.- 'lQ/'}'c t.;.. _, \ .. 
Sat 19 4/2 4/1 29/7.,  29/0~-
~::--.t 26 4/2 4/1 29/7-f.- 29/0?;' 
Sr>.t 3M~ 4/1 4/- 29/0:-.. 2"( 1 _ 1.) 5·;·:· 
f l ...., .... 10 4/1 4/- 29/0:\ 28/5{ ,)C• \, 
Sat 17 4/2 4/1 29/7-~i 29/0;-
Sn .. t 24 4/1 4/- 29/0h 23/5(:· 
Sf~t 31 4/2 4/1 29/7~- 29/o;. 
Sat 7Jun 4/1 41- . 29/o?J 28/ 5-;;. 
sa.t 14 4/1 4/- 29/<>ft 28/5-h 
15 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Ar::cize Pr:j<.e. 
Date Oxford Oxford ifinoh • :J i nch c~: Day 
- Bushel Bushel 1uarter · u.".rter Br ec..d 
~at 21 Jtm 1746 4/3 4/2 30/215 29/?-]·.· 
Ua.t 28 4/2 4/2 29/ft '"'<l/ 7·~·-r_ .. ~ r.~ 
~) C'. t 5 Jul 4/1 4/- 29/ofs '"''Vs-., I :..'J 
~&t 12 3/10 3/9 27/3 ',_(j/8 
.;a t 19 3/11 3/10 27/10 ,.. .... / .... , I :J 
: :c.t 26 4/- 3/10 28/5~ '"·"'/3 '· I 
~~at 2Aug 3/11 3/10 27/10 :: 7/3 
:,;at 9 3/10 3/9 27/3 ;··GjB 
.. at 16 3/11 3/10 27/10 ~ 7/3 
;\-,.t 23 3/10 3/9 27/3 ~.G/8 
:l:-tt 30 3/11 3/10 27/10 ';1 7/3 
~)::l.t 6 Se:p 3/10 3/9 27/3 ?.5/8 
:.i.:'.t 13 4/- 3/11 28/5~ ~:7/10 
... at 20 5/- 4/11 Y)/6;? 34/11~· 
5~t 27 4/4 )/3 "YJ/10 23/l ?J 4/ ~T P .O. 
:.:i;:J.t 4 Oot 5/- 4/6 35/6?t 3'"/ , ... -
:Jat 11 5/- 4/10 35/6?- 34/4:\ 
~)at 18 4/2 4/1 29/l~ 29/0~ 
Sat 25 4/3 4/2 30/2~ ?''/ 7,1_ . ,/ · ·~ 
Sat 1 N ov 4/1 41- 29/G-1! '"' ' /5;). r._ , J .... 
::;at 8 4/1~ 4/- 29/4 23/5~ 
:1ry,t 15 41- 3/11 28/s-~ 27/10 
Bn.t 22 4/1 4/- '?.9/ofz 23/5-~· 
nat 29 4/2 4/1 29/7~; 29/01· 
f)at 6 Dec 4/1 4/- 29/o! 2~S/5l 
:.;at 13 4/- 3/11 28/5?1 ~n/1o 
S11t 20 4/1 4/- 29/~ 2·:Y.ry& 
Sat 27 41- 3/11 28/ .~. 27/10 
Sat 3 Jan 1747 4/2 4/1 29/7?t ?9/0} 
::;Gl.t 10 I 4/3 4/2 30/2·k ~)9/ 7-h 
:;at 17 4/2 4/1 29/ 7·:;. '.-'9/0~·. ·- ~ .. 
.;;at 24 4/.1 4/- 29/ ().~. ~:8/5-~~· 
Sat 31 ~~t - 29/4 P.O Sat 7 Feb 4/1 29/7! 29/cY-} 
Sat 14 4/3 4/1 30/2-i! 29/~-
~ia.t 21 4/2 4/1 29/7-ft ')of o:~.. r _, ~ 
:;at 28 4/1 4/- 29/0fr 28/5-~ 
Sat 7 Ma? 4/2 4/1 29/7-~ 29/0?t 
Sat 14 ~1 4/- 29/~\ U}/sf; Sat 21 4 1 3/11 29/0~ 27/10 p . o ·I 
Sat 28 41- 3/10 28/5-i 27/3 
Set 4 Apr 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
~at 11 3/8 3h 26/1 25/6 
:;at 18 3/7 3/6 25/6 21:/10~; 
Sat 25 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 ,, 
Sat 2May 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/10~· . 
Sat 9 3/7 3/6 25/6 ~-4/lOfr 
Set 16 3/6 3/5 24/lort 24/3t 
sn.t 23 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
s~-.t 30 3/8 3/7 26/1 ~~5/6 
lli 
Jii~est 2nd Highest 2nd .\ n::· ize l'ri<..e 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch. Hinch. of Dey 
- Bushel Bushe~ ;;).ua.rter · .:u~1.rter Bread 
-...------
Sat 6 Jun 1747 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/lo[-
Sat 13 3/6 3/5 24/10~ 2)3.1-. ., 
Sat 20 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1'• 
Sat 27 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 4 Jul 3/10 3/9 27/3 ~26/8 
Sat 11 1/10 3/9 27/3 ~ : 6/3 
Sat 18 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
Sat 25 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/lo?>.· 
;}at 1 Aug 3/8 3/7 26/1 2~/6 
S£~t 8 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/10~-
Sat 15 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
Jat 22 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/10:\ 
S1-1.t 29 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
Sat 5 Sep 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/10~ 
Sat 12 3/8 3/7 26/1 2 ~=;'6 -...1/ 
Sat 19 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
4/[l_N Sat 26 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2;~- P.D 
Sat 3 Oct a/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
~.}at 10 3/9 3/8 26/8 ro(-,/1 c.: o 
Sat 17 3/8 3/7 26/1 ?.5/6 
~at 24 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
~Jat 31 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
S.:1.t 7 Nov 3/9 3/7 26/8 ?5/6 
f:)a.t 14 3/9 3/6 26/8 ?4/lo?,~ 
Sat 21 3/7 3/6 25/6 24/lO;t:· 
Sa t 28 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
!3:1-t 5 Dec 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
Sat 12 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
~at 19 3/8 3/6 26/1 24/1<>} 
:?;a.t 26 3/9 3/7 26/8 25/6 
.:·at 2 Jan 1748 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
:·at 9 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
Snt 16 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
~3at 23 3/6 3/5 24/10~ ,., /3-i1 c4 ;;:f 
lrri 29 3/6 24/10;~- - P.O . 
Sat 6 Feb 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
:3at 13 4/- 3/10 28/Si 27/3 
Sat 20 4/- 3/11 28/5t 27/10 
Sat27 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 5 Ma.:r 4/- 3/6 28/5?:! 24/1~· 
:~at 12 3/10 . 3/9 2i/3 26/8 
Sat 19 3/10 3/8 27/3 26/1 
Ked- 23 4/- - 28/5t, - 4/-:H I; • D : 
Sat 26 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sat 2 Apr 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
~at 9 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
J a,t 16 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
:Jat 23 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 30 3/10 3/9 27/3 . 26/8 
~-)at 1 May 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 14 4/- 3/11 28/5t 27/10 
~at 21 
- 4/- - 28/%· 4/-Sat 28 4/1 41- 29/0i 28/%· 
Sat 4Jun 4/- 3/11 28/5! 2fal0 Sa.t 11 3/10 3/9 27/3 26 8 
17 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd A seize Price 
Date Oxford Oxford lTinch. Uinch. o:f J)ay 
- Bushel :Bushel Quarter Quarter Dread 
Sat 18 Jun 1748 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sat 25 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
Sat 2Jul 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sat 9 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
Sat 16 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
Sat 23 3/8 3/7 26/1 25/6 
Sat 30 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sat 6Aug 3/11 3/9 27/10 26/8 
Sat 13 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
Sat 20 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/ 8 
Sat 27 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
r.;at 3 Sep 3/10 3/9 2i/3 26/8 
~)at 10 3/9 3/8 26/8 26/1 
f.:iat 17 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sat 24 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/ 8 P.D. 
Hed 28 4/3 4/2 30/2-?, 29/7~~\-
Sat 1 Oct 4/1 41- 29/0~ . 28/5?;· 
Sat 8 4/2 4/1 29/71x 29/0} 
:3at 15 4/2 4/1 29/71 29/ 0!:· 
Sat 22 4/1 41- 29/~- 28/5-::-
Sat 29 4/1 41- 29/oi 28/5-?:-
Sat 5 Nov t~ 4/1 29/7~1! 29/ 0:~; Sat 12 4/1 30/2-~ 29/ 0:\ 
Sat 19 4/1 41- 29/<* 28/5-?:· 
Sat 26 4/2 4/1 29/11£ 29/0h 
:3e.t 3 Dect 4/3 4/1 30/2i 29/0~-
;~at 10 4/1 41· 29/ot r. ()/ "\ ~0 5·i;· 
Sat 17 4/2 4/1 29/7-f.. 29; or 
Sat 24 41- 3/11 28/5:1· 27/10 
Sat 31 4/1 41- 29/015~ 28/5·} 
Sa t 7 Jan 1749 4/2 4/l 29/7·~- 29/0}~-
Sat 14 4/1 41- 29/0i 3 ( 1 2' ( ~::.-
Sat 21 4/2 41- 29/7~ 28/5·}~-
Sat 28 4/1 41- 29/0ilt 28/ 5;} 
Sat 4 Feb 4/2" 4/1 29/7~ 29/0~-
~)e,t 11 4/1 4/- I 1 28/5} 29 01~ 
Sat 18 4/3 4/.1 30/2-i 29/0~ 
Se.t 25 4/1 4/1 29/oi 29/o} 
'~at 4 Mar 4/2 4/1 29/7~ 29/0;1:: 
~~~ at 11 4/2 4/1 29/7~- 29/ 0h 
Sat 18 4/2 41- 29/7-fr 28/5;~-
;ja,t 25 ~,i-· 4/1 29/71.;. 29/0~ Sat 1 Apr 41- 29/oi 28/ry} 
~:iat 8 4/- 3/11 28/r:fi:t 27/10 
Bat 15 4/1 41- 29/(}~ 28/'Y;t 
Sat 22 4/2 4/1 29/7~ 29/0~ 
Sat 29 4/- 3/9 28/5-'2 26/8 
Sat 6 .May 4/1 4/- 29/oi 28/5~-
Sat 13 41- 3/10 28/si 27/3 
;Jat 20 4/1 41- 29/o?t 28/51 
18 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Ascize Pric..e 
Date Oxford · Oxford Winch. Hinch. of Day 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter ·::t,ua.rter Bread 
Sat 27 May 1749 4/1 4/- 29/0i 28/5! 
Sat 3Jm 4/- 3/10 28/5-i 27/3 
Sat 10 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 17 4/- 3/10 28/%- 27/3 
Sat 24 4/- 3/11 28/5·~ 27/10 
Sat l Jul 4/1 4/- 29/~ 28/s-fi 
Sat 8 4/- 3/11 2B/5t 27/10 
Sat 15 41- 3/10 28/:r?a 27/3 
Sat 22 41- 3/10 28/rA 27/3 
Set 29 4/1 4/- 29/0~ 28/5:1 
Sat 5Aug 4/.- 3/10 28/5t. 27/3 
Sat 12 4/1 4/- 29/<* 28/5~-
Sat 19 4/- 3/10 28/7~ 27/3 
sat 26 4/- 3/11 28/5-~ 27/10 
S2.t 2 Se:p 4/1 4/- 29/0i 28/Si-
Sat 9 41.- 3/10 28?5-f. 27/3 
Sat 16 4/1 4/- 29 Oft 28/5-;*-
Sat 23 4/- 3/11 28/ 5-§- 27/10 
';T ed 27 4/2 - 29/7i - P.D 
Sat 30 4/- 3/11 28/%- 27/10 
Sat 7 Oct 4/1 4/- 29/0i 28/5-~ 
Sat 14 4/.2 4/1 29/715 29/ 0rt 
Sgt 21 4/1 41- 29/0~ q/ 1 2<_ 51~ 
,.,t 28 4/- 3/11 28/5'~ 27/10 .~ )~ 
Sat 4 Nov 4/1 4/- 29/0l 28/ 5i 
Sat 11 4/.2 41- 29/7i ~ 'irft co 2
Sat 18 4/1 41- 29/oi 28/~-
Sat 25 4/- 3/11 2B/5i· 27/10 
:~at 2 Dec 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Se.t 9 4/- 3/11 28/5! 27/10 
~>at 16 3/11 ~10 27/10 27/3 Sat 23 41.- lt 28/5! 27/10 
:;at 30 4/-
-
28/5! -
Sat 6 Jan 1750 41- 3/11 28/5t 27/10 
3at 13 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
·~;at 20 4/- 3/11 28/5{ 27/10 
Sat 27 41- 3/11 28/Si 27/10 . 
Sat 3 Feb 4/1 4/- 29/0i 28/5! 
~)at 10 41- 3/11 28/~ 27/10 
Sat 17 4/1 
-
29/0i -
Sat 24 4/1 4/- 29/0! 28/5?t 
:Jat 3 Mar 4/- 3/11 28/5-,? 27/10 
Sat 10 4/- 3/10 28/5-~- 27/3 
f1 at 17 4/.1 4/- 29/0i 28/7~ 
~Ja.t 24 4/- 3/11! 28/5?-r 28/1-ft P.D 
~Jat 31 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sat 1 Apr 41- 3/11 28/5i 27/10 
,-, t 14 4/1 4/- 29/0i 28/ 5-?:z ."'.Ja, -
Sr.1.t 21 4/2 4/1 29/7i 29/0;~-
~}a.t 28 4/1 4/- 29/0i 28/ Si-
19 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Assize PricE 
Date Oxford Oxford If inch. Uinoh. of' Day 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter ·:luarter Bread 
Sa.t 5 May 1750 4/- 3/11 28/%,- 27/10 
Sat 12 4/1 4/- 29/G-~· 28/5?~· 
Sat 19 4/2 4/1 29/71! 29/0o} 
Sat 26 4/1 41- 29/0i 28/5?::· 
Sat 2Jun 4/1 - 29/o?r -
Sat 9 4/.2 4/.1 29/7tr 29/0f;· 
Sat 16 4/1 4/- 29/%- 28/5-t~· 
Sat 23 41- 3/11 28/5-t~ 27/10 
Sat 30 4/1 41- 29/0i 23/5·?. 
Sat 7Jul 4/1 4/.- 29/G-~ 28/5\ 
Sat 14 41- 3/11 28/5-~- 27/l:J 
Sat 21 4/1 4/- 29/o?-- 22/r::.c. 2 ·~ .;, ,.' 
Sc>¥t 28 4/2 41- 29/712 28/5~ 
Sat 4 Aug 4/.- 3/11 28/5-b 27/1:) 
Sct.t 11 4/1 3/11 29/oi 27/1·) 
53 at 18 4/1 41- 29/o& 23/1=·/:· 
Sat 25 4/1 4/.- 29/0i r: !)'~! c.u; :;.)' 
Sc:.t 1 Sep 4/2 4/.1 29/7"§· ,.,9/ n1·. c.. ·- .,. 
:Jat ·a 4/1 41- 29/0r'! ?8/li-\ - l. ~ :·~ 
~}c.,t 15 4/1 41.- 29/0! r; ;~ft=:.1 L tJ ./ '. 
Sat 22 4/6 4/5 32/- 31/5 
:Jed 26 4/1 3/9 29/01;; 06/P P.D. L J 
Sat 29 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
~le.,t 6 Oct 41- 3/11 28/5-f:i. 27/10 
Sat 13 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 20 4/.- 3/10 28/5-f!; 27/3 
St".t 27 3/10 3/9 27/3'" 26/8 
Sa,t 3 N ov 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 10 4/- 3/11 28/5-ft 27/10 
Sat 17 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
;:;at 24 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 1 Dee 4/- 3/10 28/%~- 2'7/3 
3~t 8 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 15 4/- 3/11 28/5-f:\ 27/10 
r~at 22 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
SA-.t 29 4/-
-
28/~ -
:Jat 5 Jan 1751 4/- 3/11 28/5-~ 27/10 
~.iat 12 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
~3a~t 19 4/- 3/10 2f3/5i 27/3 
8r1.t 26 4/- 3/11 28/5rt J 27/lO 
:.3a.t 2 Feb 3/11 3/10 27/10 - 27/3 
Sat 9 4/- 3/11 28/5?~ 27/10 
:~at 16 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
~Jat 23 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
;:;at 2 Mar 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
;~at 9 4/- 3/10 28/5-?2 27/3 
Sa,t 16 4/- 3/10 28/5-i 27/3 
Gat 23 4/- 3/9 2B/7?" r;6/ 8 F.D. ,_ ,)41- I ..  ~~at 30 3/9 28 5! 26/8 
~n.t 6 Apr 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sa.t 13 3/11 3/9 27/10 26/8 
20 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Asni~',c Trice 
Date Oxford Oxford· liinch. 1·!inch. Oj~ nay 
- Quarter Drcc..d :Bushel :Bushel Quarter 
Sat 20 Apr 1751 3/10 3/8 27/3 26/1 
Sat 27 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sa.t 4 May 3/11 3/9 27/10 26/8 
Sat 11 3/10 3/9 2i/3 26/8 
Sat 18 3/-11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 25 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sat 1 Jun. 41- 3/11 28/5"?2- 27/10 
Sat 8 3/11 3/10 27/10 27/3 
Sat 15 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/8 
Sat 22 4/- 3/11 28/5-~ 27/ 10 
Sat 29 4/1 4/- 29/o?t 28/5~ 
f~t\t 6 Jul 41- 3/11 28/5!:.· 27/10 
13 4/1 41- 29/0i 2"/ ' Sat ; . .; ~- · · ~ .... ../ '. 
Sat 20 4/- 3/11 28/5??. 27/10 
Sat 27 4/2 4/1 29/7~~- '"'·oj o-:t_ c.._,. : ' 
Sat 3 Aug 4/1 4/_- 29/ot ~I ~ . 2 c j 5-
Sat 10 4/2 4/1 29/7-'i! 29/ (}~ -
Sat 17 4/2 4/1 29/71:.: 20/"'·1. / "' 
:.:>at 24 4/2 4/1 29/7?t 20/ (\i 
Sat 31 4/3 4/2 30/2~! 29/7-~-
So.t 7 Sep 4/4 ~3 30/10 3Cl/2.1-~) at 14 
- -
32/- ·· 4/6 
Sat 21 4/11 4/6 34/11i 32/ -
Sat 28 5/3 5/1 37/4 . 36/2 5/"JH P.D. 
Sat 5 Oet - 4/9 - 33/ 9?:- 4/9 
Sa.t 12 4/10 4/9 34/.4~ ~~:~-" -~aJt 19 4/9 4/8 33/'A 
~ia:t 26 4/10 4/9 34/4-~ 1, 3/ o.:i~-
-- -' · · 
Sat 2N ov 4/10 4/8 34/4~ 33/ 2 
Sat 9 ~9 4/8 33/9fz 33/2 Sat 16 10 4/9 34/4! 33/9-:: 
~3a..t 23 4/10 4/9 34/41! 33/9·?;-
Sat 30 4/10 4/9 34/4-l 33/ 9-h 
Sat 7 Dec 4/10 4/9 34/4~- 33/9-\ 
;:;ct 14 4/11 4/_10 34/11! 34/4?:-
;.)(~.t 21 4/11 4/9 34/11~ 33/9~;-
Sat 28 None sold None sold 
SC1t 4 Jan 1752 5/- 4/11 . 35/6! . 34/11-?:-
;~,:tt 11 4/11 4/10 34/11-?t 34/ 4-} 
;)a,t 18 5/- 4/11 35/6t 34/11~-
~3~:1 t 25 4/10 ~~ 34/4! 33/9} Sat 1 Feb t% 34/1 33/9:':-Set 8 10 4/9 34/4t 3 ~jo-?~ 
5/- - ./' :::ia.t 15 4/10 35/61l 34/ 4r~-
~:Jr.t 22 4/11 4/10 34/11i 34/ 4-?; 
:.:>at 29 . 4/11 4/10 34/11! 34/ 4}·: 
Sat 7 Mar 5/- i/11 3')/6-ir 34/11\ 
Sr.t 14 5/- 4/10 35/6t 34/4} 
S;::.t 21 • 5/- !1/lli 3~6k 35/2 f .D Sat 28 4/10 t~ 3 4! 33/ 9-h Set 4 Apl" 4/9 33/~! 33/2 
Sat 11 4/10 4/9 34/4! 33/% 
21 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Asaize Price 
Date . Oxford Oxford Winch . ~/inch . of Day 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter ~uarter Bread 
Sat 18 Apr 1752 4/11 4/.10 34/11~ 34/# 
Sat 25 4/9 4/8 33/%"' 33/2 
Sat 2Mey- 4/.10 4/9 34/4-b 33/% 
Sat 9 4/11 4/10 34/11! 34/. 4-~ 
Sat 16 4/9 4/8 33/9-~ 33/2 
Sat 23 4/10 ~~ 34/# 33/ 9-&. Sat 30 4/10 34/4t 33/9?-.· 
Sat 6Jun 4/10 4/.9 34/4-~· 33/9-:1· 
S2.t 13 4/11 4/10 34/11-i 34/ 4-~· 
J o.t 20 4/10 4/9 34/4-& 33/9-r\ 
Sat 27 4/10 4/9 34/4-i 33/9;;· 
Sn.t 4Jul 4/9 4/8 33/%- 33/2 
S;:.t 11 4/10 4/9 34/4~ 33/ 9?-.-
3at 18 4/9 4/8 33/9-::Y 33/2 
r-• .,t 25 4/9 4/8 33/9fz 33/ 2 ,.Jr, , 
Sa.t lAug 4/.10 4/9 34/4! 33/ 9::· 
Sat 8 4/10 t~ 34/4% 33/9-~· Set 15 4/10 34/4?! 33/9-i'-· 
~;at 22 4/9 4/8 33/% 33/2 
,..., ... 29 4/10 4/9 34/4{- 33/9-l;· ..)Co, I/ 
Snt 16 Sep 4/.10 4/9 34/41.! 33/9-~: 
Sr:.t 23 4/10 4/9 34/#. 33/~1--
Sr!..t 30 None eold None sold 
S8,t 70ct 5/- 4/lo-;1 35/61;,- 34/8 P.D. 
Sat 14 4/9 4/8 33/% 33/2 
Gc.t 21 4/11 4/.9 34/11·~ 33/9·:t· (• ... 28 4/.9 4/.8 33/%.4 33/2 "--'av 
~.) c.t 4 Nov 4/11 4/10 34/ll'~ 3a/4?·: 
~)at 11 4/10 4/9 34/4! 33/9:~· 
S:-·t 18 4/9 4/8 33/C)t 33/2 
Sat 25 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/ -
Gnt 2 Dec 4/9 4/3 33/ % 30/2·~t 
~)r.tt 9 4/8 4/7 33/2 32/7 
3Ht 16 ~~ 4/6 32/7 32/-Sat 23 4/.8 33/9i· 33/2 
~·.i~~t 30 4/8 4/7 33/2 32/7 
:Jat 6 Jan 1753 4/.10 4/9 34/4t 33/9f: 
:;P.,t 13 t~ 4/7 33/9! 32/7 ;:ftt 20 t~ 33/2 32/7 ;:.i at 27 4/9 33/% 33/2 
:jnt 3 Feb 4/10 4/9 34/413 33/9-~ 
:Jat 10 4/.10 4/9 34/4~ 33/9f, 
:Jat 17 4/9 4/8 33/9i· 33/2 
~at 24 5/- 4/10 35/~ 34/4-!.·· 
:~at 3 Mar 5/- 4/11 35/ 6-?, 34/11-;: 
~> u.t 10 51- 4/.10 35/6! 34/ 4-?.: 
:_-; ,,_~t 17 5/- 4/11 35/6-1J 34/11};· 
,:J~· t 24 5/3 5/1 37/4 36/2 
S<J.t 31 5/3 5/3 3i/4 37/4 
.: ~a 4A.pr 5~4-~ 5/4 38/2-i 37/11 5/ 4:~.JJ P.D. ~.>at 7 5 3 5/2 37/4 36/9 
Sat 14 5/3 5/- 37/4 35j6?r 
Sa t 21 5/4 5/- 37/J.I 35 ~ 
22 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd \s.size P-ri~e 
Dat~ Oxfo:rcl Oxford Hinch. Hinch. of D~ 
- Bushel Quarter · ~uP:.rter Dread Bushel 
--
Sat 28 Apr 1753 5/3 5/- 37/4 35/6-~-
Sat 5 May 5/3 5/3 37/4 37/4 
~;at 12 5/1 5/- 36/2 35/6·1;· 
Sat 19 5/2 5/- 36/9 I :J. 35 6:;;· 
Sat 26 5/3 5/2 37/4 36/9 
Sat 2 J'\m 5/3 . 5/li 37/4 36/5-?.'; 
Sat 9 5/3 5/2 37/4 36/9 
Sa t 16 5/3 5/- 37/4 "'S/6?.;-:; Jil'. o't 
8c3,t 23 5/4-k 5/3 38/2~ 37/4 
~ia.t 30 5/3 §~:k 37/4 - -; 1 30 5:> :Jnt 7 Jul 5/1-k 36/5! 35/&h 
')!". t 14 5/3 5/- 37/4 v : l(r"J.. - · J} : -~ 
s~t 21 5/3 5/2 37/4 36/9 
~; at 28 5/2 5/1 36/9 36/2 
;J ~.t 4Aug 5/1-~; 5/- 36/512 1'1/6-:t_ 
:)t.'tt 11 5/11r. 5/- 36/.5-it ~;..I():. ··' '), ~ . 
~~ 2-t 18 5/-''' 5/- 35/6?~- ~! r: I&'· . _.1 .• )/ .( ' 
:·.at 25 5/- 5/- 35/~ -; r: j&,J~ .. Jj :·?, 
::.a t 1 Set' 5/li 5/- 36/ 5-'~- "· r;j 6-;1,-
('1,-. .t... 8 5/- 4/1of;; "l.5/&;!c- 3-;~;s· ' •>" l.t ~ .< 
;:;?.t 15 5/- 5/- 35/6tt '· 5/&~~ 
: .. n.t 22 5/- 4/9 35/6-~· ;"1/9\ 
:.JD~ t 29 5/- ~~(}~ 35/6-r;,· ;~1/s ' · .1 • I· ~:n.t 6 Oct 5/3 37/4 "'"'/ 1 P.D ) ., 9-7-
:~.~f.), t 13 5/- 4/10r1 35/61~ 3~/8,.~ 
::0.t 20 5/- 4/loTI- 35/ 6-'3- 3:1/ 8 
;·;,. t 27 5/- 4/9 35/6-~ 33/CJh 
f) t'~ t ~\3 Nov 5/- 4/9 35/~ 3 3/9;~ 
:;c,t 10 'ff/lt 4/le>-t, 36/5-:t 34/8 
~:~ at 17 5/- 4/9 
2 
35/&.\ J, "/9-1.· _ .. _.) .  ~ 
::-1n.t 24 4/lei 4/.9 34/8~. v jq.'J. . -. ) ..... ; ) 
=~ ~'::.t 1 Dec 4/9 4/6 33/9?! 3?/-
:-J-:;.t 8 4/1~ 4/6 34/8 3?1-_, 
~.: c~t 15 4/9 4/6 33/%· 32/-
:;at 22 4/9 4/6 33/9-~ 32/-
~) .~~t 29 4/6 4/6 32/- ..,,.,/ _')<.. -
;,)~t 5 Jan 1754 4/9 4/6 33/~- 32/-
~;nt 12 4/9 4/3 33/9"ff 30/2-} 
~~;o,t 19 4/10 4/6 34/4~ 32/-
:_··.:--.t 26 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2:\ 4/3 
':)nt 2 Feb 4/6 4/3 32/- 1/ J/2-'-- . ~·~ 
::~r't 9 4/3 4/3 30/2·t· ">-J/r-1 p,D _,< C-··x 
~~ a.t 16 4/9 4/6 33/9-fy 32/-
;:; .. ,,t 23 4/9 4/6 33/9-?:i 32/-
:·)e,t 2 Mar 4/7t 4/6 32/lo?t 32/-
~:8-t 9 4/6 4/6 32/- 32/-
(; ::'t 16 4/7i 4/6 32/lot 3''/ { . -
:~-~~3t 23 4/7t 4/6 32/lai- 32/-
:·;r' t 30 4/71! 4/6 32/l~- 32/-
) ed 3 Apr 4/1<* 4/9 34/8 33/% 4/9 PeD 
~)at 6 
- - -
:.:iat 13 4/9 4/1-~:J. 33/9i 32/1~\ 
23 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Assize Price 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch. Winch. of' Day 
Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter Bread 
Sat 20 April754 4/9 ~8 33/9-rs 33/2 Sat 21 4/10'k 34/8 33/% 
So#t 4 May 4/9 ~ ~~~~- 33/~- 32/10?;-~lttt 11 4/_7),. 32/lof;- 32/-
:Jat 18 4/6:~ 4/6 32/- 32/-
:~a.,t 25 4/6 tjt: 32/- 31/1-?! Se .. t 1 Jun. 4/6 32/- 30/2-1:· 
~·;at 8 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2-\ 
f~~~t 15 41 4;\ 4/3 31/1-~ 30/2?~ 
Sat 22 4/3'' 4/1~· 30/2i. 29/4 
:·_;fl.t 29 
-
4/3 - 30/2~1:• 4/3 
<:;at 6 J'ul 4/- 3/10?<· 28/5-i%· 27/&\ 
:':)n.t 13 4/- 3/9 28/511· 26/8 
SD.t 20 41- 3/1~· 28/5:1 27/6-\ 
~~) e .. t 27 41- 3/9 28/5?'; 26/B 
~;o.t 3 Aug 4/- 3/9 88/5-~t 26/B 
~-, ..s.. 10 4/- 3/lo?t 28/5:~· 27/6-?: ~.)e. v 
;::io,t 17 3/1~ 3/9 . 27/ 6-?:· 26/8 
~ . ... 24 4/- 3/9 28/5-~:- 26/8 ~a ,, 
~:)0~ t 31 41- 3/10tr 28/r:?.s 27/~l:· 
;:)D.t 7 Se:p 41- 3/9 28/5-h 26/S 
::;[!. t 14 4/- 3/6 28/%· 24/J.O~;-
:5n.t 21 4/- 3/9 28/5:1 26/8 
;.~  (1_. t 28 4/- 3/6 28/51'!· 24/10?:· 
;}c:~t 5 Oot 4/- 3/6 28/5-~· 2A/1 01-T ~- ! ; 
'!ed 9 4/2 - 29/7?r P.D. 
~>nt 12 4/- 3/9 28/5?:- 26/8 
:.>at 19 1(/"J:.~;- 3/lO.j,_ 28/5:1:- 27/&?:· 
:o.t 26 4/1-tr 4/- 2 29/4 2>Y5t. ... ..~. .. 
~iat 2 liov 41-"' 3/9 28/5%.~ 26/ 8 ' 
::;at 9 4/lis- 3/lD-J- 29/4 27/6-:\ 4/- ·· ~ 8-"l.t 16 3/1<*- 28/5-:;} 27/&i!;-
;}n t 23 3/1~ 3/9 27/6-h 26/8 
:.Jat 30 4/- 3/9 28/5-~- 26/8 
:;at 7 Dec 41- 3/9 28/5·h 26/8 
,..~ :"J,t 14 41- 3/9 28/5?t 26/8 
Jnt 21 4/- 3/9 28/ 5t- 26/8 3/9 
::>at 28 41- 3/9 28/~0· 26/8 
~·)a~t 4Jan 1755 3/10 3/9 27/3 26/3 
:3 [.~ . .Jt.i 11 4/- 3/9 28/5?~ 26/8 
:3 .J . t 18 4/- 3/9 28/5·?-~ 26/8 
~::Jt 25 / 1 3/9 27/6-1;- 26/H 3 102-
;'Jat 1 Feb 3/9 I 1 26/8 25/9:+r 3 77i 
;Jat 8 3/la{r; 3/9 27/6l 26/a·· 
l ed 12 3/6 '·' 
-
24/1~-
-
P.D. 
Sat 15 3/7i- 3/6 25/9ft 24/lOJ; 
~. ~ 22 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/1~\ ;JQ . ., 
Sat 1 1~a.r 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/10-l.:-
:~ .. J.t 8 3/lG-.} 3/9 27/6-~ 26/8 
f.'; at 15 4/- ~· 3/9 28/51_}. 2~/~ 
, • • 4 
24 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Assi ze P:t'ice 
Date Orlord Oxford Winch. ~1inch. of TJa:;~r 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter Dread 
Sat 22 Mar 1755 4/- 3/9 28/5-~ 26/8 
Sat 29 41- 3/9 28/5-i 26/8 
Wed 2 Apr 4/2 - 29/7t - P.D. 
Sat 5 41- 3/1~ 28/5??,~ 27/6-~-
Sat 12 4/- 3/9 28/7~ 26/8 
Sa.t 19 3/lo1z 3/9 27/~- 26/8 
Sat 26 4/- 3/l~- 28/5t 27/6;1;-
Sat 3 M~ 3/lo! 3/9 2i/6i 26/8 
; ~ at 10 41- ·- 3/9 28/5i,~ 26/ 8 
;J;:;.t 17 3/6 3/4 24/1~ ')3/01. c:. u .. ;· 
~) e.t ''-4 3/6 3/3 24/1~ 2;/1·'( ,;: 24/,10~-;;.'l.t 31 3/8 3/6 26/1 
~):~t 7Jtm 3/6 3/4 24/1<* 2'/ "1 _-, 0 ·:· 
;_j,"1,t 14 3/6 3/4:~· 24/1<* 24/-
So.t 21 3~4i 3/3 24/- 23/1·\ 
~.l o.t 28 3 6 3~4! 24/10! 24/-
;~;o,t 5 Jul 3/6 3 4 24/lG-~· 23/ " 1 _.,.._!{- ·· 
, ... , + 12 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/~01': .>[\ v 
;j ;.}~t 19 3/6 3/3 24/lo-fl- 23/1·:'.· 
~;c.t ,~6 3/6 3/4& 24/lOi 2a/-L 
("1 .J.. 2 Aug 3/6 3/3 24/1~ 23/ 1.1: ,;,<),.., 
Sr:.t 9 3/6 3/4 24/1~ 23/ &1.-
f')n.t 16 3/6 3/3 24/loft 23/1~~· 
Sc.t 23 3/6 3/4&.· 24/1~ 2!/-
('t , • ..L 30 3/6 3/3 24/lo; 2"6/1-~-~ ..; i.J 
('1 • 6 Sep 3/6 3/41?.· 24/1o?z 24/- " 0(),\; 
t:> ...... ..4. 13 3/6 3/3 24/1<* 23/ 1-~-1, ) , ... ~~ v 
~~ 2..-t: 20 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/10?? 
'' " t 27 41.~ 3/6 28/5-~- 24/lOt./ ,;.,J r~~ - -
" .j. 40ct 4/li 3/9 29/4 26/ 8 ~)au 
·;·:ed 8 4/2 ~ 
-
29/7-?r - P. D. 
:>nt 11 4/3 4/- 30/2l ,- <')/ h 1 .c.o :x ; 
,.,. .J.. !8 4/.2 41- 29/74- 2n; •:..1. ;) c.t (J - '-' .. r ·.· 
~; ::L t 25 4/3 4/lfi 30/2! 29/4"· 
~- *' .t. 1 Nov 4/~ . 4/.3 32/3:Jt 30/2\ t1/3 1. H . L- V 
~)at 8 4/.6 4/3 32/- 30'r·1 '/ C:,·; ;· 
:~at 15 4/6 4/2 32/- 29/ 7f· 
:: . ,,-~; 22 4/41! 4/lt 31/li 29/4 
3Q.JG 29 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/ 2?:· 
--:-~ ~ .1. 6 Dec ~:t 4/J 31/1! 30/ 2.1~. · '' . " ;:..'"' t 13 4/3 32/- 3' / "1 ,...... <:::::··:'( 
::~:~:t 20 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/ 2{· 
·- ~. + 27 4/6 4/4! 32/- 31/1?· ... ) ; u 
Stlt 3 Jan 1756 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2·?~-
(' ""' .... 10 4/# 4/3 31/1-ft 30/2·;~. ;.)<.~ u 
C' ·-... .J.. 17 4/6 4/4! 32/- 31/1·~·· '"' '~ ~ !J 
Sv.t 24 4/4f! 4/3 31/11} 30/2·?~ 
:J<-1.t 31 4/.6 4/2 32/- 29/7:;;. 
~;n,t 7 Feb 4/.6 4/.3 32/- 30/ 2-h 
~ j t).t 14 4/9 4/.6 33/9! 32/-
~le.t 21 5/- 4/9 35/6! 33/9-?i.-
;J ~.t 28 5/1~ 4/9 36/~ 33/9-~ 
r'l t:' C::.J 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd !!.Ci.:,i !3C Price 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch . ~~T inch . n·'· Day ' I-'' 
- :Bushel Quarter Qw.1:!.>tcr BreD,cl Bushel ... .' - , - ... 
-..k J. 
Sat 6 1-!a.r 1756 5/- 4/6 35/6t 32/-
Sat 13 §/- 4/9 35/6:1- 3 "".~,/ C: 1 _ 4/4 
Sat 20 4/9 4/6 33/9} 32/~ 
So..t 27 4/10-~ 4/9 34/8 33/ 9'·-
~)~1t 3 Apr 4/9 - 33/9} - P.D. 
Sat 10 4/9 4/.6 33/9:} 32/-
Sa t 17 4/10 4/7 34/4} 3C:./7 
Sat 24 4/11-- 4/6 32/1~ 32/- . . 2 
Sat 1 f·1a.y 4/9 4/7i 33/9-~- .32/ 10\ 
Sat 8 5/- 4/9 35/6-:\ 33/ 91.-
Sat 15 4/lOi-} 4/7~ 34/8'" 32/ lO."!c 
S:.tt 22 4/9 4/9 33/9!} 33/ 9-\ 
Sat 29 5/- 4/9 35/6;~- 33/ 9-~ . 
r;a.t 5 Jun 5/- 4/7t 35/6-~ 32/10-?.-
' a t 12 5/- 4/9 35/6~\ 3i/ Q). 
3£l_t 19 5/1~- 5/- 36/5~?>- '-s/ c.~ _, \_ .. , 
Se~t 26 5/- 4/9 35/6-h 33/ 9)._ 
Sat 3 Jul 5/3. 5/- 37/4 35/ &,\. 
So~t 10 5/6 5/3 39/l?:r 37/4 
~red 14 
- 5/- - 35/ G},_ 5/-
:;a,t 17 5/6 5/4-~- ""9/l:J~- 3'"''(r1 (J ~-":-
Sat 24 5/lofs 5/9 41/9-r 40/1 (\~. ' _ ,J_ 
!Jat 31 5/1~- 5/9 41/9-?t 40j1 o?-..... -· . 
Se~t 7 Aug 6/1~ 6/- 43/6-f;- 42/ 3 
s~.t 14 6/3}.l 6/1-1 44/5-?;· 43/ 6-~--
:Jed 18 5/9 I -. 5/9 - - 40 1()-:•.-
~)D~t 21 6/3 6/- 44/5-?t 42/fJ 
;:iat 28 6/3 6/- 44/5-t~ 42/8 
:Jat 4 Sep 6/- 5/10£~ 42/8 I -~ 41 9· 
f>t>.t 11 6/- 5/9 42/8 40/10]:-
~3o.t 18 5/ln-._\ 5~9 41/9:} 40/10-~,-;snt 25 6/- .. 5 9 42/8 4CJ/l(}~;-
('t ~ .L 2 Oct 6/- 5/l<Y~- 42/8 41/9} ..:Jc--lJ 
~~~ at 9 6/- - 42/8 - P.D. 
Gat 16 6/11! 6/- 43/6;1! 42/ 8 
;J~ .. t 23 7/1-'k 6/9 50/8 48/-
; red 27 
-
6/3 - 44/ 5-1. 6/3 
~1 D.t 30 7/6 7/4rs 53/4 52/ 5-?: 
~. : ed 3 Nov 
-
6/9 - 48/- 6/9 
Sat 6 7/7~; 7/6 54/2-t;- 53/4 
!3at 13 i/1! 7/4t 54/2-t:- 52/:)"'~ · 
Jr~t 20 7/- 6/9 49/Cf~- 48/-
8<.1.t 27 6/9 6/- 48/- 42/ n 6/-
~>at 4 Dec 7/6 7/l·h 53/4 5o./n 6/6 
~let 11 7/41"\- i/1%: §~§1:~ 50/ b Hed 15 7/1~ - -
S~t 18 7/6~ 7/l·?t 53/4 50/8 
Sc.t 25 7/6 7/l{- 53/4 50/ 8 
Fri 31 i/6 7/4?~- 53/4 52/5-?·-
26 
Highest 2nd High est 2nd .: . f~' ize frj ce 
Date Oxford O:rl'ord Hinch. \Tinch. of Da.Y 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Cj,uarter J.',:t'lend 
---
Se.t 1 Jan 1757 7/7! 7/6 5A/2:J.,_ 53/4 r .. > 
-~-r ed 5 7/6 - 53/4 .. -
Jat 8 7/"f 7/6 55/1-k 53/4 
'\'f ed 12 - -
,../ 
- -
il.,.... 
Sat 15 8/3 7/6 58/8 53/4 
~>at 22 8/6 8/3 60/5?~ 58/ 8 
Sat 29 8/- i/9 56/1~ h"-;/1-l 7/6 __;_,.. . . 
~.ln.t 5 Feb 8/- i/6 56/1~ 53/4' 
~:>at 12 7/10! 7/6 56/- 53/4 F.D 
r. ed 16 - - - .. 7/-
~-} ctt 19 8/lt ~old) 7/ 6(new) 57/9-?r _!')3/4 
,. , t 26 8/ti old) 8/-( neu) 5 7/9:~ 56/10~ :>0. 
7/6(old) 53/4 
Sat 5 Mar 8/6 8/3 60/5-?.:;; r;::'j 8 _,1 \ ,• I 
non 7 - - - 7/6 
~;) o.t 12 8/6 8/- 60/5·h !j '>I 1 o-'· . l . . -:>· 
~·; o.t 19 8/7-;. 8/3 61/4 ..- ::va :.;• .. • .) 
:::o.t 26 I '· 8/3 60/r;'f.r S'l/8 ()/3 8, 6 u 
~lr .. tt 2 Apr 9/- a;1o-rr 64/- t ' '/ , P.J) L• _) 1·~ ~· 
, .... ..L 9 9/- 8/9 64/- 6·')/2_;,;· I .. •C, lJ l- rO 
:;::t 16 9/4 8/9 66/4:\ G .., I,.,)__ ''-I c. : ! 
' ~at 23 9/4-~ 8/10!- 66/8 f) ?./1):. ' ) . ; 
So,t 30 8/10! 8/9 63/lt. (. ~/ 1)_:( ·._I :... C.. ; , ~ 
·:·)at 1 May 9/- 8/9 64/- /•'' / "'1 \.)1..-_: c.:o-i 
n~t 14 8/9 FJ/4!> 62/2·1;; 9916~;. 
~) n.t 21 9/- .3/9 64/- ')''/2·;1· ~ (... .. , 
:·:n.t 28 9/- 8/lOr~- 64/- 6'/1.1. 
·::-at 4 Jun 9/3 cj r~ 65/9ff .---:; f~ 
,/ -
0Lf. -
r:.~~. t ll 9/6 9/3 67/6?,; () r:,jq-fr 
~') [:.t 18 9/3 9/- 65/9;~- 64.;:·· 
::.;;.t 25 9/2 9/- 65/2 G~ir/-
~3 n.t 2 Jul 8/9 8/6 62/2?t 60/5··l;· 8/6 
.:'ed 6 8/9 
-
62/21.r -
:·\--;,t 9 9/- 8/9 64/- 6~?/ 2?;-
" t 16 8/3 [3/- 58/8 "--6/ l()il-r ,_ .}(~ _,,. I ~o· •• 
'.::.e.t 23 8/- 7/9 56/10~- r,r;;l~~;-../ -~· ,: ~ 
7/9 .:cd 27 
-
'i/9 r.>:.jlJ,. .I ...1 ~· ·' 
:1c:.t 30 7/- 6/6 49/9-?r ·~6/2). Li· -: :> 7/-Tue 2 Aug 
- - -
~-~)at 6 6/- 5/9 42/ 8 40/lO·h 5/9 
r,~:ct 13 7/4~- 7/3 52/S:t 51/6-h 
: -;~ .t 20 7/6" 7/4·!· 53/4 52/5-k 
·:\nt 27 7/6 7/3 53/4 51/6~- 6/9 
~~Jat 3 Sep 7/# 7/3 52/5-} 51/6~;-
:> t 10 6/3 6/- 44/5-rf 42/ 8 
.:: at 17 7/- 6/6 49/9·h 46/ 211 
::::.t 24 7/- 6/6 49/9'h 46/2-~-
Sf'!.t l Oct 7/3 6/9 51/6-h t''/ Lj.O -
~~at 8 8/- 7/6 56/1%- 53/4 P.D 
~int 15 7/6 7/- 53/4 49/ 9;"1t 
2G.t 22 7/3 7/- 51/6-rT 49/9??.· 
::;at 29 7/3 6/9 51/~ 4EV-
27 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Ar1~·.: izc Price 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch. Winch. of Day 
- Bushel Bushel {~uarter (~.uarter D:::•cc.d 
--
Sat 5 1~ov 1757 7/- 6/9 49/9-?j· 48/-
Sat 12 7/- 6/9 49/9~- 48/-
Set 19 7/- 6/9 49/9·~ 48/-
Sat 26 6/l(}fl· 6/9 48/100· 48/-
Sat 3 Dec 6/lo'!z 6/6 48/10:1:_ 46/21, 
Sat 10 6/1~ 6/6 48/10~- 44/ 5/..- 6/3 
Sat 17 6/1% 6/6 48/lo-) 46/2.1, 
S:1t 24 7/- 6/9 49/9·~· 48/- · 
:;at 31 7/- 6/10.~- 49/9); 4::.3/lCrt 
;~~:.~t 7 Jan 1758 7/- 6/9 49/91 4D/-
:;.s.t 14 7/- 6/6 49/9;L, 46/2'· 6/6 
:~;.~,1~ 21 7/- 6/9 49/9-~: 4:'::/-
~~~n. t 28 7/6 7/- 53/4 . 49/0'1. 
. ' 
-~Ied 1 Feb 
- - -
6/9 
:::)at 5 7/6 7/4 53/4 52/2 
~]at 12 7/6 7/¥· 53/4 r.:;: f"""J l r- •f P.D. ?C..' -, .. ( ~ 
;,:;r:. t 19 7/6 7/4?;,- 53/4 ~?/r;.1~. _/--, .... .. 
:.;r t 26 1/4-ft i/3 52/5"];· I"" ., 51; t) . 
~3rLt 4 l~ar 7/4~- 7/3 52/5) 51/6·.: · 
:: ~ :.lt 11 7/6 7/4!; 53/4 5" lr::. :. C.j ~ ·. 
Sat 18 7/6 7/3 . 53/4 5J/ G.,. 
:):.1.t 25 i/6 i/ 4-=1-:- 53/4 C::' ' /c:). ..J'-l >·. 
~Ja. t 1 Apr 7/3 - 51/6?: - <~6 P.D. 
~Ja..t 8 7/- ~~~~~- 49/ 9-~ .. ,~..r-v 1 r}7 . ( ' ~cL'tpr) .-v ~-'· ;;:):J.t 15 7/- 4ojo). 4E/-;;t /:·' 
22 il- 6/6 49/9-? I . ~l.~t 46 I r: . . I t .. 
:Sr•.t 29 7/- 6/6 49/ 9-~- 46/" 1 ., ;_:,; 
Led 3 May 
- - -
6/6 
~:i.;tt 6 7/- 6/6 49/9-~- ·; ,- · 4 ti ,: :. 
:::;a,t 13 6/9 6/6 48/- 46/2:1-
:;.:1t 20 6/6 6/- 46/2-?: 4r:/r, t- ,_. 
\fed 24 '/ 
- -
b- -
:~)e~t 27 6/6 6/- 46/2F 42/G 
:~.,c~,t 3 Jun 6/- 5/9 42/8 40/11) 1. !J ·-·' . 
~~·:at 10 5/6 5/3 39/1·?·.- 37/t; 5/3 
PSl.geS missing 
~.-)ctt 29 Jul 5/3 5/- 37/4 I (..., 35; ~}-.' -
~j;~ t 5 Aug 5/6 5/3 39/l·?r 37/4 
r;.at 12 5/3 5/- 37/4 ;c1 35 0 ~ 
;:o,t 19 5/6 5/3 39/1·?:- 37/4 
:~-~t!t. 26 5/6 5/3 29/1·?;· 37/4 
!::J;:,t t 2 Sep 5/3 5/- 37/4 35/6?,. 
Set 9 5/6 5/3 39/1-f-; 37/4 
1! ed 13 5/6 5/- 39/1-?:f 35/6·:;-
·:ed 20 5/9 5/.3 40/10?:~· 37/4 
~Jat 23 5/6 5/3 39/1-h 37/4 
S.:1t 30 5/9 5/3 40/10?t 37/4 
lied 4 Oct - 5/- - 35/6-~·:· 9/-
;:)at 7 6/-
-
42/8 - P.D. 
~ .:e,t 14 5/6 5/3 39/1-??· 37/4 
Date 
-
sat 21 Oot 1758 
Sc.t 28 
Sat 4 liot" 
Sat 11 
;:;at 18 
lied 22 
Sat 25 
sat 2 Dec 
~:at 9 
Sat 16 
Ge.t 23 
;:;e,t 30 
sat 6 Jan 1759 
::;at 13 
sat 20 
('' "'t 27 ~..> c ... 
Sat 3 Feb;-
Sat 10 
(' .-.+ 17 ~..) C-~ v 
So.t 24 
So.t 3 Ma:r 
;:;at 10 
~)C';t 17 
S~t 24 
:~o.t 31 
Ued 4 Apr 
Sat 7 
Sat 14 
:-;at 21 
;:;at 28 
se.t 5 May 
Se.t 12 
Sat 19 
Sat 26 
: .. at 2 Jun 
::;at 9 
;:)at 16 
Sat 23 
' at 30 
~;at 7 Jul 
•:•.-,t 14 
•-.>' "' 
Sat 21 
sn.t 28 
Sat 4 Aug 
:::;at 11 
;Jat 18 
Se,t 25 
Snt 1 Se:p 
c-;...,t 8 :.. ,H,_..... J . 
~'Jat 15 
Sat 22 
Sat 29 
Highest 
Orl'ord 
Bushel 
5/3 
5/3 
5/-
5/-4/lo-~ 
-4/6 
4/3 
4/6 
-4/6 
8/3( sic) 4/6 . 
4/6 
4/6 
4/3 
4/6 
4/3 
4/3 
4/3 
4/3 
~-,4~;-~3 '·· 
4/6 
4/1-]:; 5/·'·' 
4/9 
4/9 
4/6 
4/6 
4/6 
4/3 
4/-,r"/1~ 4f.: .. 
4/11;-4/-·· 
4/-
3/9 
4/-
4/-
3/9 
4/-
3/9 
4/-
3/9 
41-
'4/-
A'l-~ :/, '"' 4/.li 
4/lf£ 4/2 
2nd Highest 
Oxf ord 1'1 inch. 
Bushel Quarter 
5/- 37/4 
5/- 37/4 
4/9 35/6f.r 
44//610'~ 35/ 6~: 34/8 
4/6 -
4/3 32/-
41..... 30/20-
4/- 32/-
- -4/3 32/-
8/·( sio)58/8 
4/3 32/-4/3 32/-
4/- 32/-
4/- 30/2"h 
4/- 32/-
- 30/2{-
41- 30/2-h 41- 30/2·?--
4/- 30/2}.-
4/1~~~ 31/11;-
4/lJ,. 30/?J. 4/4~- 32/: : 
4/6 32/1 o?'S 
4/9 35/6~ 
4/7 33/9-~· 
4/6 3 J/ 9-?\~ 
41- 32/-
4/3 32/-
4/- 32/-
4/- 30/2·?;-
1 I ' 3 9 28;,5·;]· 
4/• 29t4 
3/9 28/5'!:-
4/- '29/ 4 
3/6 28/5·;},-
3/9 28/5}· 
3/6 26/8 
3/9 28/5·i;· 
3/6 28/5-?;-
3/6 26/8 
3/6 28/5-~:· 
3/6 26/8 
3/9 28/5-h 
3/6 26/8 
3/9 28/5:1;-
3/6 28/5-f:· 41- 29/4 
4/o?t 29/4 
3/lOi 29/4 
4f.... 29/7·?:£ 
2nd Ar:Hj : c Price 
t: irtc-}~. . of'" Da~l 
4/6 
4/3 
P.D. 
~!9 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd \sr-~ize Priee. 
D8.te Oxfo:rd Orlo:rd \'linch. 'Hinch. of' Day 
~ Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter BrcG.d 
--- - -
Sat 6 Oct 1759 t~ - 33/9:1· - P.D. f.Sat 13 4/3 32/- 30/2-h 
;)at 20 4/- ~:o§- 28/5-~ 27/6-t· 
Sr.tt 27 4/3 30/2·?~~ 28/5·?:-
Sat 3 Nov 4/4:~- 4/3 31/l?; 30/2-I; 
Sat 10 4/2 4/- 29/71,~ "R/5·1-~ .... ..1 • _.: 
'-:;at 17 4/3 41-- 30/2-~ Of'/5-\_ £:... ~..... ~; 
f3a.t 24 4/- 3/9 2o/ry'- 26/.S 0 ·f~: 
Sat 1 Deo -4/3 4/- 30/2?-r 22/ 5-i':-
~)D .. t 8 4/- I 1 28/5-lt 27/6} 3 1(}2 
fJ(1t 15 4/3 41- 30/2! r-q/51. C. • .. -t : ~ 
:.3nt 22 4/.1* 41- 29/4 '~'I I r:.., C:(>/ :;;> 
;_)[.', t 29 41-~ 3/9 28/5-h ~:6/ s .. 
~>at 5 Jan 1760 4/- 3/loi . 28/5-;1 '"7 1 s:'-(_ . -, 
~::;nt 12 4/- 3/9 28/7?::: 26/8 
~)a .. t 19 4/- 3/9 28/51-;- 26/:3 
;:.r:.t 26 3/9 3/6 26/8' 24/10?:· 
Srtt 2 Feb 4/- 3/9 28/5~- 26/FJ 
~)r? .. t 9 4/- 3/7:t,- 28/5-~· 2r;:jo2. P.D. . ..; ./ ;:.: 
r~n.t· 16 4/3 41-'" 30/2-i} r)Qi s-1·. c \,.0: .,.,.. ·---~ 
~;a.t 23 .4/# 4/.1~- 31/l·ft 2S/4 
:..iat l Mar 4/3 41-~ 30/2-?t -; ~ ') · ' t,:: .L, '- -- 7: 
f)Gt 8 4/1 3/lo?! 29/o?~ r;7 /6)-. r. < • 
:~u,t 15 4/3 11/- 30/2-;1;- ')n/ 5)-t. •. v <· · 
;JD.t 22 4/3 4/1 30/2--} nr1 / '}i' C..':JJ ' ,. 
c~ ,.,.+ 29 4/3 4/- 30/215· 2.S/5J. ... )<· u ·- I ~.:: 
:Iod 2 Apr 4/4 - 30/10 P.D. 
~)(1,t 5 4/3 lJ/- 30/2-~- 22~,/~}~-
;:;:;.t 12 4/3 41- 30/2·§- n·~-, '7:1 c_ '~-j ! ~- ;· 
;:·;n.t 19 4/3 41- 30/21~- r,Q' '5{ t:..'..Jf , ,.· 
:· ;c.t 26 4/2 41- 29/7-rr 20/5-~-
;),!.~t 3 May 4/3 41- 30/21;- 23/5-J;-
::at 10 4/- 3/1~ 28/5-~- 2116r 
::v,t 17 4/2 41- 2CJ/7-l.;· 00./5-l_ C..• . ..) · -
'<lt 24 4/- 3/10 2~!/5-1_ 27/3' .... , f~~ 
; . ~.t 31 41- 3/9 22/.5-0.- ()6/0 ·- {.) 
:::r:\t 7 Jua 41- 3/1of;.- 28/5?;- 27/~; 
:;e.t 14 4/1~- 3/lofJ 29/4"' 27/6-1:-
:.:r\t 21 
-
$/.9 
-
26/8 3/9 
.~:at 28 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/10' -
~:o.t 5 J'ul 3/8 3/6 26/1 24/10} 
::;;:;,t 12 3/10 3/6 2i/3 0 1/l(}:t. c. t ., ~; 
~ht 19 3/6 3/3 24/10:~- 23/1! 
::::>.t 26 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/10~;-
S<'?.t 2 Aug 3/8 3/6 26/l 24/lGr;, 
~;c;,t 9 41- 3/6 2B/9·" 24/lo?!-\..  r! 
::;:":.t 16 3/6 3/# 24/lo??. 2Ll/-
;~j['J.t 23 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/lO:~r 
:.;,:~ t 30 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/lOh 
:;c~t 6 Sep 3/1~· 3/6 2i/6-~- 24/10?;! 
sat 13 3/6 . 3/4-t· 24/10! 23/11 2 
St'.t 20 3/9. 3/.6 26/8 24/le>i 
Sat 27 41- 3/9 28/5i 26/8 
..... ... , j\J 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd ;\.Gr~ :~ .. !':~O Price 
Date Oxford Oxf'ord I! inch . \>linch . of Day 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter . :u~~rter "11l~c ·:d 
··-··----
Sat 4 Oct 1760 41- 3/1(}~ 28/5?-- 27/ 6-~-
-: !ed 8 4/- 28/5-?-- - p·.n. 
:..lat 11 4/- 3/6 28/5 ~:. 2.4/10·1-
~.;:,,t 18 4/- 3/le>i 28/5·?:· 27/6?:. 
:Jat 25 3/10~ 3/9 27/6-:'.- 26/8 
~)n.t 1 Nov 3/9 ·~ 3/6 26/8 24/10;\ 
!)O~t 8 3/9 3/7·h 26/8 25/ 9='· 
~ ::-.t 15 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/10 . 
: .. ".t 22 3/6 3/3 24/l(}h 23/1~~ 
:.;i;·'.:'t 29 3/7~- ~~~1:· 25/9i~t 24/-:::n:t 6 Deo 3/6·- 24/1~ 23/1 1· 
!'J0~i~ 13 3/6 3/4tt 24/1~;- r: ' I c.LJ.-1 -
i'. rt.t 20 i/.6 3/3 24/10-~- 23/l-\' 3/3 
:,:~. t 27 3/ 6 3/41-I 24/10;\ 24/-
:C>.t 3 Jan 1761 3/# 3/- 24/- 21/4 
~: r:.t 10 3/6 3/3 24/10~· 23/11 
;~~t 17 3/4-§- 3/3 24/- ,_ 23/1·1~ 
;;:t JG 24 3/6 3/3 24/10~· 23/1-~ 
u~t 31 3/6 3/3 24/10~- 23/1 ~-
:: :'.t 7 Feb 3/7·~· 3/6 25/9:~·'' 24/10~ 
: ed 11 3/6 24/10~;- p.n. 
~.-~t 14' 3/6 3/3 ?4/10-,;- 23/1.-
. i<1.t 21 3/6 3/1?~ 24/10} 02 f r.., c. I~-:: 
:3.'1.t 28 3/7-ft 3/4?- 25/9} ''l/ t- r -
3:tt 7 t.Tnr 3/6 3/4-:} 23/t·~ 24/-
Sn.t 14 3/7?!· 3/ 6 25/9~:- 24/10: .. 
'_;at 21 3/6 3/ 4·h 24/10~: 24/-
:3et 28 3/7-.~· 3/6 25/9;1! 24/10~;-
~.)~t 4 Apr JP.4i - 24/- P. D. 
:·.r.:.t 11 3/3 3/- 23/1·:1; 21/ 1;. 
;~~;:1 t 18 ~~jii 3/3 24/- 23/1-~ ~~~t 25 3/- 23/1} .21/4 
··_ .. et 2 !-1ny 3/6 3/3 24/10-?~- 23/1 ~ -
:·,;->,t 9 3/4-~- 3/3 24/- 23/1: 
c. ~4- 16 3/3'·· 3/fh 23/1,1:· 22/2-~-•,}< ~ u 
~'<'.t 23 3/3 3/- 23/1-?:- 21/4 
~J0t 30 3/3 3/1-~- 23/1~ 22/2·1 · 
;.)['.t 6 Jtm 3/3 3/- 23/1-?.· 21/4 
!.,~t 13 3/3 3/0~ 23/1} 21/7.1._. 3/-
'i':'yt 20 3/3 3/-.. 23/1-~; 21/4 
!~."!-t 27 3/41;· 3/- 24/- 21/4 
~at 4 Jul 3/2 3/- 22/G 21/4 
~ .:-::.t 11 3/ 6 3/2 24/1or( 22/6 
~)D,t 18 3/3 3/- 22/2-?;.· 21/4 
... t 25 3/3 3/- 23/1-~i" 21/4 ... ~ ,;?, 
~lat 1 Aug 3/ 3 3/- 23/l·tf 21/4 
~> ett 8 3/ 4-t· 3/l?:~- 24/- 22/2·1.:~ 
~~~1t 15 3/ 3 ~- 3/- 23/1?! 21/4 
~n.t 22 3/ 4-f, 3/- 24/- 21/4 
~~.t 29 3/ 3·· 3/l~f.- 23/1-ili· 22/2?·· 
~32t 5 Se p 3/6 3/3 24/lOl;· 23/1 f;-
'11 
-·-· 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Af1"'~ r C Frio~ 
~ Oxford Orl'ord lfinch. rT inc:1. o:: · Dn.y 
Bushel Bushel Q,ua.rtel:' (~·.un:t---t r. r :·.\rc-::.C. 
--
!)Qt 12 Sep 1761 3/~- 3/1! 24/- 22/2} .. 
Sat 19 3/6 3/3 24,/10~i- 23/l-" · 
;""ln.t 26 3/4 3/3 23/&f, 23/l-~-
Sat 3 Oct 3/7-h 3/- 25/9? 21/ ~ 
'·:ed 7 3/6 - 24/lO?:· P. D. 
s~t 10 
- - -
3/3 
S:i~.t 17 3/3 3/- 23/1 !~- 21/t.l. 
S-'lt 24 3/2 3/- 22/6 21/ L! 
;Ja:t 31 3/- 2/lofi; 21/4 27/ (,.·· 
;)t;.·t 7 Nov 3/3 '3/- .. 23/1::~ 2i;4. 
~>v.t 14 3/1-~ 3/- 22/2·~~ 21/ L) 
.:>.::.t 21 3/3 3/- 23/1·(; 21//1 
'_!r.~t 28 3/4?J 3/- 24/- 01 I II ( __ , £...,·. 
~-;~t 5 Dec 3/-·' 2/1~} 21/4 , .......... j' , ..... ~ (, G 
~-) ::1 t 12 3/3 3/- 23/1:\ 21/:1: 
S".t 19 3/- 2/9 21/4 1"/ : ~ ;., C: 
=:>nt 26 2/1oh 2/9 20/5~~ 1cJ/6 ": 
:-;,,t 2 Jan 1762 3/- " 2/9 21/4 10/ 1; ~. /{ ' . 
:}."lt 9 2/ l of. 2/9 20/5-~; 1 0 I ::.:'. - ~ , ·' 
S::t 16 3/- w 2/9 21/4 19/$') 
• -1. 23 2/lO?t 2/7-~- 20/5-~!- 1 l-/ ··· -:".II 
.. '~~ t 30 2/10~- 2/9 20/ 5} i (~~·; ; ~ ,.If ...... ( ;e,t 6 Feb 3/- ijo 21/4 ;..-·· 1 Q . , '. - -"'t '-
cd 10 3/2 - 22/ 6 P. D. 
~) .~t 13 3/9 3/3 26/ 8 "')I ., C..:; l :' 
~)o,t 20 3/6 3/3 24/10~" 23/}. , 
~~!.! t 27 3/9 3/6 26/8 01;-, .~J. "- l r •.• "...- ~. 
:: ; .:~t 4Ma.r 3/ 9 3/7·(;· 26/8 25/ <~· ;· 
'.> .'.~t 13 4/- 3/9··· 28/5-~·- 06/ ;< . ?.. c. ) ' . .' 
::;rt t 20 4/.2 4/- 29/1-?i· n0 j c; ~. 4/-· c. v, .. ·· . 
:~.1.t 27 4/- 3/6 2S/5:J::· 21/:t~\ . .. 
::.;, ·.t 3 Apr 4/2 
-
29/7-t•: - P. D. 
!];J,t 10 41- 3/9 28/5?:- 2(,/ ·! v '-' 
:~~>t 17 3/9 3/6 26/8 2t,j1o;~_. 
:~(').t 24 3/l o'!s 3/6 27/6-~- 0t: /lv1·. c::. , .. , \ .. . 
-· t 1 Ma.y 4/- ·~ 3/9 28/5} " 6/ '" ,. ) ~_, .. .:. J ~.: 
·:at 8 rJ- 3/9 28/ry;~ r,6j :' '- v 
~ :.:".:t 15 3/9 3/6 26/8 24/10-1·. 
~J~".t 22 41- 3/9 28/51 26/ 2 
=-:~- -t 29 3/9 3/6 26/ 8 21)/10::-
~~.~ .. t 5 Jun 3/lOk 3/9 27/ 6}; "6/ '' c. , . 
: i f'.t 12 4/- ~- 3/9 28/ry?; 26/ .~~ 
i.;~ ...  t 19 4/- 3/6 28/5~:· 24/10'·· 
~.i ;:-.t 26 3/10~- 3/ 9 27/ 6-h 26/ ~3 . 
~)n.t 3 J ul 41- .. 3/9 28/5f· 26/ J 
:~ c.t 10 3/1~ 3/ 6 27/ 6?~· 24/lo\ 
~,~t 17 4/- ~- 3/ 9 28/5-h ")6/'' c. 0 
:·lo.t 24 3/9 3/7~~ 26/8 25/ s~? -
~1c,t 31 4/- 3/9 28/5?::· 26/ G 
fi('.t ? Aug 3/9 3/6 26/r 24/10~:-
sr.~t 14 3/lo-lt 3/ 6 21/ 6-~~- 24/10} 
Sn.t 21 3/9 ·' 3/6 26/ 8 24/lOk 
Sat 28 41- 3/ 9 28/~ 26/ 8 
32 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd ..'\seize Pric« 
Date Orford Oxford H'inch. Hinch . of Day 
- Bushel Bushel f~uarter .. :uc.rter :-:rc.{'.d 
Sat 4 Sep 1762 ~:~ 3/9 27/6~ 26/8 Sn.t 11 3/9 28/5;~· 26/8 
Sa.t 18 3/1<Y.l- 3/9 27/6-~ 26/8 
Sat 25 41- _, 3/9 . 28/5?:· 26/ 8 
f.>::!.t 2 Oct 4/- 3/10~ 28/5-?f 27/6:~-
Sat 9 4/3 - 30/2J:~- P. D. 
Sat 16 4/3 4/- 30/2~· 28/5-1'· 
:;at 23 4/2 3/9 29/7·~· 26/CJ 
~-lat 30 1/9 3/6 26/8 24/10~ 
:~1t 6 Nov '4/- 3/9 28/~· 26/ :, 
:..i :y t 13 4/3 4/- 30/2{- ,, .... I r:: ~ '- :/ ~' ,, 
:: :.t 20 4/3 4/- 30/2~- f:. ,, I r. . ,\ '/ .I 
"+ 27 4/ - 3/9 28/7?s "''/-• u £.·) . 
; ·'.t 4 Dec 4/- 3/10~;- 1 ''7 'C 28/5-:r ,- . ".) . 
.-· • .a. 11 4/3 4/- 30/2·0· t-:--lr:" •• , 2J . ./ 
:;.~.t 18 4/- 3/10?:· 'j8/5'-- ,.. 7/(, 1 ,_ ,, ! ' / u . 
,;:-..t 25 4/3 41- ., :( r: i" It·~ 30/2·.~ t'. 't' ] 
:; ~:t 1 J an 1763 4/3 41- 30/2?[ ,._,~ I r · r_ ~ ' ... " 
. j : .. ',t g 4/3 4/1~>· 30/2-~ '~; . c ~ :· 
·:- t 15 4/6 4/3 .. 32/- 30/' .. ' 
: .. nt 22 
- - -
4/ 3 
::, ·.1t 29 4/3 4/1~; 30/2·([ 79/lr 
.:; o.,t 5 Feb 4/3 41-" 30/2·0- •: '''! r. :1 I _: ) 
dll,t 12 4/3 
-
30/21l - P. D. 
···r·t 19 4/6 4/.3 32/- .... . 1/' ~ 
-.t 26 4/3 4/1·~· 30/2·~ y '! . ::-9, ;; 
·~ ... ~ Mar 4/6 4/3 32/- ., ')/'' 'r 
-" 
.) ·, 1 
.Jet 12 4/4-k 4/3 31/1~; 3-J/':' 
.. .,.t 19 4/tifr 4/3 31/1-~ VJj ~ · ~ -
4/4'• 
-~ 
,-; t 26 4/3 30/10 30/2.'1.-.)r· . . 
~:i ··t 2 Apr 4/3;g_· - 30/7~~- P. D. 
. . :;.i; 9 41- 3/10 28/9· 27/3 
S-·t 16 4/- 3/6 28/7~ ~ t../10~ 
( ..... .L. ?3 ~/6 
- IJ 
- - -
j/ 
"~.t 30 4/- 3/6 28/5-~~ " I o~-c.4 1 ,,. 
;, "".J0 7 Ma.y 3/9 3/6 26/ 8 ';.1:/lO:I. 
"";.;\t 14 4/- 3/6 28/~~ ::.11/107·. 
r, .---·."t; 21 
- - -
3/9 
' " ... 28 4/- 3/9 28/Sf: ''6/ "' 
' " 
<:. •J 
' 
·' -.. -:; 4 J'lm 3/9 3/6 26/8 2t1/lO'!: 
... ,.t 11 41- 3/6 28/5:1 24/101-
.,,:;;b 18 4/lJ.. 41- 29/4 ···e;r· ~ c. J .: 
t . . ~ ~?5 41-·~ 3/l(}ft.  28/s-~· 27/ 6·1t ,__.. {, 
~:.::,t 2 Jul 4/3 4/- , .. 30/2?£ 2B/5·,·· 
" ~ 9 41- 3/10 28/5-~r --~ 7/~ ._J:"'l ' t t:. I -
!Jr:.:t 16 4/3 4/- 30/2-h 28/r::. '-. ' .I . 
S:'.t 23 4/3 4/1~ 30/2% 29/4 
SBt 30 4/3 4/- 30/2·~ ?, <\ lr;~ '"I ..., 
..• J 6Aug 4/2 4/l 29/7~ 29/0:I. . .~·· (, 
~ ),.,_.~G 13 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2}, 
~J:',t 20 t:~ 4/3 31/1~ 30/2?;· .-3:-.. t 27 4/3 32/- 30/2-?;· 
.. ~.~\t 3 Sep 4/6 i/.3 32/-: 30/2?:· 
::~t 10 
-
4/-
-
28/5-} 4/-
s \':'/t 17 4/9 4/6 33/9! 32/-
., .., 
. ' -·~ 
Highest 2nd FI i ghest 2nd _;\S~ i :. ~"."· P:::-i cc 
Date Oxford Oxford r!inoh . iofin'='~ • of J::!.y 
-
,.:.u ... ~::i.:c ... . Bu~hel Bushel Q.uarter :"t·r::.-- (. 
.,..._ .. --~ 
5.::-..t 24 Dep 1763 5/- 4/6 35/6?;- 32/- t/6 
'.]c:>.t 1 Oct 5/- 4/6 35/6~~ 32/-
3 5/- 35/6?-
, .. 
·at 
-
-
J: e J.J o 
3:1,t 15 5/- 4/9 35/ 6-if.- 33/ 1~ ·-
.. 1at <"\<') 4/9 4/6 33/CJt, 32/-c. c.. 
r--~. 29 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/~?· ' ' j ( i.., 
~nt 5 11 ov 4/9 4/6 33/ 9?: 32/-
'.)<'. t 12 4/6 ~~~ 32/- 31/1-s~t 19 4/4} 31/lt: 30/ ~~-· 
;~~:t ~~6 4/6 .. 4/3 32/.- 30/ ;·'1 
0:-'.t 3 Dec 4/9 4/6 33/9-?:· 32/-
:.~·)(;1 t , 10 4/?i 4/6 32/10~~ 32/-
~}~\t 17 4/9 4/6 33/9-?;· 32/-
3c .. t (24 4/1% 4/.9 34/8 33/9.1 
:;t~t 31 4/lo; 4/9 34/E. 33/ s~' 
;)~t 7 J an 1764 5/- 4/9 35/6.7.: 33/9 .. 
:~t, 14 4/10~· 4/9 34/8 33/ C:r" 
!~.:\ t 21 5/ - 4/9 35/ G}' 33/9~ -
:]::J.t 28 5/- 4/9 35/6~~ 33/9.-, 
~;~t 4 Feb 5/1-?-s- 4/10:;} 36/5·?: 34/ B 
8,-::.t 11 4/9'· 
-
33/~~ P. D. 
s::~t 18 5/1~ 5/- 36/5?:· 35/ er· 
f~ ·i.t 25 5/--- 4/10} 35/6-:':· 34/ '~ 
nnt 3 b1e.r 5/6 5/- 39/1~~- 35/G~ 
:Jn.t 10 5/6 5/3 39/1} 37/ 4 
:Jnt 17 5/41} 5/1·?;· 38/2·~~· -6;, -:: j J . 
s~:.t 24 
-
5/-···. 
-
35/6·:.- - sl-
:;;-:t 31 5/3 5/- 37/4 I I'-35 \.,. · 
:·Jed 4 Apr 5/3 - 3i/4 - 1] .n. 
Sr.»,t 7 5/3 5/- 37/4 35/6'· 
0<!-G . 14 5/- 4/9 35/6 ~~ 33/C/-
~·j:J.t 21 5/1~ ~~%· 36/5-;":- 34/(: ::>n t 28 5/- 35/6-fr 33/9~· 
;·.:u.t 5 May '!r/9 4/6 33/~tr 32/-
;);.',t 12 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/2 1 
;~,;:t 19 4/6 4/3 32/- 30 I'' " 'I ,:.. . 
~3;.t.t 26 4/9 4/6 33/9~: 32/-
s~t 2 Jun 4/9 4/6 33/9-7? 32/-
;}~t 9 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/ ~:" 
~.:J.?'.t 16 4/9 4/6 33/9.:1.; 32/-
~:.nt 23 4/7~ 4/6 32/10~~ 32/-
"~:-\ t 30 4/6 4/3 32/- 30/'C:A 
3~'"\t 1 Jul 4/6 4/.3 32/- 30/ ~~ -~ .. 
3 -?.t 14 41 1 4/6 32/IO?! 32/-7-.-; 
~1~t 21 4/6 ·~ 4/3 32/ - 30/~::: 
:~nt 28 t~1E 4/3 3i/l·~; 30 1·'-'' '~ ' ~lrt .. t 4Aug 4/4·b 32/- 31/1"· 
!)at 11 4/9 4/6 ... 33/9~ 32/-
~Jnt 18 4/6 t~~ 32/- 31/1 : Sl1t 25 4/9 33/9'?-:· 32/-
!"iat 1 Sep 4/.9 t~!I 33/9?;: 32/10?r S;tt 8 i/9 33/9'~ 32/-
J II 4.f> _,..,, ./8 
42/8 
-
42/.8 40/lOfJ-
44/5t 42/8 43/6-r~ 42/8 
44151?.- 42/8 
46/2i- 44/9:-i5?t 42/8f~ 44~ 42/8 
'" 43/~~ 41/9:~ 
' 44/.5-§- 42/8 
5/9 .. 
-44/5i1r 42/8 
46/2i 44/5!r 
46/2J;- 45/4 45/4c., 44/5-t· 
46/2t ~51} 44/5-~- 4 8 
•6/21. 42/8 4 2 
42/8 
-44/5tr 42/8 
- · 4 • I 2/8 
. 
;· 4--6 .2-}_ 4 .
,<' 42/8 6/-... 
46/2-~- 44/5fr 
46/10 45/0i? 
45/4 42/8 
46/.2-1;- 45/ O:'t! 
;; r~ 46 ~ 
-I 1 44/5?>.-46 2·2 
6/6 
-
46/2-~:r 
48/- 46/2i 
49/9! 48/-
48/- 46/2?3 46/~ 44/5:1~ 
46/2-§- 44/5-~ 6/-
- -44/1 43/3 5t~ 46/2-~ 44/51! 46/2-~ 43/10 
44/~- 42/8 
47/lt 46/2-tt 
46/2-ft 44/5:~-
441~- 42/8'·' 
46/2·h- 44/5h 
~~ 43/10 42/8 44/5:} 42/8 
4417?. 42/8 
46/U. 43/6-~- . 45/ 4·-· 
. -~7foi 
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Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Aooi!3o Pr :i oo 
pat! Oxto:td Ox£o%'d Winch. Vinoh. Of D!'.y 
~uahol BUBhel Q\lclrter quart~r Bron-tl 
Sat 1 Sep 1765 e/ 3 6/- 44/~\ 42/8 
Sat 14 6/ 4?; 6/t·~· 45/ 4 43/.6?:· I. .{ 
Sat 21 6/3 6 - 44/~""· 42./ 8 
~at ~8 
-
519 - 40/10?; 5/ 9 
Snt ;oct 6/- 5/lo!· 42/ B 41/ 9-?,· 
Sat 12 6/3 5/ 9 44/ 5?-t 40/lo:. 
Sat 19 6/ 4?1. 6/- 45/4 42/ 8 
~at 26 6/.3 6/- 44/ 5fr 42/ B 
s~t 2 l'lov 6/ 6 6/ ) .461~~. -111/ 51:· . , .. "1 ··-: 
s~t 9 616 6/ 'J. 46/2~~ M f e:..t. ~. i · ' :' 
Snt 1.6 G/?'t.· 6/ 6 47/l-~- 4{)j o:Al. "' ( .. ' 
~.at ?.3 6/6 6/ 3 ~/>/2-~r 11.~/ s-~· · 
Snt 30 z . 6/- 45/4 42/ 8 6 4:~ 
Sn.t 7 L'ec 6/6 6/l~; ~~2~j: 13/ 6'· 
Sat 14 6/3 6!-' 4415?- 42/8 
sat 21 6/ 4?: 6/3 45/.4 1'.4/7.'-: 
Sa.t 2l~ 6/ 6 6/3 1~6/~ A./ /t;.~·· 
Sat 4 J'an 1•166 6/4<~· 6/3 45/a.. 44/~/-
fjllt 11. 6/6 6/l f; 46./ '":l t.l3/(~·". c:;.~ ..... -
Sut 1.8 6/3 6/- 441.~- 42/ f> 
f;~t 25 6/l-l 6/- 43/6~- 4?../8 
r:at 1 F-ab 6/- 5/lo?· 4:i/ 8 ·"-1/9~· 
t'nt 8 6/- :/9 1{2/.8 t.o/lb!-
Sat 15 (;/1~ 6/- ~3/6?: ~2/fJ 
!.";at 22 6/11:r :/9 4"-/ 6·1:· 40/ 10?-
S&t 1 Ua~ 6/- 5/ 9 ~e·· 40/ 10?:· 
na.t 8 6/- 5/ 6 ·1'2/ 8 l:i/ 1:? 
Snt 15 ?/ C 5/6 l:O/ J n ,._ 3' \fl? r-j G 
r-:.;9 ;,io/i~'· ·" .. ·' nat 22 5/6 3''i/l~-., , 
r.>at 29 5/7~- 5/ 4f. 40/- •'- 38/?·~ 
~nt 5 A-rr 5/9 5/6 40/1[}~ 39/l;, 
Sat 12 
- - -
~;j .. ~ 
Sat 19 r;/6 ~ I 39/ 1!! - ... 16-.1 '7/ .. ;l:> ~: 
:.n.t 26 5/9 £7./1,'1· tJ.Ji/'~ 0?- "'"I. r-,1 .'•0 :;;?, 
no.t 2~ay 5/3 5/-' 37/4 !· 35/t-~: 
~k;t 0 ~/6 v- 39/1{;; 35/.6·~ ~ 
·':; fiat 16 5/ 9 5 3 40/10[ .. 31/IJ. 
n~t 2) r;,f- 4/ 9 3; / &?- 33/9-~-
:?~cet 31 t;./6 5/- 39?il 35/ 6-?;· 
fiat 7 Zun 5/3 5/- 37 4 35/.&~~· 
S<.\'t. 14 
. ']~-~ v·r-.· :;{ 6-h 34/ B /.;. .,!... _ ... 
: .~t 21 r:., 1'.:· 5/ - "-6/r:...' · 1y&'· .,J ., : ~ _,... 
~,.t ?8 ~/6 . 5/ - 39/l ,} 35/ 6J 
Set 5 Jul 5/3 5/ - 37/4 35/ 6-?: 
~at 12 5/ 6 5/ 1·'!-: ~.cijl.1-~ ., 'lt:Y."~-,:')0 .. , . . ~ ~ .,. -.. 
~1at 19 
- - - -
': /1-. 
··1 .... , 
!:;w.~ ~5 r:l9 5/ 3 40/10~ 37/4 
nat 2 Aug ... 
- - -
C/-
~~at · 9 6/ 3 6/l.f. 44/St. 43/6?: 
Bat 16 6/6 6/3 46/ 2-fs 44/5~· 
Gn.t 23 .... 
- -
G/3 
6/ 6 6/3 46/2-q 1.4/r;k 
. . 
Sat 30 
")/ J V 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd A seize Price 
Date 
-
Orl'ord Oxford Winch . Winch. of' D1'.y 
Bushel Bushel Quarter Qua.rter Breed 
Sat 6 Sep 1766 6/7-l; 6/6 47/11?_· 46/2~· 
Sat 13 '!"" 
- - -
6/6 
Sat 20 6/1(}~· 6/7! 48/lo$· 47/1~ 
Sat 27 6/9 6/6 48/- 46/ 2-tt 
Sat 4 Oct 6/- 5/- 42/8 35/~~- 5/-
W'ed a 5/-
-
35/6-~ P.D. 
Sat 18 
- - - -
6/G 
Sat 25 7/- 6/6 49/9-.~- 46/2:~· 
. Sat 1 140\T ... i/6 
-
53/4 7/6 
Sat 8 7/6 7/3 53/4 5·1/6?.~ 
sat 15 7/- 6/9 49/~ 48/-
Sat 22 7/3 7/- 51/~} 49(1;~ 
Sat 29 ?/tot 7/?.:. 5"6(-; ~4-
Sat 6 Dec 7/9 7/6 55/11r 53/4 
Sat 13 i/6 i/3 53/4 51/&k 
Sat 20 7/9 7/11[ 55/li 54/2--~ 
Sat 27 7/715 7/6 54/2;} 53/ 4 
Sa.t 3 Jan 1767 ~~ 7/6 55/lt 53/4 Sat 10 7/9 56/lot 55/1--~· 
Sat 17 8/3 8/- 58/8 56/10?; 8/-Sat 24 
- - - -
Sat 31 8/3 8/- 58/8 56/l(}~ 
Sat 7 Feb 8/6 8/3 60/~~ 58/8 
Sat 14 8/4~ 8/3 59/6-?i 58/8 
Sat 21 8/6 8/- 60/5?-· s6/loh 
Set 28 8/9 8/6 62/2t 60/%~ 
Sat 7 Mar 8/6 8/3 60/~ 58/8 
Sat 18 Apr 
- - - -
7/6 
Sat 25 7/9 7/6 55/1-~ 53/4 
Sat 2 May 8/- 7/6 56/lot~ 53/4 
Sat 9 8/- 7/9 56/10.~ 55/lfi 
Sat 16 8/6 8/3 60/5-~ 58/8 
Se.t 2) 8/3 8/- 58/8 56/lo?}· 
Sat 30 8/3 8/- 58/8 s6/10n· 
Sat 6Jun 8/6 8/- 60/%- 56/lo?t 
Sat 13 8/3 8/- s8/8 s6/u>;;· 
Sat 20 8/6 8/- 60/7-lt 56/10:~· 
Sat 27 8/9 8/3 62/21t s8/8 
Sat 4Jul 8/6 8/- 60/5-h 56/lO?t 
Sat 11 8/6 8/3 66/51! sa/a 
Sa.t 18 8/6 8/3 6o/5?r 58/8 
Sat 25 - - - - 8/-
Sat 1 Aug 8/3 8/- 58/8 56/10?) 
Sat 8 8/6 8/3 60/5?; 58/8 
Sat 15 8/3 8/- 58/8 56/lo-\ 
Sat 22 8/- 7/1~ 56/10?, 56/-
Sat 29 8/3 i/9 ·~ 58/8 55/1~· 
Sat 5 Sep 
-
.... 
- -
7/-
Sat 12 8/3 8/- 58/8 56/10?~ 
Sat 19 i/6 7/3 53/4 51/6?~· 
Sat 26 8/- i/6 56/1~\ 53/4 
Sat 3 Oct ~: 7/6 55/l~- 53/4 Sat 10 i/10 56/1~· 55/~ 
Sat 17 8/3 8/- 58/8 56/10~· 
37 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd t~Of3iZe Price 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch~ Winch. of Day 
- :Bushel Bushel Quarter Qu.:trter Brc:;.d 
Sat 24 Oct 1767 8/- 7/9 56/l(}~ 53/l-~· 
Sat 31 7/10 7/9 55/8:~- 55/l·h 
Sat 7 Nov 8/- 7/9 56/lfY.\ 55/l?:J· 
Sat 14 8/- 7/9 56/10~; 55/lf.· 
Sat 21 7/9 'i/6 55/1·~ 53/4 
Sat 28 8/- 7/9 56/10~ 55/11:· 
Sat 6 Dee 8/3 8/- 58/ 8 56/lo} 
Sat 13 7/9 7/6 55/1?: 53/4 
Sat 20 8/- 7/9 56/10:'-t 55/1-~ 
Sat 27 i/9 7/6 55/11~" 53/4 
Sat 3 Jan 1768 8/- i/9 56/l~} 55/lt 
Sat 10 7/6 i/3 53/4 51/6rr 
Sat 17 8/- 7/9 56/10l1· 55/!-1;-
Sat 24 1/9 i/6 55/1-~- 53/4 
Sat 30 8/- 7/6 56/105;· 53/4 
Sa.t 6 Feb 1/9 i/3 55/1~~· 51/6} 
Sat 13 8/- i/9 56/lof. 55/1:~-
Sat 20 7/9 i/11?- 55/1-ft 54/2:1· 
Sat 27 8/19, 8/- 5'i/9-~- 56/10h 
Sa.t 5 Mar 8/- i/9 56/102: 55/1-~-
Sat 12 8/- ~9 56/10~ 55/l?i· Sat 19 7 9 I 1 7/9 - - 55/1:·:;-
Sat 26 8/3 8/1~ 58/8 57/9~\ 
Sat 2 Apr 8/3i 
- 5Cf/l~ - P.D. 
Sat 9 7/6 7/ttl 53/4 52/3~-
Sat 16 i/9 i/6 55/1·?1- 53/4 
Sat 23 7/6 7/3 53/4 51/6:\ 
Sat 30 i/1-~ i/4~- 54/2~ 52/ %-
Sat 7 May 7/6 7/3 53/4 si/6~ 
Sat 1§. 7/6 i/3 53/4 51/6-~· 
Sat 21 i/9 7/6 55/lt 53/4 
Set 29 7/6 7/3 53/4 51/6-b· 
Sat •Jun i/1! 7/6 54/2-b,- 53/4 
Sat lt 7/6 7/1! 53/4 50/ 8 
Sat ll 7/6 1/4'1> 53/4 52/5-~t. 
Sat 2f 1/9 i/6~ 55/l{r 53/4 
Sat 2 Jul 8/- 7/6 56/lo?~ 53/4 
~- at 9 7/9 7/6 55/l-~ 53/4 
Sat 16 i~1:& i/6 54/.2-!\- 53/4 Sa.t 2) 7 6 i/4-:ti 53/4 52/5~-
.Sat 30 7/lo1:i i/6 56/- SJ/4"· 
Sat 6 Aug i/9 i/6 55/l-~· 53/4 
Sat 1) 7/7-i i/6 54/2-?t 53/4 
Sa.t 20 7/6 i/4-?,- 53/4 52/5-;t 
Sat 27 7/6 i/3'' 53/4 51/6?-;-
Sat 3 Sep 7/7! 1/6 54/2·?;· 53/4 
Sat 10 i/6 .. 7/3 53/4 51/6~~ 
Sat 17 i/4l 7/3 52/5-t: 51/6:} 
Sat 24 i/6 7/ 4:~- 53/4 52/ry&-
Sat 1 Oct 
-
7/-
-
49/f(}- 7/-
Sa.t 8 8/-
-
56/10}\ 
-
P.D. 
Sa.t 15 6/6 46/2-fl· 6/6 
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Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Aacize Prioe 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch. Winch . of Day 
- Bushel Bushel Q~f:'l" Quarter Broo-d 
-
6 ...... , ...... 
Sat 19 Feb 1769 5/~ 4/9 37/4 33/9-?~-
Sat 26 5/6 5/- 39/t·f! I :t 35 6-:f 
Sat 4Mer 5/9 5/- 40/1&.:) 35/6~· 
Sat ll 5/10 5~4 41/.6 37/11 Sa.t 18 5/11 5 6 42/1 39/1?)· 
Sat 25 5/10 5/6 41/6 39/1~: ~~ -),_ ..;, ...> 
Sat 1 A:pr 6/l 
-
44/Jl1 
-
.f' •D• 
Sat 8 5/9 5/5 40/lo?! 38/6 
Oat 15 5/3 5/1 37/4 36/2 
Sat 22 5/3 5/- 37/4 35/6-t· 
Sat 29 5/4 4/lab 3i/ll 34/8 
sat 6 1\!~ 5/4 4/_0~- 37/ll 34/1 
Sat 13 5/2 4/~k 36/.9 34/1 1</9 
fiat 20 5/- ~8 35/6-~ 33/2 Sat 27 ifl*· 9 36/5 ~ · Ji/tfi.t ~ .. 
Sat 3Jun 5/- 4/10 35/6-h 34/4~· 
Sat 10 5/- 4/9! 35/fJ: 34/1 
n~t 17 5/3 4/.10 37/4 34/4?~· 
Set 24 5/2 5/- 36/9 "5/6·~~ .J ~· 
~at 1 Jul 5/3 5/- 37/4 35/6-;]· 
sat 8 None sold tlone ~old 
Sat 15 5/2 5/- )6/9 35/6?; 
Sat 22 5/l 5/- 36/.2 '>.5/6~; 
Sat 29 4/11 4/.10 34/llf£ 34/4\ 
Snt Aug 5/1 5/- 36/2 35/6-1,. 
r>at 12 4/11 4/9-::lr 34/11-li 34/1 
~~at 19 None se>ld None eold 
Sat 26 llone sold ~~one. sold 
Sat 2 Sep 4/11 4/9 14/11} 33/9-?r 
So.t 9 4/.10 z~:h s.old34/ 4?! t1onc :,old 
t'lat 16 rj/3 <l' 37/4 34/1 
s~t 21 5/2 4/lOt{:: 36/9 34/8 
Set 7 Oot 6/3 
-
44/~ - P. D. 
S!lt 14 5~4 4/.8 37/.il 33/2 !Jat 21 5 3 t~ 3i/4 33/9-} ~::lt 28 
- -
33/2 
~;a.t 4 nov 5/- 41~~ 35/6~ 34/l 
Sat 11 4/11 4/e 34/11-ft 33/'2 
Sat 18 4/10 4/6 3~#· 32/-
Sat 25 4/8 4/6 33 2 32/-
Sat 2 Dec ~~ ~~ 32/7 :n/3!--Sat 9 33/t: 32/-
Sat 16 4/.9 4/.6 ~~"'· 32/-Sa'' 23 4/10 4/5t 3 4t)- 31/P:(: 
Sat 30 NOi'le sold None sold 
sat 6 Jo.n 1770 4/10 4/6 34/4fr 32/-
Sat 13 4/11 4/5 34/11~· 31/5 
Sr-lt 20 None sold llone sold 
Sat 27 ;/- 4/9 35/6:\ 33/Cf};. , ., ,, 
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Highest 2nd Righest 2nd Assize Price 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch . Winch. of Day 
- Bushel Dushe.l Quarter Quarter B:tea.d 
Sat 3 Feb 1770 5/- 4/6 35/6:1 32/-
S~t 10 5/3 - 37/4 ... P.D. 
~t 17 5/2 4/- 36/9 28/5-lt 
S<lt 24 5/- 4/7 35/6?:! 32/7 
Sat 3 Mar 5/- 4/6 35/ 6?:· 32/-
Sa.t 10 4/10 4/7-?5· 34/4?.! 32/lo13 
Sa.t 17 4/10 4/8 34/4-??.· 33/2 
Sa;t 24 4/9 4/8 3 'l/9~1· 33/2 J t,) 
Sat 31 4/10 4/8 34/4:\ 33/2 
Sat 7 Apr 4/ll 4/~- 3Ll/ll.t.· 33/5t .. 1. 2 
Sat 14 4/10 4/8 34/4~) 33/2 
Sat 21 4/11 4/8 34/ll·?t 32/ 'J. 
Gat 28 4/% IJ/7~· 34/1 32/l~-
Sa t 5May 4/9 "' 4/1r, 33/9-~- 32/7 
Sat 19 t~~- 4/5 31/&h 31/5 Sat 26 4/7} 33/2 31/8-h 
Sat 9Jun 4/7 4/ 6 32/7 32/-
Sat 16 4/8 4/6 33/2 32/-
sat 23 4/7 4/6 32/7 32/-
Se,t 30 4/8 4/7 33/2 3'2/7 
Sat 4Aug 5/7 - 39/~ -
Se.t 18 5/7 5/4 39/Sh 37/11 
So.t 25 5/7 5/4 39/8{~- 37/11 
Sat 1 Sep 5~7 5/511 37/11 38/9-~· Sat 8 5 9 5/5? 40/1<* 38/9I 
'• 
Sat 15 No wheat in Mn.-rke t No wheat in !4ar ket 
Snt 29 6/3 5/8 44/x· 40/3~ 
sat 6 oct 7/- - 49/~- P.D. 
Sat 13 6/5 6/3 45/7fJ 44/5} 
sat 20 6/3 6/- 44/5-2 42/8 
Sa.t 27 6/6 6/3 46/2?; 44/5-~ 
Sat 3 Nov 6/3 6/1 44/~· 43/3 5/6 
Sa.t 10 6/3 5/10 44/5:} 41/6 
St:tt 17 6/3 5/9 44/5-~r 40/10?;-
Sa.t 24 6/6 6/- 46/2~ 42/8 
Sat l Dee 6/3 6/- 44/~- 42/ 8 
Sa.t 8 6/- 5/7 42/f: 39/ 8r 
Sat 15 5/11 5/7 42/1 39/&~-
Sat 22 6/- 5/7 42/8 39/Bt-
Sat 29 6/J. 5/7 42/ 8 35/ &"'; 
Sat 12 Jan 1771 6/- 5/6 42/8 39/1?;. 
Sat 26 6/3 6/1 44/5-~ 43/3-· 
Sat 2 Peb 5/8 5/6 40/3-~ 39/l•[:r 
Sa.t 9 6/7 5/10 46/10 41/6 
Sat 23 6/6 6/3 46/2{; 44/ 5:? 
Sat 2 Kal" 6/4 5/8 45/0:i 40/3~-
Set 9 6/3 5/8 44/_~1.. ¥i/3-~~ .:! 
Sat 16 6/2 5/10 43/10 41/6 
Sat 2l 5/10 5/7 ~/6 39/$~ Sat )0 6/- 5/8 42/8 4()/3-~;-Sat 6 Apr 5/10 5/8 41/6 40/3;} Sat 20 6/- 5/10 42/8 41/6 
Sat 27 6/1 5/10 44/5-k 41/6 
40 
Highest 2nd Hi ghest 2nd Assize Price 
Date Orlo:rd Oxford Winch. Winch. of Day 
- Bushel Qua.rtel.' Q.un.rter B~ea.d Bushel 
Sat 4 May 1771 6/3 5/11 44/~} 4l/ l 
Sat 18 6/- 5/11 ttll~ 42/l 
Sat 25 6/1 5/11 43/3 42/1 
Sat l Jun 6/1 5/11 43/3 42/1 
Sv.t 15 6/ 6 6/3 46/2}. 44/5} 
Sat ·22 6/4 6/1 45/o-..f .43/3 
s~.t 29 6/4 6/2 45/of! 43/10 
Sat 6 Jul 6/5 6/3 45/7~· 44/5-~ 
Sat 13 6/4 6/3 45~0:1 4<i/5?r 6/-
Sat 27 6/ 8 6/6 47 5 46/2-J; 
Set 3 Aug 6/6 6/5 46/2-i'l.r 45/7:} 
Sat 17 6/5 6/3 47/51J 44/7} 
Se.ii 14 Sep 6/5 6/3 47/5-¥! ~1/5-~ 
Sat 21 6/3 6/2 44/5n 43/10 
Sat 28 6/4 6/ 2 45/ of: 43/10 
S3.t ?Oct 6/6 6/3 46/2-;'.; 44/5~· 
Sat 12 6/6 6/4 46/2-~ 45/0~· 
Sat 19 6/6 6/3 46/2.:\- 44/5'~· 
Sat 26 6/4 6/3 45/0'1· 4t/%: 
Sat 2 'Nov 6/5 6/4 45/1~: 45/ Ct1· 
Sat 9 6/3 6/2 1.4/5-';; 43/10 
Sa.t 16 6/3 6/1 44/~· 43/3 
sat 30 6/3 6/- 44/5-'J.. 42/ 8 I :-:: Sat 14 Deo 6/ ~ 5/11 ~~ 5{: 42/1 
Sat 21 6/5 6/3 4~11~· 4~/5:1: 
Sat 4 Jan 1772 6/8 6/6 47/5·- 46/2~· 
Sn.t 11 6/3 6/2 44/s-?~ 43/10 
Sat 18 6/3 6/1 ~~r 43/3 S-!J.t 1 Feb 6/ 6ft 6/6 46/21.~ 
Set 8 6/8 ~ 6/fi! 4-i/5 4$/9 6/3 
Sat 15 6/.1o 6/8 48/7 47/5 
Sat 22 6~'». 6/8 48/Jfl- 47/5 6/6 Sat 29 6 10 6/8 48/7 47/5 
Sa.t :~_ 7 Mar 7/- 6/10 49/~ 48/7 
Sat 21 i/1 il- 50/4t~· 49/ 9'} 
Sat 28 7/1 6/11 50/4?:i· 49/2 
Sat 18 4pr 7/- 6/10 49/ % 48/7 
Sat 2 Jla.y 6/8 6/7 4i/5 46/10 
Sa.t 9 i/1 6/10 50/4:5- 48/7 
Sat 23 7/- 6/10 49/%- 4B/7 
Sat 30 6/11 6/8 49/2 47/5 
Sat 6 Jmt 7/- 6/11 49/~ 49/2 
Sat 13 il- 6/11 49/~~ 49/2 
Sat 27 i/- 6/11 49/~fr 49/ 2 
Sat 4 Jul 6/11· 6/9 49/2 ... 48/-
Sat 18 ill 6/10 50/A~ 4ii>/7 
· 2 
Sat 25 i/1 6/ll ;6/4-b 49/ 2 
Sat lAug il- 6/11 49/9'} 49/ 2 
Sat 8 6/8 6/7 47/5 46/10 
Sst 15 6/4 6/2 45/o-a· 43/10 
Sat 29 - - - - 6/3 
Sat 12 Sep 6/6 6/4 46/2t 45/ 0-.\ 
Sat 19 6/8 ~4 47/5 45/0~· Sa.t 17 Oct 6/7 {5 46/10 45/7·& 
Sat 24- 6/4 6/- 45/<*. 42/8 
41 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd A sei ze Pzoice 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch. Winch. of' Day 
- Bushel Bushel Quart er Quart er Br ead 
Sat 31 Oct 1772 6/ 4 6/ 2 45/0.~ 43/ 10 
sat 7 No-v 6/ 8 6/ 5 47/5 45/7-?t 
Sat 14 6/7 6/ 5 46/10 45/ 7·t 
Sat 21 6/6 6/3 46/2·~ 44/~~-
Sat 5 Dec 6/ 9 6/ 8 48/- 47/ 5 
Sat 26 6/ 8 6/ 4 47/5 45/~: 
Sat 9 3an 177 3 6/7 6/ 5 46/10 45/7·~ 
Sat 23 6/11 6/ 8 49/ 2 47/5 
Sat 6 Feb 6/ 9 6/ 8 48/ - 47/ 5 
Sat 20 i/- 6/ 9 49/ 9-?i 48/-
sat 27 6/11 6/ 9 49/ 2 48/-
6/ 6 sat 13 lle.r 7/- 6/ 9 49/ 91- 48/ -
Sat 27 6/11 6/ 8 49/2 47/5 
Sat 3 J.pr 7/1()1;,- - 56/- - p,n. 
Sat 17 6/11 6/ 9 49/ 2 48/ -
Sat 25 6/.10 6/9 48/7 48/ -
... 29 ·~ 6/ 0 6/7 47/ 5 46/10 6/3 Set 5Jun 6/ 9 6/7 48/- 46/10 
Se.t 26 6/7 6/6 46/10 t16' r,)~ r 'J t.:.:~ ~ 
sat 3 Jul i/ - 6/ 9 49/ 9-§· 48/- 6/ 9 
Se t 21 Aug 
- - - -
7/ -
Sa t 20et 7/2 7/- 50/11:} 49/ 9-h 
se.t 9 8/3eeed wheat - s8/ 8 - :P.D. 
Sat 16 i/1 1/- 50/ 4·? 49/9-~ 
Sat 23 7/1 7/- 50/4~· 49/ 9-?:: 
S~t 6 Nov 7/3 i/1 51/ 6?;- 50i4} 
St!.t 13 i/- 6/11 49/ 9-?:· 49/2 
Sat 20 
-
6/ 9 
-
48/- G/ 9 
s~'-t 27 6/10 6/ 9 48/7 48/ -
s~t 4 Dec 6/ 9 6/8 48/ - 47/ 5 
S·st 11 il - 6/10 49/91:· 48/7 
Sat 18 6/11 6/ 8 49/ 2 47/5 
Sat 8 Jan 1774 6/ 9 6/7 48/ - 46/ 10 
s.~t 15 6/7 6/ 6 46/10 46/ 2-?i· 
6/ 6 s~t 22 6/6 6/ 5 46/ 2?\- 45/7-~· 
S3t 29 6/8 6/4 47/5 45/ o?-: 
Sat 5 Feb 6/ 6 6/ 4 46/2-~ 45/~ 
S~t 12 6/7 6/3 46/ 10 44/5:\ 
S!lt 19 6/5 6/2 45/7·~ 43/ 10 
S~t 26 6/7 6/ 5 46/10 45/7} 6/3 
Sa.t 5 Ke.r 6/ 6 6/ 5 46/ 21: 45/7·?: 
Sat 12 6/6 6/5 46/2?.~ 45/7?; 
Sat 26 6/1 6/ 6 46/10 46/2~ 6/6 
Sat 2Apr 7/6 
-
53/4 - P.D. 
Sat 9 6/10.~ 6/8 48/lo?i· 47/5 
~~at 16 6/10 6/ 8 48/7 47/5 
Sat 2) 6/11 6/ 8 49/2 47/5 
Sat 1 Xay 6/10 6/9 48/7 48/ -
.Sat 14 7/1 6/8 50/~ 47/5 
Sat 4Jun 6/11 6/ 9 49/2 48/ -
Sa-t 18 6/10 6/9 48/7 4£¥.-
Sat 25 6/11 6/ 8 49/ 2 47/5 
Sa.t 2 lul 6/11 6/9 49/2 48/-
Sat 20 Aug i/1 i/4 53/11 52/2 
42 
Highest 2nd Highest 2nd Assize Price I 
Date Oxford Oxford Winch .. Winch~ of Day 
- Bushel Bushel Quarter Quarter Dread 
Sat 24 Sep 1774 8/1 7/11 57/6 56/ "!AI 7/6 Sat lOot 
-
i/6 - 53/4 
Sat 8 10/-
-
71/l1J 
-
P.D. 
Sat 15 8/3 8/- 58/8 56/lOft 
Sat 22 8/- i/11 56/lot 56/)i-
Sat 5 lov 8/3 8/- 58/.8 56/lof£ 
Sat 12 9/- 8/3 64/- 58/8 
Sa.t 19 7/10 7/7 55/Bi 53/11 
Sat 3 Deo 7/11 7/- 56/~ 49/9t 
Sat 10 
- - -
.... 7/-
Sst 17 7/11 ~10 56/.l-i 55?8?r 
Sat 24 i/1 /3 53/11 445E-
Sat 31 i/4 6/3 ;2/2 441~ 
Sat 7 Jan 1775 i/9 i/8 55/» 54/.6 
Sat 14 i/11 7/9 56/3-l 55/li 7/fJ 
Sat 21 1/1 1/4 53/11 ;2/2 
Snt 28 7/10 7/9 55/&~ 55/1~-
Sat 11 Feb 7/11 i/~0 56/31J 55/.~~-
7/11 1/9 56/3?? 
. ( 
Sat 18 ;s::.jl-.~ 
Sat 25 i/11 i/1 56/"J?a 53/ll 
Sa-t( 11 Mar 8/· i/B ;6/1()?; ;4/6 
Sa t 25 i/9 i/8 55/li 54/6 I 
Sa t lA~ 8/9 
-
62/2"?. - P.D. 
Sat 8 i/1 7/4 53/.11 52/2 
::-;a t 22 i/8 i/2 54/6 50/11~ 
Sat 6llay i/4 6/11 52/2 49/2 
Sat 13 
- - - -
6/ 6 
Snt. 27 7/) 6/11 5l/.6ili- 49/2 
Sat 3 Jtm 7~4 6/10 ;2/2 48/7 Sa t 15 74 6/9 52/2 48/~ 
3a t 12 Aug 
- - - -
6/3 
sai 16 S-ep 6/1 6/- 43/3 42/ 8 5/9 
SF.!.t 23 5/6 5/2 39/l?s 36/9 
Sat 70ct 
- - - -
5/3 P.D. 
Sa t Zl 5/- 4/.10 35/6?s 34/ 4-~ 
SR:t 11 Nov 4/9 4/8 33/~- 33/2 5/-
Set 2 Deo ... ... 
- -
4/9 
Sat 16 4/11 4/7 34/.11~ 32/7 
Sat 3 Peb :\776 5/2 5/- 36/9 ~-;<' l_ 5/-j' ty2 
8nt· 10 5/2 5/l 36/9 36/2 
'Wed 3 April 5/-
-
35/6t P.D. 
Sat 6 
-
... 
- -
4/9 
Sn.t 27 4/9 4/8 33/% 33/2 
S::tt 11 May 4/.8 4/7 33/2 32/7 
Sa t 8Jun 4/11 4/.8 34/11?~ 33/2 
sa.t 22 4/9 4/6 33/~1 32/-
Sat 20 JUl. 4/10 ~X 34/4t1~ 32/7 set 24 Aug 4/.8 33/2 30/2! 
Snt 21 Sap 4/.10 4/3 34/.4-~ 30/2-?t 
s~t 28 4/8 41-1 33/.2 32/7 
sat 5 Oct 5/.1 ~- )6/2 35i6-~ Sat 23 NOV 4/11 10 34/11-i 3~4:'-t 
sat 7 Dec 
-
5/-
-
35 6-~ 5/-
so.t 21 5/- 4/8 35/Gft 33/2 
43 
Highest 2nd Hi ghect 2:-td Ao:.d 5e Price 
Date Oxford ox:rord Winch . Hinch . of Da~7 
- Bushel Bushel Quo.rter Qurtrter Broad 
S2-t 11 Jan 1777 ~/B 4/7 33/2 32/7 
Sat 18 4/ 9 4/8 33/'f?t 33/2 
Sat, 1 Feb 4/11 4/9 34/llfi· 33/C';}., 
Sat 15 5/4 5/2 37/11 36/ 9·-
Sat 22 5/9 5/4 40/10~- 37/11 
Sat 1 MB1' 5/10 5/9 41/6 40/10;1 5/6 
Sat 28 5/7 5/6 39/&h 39/11-r 
S~1.t 26 Apr 5/'7 5/6 39/8} 39/l~"s-
s~t 3 J!ay 5/6 5/5 39/1~:- 18/6<:, 
Sa t 10 c:. /'7 5/6 39/8-~ 39/1-."':: 
..;•, ' 
n.-::~t .~0 5/ 9 5/8 40/.lCrl 40/3-~r 
..... . _ ..L 7J'un 6/3 6/- 44/5-i:- ~~~/8 t ) ::O· ... l ,.c. 
'Jst 14 6/2 5/11 43/10 1./2/J. 
f"- . 21 6/- 42/ 8 G/-, ,:> ~::.'& 
Sa.t 2 Aug 6/10 6/7 48/7 46/10 
G&t 9 "/ 1 ... 6/ 8 49/ 2 "7/5 6/6 0 • .L. 
~;~lt 20 Sep 6/9 6/6 .  ~8/- 461 "<~·. I "' :, 
tied. 8 Oc·li 7/6 53/4 P.D. 
Ga t 11 i/9 ,- ~/"' '1 ~) .&..' ' ) ..,/_ •V 
Set 25 71- 6/8 M.j/9'!-.- 47/5 
'• 
...., ~ ,,  
S~t l Nov 6/4 6/2 45/0j· 43/10 
Ga.t 8 6/4 , '3 N)/o;-r 44/5·h G/ -0/ 
;;at 22 6/3 5/10 L:-4/5~- 111/6 
;].:: .. t 29 6''"' 5/11 43/10 4211 I <'- • I 
S~t G DP.c 6/1 5/ 10 43/3 .n!G 
Ga.t 20 6/~ 5/1~ 42/8 ,1?.11 ''f'"'""/ • 
£.~t. 3 .'J (?,:n 1778 611 ~/1 0 43/3 ,n 'G I . ~ t - ~ ..... , 
£-at . 11 6/- 5/10 4'2/8 '15 l.l / 
Sn.t. 17 6/1 6/- 43/3 •""/ .... i+~"· ~
~.:tt 24- 6/5 6/3 ·tr=/7"- 41/ ::Ytf <. ,.1 . , 
S::!.t '{ Feb 6/ t;. 6/2 ,iro/ 0;'1.. ,J"'./1D 
6/6 
·c ,, . ~ . 
1: cd 11 46/2-b, p,n. 
::l~t 21 6/4 6/1 4r:,jo}. f;' /" .. ) ) 
Sat 28 (Jh. n/1 /~.4/5-?- f)/ -:'. , J ~ - ' .,.. 
f.v:t 14 Mar G/4 6/3 '45/0?- .. l ,,j c:;?~ 
~·;i.~t 21 (:,/71.. 6/2 l~t;Jt:_). ~.};io f ... ~ 
.' !.~t 28 6/ 4 6/2 45/0i~· t-3/J.O 
I Sat 4. AJ:Jr 7~- t19/g?:: P.D. ~:at 11 6/ 2 1.:, 4/5;:. 4.3/10 ~~ 'Y .. ~;u;; 18 6/1 43/10 43/3 
t". J ,. 25 • I - I ~ 42/8 4D/1Q! r;y6 ~.;.... ~ bj •. '.J/ ';. 
Su.t 23 May '/- 5/7 42/ 6 "' I :'l. 
"' 
~ C': ;.r. : 
6/~-
/ .. 
S<::.t 13 Jun r-..j 2 42/ o Y./9 
·" !l c.~.t 27 5/4 5/2 37/11 36/ <.; 5/-
~·· .t. 11 Jul 4/6 -.)Uu 
Sr•.t 6 Mar 17'79 3/ 9 
~V>.t 3 Ap'l' 4/6 32/-
SFd: 8 Me.y 4/1 29/0~· 
Sat 22 air::. /J/3 31/5 30/nl.. 4/3 ... , ". ~·~ f>n.t 12 Jun 4/1 30/2-?; 29/if} 
I ~::l:t 19 4! - 28/5h 
4~-
ITigh~st 2nd llir:;he l?t 2-.a.c. Jl:·t;izc PriCEl 
]:~~ Oxfor d Ox:f'ol'cl Hinch. 'Wineh . of J)a.y 
Bushel Bushel Qu-'J.rter ~u?.rtc:I' Br~r,.C! 
S.,"" 23 J tll 1779 4/J 29/ of.--\> 
Sat 21 Aug 4/2 29/7? 
Sat 18 Sep 4/1 4/- zojo~- 28/ 1};''; • ,/ ' .~ 
S&t 25 4/4 4/2 30/ 10 29/ 7-?..-
Sat 9 Oct 5/3 - 37/4 P.D. 
Sa.t 23 4/? 4/1 <:'9/"'-1. 'l·:/ O?· - ,., 
s~.t 1 3 Nov t./4 4/ 1 30/ 10 29/~ 
E1~t 11 Dec 4/3 t!/- '0/2~1• 0Pj ry:~,. .. -:> /.~ L... ;; 
S:!.t 5 Jan 1780 4/3 - Yi/ 2·';; 
Sat 19 Feb ~~ 4/- 31/5 r.;y :t. Cv ')-.; Sat 26 j , 26/ 8 
sat 25 Mar td 8 4/ 2 33/ 2 I -. ?.O 7· ·· 
'I . . ! · 
sr~t l A.p!.' 5/ ? - "of·· o? P. D. ...... ..:.. ~l
Snt 29 4/1 3/lv '/'0 IO:"!·- '~7/4. ·-~'I "~ c. -
Sat 13 Mey !!/~ A/2 31/5 "<.J/'( r:, :t 
Sat 2 "( t•la;y lV4 ~/3 30/10 ~ r.;r,1 .)•.• t:..'•'f 
Sat 5 Aug 4/11 L~/6 3lt/1l·?r 3?1--, 
!:);>.t 26 ,; 'o t./ C 3 -...;r;~~ 3?./2 4/3 l}J / -~ Z• 
:Ja.t 23 Sep • 1 '1 1 'I (' ~ f '1 ., ~ ,., ,,... ,.::; - '~ (, ."'irf 1); :,:;{.!.. 
Sn.t 7 Oct 6!- 4~/8 P. D. 
S~t 21 ~-J/4 5/2 37/11 '> '/c J C ~ 
~.i ::.t 20 
-
5/-
Da.t 4 lifov 5/10 t::. J Ji 41/6 :..·rl:n .)/ '"t 
:'.:ia.t 2 Dec t: / 10 ,. I ? • I ' •" 391&.,1..: / .1/t) ,J, '), i9/&~· s~t 16 5/'l r;/r-; • '1.. 
-"' . 
3t)/ \., 
~jrtt 2C J a.n 1781 5/8 ':Z. / 6 ·rv- .1 } <)/ l ·;. 5/6 J '-·- -~/ •" ~ .. -·. 
So.t 3 Feg 6/ -
S:::.t 1.0 7/- 49/9-t: P. D. 
Sf!t 24 Mar 6/8 6/r; 47/5 !J\/7).. •/! t ~. 
r~d 4 Apr ?i6 53/ 4 P. D. 
S~i; 14 6/_4 6/2 t:-5/03:· ,1 ~ ;' I"·, -+~/ :;: ~ 
S~t ~:6 Jray 61- 5i3 42/ 8 40/3-~· 
S:;,t 2J. Jul 5f l l :/9 ·'~2/1 ~~-jJ,/ .• 
~1a. t 8 Sep ~ 5/6 
~,:).t 22 5/10 5/? 41/6 ' CJ I (~:1--,, -~ . 
~ at 5 Jan 1782 r.Jr:. 5/.2 30/ 6 .... (.:/ r; 
-· -" 
• t • • 
Sn:~ 9 Feb 7/3 6/9 51/6~'- 1 ') , P. D. ·"·-'/ -
~1Rt 6 Apr 6/-
;.;o/t , ... !•h3' 6/10 6/ 3 t.B/7 47/5 .. .) 
f.:l."t 15 J'tm 6/4 6/ 5 45/o?~ "-·/"]~-,., ·: · .. ;~ 
:·.;?,:t, 13 Jul -· 6/ 6 
:J~.,t 21 Sep 7/.3 1/- I .. j_ r..nj !'l.f.-51 &,, . ... ". 
Sat ?/n 7/ 4 53/4 I 5 Oct f)?./ 2 
(Jed 9 8/3 58/ 8 F. D. 
Sa-t 19 7/~~ 6/ ? ~0/l l..t- 4-r.}/ :_>,'\-I ,.} 5-;/2. ~· ~5~~-t. 10 Nov 7/ 4 "'/1 0::.0/ttJ; I -
S,),t "'':\' "1 ' 4 7/2 52/2 
_, I . ''.J: 
c,. •• 
./ 50; ll ~.~' 
!:i~t 30 
-
il - 49/9?~ 7/-
S:..;t 12 F eb :t. 783 7/ 9 55/ l{r P. D. 
Sa.t 22 Mo.r i/ 5 7/ 4 52/ 9 5 ~i2 
S~l.t 3 May 7/9 i/8 c:.r:.J1 ~ C:.tJ) 6 
Sat 1 Sun 7/6 7/- 53;4;.~ ·~.~·I ''" 4'-;/ \)., 
·' '. 6/ 6 Sat 7 
- -
S.?- t j O Aug 6/ 6 6/3 46/ 2-f, 44/5-~ 6/ -
Sat 15 ~ov 6/6 6/1 46/2~ 43/3 
J1t:' 
,.,I 
EighesJG 2nd Bi gheot 2nd Ac.:;i zc Pric0 
D:.-"tc: Oxford Oxford flinch . Wincl:. . oi' Do.;y 
- Bushel :Buzhel Q;ual.~ter 0,uarter 13r cc d 
....,._.,........... . ......... _ --.-... -
Sat 12 f ·eb 1784 7/- 49/9·;~- P.D. 
Set 13 Mar 
-
6/6 
Sat 8 May 2/ - 7/9 55/1(}} 55/1·{;· 
Set 12 Jun 7/6 7/3 53/ 1j. si/6:\-
Sat 28 Aug 7/3 7/- 51/~\ 49/9=5-
Sat 25 Sep 6/6 5/9 i!G/ , , 1. 40/10} 6/-r ;;.: : 
Ss t 9 Oct 8/6 60/~r P.D, 
s~•t 13 Nof1 5/6 
f. at 2 Dec: 6/- 5/6 42/B ,,ofl·').· • ,I • :-! 
Sc!,·& 15 Jan 1785 r.h r.:: l ? 43/ 3 "'J.. .C../ (') _, .... ..... ... ~" I / 
No dn.te 5/11 5/- 42/l :r;/6,1o P.D. ..,·. I ~· ! 
t~~t 19 'F-eb 5/ -
Sat (! .C;.pr 6/T?:: (i7/ 2;t· P.D. .. , '· 
Sat 9 - 5/6 
S~t 30 5/7 5/4 _3qjg-i 37/11 
Sa:t 21 May 5./6 5/5 :·9/1·~· }ti/6 
!~ :;.t. ~- .run 5/6 5/ 4 'H.i/1.-:..· ~ 7. '1 ~ J , , •,) ) I l . 
<" • 11 5/ -.. \a.1i 
Sa.t l iJ Sep 5/1 r::j- .36/c. ~ c:.J 6-:S. ,I .,J ..,., , • 
Sa+ J. Oct 5/3 r:.. / ''7/A '"/ . .; .II .... j ~· .J, ~ t)1:-
S?.t r.; Nov 5/6 5/3 39/i-h- 37;£ ·~/3 ,./ 
f;;:,t 2t. Dec 5/-
~i~~·j; 11 !i'eb 1786 ~1n.1. -4Y7 :P .D. ~ ..... ) 
!3C1.t J. Ap:c 5JcS "'/1, 3 P.D. /4, .t_JJ, -~ :r 
Sat 8 5/5 ~/3 "'j_ ~jtt- 37/ J;. ·</3 ) """ ..  J 
s~~t "' Jw.1 5/3 4/11 37/4 3 ·/_) 1·'·· J
~··[t. t, 10 r::f'"' 5/- ?l/9 ~/Er~·~ ../ c.. 
S &i, 26 J\U..$ ,.. / 4/10 ')-; ':1 3ii! ,~?; ) / w., .i ") y~.: 
S~·:l. 16 Sep 5/3 £t/ C, 37/4 ") )/ (',-:( ,, .• . J. / !"' 
~:>at )!) 5/2 ~/8 ")6/(: 33/2 
DD:t 6 nov I r_;/- -.:7,~· ~ . -;~1 r:,/ ,r .; I .... J. 1 !.1 ()·: ; 
..) . ··-[:nt 4 Deo 5/t; :/.- 3"'/ ., 1. '\r:..J ~--• .L . :.7/ 4 .. - .. J ~! ~ff,t 13 J a-r;. 178i _,., I' 9 ; J~~: ')f ;, '-:1, ; ; _ ! .. _. 
Sv.t 3 Feb '/ ~jG ..... !,;1 .. - _i J/ ()'i , _j : I ~. ~· 
!~:-:-.-!~ 1 '\ ?/ 9 .._ t / 
~-?:t 21 Apr 4/3 
4.\ !~ .: .. 13 J ul 5/6 t:.,i/3 ~ {' I J.. ' ... ~i1 . , .... ;,. .)'.)/ . ·;; j !: . . 
f '0 ..(~ 21 5/7 5/6 '!-9/fi?;- 3('./'lJ:~ 4/CJ ... 42/3~ · !) ;\,t 2~ Se p 6/5 6/- . • I r;_'J. ....t...l.rl .;' ,· • I .. 
~J t''.t ;~9 6/6 G/ - 46; 2·:1_. 4?../ 'J 
6 
I :.: 5/- P.D. ... ... , .... Oct 7/ - 4';1 q.:' ..  ... ~ .. .. v .. , .. ~ 
s~,t 13 5/- 4/10 . ~;,- "' ... J;> .;:·.-- :~ .v '~} 
~:at 20 ~/l .~ 111 -~6/ ,~ ~ '{' l l ·)I > J.. . -;; _., ~ 
·" (;. 3~16-;t,.' ' Sr<.·~ 3 n ov sin 5/- 36/9 ,..,/ ~ . .. I • :.; 
('~.1. 24 §/1 ~11 :~6/ ~) ~ /., 11 1.'1. , " ·· tJ ., I . 5 'tJ ••. ::: 
, ..... '"'" 15 Detc ~;!3 5/I 3 "" /• ~ " I ,.. • 11< :.0 ., !,1 /~ ,"; 0..: / .:· 
sr-.. t, 2.-, 5/1 5/- 'JC.f ~ -~ t / (,~ •• r.. -'"' .. .....; . . . 
Snt 5 J an 1788 5/3 5/1 ri/4 3£~/2 . . 
Sa-t; 26 s/6 r.../< 39/1} 37/4 
5/9 .I J 5/ 6 ~<-'t 16 Feb 5/6 40/10!;· 3~/1·"'-: P.D. 
~.)n.t 19 Apr 61?. {;/- 44/t:;.;t,. 1.'"•1 8 I • • .. :-! •:tt:../ : . 
Su.t 3 l!~r 6/2 r,;- 43/10 t..··da T'-"/ 
sat 14 Jun. 6/- 5/ 10 42/8 41/6 
46 
Eie;hes"'~ 2nd fi i c;ll£5t 2 .. ~ ,1 • • u. .t\::: .. :i~c. Price 
~ Orlo:rd G :x:i' ox· d ~iir.cb. . li i~c!~ . of nc~;:; 
Bush til Buchel Qu.J.J.:·t c l' (~U'::'t Ci~ Bxc~ .. r: 
__ ......... ~ 
Sat 22 Jul 1788 6/3 6/- 44/5~· 42/ 8 
Sat 9 Aug 6/3 6/2 44/5-~· 43/10 
Sat 6 Sep 6/6 6/3 46/2-t· t''' I c;." t-t; ,./. 
Sat 24 Jan 1789 6/9 6/6 4C/- 46/ •'-' ·· 1': -, 
Sat 31 6/6 46/2?--: P.D. 
Sat 28 Feb 6/-
Sat 28 M~r 6/6 6/3 46/2f· 44/5-;; 
G~t 4 A. pi· 6/9 .q.S/- l'.D. 
Sat 11 61 {. t'.f'J.. 46/2·\ 1llr:.1. I •· ~-', - · ~ ~, __, ... 
s~~t 25 r:.h 61-- .t:.. :ijr:;}~. ~r;jP ·· t .. 
r;/9 
... ~ .1 
So.t 9 t1a.y 6/- 4~/8' 40/10} 
;).:;l,t 2Cl ,Jun ::..'1 0 6/6 1!,.\'f - , .~ ! ?} 
""/ / q.,j, ~·· · 
;lo,t 11 ,!ul 7/- 6/'J ;FJ.. / C}'}~. ~ f; 1 •• 53/4'' ·1 Bat 18 ?/6 7/"' 51./ 1)~-,, .) 
Sat 25 6/6 
Sa.t 2?. Aug 6/-
Sat 25 SeJ> 6/CJ 6/6 / ' ': I '-~ (,/ ~)-?'1. 
·" 
•-:·v/ - • I - • 
c·- YL 7 Oct 8f4i\ I=)G/5-~ P. D. ,_,,:.t, l; ., , ~ ... 
Sat 14 Hcv · ~ / •J e/- ·-;::; ,,, r .. ~. / ] O'·· 0.· ~ I :))/ t:' .• h.·l ~ ~. 
Sa.t 3 Den '6/- 7/9 5oil~- r :Jl.~-
7/9 
"' ·I • I 
~'i.~i; ?.2 ~Ta.n 1790 'i/6 I -, :~3/ ,+ 55!1·~~-
s~,t c.. Feb 8/- 56/1.0~ P.D. v 
3e,t 12· ~.Jo.r ~19 7/6 '-'5/1~' ,. ,f. !•· ..,..• .. ': ' ).>i Lj . 
~jg, 7; 3 A:pr 8/3 ~ t:,JJ1 P. Il. ; '· ·, -
Sat 9 Oct 8/- 56/J.~} P.D. 
~j at 30 
-
6/-
Sa;t, J ,., Feb 1791 7/6 53/4 P.D. . or:. 
~)~tt '27 Atl£ 5/6 
~· ·>~t 8 Oct 7/-· {: (lj ( j.:L. P.D .. r .. ' "" !" 
~<J.t 
" 
Feb 1792 t;j ... :.1- .\7/ 4. ' ' 1 5/-"'t' 
_: -' 35/ c· ~·.· 
Sa.t 11 ZJo.ne r.::olcl. 
f>e.t 22 Sey 6/-
rJe .. t 29 5/ 6 
:)e.t 6 Dot T/6* 53/4 P.D. 
Sc,t 9 Feb 1793 o/ V· t:5/ 4 P.D. '· ·;J 
~1ll,~ J.3 6/-
:30-t 7 Sep 5/G 
~jc:.J,t 9 Oct 7/- /(~; C•'·· P.D. :",.> .:· :1 
~i c>.t 8 F<'-b 1794 ·ij·; ;·1/"..:i. 6/- P.D. I _, ..1 v :, 
s:~t u nov 7/6 53/4 
!.Jr:4; 13 Dec 
--
6/6 
S:J.t 14 Feb 1795 f./6 - t ,""' r, lc: j. t ·/, &.' j :/- U \.J{ .. i~, .;u .. ·· :.! 
Sa-t 21 7/ -
flat 4 ~.A:pr 8/9 62/2} P. D. 
Sat 13 Jun , , . J c 'c::~ 71 /j .~·. (: 7 / , ) 7/6 -VI ft. .l/ .;1r ·-1 . .. t .. ) ./ { .. 
' ' n+ 27 iJ/ -~;'\' ,. v 
S~:_.t lJ. J'ul 3/6 
Snt 18 9/6 
Sat l Aug 10/-
SP.t c; Sep 9/6 
... 
1.lnt 12 9/-
~"J.t l.9 9/6 
47 
111sluaet 2nd liigt:a.•at 2tld A.csi2l.e hioe 
Dats 0~ O.zfori Vinoh. Yineh. of ~ 
Buabel Duebel Quarter Quar"ter :Bread 
flat 7 Cot 1795 13/- ... 92/5! 10/.9 P.D. 
Salt 28 &err ... 
-
... 10/.6 
Sat 12 :he 
-
.... 
-
li./9 
Sat 26 
-
.. 
-
li/6 
S."\ 9 Ia 1196 
-
.. ... ~6 Sat )0 ... 
-
.... 
-
cl 3 
sa• 6 Peb .. - o12/.~ 
S.t 20 .... 
- -
oli/.3 
s~~t 21 .... .. 
- -
13/.-
~t 5~ 
- - - -
13/6 
Sst 26 .. 
- - -
1'216 
13/- 9'2/tfb: ·' Sat 2Ap 
-
..... 10/6 P.D. 
Sa"t 9 ... .. - - 0/6 
Sa-\ 23 ... ... - - 9/6 
Sat 41utl 
- - - -
10/3 
St'.·t 25 ... .... ... 
-
10/6 
Snt 16 3u1 
- - -
9/6 
S~t 30 ... 
-
9/ -"' 
s~~t 00 &Ug .... 
- - - i~9 f;r.:.t 27 
- -
7-
Sat 24 Sep ..... 
- -
i/6 
St~t 8 Oct 10/-
-
71/li P.D. 
f"'-)".i 19 New 
-
;-~ ... 7/3 
;;~t 24 l)vo 
- - -
f,/9 
f.Ja·t .1! ~~cab 1797 7/10...) .... ?6/- ?. D. 
~1at 25 ... 
- -
G/~ 
S:3.t lApr 7/6 ... 53/4 P,D. 
::;:";%"i; 6 KeQ ... 
-
5/ 9 
~ ~,,t. 20 
-
6/-
~~t a tu1 
- -
... 6/.6 
sa.t 19 Aus 
- -
il-
Ba·ii 2 S.p 
-
-. •f/6 
fl~.t 9 
- - -
8/-
~: .. t 7 O~t 7/9 .... 55/l~ .. P.D • 
5:~t 14 
-
.... .. 7/9 
!.!a-t 4 l'fov 
-
... 
- 7?3 S~Yt. 2 D~~ 
- - - -
7-
t:~e.t lO J'eb 1798 9/3 .... 65/~- P,D, 
:Ji.!:h 17 
- - -
6/ 9 
s~t 10 tie~ 
- -
il--
t)~ 17 
- - -
6/6 
~~?. ... 24 6/ 9 J. II ..,. 
- - -S·?.t 31 
- -
7/-
:_} ~i;, 7A:JI' 7/- ... 49/91:: 
.. ~ 1.4 il.· 49/911-:.>l'," • .. 
.:;~~t 21 il-· 
-
49/~t -3~-~ 26 7/-. ... 49/<J~ 
~~.t ~ lSa.7 
- - -
6/9 
~Jnt 12 6/9 
-
4-~/.-
-5nt 19 6/9 
-
Mi/-
5~'t 26 
- - - ~6 Snt 2 l'Lm 
-
... ~·3 nr.·~ 9 
- - -
-
v .. 
48 
Bi~eat ~d · Higbee' 2nd A:;Jai~$ Pri~ 
!!!! Orl'ord &.dO'l!'d nnolt. Vitloh. ~ Jltay !utthE'l Bu!!ihel Qu.at'te'l" ~·~ 
,......,...., 
• 
·- 0 
ta-t 21 lul 1798 
- -
.. ~ Sat. 4 .&liB .. - - ... Sat u - ... .. 
tat 6 ocn 8/-
-
56/1~ .... P.D. 
Sa.t ·1) .... ~~ fat , ... 
- -tat 17 
- ~9 . sat 2;?-. 
-
.. 
-
... ~; 1.». S.t 9 ,..,., 1799 1/6 .. 53/4 
-Sat )0 ~ 
- t'i6 
·Sat 20 .t:p:, 1. 7 Ap,- - .. ~2 7-Sat 4~ 
- ~~ Se.t 13M 
- - - :~ Sat 21 Sep 
- -kt 28 
-
a.L~ 
Sat 5 Oot. ... 
- -
''976 
SQ,t 9 Oct . 12/6 
-
88/ll l>d• 
Sat 12 
-
... .... 
-
1.0/6 
SSt 21fov .. .. ri./.-
Sat 16 
- ~9 Sat 23 
-
.,. 
-
1 6 
Wet 4»tO 
-
... 12/6(AVE) 
Sat 1 
-
12/.-
Sst 14 
-
li/';> 
Set 28 
- -
12/6 
5et 25 JazJ 18oo 
-
13/.6 
5at 1 P.-b r3/.9 
Bat 8 .. 14/.l 
Sst 15 .... .... ~~ Sat 22 
-
... 
sat 15 •Ill" 13/9 
S&t 22 
-
.... 14/.3 
Sat 29 
-
14/.6 
Sst 12 ;.-p 
-
15/.-
Sat 19 ~ ... lrJ/9 
Set 26 ... 
-
.... 1~6 S&t )~ ... .... l~) 
Sat 10 ... 1 '{.-
Sat 17 ... 
-
15/.3-
Jet 24 ... ... 14/.9 
kt 31 
- 1~9 Sat l4 Jua .... 
-
... 1 1.6 
sat 21 16/.9 
Sat 19 J\ll ... 15/.3 
S&t C:6 
- -
ll/-
Sat 24\Jff 10/.-
sat 16 .. 
-
... li/.-
Sat 2l ... .. 
-
13/.,.. 
Be.t 30 
- -
14/) 
Sat 13 "' ·- ... 13/.6 Sa.t 20 ' 
- -
.. 9/6 
&t 27 .. 
- -
10/.6 
&t400't ... 
- - - lr' &t 11 - - .. - 1 ) Bat 18 
-
... .. 
-
1 i/6 
49 
Highest 2m1. Bigbeet 2nd Aosize Pl'ioe 
»ate Oxford ()=~Ol!d. Winch. llineh. of Ja.v 
Jushe1 hshel Quart-er Quarter Bresd 
Sat 6 »eo 1800 .. 
- -
16/6 
Sat 13 
- -
li/.3 
sat l!lO 
-
... 
- -
1W.3 
Sat 27 .... • 18/.-
~t 3 l81L 1801 
-
.... 
-
.... 11Z-
Sat 10 • 
- -
rt/6 
Sat 17 ... 
- li~ 
sat 24 
- - - -
19 .... 
Sat ll 
-
J!lour 21/-
-
'Zi./• Flo~ 
&lt 7 feb 25/- 1'10\a 2l/.- .... 
-
23/.:r!o~ :P.D. 
&\t 28 """ 21/.- .... 
-Sat 7 Jle1t 
-
.. 
-
21/.6 
Se.t 21 
-
.. ... 21/-
Sst 28 .... ... 20/6 
&\t 11 Al)l:" .. 
-
18/6 
Ss·t 25 
""' 
.. li/-
s~t 2JI~ 
-
... Fjf .... 
Sat 9 
-
14/.6 
Sa~; 23 ... .... 15/.6 
Sat 11 lul 
-
~ 16/6 
s~t 18 
-
18/-
Sst 25 1-:ijo 
Sat 1 Aut; 16/-
Sat 8 .... 
-
14/.9 
Sn:t, 15 
- -
12/.9 
Sat 22 
- -
10/9 
5a.1; 5 Sep .. 
-
11/6 
Sr.t 12 
-
... 11/.-
s~t 26 
-
<i/6 
Sat )OM .... 
-
8/6 
Sat 10 i/6 
s~t 17 
-
·t/-
Sa,t 31 
- t~ Snt, 14 Jl01T 
-S:'3,t 21 
-
9/-
Sat 5 Dec 8/6 
Sat 19 
- -
9/-
l 
Dt.· P.!d.MI d Dti:ii• lh• llrl.*Xa Qlail& tmi &ilfll• lll9ril4 116 · 
. . . 
Ollfd. ~- p4 a.sa MBim'l U70 and 17Q. 
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!at ~ !J!6.!t lD l!!l!i 9.!1! !!!IS 
Oot 6 1;.710 Oxtori 5/'l 3/_9 2/.8 2/- l/4 
11 laltlnnrJ" 6/.• 4/.6 ~~ 2/6 31.9 . iJ·.· Gxf'o%4 ~; . S/.<Ji 2/4 l/4 '·· 18 IMAbU17 ~~ l/.4 ·21- 3/.S 20 bfoJIQ ~8 ~! 2/.4 3/.4 25 knbu:l.7 * i/.4 2/3 3/,10 
25 S.Ue7 fJ/1 ~-Si ~= 2/3 3/1 27 ·b:fol"C1 ~li 2/2 2/Ui 11 Ov 1 lanbu17 l 
- ~~t 2/,l 3/6 1 il.nle)' ~~ ... ~~ 3~11;-l Odol'd 3/61· ~~ 2 2 31.3 8 Baa'bur,r ~lt 4/1 2/ 3 it if 8 ltenl.f¥3 4/.10 
- ~~ i/3 10 CxfoX'd 51*)}1 3/61- 2/.2 3/.3 
15 BanbuJ7 ~- .... l/2 2/_t. 41-. 15 Henley 10 - ~ 2/.2 Yol lT Oxfol'\\ tj/.) 
-
2/.2!1: 3ot 
22 ~ ~~ 4/1 3/'l 2/~ 3/u 22 Healq 
- ~~ ~ 3/~ 24 Od<srd. Wt .. 3/ 4 29 :BanbU17 3/4 lZ· 2/1 3/10 
29 Hetllq 4/8 .... ~~ 2/02 3/ l.f 4 £>co 1 ext oM 4/U ... llll~ i/C)f 
6 ~l>Ul7 6/1 'i/.10 2/l 4 3/10 
6 Retlle7 4/.9 .... 2/4 2/- 3/.-
8 Oxtotd 4/11 ~~ , 'f' ~9i - -./ I. %-13 Banb\tt7 ~~ - 21·· 1 1' HealeY .. 2/li' 2/.0'It ~;! 1S 0-ztord 4/.11 .. ~r l/4t 2() !&&1bu%7 5/8 
-
2/2 3/.7 
21 Html• 4/.l.Ol .... ~4i ~~~ 3/.;( 22 OxtoM ~11 .. 3/.~ 2/ 21 B&nbtD'J 51! 4/2 2/2 3/.8 27 Henley .. 2/.s 1/~ )/~ 29 Odori 4/.U ... i/.6 1/44 ~6~ Ja.ri ) lnt Ballbul':r 5/6 
-
3/2 2/-
I Relllq ~11 
- ~~ 2/li l/4 5 Od'ord 5/.-. 
-
2/.- ~9! 10 :BaDbu:ty 519 
-
3/.3 2/3 l 1 
10 Reale,J' 5ZT 
-
'i/.6 2/2 3/.i 
12 OxteH. 51-
-
2/6 2/- i/.91 
11 B&nbU:1:7 ~10 
-
i/11 2/2 3/.U 
11 Her!lq ~!' . 'i/.6i 213 ~~ 19 Od'on ·- 2/64 2/-24 Ban btu'; 6/3 
-
)/2 ~~ 3/.U 24 Jter&lq 5/at .. 2/61· l/1-i 
2 
... 111m 'Dtd .. ~ulez ·Qs:Jia ].f.::m.§! 
3aa 26 1711 tAlfc~ . J/at . 
-
2/6 '2/0.~- ?./1--~-
- 4 
11 hlru%7 ~It .... 3/'J 2/.3 3/.11 , )1 llaJ.q . 
-
il:t 2/(}.\ 3/ot 
~b a o.to~ · ~-.. . ... 2/.&4 21 ... ~91-, .... 1 Ban~ . l10 . ~ i/2 2/4 . ll 
1 11eJllq rj/_')t ... i/.8 2/~ 3/--
9 Ozftml 51.4 
-
2/.&.,_ 21- 2/.9} I'J. 7. 41-4 14 laalrtxr7 ~10 - 3/.2 . 2/5 14 llenlq .... 
-
11- i/O?J 3/-
16 btOri 5Z!Sl .... a/10! 2/~1. ~~ 21 Bat1'bu1!7 &/.lO .. 3/2 2/44 
21 Jlenlq ~;i .. 3/~ 2/2 3/0.\ 2) kterd 2/lOi f':ij --~ ~~ ... ~~- 2,- -28 :Batllms7· if. .. .. 3/3 2/5.(1, 
28 Henle,- ~tt ·- 3/.lA 2/2 i/o'z Mar 2 OS:to.rd 
-
2/lOi 2/~1 2/9! 
T BatlblJ17 il.t 
-
3/4 2/4 4/1 
71 Henle'S ~,. .... 3/2! 2/5t 3/l-i 
9 Odord 5!5i 
-
2/.1~ i/2?!. 2./lfY-,_ .tJ. 4/.1 4 14 :S.b1U7 1/2 
- ~~ 2/4 14 laalet ~; ..... 2/4 3/2! 16 OXford 
-
2/lo?; 2/2~ Z/.lril 
21 :S.'bu.fJ i/3 - l/7 2./5 4/l 
21 R~e7 S/2 
-
3/.4 2/4 11.~ I '· 
23 O~t>rd 5/if: 2/lci1 2/'·.':1 21 v3 - (' ··- lo:t )/8 4 ' • "1 28 1Pln'bul7 i/4 ... z/ :.) . 4/.2 
28 Reulet 5/.Ul 
-
3/21: 2/4 3/2--'!:t 
30 Os:foM -~(;i ... 'i/.1'6-.'Q 2/7:} 2/lri£· 4: 
Apr 4 :Bil~btu7 1 J ... 3/10 2/7 - 4/2 
4 nml.• 5Z10i ... l/.2! 2/. ,.,~, 3/~ G---·1 
6 i ' Oxto114 51.6i 2/.10 2/2 
' 
. 
- -
11 Banbtil7 i/4 
-
3/.10 2./"l 4/2 
11 fienle,. 61- - 3/4 2/.":/p, )/4 
1) Orl'oW 51.6! - 2/.11~ 2/ t.:,· 3/3 t? 18 lilm'bttly i/) 3/.10 f) I ~f 4/2 
-
c..J t 
18 Renl~ 6/.1 3/.4 r'jr.··"- 3/r;/); ... ~ "J::.r 
20 OXf'()N S~7t .. 2/11~ 2/4-~· l/.~ 25 '.8&11\>ut7 t-
-
41.- " 2/S 4/.2 
25 It~rd .. 1/r. 
-
3/8 21.5;1 3/4 
2.1 ~- ..... 2/11~ 2/41t 3/.~ 't!eQ 2 :naa'bu17 11 - 41.- . 217~~ 4/1-.,"! 6/2 3/6! I ' ·' . 3/4 2 Bemey 
-
2j~-
4 odo~ S/61 .... 2/11;,.. 2/1#} l/.2!! 4 
9 Baalnttf 11· ... 41<>! 2/H! 4/.2 9 Bea1Gt ~i - l/74- 2/ 4"-:r 3/$;; 11 Od'o~ 91 
-
.... 
oj • '1 
'!/.4 "' 4~r 
16 Banbwt'V 6/10 
-
4/..- 2./7-'& 4/.li 
16 Benl~ Ylot 
-
)/'! 2/4 5/4 
18 O:do.'J'4 ·S/.9l 
-
i/..le 2/41. )/.4 I .> 
23 :»an'buJI:y 1/.- - 'i/101;; r;; ·~- .. i/.1:.\ · ' (_) 
2) Hetdf17,' fj/.8 
-
l/4 2/~ 3/.4"' 
25 CJ:r:toM 5191-
-
)/.1~· 'i/4-IT j/4 
lO llatt'~Nl"¥ ~~-~ - 41- 2/&k 4/2 )0 B&al~ 
-
l/4 '2/5't jf'CA . 4"' 
~ 
:J 
JlA.1l .B!n 'Dat .I:£.L ifWle:y ~ li!P.ll§ 
June 11771 Oxf'crd 5/:f - 2/£!}1 2/5~ 2/9'-'J 6 !anb'tn'7 6/ ' . .i.. l/11 2/_t;..,. 4/0S· 
6 lle!).].ey 5~lot . - )/4! 'i/4~ '3/4"' 8 bt'ord 56% ~ 2/81; 2/1 2/9f 
1) Banbut"J' 6/10 
-
41- 2/7?, 41..;. 
1.3 B4mleu 6/::. 
-
3/2 a/~ 3/4 
15 Gdo1.'1d 61.~ ... 
-
'd/~t 2/9.:1,, -4 
20 JJall~ '6/Ui .... 3/.11 2/8 4/.1 
20 Henley 6/?:l ... 3/2 2/~ .. 3/4 
22 Odord 6"/- .... - 2/7.1- 2/~ 27 Ban~ il-
-
4/- ~1~ 41 ' 27 Henley 6/2' 
- -
5-'.f 3/~ 
29 C%.fo~ 6/-
- -
2/fJi· 2/10 
J~ 4 :Banbux'Y 6/11t 
- ~~ 2/7{ 4/1 4 Henley 6/2 .. 2/5t 3/6.} 
6 Odol'd 6/• ... 
-
2/~- 2/lfil 
11 Banb~ ~~ ... 4/li- 2./9 4/2 41 ll Remley 
-
2/7~· 3/t;/.1.. 
13 O%ford 6/-~ 
- -
21~ .. 2/~ 18 Barl~r:T ~~ - 4/~ 2/91 ~~ 18 Hen1~.y ·- 2/':l.t l6i 
20 Oxt'o1.'<1 6/-
- -
2/5:f 3/4 
25 Banbm-7 i/.2 4/- 2/9" 4/o; 
25 nenley 6/1-i 
·- -
2/5+ 3/~ 
27 Oxto:rd 6/10! 
- - ~;·} 3/4 } .. U€ 1 Banbury i/2 - 3/11 4/.l 
1 Henley 6/2 """ .... 2/6:.\ a/ 'It 
3 Oxi'ord 6/5t .... 2/6-~· ~4 8 Banbuy-~~ 7/2' 3/1~ ij&:. o-i 
'; 
8 Henlet 6/li 
- -
2/6~,\ l/1~ 
10 o:dm ~ - 2/?t. ~ 15 Banbury '3/ll 2/9 ' 1 15 Henl~y ~2 f 'l 3 7i· - 2 3;! 17 Clti'< OM ~4 - 2/17 3/4 
22 B~b\u7 i/2 
-
l/Ji 2/il~ 4/0.i 
22 i!enlf)y 6/31 
- -
2/rr.t). 3/7! . ...  
24 Oxford 6/.4 
- -
2/7·i 3/4 
29 Banbtrq ~- 3/2 2/5 3/lott 29 Hortlq Zli .. - 2/5~( 'J/?;'l 31 Oxf01'<1 6/4 
- -
2/1::: 3/4<1: 
Sop 5 Banbu:J7 6'/llt- ... 3/.2 2/4 3/11 
5 I!Emle_y 6/!tl l~ 2/4 ~It l ... 7 O:d'ord 6/4 
-
2/6-;~ 
12 Bt.'lft~ i/ .. 
-
3/2 2/5 41.-
12 H4ml&y 6/?:b • 3/3t 2/4 j~~ 14 Oxford 6/4 
- -
2/6":--
19 Batl\nu7 ?/,.;. 3/3 2/4 41~ 
19 Benl..,- 6/st 3/2-1J 2/5~ 3/8 . 
21 Ox:tord 6/4 I . ~ )/fffl 
-· -
2 6-r·• 
26 :Banb~ 6/.11. l/3 2/5 . 410! 
26 Be.nlq 6/51 
-
3/2i 2/4 )/8 
28 O~o:d •()t reoei'n4 
4 
.liM ltJm .DAIS .. ~-g.tJ;e:y _ Sjatg,, Jle<-n1~ t·~" .... :.~a- •·• 'I , 
Oct · 3 ·1771 ~btll')" -~5i ... 3/3 2/5 4/-3 Benl.e::~ 
-
3/li ,-,fr::li 3/3 .:., .,1 '} 
5 o~.,a ~~1! - -2/<:A 'i/4 3/£1 10 hll'bu17 
--
3/2() 2/5 4/.0:-)· 
10 Baley 4.;t -- 3/lJ.. 2/4 3/8 ... 12 ·hfoM 5/4 i/9-~ 21- l/4 31. ·-11 ~buq 6/9 
-
• 2/9 3/.9 
17 'lenley 612 . ... ~1~ 2/2 3/5~ 19 bfol'4 ~6 5/4 il- 3/4 24 :Banbtll7 ? .. 3/tt 2/3 3/9 
24 Henley 4/ai • - 3/l~ 2/4 3/r;J'ir· 
26 t\dord fi/4 4/lf>?.t 2/lOi 21~ 3/3J; ~. 4/2"' 31 !Jan bury 11.-
--
3/3 2/6 
31 Jenley . 6/'1!1 
-
3/-. 2/4 3/.5:~ 
Nov 2 Od~rd 6/.4 4/lrit 8/lOi· 21- 3/4 
7 ~'burt 11~ '"""' 3/ot 2/.3~· '3/l"l ·f~· 7 Bfmle1' 6/ • lZ.~ 2/4 3/5-*f" I 4 9 ' Qdo~d 6 4 4/lo?! 2/Si 2/- 3/4 
14 Ja.n:bW-"3' 1/3 .. l/3 2/6 4/.0"i-: 
14 Henley ~ll - 2/11 2/1 V.r;f.. ,?. 16 O:d"'":I'd 4 ... 2/8 2/- 3/4-
21 Ja.n~ ill .. 3/2 2/5 41.-
21 lt~nl~y 519i 2/.10~- 2/ ..,~ 3/rit· .... ~~--~· 23 O~rd 6/2 4/5i 2/Bff 2 - 3/9 
213 Ban'bwrr; il.l - 3/1 2/5 t11J 28 Ben1~y 5./0i - 2/.lols 2/1 . 5 
30 Oxford 6/2 4'53: 2/0k 21- i/9t 
Dec 5 13anbt.UW ill 
--
3/2 2/.6 4/.0;~'-
5 Iifml~y 5~6ft - 2/.10-i· 2/l 1/52 7 0"'4oM 62 
-
'i/8 2/- 3/3 
12 13an 'bl.tr.Y 7/1 
-
3/2 2/4 4/.f¥· ·7 
12 R~nley 5/10 
-
3/- 2/.1 )/f{' 
14 Orlo~ 6/a 
--
2/8 21- )/}~; 
19' :Banbury 6/.11! 3/1 2/6 4l '~ 
-
19 Henley 6/- ,.,. 3/1 2/4 3/6 
21 Oxfo-rd 6/.-
-
2/8 'i/- 3/3 
26 :Banbur1 1/.1 .. 3/2 2/5-t: 4/2 
26 Healey 6/.4 
-
3/1 2/.'~ ·- - 3/6 r~ 
~-128 Oxford ,z. 
-- ~9! 2/- 3/4 ')'l •r 2 17'72 :BanbUlif i/li l 2 2/.6 4/_ 'J. t:.an 
- 3/~8 2 l!enley 6/4 
-
3/1 2/2 
4 Oxfol'd 6/· - 2/.8 2/- l/6~ 
9 :s~n'b-1.r.t-a 7/.1 ... l/.2 ~5} 4/~ . t... . . . 
9 Henley 6/S .... l/.1 2 2 l/.5 
11 OxtoN. 61-.· 
-
2/.8 2/l 3~4 
16 :Ba.nbu:J!y 1/li 
-
l/2 2/6 4/.(}l~ - ~ 
16 ll&nley 6/.- - )/· 2/.2 3/6 18 Orl'ord 6/2 
-
i/9i- 2/- ~5:1-
23 :Butlbl.f1'7 1/l 3/.2 y' ~ 41.-
-
2 5-:.-~· 
23 Henle7 61~ 
-
3/- 2/2 3/5 
25 Oxtorct 6/~ 
-
i/9i 2/- ~~-)0 Eanbul7 1/.li - )/1 2/6 
30 Henley 6/2 
-
3/l 2/2 3/6 
lilt· 
-
... Ju ~fi4a 1£1.s ~~'\t:< -tit".•i 
Peb l ·1172 kti.'tt'd 6/.2 
-
2/9i 2/- 3/~l ~-
.. h i· 
' 
~~ 1 .... 3/1 · 2/5 4/ol:: 
' 
I.a._, 4 ... )/1{ W!i- )jt/ 
8 (I ;doN 6/2 
-
i/.10 2/. .. ~. 'i/51 
13 latt~ ~2 ... )/.1 2/5 41:~ ll lw•1 ... 3Zli 2/.2 )/§! ~5 ·~ '1.2 .. i/:i.O· if.· 'il.~· 20 
-- r - 3/..2 2/6 ~~ u.~: ' ( . ., 20 a.ltl .· 4 .. ~1¢ ·2f.2it 1 i/.10 2/. .... 31 ' 22 -~ . ·2 .. . - 4154· 27 aut'bu;v:l tl'l?.t 3/.1 2/.. • ~ 1:-' .. 
21 leiiley. ~~ ... 3/11! ~~ ~~ 29 h:to3M .. 'i/.10 l .. 
Ja.J.~ 5 ~~ fl• • 3/21; ~~ 3/ll?t '5 Renl.ey i/211 .... l/li 31~ 
. .. J ~~ Odcmd 6/4~ 
-
;flO! f/22'; l/.5t 
l'-" lartbul'y 6/Ui- N..P. 2/.6 . ., 4/.l::.s j;. * 1~ Benley ~4! <ir!'· Jb.l 2/.21;· 3/.6 21." l4 ext~ 4 2/.1.0.. .. ~-..... . 2.,:.· .  ..,
'if.i/ fA.-19 :Ban~.r ~01! - 3/.1 19 Jlmdeqr 6 
--
lZl i/2 3l6'J 
2l (b:f'ol!'U 6/4 ~ i/10k 2/1 3/t:.l-
-· 
. .,;<i 
Jun 2.5 17?2 Banbut7 6/.o 2/10 2/.1 3/." 
- -s1~t/~ 2J; Helil~ ~6 .. ~ 2/1 ., Z7 CjtfOl'<i 'r/2 2/9 ~if: 3/tf.t Jul 2 !anbu.ry 6/6 ... 3/- 3/10 
2 Kenley 6/8 4lifi!J' 
- -
3/9 
4 Oxi'ori i; """' 2/t 2/- 3/:lti 9 lla11h\U7 - 2/10 2/.l 41-
9 Benl~ ~9 - ... 'i/2 ~~-ll Oxfoi'd V.2 ~ ?/.9! ~i·~:.-16 :Danbu:r;r 6/11 • i/11~ 3/.10 
l6 Henley 6/9 .. l/6t 2./~;. lZlo-?; 
18 O:xfo#d 6/4 
-
2/10 2/4:; 3%~ ' 23 :Banbu:ry ~~1- .. 2/10 2/1 }9ft ~~ ~~nl~ · • .. 2/2 2 ..... .,. 
25 O.dcn'd no »etuat 
30 Jan~ 7/3. 
-
ll- 2/.1 
-
30 tt<mle'Y 6/r; 
-
.... 2/4 4/1 
.lug 1 ox:r:ol"<l · DO :Ntul!l 
6 Ba.nbttt:f ~'fi .... 2/lli- 2/.1 ,., 6 Renlo:r 
-
l/.4 2/.4 4l4 
8 ()x:fo.Jrd. 6/.4 ... lt~ 2/.4 4/1 
l3 11anbu:tW 7/1 
- ~' 2/l • 1) Henle~ 6/.1 .. ~4 4/.2 15 oxro:rd 6/.4 
-
3/· 2/.f q~ 20 :Banbu:t;V i!Jot ... i/1li. -· 20 <' ltEJnlq "/.2 
-
.... i./4 4/.l 
22 O.r.fo~ 6/4 
-
!/.- 2/.4 4/2 
27 Jan bury ~- .. 2/10 2/1 -· 21 ~.,. . 2 .. •  ~~ 4/J 29 Oxford 6/4 .. 3/- 4/2 
6 
lat~ l!wn D•iat Itt -1!!1& Oats Be.e..ns 
........- I 
........,~,. .................... 
$ep , 1172 ~ 7#1 0 1' t/10 2/1 "/!!: ... -~~· 2/4 41~ ) Behley .... - 4/:fj· 5 ~ord ... 3/.- 2/4 10 Ban bu...'";{ ~1i .... 3/- 2/2-r:- ... 10 Henley 5 .... 
-
'i/2 4/2 
. 
1~ ~ 6/.1 . • l/4 !J/4 4/.2 ..... 
11 Ba~t'bu..."7 ~l -~ ]/1 'i/?.?r 41-17 Jkml~ rj6 
-
... 2/.4 4/3 
19 Gdord 6/4 .. 3/.1 2/4 4/.2 
24 lanbury i/8 
-
l/2 2/4-?t 4/4 
24 Henle~ (i/10 .. 
-
2/4 4/3 
26 O::lf'ord 616ft 
-
3/1 2/2::1.. 4/3 - ;J 
Oct 1 lan~ 1/3 
-
]/1 2/~t:\ 4/4 
1 I'm•~~ f/10 .. l/4 t/.4(~ 4/4 
8 kn'bu~ 1/lt:'!t .. l/1 a;; 4/4 
8 Hellley ~/8 .. l/4 2/til 4/"£'' <':; 
1&: &mb\tt7 1/- .,. 3/2 P./6 4/6 ;.! 
15 lfenley ~' - i/6 2/2 4/4 22 Banb\n"'Y 'V.li )/:;!,.. 2t'f 4/6 ~ ... - ~ 
22 R~nley fi/6 
-
3/6 2/r-.· 4/4 
29 B."J.nb~ 11-. ... ll24:'f ?/?·h 4/6 
. ~2.9 fiei.1.ley 6/8 .... 3/7 ?/ttl- 4/2:~ ...--,-·· 
nov 5 &·nbu:ey i!J-~ 3/3 0/"7- 4/~;-(_, I 
5 Henley '/.10 ... 3/.7%, 2/4 41~-
1?. DanbUJ.'Y iftl <0>4 l/4 2/7+ 4/6 12 Henley flO 3/tl ~I .; "' lj 3 
-
"~! ..•. L1 5t-
19 .!B nn.bu:rs 7/lJi;; J/tl '/ ~-; 2 ~ • .,. .;~)" 
19 Heruey 6/.10 3/.6-fs 2;~1-;; 4/4'~ 
26 ·!J·1n'bul7 •f/1 l/4~ 2/9 41* .t,..~<. .t ' ' : .· -
26 Remley 6/10 )/6 2/4 t~ Dec .... J3•anb"~ i/If; 3/4 2/~ .;) 
-
;;:} 
3 !.fcr.l,¢~..r 6/.10 .. 3/6 i/5 4/5 j ,_ . . t- • 
10 B:n"l~ 7/11! 
-
3/4 ')/ ;.; 4/6 
10 Henley 6/.10 3/8 i!~ A-}5 .
17 1J;sm~ 7/.1 3/4 ... j (]l1 ijc~l. -!', r;):;:-.· 4/~··1 17 Iienle1 ~~g - )/8 2/6 5 24 :O<:;.nbUl-7 
-
l/4 2/8 4/6 
24 Hmlley e/ltt 3/8 2./6 4/5 
r'I2.r 21 17T.; O;.rford 6/8 3/.~~ I 6; l:t 
-
?I v.;- ') l ';C:J'
... ' 4/6'J A ;:tr· 1 :~anbur:t i/1 
-
3/ll "/7 (:; I 
1 Hcmley ~-lt 'i/1~ 2/51; 4/~-) Oxford /8 3/5%-; 21&1 4/1(}~-; 
8 il.lj 3/ll·t I . •. 4!~·-"·lnbu~ 2/7 .. J)f..._,-. . .... . 8 /!enley ~~ - ..... 3/7~- 0 1 ,_. lJ./51; '-1 /V'-10 ()y..fottd. 3/r:li, I , ·-;· 4/1~1 - 2t r --15 :JJe.l'lbury il.~ - ~/11 2/7''' 4/6 15 Eeale,- ~ ... '!/~ ·; ~ 41~ 2, ~ 11 Oxford '/Jl 
-
3/5! 2) 6-?-<- 51. ;,. 1 ._d 
22 !j'),ftb~ i/.11! 
-
~/lli- 2"'7 4/6.1 I I 
2~ II onley ritrlt· ~ 3/~ ~'-·j " 4/4 c, b 
24 ox:tord 6/8 
-
31~ 2/ 6t.r 4/lot~ . . ~ 
29 Dr;mb~ no ~ 
29 r·w 1/ot ... 3/6 2/4- 4/4 ... ~ err 
1 
l1!i!. to~u llvm::t. .au i~.:tv g,;?.ta »..~~~ 
·~ 1 1773 o-,....p ... ,..~ 6/8 - 3/~ 2/6?; 4/6 . ~· V- "-''-6 lS&tbru;ri ~4 ;,;,. tf ' 2/t! 4/1 
' 
Uenley . ll! ... it~} 2/4 41~ 
8 Oxford. 6/.6 .. ~5i· 2/~!c ~~;~-13 Jan bll.I'Y ·t[lJ .. 
-
l 11 2!6t· . $Z 
13 llenley 6/l~ .. 3/6 2/4'J 4/2 
15 Odo:M 6/8 .... l/5! 216l 4/10~? I "' 
~0 :Banb'ury 6/10 l/9 . 2, •1 4/5 
-
~- ~' -
20 !len!~ 6/10 .. 3/6 2/4-;~ 4/2 
22 Oxford 6/$ ... 3/~· 2/•':t 4/61;· \};": 
"' ·~ 
27 Ban bul"".f ftO retUJ~~n 
21 Henley 6/9 .. 
-
2/4 4/2 
29 Ox:fol'd 6/8 .... 3/5-~ 2/6-~ 4/10~-
Ju:n 3 Eanbu.Y,( if- ... 3/10 2/4 A/0:!.-
3 Henley 6/8 
-
-
2/4 4/.2··· 
~ Oxt'Ol"tl 6/8 2/'"" 4/10?;: 
... 
- -
cr;t
10 lla.nbu~y 6/11 l/9 '2/.7 41. 1 .. li:;:: 
10 Renle:! 6/QlL 
- -
2/4 41'~---;;~ .. • t:. 12 C.xi'o1·d 6 8 
-
.. 7./6;'·:· 4/.1();~ 
l7 !n..i-'1 bury 6/111\ l/9 2/6\ ~/.4 '·' 
17 tl~;aley 6/lr:>lt 
- -
2/i! 4/2 
19 (Jx:f'()l"d 6/52· 2/ -~ 4/6-?;· .... .... ) b'. :: 
24 .Ban bu.l!"'J 6/ll .... 3/9 2/G 4/4~· 
24 fbnle~\1' 6/10.~· 
- -
2/ 4 4/J:--
. '•" \ ·:,;; 
~~ , ~~9 30 r:.~~n lJuey 7/10 ... 3/10 2/ t-: 5/-
30 J!rmi~ey 6/.l.l '3/6 'i . 4/ 5 r:. (' 
Oct .., Drl'c-rrl -;; ... 3/8 S/6i ' J - ..,,3 ;;. '+I· 
7 ::s·~ ~· . 7/9-h 
-
3/10 . ' >/f. )" 5/v~ ... c .m:ruey t... ..1 .' 
7 'l!c n1 iii~ 3/6f.; 2/6-?t 4! 16-· ~-~~~ ey - ; .;-"' 9 O:~Ol'd 7/-
-
3/8 2/(1. 11/? .. ' :r; : Ll.-j _, 
14 :Brlnbtr.!"Y 7/10 ... 3/9 2/6 5/rr."~ 
14 rr~rtley 11- - 3/6 ~2/ 7 4/.5·-16 O::d'o.rd . . 7/- 3/- I ·? 4/4 - 2 f)-::; 
2.1 E~;n'bt~ 7/~ 'i/9 2/ ?" h.!r~"'~ 
21 H~nleyo 6/10 
-· 
3/.8 2/6 4;5': 
23 Orlord il- 3/-- ?jr:,.:~ . 4/!j} 
28 :Ri<J.:n bu:ey 7/10 3/9 ~~~ 5/-· 28 rr~nl~y 6/Iai l/8 4/2--{_; 
)0 extor.d il.- - 3/8 2/_1).1·, i}~>-
!J cv· 4 Rc~nbu.ey 7~tt ~~ 2/7:! .. ~·-I - 5/0'tt 4 1!e!lley 6 . 
-
'l9'ft 2/7 4/7 lei:· ~~ 2 6 C'?:'f'ord 7/.- 3 8 2/ r...J. 
.v.; ~ u ··· 1/9 3/9 2/ .(,· 1, Banbttt"Y 6 0: ~~ ..... "" . 
ll Her .,ley 5/.1<* 3/10 2/5 .. 41.~~ 41 >':! 
l} c~~o~ 6/91: 
-
3/8 2/.9 ~-.,:. ... .t. ·_ ~ ·_ 
18 Jle:nlltl1'7 119 3/9 2/6 • 'l!' ~~ 18 Hen].~ ~10 
- V.l'* 2/fk. 
20 Oy-.:f'ol.'(l. 6/8 
-
}/8 2/7~· 4/.fYJ-. 
25 ~ ·~rt'b~,-~ .. ?lH 3/9 r / , 51~~~ ) J-(. .(1 ' .'"""! ....... . _- - d 6 ? r: Renley 6/l · 
-
3/J.Of.J i/~tJ f./&,~ 
"'".I 6/ 2/~/ 1 27 o:r.to:t'd .... 3/8 4/!Y2 
8 
Date Town ihe,aj !S[;e Barle,¥ Gs:.ts licr:-1:1.0 
.......,_ 
-
-
Dec 2 1773 Dar2tu.ry- 7/9 
-
3/91\ r;/6-1- r/tYL '"~, 2 ,.; / ;_,: 
2 Renle3 ~2· .... 3/f:Oi 2/5;~- 41-4 4 O.x:f'ord !6k ""' 3/8 2/6 4/6?! 
9 Banb14?' i/9 3/.10 ,., 'r:.· ·-; 
-
".) :; ~ 
9 f!enle3' ~2~· ·- 3/lOt} 2/4 4/2-i';· v.FJ .. .. !0( 11 Oxford 
-
·)/.8 2/9'k t1/&h 
16 BanbtJ:L7 7/'it 
-
3/10 2/~:t. :V-:;;, ., .  
16 Henley 6/li .... 3/lfJ.-?£ 2/4r- 4/4 
18 Oxfo:rd: 6/8 ... 3/8 2 '9':!.. t/61·· -1 -~ 5/o} 23 Ban bu...~ i/9 
-
3/9-} ws·· 
~3 Henley 6/~ ... 3/f' 2/4 4/4 25 \))':.f.o :f'd 6/ · .• .... ?i/8 2/9:i 4/6~-
30 Eanbu:q no •tul!'n 
30 Henley 5/101· 
-
3/6-f; aJc.;__~ 4/4 
J'e.n 1 1774' Oxtortl ' 6/2 • 3/8 2/9} 4/6} 
6 B."in bv::y ilrfb 
-
3/10 2/5 syot~ ,., ··' 
6 Henley 6/-
-
3/615 2/6 3/9-~ 
8 Oxl'ol'd 6/2 I ~-· 2/91; 41-
-
l 6?t· 
13 BaribU....7 7/6 3/~~-- 2/-:1 4/10 
-
·. 7~3-
13 Henley 6./2~ .... 3/6-~ 2/G-[,; 3/lO 
15 O~rford 6/21); 3/6i 2/9-} J./6-?:r 
20 Bl2li'bu.l.""'Y 7/6 }/9 2/6 4/10 
20 Henl~y 6/21t .... 3/6.!;- 2/ 6-'*- 4/2-J;: 
22 OJi:to:t·d 6/lj· jza~" ?j~t '/SX 
1!61 - " 
"!· • .u, 
27 Banbu~ 3/&~ 2/5} 4/10 
21 Hsnl.~y 6/3t J/6-~ ,., I, 41-t!f :J 29 0;.'\.ford 6/l 3/tn~ 2/0,. '6"' - 41 fj' 
Ii'e'b 3 :nc.:lbuey i/6 3/&'¥ 2' -· 4/t(jj I )·;?.· 
3 ll~nley 6/3 
-
3/7 2/6 4/4 
5 Orlord 6/li 
-
3/.(;.~ 2/7~ 4/G}; 
10 :B<lltbury i/6 3/f~ ?/r. J. 4/10 "" .r;;:, 
10 E~enl~Y 6/3 3/7 2/6 3/10 
12 .C;:f ord 6/l.i 
-
3/.8 2/7-J. 4/Gi · 
17 }}<::.J.lbU:ey' i/6 3/8!./ 2/G 4/J.O 
1'7 tlCl'l.lC.:/ 6/}h 
- 3/If 2/0 3/lO:}· 19 Otiord 61!{ 3/. 4 2/"'" '/fl r~- 4 ~ 
24 ::J:!n'blr.7 il "4,. 3/6 ,.;; . 4/r:A-.;:; !.) 
24 Hanlei! 6/)1; 3/(1 2/'" ~ 4/-
-
. (.) 
- :J;.:_: 
26 O.i=ro::d 6/~'i· l/.8 2/4 4/~: 
:s.:~~ 3 13~:1~ •i/6 3/&?; 2'-1 4/10 1 ::;·;:s· 
3 H.~nley 6/li 3/8 2/""" 3/lO ... .._.::~,-. .,1 ., 
~ O:cf'Ol~ 6/1t .... 3/61! 2/7-~ 4/ 6-f,-
.. ·
. ..,_ 
lO ' )·' nbury' i/6 3/9 2/o 4/10 ...w~•- , I 
10 !ie;1.ley 6/;i 3/8 2/4 3/ll!t: 
12 o:.d'on 6/li i/.3 2/71 I '~ ..... 4. 0:> /, 
17 Banbucy fJ1 3/&~ 2j··J 4/10 :; .::· 17 Henley /4 :;~ --- 2/.S 3/10 - 3 (; 
19 o:n>o~o. 6/4 l/6~ 2/73; 4/6! 
24 'l:iD.UblJ.X'3' "i/6 3/.£( f""J·' - ... , 4/.(Lt ... C:.f :; ;,;- 7 .... 
24 H€=ll1.,y 6/6i; . • 3 :j""Z. 3/lo'!t 
-
li~A· ~ o> , -·~ 
9 
... Dm D!M .lu JRW I!!! !!Me 
~301?15 BaillJQr¥ ~9 • 4/.2 ~~ 4/.6JJ )0 BtDlq 1- .... 3l4 41.· 
A.ym 1 021ol'4 1/.ti .... 2/.10 2/.li ~91 6 lu'-" 819 
-
4/.21 i/.6 6 
6 hn)V if.· 
-
3/2 i/.6 ~a 8 Ozf0»4 
' 
-
1/.10 ~n 13 Baal~ 1. 
-
)/.10 thO! 13 BenleT 
- ~ai i/6 15 Oxfn4 ?Zli .,. 10 2/li ~~-20 JalibuiJ' i/9 .. 3Zlo; 2/.6 
- " 
20 hnl., il.· • · l/_2 i/.6 41.· 
22 · OxfoJ.Id 1/lt 
-
'i./10 2/3l 'i/9t 
27 Baabutr 1/.9 • l/.101 2/'i 4/6 27 Henle, l/.10 ... 3/21 ~~ ~~ 29 Od'o»cl 1/.li • 2/_10 
·~ 4 BattbUl7 ~9 • )/J.o 'i/6 4/.6 4 Benl87 t/6 
-
'i/.2 2/5 lZl 
6 OdoJ!Id 1/li 
-
fi/10 2/31 'i/91 
11 .. bu:t;y 
- "'QJID 11 Beale, '/.4 
-
1/.0i ~4 3~~ 13 txt~ ii.J:t .... i/.1Qi 
18 --~ i/.9 - 3/.10 ~! ~ --· 18 R•lllq ~/4 
-
3/.0i lZ~ 
20 Oxford i/J.t ., 2Zt~ 2/3t 3/.6 ~~25 latl~ 1~9 ... 3/). ~~ 4Z~ 25 1ler11Q' 'Q .. ~~ 3Z 2 2:'1 ·~,.. i/1 .... ~64 ~~ lurl 1 Baftbal'¥ 11 .. l/.10 
1 - a.mq 6/.8 31· ~' l/.1 ) OXfOH if.~ .. 2/l()l 3/.6 8 Baa~ ~ : - )/to ~~ ~~ 8 lte!ll., 10 
-
2/9 
1() Osfol!ICS ill! "" I/ lot 2/lt 3/6 15 Baa~ ~9 - 3/.10 'i/.6 ~:1 15 hnle-r lOi .. i/6 ~~ 17 Ox!'o2'4 1/.li ~~ 3/6 22 latl~ ~9 - ~& 4/.6 22 l.enlq · Bi- ... f/.8 '3/~ 24 Oston i/li 
-
i/lot 3/6 
,_ 271TJ6 -~ M 1'8'\Uft 27 Jlen1tq 4/.6 .. ~ 2/.3 3/.1 
29 OdoN i/.&l 
- ~:t 'i/1 'il.· lui 4 laatlNit" 4let 
-
i/.10 ~0! 
4 lleb1•7 ~I. .. - 2/.4 'i/.· 6 OstOM ... ~~ i/_1 )/..;. 11 laftb\a7 ~~ i i/10 l!f:/1: 11 Hftle7 
-
.. 2/4 l/.-
13 est .a llO "'Gft 18 --~ -~ 18 U..nl- 4/.10 .. 2/4 2/4 3/) 
20 Oderi 4-lst 
- ~~ 2/_1 ;l-25 llaabU17 4l81 .. i/_10 ~Ol ~ Jlalq i/.10 .. ... ~: 1. 21 oston 4/&i ... 2/)t ll· 
!!!! 
Aug 1 1716 
l 
3 
8 
8 
10 
15 
15 
17 
22 
22 
21 
29 
29 
31 
Se:p 5 
qs 
1 
1.2 
12 
14 
19 
19 
21 
26 
26 
28 
Oct l 
3 
5 
10 
10 
12 
11 
17 
19 
~ .. 
24 
26 
)1 
• lfov 2 
t 
., 
9 
14 
14 
16 
2l 
21 
2) 
28 
28 
30 
.!!.!! 
-~ Jle.nltt7 
bto:l!d 
Daubu:I'J' 
Hen1•7 
·k.foj.t 
Baabu»r 
Renier 
~OJI4 ' 
ltatt'bet 
Benle;y 
lbt02'1 
krtb\tl7 
HenleT 
Oxto%14 
1tembui7 
Henl.,-
Oxtori 
hb\ti1 
llel11e, 
Oxtoi-« 
~bUt 
BelrtQ' 
O:d'o!ld 
lallbD\7 
Btllllq 
extol"Cl 
BaftbU1v 
Benle3 
Odori 
Banbtut' 
ltenl•J' 
O.do»d Ban..., 
ltUlef 
txfoM 
~l>Uzo7 
Jted.,. 
Oxton 
Jan~ 
IUJ._, 
Odori. 
kn"-
.B6ftl.,. 
OdoM 
.. bUr 
~ 
'()at()ri 
lu.bulr 
Jtfbftl•l' 
Odo" 
Baa bar 
JlMltV 
,~ .... 
-~/». 
-
-
.. 
-.. 
9/31 
.... 
.. 
10 
ll 
Am. lml ••• at ~ .i!.U .imma 
leo 5 J.716 !an~ 5/-
-
2/li 1/.91· 3/Gi 
5. Henl_,. 5/) 
- ,4 'i/.4· 3/5 
"' 
bfo~· 5/:t! 
-
2/) 3/YJ· 
12 Ban~ DO~ 
12 lf~nlQ' 5/1 ~ 2/6 2/2 3/3 
14 Odml 5/lt .. 2/46 2/3 3/~-
19 ,.bury 4/81· ... il• i/9! 2/4 19 lfenlq 5/3 
-
i/1 i/4 3/4 21 0 &d'<Jft 5/6 
-
!/4i 2/- 3/1-a 
lun 26 17?7 Banl:Nlrt 5~9l .,.,. - 1/91 3/.0.~-26 Ben.tq· 60 - · ..... - 'i/.4 3/.9 -2So ortoxo ,/6 .. 0 2/4 2/4 3/2 
.tu1 3 Be,ttb~ ~!lt - .. lf9i llot?-3 Bwe1 - - 2 4" S/la 
5 OD"o%'4 . 51;! ~ 2/4 2/.# 3/.2-t.\ 10 Ban~ rjj ..... 
- i/~ 3Ztl'$.. 10 Renter 5/.Ui ... - 21 3/~ 12 OzfoJid 1 • 2/4 ~4; 3/2! 11 BaQ~ s/4 ... - ~~ 2/l~ 17 Henl•Y WI .... 2/80 'iilJ}/; 19 fbtori """ 2/4 2/.4-l 3Zlo~ 24 Battbu1.7 51 ..... .. i/9! 2/.11! 
24 lleul•¥ 5/10 ... ~·a i/4 3/.9 26 OxtoJid. 5/;j .. 4 2/4! 3/21$ ll ~~ 51 4 - - i/9i 'i./.11 )1 llen1&y 6/.2 ..... ~10 ~~ }/10 Allft 2 Oxfori . 5/at 
-
}/~t 
7 llanbUJ7 6/Cik .... 
-
l/1(}! 'ilil 
7 Ben!&~ ~h ~ 2/.10 2./.4 3/.10 9 Gxtcml - 'i/4i 2/4! 3/2J.. . . z ~ 14 Jan'buw 6/ 
- - ~~Oi 3.2;-f 14 Henle,' 6/9 ... 2/10 3/10 
16 Oldo- 6/4i 
-
2/'i 2/6! 3/6 
21 13atibut8 61~ .... .... 1/lai 3/2! 
21 Kenlq 6/.5 .. 2/.10 2/4 3/10 
23 oxron. 0 ~~ - 2/'i 2/6i 'J/6 26 0 !anbU'l!')' - - 1/1~ 312ft 28 1Ienlet 6/5 .. ~~- 2/4 3/10 
30- OJi:foJ'4 6l4t - 2/0i- ~~~ 3/.6 Scap .. Banbunr 61<* - - JZ28.: 4 lteni&T 6/.6 .... ll· 2/4 41-
6 o~ol'l& 6/lt! 
-
2/6t ~6i l/6-.1,_ 11 Baa bun ~~ ~ • };:t 3121 11 ~~~·0 ... 2/.!Ji 3/.11 13 0st()M ~at ~· 2/6! 2/.6-f.. 3/6 18 Ban~ 
- -
l/61 t~ 18 l!en1•1 6/4 • 2/.8 i/.4 
20 Oxford 6/4i ..... 2/t,t 2/61t 3/.6 
25 ~~ 6/0lt ~ <ill' 1/~ )/.?J?r 
25 B-.n~ ~6 ... .. 2/4 3/11 21 Odord V#J 
-
2/6t i/6¥! )/6 
12 
!!!!. DB Di•! .1m l!il.s Oe.ta 
-
~8 
tan i 1??8 !at'l)UO' wo ·~~ua l/.;. 4/;. 1 Himl 5/.;f .. 2/~ q ) oxtm 51 ... 21~ 2/. 3/4 8 !ah1A.a7 ~llt ... ~~4 lZlli l/6i 1. .. 
·8 ' l&nletr 5' ' .;, 2 2 4/.3 
10 Od'o~ 5/91 
-
2/CJt i/2~ 3/.4 
lf ~ 5/11! .. )/_a. lllli 3/61 15 · He~fO' 5/6 .. 3/.• 2/.2 41-
11 ·. 0~014 5!9! 
-
2/9!· 2/i l/4 22 hn~ 5/l!i .. l/• / 3/6! 
22 Benle7 . 5/9! - 2/.'Ji- 2/ 3/.4 
24 · Oxton 5/9 .. ~10! 2/.2 41-
29 Baalb~ 6/&i 
-
l/• 2/0! 3/6i 
29 HenleJ' 5/8 
-
2/U 2/2 ~/10 
31 oxtcmt ~:i - 2/.91- 2/21:£ 3/4 J'e\J . 5 Banbttty. .. 3l- ~·~ 3/.6-.~ 
' 
R•Dl•i' 5/9 
-
fl/10 4/.f' 
7 Orlol'd 51:t .. 2/9i 21~ 3/4 12 Jan~ fil .. 
-
3/- ~~ 3/6! 1:2 Henlq ~~ . . 2/..1~ 3/.9 .. 14 ~m 2/.10 2/ 3~5i 19 6/.6! 
-
3/- 2/01 36;-
19 BenleJ rj/8 . ... 2/10 'i/.2 3/10 
21 OZ:rori 5/lli ... 2/Si 2/~ 3/~ 
26 BaiilRn'7 6/6£! 
-
31~ 2/0l 3/ " 2' ~~JU.q 5Z10 .. 2/10 2/2 3/9 28 O:dori ~11-- .. 'i/&1$ 21$ 3/~ Kar- 5 Bsn~ -~6! - 3/- ~24 3/6.., 5 HenlQ" 6- ... 2/11 41-
T Oxt"o.ri 
. ~~i - 'i/.Plb i/21 i~~ 12 »au~. 
-
)/2 2/2;· 
12 Henlq ·'"6/.1 
-· 
2/10 2/2 3/li 
14 ozto" 5/1~ ... 2/Si 2/~ 3/5! 19 Jan~ 6/~ - 3/.2 ~ot 3/.6! 19· HealeJ' 6/1 
-
i/lOi ~~ 21 Oxfoid 5/lli 
-
2/ai 2/2i 
26 lJ&zibU!'¥ Bo "'N:tD 
26 Benlq 5/11 • 2/.10 a/.2 3/ll 28 O:r.tol'it ~llt .. 'i/10 2/~ 31.~ A:~ 2 1San\m17 ~6 
-
3/.2 2/ 4. ~5 2 Hetlle7 5/10 
-
2/.11 2/2 
4 O*f.Ol'd 5/.11 ... 2/10 2/l l/5 
' 
--~ 6/61- • 3/.2 2/ll I 3 16-i-9 Betlltq rj/10 
-
2/.11 2/_2 )/a 
ll Odt>1'4 · 5/lli ~ 'i./.10 2/3 3{5 
16 Barlln.ol7 6/3 
-
3/2 ~~ 3/61 16 B'et11.,- 5/.6 
-
2/.10 ~ 18 OdoM 5/~li .. 2/.10 2/. 23 leAbW17 ~·~ ... 2Z10i- 'i/ 23 ll•ttl.• • ~% 'il l/!tl 25 ~01'4 5/.10 .. 8 i/_ . l/.4 
30 Baabu17 6/'3 
-
i/.lot 'i/. 4 ~i 30 Henle,. 5/8 .. 'i/10 · t/~· 
13 
!I!& 19m !hsS JD J!arlez Oats pea!'~ 
Jrq tlTT8 Ox:tord '!>/.10 · '!"' 2/8 2/~ 3/4 T Banl.Yu:t7 6/l ~ i/1~; ~2~ 3/_5 1 l'i6nle~ 5/.7 
-
2/lO 3/.10 
9 Oxfo~ · 5{10 
-
2./8 2/» 3/4 
14 ~bul7 Bo ~tt11m 
14 Henle~ 5/.7 
-
· 2/.10 2/2 l/4 
·16 Orl'&l'd 'il6 
-
2/8 ~1 3/6 21 !anb~ 6/J 
-
2/loi 2/.1 3/3-~· 
21 Benle7 51? 
-
2/.11 2/.l 3/.5 
2) 'C):dord ~6 ... 2/8 2/3! 3/6 28 Banbul.7' ~at - 2/1~ 2/12 3/}} !8 Henle,- 6 
-
2/9 'i/4 3./5 
3Q O:dord 5/6 .. 2/.8 
.2/a 3/4 
1\Ul 4 Banb\U':Y 5/a: 
-
2/.lrilt i/1 ~» 
4 Henle7 lj/4 
-
2/.8 2/2 '3/6 
6 Grl'o:rd 5/6 
-
2/8 2/a )/6ft 
11 Ban bust' 5/st 
-
2/lot 2/12 3/» 
11 H&nlq 5~4 - - 2/3 3/6 13 oxto~ ~) - 2/8 2/.2 3"/2 1& :Barlbu17 .. 2/1~ 2/li j£li 
18 Benles- 5/:t ... 
-
2/)i ~~ :2<) 9xtor4 ·~~ - 2/8 2/.2 25 :Ban'bttr¥ 5 . 
-
2/lot 2/.l·'!r 3/lft 
25 Benlq 515 .... .... 2/2 ... l/.7 2T Orlord 5/li 2/8 2/2 3/iJ:l! 
Jut 2 13anlntry lto M'\ltm 
2 RenleJ 5g .... >I- 2/2 ~~ 4 OXI·ord ~:! - 2/8 2/2 9 :Ba:b'bu!'7 
- -
2/.G!- l/* 
9 Henl$;y 5{6 
-
3/- 2/it )/7 
11 Oxford 5/!i 
·-
'i/8 2/2 3/~ 
16 13.a:Db~ 5~» - .... 2/jt ~ll 16 Henley 5 6. 
- -
2/. 6 ... 
18 o.zford 5/2i ... 2/8 2/2 l/~· 
23 llan'bu:f7 !'o M'\um 
23 Henle~ 5/5 .... - 2/3 3/6 25 Oxford ~, - 2/8 2/.2 3/.~ )0 D&tbul7 
-
.... 2/0i: ~f6t 30 Henl87 ~ ... - 2/3 ,Aug l Oxtol'd l .. 2/8 ~~ ~2f 
' 
~~ 4/:1lt .. - l~
' 
Senl83' 5Z4 .. .. ~~ 3/.8 8 O~o2fd 4/U 
-
2/8 . 3/~ 
1) Ballbul.T ~~ - - l/9i 3/a 13 Henlq 
- -
2/3 ~~ 15 Odtnd 4/.11 
-
2/8 2/2 
zo DaztblmF 4/lli ... .. l/9i ~~ 20 Henlq y~ 
- """ ~~ 2a OdoM 4/U 
-
2/8 3Z~ 27 Btul~ .V.:tti 
- -
1/)i )l· ~ 
2? Henlq 51· • .. 2/2 i/5 
29 Oxfori w-o Httllft ?../~ 
14 
Rid& IIDll DMt lit JvlR bll. ilww 
S.p 31118 llan~ 4/6 ... .... 1/9'4 3/J?t 
3 Ueftlq ~~ i!or - 'i/2 )/ ~ 5 ' OztOri .... 2/st 2/2 l~ 
10 !anba:r i/6 
-
2/5 ~~ )/~ 10 B&nlq 51.- .. 
- ~4~ 12 Ocfolt ~fi .... 2/.&l 2/2 17 BanbtWI' 6· .. ~ lZ9t 3Z6t 11 Henl.,- 4/.10 .. 2/1 3/.6 
19 exton ~, • ~r 2/2 3/4 24 Ba:n~ ... 1/.91 3/.6! 24 Hen18f' 4/.9 
-
2/.l 'i/5 
26 ' htori ~~ ... i/.&i 2/.2 3/J.A 
·-
1 BanbU:»:r ~~ - ~ · 11~ 1161: 1 Ilel'l187 - 6i 2/.2 3{9t: ~ 02f0lt\l 
-
i/st 'i/.2 ll~ 8 h\Nlt' ~~ ... , 'i/f) 1/9! 3Z .-8 Bent_. j!tO ~5 2/.2 ~5 10 Odoft. ... 4i i/.2 
15 Battbu1f i/.6 
- ~~ lZS 11a 15 Belll., 4/4 .. 2/1 )/2 
17 Oxtolf4 ~~ - i/4! 2/2 3/li 22 N"'-Y .... 'i/.5 l/6ft 'i/5 
22 H6nl.,- ~~ • i/6 2/.1 3/; 24 O:dcml • 2/# 2/2 3/li: 
2f hltlmly lfo ·retUftl 
29 llel11117 4/_() ' ' 
--
, ~6 2/li 3/4 )1 Oxtoft 4/.2t 
- il~ ~~ 3/lt llov 5 la.rl..,.,. 4/6· .... 3/5 
s Benle7, qn . .;. i/6 2/.l ~5 1 Oxto.a ~6 ' ~ ~3 .. ~~ l t 12 Ban~ 
-
3/.5 
12 HeDley '*Z@ • 'i/.6 2/.1 3/.5 14 oxt~ i/ z .. ~~4 2/2 )/li 19 Jan~ ~h ..... ~tt l/S 19 Henl67 - 2/.6 3/.4'J.. 21 Oxtori il .. ~~ 2/2 3/lf 26. ~but i/.6 
- ~~ l/5 26 Renle7 i/8 ~ ~ 3/5 28 OdoM .V.ai 
-
i/.2 ~~i :r-.o ) :Bart~ ~i .. 2/.li ~~ 3 llertleJ' - ~~ S/.l 5 OxtOl!'d .. 'i/.2 lZli 
10 Ban~ 4/.6 .... ~li ' ~~ 3/5 10 le~ ~~ .. }/.2 12 ~ 
-
,. ~ ·'i/.2 ~~ 11 llmbluw 4/.6 .... 2l1t i/~ 
lT ... ., 4/8 .... 2/5 2/) l/3 
19 OdOH i/.2 ... ~tt · 21.• 31-24 lal\lmy i/.6 ..,. i./.fli 3/.ri! 
24 bnl., .: i/8 
·- ~~ 21· )/r; 26 O.sfoJ-4 4/2 
-
if- 31· 
I:Iar 27 1779 
Apr 1 
1 
3 
8 
8 
10 
15 
15 
A:pr 17 1779 
22 
22 
24 
29 
29 
r.:v.y 1 
6 
6 
8 
13 
13 
15 
20 
20 
22 
27 
27 
29 
Jun 3 
3 
h. 
./ 
10 
10 
12 
17 
17 
19 
24 
24 
Sep 30 
30 
Oct 2 
7 
7 
9 
14 
14 
16 
~ 
. I 
( i)Ox:fqrd I 
Ban bur;'/ 
I 
L!cnlcy ; 
O;c:ford ; 
B:1.nbur~ 
Ircnlc;f ! 
o:.:ford . 
i 
B::•,n bury 
Henley 
O:.:fo r d 
O:::ford · 
Banbury I 
Henl ey 
Oxford 
Brmbul'Y 
:-:c11le~.r 
Oxford 
D.:::.nbur;y 
IIcnJe;y 
Ox:::'ord · 
D,-::,n bu:ry 
Henley ' 
Oxford : 
:B;:o,n1Jm7 
~!cnlcy i 
0 ~ci' o r cl.: 
Tk.n1Yu ::.'J/ 
IIcDley · 
Oxf'ord.; 
B~mb"..lry 
Eenley' 
Ox);,ord 
D:'.nhur~' 
Henley, 
O:::ford· 
·B..,. 'b ~ 
.. c,n ur,'[ 
Een1cy 
:BG.nbury 
Henley, 
Oxford' 
:Banbury 
Henley, 
Oxford 
Banbury 
Henley 
Oxford 
1fheat 
1/11~ 
2/-
1/10 
1/lli 
2/l 
1/lot 
1/10~ 
2/1~ 
1/10 
l I ~7 :S:/ 
... .f 74-
2/l 
1/1 }~ 
1 !-1:1/ ~·I "4-
,-, / l 
r'.f . 
· ( i) Fro::1 this date the. retur ns <1.:::.-e no lon,:;er .de. ted ::>Ed the d~tes 
have h<:~d to be a.~~ c erto.inc d. from other :::ourccs; it is \•os ;; ibJe 
th<.~t the dates 1cr_~,i v'c11. here could be incor:.'cCi.,· 'u" 1.1·,f •• b · · · , 1 _ :/ 0ne ·.rce.cc on.~Y . 
i 
I 
16 
Date Town Wheat ~ !3o.rlez Oats Bea.ns 
-
- -
Oct 21 1779 Banbury 17o retUl'tl 
21 Henley 4/5 2/- I 1 2/10<~· 
-
1 ll·b· 
23 Oxford 3/loQ 
-
1/lO'll· 1/10;\ 2/9'} 
28 Banbury ~~k 1/l~ 1/31 2/St - ~"'!"'"' .. 28 Henley 1/11 1/10 2/ 9:.;; 
30 Oxfo:rd 3/lOft .... 1/10~· 1/10:} 2/Cf!t 
'·' Nov- 4 Danbury 3/7·1:!. 1/1~ 1/3-h 2/8?:;-
4 Henley 4/4rt 
-
1/11~ 1/11 2/10~~-
6 Oxf"o.rd 3/lOh i/10§- 1/10~- 2/9'J--
11 Banbury 3/7?2 1/10~- i/3o/s 2/&~· 
11 Henley 4/4 ..... 2/0.~· 1/11 2/9?;-
13 Oxford 3/loft 1/10& 1/l<>tr 2/.9?:.-
18 Banbury ~51} - i/10.~ 1/3-l? 2/8::· 18 llenley :;.t .. 
-
2/- 1/11 2/~J-' ) 
20 Oxford 3/l~· 
-
1/lob l/1~- 2/~t 
25 13anbll1:"Y . 3/5-?? 
-
1/1~"" 1/J~ 2/Btt 
25 Henley 4/4~ 2/- .(} i/11~- 2/&~-~ 
27 tbt:ford 3/lo§· 
-
l/l0:1r l/10~ 2/<)! 
Dec 2 Ba.nbu:ry ~5~· _.., l/9Z· 1/3-~ 2/&?::· 
2 Henle~ ~l.. 
-
2/0t.~ i/lli 2/10~· ) 
4 Orlord. 3/10~ 
-
1/l~ 1/lOt}· 2/9;k 
Q !an'bu_~ ~~{r 1/9i 1/31;· i/&·; , 9 Henley 2/<>tr l ,_1 2/100-- 1 ll-i1 
11 Oxford 3/1%· 
-
1/1% 1/1~· 2/~:-
16 Ban bu..~ 3/5-f. 
-
1/9-?tf l/3i - 2/~1· 
16 Henley 4/4 .. i./91~ 2/5:;1~. ·~· 4 
No othel- returns fo" December except 
30 Henley 4/l·f:: .,.,. l/11 1/1~ 2/Sl 
cTan l 1780 Oxford 3/~ - i/to1 1/Zt 'i./11 
6 Danbury 3/l·'i 1/'J'&). 1/3 2/.8~-
6 Henley 4/4 
-
1/ll~ 1/lO?.t 2/7-~ 
8 Oxford No retuttn 
13 Banbury 3/1-* 1/'7?} l/3-~1 2/B.~· 
13 Henley 4/2;~. i/11 1/9! 2f·( 2 
15 Oxford 3/61! 1/lo?;,- 1/3<Y ~7t 20 Banbury 3/1~ 
-
1/9--:.~ 1/3~- 2 &;j-
20 Henley 4/4-§· i/11~· 1/91; 2/8:..., 
-
... J.:-
22 Oxford No return 
27 :Banbury 3/1~· 
-
1/9i\- 1/~~- 2/8£!· 
27 Henley 4/""' l/lli1t 1/Brt 2/6} e:.--t~· 
29 OY..:fOrd 3/6?; 
-
1/1~ 1/~ 2/7{ 
Feb 3 :Banbury Bo retum 
3 Henley 4/.4-fr 1/111? 1/7"'<\· 2/5-~· 
a:; OxfPo-rd 3/6tt i/1~ 1/&~- 2/7::;.-.. 
ll :Benbtn7 3/21J 
-
i/9-~· i/3 2/10 
10 Henley 4/4 
-
2/ot i/8 2/r:A· 
12 Oxford 3/6j; 
-
1/l~ i~r~ 2/7i 17 :Ban,bu:cy 3/.2~"- l/91\ 2/10 
17 Renl~ 4/.4·~ 
-
2/.~- l/9 2/%-
19 Oxf'ol."d )/&~ 
-
i/lofr 1/&~- 2/71£ ·~ 
24 Banbur3- 3/-s.· 
- ~9:1 i/3 2/10 24 Henley 4/6 .. 
-
2 1 1/t 2/% 
26 Oxford 3/6fr 
-
1/10~ i/8-i\· 2/71~· 
• •• 1 
17 
Date Town Wheat ~ Barley O.:!ts Bca1la 
- -
-
Jfar 2 1780 Banbursr 3/~~ . .... 1/% 1/3 2/10 
2 Henle7 4!6t 2/11- 1/10 2/5 ~ 
4 Oxford 41-·- - 1/10:} i~~~~- 2/6 9 Banbury 3/2~- - l/9-;1· 2/10 
9 Henley t~ 2/2'" 1/10 2/6 11 Oxford 1/10~~ 1/4·~· 2/6 
16 Danbuzty 3/7~ 
-
1/10 l/3 .. 2/10 
16 Henley 4/4 2/l~~ 1/11 2/6 
18 Oxford 4/- 1/10~ 1/4-f:- 2/6 
23 Banbury 3/.1* 1/10 1/3 ·~ 2/10 
23 Henley 4/4! 
-
2/o?: 1/~ 2/61·. 
25 Oxford 41- 1/l<>l:.· 1/tt\ 2/6;: 
Jun 23 1781 Oxford 5/2:~ 1/lO:"!t 2/0ff 2/t;/;· 
28 :Banbury 5/3 1/7± 3/0} 
28 Henley 5/lli - 2/1Z.. 2/&} .<) 
30 Oxford 5/2~ 
-
1/10:~· 2/ot. 2/5'~: 
J"Ul 5 Ba.nbu-cy 5/3 1/7~ 3/o~ 
; Henley ~~~ - 2/'S 2/9 1 O.xfol'd l/10~ 2/0~ 2/57: 
12 Banbur:r 5'l8-b - 1/6-?:t 2/11?-: 
.12 Henley 6 - 1/11~ 2/lt 2/9 OJ 
14 Oxford 5/2 1/lo?t 2/.5} 
19 Ban'bucy 418?! 1/6-i';- 2/11?~· 
19 Henley 6/2 . 
-
2/1! 2/9 
21 Oxford 5/2 1/10:~ 2/5·'2 
26 Banbury 4/FP:: 1/&~· 2/11.._".., 
26 Henley 6/Y.J 1/11{- 2/8 .. 
28 Oxford 5/2 1/10 2/51~· 
Aug 2 Danbury No .:retum 
2 H~nley 6/4 - 2/~~- 2/fYJ· -<1 
4 Oxford 5/2:?r 1/10~· 21- 2/6:.~~ 
9 :Banb'U.'cy' 4/8'k 1/5 2/.11?: 
9 Henley 5/lC>~· - 2/l 2/8~--~ 
11 Oxford 5/2·0· 1/lo-a- 2/._ 2ft); 
16 Ba.nblll"3 4/Bt - 1/5 2/11:} 
16 Henley 5/11-~ 2/2 2/3 2/~· 
18 Oxford ~~-} 1/10;1- 2/- 2/ 6-:';-23 Banbm'Y' l/5 2/lJ>} 
23 Henley 6/0;1 
-
2/- 2/10 
25 Orl'ord 5/.2-~- l/10~ 1/9 2/10 
30 Banbury 4/&Th· 
-
1/5 2/11·?:;-
30 Henley 6/1'·· 2./4 2/3 2/9 ,. 
S~p l Oxford 5/2! l/lOi 1/9 2/10 
6 Banbury 4/S?t - 1/5 ~~):~_;· 
6 Henley 5/llt 2/2 2/1 
8 Oxford t~ 1/10 1/loQ 2/6?; 13 Banbury s;;. 2/~ 1/5 2/ll·;i. 
13 Henley 5/lit 1/11?: 1/11 2/9 
15 Oxford 4/.9"}-- 2/- 1/7 2/11 
20 Banbur:_r 4/&} 2/- 1/5 2/11?:;-
20 Henley 5/41· i/11~· 1/10 2/.lO 
22 Oxford 4/9i· 2/- 1/7 2/.ll 
27 Eanbu:ey 5/21t 2/- 1/4:?~- ~111'! 
27 Henley 5/6 1/11 1/11 2/~~-29 Oxford 4/lOR 1/8 1/1~ 
18 
Date T~n·TJ:. Wheat ~ Br.~rl!;r Oat~ };c;::t.no 
- -- -
Oct 4 1781 H;:.nbury 5/2~b 1/1of: 1/4?; 2/11·?:· 
4 Em1ley 5/4 - 2/3 2/3 2/10 6 O:d'ord 4/lo?:! l/8 1/8 2/10 
11 Banbur:r 5/2$ unclear 
11 Henley ~4t 1/11 1/11 2/9 13 Oxford lok 1/8 1/ 8 2/10 
18 Banhury 5/'C~-~ ... l/10~ i/5-~· 2/.1 J/· .. ,. 
18 Henley 5/Bf~ 2/1 1/1~1· 2/9 .. 
20 Oxford 4/.1(}2! 1/8 1/8 2/10 
25 Banbury 5/2} 1/1(}~ 1/ty:J 2/ll-:· 
2f:i Henley 5/7~ 2/1 1/11~ -
-' 
2/10 27 Oxford 4/lQ:..l.· 1/8 1/8 
:rJov l lmnbU17 5/3 1/~'t 1/7~ 3/-
1 Renley 5/M 2/.2 1/11~ 2/9 41. -.. 3 Oxford 1~ i/.8 1/8 . 2/lJ 
8 Ba.nbu.ry 5/3 l/942 1/7:~- 3/-
8 Henley 5/10 2/l '~ 1/11 3/-
10 Orford 4/1cM- 1/8 1/8 ?jJ.O 
15 Banbury 5/3 ... 1/ff~ 1/5-~ 3/-
15 Henley 5/6 2/1 1/10} 3/-
17 Oxford 4/1% 
-
1/10 1/8 2/10 
22 13anbtJJ.7 5/3 1/% 1/ ....... 3/3 ) . 
22 Henley t7r? 2/Q;\· 1;io 3/7 
24 Oxford lOi\- 1/10 1/8 2/6-\ 
29 BanbUJ:7 5/3 . 1/9?;· 1/<Jt\ 3/3 
29 Henley 5/6 2/.1 '· 1/11 3/-
Dec 1 Oxf'o:rd 4/lOt· 1/10 1/R "'/6 J. 5/3 .. ~ "- ) <.( 6 Ba.nbury 2/- 1/%· 3/3 
6 Henley 5/4} 2/1 1/11 2/11·~· 
3 Oxford 4/.10:";· 
-
i/10 1/0 ~~[! 13 :Banbu:cy 5/3 ·-
-
2/- 1/8 
13 Henley 5/6 2/l 1/10 3/3 
15 Orlord 4/1 ()ic 1/10 1/8 2/6\ 
- ~..! 
20 Ba.nblU'Y No :retu:rn 
20 Hefl..ley 5/5-l- l/11 1/11 2/ 11·?; 
22 Oxford No return 
2'"( Banbuey 5/~· 2/- 1/8 3/3 
27 Henley 5/43· 2/o?;; 1/llt 2/11 .. ~· 
29 Oxford 4/lo?:- I t 1/8 2/5-~::-1 9-"~ 
Jan 3 1782 Banbury No return 
3 Henley 5/6 
-
2/01 2/- 2/.11 
5 Oxford 4/10~ 1/9-t.; i/8 2/5:': 
10 :Banbury ej~~ 2/-·- 1/6-f-· 3/3 10 Henley 5 St.· 2/3 l/9-:~ 2/11 
12 Orford 4/lotr l/9t 1/8 2/'Y· 
5/0;'} 2/- 1/CJ~ I ... 17 Danbury 3 3 
17 Henley 5/~ 2/1 1/~~ 'i/7·~: 
19 Oxford 4/10~-
-
1/% 1/8 2/t;'!. ! "' " 24 Ba.nbur.v 5/0.~ 2/- 1/6-~" 3 3 
24 nenley 5/11.!, 
-
2/3 1/9 2/10 
26 Orlord 4/tOl 1/9-~· 1/8 2/."- :1,, 
31 Banbur.r 5/ot l/1~· 1/6-1t 3/~::; 2 
31 Renle1 5/5i- 2/- i/9fr 2/lo?t 
19 
!;=,te ?'n .. ,,!, Wh§:.&t B:t~ l}.?..rl.e;z On.:ttJ. Bevp§. 
Feb 2 1782 Oxford 4/1~ 1/10~;· 1/8 2/&7,; 
1 Banbury 5/0h 1/ldt 1/6:\ 3/3 
1 Henley '5/llz. - 2/- 1/lbl· 2/9 
9 Oxford ~lot 1/11 1/9 ,, 3/-
14 Banbury 5t0~· 1/1(jj 1/5 3/3 
14 Henley 5/11..1. 
-
2/- 1/~ 2/ 9 
16 Ox:tord 4/H>l 1/11 1/9 3/-
21 .Ba.nbu:cy 5/0'ft: 1/1<>;~ l/6Y>. 3/3 ~ 
21 Henley 6/- 1/11:\ 1/11 i/9 
23 Oxford 4/l~ 1/11 1/9 3/-
28 5/oft I .. /6"' 3/3 n~nbu:ry li 10:.? 1 ~,·. 
28 Ilenley 5/11-i .... . J./11·~· i/ll '"/0 ~ ;.t
:Mer 2 Oxford 4/lO:if 1/11 1/9 'll-_, 
11 Banbury 5/0r? 1/111; 1/7JJ. "'/ll t ;:; ...,:; , 
7 HetllOy 5/11~ - 2/- 1/1oJ· 2/ 9" 4/101 
... 
9 Oxford .... l/11 1/9 3/-
14 Danbury No return 
14 Henley 5/lli .. 2/0f, 1/11-h 2/7·!· 
16 Oxford No retum 
5/3 2/3 I -~ I ., 21 :Banbury 
-
1 7:.1 1 fl.··-.h. 
21 lle:nley 6/-
-
2/3 . 1/11·~; ;)/ c.·. '-1 ,/ 
23 Ox:fol'lti 4/lfY:;· 1/10 1/&~- '/ (). '".. c. / '. 
28 Ila nbu:cy- 5/6 2/3 y 1/7~ "'/7-} .) '. •· 
28 Henley 6/fX~· 2/1 '. 1/11·~( 2/ 9 
30 Orl'ord 5/4 1/11~· 1/10?: 2/CJ.!., 
Apr 4 Danbury 5/6 2/2t 1/7t ~~l .)/ ·. 
4 Henley r..Jo'·· 2/1 1/11 2/ 9 
6 Oxford 5; 4.~ 1/11-0· 1/1~- r>J ()~'. '-· ""::--
11 B~nbuey 5/6 2/'2i 1/7~- 3/7·;·~· 
11 Ii~n'J.ey 6/o~~ 2/1 1/11?~ ("\/ •':' .~-t:, (J ;: 
13 Oxford 5/4 1/11 1/10 2/<}~ 
18 Banbury 5/11~; 
-
2/J~- l/7~1. 'l1~1. • 4~. , ...  , 
18 Henley 6/- 2/1 1/.10 2!9· :. 
20 Qxfr,rd 5/4 1/11 1/10 '/ 9?:· c '"' 
25 :Banbu:ey 6/31 2/5 1/8% 3/~ , . -.f 
25 Henley 6/0~ 2/2·?- 1/10 i/9 
27 Orl'ord 5/4 2/2J~; l/9i 2/7} 
May 2 Banbury 6/3! 
-
2/5 1/&"; 3/9:1 
2 Henley 6/0;\· .... 2/4 1/11·~· 2/9 
4 Oxford 5/4 2/2·?:.· J./9i· i/ti 
9 Danbury 6/3i· 2/5 I ;3 3/9"4· ]. 8 :: 
9 Henley 6/2-?i· 2/43: i/11?~ 2/9 
11 Ddord 5/4 2/2-?~· 1/~· 2/7~; 
- ~ 16 'Banbury 6/71.· 
- 2/:'5 1/&). 3/9' 16 Henley 6/o} ' 1/3' . t/11:\- 2/9 _ , -. . 
18 Orlord 5/4 2/2-~- 1/9-} 2/7~: 
23 Ba.nbu:ey 6/1?. 2/5 1/&~ 3/6·: ... 
23 Henley 6/1:'1. 2/3~ I , , 2/10 . ..; t::{-
25 Oxford 5/4 2/2-?.~ 1/9-Jr 2/7:1-· 
30 Ba.nbu:ey 6/7i 2/s ... 1/&.1· ~/6-t? 
30 Henley 6/0t~ 2/4 1/11-n- 2/10 
20 
;n.t.l.te ~ yne,.:t Jl"'!e ~"'.,..1"" "' ~~av'U, Qr..tz 13~[',';.( q 
Jun. 1 1782 Oxford 5/4 /2" 1/9'.'· '/7. 2 . -;:.;- c. '1· 
6 Banbury 6/1:f; 2/r/J· 1/~· 3/6}:· 
6 Henley 6/2 2/ 4?.: 2!-'" 2/11r 
8 Ox:foJ.~ U o x-etlll.'n 
13 Barlbury 6/7i 2/5 1/&~ 'j/6?: ~.) i • 
13 Henley 6/2 2/4·3.- 2/- 2/10 
15 .oxford 5/4 - 2/4 l/9:i 2/t1 
20 Banbury 6/7i 1/7~ 1/~;· 3/6~; 
~0 Henley 6/3 
- -
2/~~- 2/lri.!' 
22 Oxford 5/4 2/;,i l/9l 2/1-'-1 
27 J)Embu.:cy 6/'"lt 1/&;i 3/5 
27 He:nley 6/3i - 2/2 . 3/-
29 Oxford 5/4 2/ 5-?·· l/C)}; 2/?:}; <·' 
Jul 4 Iron bury 6/~· i/W· 3/f) •J 
4 Henley 6/Jl 2/3 I ~ ., o.:.-
6 Oxford 5/4 2/5-; 1/~· 2/7·~ 
l l Banbury No retu.:rn 
11 Henley 6/4t - 2/5-'Y: 3/4-1-
13 Cxt'ord 5/4 2/5~ 1/~~ I 'I .... 2 7~ ;~ 
18 6/5-?t I ~ 3/5·~ BanbW."Y 1 8;t 
18 Henley 6/~ 2/# 3/,_ .. ......... ~ 
20 Oxford No return 
25 Banbw.--y 6/"Y~ 1/S.~ 3/5 
25 Iienley 6/5{· 2/ % 3/3-l.~ 
27 Oxford Ht'\ :retum 
.Aug l Ban'bur;J 6/3~; ~· 
-
1/7-i 3/5 
l Henlay 6/7"-1" 2/5 3/3 
3 Oxford Uo return 
8 :Banbury 6/yJ. 1/10 ;/3 ~, 
8 Henley 6/10,} 2/5~ 3/3~~· 
10 Oxford Uo r eturn 
15 Banbury 6/9 - 2/• 3/4 
15 f!enley 6/8} ... 2/6 3/4 
17 Oxf'ord no return 
22 Bcmbwzy 6/ 9 2/- 3/4 
22 Henley 6/7;:·, 2/# 3/4 
24 Oxi'Ol.'d No ~,eturn 
29 Bt.tnbUll'y 6/10 2/- 3/ l). 
29 Iienl oy 6/7-~\. 2/~ 3/5 
31 Orlord No ret,.Jrn 
Sep 5 Banbury 6/10 21- 3/4 .., 
5 Henl &y 6/4} 2/~· 3/4:~ 
7 Cxf'ord l~ o ~:etUl.'!l 
]? Banbury I 1 2/- 3/4 
·' 
6 7-'·, · I .o,; 
12 Rcn1ey 6/•' .. 2/4i: 3/4-" 
14 Oxford 6 I t1 . 2/11 "/0~ I <1 I . 2;-·~ 3, 5 19 Banb'Ul'7 6/3~· 2/lGi- 3/4 
19 Henley 6/0~:· - 2/~ib 3/4-?r 
21 Ox:fo.rd 6/6 
-
3/6 2/2 3/5 
26 Ban1n1ry 6/7-~, 3/3~ 2/ 2-l' 3/71:; 
26 Henley 6/3t;- 2/9 . 2/4~· 
''8 Oxford 6/2~1:- 3/5'} 1/10 3/~~ ~ ·-· 
,. .. .., 
,·.J. 
};!.::.te !-'Rm} ~heat. l~e ":)·, ,,let (: ~tc ~ue.~;:.: ~:.-; 
-
.. 1 ... ··- .... , 
--
..... - .... .... c 
Oot 3 1782 B-"lnbnr.v 6/7~' 3/6~ I ., "'/~ ' 2 2·· . ' ~ i 
... Hen1ay 6/7 ?./7 3/~ J 
5 01-.."f'Ord 6/2-.'\ 
-
3/~), l/10 ~/ -·.: w, .., 
10 n~nbney (..' I :: 3/9:' 2/2·l ')/'(" >J1fi. 
-10 :Henley 6/7~ 3/7 2/7 t I '} f -.1 
1'' Oxford G/2·:'~ 31•r-• 1/10 :,;/-~ .. .::.
- ~ I ~ -· .. 
1'( Bn.n'buey 6/1.~ 3/9-:' ?:/?.·? ~. I ~ 'fl • 5/1 
1? !ientcy 6/6 <J,jr.:J~· ' '-' /'7 -· .,~ ... •:..., t 
lCl Orlo~ 6/2-h- 3/2 2/Y 'J./ -~ 
" -:·,;{ ?4 ~~nbtU!'$ 6/7i· 1/ " '1"7 . 7 t: ,·:: • I .. ·.• . 
24. Henley 6/Bt.<· 3/5 "/l- '1 .:V J, .i, 
-
( '' .. 
• ..1 
26 Oli."i'Crd 6/21~ 
-
3/2 '"'~/'' ~ 'J.jt'> c. :t:, 
31 Banbttry 6/7:; 
-
3/10 21•..1:· ~ ,;: .. , ,;., ~ :J ,." 
31 l!E·nloy 6/10 3/s:· •')I r: , .. '.). 
nov 2 OY..i'Ol."d 6/"-*- 3/?. 2/3?·· '::> /·· · -JJ! __ ,, ,. 
7 Banbury 6/') - 3/10 2/~.:·. "'{I ~ ·~ ·' I ..J. •• f •. 
7 H<mlt::Jy 6/llfJ 
-
3/5 2/6 "l/ .. .), .:-
9 OiO:'Ord 6/q~ 
-
3/~ '2./}'.' 3/:· 
6/9 3/10 v. .. 14 :&m'bUr.y ';} r.: · ·:.J ~t t'.. ..r.l .~ "' 
14 nenley 7/- 3/7}· 2/6 3/0; 
16 Orl'ord 6/- 3/0;, 2/1~· •:/-
21 n~.nbury ?/'?:; t1/o:·· 2/<;-; "1 h 1 ~-.. ), ...... 
21. .Henl~y 6/1() 
-
3/Bi:. "'/ ~~ i/~. ( ' I . 
23 0Jt.'ft'):rd 6/- 3/~· ''/1: 4/-~ -.· 
··;,'> ~"!.nb'L.'cy 7/2~. 3/11-~ 2/r!/ /..,·: t.O 1!. !. 
28 r!enlf!:l~r 7/0h 3/~ ~i./7 ..... 
30 Oxford 6/- 3/0?: ~~ ~ 4/-1. 
T!-e-c 5 :8g..nbury i/' -'··":. - 3/10:~ -1/ S' 4/{ c~ • ( ~ "' ' 
5 nenl~y 6/6. 3/:>~. ?/6,' i/J. 
7 Oxfm?d. 6/- 3/0.~ "'/1··: 111·-......., 
u~ :B.~n1mey i/2f~:. 3/lO;" 21,r, ~I ,:) -1 . f 
1? Henley 6/10!.· ;r·, ~ 2/6, .. t./~. 3 o .. 
14 Oxford 6/·· 3/0'. • I - t/•4 ... 1')/1 "' J:,. -- -
19 D::ml:Aley 7/. ('};·, 3/10.~ ,..;; .; /1/ t}· ·~ . ... <· t1,;., 
10 Henley 6/tO-.\ 3/9'} ~/6 ,1..,·"" 
-.; .. 
tV ., .' 
The p:r:i.ces h.:we been converted from Oxford to ;/inchester 
( $<!,sure <J,nd are believed to be accurate to 1li thin ld. 
l 
The top price in the hir;hest recorded price , the bottom in the lc•::;· :;t . 
Dr'.te 
~:-ep 19 1795 
26 
Cot 3 
10 
I7 
24 
31 
!!ov 7 
14 
21 
28 
Dec 5 
12 
19 
26 
J;:m 2 1796 
9 
16 
23 
30 
r.•eb 6 
13 
~-iheut 
80/-
74/D 
96/-
76/5 
94/3 
81/9 
9~~/5 
d3/G 
99/7 
c1jo \ .. ... ,~, 
100/11 
L13/7 
99/7 
80/-
94/3 
B3/7 
94/3 
7 !J/ [) 
89/9 
76/5 
on/p /\..if_ \.I 
75/7 
93/4. 
82/3 
103/J. 
85/4 
106/8 
o6j-
1l6/3 
99/7 
106/8 
96/-
103/1 
96/-
110/3 
96/-
106/<3 
96/5 
104/-
0·"/Q 
./ ' ·' 0 
96/1 
88/-
96/11 
88/11 
27/7 
213/11 
2B/5 
29/9 
31/1 
29/9 
32/11 
29/4 
33/9 
30/3 
34/8 
32/11 
34/S 
32/ll 
33/4 
32/11 
33/9 
31/1 
33/9 
32/11 
33/9 
32/-
34/.3 
33/9 
35/7 
33/4 
37/9 
34/H 
38/3 
33/9 
a8/3 
35/7 
37/4 
34/8 
36/5 
~!")!-
··' ( _ 
35/7 
33/9 
35/7 
28/5 
??/~ ~- ._ .,J 
21/t~ 
20/5 
21/4 
l Q/<} u 0 
23/1 
,..·I'J/"1 ('. <:. .) 
23/1 
21/7 
23/7 
22/3 
24/-
20/11 
23/1 
21/9 
23/1 
23/7 
23/1 
25/4 
23/4 
25/~1 
25/4 
24/ll 
20/5 
24/11 
23/1 
2t:/J 1 ' .~ 
24/ ~:; 
24/-
23/7 
24/11 
24/;... 
2t../5 
23/1 
Beans 
49/<J 
t/J/-
51/1 
40/11 
39/1 
51/7 
39/1 
:n/ 4 
37/4 
35/7 
39/l 
~-, Ill ) .)/ t.,. 
37/4 
5~/2 
•'II ('; /!(. 0 0 
I- • • 
52/3 
43/J.O 
20/5 
1;.2/8 
42 /·!. I ' I 
A'// '1 (~c.. • .. 
I!, . . I .·· 
r.r::-J ~ 
41/? 
42/FJ 
40/11 
:-1 :-~~e 1dheat !3:1.rle:v GatG .e-c~r1s cnae 
- -- ---
li'ob 20 1796 106/3 3G/5 23/? I 0/11 r'l/-
---
oo'" "'') I ( 21/4 "'~~; L! 
"' v ·~ X)/ ' _) I ~ 
"'7 110(3 ')7/1'. 2!:./- t! ''/ '1 .:10/11 c. • t ~~ . : \ ,_. . , -
99/7 34/3 
~ :.'"' .. r 5 113/- 37/9 .(.9/S• 
l'J6/ ~-. 35/7 ""7 / "' 
24/11 
) .: '+ 
1 '"> 115/7 " "/ 3 .. ,., 
·-'· 
........... -
106/8 36/11 ?.3/1 
19 110/3 3H/3 24/11 40/11 
r::t6 1- 35/7 ?2/3 
./ I 
::6 103/1 38/':. 25/4 
87/1 35/7 ')0/0 t.:.-G.:.. '.; 
~-1}1" 2 ~12/5 36/5 ?.4/11 4"/ " 40/11 £~ , .) 
71/1 ., 4/ ,, 23/7 39/7 37/4 ·~ ( ) 
9 74/S 35/7 
62/1 33/4 
16 71./1 34/D 23/1 
~6/ll 32/11 N")/3 t.t:. 
0 ") ?7/1 32/11 23/l 34/8 '·-> 
76/5 31/7 
30 F7/l 32/11 22/3 
69/1;. "'/ .)t:~ -
!:~,y 7 P,r:.j A. ""/1., '2.?/3 -' . ;.,~ .• .!.
?4/n 3?./- r; 1 / 7 '-· -
14 ?-5/ 4 32/5 , .. r! I 3 C:" 
·-
75/7 31/1 
21 $' (; jr: 30/3 · ... (·. J 
'"!G/5 
:n/1 23 37/1 3'!:/3 
c' / 7 30/3 '·' _;; 
Jun 4 QH/11 32/ -() ... _, . 
nl/~ 2"'/ C" ~· i ':) "·J ,I 
11 :-.r I 1 35/7 <:• '-"1 1 
~34/5 34/8 
18 88/11 32/11 
~}3/7 
25 90/ f3 34/11 
87/1 
Jul 2 8[~/11 
84/5 
21/9 9 86/3 
80/11 
16 ':)3/7 35/7 
71/1 
23 73/3 34/3 
72/11 33/9 
30 78/3 
67/7 
:\ue 6 30/- 20/11 
71/1 
13 71/1 
20 6t.j -
66/5 
27 56/11 32/-
., 
. ) 
~'.-.'l·c Uhec..t n.;r.r1e~r o~.ts !3o~'-~1tJ ) ·c.,r.•e 
- - ---
~~ 
I C~) 3 1796 6~/,- ~·~:/- 21/ 4. 
49/ 9 19/1 
1') 6717 20/- ':!,">/Ci 
'· 
--.1, _/ 
57/ 9 3'" ' 
2S/5 
c:; -
17 64/- 3~/ --
56/11 
30/3 ,. 1 71/1 19/7 3'.::./-~~.,. 
'-7 1,.1 2.9/11 :; I ~ 
Cct 1 64/11 30/8 21/4 .33/9 
51/7 2q h ) 'I . 
f..: 71/1 31/7 20/5 23/5 .... 
56/11 30/3 18/B '"I:/"' .•.:t) c 
15 71/1 34/3 18/3 34/G 
56/11 3" I 17/9 30/3 c:.; -
~ ·2 71/l 33/J 'lJ./ 9 !,5/7 
56/11 32/- 18/ f· 35/1 
20 77/1 34/:.\ 21/9 .... 
55/1 32/11 
'Jov 5 67/7 36/5 19/7 35/7 
57/9 33/9 18/8 
12 6t/- 35/7 22/3 35/7 35/7 
57/9 28/5 17/9 32/-
19 63/1 33/4 ,...,,/, 1 35/7 35/7 ,-:,,J .~ .. 
53/4 30/3 20/ ... 34/6 33/9 
~?6 62/3 32/- 20/11 35/1 
56/- 29/ 4 19/7 34/ 8 
. ;C C .... r: P./ '1. 3'//5 20/5 ' ) 0 I~ ~·5/7 .) :J'-, .. , t- .-' / L·;--
:;6', 1 2C/- ...,~. '5 I L • • C.ui, 
10 G1./J1 2>-/~ 19/4 3" I 15/7 u -' I I -
56/- 27/1 17/9 -..,I~ jiJf _ .. 
17 62/3 27/7 1f3/8 30/3 
53/ I} 2"'/c 16/11 21/4 
--'' -' 
24 )6/11 2 -; ~ 17/9 24/lJ. f:J ~·, 
53/9 24/11 16/11 
31 60/- 26/ 8 16/5 24/11 
47/1 ';:5/ 4 
J 'J.l1. 7 1797 61/4 26/B 17/<; 211,/Jl 3?/11 
53/4 24/- 13/4 25/9 
14 59/IJ 24/11 16/5 ,, /11 t:.L~ ·- · . 
53/4 24/- 15/1 
21 60/5 24/11 16/'.; 26/fJ 
51/7 23/1 15/ 7 24/11 
28 60/5 ?.4/1 1. 15/4 28/5 ?1/J. 
54/3 22/3 15/1 '?..0/ -· ..... , / 11 <-.Lr/ -
:?ob 4 57/9 26/3 16/11 26/3 ~1/4 r:...~/1 21/4 13/9 24/11 
_,-' 
11 56/- 21/9 15/7 24/11 :.14/11 
t•2/"- l fl/3 14/o 23/1 J- J 
18 56/- 20/5 16/- 24/11 
52/5 18/8 12/ 11 
''5 53/4 'i"( 16/11 24/11 .:: 1. ·.) -
42/f' lH/3 Hi/8 
< 
· .. ;::.te __ . ,--..... ]he.:t.1 :r;~.:_;::l<>~ £f~ts ]§_:~~ :, E0·2.f& 
.. 
r:.r 4 2797 5?./5 l nj ·> 16h 1 .) I '- ·-
L!t,)/3 1 ,. ; c:; : .. l .,. 
ll 
,.: J 19/ 7 J6/- 261'' t.i -: JI) 
.., .. : .~ 
1'(/ <.: 1 r;' :'I 
I I ~ • 
ttf .. c, 
.. ,,; ..• l'(j s 
1'' 5Jj7 ?.2'! 3 16/- 2613 44/5 .:) 
47/1 
'I 
J.t/3 ~2/8 19/7 
25 r:. -~;'i ?3/7 ~.6/ ~ ..) ~ 
115/ t1. '"''• , , J lL! /H :" .:; .. . 
. nr 1 53/4 22/3 17/4 25/? 
L16.h 2'!/ ; . 11 I .:t 21;'11 t I ,. , . ( . 
n 5 Q/r: 21/ .:.~ 15/-4-i _, 
11.rd - ">r- I ~; 141.3 
. -, ,_..);' ..) 16'/ _ 15 c::..~Jr-. 20/J.l :-n. ' 4 -' ~·; :; I 
Lt. ~ / _ 19'~"' .... , I ( 
22 l:i .. '7 r·r<.'·: 1 1 ~' ; , '"! ':'1 / ( 24/11 •• . L, ::. I . - t>; -· . .. ... _, t..;• 
-~v.,~s 1·3/ ;-" 1 ') / '. -~ .: .. t., 
I 17/1 ' 0 5lt 7 ': l j ::~ ~ ... 
4 , , ., 1 ~'/ 1 13/9 / •• :,. .J-
i ."l,;iT 6 51/'"7 ~>1 .I t. 1 ~ / -, ,. Li I 1 ., 
. i . ' I • · - /j I ~~ "":/ . l 
39/l lG/ i_l. :!5/1 21/4 
13 ,.. 2/ r:' 2~;:/1 ~3 16/J. : ?.3/l :; .) 
43/7 ;nf 1: -, '"'/ 1, , . , I .... ,.. I ... ~. L.; 4 
20 ')2/ ') 23/l 16/- nr;J5 f-.J- . 
- . -421·) ?.'~ IF· J 1/ 1 
' 
.f. j • I ... , .._ 
23/1 27 52/5 '>"/ J 1 /I L..) . . _1.)/ - · 
46/3 21/ !r 12/5 2~/3 
Jun 3 51/11 21./- 16/J.l 
4i:f -· ' !''I:) 13/9 £~f..~ -; 
10 52iJ.l ?3h. •t r 1 r ,., 1. /.., ~ 0/ :.: £' ... , .L 
39/?· 
'. 1.!!/1 0~ ' 1 c: 21/ I, L. (. , .) 
17 53/4 ->?./1 15(~. " ''/ J '-J _l, c:. ) • 
47/7 21/~; 1215 
24 .... ,) I c:: ~~3/ J. 16/r:; 19/-J'"t') 
43/1 1''/~J 
- ) -
Jul l 53/9 24/11 16/11 ~·.; J 21. 17 16/5 4- ~ .,1 - ~/ . 
:3 56/5 1 n;r: 26/1 "' ' .1 f I 
52/5 17/CJ 
r 
2'·:/5 
15 53/4 17/~) 2n/8 
17/4 
24 54/3 17/'J 28/5 
53/~ lt1/3 27/7 
29 5:/I 28/5 lf3/3 28/5 
50/;1 I 15/J. 2.1/ 1.1 24;-
.. ~u0 5 56/11 -.;··· .I , ... · 27, l l ) . ' 
49/9 17/9 
12 s~~~~ 24/J.l 1f3/?. 28/5 
57/7 16/~ ~';tj 11 
19 59/t) 17/0 26/B 
53/4 16/ll 
26 601~ 11h' '?.n/5 56/"- 16/11 
;.icp 2 67/2 l B/ 2 29/4 
56/11 17/9 2:~/5 
5 
:!>ate '."!heat :G:xrley Oats Beans Pease 
-
, .. 9 1797 71/1 26/ B 18/8 r;Q/5 ._:ep ,_.._. 
60/5 16/5 
16 74/8 19/7 32/-
Golr:, 16/5 
I -
23 7")./Q 33/9 19/7 32/- 35/7 . .... " 
56/11 18/3 r·6j '-' c:. () 
30 74/8 32/11 '"213 3'/1 t.~ -1 
53/4- 21/4 29/4 
Cct 7 76/5 32/11 21/9 36/5 35/7 
55/1 27/7 15/7 29/ 4 
14 76/5 32/11 21/4 39/1 
47/2 22/5 24/11 
,..,, 71/1 31/7 21/9 32/ -· c._ 
49/ 9 nr>j 19/7 24/11 ~0 -
2-8 71/1 31/1 23/7 3~!/ll 
~0jP 24/-- 20/- 24/11 L:.t~~, >:J 
JTov 4 7·~v" 31/1 21/4 33/7 34/-\ ,/ ;__) 
39/1 2·y 20/11 24/11 _\_l -
11 71/1 30/3 24/- 33/9 
'I 1 (V'' 10 '7 2Lljl1 46! 3 0 r· ~I ·-..t/ 
18 r9!' 28/5 24/11 34/8 o 1 /1-
46/3 21/4 20/- "' "f' > ..) \J .J 
25 69/4 26/!3 24/11 32/-
42/8 22/3 HJ/8 c:: ... r , .J 28/5 
··)ec 2 67/7 25/9 20/5 29/4 
40/- lSI~ 16/-. 'J ~ 
9 6~":/r::. .-;r::.j A 20/5 ·v l l .../ & ... ~ ~J· 2~) 5 
45/4 16/11 18/ G 
16 6cdo 24/11 ')'i I") ,., ~v,l 
./f / '-"'· 5 C.. v ·' · -
39/1 16/- 27/7 
23 69/4 (25/9 20/11 0 '; / "'Vr:: (_ " I - G '--' J 
44/10 l (/ i"· 18/ ,..),; ~; ~~-:; ::.:- C..:J ._, 
30 67/7 ?-6//J 20/5 ,.,J./ ,, 24/11 ,:.), · .) 
46/3 17/4 14/3 
.T '~n 6 1798 65/9 26/3 2.1/l 
A2/ '') l"l/9 17/4 '- 0 
13 67/7 26/8 ~~0/- 2:-3/5 2B/5 
44/5 r),~v' 11 16/- ')'l/0, ?4/ll .c..U .... <- .) ' ·' 
20 67/7 26/C ~!0/11 ...... rt /1 '\1. '1 ' r.: II. '·- ·./ -'-
48/- 1 'i c· 16/- 26/3 (_) L/ 
27 65/9 26/8 19/1 ') .r::t(r.::: <')Li
1 11 ,_ ,,! J ( . . jj -··-
46/ 3 17/9 13/4 1e;a 
::·eb 3 67/7 25/9 19/1 20/ 5 
41/9 13/9 16/-
10 65/9 ?.6/3 19/7 ' t ' ?6 11 2t) b .. I --
4r,/0 ·; ·1 lt.J/3 21 '4 • (: L) 1 :::: .>~ • 
-I 
17 65/9 24/11 19/7 2:v r; ,..~ •. ). I h, ~· • •• j / .. _ .; -' 
40/11 - 15/7 17/9 24/11 
24 62/3 25/9 " ,., I r-; P/5 r;. P, /r::. t:.. 'Jj- (.:. ... ) , · ~ ..... ,'! _./ 
44/5 22/3 17/9 24/11 
~: :--.:r 3 65/9 26/S 21/4 "'8/r::. c. _ ) 
40/11 16/5 18/ n 23/1 
10 65/9 26/8 20/5 39/1 
42/8 18/5 16/- 28/5 
':; 
~ ''h :t R~;ley f).q;t.Q Ec:~nn ~lUQ f.! -e_a_ _.._......,._ d IE f 
ilfa:t' 17 1798 6t:j- 27/7 22/3 30/3 39/1 
35/7 ~./._,/..,. 18 /,~ ,-. ~ I~"" c .. !- :;; / ( j (~'0/ (.) 
?4 64/- 25/9 ?2/'1.. 27/l ")!;; /7 
·- i1/s 
__ ,_)/ I 
t:tr/3 19/9 'V~/ '' ~? ~-:/' ~:; r'·rt !:.\.) ·- · 
31 65/9 ,a/ 21/n 0P(- ~?. (\/ ~) t:_()l- t,....,_) 
("'• I 21/4 ''•)/ '"'6/ '' lv.Jf- C:.}..__,- .::.: () 
'.nr 7 65/9 l")Ci,/5 "''t.l ,.,,.-,I 1.'_. \,..) (.: :",. .... c:()/ -
47/1 ?lltl 20;1--- I.., 
14 65/9 26/8 ')6/ C! 29/4 c ', J 
46/3 2?/8 ""/3 C-~.. .... 
~;1 65/9 27/7 r:::Lj- 2:Vr:. C:- - >' _ ,._., _ 1
43/7 2r:;/q I'"J'>/r;~ 
..,>, -·· 
c:J_ · ... · 
28 65/9 26/B 24/11 
I 
29/4 
47/1 22/3 23/1 
T'n.-:-,r 5 64/- 26/n '1r./-1 L.), '·c 
,q/10 20/5 24/-(..;:..l .... • ., ,..f 
12 ~')> 4 .~ ,-; -~ ' )4/11 j-1 ,:{) d ( . -
t/13 23/1 rO; , 
19 r::6hJ 26/8 ')r. I ,, 1, ''; /·y 7 I .... · ,_ .J; ,, .. '-'I ..; 
47/1 21/4 
r;Q J r:: ')(.. 56/11 0r::.,j C 2r::.jo ' . ...., c:...,; ,J J' / t. .. v/ ~~ 
44/10 19/7 I., 26/3 2" •'' c. '-..~1 
Jun 2 56/11 ''-/1 f)r::jn 0;·,/ r: c:_, ~--../ .--" C-U • .) 
43/7 26/s ')~'/., ~~3/l L• -w _, 
9 49/9 24/11 ')~~; ~ t:.. -. .,1 .:> 
44/10 'I"· I'> ''7/ ') l- :.:; .) ;:_ ..) 
16 ~3/-0 24/Jl ~;,r;j c ..1 ,. , .. __ , _ ,...· 
41/- 20/- 23/1 23 56/11 26/3 21/4 
42/<' 23/7 
30 ('I 18/B 25/9 L'/·)·-
r;··· ')-~/ r· 4<~ () t:..(.) _ :; 
Jul 7 53/4 19/7 ,.., 1111 32/-C:.Lr-r ~- -~ 
4~/' ' ?t:/- 25/4 " 1.'· ·'- '. 
14 5~'/Jl 23/1 26/n 30/3 
tf2/t: 2n/r:: ?4/ll - , . , _ .. 
21 49/9 2"'• /1, ----;r ')(''/r:: _("._! -~ r: l-j-. .• . L i:_.\~'_ .) 
42/!.:':: 91/L' ~Yj c: '----, -l- ,_u .... 
~:(3 r:-'"'3 24/- r;6jH )C-/ f.~, • .. -· 
. ' 
?4/11 
49/9 
15/1 
~:\tlC 4 2'2/3 2!./3 29/6 
39/1 "'/ C.Ll. -
11 51/7 24/11 
19/1 
18 51/7 23/1 ")_').jq ..,.1,_/ , 
43/7 r·o/6 c.;;,, "\ 
25 51/7 24/- r-'7/7 c. I 
44/10 23/1 ,.,rj1 c,,) -
. e~-, 1 J<ij 9 24/- 2C/5 44/io r'(,/ t'> r:O () 
3 52/11 rf'/5 25/9 31/1 ~)Cj 4 t:.("), ~--· . ' 
46/3 22/3 r>rt/ r:.. 26/ .. 1';,..,}1 _,/ 
15 53/4 26/n 24/11 2rJ/- 3a/-
44/10 24/11 20/5 27/7 
7 
Dn.te :~hCP;t 11~r1ex Qats :Beans ~ cD.r::e 
~.Je}) 2"'· 1798 56/11 24/11 24/- 23/ 5 .
'l(J/1 .-, r:jA lS/8 27/7 
-'-'I :_ { v 
29 56/11 24/11 28/- 32/- ") ?.' ·' ./ -
40/11 22/8 18/8 22/3 
Cct 6 56/11 24/11 ,.,~/4 ?.S/ 1 ,. f'• •' · -~ r._, __, 
¥i/ - 23/1_ 17/4 2h./O ./ _, 
13 56/11. 24/11 23/7 30/3 r• ''/ r.· .:.: :.: :) 
41/- 23/7 18/B 21/4 
2,) 53/.4 ?4/11 22/3 32/ -
44i5 24/5 19/7 27/ 7 
27 53/~~ 2~/3 23/1 2 - 'j r: -, ' I ~.. ~: __.J .): I -
4!:/~> 24/5 1 -v ~· :-;7/ ·, ~- /r.: _ j .. .~ . ... ! . • ... •• ,...1 
. . OV 3 51/7 26/3 '?2/3 Y'/":1 " -' 
At.:/10 24/5 J C/ il r.•'/ r.: . ') \ .) ~ · .) J 
1 0 5:::/5 25/9 23/l (;0/1! .. ' I ,, 21/7 17/9 27/1 42/ .) 
17 51./7 ~~5/7 23/1 "'Cti ~; ";~ 17 (-,_ - .I .It 
39/1 21/4 , 0/. ' ' f. I I 7/1 ''\ ... _: .) .:: ;f - t. .. _,,. 
21} r~ 1/ '7 24/11 r·1jo ("· (~; .:--
-'"-
(~ ... / t.:: ~ .; 
li'/ 0 22/3 13/8 Z6/l 1-,:: 1) 
·'iec 1 ft,(3jG 25/9 l9/1 t;'?j h .. ' / 
46/3 23/1 
8 42-/G 24/11 21')/') 27/7 -1- ,J 
., I 
24/- 17/9 r;:6jS 46!3 
1 t:, 51/7 ZrJ/9 ?.6/3 2'1/ 5 
·- .-; 
45/8 23/1 19/7 ' ·6/') l. ' 0 
22 51/7 24/11 23/1 27/1 ;)6/1 
45/9 23/7 19/7 26/1 
29 51/'7 24/11 2'J/5 
35/7 24/5 
Jt:~n 5 1799 51/7 ?.JlJ/9 2·"'/ ' 26/B \.... ..' 
44/10 24/- lH/S 
12 53/4 t;·t:..jo ~~4/11 ,.,.., , '""'J / ~(;j 5 
40/11 24/~ 19/7 23/1 • _,I 
19 52/5 24/11 2li4 2A/ r. ""~'"'(t: .. , ..-' ~ - ' ') 
45/4 23/7 19/7 ?6/1 ?7/7 
26 53/4 25/4 21/4 32/- 401:-
44/5 23/7 19/7 ~~6/8 2''>/t' (; .) 
~~: 'cb ?. 52/- 25/4 20/- 26/1 
48/6 24/5 
9 53/4 26/3 22/3 29/4 30/3 
48/6 24/5 181" 28/5 - · I o 
16 56/- 25/4 21/4 32/- 39/1 
44/5 24/- 20/·- 28/5 r· •• I c: ) ( 4 
23' (53/4 26/3 23/1 -;:nj 11 ~- .;;:; -.,1 • 
45/4 23/1 19/7 ?7/7 
~ .D.r 2 56/- 27/7 24/11 29/ll 39/J. 
46/3 24/5 20/- 29/4 
9 55/1 26/3 23/1 30/3 
46/3 24/11 19/7 
16 54/3 28/- 22/8 30/10 35/7 
48/ - 25/9 20/- 28/5 
23 54/3 28/5 24/- 30/3 37/4 
49/9 26/3 21/4 
30 57/4 29/9 21/9 30/-
49/9 26/8 20/5 29/10 
•') 
'J 
Date Wheat .. , 1 Oats D<:~ar~s ..\ e :1De 
-
J>nr ey 
-
-......... -
Apr 6 1799 56/ll ~n'1. 23/7 31/1 ... ·-IJ -
42/3 r-,<::;1 21/4 ') ~· i c:; t:.,\~_: - ,_ -..)/ .-' 
13 t::_ 0,/ Q 31/7 2l1/- ·v1/ '-, I --. / ·~-·· -·· --, _, 
•oJ9 29/4 2?/3 • 1 i} ./ 
--
2t~/ 5 
20 59/ 8 30/3 24/11 32/-
47'7 23/1 . ,j 
27 6t)- 32/11 '~/ C '"'·r:.j fl c...U ,l :-.. ..) t.j-
r;r./ c:; 2'4/11 •''IJ/ ' . -..,. c:..v J 1,._. -:· 
~ ::..~.y 4 64/11 31/7 r,;</5 a;/7 c;., .... 
55/1 23/1 24/11 23/5 
11 65/9 31/1 35/7 
55/7 !,0/3 
18 <7/0 35/7 33/9 41/-0 . '-· 
!' 1 I I: 3:4- , .. .-··· / e '1.r/-'-' I~;·· ,: .: I ~-' -" c.. 
'?r; 67.1 ~2 1,?/- 'V/11 /.': ,~~; ( ) {.../ 
---
.J£., ·- ~ -!- •. : 
6( lr; ~cij 1 )t -" -~ -. --
,Tun 1 G5/9 ')0/ll 31/ 7 40/11 .) .::0· -~ . 
56/- ?/''./ '">. ':i''/ ') -;?1!1 .... --, ~-~· .J·-· _, ~~~~I ~ 8 64/11 1,.../r ... I . ) t. . ' .. - >/1 
r.:-''j·-· 30/3 --\Gjr; .:·; '"'i 
.. 1 -- .. - .-' 
15 6,3/1 1 "'/ -:>.0/1 j G , - _.,. . 
53/4 <.of E3 31/7 
22 Gil/- 3 r'-'J ,. ..., (' /·) ,._• 1-.. 3;j7 .) ;/f -53/4 
29 64/- 31i/ ~J "I" 4 ' .' ·: (- •-• .J 
r:.n / 7 33/tlt ~8/1 ,./ .. :·;' 
J ul 6 "r:.;-·· 33/9 55/7 43/7 D J ~~ 
56/11 .32/11 Ll2 1 '' :· -/ :) 
13 7 1 t, 35/7 L1L/r; i --1 ... 
64/- 33/9 4:1/il 
20 72/- <, 5/r::., . ·' t.!V c! 
t" ,, I 33/sJ :dl~. ~)Li-/ - . .,. I .-/ 
27 T/ 18/3 35/7 t: -
65/9 
.:\ 'L'l£' 3 7~?/11 ~ r::J•7 46/3 .... ~, t 
53/4 33/4 
10 71/1 37/4 "?-5/7 46/3 
49/ 9 3 ~?/11 
17 74/:3 3r:;/7 34/$ 48/S 
. "'' 
. / 
64/- 31/7 4$1-
24 74/8 35/7 i;'::/11 ·~o/1 -·· ·' ( 
D4/- 3"' 1 3 L~7/l •-... // 
31 74/8 32/11 ~ ,.~ I ,. ~+ :v b 
-·q; .1 r, ·'/lJ 4r~ I :( o ..... ~ 'i· -- ' ·! ,_. 
·;cp 7 69/J.l 32/11 Ll.9 1 q ?,0. /1 , I , ~· / { -
64/- 23/1 11 '~ 1 11 ··y~v ·'···· 
14 30/- 39/1 3"/ n 43/1 1. .., c!j "' . 4 ,,; ~) ~ : .) 
60/5 35/7 I"J .~'" I ;7{ i 7/ ! . r_ \) ... ..., • -' I ~ 
21 01/9 39/1 ?-5/7 52/ 5 '·njr.:: (. '- :.; 
55/1 33/9 t19/ 0 
')3 85/4 37/4 55/i t l/0 c .... \. ,. / 
71/1 32/11 54/3 
0. 
-' 
llW. jigfat B.;~.rley, ~ . Beg.ps I~c~.n~ 
Oct 5 1799 90/- 40/- :;6/11. 4P/-
71/1 2!-l/r:. 56/--\."'' . .,) 
12 95/1 31/1 35/7 r..7; ,, t) • .::: 
78/3 31/1 6ft/-
19 102/3 37/4 /; r-"1 ,-;-. () [)11 53/4 r<- ,) 
78/3 ,-·r;jo !Ji lr:, 51/7 .::: " · .,/ .. ·' ( •-! _,.-
26 99/7 44/5 42/f-3 67/7 53/4 
67/7 35/7 ":·'C./ c: 37/4 4[5/11 '- .i .. 
~~ov 2 99/7 31/1 48/11 72/-
84/5 "'.J/ . 60/.1 r:'-. ~ ;,_ -r 
9 103/1 36/5 39/1 71/1 56/11 
88/11 2:~/-- 'C:t/- ...., .., I,..., _):J, ':J 
16 106/ :~ 37/4 ">'"'/11 ;: {-'/11 (J5/ c; ,.l ( "'r ,_.·~-- . .;... L 
71/1 26/S 3J./1 71/l ,1 r:;j_ "T '·-·, 
23 112/- 47/1 42/- ?r) l l 56/11 c:-. .. ... ~ 
03/!t '25/9 ') 'C./ (} 4') ·. 
.· r c._,; / ( _; '.· 
30 112/- 37/4 39/1 7 "/ '1 56/11 "'-r ·" 
<:'.')/ r; 32/- ,-' 2/~ 35/7 49/9 ';) ,_ -' c.- 5 
.:)eC 7 106/ B 31/1 ;":/ '' rn ;, 53/ tl 4:.. l, . 1 .. c; --
,, I 20/5 24/ll 1.'/-b5 4 , r::.. 
14 99/7 36/5 37/4 71/1 53/4 
7f/3 22/a 33/9 2-b/S 4-g/q 
~!1 106/n 33/9 37/4 37/tt 
78/3 21/4 '--4/:~, 33/ ~1 - - ... 
28 113/9 J'l,!c. ..., 7 I I ,., :·I ,, '76/ r; _, " .) I •. ,. •:.; ,..) \ .. ' I ./ 
88/11 23/J. 24/ll ~ r.- ! '( 5)/ 
J r-:.n 4 1800 112/- 4rV- 39/1 67/7 ,\,;" 
95/1 23/1 -:.3/4 ..-~; --e;:; :~,1 
11 112/- 49/9 35/7 71/J. I 51;1 
92/5 16/- 17/9 ~ ·' '] '' L19/C? _#'-.·'/ _\) 1a 113/9 tl7/7 "'/ 71/1. ~1i;9 ~~u -
92/5 "•':/3 19/7 32/- r:.nf f' (:. , _ ..J..,.; (; 
•') c: 117/4 3?./- .., 0/1 74/ ·_': •'.r::.' I ~ (.~ ; ' ) ,. . .. '-'J/ '·t 
99/7 " '' J ~ 22/3 .. "/5 c.;q -· ~:. ~. :i 
".::b 1 121/ - 56/11 40/11 73/' c: 5~:/5 
10~!/7 26/3 2t/ll 40/11 
,.., 
12G/ - 56/- ~~-4/5 ? '"''1 ' ·- / I () · ,u f -r:. .. ; ••' .. ./ . 
1oa/1 17/9 r• (, I :) 39/1 r-, J../ /1 C.<..) / ;,_.) ~"" ..• ,. 
1" 131/7 04/- 46/ 2.· -· ! 64/-7 ,; I '} ./ ' )/ . , 
1o6/u ''4/ ?.4/- r:.ll/ ?. ~ - ../ ..... , J 
·"~ ,. 120/- - VC' 4~~/s rs9/r:. 56/11 c.~- )l ~:: 
99/7 22/3 ?Oj q A;J/i1 ?J t) / I ~ .I ... - . I ...l 
~ ,.~ "'n. 1 124/5 40/- 46/ ;~ r~ 'l / ,1 -~ ·~ n .... l .. 
106/B 25/9 29/4 ~,s/i 
8 120/11 44/5 42/8 [17/1 71/1 
~7/0 25/9 r,t:j ;~ t;- I I 67,/7 
·' ... 
c..v ,_, 
_-j/ -. 
15 1 "'"/ ("~ 4''/0 48/1.1 q;/1 i. ,.-;. :: .. o..; c '.) \, .. .t=· .. , : ••• 
96/- 32/- 43/7 ~ r· '1 :;)/ . 
yr;. 124/- 56/- 44/5 ::·- ~:.;·t 1 71 t~~ .. ~ l'._ . . ~... ··~ ... · r: _, 
107/? 32/- 53/4 
'29 124/5 63/1 48/11 71/1 ?4/3 
112/- 34/.S 37/4 40/~~· 71/1 
, . '"\ 
.L'.J 
~ j'Jhea t J·~:rlu .~ ... -r\ ..... c:!: ~-~ \'...._., :.££'".: :.1 I.s..gs!£. 
5 1800 1 23/- l'l /5 li " /- ., - (. I .\ pr "'"·-,', ~::: l. .L ~.: df -{ - ~;1 ? ojr::. 111/o 6>/j .·· ( 
· ... • t ... ~;. . ,_, ··' ' i , / 
12 131/7 6 ~'/11 r::. r'f f' 71/l 1,,) - - ,\._; -0 
113/9 19/7 -1 , ,· J i.; :~/-L:.'·J f-
19 136/11 72/ - "l ' , .. , I ...  ;: :-'/11 5./4 { L;. ~; ...,.' ... ..... -.. 
119/1 30/ 5 . "I "" l ' / ,. , rL·- •,.,~ 
26 l 1 ,. I ', 62!/5 - r 1 !" ) / "' / __ 1;-<~1 . . ')Uf - . u; -
1~)4/5 37/ 1) At;jn 71/J I .· ... 
~.::·w 3 1 ,ir;/3 53/4 r;:~-6 1- 7 :::;' ~-~ .:...J. t.-- . .,.l I 
a";j r-. 
_)6/5 t.i.O/-/ ,_ ./ ~3/ -~ 10 1" I=: '1 5n/ n Q!'/ 7 _l'.J/ . ), ( ) _./ -. I ; / .. 
119/1 39/1 /..0/ Q- 67/ 7 '-j· / ./ 
17 131/7 66/D c-..61- ,. ,. I --..1 f . ~ •. } 
lln i '), ""/ '1 6 ' ' '7 · · / , ., \..II -· •. ,.c. c.; 4 )/ d I J l .. 
24 1 ',r)/1 51/7 56/- 7 ~: / ) 
- · _. , -
-·. . ) 
99/7 "'·' /1 ·L~i I '1 1 7J/l C:.J ~., ... .; -'· ·'· 
31 1 UJ / '), '-''/ " ?. r~ / "'! · '1/n :.c ~..l - l) C. .) '.J (:._j .) ~ .. J. I / 
106/8 A I C:.') I r~ 7(':/ -. 44- _ _.. , .. -,~ .. ' : .. ;.' _) 
Jun 7 , t~r..jc 65/ 4 5~/1 :.l /9 2 .. .:... ;-..J ./ 
11")/Q r • t:: /9 1 r::; / -~-~ (; 0./ /1 
-· ... .Jf ·' C )/ .. '+' "/ ~- -' / . . 
14 1 A5/ Q 37/ ~~ r::.!.)/ 77/ 4 l l -~'- .... { J" .-' , . I 
1 ... ;7 /-: 74/:: L~ l . 
21 l) c' · 56/ - r;: Q i ~~ ~ '.: I .... I t ;-;'/ 4 .)'-'' , __ .,c·U/ -
l?,:~j_ 30/ 3 ' I .<:t:;' n tll!-/5 v / ·· · ~ ...• '- I ,/, / 
"[? ' 6~2/ 3 - " I , .. •'1/ . ( . ) 144/ - ) \1) ,1 .J r - { ~ -~ / 
1 r:-0 / (~ : li/ -;:.. r-1'1 G:--.,/3 ,_ .,·~ .. · ir I· / >Of -
Jul 5 I 60 '~ ss/g (~5/4 149/ 4 f-/ .) l ,., ,: I 37/ 4 
.. • . I 
67/7 ..... t.!, ()/ -
12 1 tj0/!1 43/7 56/- ,...1 / ..., __.,_ • ,/ J i~ ( . I I 
117/4 31/1 ?·3/ 4 
19 135/1 :i?/ 9 11 o 1-1 .·"" ( ·. I ,. -) U / ·- u : · i 4 
o.nj.q 4/jf - r;(,' / --/ "'" '"·· ../·I 
~?6 113/9 
f• 111 
.. y l - . 
:~ue 2 P,:lj] 1 2,... I () '<'/ ,. U . .) .. ., 0 .__; '-U, >' 
67/7 
9 C'/5 11';/ ':' ;JL !-1':- ;j 
r ., ,t ,, 
.., r l l -~0/ c- _;.i f 
16 ~ 1 n;~ 40/- •) ., /1 . / / ..... ..:. - ' ...) ,,, -1 ~. 1 ,1u .) 
T/ 3 (' "! "• I ,·,·yj ." d ) <..:'· 37;' !r ·1·' ·. ' 
23 124/5 r, ~); !:: 51/ 7 t:.. :.; ) 
r ' r) I r .... 3 9/1 /l.~i 9 . , (. I ") ./ .. ./ 
30 1/i ''-/"l, r· ~v .. j ") (1, / t; 6 ,, I ~ !J( !"> ... +t~, .. ; :.. (J 1.~·./; · ·" ) l. j; ..... 1''.)1 .) I • 
106/ C1 S()j P .... , I 51/ 7 ../ '• ... i 2 c:y -
•Cp 6 131/7 31/l A ,., I r' r.+>'/ y 
117/4 ,-.. £_; ·· r.o ;:_; r ... , ..... ....... 
13 135/1 ., I 37/ 4 7?./ll 57, 4 
92/5 
35/7 
~?9/ 4 t G/3 
~20 71/1 3r, I /~(}/9 c:.f -
71/1 30/3 '"'· 
131/7 53/4 
( ! 
c-- ") I It ;:1 41/ S' ~'V 1 .:; :J/ t.;. ../ .,. . 
64/11 37/4 32/- tYj :'· .1 -
11 
j}t'.te Hhea t :s- ·:~ley_ Qe.ts .BE'<~n::) }Yettf~\C 
---
Cct 4 1800 135/1 62/3 34/3 59/9 
60/5 51/1 31/1 49/9 
11 142/3 67/7 - ~; 66/ ~; :.:r-/1 '' U -.c.; __ i_,f 
94/3 45/4 '::6/ :'! 35/7 ·- • r 
18 14?/ .JI 70/3 ~415 7~?/11. r;~9/7 
lt0/11 
_,_ .
35/7 31/1 t~ ":I.; 4 ~ ~· 
25 149/4 71/1 44/5 71/1 56/11 
92/5 38/3 ":1,0/".1, 56/11 51/3 -v, --
: ···ov 1 149/Lt ,..., ,... '1. 46/3 72/lJ. 69/4 .) C..j ~ 
103/1 45/9 35/7 56/11 
TABLE E 
~0 MOW t ba zyer f:l£1J m;:i,ce. gf' .~4 '1ua.rt er ( F · m t ·~ · ' Ul,lC ep EIJ.: -. ~~
of H'heat .a. Ba;r;-1e;z, _Oats , Bean s_ .and X ease at J.3yrt:ord i;n 1795 . 
Dute ';lhent ;n::rle~ Oflig D<n.r.2 r~ 
,T:•,n .., 1T:5 ~: 3/4 y::.,_l() '(:_'>-.;, : .. G I,.~. 1~'/1 ., . ) . ·•' ~ -- j , ' 1.~ ) / <' • ' ·,) • ..f 
l ·. l 5!-/ 4 35/6 25/S tt6/?. /9/ ·;. 
17 56/10 ')·4/:: ?.5/ >< ll'/' .. l:j"J/ 4 ~ " ~b (~ - . . 
:24 5-U/ E: '4/' ' 25/f. 1!6/ ~: 5}/4 ··' ...... 
31 6:)/ 4 34/~ .-.r;_; !~ 46/~~ ~3/4 c: ,, - · 
J<'cb 7 60/1 ">.,J,/:' ' ''5/' .16 / .. 53/11 
- •l ~ (· I i' 
14 6n/4 "'V./8 26/ f; 16/(' 5?/4 
21 6r:;j .a -;_5/6 'c:Gj:.:. t6'' 53/4 " I £,. ! t: 
' 'Q 60/G 35/6 26/ 4r.j ,. 5~/ 4 c: : .. ll.,) r. 
--:tr 1 /. ~;,. '-r::./6 "/./ -"> 46/t: 53/4 1) I !_) -../ (.'0 '· · 
l t. ,·,....;. 1r::/' 26/8 l1, I ,. 53/4 u·~ if ..) .1, l) ,0 c.. 
21 r:: "/ ~ '3';/G 26/'. 16/'.:.' 53/.-t "J •': ~-
28 r-..n;.(, 35/6 2'~/ ': t1()/2 r:: .... ( " t,, t ".) .1/ '• 
f~pr 4 6.:/4 35/6 ,,;: j ·-:' 46/2 :il/6 .c.::> c 
11 60/11. 3 7/ 1). 26/·': 46/c: 4()/ ':":: t., .. .. .. 
18 60/;~ 37/tl ''6/0 46/2 49/3 r.: ~; 
2-5 6r/'' 37/4 ,-.(.;P 46/~' 46/2 ( . . t::t) ·~· 
:·-.,.y 2 62/2 37/ II ?.6/ :- ~6/'• 1_.6/2 L :.. C 
9 6"/ r 37/4 ""/ '} 46/2 46/1 )(. c.: co ,_. 
16 62/2 37./4 'J6 I . 1;.6/2 ..... I ···" 
23 6'?/2 37/4 ''7/~ 46/~:· (. u 
30 62/ 2 37/4 ?.i/6 46/2 
:'"un 6 - 62/t- 3714 27/6 46/2 
13 6/1,./- 37/4 "6/~ 46/?. r. •; 
20 67/7 37/4 27/6 46/2 
'::7 71/..: 37/4 27/6 46/2 
Jul 4 74/ t:; 30/2 r,r> j {J 1!6/2 c. (, > 
11 7L~/ ;', 39/2 20/A 4-6/2 
18 81/H ¥i/10 )n',; 46/2 \ '/ ( . 
c§ <6/ L! 40/10 30/2 - f.'"j r  _; .:: 
5.ur 1 9?./ 4 I'J /10 30/2 49/'j 
8 99/6 42/?.> 31/:... 49/;3 
15 113/ ~3 4"/0 ",./- "?r:/2 "- ,_, ~·c. 
2? 9~:/ r~ 32/- ~,~/2 
20 (y:jD 32/- ~~,;: / )_)f L 
C J) 5 Sl/ ·: 32/- 5?/2 
12 71/2 34/f ~27/6 !.-~/ :  )1/ ., 
19 fJl/· : 3':./- ,~4/1 '' ,'(.ljl ) " ') 11 I r. ' . '·' . :. I . 
26 ''l/'"'' ?7/.6 ?3/- IJ:/1 n '.,C/2 t). • .. : I' ; .,. .. , ,; .... ,• 
Cct 3 ~!;~/ t1 3~2/- '24/10 41/10 (~ ;j1_ .. ) 
10 92/4 Y;f?. '1?jn 41/10 "') r· I I) ·~.,! £. ..,)~ / ... 
17 <;?/4 30/2 21/4 . n/lG ---~' -., 
24 92/-1 1. r• '2 21/4 ~1/10 -;,r;j':' 
-' '/ -
31 O'/ A 30/2 21/ !;. /11/ :-~ ?·9/?. ;, ,:~ f
- ov 7 S12/4 3~!/- 21/4 41/ ;:j ·i,n/2 
'•r/ 34/,B 21/.4 41/10 ... •' . 14 <1/10 
21 ;~5/. 4 34/.8 'Ylf~'"l 41/.10 /.:.6/2 ·-..J c. 
28 85/4 34/8 24/10 41/.10 46/.2 
·:.cc 5 81/8 34/8 23/2 41/lJ 4tl/6 
12 65/4 34/8 24/10 41/10 44/6 
19 85/4 34/.8 24/.10 41/10 44/6 
26 92/4 3'2/- 23/2 40/10 44/6 
T.A.BLE F 
~ 
Jnn 4 1800 
11 
18 
25 
?cb 1 
1.5 
22 
8 
15 
22 
29 
•. pr 5 
12 
nurford 
Henley 
Cx:fcrd 
Burford 
Henley 
Oxford 
Burford 
!:'cnloy 
e:-:ll'ord 
Btlrf'o l'~ti. 
1.;:0~1ley 
C':A:rorrl 
}~urford. 
Eenlo~r 
Oxford. 
Bu:r:f'ord 
Hc::nJ.cy 
Oxfor d 
Bnrfo:rd 
Henl ey 
<J:d'orcl 
3tt.r:fo:!.'(l 
Ecnle~r 
(' xfo:c:l 
Ih.n.':i: o rcl 
EE:nlcy 
Oxford. 
3ur:Coi·d 
Eon.lc;v 
Cxi'ord 
Bm:·f ord 
HcnJ.c~l 
Oxford 
I3u.r:ford 
EonlcJr 
Oxford 
J3ur:ford 
Hf\n1cy 
Oxford 
Burford 
E(\nley 
Cxford 
J.3urford 
Henley 
Oxford 
gc;/6 
J.br/-
101/4 
99/6 
94/-) !y··;' ;·: 
. '.• c. · ... 
9CJ/G 
~ .. ; 
';};; -
1•0';j·:-. c. 1..-
CC'J/6 ;~/-
/ .· 
1 ··· ~; !.)) - · 
r10/ /: 
: · . .l.f I V 
l ·.)~:;­
]_ !J3/5 
• I ()0/ 6 
lO~)f-
111/9 
l ''"/ c. - \.IV V 
110/-
111/ <"< ·~ i;. · ... : 
1 r)6/'{ 
....  \.. ,, • 
112/ -
119/1 
113/ :.~ 
112/-
113/9 
113/B 
1 ~ ' '/ 6 ; ' " ·- ) , ... 
115/6 
ll?./8 
105/6 
11.)/0 -~ J ;I 
l r)6j ct . \ , ...... 
1~>5/-
1!)9/ 4 
113/G 
111/-
115/2 
] 1 "1; ·.~ .. .) f.,J. 
109/6 
1 1 ():j2 .:..." ... ) -
113/ ~~ 
113/6 
107/6 
60/4 
56/-
r-, ;:~ 
.• 1·- 'J 
6i:.l -
5'll-
66/10 
64/-· 
57/6 
5C/11 
60/4. 
">7/·-::.1· . I_, 
f ;.~w/ 0 
(;,. )' I r:.. 
. .) ... J j 
- - f 
']6;-
')l/\) 
6<)/ 1: 
.. ·rt ) I -
r:.,--: !..1 
_, II ~ 
Gn/L 
61/~ 
r-. f)f -
./, 
60/4 
/ . 
o3/ -
(< / '') 
v· 'I <-
6~1-
61/-
5(;/5 
{...J!f _ 
65/~ 
56/r; 
I 64;-
63/ -
'7''\./ r , 
~ ' ... '/ , :, 
64/-
t""")/ 0 _)/-
7,)/ C..t-
r • I 01~/ -
6(!/ -
7J./l 
7J./-
C7./ -
71/ 4 
71/-/ •"'/ ~) (.} -
79/1 
"l 
~ . 
~ 
.~:pr 1 9 1 800 
26 
10 
17 
31 
J un 7 
14 
21 
28 
.Tul 
19 
u.;. 2 
(') 
.. 
J urf'ord 
~len ley 
Oxf or d 
Uurf'or d 
!1€'nle;; 
Cxford 
";1ur:for d 
Henley 
Cx:for d 
:f3u:tf·ord 
II. onley 
0 -:::'f.'() !"d 
13ur f ord 
:''l'.'· :nlcy 
Cx-:"or d 
Burford 
i::(ml!!y 
C•;.:f cr d 
:'3n:r:"ior d 
z:r::llcy 
0:::-·.for d 
j}uri'or d 
Hc··Jey 
C'x;'or d 
Bur f ord 
Ilt- !";. l c-y 
c:x:forC. 
:Durf or d 
r; c:nlc:r 
Cxf0rd 
13urf'or d 
~·~mle;;.r 
Ox.for d 
T:u :r.>:f.'or d. 
I~0nl ey 
(:xfor c. 
I'.urford 
~1t==n 1. c~l 
(\x:fo r d 
:!Jurfor d 
nenJey 
( xfor d 
:::.>trcforcl 
He-nley 
Cxford 
Burfor d 
Tknlcy 
Oxfor d · 
:i3urford 
!'eJnl(~~r 
Oxf'orcl 
I:ur f ord 
Henley 
Oxf ord 
113/8 
114/-
l'd..?/ 8 
1 20/ 10 
119/fl 
12~/5 
121)/10 
13?/ -
l'!>t../ ~~ 
, ... , ...... ,1'' -~ ( .I.Jf .... 
13~!/­
ll7/4 
124/4 
l r."' /6 . . . ) I 
130/ :3 
, ') ..4/4 ~ t-L} -
117/ -
120/10 
124/4 
117/-
117/ If 
124/4 
117/ 6 
129/ 0 
l~:ti/4 
1 ', 7··/-
-'- . I 
1?.9/ 9 
124/4 
13:2/6 
l ?.G/ 5 
1 ~.'4/tr 
, ':';1 i (~ 
.J .. _ . · I ,1 
] .., o' / -'J • _.., . '/ <.) 
l ~.JL1/ ~ .. r "t 
11;.2/ r: 
136/10 
124/ t1 
vrc./ -
J. 38/:~ 
128/-
133/6 
139/6 
124/4 
127/3 
118/6 
.., \,~ / ''~ ~ :._,:>~ 
101/ 4 
HE/1r.l 
92/6 
7(:/ 2 
u8j 10 
g3/ -
79/ 9 
~) 1 . (; 
:>7 ·1 7 
r=.• :j _ ? •-, 
) 7/ ~· 
57/(' 
.. l -
r· !' 
~· 
:'7/ (l 
,- ., I f. 
I ' 
./ • I 
/.:i•/ '-' 
' · It· ;7· ':, 
' I ) 
4'./l.J 
1!1./ 4 
J'. I 1--
L:,t I ·> 
!; J/10 
3C/ -
)~./-
34/-
~~e~:#ng 
----
71/-
c;c.j -
. _, 
;1 (',/ ()'J. 
... t _..~ 
60/4 
59/ 6 
40/10 
.. 
'-
l c :..;c 
- -
64/ -
'71/6 
7'7/ -
G6/ -
# ,. . i t:.. 
.r_.•f v 
"'" .. , ; r· / -
I 7 I ··-
71/ 6 
3 
Date Toun Uhet~t T:l' : £l~_y Oatn B<~ann "':.< •. r : r~ 
- -
- -- .... ~ ·-
\ug 23 1800 13t1l'ford ~::z-;./10 44/4 3~2/- 60/4 '/ ~ .- ' 
Henley 97/- 41/- 2f/ - 46/- n 16 l r ..:·l ) 
Oxfor d 97/1 33/4- 43/1 ~ J: I r.:· l.li~j :; 
30 Bur·ford 106/8 53/4 32/- 60/4-
Henley 111/6 41/- ;;O/ 47/- ,:··· / ~\.} - ' • ' -! -
l CS/5 j ".f ;:1 
; I •. 
Oxford - ~Pf .,"'\ "" ... .. ,.) .. ' 
o:p G r ·m·forcl 124/4 57/7 32/ - 6!/1! 
Henley 1?.6/- 4L/- ~ -);- . ~ 3/6 /.:·~/ -..J • .l 
./ '· 
Oxford 124/5 I r - 3" /(:, 56/- . ; ·' I ,. .. 54, c ~I c· cli-t) j ~~ 
13 Burfnrd 124/4 62/2 i'"'! 6:)/4 - ( .. / -
It onley 12B/- 45/- 34/- 51/- t-•r·,! ..... , c.... r · --• I 
Czford 126/3 30/6 49/9 
20 Burford 124/4 6r/ ') ') •"/ 6·)/ 4 ~ "--· . c: --.,1 
~! c!"!l e~r 122/6 I 34/;., r: n f_ f:-~~~6 4W- .I. ·, Gxford 113/9 34/4- 33/ 4 
r 7 13ur:f:"o r d 106/8 53/4 33/ (; :·: r-j·l ( ' c: .. / \..) - . ..) 
·: 
c-•nlf7 1 J 0/ /." 5 7/~;· 33/- r· _... I I' ·· "' I 
-'- ··"·t 0 ) 0/ 0 '.J i.~/ -
Oxfor d 7r:_J 6 35/6 ·q/1 .-. 1-~-, -' I - i ,-.. ! :_., 
Cct 4 13nrlord 106/B 53/4 3l/:;, rJ·/10 - • L. ...1\J • 
Ec:mle;y 100/ - ~-,I 34/- r ·' j r .-,., I ")L.' _ _. .) ./ t) U · j-
Oxf ord op.j 0 ;t5/ 4 36/10 c; r1j r~ r:-, ":l / 1 / ' .-: t... _./ ·'. '·' :: ?I '·:· ,. 
11 Bur f ord 106/D 57.~7 "'), r • i 6 f) n /4 ~ .').! ' 'I ,· _; (i/ 10 
fi cn1e::r 119/- ~t:; , _ 34/- /.•') 61/6 1.) , > -
- ./[ Sfl:/ t . Oxford 101/6 r::. t;j r:.· 1. ? / ~;. ./'- . L 35/6 18 }~u:c:f.'ord 1''6/ c ry r/ 7 60/4 ')-', I 1 .'! .. 1,,... ·· · ' '"/ - ·-
J:<"n1ey 1 0!./ ">-,r:,/ - ":~. 6 1- ,,()/ :j :~ .-; ,_ r .. ·tf - ..,. _. , . .; / .. .,. I .. ",J>· ,f 
Ct~cr~ord 118/ 2 56/5 51/1 ~ :i I ~( 55/ 1 ,../ ·., ; ,/ .. 
.-;5 Burf or d 1~?4/ .!;. ~: r·'!; ~ 3S/6 60/4 r: :~. I i f , ,_ or... - ./'-"i .:. ·' 
Hm~J. ey 137/ - 5r::.f3 37/- G5/6 -s ~~; 6 
c:. ;; / H 'I 
~ ·"'l 
\-::d''r; r d 135/1 3:)/- 64/- t· r·. / . ..-
..J <· . - - :.,._:, u 
;:ov 1 Burf ord 12t/ - I 'I (. ...• I ,~ ~: ·-~;/ j_ () 57; 1 .3 r)/ 6 ' ' '·'I ' :· 
:rc:-nley 135/- ~.: "7 /t~ ""\ I •'r j 11 I -.:·· S~/- .. ~. , · -,/ .J..r v ~ _,. 1-. 
' 
I . , 
Oxford 121/ 2 ~~;r / ;~ !'.1 I t. (··I :_;j/:i. 
l''i(/1 () ~'-~~ I;:.~ 
... ,_, , 
.J'+. - ~ .r· .'/ i .r~ 8 Burford :~ r../ G ,< .. ,I t1 
- c .J - Gr./ '· 
• • J ·"'' 
~...; •! ; . -·· ..... , • .t ~ '..J 
Henley 126/6 r; r.; / 6 ':\ ·:· I 66/- {~ s·/.' G 
, .. l , - ~1/ ·-
C::d'ord. 1<." ' '~ GV S' v·; -r\ 6 ·l I F : :';·_:/ !.-. - .:., ,j ,.., ... ) .t ·-~ 1.1 . .. 
15 Bu:r:•ford 120/10 6';./'?. 37/4 r•l j ~ /; I { •.. - ;,_y ~--
Henley 1 ~3. 7/- c:.;i.:/,- . , ,..~ ,...( · / :7/ ...._ , ...,_ I '\' '1 - .... / -
·' . ~1 j./ <} C.;-~ford 130/ f t.~ r:/ 0 ~y; · ~-r;,./ ': ,/../ / 
r ~·· Burford 120/10 G"/ " ., ·r' . 'lii- I " ,: l 
,;. '· c.: c. .) I J, 6~::1= t"; r/J .. ' I E enlP-7{ 127/G tF/ rJG/'-
./ ' . · J - " Oxford 1.34/2 e-!c:: ... '6 6l+/ -l ... , _ / : 71 ) 
~'9 :iil..l.I'f'ord '~ ?.V- - ~ t ) /1 (' 1 ! 1 ' •"" "J I ": ! ! ,_ ...&. . ... • ._,.. ,, . , ·- ,,J !. : / /.~ { J.../ - ... ....... , 
Henl0y 127/6 6, ~/6 lr.J./-- .<,2/ - 7'1 / ... 1--'·:' -
Oxford 136/10 69/ 8 /iOilO ,• ' I • . . , o 7.r b 
6 IlUl .. fOrd l"V 71/- I 71/ - ''"' I tCC I "I A: c· · ; - i ',I_: " !" l .:./ -- .. 
L'cnley 133/- G" I ~qj .. / : , 'I ' ') )c.; - o ../ - I I I -
Oxf ord 124/,5 6G/4 4~:/4 6,1/- ~(~/0 13 Burford 1"' ~ ' 71/- /:1~1- 7 ~; p. ~(5/- :. 4-
"+ -- :,. ,~-'1 6 Ilenley 132/,6 GC/- !! ~"'V. 71/- J ·· /, 
Oxford 133/3 60./0 fizs I'~  of '":( ("" .-.,I ~ •.J "- ?i:;:/:~1 l4i/2 c[{/10 \.,. / , .. f"". !"\ J3u:rfor d 4A.:/4 7 :" / ,, <:: ~ ... ' ' / (: 
Irrm1ey V~6/6 66/6 ~ ''/. 70/ - 7l/ G t.,c: -
Cxford 140/5 7 IJ/8 .al/ (' 74/- ..... -: /I'·· ' / Ul·/ ' 
4 
Jls,te ~ F-1]lea:t ;ua:r,le~ Oats BeoJls ~E!~~ ~)o 
Dec 27 1800 Bu:r.ford 142/2 88/10 44/.1 7B/2 ?~:/; ~ .Henley 156/- $9/- ti~l- 74/-
· - 1 • .• • J •.) 
Oxford lll?/6 76/5 44/6 6:•/r;, . ... ; l '1; ./ .... ,_ 
t: ·""!w:l 3 1801 :Burford 142/2 n/1() I . 73/2 1:1·%;:~ Ci'' ;. ~ ._, ..:1 1 -t 4 Henley 146/6 71/- ''), I T'/-lj ~J- ... {>/ -
Oxford '! '!Q/ .1 TV "' 47/2 75/10 l' f./' '5 _t.,, . (~ >,) tv/ 
'i'.\13LL G 
The prices have teen converted f r om Oxf'ord to ~-:inchester 
: e<1su:re o.nd a.:re believed to be accur ate to \'fi thin ld. 
~; ~icp 24 1692 
~ 28 
;j Oct 1 
5 
8 
·: 15 
?f 19 
22 
26 
:) 29 
I-1 :::7cv 4 
( ' 
>) 
'' ,, 
,, 
:. 
.... 
'' 
9 
12 
16 
23 
26 
30 
:Dec 3 
7 
10 
14 
17 
21 
24 
" J ·'-n 7 1693 
.. 
.. 
J 
.. 
·' 
J 
~ 
• r 
0 
"' 11 
14 
13 
21 
25 
3 
11 
15 
18 
22 
c5 
:·,.:.r 1;. 
n 
..... 
11 
15 
18 
22 
25 
29 
15/7 
16/-
17/4 
17/6 
1 i/9 
18/5 
l B/0 
19/1 
1.9/7 
19/7 
19/7 
19/~r 
19/7 
19/7 
19/5 
19/7 
19/7 
19/7 
20/ -
20/?.. 
20/5 
?.0/11 
'd-0/ c; 
?D/ 9 
20/5 
?0/5 
'.-0/5 
(. :)/ 8 
20/5 
20/ 9 
20/7 
?.0/ 9 
20/11 
21/1 
21/2 
21/8 
2?/3 
22/ 8 
23/1 
23/3 
:-~3/ 4 
'2?/7 
23/B 
24/~ 
24/11 
25/8 
Cnts p . ·~t,r . 
10/8 19/6~ 
15/5 24/1~-
J. 
18/10 
22/1 Aasi-z.t. 
of Beer 
22/7 
26/4 
2 
Date 
-
»a.rlex p.Q.t:r~ Oats p. 1tr. :Sea;n~ p . ')tr. !.l.,lt p ·· ,tr ~ !t.v d • • \ t • 
s ~\pr 1 1693 25/11 
;·[ 5 25/9 
w 12 26/3 
s 15 26/8 
~·r 19 27/3 
s 22 28/7 
-r..~ 26 2:1/1 
s 29 2:V1 
. H May 3 25/9 
s 6 25/4 
T 9 23/7 
s 13 24/-
'T 17 25/4 ·~·. 
s 20 24/11 
H 24 23/1 
;, 27 20/-
'l 31 21/7 
s Jun 3 21/1 
1{5 ?to 20/5 2114-
T 13 20/-
s 17 19/1 
•.T 21 17/9 .. 
"'·1 28 16/-
s Sep 9 22/8 
... 16 24/-oJ 
H 20 24/5 
s 23 24/-
H 27 24/5 14/2i 24/10~ 2G/10 
s 30 24/.-
lf oct 4 ~l3/ 7 
s 7 24/.-
T 10 24/-
s 14 24/9 
~l 18 24/2 
s 21 24/11 
u 25 25/4 
s 28 ?-5/8 
TIT Nov 1 25/9 
s 4 25/4 
lV 8 24/4 
s 11 2t~/ll 
lf 15 24/11 
s 18 24/11 
H' 22 24/5 
s 25 24/5 
H 29 24/5 
s Deo 2 24/7 
~i 6 24/11 
s 9 25/4 
~~ 13 25/9 
s 16 26/3 
u 20 26/6 
s 23 26/8 
9 30 26/3 
3 
Date Barler ;g.qtr. Oats J2• ''1tr. Deane n . ·l.tr. I.1a1t n .-)tr. 
J an 3 1694 26/8 
s 6 26/ 8 
N 10 26/3 
s 13 26/8 
}-,! 17 26/8 
s 20 26/11 
!f 24 26/ 3 
s 27 26/8 
" 31 26/8 1;ro !:~1 t Sold ~:; 
s Feb 3 26/ 8 
w 7 27/-
r< 10 26/8 v 
u 14 26/8 
s 17 27/7 
H 21 27/7 
r• 24 27/1 ,) 
ii 28 25/9 
("o 1-1ar 3 25/9 ,.) 
~f 7 25/9 
s 10 26/3 
. ' 14 27/1 ~. 
s 17 2i/7 
1T 21 27/7 <; j 
s 24 27/1 14/2s· 20/2 23/ 10 
s 31 2i/4 
u A'Pr 4 27/7 
s 7 27/7 
s 14 27/7 
lT 18 26/3 
s 21 26/8 
H 25 25/4 
s 28 25/-
H Mny 2 26/3 
s 5 26/8 
'I .. ! 9 26/3 ,, 
s 12 26/3 
'1-T 16 26/ 8 
s 19 26/8 
s Sep 1 20/5 
w 5 19/1 
s 8 16/11 
i-1 12 17/9 
s 15 16/11 
T 18 16/S 
s 22 16/5 
1·f 26 ri/4 14/2-?:< 23/1t 27/4 
s 29 17/9 
H Oct 3 F)/1 
s 6 18/8 
1f 10 17/9 
s 13 17/9 
tf 17 lFJ/8 
s 20 17/9 
w 24 Ii/9 
0 27 ri/4 J.J 
'W 31 li/4 
4 
Date Barley n &tr. Qats ·n. ··t.r. 2"_:'11C -:1 , '· tr. : · . , lt n , ·tr 
-
s nov 3 1694 17/4 
.. 1 16/11 
s 10 16/11 
I 14 16/11 
s 17 16/11 
'if 21 16/5 
s 24 1G/5 
H 28 16/5 
s !leo 1 15/7 
w 5 16/-
s 8 16/-
fl 12 16/-
s 15 16/-
p 19 16/-.. 
s 22 16/-
!f 26 16/11 
s 29 16/11 
~~ J an 2 1695 16/-
s 5 16/-
11 9 16/-
s 12 16/2 
tf 16 16/5 
s 19 16/-
{i 23 16/-
s 27 16/-
T 29 15/7 l D/10 
s Feb 2 16/-
H 6 16/-
s 9 16/3 
H 12 16/-
s 16 15/7 lv 20 15/7 
s 23 16/-
w 27 15/7 
( • Mar 2 16/-.:J 
lf 6 16/-
s 9 16/-
lf 13 16/-
s 16 16/-
w 20 16/-
s 23 16/- 7/1-; 14/2-f; 13/10 
w 27 15/6 
s 30 15/ 7 
n Apr 3 16/-
s 6 15/7 
l'i 10 15/1 
s 13 15/1 
tf 17 14/8 
("' 20 14/2 . J 
\r1 24 14/2 
s 27 13/9 
w Ma.y l 13/9 
s 4 13/9 
w 8 16/-
s ll 16/-
w 15 15/1 
5 
~ JlarJ,e;r p.Qtr~· 
s !•1ay 18 1695 18/3 
~~ 22 16/5 
s 25 13/9 
T 28 13/4 
f' Jtm 1 13/9 .:; 
r~ 5 16/-
s 8 16/-
~~ 12 16/-
s 15 16/-
s Sep 28 20/5 
~: Oct 2 21/4 
s 5 23/1 
., 9 22/3 fj 
17/9-i\- 29/7--~ '?5/1 . 
,, 12 24/-
'" u 16 22/3 
s 19 22/8 
\: 23 'i-2/3 
•• 26 22/8 ..I 
};' 30 22/3 
s Nov 2 21./9 
H 6 21/4 
F 8 20/11 
H 13 21/4 
t" 16 21/4 .. ) 
:4 20 21/4 
G 23 21/4 
w 27 20/11 
;3 30 20/11 
l1 Dec 4 20/5 
D 7 20/5 
u 11 21/4 
(~ 14 20/11 o.) 
T 17 21/4 
" 21 22/3 •) 
s 28 21/4 
T 31 2?/3 
s Jan 4 1696 22/3 
\[ 8 20/5. 
s ll 20/ll 
H 15 21/4 
'"' 18 21/4 • ) 
w 22 21/4 
t' 25 21/9 .,:) 
1·1 29 21/4 
£i Feb 1 22/3 
"1,1" 5 21/4 .. 
z 8 21/9 
;,; 12 21/9 
s 15 ?.2/3 
\oT 19 22/8 
s 22 22/3 
lT 26 22/3 
£i - 29 23/1 .. 
1t Mar 4 23/1 
s 1 22/3 
w 11 23/1 
s 14 22/8 
6 
~[ Mar 18 1696 22/8 
€' 21 23/1 21/4 35/6?r 30/1 
"' ., 25 23/1 il 
s 28 22/3 
u A~r 1 21/4 
s 4 20/5 
H 8 20/5 
c• 11 19/1 .;::) 
w 15 19/7 
[; 18 19/7 
1 i 22 19/7 
., 25 19/1 d 
,, 29 18/8 
"' May 2 lrJ/8 .. 
.. 6 16/11 ,, 
( • 9 16/->) 
;; 13 16/-
'. 16 16/-,) 
:-.: 20 16/11 .. 
~.- 23 16/-•J 
I ' 27 16/-. : 
,, 30 16/-.. 
(} Jun 6 16/-~-
( • Sep 19 16/-,.) 
'. 23 16/-,,
( . 26 HJ/8 j.l 16(- 33/2. .. 30 HS/B 21/4-,, 
r · Oct j H}/8 ~ l 
, . 7 18/8 ~A4 
C• 10 19/1 .J 
r.; 14 19/7 
,. 17 20/11 
. 21 21/4 ' 
24 20/ll 
~~ 28 '!.0/11 
:· 31 20/11 
i .. : Nov 4 20/ll 
, . 7 22/3 . I 
~~ 11 20/11 
,, 14 20/11 .,; 
·~J 18 26/11 
~· 21 20/11 25 22/3 
:j 28 21/4 
,~; Deo 2 21/4 
., 5 22/3 .: ! 
~i 9 22/3 
.; 12 21/4 
16 21/4 
( ! 19 21/4 
" 
. r 23 2 1/5 
... 26 :No come in r~nrkett d 
~·~ 30 20/5 
<.' Jan 2 1697 20/5 ., 
~-; 6 20/5 
,., 
9 20/11 ~) 
7 
Date ~~rlex ,.u..: :·tr.- Og.ts Jh ·:. tr. J3cw,ns Jh tr . ; :;-.'.J .. t P• ~ tr . 
H Jan 13 1697 20/5 
,. 16 20/11 ,.) 
20 ::~0111 
c• 23 20/11 . ') 
27 ?.0/11 
F 29 21/2 ;~3/10 
~f Feb 3 20/11 
6 20/11 
:J 10 2C(ll 
.. 13 ~?:l/5 
·' 
17 -~cj-t .. 
·' 20 2nj-,,.l
24 J <' I 7 . ;; I 
" 27 19/7 ' ' T .,. 3 26/ -.. .:tr 
, ) 6 19/7 
10 1rJ/3 
' 13 19/7 ., 
... 17 2~i5 
.. 20 ~'"'/-. ) . ' 
24 ?.0/5 1 <.?/5 ?.2/6 =io !'~1 t sole 
.. ) 27 ,, ')/" '··' I :> 
31 ,.,.,/ r ,._ ". ::> 
:· ~.pr 3 2'J/ll 
• t 7 ';20/J.l 
'• 10 t::l/4 .) 
14 22/3 
'l 17 21/9 
21 ~?l/4 
., 24 ?.1/ 1,. ~· 28 '!1/4 
... t·f~y 1 .-.r>/q t:.r t_, 
.. 5 2rJ/11 ' 
19 1D/ 3 
~·· 22 18/ 0 •)
26 18/ 3 
';"\ ~:0 1>5/ r. 
.. Jun. 2 19~ ,, ::-• 5 H3 n 
·' 
0 13/8 
·' 
('• Ju1 17 14/2-:\ 21/4 •·J 
.J ~C)) 11 17/9 
15 18/B 
18 18/5 
22 17/9 
'·' 25 18/8 12/5' 20/9 27/7 .. :
29 18/ 8 
l C'ct 2 19/1 
6 18/ 8 
... 9 18/8 • .,,1 
" 13 l f3/ 8 
16 20/2 
... 20 20/-.. 
" 23 20/5 .. 
27 20/5 
.. 30 20/11 ..J 
g 
l&U if1Wg JJsi.JU• " a.,:l§, n.:: tr. Bea:,nn n, ,."U:• L:.;tt P. 0t7:. 
u rJov 3 1697 20/11 
C' 6 20/11 .. 
'!i 10 20/5 
s 1) 20/5 
-~ 17 20/5 r-i 
s 20 2o/ll 
~; 24 20/11 
s 27 21/4-
'l Deo 1 21/4 h 
... 4 21/9 ;) 
l1 8 21/9 ,. 
c 11 2?/ 8 ;) 
,, 15 2r;fG ,, .... , 1_. 
s 18 " ·~;~ ~r. .'•A 
i·i 22 22/3 
F 24 21/9 
\f 29 21/4 
F 31 21/4 
r: Jnn 5 1698 21/9 
~ 8 21/9 
H 12 21/9 
·· r 15 21/9 
li 19 21/9 
..• 22 21/9 ,, 
~f 26 2i/9 
~· 29 22/2 !!c J.!a ltt sold ~> 
l·J Feb 2 21/9 
.. 7 21/9 o,J 
·.~ 9 21/9 .  
r:: 12 21/9 '·' 
., 16 22/3 .t 
,., 19 zi/9 •> 
' . 23 21/9 \; 
'• 26 21/9 . '
'if l1nr 2 21/9 
D 5 21/9 
., 9 22/8 ti 
"' 12 23/1 ~
:,., 16 23/7 ., 
r• 19 24/-·~ 
~; 23 24/2 13/~ 18/ 4?~ 30/1 
" 26 "4/ ,_} c. -
': ! 30 23/? • ( 
,., 
At>l' 2 24/-•) 
. 6 24/-,, 
<) 9 24/5 •.J 
... 1) 24/.8 
' 16 24/-
;· 20 24/5 . 
u 23 24/5 
r . ._t 27 24/5 .. 
"' 30 24/11 -.) 
;. ~~y 4 24/5 
' . ., 24/5 ') 
' t 11 24/5 ,,., 
c· 14 25/4 . ) 
~ 
H lft~y 18 
C• ~~ 28 
1:r Ju1 20 .. 
~· .) ~.iep 24 
., 28 ,, 
, .. 
,) Oct 1 
C" 
.. I 8 
., 12 .. 
" 
-· 
15 
.i 19 
2'1 ( 
·.r 26 
" l Q 
.. c. / 
r :·rev 2 
F 4 
9 
·' 
1 2 
16 
.. 19 
.. 23 . 
,. 26 l 
30 
' ' 1)c c 3 
··' 
.l 7 
10 
.. 14 
.. 17 J 
,, 21 
·' ,. 24 . ;
., 23 
I • 31 . ' 
" J tm 4 
f 7 . , 
11 
~ 14 ) 
18 
(' %1 ·~ 
. ' 25 ,. 
,.) 28 
F'eb 1 
"" 4 ...  
8 
f ' 
I 11 
15 
... 13 _l 
22 
;j 25 
.. !·t·'"!.l' 1 
.:.; 4 
' ., 8 
' 
.: 11 
~: 15 
<' I 18 
Dszrley Pa-9.:tl' • 
1698 24/5 
25/9 
24/5 
?4/-
25/3 
?.6/ -
')5/0 ,_ / 
,...,;, j r, 
,_ ·- :; 
'. jc:. 
.. : ./ 
r l' I f. 
' /I t 
'I.G/ 8 
I ·) I c: 
t? .)J_ ::> 
?.'V5 
~6/8 
25/9 
:·5/ 9 
~~5/ 4 
~!I:/ 11 
··,.~.; 1, 1-.ot ,.t., 
:A/11. 
:.>!.1/ lJ. 
~;5/ 4 
' .' '/ ' • ... .:; 
')(>/ {~ 
' . \. 
' 6/3 
'-36/3 
~ 6/8 
r•(Jj'"' 1.~ ) ,) 
?.7/7 
~·6/3 
1699 ?.5/ 9 
IJ.-' !'~ d ) d 
~l6/8 
27/7 
2H/5 
,.c'l/5 r.: ., 
~~·'3/-
28/ -
28/5 
28/5 
·-"/ t-: ~(I ,) 
-;nJ4 
29/4 
31/ 1 
32/ -
:n/1 
:n/1 
31/1 
32/-
32/-
31/1 
:n/1 
15/5 
16/ -
' \1 /t1 t:. I r 
?1) 11 
'· • I 
9 
31/4 
33/11 
~ 
-,r 
.., Y:ar 22 
~~ 
.... 25 
H 29 
.... ~) Apr 1 
'T 4 
...) 8 
.. 1?. 
;_) 15 
\i 19 
~} 22 
~ 26 
C' 
.. ) .29 
~ f 
~·. l:la.y 3 
!.) 6 
•; ~ 
~: 10 
., 13 ...: 
1l 17 to 
~ 20 
·? 24 
.•. :.;op 2 ;;, 
, 6' ; , 
~~ 9 . ) 
~; 13 
"' 
16 
~;: 20 
t • 
.. :;.. 23 
., 27 • i 
s 30 
... Oct 4 .. 
s 7 
~[ 11 
,, 14 ,.,J 
ll 18 
( '• 
w 21 
':""i 25 
L~ 
. .) 28 
'17 11oT 1 
, . 
, ) 4 
w a 
, . 
i.) 11 
. ~ ,, 15 
t='' ~~ 18 
rr 22 .. 
,. 
oJ 25 
~. t 
·• 29 
s Dec 2 
? f 6 .·. 
,..,_ 
· ' 9 
r.l 
·• 1.3 
{ • 
;.} 16 
~~ 20 
~) 23 
· .r 
•• 27 
(" 
.. 30 
BAr lex 
1699 3o/3 
29/4 
29/4 
28/11 
28/3 
?1/1 
.~ "'/5 r- r) 
~· 7/7 
"''/5 <.0 
29/4 
30/3 
'2S/4 
2~;; 4 . 
2·3/5 
···6/ :" ( , ;,.)
?.i/7 
24/11 
r:3/l 
· :r:.I_Q G.:). .. 
29/4 
30/3 
31/1 
. , :; t: 
1, • •• ) ' ?.. i~/5 
~:9/4 
;-. ~y, (.(J . 
'"'~V5 t.~ ·~~I . 
2d/5 
,, "'> /h 
c:<:y .".J 
"· I 2·iJ 5 
2t3/5 
,. .... 1 ... r- (~ :) 
2 ~; I t; ·-t.~ 
27/7 
"'I s .:-. U 
28/5 
23/5 
28/5 
27/7 
26/8 
27/1 
27/1 
27/7 
2[j/5 
z,3/5 
2B/5 
"' 'V5 G'-; 2r/s 
28/ 11 
29/4 
28/11 
28/11 
29/4 
29/4 
l2•~'tr. 
18/:.1 
19/6~.-
·. '.l' - ·:"1 n ~~ - ·! . ··~ ~·
39/1}· 
.! . . I 
;·~ Jan 3 1700 
5 6 
w 10 
fj 13 
Ji 17 
B 20 
'l 24 
£; 27 
p 31 
~; Feb 3 
.,._, 7 
..  
~~ 10 
H' 16-
;i 17 
~-: 21 
~; 24 
~f 2f3 
s ~~r 2 
H 6 
T.! 
.. 
s 
9 
ll 
16 
20 
2l 
27 
'-' 30 
\-I kpr 3 
(' 
.;J 
rr 
.. 
s 
.. 
..J 
6 
10 
13 
17 
20 
24 
27 
1f May 1 
... 
,. 
:; 
\{ 
4 
8 
11 
15 
!Jwu p.o:w:. 
28/5 
28/; 
28/5 
27/7 
26/8 
27/7 
27/7 
27/1 
2~;/8 
2.5/9 
25/9 
25/4 
24/11 
21,/11 
24/11 
24/-
24/-
'24/---
23/7 
23/1 
22/3 
~1/ t1 
19/7 
21/4 
21/4 
21/9 
C.l/9 
22/3 
22/3 
22/8 
23/1 
23/1 
21/4 
21/9 
21/9 
21/9 
20/ll 
21/4 
20/11 
:BeQDQ n. • t r. 
23/!.·?~ 33/2 
11 
30/1 
26/4 
Assize of 
:Beer 
l 
TABLE H 
To shQi the Priess gf Ba~ley, Oats, Beans and l·Jt>.l] 
§Old in oxtom t1arut 1733 - J.80Q. 
The prices have been converted from Oxford to Winchester 
f.ieasure and are believed to be acoura.te to within ld, 
~ J3arlex p.o.t;. Oats J2aQtl':• Beans n.Qtr. B2,lt p , Q.t: 
Mar 24 1733 15/7 12/- 16/7 22/7 
Se:p 8 12/11 
15 12/11 
19 Wed 13/4 
26 Wed 11/9 10/8 15/1 
Dec s 13/9 
15 13/9 
J.tar 23 1734 13/6 12/5 16/7 
18 Wed 13/4 
25 ~Ted 13/4 
28 13/11 14/3 16/-
Mer 22 1735 14/- 12/5 16/-
Sep 27 13/9 16/- 16/-
l~ar 24 1736 13/9 12/5 14/2 
Sep 27 16/- 13/- 17/9 22/7 
J an 29 1737 18/8 11/10 1i/9 24/6 
Mar 23 26/4 
Se:p 28 ~led 18/8 19/- 26/4 
Feb 1 Wed 1738 16/11 11/10 17/9 24/.6 
J an 31 Wed 1739 12/5 22/7 
Mn.r 24 15/7 13/4 21/4 22/7 
Sep 26 12/5 26~ r~c.r 22 17 40 20/4 13/4 16/- Old 28 3 
Se:p 27 20/5 16/- 23/8 
t~ar 21 l 7 41 20/- 16/11 24/11 
Sep 26 17/9 22/6 
Jan 29 Fri 1742 20/-
Nar 24 rled 28/3 
Sep 25 19/1 17/9 23/8 28/3 
J an 29 1743 16/5 
M:~r 23 vied 26/4 
Sep 28 Wed 24/6 
Feb 1 l-Ted 1744 10/8 20/8 
1.1r~r 24 11/1 10/fJ 20/ 8 
J~n 29 Tue 1745 
11/7 15/1 
20/8 
I·~o.r 23 11/7 . 
Sep 28 9/9 13/4 
18/10 Feb 1 1746 10/8 andt!id1ovar !.1:1.r 22 12; 5 .1n oa 11/7 17/9 18/10 
Sep 27 10/5 11/7 15/5 
Jan 31 1747 11/1 
M.:t.r 21 12/5 9/9 15/5 
tiep 26 11/7 11/1 15/5 28/3 Jan 29 1748 13/4 
I.Io.r 23 ¥led 22/7 
!-la.r 22 \1 ed 17 49 24/6 
!.tar 24 1750 13/9 14/3 21/4 
ro 
t. 
~ j3arley D•:"\;tr . 02-t§ '> • -.·11;:. ~3c--·.n s 11• tr. .:.:: 1 t '" . 1tr 
Se-p 26 1750 
14/~ 14/3 
22/7 
I.lsr 23 1751 
Sep 28 17/9 15/1 22/6 24/6 
Ho.r 21 1752 16/- 14/3 21/4 :~6/4 
Oot 1 13/9 11/7 19/- ?.~/6 
Apr 4 1753 
15/1 21/4 
~-G/4 
Oct 6 17/4 26/4 
Feb 9 1754 16/-
Oct 9 Wed . 24/6 
Apr 3 1756 14/3 
16/-
2'2/7 
Oct 9 19/1 23/1 26/4 
.Apr 2 1757 27/7 18/ 3 28/5 33/11 
Oct 8 24/11 17/9 30/3 3::0/11 
Apr 1 1758 25/7 19/7 30/3 33/11 
' . 
Oct 7 20/3 14/3 30/3 30/1 
Feb 10 1759 15/7 26/4 
Apr 4 22/7 
Oct 6 15/1 11/3 19/- 24/6 
Feb 9 1760 15/7 2!/6 
Ar}r 2 26/4 
Oct 8 24/6 
Feb 1 1761 12/4 
Apr 4 13/4 13/4 13/4 22/7 
Oct 7 !-Zed 22/7 
Feb 10 Wed 1762 ll/10 
Apr 3 14/3 . 13/4 17/9 
Oct 9 20/- 18/8 23/1 30/1 
Feb 12 1763 24/- 33/11 
Apr 2 23/1 17/9 23/1 33/11 
Oct 8 24/ 11 19/7 33/9 35/9 
Feb 11 1764 19/7 33/11 
Apr 4 33/11 
Oct 6 19/1 17/9 35/- 30/1 
Feb 9 1765 19/7 30/1 
.A:pr 3 30/ 1 
Oct 9 33/11 
Oct 8 1766 17/9 32/-
Oct 7 Wed 1767 33/11 
Feb 10 1768 33/9 
Apt' 2 24/- 33/11 
Oct 8 20/5 32/-
Apr 1 1769 16/11 15/l 30/1 
Cot 7 15/5 28/3 
r;•eb 10 1770 14/8 26/4 
Apr 4 28/3 
Oct 6 21/4 30/1 
A :or 3 1771 35/9 
Oct 9 22/8 35/9 
Apr 4 1772 ?.4/5 19/1 28/5 ~5/9 
Oct 7 37/8 
Apr 3 1773 29/9 41/5 
Oct 9 29/4 39/6 
:Q.ate 
A:pr 2 1774 
Oct 8 
Apr 1 1775 
Oct 7 
Apr 3 1776 
Oct 9 
Apr 2 1777 
Cot 8 Tiled 
Feb 11 1778 
Apr 4 
lip:r 3 1779 
Oct 9 
J\ .. pr 1 1780 
Oct 7 
Feb 10 1781 
i\.:pr 4 
Oct 5 
Feb 9 1782 
Apr 3 
Oct 9 
Feb 12 1783 
Oct 8 
Feb 12 17-34 
Apr 3 
Oct 9 
Feb - 1785 
Apr 2 
Oct 8 
Feb 11 1786 
Apr 1 
Oct 1 
Apr 4 17137 
Oct 6 
reb 16 1788 
Apr 2 
Oct 8 
F'eb 31 1789 
J\.pr 4 
Feb 6 1790 
Apr 3 
Cct 9 
I<'eb 12 1791 
-~pr 2 
Oct 8 
Feb 11 1792 
!~.:pr 4 
Oct 6 
Feb 9 1793 
Apr 3 
Oct 9 
~:'eb 8 1794 
;\p :r 12 
Barley p.Qtr. 
29/9 
27/7 
28/5 
27/7 
23/1 
22/3 
19/7 
15/1 
15/1 
16/-
15/1 
14/8 
14/ 11 
28/ 5 
31/1 
30/ 8 
23/1 
21/4 
19/1 
31/1 
25/ 9 
23/7 
21/9. 
20/5 
19/7 
20/5 
21/4 
24/5 
20/5 
21/4 
?:.2/ 8 
35/1 
25/4 
28/5 
3013 
35/7 
39/6 
39/6 
y:jj6 
39/ 6 
33/11 
30/l 
30/1 
Yi/1 
3C/1 
33/11 
30/1 
n·"/ 3 
'- U/ 
28/3 
32/-
32/-
3?/-
~"/-~ r_ 
33/11 
41/5 
45/2:1~-
41/5 
45/2) 
45/2+· 
41/5 
41/5 
37/8 
,,r.;jr,.1_ 
L '' J , ~ ' ' ,15/2-t~­
lll/5 
37/8 
39/6 
39/6 
37/8 
3i/8 
37/8 
37/8 
37/8 
37/8 
41/5 
37/8 
40/1-f.f 
41/5 
45/2}· 
37/8 
43/4 
45/2~ 
45/2-~­
!~7/1 
M1/ll..!.. ~j·'... 2 
48/11-~ 
48/11~-
4 
Dc.te Barley p &'.Jtr. Q;:,ts p , tr . lieans n. , tr. . . ~ ., t ... 
-
6 ~tJ . p. ~_,, 
t 
I · Peb 7 1795 34/3 48/11~-
Apr 4 37/4 
30/3 46/3 
) C/10 . 
Jun 13 
Oct 7 48/11:~-Apr 2 1796 35/7 5~~/8{-:· 
oot 8 31/7 48/11-h 
Feb 11 1797 21/9 37/8 Apr 1 22/3 45/2-~ Oct 7 32/11 
Feb 10 1798 26/3 38/7 Apr 4 45/2-h Oct 6 24/11 
Feb 9 1799 26/3 
Oct 9 40/11 56/5} Feb 8 1800 56/-
